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Foreword

For well over fifty years the National Bureau of Standards has directed a substantial

fort toward developing requirements and methods of test for buildings, components, and

.terials. The members of its staff have also participated in the work of both domestic

id international technical committees dealing with these fields of activity, including

:iimmittees of the three organizations sponsoring this symposium.

In recent years many of our research programs have emphasized the development of data

ltd procedures needed for realization of the potential benefits promised by the formalized
irformance concept. Therefore, we welcome the opportunity to participate with colleagues
roughout the world in the exchange of ideas and experience made possible by this Symposium.

a contribution to the Symposium, as evidence of our belief in the importance of its

libject, and to make the information available to the building community, we are pleased
publish these Proceedings.

.

LEWIS M. BRANSCOMB
Director



Preface

The concept of a joint RILEM (International Union of Testing and Research Laboratories
for Materials and Structures) and ASTM (American Society for Testing and Materials)
symposium to be held in the United States was the subject of conversations extending over
several years between representatives of these two organizations. As a result of several
discussions, agreement was reached on holding a symposium on the Performance Concept in
Buildings, a subject of great current interest throughout much of the world, and one of
concern to both organizations. Since the Performance Concept is a subject of interest also
to. the International Council for Building Research Studies and Documentation (CIB) , the CIB
joined the other two organizations in sponsoring the symposium.

A steering committee was established consisting of Dr. R. C. Mielenz, Chairman, Master
Builders Company of Cleveland, and the ASTM representative to RILEM; Professor Richard W.

Bletzacker, Ohio State University, and Chairman of ASTM Committee E-6 on Performance of
Building Constructions; Dr. J. R. Wright, National Bureau of Standards and the RILEM
Delegate to the United States; and Mr. T. A. Marshall, Jr., Executive Secretary, ASTM. Upon
his untimely death, Mr. Marshall was succeeded on the steering committee by Mr. W. T.

Cavanaugh , ASTM Managing Director. The latter was often represented at planning meetings
by Messrs. J. W. Caum and L. C. Gilbert. On occasion, the RILEM Secretariat was represented
by Mr. M. Fickelson, Deputy Secretary of RILEM or by Dr. Wright, President of RILEM; while
the CIB was represented by Mr. S. M. Charlesworth of the United States National Committee
for CIB.

A Symposium Committee was formed which consisted of two members selected by each
sponsoring organization. Membership consisted of Professor R. A. Jones, University of

Illinois, Chairman, and Dr. Bruce E. Foster, National Bureau of Standards, Secretary,
representing ASTM; Professor E. Amstutz, Zurich, and Mr. Tenho Sneck, the State Institute
for Technical Research, Finland, representing RILEM; and Mr. 0ivind Birkeland, Norwegian
Building Research Institute, and Dr. Gerard Blachere , Centre Scientifique et Technique du
Batiment, France, representing CIB.

Following solicitations of papers for the Symposium, a preliminary selection based on
submitted abstracts was made by the Symposium Committee. Manuscripts tendered following
this selection were submitted to a concentrated review during a two-day review session at

the National Bureau of Standards. Some 60 staff members of the Building Research Division,
assisted by four knowledgeable individuals representing the United States National Committee
for CIB, participated in the review. The Symposium Committee took part in the review. It

aise held meetings devoted to final acceptance of papers, classification of papers by subject
matter, and selection of rapporteurs.

The National Science Foundation, acting through the U. S. National Committee for CIB,

made a substantial grant in support of the Symposium. As a contribution to the Symposium,
and to make its findings available to the building community, the National Bureau of

Standards agreed to publish the Proceedings.

Authors were requested to consider the reviewer's comments and submit final manuscripts
in "camera-ready" form. Most of the abstracts, translated into French by a commercial
concern, were reviewed for technical accuracy by Mr. M. Fickelson, Editor in Chief of the

RILEM Bulletin. Time constraints prevented Mr. Fickelson from reviewing all the abstracts.

Also, an attempt was made to correct obvious errors in the camera-ready copy. The contents
of the papers are the sole responsibility of the individual authors. A table of factors for

converting English units, and sometimes metric units, to S.I. units is included as an

appendix.

The Proceedings is being issued in two volumes. Volume 1 consists of the invited

papers, and will be available to Symposium authors and participants prior to the Symposium
Meetings in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, on May 2 -'5, 1972. Volume 2, which will be issued
after the Symposium, will contain the opening statements by representatives of the

sponsoring organizations , the keynote addresses , the opening paper on the history and

scope of the performance concept, the reports of the rapporteurs, and hopefully, some

record of the discussion during the Symposium sessions.

BRUCE FOSTER, Secretary
Sumposium Committee
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Abstract

Volume 1 contains all of the invited papers accepted for the Joint RILEM-ASTM-CIB
Symposium on the Performance Concept in Buildings. Opening addresses and reports of the
rapporteurs will be included in Volume 2. The Symposium was held in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania on May 2-5, 1972. The subject matter covered in the papers includes
physiological, anthropometrical

,
psychological, sociological, and economic human require

ments and methods of evaluation; physical requirements and methods of evaluation in
mechanical, acoustical, thermal, dimensional stability, compatibility, fire properties,
and geometry areas

;
operation and maintenance requirements and methods of evaluation in

such areas as maintenance, repair, replacement, and versatility; techniques and problems
in "applying the performance concept to design; and experience gained in application of

the performance concept in design, building, and building use.

Key words: Buildings; components; design procedures; experience in use; materials;
performance evaluation; performance requirements; user requirements.

X



tional Bureau of Standards Special Publication 361, Volume 1: Fertonance
ncept in Buildings; Proceedings of the Joint RILEM-AS TM-C IB Symposium, held
v 2-5, 1972, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (Issued March 1972).

Design Specification -

Operational Goals, Parameters, Synthesis, and Performance Criteria

John F. Halldane
Environmental Systems Consultant

7221 Righters Mill Road
Derwood, Maryland 20855

Evaluation, specification and monitoring in design has traditionally been
based on the physical aspects of building environments. With a growing concern

for human behavior there is a realization that the evaluation of environmental

systems finally rests on whether the activities of people are satisfactorily

supported by that system . Present methods of specification restrict the physical

requirements in the interests of behavior but fail to note the design goals that

are intended to be addressed. Further, the categorization of parameters, both

physical and non-physical, tend to be isolated into problem areas rather than

groups that can be correlated. Performance is also narrowly interpret ed in

terms of physical entities alone.

A system is presented that co-ordinates environmental systems through a

goal -parameter-synthesis -criterion specification which forms a base for design

evaluation. The discussion includes the need for operational goals, a definition

of non-physical parameters through an overt communication, a limiting stimulus

system which links the organismic and environmental parameters, and criteria

appropriate to the performance of operational goals. To illustrate the system
certain lighting problems are studied from human behavior to light distribution.

Rather than encouraging an attitude of regulatory compliance the system fosters

alternative possibilities in design.

L' evaluation, la specification et le controle d'un projet sont
traditionnellement fondes sur les aspects physiques de l'environne-
ment de la construction. Avec l'interet croissant qu'on attache
au comportement humain, on en vient a admettre que 1' evaluation des
systemes d ' environnement repose sur le fait que les activites des
gens sont entretenues ou non par ce systeme. Les methodes actuelles
de specification limitent les exigences physiques au profit du com-
portement mais ignorent les objectifs fixes par le projet. En outre,
la categorisation des parametres, tant physiques que non physiques,
tend a les compartimenter au lieu de les repartir en groupes qui
peuvent etre mis en correlation. La performance est du reste
etroitement interpretee en termes d'entites physiques seulement.

Un systeme est presente qui coordonne les systemes d' environne-
ment par une specification: but-parametre-synthese-critere; qui con-
stitue la base de 1' evaluation. La discussion porte sur la necessite
de buts operationnels , une definition de parametres non physique par
le moyen d'une relation manifeste, un systeme de stimulus limitatifs
qui associe les parametres appartenant a l'organisme vivant et au
milieu, et les criteres appropries aux objectifs a atteindre. Pour
illustrer le systeme, certains problemes d'eclairage sont Studies,
depuis comportement humain jusqu'a la distribution de la lumiere.
Plutot que d'encourager une attitude de conformite a la regie, le
systeme multiplie les possibilites en regard du projet.

Key words: design evaluation; design specification; design synthesis;
environmental systems; goal statements; parameter definition; performance criteria.
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1. Problem axegs

Design specification is vital to the rational evolution of our environment. It is a predictive

statement of future activities and environmental features . From this predictive statement a projected

evaluation can be made to ascertain the success or failure of such a venture. More broadly this becomes
technology assessment. The specification should be capable of considering design problems for any detail,

time of an event, and for any personality involved including promoters, designers, contractors, managers,
monitoring agencies, and environmental occupants.

Materials oriented professionals will possibly charge that this form of specification is far too

extensive for their concern. The salient point is that their problems are inherited from the broad context
of a design and when their contribution is evaluated it is in terms of that design context. Disciplines of

materials technologists must be consistent with those disciplines that embrace it. Our situation is that

professions are "doing their own thing" Father than fostering an interdisciplinary liaison to achieve the

objectives of design - to create environments that complement living activities.

We are dealing here with goals beyond those of a particular professional's charge and knowledge,
yet often he becomes morally bound or legally responsible for them - a fate of being a specialist at the

end of a delegatory line. I would challenge that where there is a delegation of responsibility (but a fact

of our society) a specification should state the design goals in an operational way. In this manner all

groups can address the common problem. The rising concern for mandatory environmental impact

statements and the precautionary detail in contracts could be taken as a matter of course rather than as an
additional burden.

The "performance concept", as presented by the international building research organizations

(Atkinson 1971), stresses the physical aspects of design evaluation. Here the measures of a test

procedure or analogous structure are compared with values set by performance criteria and appraised

accordingly. Design goals apertaining to activities and environmental features are invariably unstated

but are assumed to operate through the pre -determined criteria. Those criteria in fact have become
sophisticated forms of presently accepted building practice. In consumer language the closest goal

statements to be found are related to "user needs" and "user wants". Often these goals are so general

and problem embracing that they are not operational because of inherent inconsistencies or contradictions.

There are also the situations where the questions are not of "need" or "want" in that the problem may not

affect the "user", such as the components of distribution systems (mechanical, power, material).

Again, "consumer satisfaction" tends to overlook physiological problems (lead paint poisoning, deafness)

where people are unaware of affects by which they might assess their satisfaction . With blase consumer
attitudes many problems would not be posed on a satisfaction basis. What is required is a specification

that will encourage innovation and alternatives for the promoter and designer - not to tell them what or

how to build but rather to consistently suggest ranges of human and environmental criteria to design for.

The convenience of various measures in test procedures may provide control for manufacture and
assemblage but in most instances they will not correlate with human responses. Therefore those test

measures will be untenable with a design evaluation based on human response criteria, and consequently
they may seem unreasonable to designers and irrelevant to the occupants . What we need are stimulus

measures (Halldane Oct 1970, Dec 1970) that relate both to human responses and to distribution

systems I. For instance measurement parameters (factors) in lighting group into perceptual, stimulus,
and distribution categories as follows.

Parameter: Units:

perceptual... visual magnitude assessment . . . luminosity (brightness). not appl

.

stimulus... luminous planar intensity .. . luminance (photometric brightness) .nit

distribution... luminous power density .. . illuminance(illumination) . lux

Illuminance does not correlate with the luminosity because the distribution can involve many changes
through variations in surface reflection and transmission. Observe low luminosity in sunlight reflected

from dark paper or illuminated windows at night.

1 Since this paper presents an interdisciplinary approach some of the terminology will be

unfamiliar to the majority of readers . Communication of new concepts and problems

beyond those which we have traditionally considered have made this necessary.

However, terms used internationally, by professional organizations, and by other

disciplines have been adopted. Less definitive synonyms are added in parentheses.

2



'he disciplines that can correlate stimulus and response parameters in perception are distinctly

ifferent from those of engineering and physics since the response is a non-physical concept.

,

3sychophysics deals with these problems . A summary of the different parametric categories will be

ound in the end tabulation but a fuller discussion is left to previous papers (Halldane Oct 1970, Dec 1970,
: eb 1971). Differentiation between perceptual and cognitive responses is fuzzy. It is helpful to think

if a cognitive selection of perceptual cues and those cues promoting cognitive responses, just as neural

esponses induce perception and cognition affects overt and physiological responses.

Non-physical parameters of human perception and cognition (covert or "hidden" behavior) can not

e measured . Instead we measure either the physical stimulus of the environment, the physiological
esponses, or the overt behavior (motor activity) of a person that correlate with a specific non-physical
larameter. Once a model is established it may be simulated by a measuring instrument. Thus a

uminance - luminosity model is simulated by a telephotometer with a lens, filter and sensor which is

malogous to the eye system but not to the neural since a photometer does not account for the. context

md adaptive effects

.

2. A specification as a predictive statement for evaluation

Design evaluation is a checking procedure to ascertain whether a design is satisfactory in terms of

i particular agreed upon rationale. Design specification is a predictive procedure to anticipate the

oarticular rationale for evaluation. This rationale needs to be timeless and incorporate features that

olead for the solution of immediate problems but without being anchored to present day technology,
n other words alternative solutions are permitted to stem from the behavioral variations in human goals

ather than the reasoning that relates the parameters (synthesis) or that arbitrarily decides their

attributes and magnitudes (criteria).

In the development of a specification for design evaluation I believe we can ask four basic
:ategories of questions:

a) What is the design for? Operational goals.

b) What are the factors to consider in design ? Parameters .

c) How are the factors related? Synthesis .

d) What attributes and magnitudes are needed Performance criteria,

for the factors to meet the goals ?

The tables at the end of the paper illustrate the categories, and the evaluation flow diagram the

procedure

.

A specification can be used for evaluating design in two independent ways . One way is in a

stationary evaluation where the elements of goals, parameters, synthesis and criteria are defined for a
specific instance in time over a narrow time domain. Here history is irrelevant. Examples include

supervisory tasks, monitoring, periodic reviews, stocktaking, critiques, impulsive purchases, and

occupant appraisals . The other way is in a sequential evaluation where the concern is for the evolution

in the elements of goals, parameters, synthesis and criteria over time. Illustrations are found in

historical reviews, construction programs, inquiry commissions, office schedules, and routine

maintenance. A full design specification would permit the sequential evaluation of future events to be
more reliable than has been the tradition.

The statement of a design specification requires careful consideration. Present legal systems in

this country insist that a written statement takes precedence over other forms. Other legal systems can
include the drawings and schedule of quantities .With a concept of performance each parameter of design,
both human and environmental, requires qualification. This is achieved through selecting parametric
performance criteria to meet the relevant operational design goals . It means that any specification

statement should contain all the evaluative elements in any acceptably communicable form such as
through a computer program, venn (bubble) diagram, model, analog, microfilm, holograph, graph, table,

tape, drawing, written document, code, performance test, or prototype. The extent of a specification

depends on the degree of delegation of responsibility from the promoter through designer to contractor,

laborer and occupant. A legal framework safeguards the contracting parties in relation to both the

delegation of responsibility and the evaluative elements of goals, parameters, synthesis and criteria.

Questions of law are customarily based on precedence because of a reliance on inductive reasoning.

Now if all the parties agree to a deductive rationale by means of a comprehensive specification it is

possible for a legal system to be predictive and anticipatory.

3



Government management at Federal, State and local levels has a monitoring responsibility to ensure
that building is economically dependable, maintainable and capable of supporting the intended human
activities . However the goals for this delegation of responsibility are not too clear since government
management does not design and construct buildings (except General Services Administration, Army, and
Navy). At present it controls physical aspects of design through building codes, requirements for

funding, or by reviews of environmental impact statements. With recent legislation concerning
desegregation and discrimination cultural and ethnic differences can not be recognized. If government
management typifies or generalizes an American culture and extends its building responsibility to include

the support of human activities we are likely to find that the heritage of Indian, Chinese, Spanish and
Hawaiian expressions will be lost. Instead, where the goals, parameters, synthesis and criteria are

clearly specified the cultural differences can augment the alternative design solutions and can show how
a proposal fosters desegregation and non-discrimination. As a monitoring organization, government
authorities should state the bounds of building in terms of human and environmental factors and allow the

inherent differences of people, power and materials to be freely expressed by the promoter, designer and
occupant within those accepted bounds. In this way monitoring specifications for the critical parameters
will move from distribution systems to those of stimulus systems and human responses

.

3. Application of desiqrt specifications

The strength of a comprehensive specification as briefly described above is in assisting us to

consistently utilize our evolving technology. Where disciplines are clearly defined, both in relation to

the correlation of parameters and the flow of evaluative decisions, it is possible to delegate responsibility

to the various design personalities. We find that the conceptualization for the specification applies to

any form of design whether of buildings, mines, space stations, ships, urban systems, or service

programs . In sequential evaluations design can be either predicted or reviewed.

Predictive evaluation is the customary form for the designer. Here the specification illustrates a

proposed environment through drawings, schedules and models. A promoter or client is less articulate in

extrapolating those statements into his perceptions of the living spaces and relies on the judgement of his

agent (architect, planner, engineer) as to whether it will meet his conception. Clearer statements of

goals, the use of existing comparative environments, and the experiencing of mockup prototypes would
help to alleviate these problems. Where there is a concern for possible adverse environmental situations

a monitoring specification must be included. Measurement or test procedures alone are an insufficient

specification and goal statements are needed to make the parametric criteria tangible. For instance in

developing a lighting standard for coal mines (Halldane Oct 1970) a plausible minimal condition was to

set the human goal to avoid scotopic nystagmus, a miner's ocular disease. The problem correlates with

a measure of luminance and the parametric criteria become one of a field luminance exceeding 0.05fL
to ensure photopic vision. Illuminances on the coal would need to exceed about 5fc since a dark brown
coal absorbs considerable light. It is significant that the human response is sufficiently definitive to

correlate with a stimulus measure. A further application for a design specification is in structuring a

theme for a conference or research program . The value is that each contributant can address specific

problems within a conceptual framework and the missing elements can be recognized at an early stage.

Review evaluation is when the formation of an environment is considered at the time of an existing

system. Here we can analyse the val idity o f a specification both in stationary and sequential terms . We
can ascertain the degree of anticipated performance at an instance in time, and the changes in the

evaluative elements of goals, parameters, synthesis and criteria over time. Consistencies will reflect

the appropriateness of the original specification models . For example in the evaluation of mental health

facilities it is necessary to review how the various personalities and supporting facilities promote the

changes in an affected person's (client, patient) behavior towards his compatibility in the community.

Also the promotion, design, construction and occupancy requires a sequential evaluation to see if

modifications to the original processes can lead to more effective comprehensive specifications for mental

health services and facilities. Controlled experimental studies such as changing the lighting, acoustics

or travel paths can augment the value of a review and suggest alternative design possibilities

.



4 . Conclusion

The performance concept is only viable if the current philosophies are extended to include

brganismic factors o f human/ animal and plant life. Further, the success of establishing pertinent

lertormance criteria will rest in deciding appropriate design goals and in defining the parameters

i:ons istently . A rational development of environments to support and complement the intended

•rganismic activities is dependent on the accuracy and relevance of the correlation models which relate

he parameters

.

n '

A rigorous discipline is needed to order the fragmentation of contemporary performance thinking.

To this end an interdisciplinary design specification is suggested for evaluating design in terms of

Operational goals, parameters, synthesis and performance criteria.
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A: OPERATIONAL GOALS OF DESIGN "What is the design for?"

Operational goals in design are qualifications of a

promoter's intentions that are based on the provision

for and differentiation between activities .

Qualifying questions for an operational goal:

What?
Where ?

When?
How?
Why?

ACTIVITY GOALS:

ENVIRONMENTAL- ORGANISMIC-

PROVIDING'

Power -

Natural -

Solar

Fossil fuel

Geothermal

Gas

Derived -

Electrical

Nuclear
Mechanical
Structural

Light

Sound
Thermal

Material -

Organic
Geologic
Topographic
Oceanographic
Atmospheric

Plastic

Metallic

Wood
Cement
Glass

Physiological -

Metabolic
Muscular
Respiratory

Trans piratory

Endocrinic

Behavioral -

Feeding
Procreative

Excremental
Migrative

Egress
Sleeping
Leisure
Productive

Communicative

DIFFERENTIAL-

Physical-

Structural

Quantal

Periodic

Dynamic
Kinematic

Genotypic-

Individual

Group
Community
Sex
Age
Deviant
Periodic

Cultural

Taxonomic-

Human
Domestic animal

Horticultural

Animal
Plant



B: PARAMETERS OF DESIGN "What are the factors to consider

in design ?"

DESIGN ACTIVITY PARAMETER:

iORGANISMIC RESPONSE-
.

•

PHYSIOLOGICAL-
l *

ORGANISMIC RESPONSE

STIMULUS ENVIRONMENTAL
SYSTEMDISTRIBUTION

BEHAVIORAL-
-*

OVERT- COVERT- [NON-PHYSICAL]

INDIVIDUAL-

Characteristic- Measurement-

Metabolic

Muscular
Neural

Respiratory

Transpiratory

Circulatory

Homeostasic
Endocrinic

Temperature
[rectal ,mouth]

Blood
[type, count,

pathogens]

EEG
ECG
EMG
Pathogen
count

Pressure
[blood]

SOCIAL-

Characteristic- Measurement-

Couple
Family
Group
Community
[public health]

Regional

Racial

Probability

Disease
incidence
Treatment

incidence

Birth rate

Death rate

Characteristic- Measurement-

Walking
Talking
Orienting

Sitting

Standing
Eating

Producing

Training

Movement
[direction,

displacement,
velocity,

acceleration]

Fixation

Productivity

[operations/time]

Consistency
[deviation from

individual mean]
EOG
Pulse rate

Characteristic- Measurement-

Couple
Family
Group
Urban block

Community
[public

education,

welfare]

Regional

Cultural

Characteristic- Assessment -

PERCEPTUAL-

Visual
Auditory

Skin
Proprioceptive

Olfactory

Gustatory

Organic

COGNITIVE-

Resolvent
Impressional

Associative
Phobic
Learning

Probability

Population

Population density
[organisms/area]

Communication
frequency

Movement pattern

Participation

frequency

Luminosity
Hue
Saturation

Contour clarity,

separation

Flicker

Depth
Motion
Form
Loudness
Pitch

Warmness
Coolness
Roughness

Descriptive

Acceptability

Likeness
Need
Empathic
Evaluative

Parameters continued
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B: Parameters continued

DESIGN ACTIVITY PARAMETER:

ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEf

ORGANISMIC RESPONSE

STIMULUS ENVIRONMENTAL
SYSTEMDISTRIBUTION

STIMULUS-

RESPONDABLE- FIELD-

Characteristic- Measurement- Characteristic- Measurement-

POWER:

Light

Sound

Thermal

Erythermal

Ionizing

Movement
Holding
Skin movement

MATERIAL-

Surface

Air

Vapor
Solute
Water
Sweat
Food
Aerosol

Luminous planar intensity

[luminance]

Chromatic planar intensity

[tristimulus flux]

Auditory power density and
sound pressure density

[weighted sound pressure level,

effective perceived noise level]

Frequency
Thermal power [energy/time]

Thermal power density

Temperature
Erythermal energy density
[energy/area]

Ionizing energy capacity

[ions/mass, radiation dose]
Proprioceptive power and energy
Holding power and energy
Static and sliding

frictional power and energy

Curvature

Displacement
Dry and wet bulb temperature

Vapor pressure

Material concentration

[mass portion/volume]

Material volume
[volume portion/volume]

Material capacity

[mass portion/mass]
Material flow rate

[mass/time]

Stereochemical

PATTERN-

Co -ordinate

Contour

contrast

Areal, planar

Spectral

SEQUENTIAL-

Pulse
Intermittent

Progressive
Relative

movement
[ocular, head,
behavioral]

ORIENTING-

Co -ordinate

Phototropic

Audiotropic

Thermotropic
Air movement

SPATIAL-

Distal shape
Sound decay
Air movement

Polar [9,0]
Contour contrast gradient

Contour spacing
Luminous area

Luminous density

[area/area]

Chromatic power
Instantaneous sound power
spectrum [real time analysis]

Stimulus power and energy
per perceptual sampling
period

Stimulus energy modulation

Stimulus time modulation

ratio

Sound power progression

Spatial polar [0,0 & ,0
Phototropic directive

Audiotropic directive

Thermotropic directive

Directive [asymmetrical

field function!

Gradient

Interposition

Relative movement
Relative size

Reverberation time

Parameters continued
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3: Parameters continued ....

DESIGN ACTIVITY PARAMETER:

NVIRONMENTAL SYSTEM-

ISTRIBUTION CO-ORDINATING-

CONVERTING-
-

boundary

;haracteristic-

Boundary
measurement-

ORGANISMIC RESPONSE

STIMULUS ENVIRONMENTAL
SYSTEMDISTRIBUTION

TRANSFERRING-

Boundary Boundary
characteristic- measurement-

POWER-

Surface-
Emitting

Absorbing

j

Laminar-
Absorbing

Spatial -

Ionizing

Formal -

Power plant

Generator

Converter

Lamp

Cartesian co-ordinate [X,Y,Z]
Power converting efficiency

[power converted/original power]

Power
Energy
Power and energy density

Power and energy intensity

Power and energy planar intensity

Potential [temperature, voltage,

position]

Flow rate [ current, thermal]

Force
Pressure and stress [force/area]

Cost
Unit cost [cost/measurement unit]

+power stimuli +power stimuluis measures

MATERIAL-

Surface-
Corrosive

Combustive
Condensing
Laminar-
Cement setting

Photochromic
Spatial

-

Combustive
Fogging
Formal -

|Fire

Waste
conversion

Dimension [X,Y,Z]
Material converting coefficient

[mass converted/original mass]
Velocity

Humidity ratio

[mass water/mass dry air]

Mass
Volume
Cost volume [cost/volume]

Cost capacity [cost/mass]
Cost density [cost/area]

Cost rate [cost/time]

+mat. stimuli +material stimulus measures

Surface

-

Reflecting

Diffusing

Diffracting

Conducting
Laminar-
Transmitting

Conducting
Refracting

Polarizing

Diffusing

Viscous
Spatial -

Diffusing

Formal -

Heater, cooler

Structural

Floor, wall,

ceiling, roof

+power stimuli

Surface-
Capillary

Adhering
Laminar-
Porous
Penetrating

Adsorbing
Spatial

-

Ventilating

Convecting
Diffusingi

Formal

-

Vehicular
Construction,
maintenance,
demolition

+mat. stimuli

Cartesian co-ordinate [X,Y,Z]
Power transferring efficiency

[power transferred/incident power]

Power
Energy
Power and energy density

Power and energy intensity

Power and energy planar intensity

Potential difference [difference

in temperature, voltage, charge,
position]

Flow rate [current, thermal]

Force
Moment [force. length]

Pressure and stress [force/area]

Cost
Unit cost [cost/measurement unit]

+power stimulus measures

Dimension [X,Y,Z]
Material transferring coefficient

[mass transferred/incident mass]
Velocity

Density [mass/volume]
Strain [length change/length]

Mass
Flow rate [mass/time]
Volume
Cost
Relative cost

[unit cost/total cost]

Cost distance [cost/distance]

-(-material stimulus measures
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C: SYNTHESIS OF DESIGN PARAMETERS "How are the factors related?"

Synthesis is an inductive or deductive method of

reflective reasoning. The concern is to establish

a correlation between the parameters which in turn

consolidates a corresponding discipline . Validation
of the correlation model in design is dependent on an
application to relevant operational activity goals.

PARAMETRIC CORRELATION METHOD:
, i-

-*

INDUCTIVE- DEDUCTIVE-

PHYSICAL- PSYCHOPHYSICAL-

Disciplines:

Physical _ Physical

parameter parameter

envirophysics,

physiophysics , envirophysiology,
behaviophysics , envirobehavior,

Discipl ines:

Stimulus Response
physical - assessment
parameter parameter

psychophysics , enviropsychology

PRECEDENT DIRECT-
ARGUMENT-

Measurement- Communication-
Advisory Power converting and transferring Identifying

Apparent efficiency Ordering

reasonableness Material converting and transferring Pairing

Replicative coefficient Equating

Mass, length,time ratio Scaling

ANALOGOUS Appraising

ARGUMENT-
COMPARATIVE-

Duplicative

Simulative Reference measurement- Reference stimuli

Relative power converting and Comparing

AUTHORATIVE
ARGUMENT-

transferring efficiency

Relative material converting and
transferring coefficient

Adjusting

Limiting

Mandatory code Graphical model

-

or standard Rectangular X,Y,Z
Managerial Polar 9,0
decision Diagramatic
Renowned [venn, power, material, force, moment,

psychrometric, distribution]personal ity

Adversarial Nomographic
process

Simulative model - Simulative model

Scaled [distribution of light, sound,
people, building elements]

Analog [physical, digital]

Mathematical [statistical, tensor,

functional transform]

Material [molecular, ionic]

Testing [material, system]

Psychophysical
Psychoneural
Analog [photopic telephotometer,

weighted sound pressure meter]

] 0



D: PARAMETRIC CRITERIA FOR DESIGN EVALUATION

PARAMETRIC PERFORMANCE CRITERION:

"What attributes and magnitudes
are needed for the factors to meet
the operational design goal ?"

PHYSICAL-
I

-
NON-PHYSICAL'

Attribute - Magnitude- Attribute- Magnitude-

PROVIDING-

Activity event

[selected goal-

oriented event]

Binary event

[yes -no,

go - no go]

Zero
Minimum
Operational

Transitional

Optimum
Maximum

Unnoticeable
[adapted]

Order

Assessed
Contextural

Threshold
Minimum
Assessed
Transitional

Acceptability

Maximum
Intolerable

COMPARATIVE-

Identical

Co-ordinating

Functional

[safety, user]

Simulating

Replicating

Identical

Proportional

Probabil ity

SEQUENTIAL-

r ormin g
Vlaintaining

Changing
[flexible,

ecological]

Demolishing

Growth
Obsolescence
Decay

Identical

Intermodal

Dominant mode
Political

Ethical

Stylate

Identical

Relative

Majority vote

Learning
Recalling

Comprehending

Adaptive
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We build in order to establish certain required environmental
conditions

.

This set of conditions should be according to the users' require-
ments. This paper will discuss the users' activities and the users'
characteristics as a basis for defining the users' requirements.
Further we discuss a possible procedure for identifying the require-
ments and indicate the use through examples. The paper holds that
it is necessary to take the variations in user's characteristics
into consideration when defining the requirements. Further the
paper tries to expand the use of users' activities to include all
kinds of activities that may have consequences for the physical
solution. The intentions of what is put forward here is to

initiate a further discussion of the continuation of this kind
of work. It is not meant to give a solution to these problems.

Nous batissons pour etablir certaines conditions requises
d ' environnement

.

Cette serie de conditions devrait etre en accord avec les

exigences des usagers. Pour definir les exigences des usagers,
cette communication prend comme base les activites et les

caracteristiques des usagers. En outre, nous soumettons une
methode possible d ' identification des exigences et nous expliquons
son emploi par des exemples. La communication affirme qu'il est
necessaire de considerer les variations des caracteristiques des

usagers pour definir des exigences. En outre elle essaie d'etendre
la prise en compte des activites des usagers, de facon a y inclure
toutes sortes d'activites susceptibles d'influencer la solution
physique. L'intention des auteurs est de provoquer une discussion
quant a la poursuite de ce type de recherches. II n'est pas
question de livrer une solution a ces problemes.

Key words: Human activities; performance criteria; physical
environment; planning and design basis; user characteristics.
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1. Introduction

We build in order to establish certain required environmental conditions.

This set of conditions should he according to the users' requirements. In this paper
we will concentrate on the humans as users, though the principles will be the same for

other "users", - things, machines, animals etc.

There are principally two different approaches to the problem of defining the users'
requirements

.

One is to start with the activities, and users' characteristics, trying not to be
limited by traditional concepts of buildings.

The other approach is to derive the functional requirements from existing buildings.

The first approach seems to be the most difficult, but is considered as giving more
room for innovation. The question is whether we can make it operative with the present
level of knowledge on human requirements. Derivations from existing solutions are con-
sidered to leave less room for innovation, but are likely to be a more operative method
today.

The choice of approach should be made in relation to the problem to be solved. When
wanting to develop entirely new products, one should start with the human requirements.
To improve known products the second approach may be the most convenient. The purpose of
this paper is to contribute to the discussion of the first approach, starting with the
users' activities and the users' characteristics.

The following is based on a simple model Figure_l, showing the relations between
the most important concepts we use in this paper and their relations to the analysis of
the requirements in building.

This paper will discuss:

- users' activities
- users' characteristics
- procedures for identifying requirements
- examples to indicate the use
- continued work

The intention of what is put forward here is to initiate a further discussion on the
continuation of this kind of work. It is not meant to give a solution to these problems.

2. Users' Activities

2.1 Identifying Users' Activities

Identifying users' requirements for buildings means to investigate the functional
relationship between the users and the buildings. We have chosen the users' activities as

the starting point for this, for the following reasons:

- users' activities may express the function of a building
we build to make certain activities possible.

- users' activities express the users' reaction/adaptation to the building.

Activities have functional consequences both for the users and the buildings and
therefore may form a link between the two in a functional analysis.
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The activity concept has in different contexts been given varied definitions.

Some definitions emphasize the purpose of the activity, some the performer of the
i.ctivity, some the activity as a process.

For the purpose of this discussion the definition given in Webster's new collegiate
lictionary is sufficient j activity: "State of action or quality of being active".

One cannot study all possible activities, one must concentrate on activities

- important to the user
- affected by the design of the building
- which affect the design of the building

We may think of the following ways to guide the choice of relevant activities

:

Ly Choice in cooperation with the actual user groups. This would be a democratic approach,
but the result may only be relevant for the buildings experienced by the users. Through
cooperation one might be able to cut through these limitations to some extent.

b) Choice based on theoretical studies (for instance through physiology, psychology,
sociology)

.

This means that knowledge from different disciplines has to be coordinated, which is

often a problem. Data in the field of human sciences are very often limited to an

experimental context which makes generalization difficult.
However, it is here the possibilities of including "neglected" or "forgotten" acti-
vities and to "discover" new activities are.

) Choice guided by results of surveys, enquiries etc. from other user groups.
Results from these are often limited to special conditions and by users' experience.
It demands great insight into the users' situation from the interpreter of the
results

.

L) Choice based on directly observed behaviour.
This is in addition limited to activities directly available through observation.

0 Choice guided by the analysis of existing buildings.

The three last types of data are of most use for this purpose when gathered for
dentifying existing problems. By surveying these, one's ability to choose relevant
.ctivities will increase.

There is a tendency to choose activities available for observation with a clearly
.efined purpose. This leads to marginal improvement for performing these activities,
mile requirements based on other activities are not considered at all.

. description of for whom and under which conditions the activity may be observable, is

f interest from the methodological point of view, to stimulate the studies of the more
.ifficult observable activities.

To improve the basis for an activity analysis and to reduce a biased selection of
.ctivities one has to combine these different approaches, as the value of activity studies
'or the quality of design will greatly depend on the choice of activities.

The problem of to what extent one should go into detailed activity studies is closely
onnected to the problem of choosing the activities.

The study has to be detailed enough for identifying the requirements and still be
:enerally relevant

.

One should consider the danger of getting biased results when studying some activities
in more detail than others.
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We do not think it possible to develop a rigid system for detailing ail types of
activities. The degree of detailing must "be considered in relation to the design problem.

Activities with a clearly defined purpose are usually more available for observation
than for example the process related activities.

2.2 Analyzing the Activities

In the following we will discuss some aspects by which the activities may be analyzed.

a) By whom is the activity performed?
To define the users' requirements on the basis of an analysis of the users' activities,
we have to identify the person(s) performing the activities. The users' characteris-
tics, the number of users and their relations have to be included in the activities
analyzed.
This type of study has been carried out for certain activities and certain categories
of users. It has been used for describing household activities, and
also in studying the fitness of a building for disabled people.

But most activity studies operate with a generic user concept which is of limited
value

.

b) What is needed to perform the activity?
What is the sensory stimulation needed?
(e.g. temperature, humidity, air movement, light, sound, smell, taste)
What is the consumable supply needed? (e.g. air, water, energy, goods).

c) What are the by-products of the activity?
Usually an activity results not only in fulfilling the expressed purpose, but it also
has by-product effects both for the performer and the environment. It is necessary
to study the total result of the activities. What are the satisfactions, dissatisfac-
tions, by-products produced by the activity?

d) Where is the activity performed?
What space, spatial relations and spatial boundaries are required to perform the
activity?
This is the most common starting point for an analysis of activities related to
design of buildings.

e) What is the purpose of the activity?
All activities have a purpose, even process related activities like breathing, thinking,
seeing, hearing etc..

The purpose may be clearly defined as an expected result, but it may also be obscure and
unconscious. For some activities the purpose is easy to describe (ex. to eat, sleep
etc.), for others it is difficult (ex. to dominate, to protect, to love).
Some activities start with a decision by the user, others are processes we go through
without controlling the beginning and end.

The purpose of a particular activity may be different depending on by whom , when and
where the activity is performed.
This is important to describe as the only way to measure the efficiency of an activity
in relation to the purpose.

f) Activities and time aspect .

Activities may be described according to time spent , when it is performed and how
often it occurs.
Also the sequence and interdependence of different activities in time is relevant.
Time spent and how often the activity occurs may indicate the importance of the
activity both for the user, and so for the design of buildings.
The sequences and the interdependence of activities may be of great importance when
defining the functional relations between different parts of buildings, activity aids
and the surroundings

.
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<) Movements required to perform the activity.

The pattern of movements is relevant for giving dimensions to space and equipment and

for their inter-relations.

The movements required for a certain activity will vary, depending on users' charac-
teristics .

The movements for a particular activity for disabled persons, aged, children and

adults will he different.

3. Users' Characteristics

To identify users' requirements a thorough knowledge of users' characteristics is

ecessary, involving many different disciplines, each with different terminologies and
.pproaches . This information no doubt is available to a large extent, but very little has

[•een done so far in structuring, coordinating and surveying information from the different
heoretical starting points to form a basis for design. This is an important task in

|\iture work. This is only a starting attempt to outline the information necessary to
dentify the requirements posed by different user groups. We will only be interested in

haracteristics which influence the relationship between user/building.
te users' characteristics are traditionally divided into physiological, psychological and
•ociological categories. If we go into greater detail, we find that it is very difficult
o draw sharp lines between the three. The characteristics must not be treated statically,
ine must emphasize the changes through life span and consider individual variations.

3.1 Physiological Characteristics

L) - Neural development.
The nervous system is the coordinator of our responses. It provides extensive con-
nections with all parts of the body to integrate various stimulations and responses.
Information about the nervous system is helpful to understand the development of
psychological processes as learning, memory, intelligence and emotions.

- Glandular development

.

The system of glands maintains and regulates the chemical balance of the organism.
Like the nervous system it is of great importance to behaviour. Some knowledge of
this is necessary to understand such processes as skeletal, muscular and emotional
development

.

- Physical development.
Physical changes occur continuously throughout life. The changes in size and propor-
tions, in the skeleton, muscles, or internal organs occur in certain sequences that
are of importance in design. The structural changes influence the intellectual,
emotional and personality characteristics of the individual.

- Motor development.
Motor development, especially locomotion skills and manipulatory abilities, are impor-
tant for one's scope of environment.

- Sensory development.
The environment influences man through his senses: hearing, vision, taste, smell and
cutaneous sensitivity.

3-2 Psychological Characteristics

- Learning and maturation.
Maturation refers to the development of behaviour due to inherited factors. Learning
is dependent on experience. Learning and maturation are both of great importance to
man's relation to environment.
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b) - Intellectual development.
Intelligence has been defined as "the capacity for flexible adjustment", (Munn 1938)
or "the degree of availability of one's experiences for the solution of problems",
(Goddard 19^8). These definitions indicate that intellectual development refers to
man's ability to adjust to environment. Under this heading one could treat:
remembering, imagining, thinking and reasoning, and concept formulation.

c) - Emotional development.
Emotional development is influenced by environment, both the physical and the mental,
and is a determinant to social adjustment.

3.3 Social Characteristics

From infancy to old age man goes through a process of social development . He learns
how to act and think in relation to others. He develops his personality and interests in

relation to others. He learns how to function as part of his society. This is for most
people a difficult and some times painful process. The social situation of a person or
a group will strongly influence the requirements and the environment is one of the deter-
minants of the social development.
One therefore has to know the main traits in the process of social development and the main
characteristics of the social situation of a person or a group to identify the requirements.

3.^+ Age Categories

The users' characteristics are a question of development through life-span. It is,

therefore, necessary to use age categories as guidance for the description of the users'

characteristics

.

An operative division into age categories has to correspond to the major changes of the
different aspects of development of users' characteristics.
We have so far found it convenient to use the following age categories:

I Pre-school-age 0- 6 years

subdivision: 0-1
1-3
3-6

II Middle childhood 7-12 years

III Adolescence 13-20 years
subdivision: 13-15

16-20

IV Adulthood 21-25 years
26-6k "

V Old age 65-

k. An Outline of a Procedure for Identifying
Users' Requirements

k.l Choosing Activities Relevant to the Function
of the Building

(Outlined in chapter 2). We are not able to present a ready made activity list for

all kinds of buildings. Different types of lists will be needed depending on:

a) what is the intended use of the building
b) by whom the building will be used

18



4.2 Defining the User(s) and their
Relevant Characteristics

(Outlined in chapter 3) . As for activities we are not able to present an overall

1st of relevant user characteristics. Different types of lists will be needed depending

at:

) which activities will be considered

) which age categories will be considered

On the basis of the information from points 4.1 and 4.2 as they have been discussed in

arts two and three we may identify and survey what is required of the building for the

ifferent user(s) to carry out the necessary and desired activities, for which the building
5 to provide a framework. As the detailed requirements will be dependent on the choice of

,slevant activities and user characteristics we shall only consider the problems of stating
pd structuring the requirements in an operative way and under chapter 5 give some examples

a how to combine the information of 4.1 and 4.2.

Stating and structuring the requirements:

These requirements should be stated:
- in terms recognizable and relevant to the user
- independent of the given conditions
- as qualitative and/or quantitative information depending on information available.

After studying different ways of structuring requirements for the building (as level)

,

e have used the following headings for grouping the requirements:

) Requirements of accessibility/usability refer to the easy and comfortable access to

the attribute and its qualities necessary or desirable for the use of the building
or its parts when performing the activity.

) Requirements of safety/protection refer to the qualities of the attributes concerning
the personal safety with regard to injury and other risk factors for the health and
well-being of the occupants as well as the protection of his property.

) Requirements of perception/comfort according to the user's reaction ( both psychologi-
cal and physiological) on the built environment, his structuring of the information
in it, and the ability to orient and identify himself.

) Requirements of social adjustability according to social changes of the occupant(s),
for instance in need for contact or privacy when the different activities are taking

Durability or the possibilities of controlling or regulating the qualities of the
ttributes as a function of time are not taken up as a separate aspect to the requirements,
|ut should be implicitly stated in each requirement (especially accessibility/usability).

The users' requirements must be related to given conditions in order to find out
hat performance is required of the building hardware. The performance requirements have
o be structured in a way operative to design. This will be discussed in another paper.

4.3 Identifying User's Requirements

place.

4.4 Required Performance of Building Hardware
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5. Examples Indicating Relations between
Activities/Users' Characteristics and Requirements

Activities like
to breathe
to eat

to drink
to sleep
to rest
to sweat
to urinate

considered in relation to user's physiological characteristics will be relevant for the
requirements of accessibility/usability (access to air, food etc.).

Activities like
to hear
to see
to smell
to taste
to feel

considered in relation to user's physiological sensory development will be relevant for

the requirements of percept ion/comfort (reaction to appearance, touch, information in the
built environment, etc.).

Activities like to walk
to run
to jump
to sit down
to stand up
to drive
to ride
to swim
to slide

considered in relation to the user's physiological/motor development will be relevant to

the requirements of accessibility/usability (access and use of space, stability of struc-
ture etc . )

.

Activities like
to hold
to lift
to carry
to open
to close
to turn
to push
to pull

Especially relevant to the age groups in which increase or decline in manipulatory
abilities occur. Relevant to requirements of accessibility and usability (opening windows,
using equipment etc.).

2.0



Activities like
to fall
to get burned
to get squeezed
to slip
to drop something
to spill
to collide

Relevant to safety requirements (safe circulation in a "building, danger when using
luipment etc . )

.

to protest
to reject
to contact
to isolate
to join
to dominate
to submit oneself

Especially relevant to the adolescence groups characterized by strong changes in

ocial development

.

Activities like
to recognize
to understand
to remember
to orient oneself
to identify

Considered in relation to users' sensory/intellectual development will be relevant
o requirement of perception/comfort and also to the requirement of social adjustability.

Activities like
to give birth
to grow up
to marry
to grow old

111 be relevant to the requirements of usability and social adjustability of the built
nvironment; provision for changes in activity over the functional life of a building.

6. Consequences on the Continued Work

Development of the basic information on the users' characteristics must be carried
«n, both as theoretical studies and in relation to solving special problems. In connection

H.th this information activity lists must be worked out as a basis for choosing relevant

.ctivities

.

Different ways of identifying, analysing and structuring the users' requirements should
i«e tried out, revised and adapted to particular needs in design to ease the communication
j'ith the users, and between different fields of research.

Activities like



Pig. 1 Conceptual framework

—
USERS'

CHARACTERISTICS

ACTrVTTIES
(activities relevant
to the function of
the building)

REQUIREMENTS
( users ' required
conditions)

CONSEQUENCES
(the hardware in
use)

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE
(performance re-
quirements for
building hardware)

SOLUTION
(the physical
result

)

GIVEN CONDITIONS
(possibilities and
limitations for ob-

taining what is

required)

Comments

Identifying human requirements involves two different types of information
that both have to be available and structured in an operative way to guide
the design of buildings:
- information on the users' characteristics combined with
- information on the users' activities

On this basis, the users' requirements may be identified.
The users' requirements combined with information about the given conditions
will form the basis for stating the performance required. The given condi-
tions will also decide what performance actually will be obtained, through
balancing the performance required and the resources available in a cost/benefit
analysis. The obtained performance , the solution, will have consequences oh

the activities actually possible, and thus form the information for the feed-back

of the system. (Based on a similar model developed by Tarja Cronberg)

.
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On Structuring Performance
Requirements for Buildings

Tarja Cronberg
Lund Institute of Technology

Lund, Sweden

Anne Saeterdal, Age Hallquist

,

Jacob Nordan
Norwegian Building Research Institute

Oslo, Norway

This paper treats the problem of transforming users' require-
ments into relevant properties of a physical solution. From users
characteristics and activities we arrive at the required environmental
conditions. Together with the data from the given conditions, this
forms the basis for the performance requirements. These (data) must
be structured in a way making it operative for design. By classifying
the requirements according to their basic functions we are able to

get, from this point to a set of properties relevant for a chosen
type of physical system.

Cette communication traite le probleme de la transformation
des exigences de l'usager en proprietes pertinentes d'une solution
physique. Partant des caracteristiques et activites des usagers,
nous arrivons aux conditions d

1 environnement requises. Avec les

informations sur les conditions donnees , ceci forme la base des
exigences de performance. Ces informations doivent etre codifiees

de facon a les rendre operationnelles dans le projet. En classant
les exigences selon leurs fonctions f ondamentales , nous pouvons
acceder, a partir de la, a une serie de proprietes pertinentes
pour un type choisi de systeme physique.

Key words: Organization of performance factors; performance
requirements; required conditions; users' activities; users'
characteristics

.
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Introduction

We build in order to establish certain required environmental conditions.

This set of conditions should he according to the users' requirements. In this paper
we will concentrate on the Human as user, though the principles will be the same for other
"users", - things, machines, animals, etc.

There are principally two different approaches to the problem of defining the functional
requirements

.

One is to start with process of use, activities, and user characteristics, trying not
to be limited by traditional concepts of building.

The other approach is to derive the functional requirements from existing solutions.

This paper, like the paper entitled "Human Requirements on Building" deals with the
first approach. We conclude there with an outline of a procedure for identifying the
users' requirements, and of relating these to properties of the building hardware, in the
following steps

:

A. Choosing activities relevant to the function of the building (ex. dwelling, education,
production etc. )

.

B. Defining the user/user groups and their relevant characteristics .

C. Relating information on users' characteristics to the activities relevant to function
of the building. On this basis one may identify and survey what are the required con-
ditions for different user/user groups for carrying out the activities. The required
conditions have to be structured in a way operative for communication with users.

D. The users' requirements must be compared with the given conditions in order to find out

what performance is required of the building hardware. These performance requirements
have to be structured in a way operative to design.

We know that humans will perform according to their characteristics and choice of
activities, provided they have acceptable conditions. Our problem is transferring the
users' requirements into performance requirements on the building hardware. Further, we
try to relate the physical properties of the building hardware to the function of the
building. In order to do this, we must analyze the functional relations between the use,

and the building, as well as the given conditions.

The information items about the given conditions are structured in accordance with
the required conditions, - they are not treated separately in this paper.

This paper treats the analysis on one level, - that of the building/shelter

.

The paper "Human Requirements on Buildings" discusses the procedure previously given

in points A, B, C. In this paper we will discuss the points C and D.

Man's activities may be regarded as the process of adapting to stimuli from the

environment

.

In order to perform man will need some input , this can be divided into sensory and
consumative. He will need a frame-'- for his performance, and when performing he will
produce . The environment will have to cater to his input, provide a framework, and take

care of that which he produces .

The existing environment will (more than) often not be according to the conditions

man requires for his activities. Therefore it will be necessary to create those required

This does not refer to a physical framework, but is an abstract concept for enclosing
space and climate.
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Dnditions

.

If we have one environment (i.e. the given), and want to create another, we will need

3 introduce some hardware. This may then both act as a source for required stimuli, as

2II as take care of the differences between the required conditions and the given
anditions

.

This building hardware must therefore have a "function" to take care of these dif-

jrences. It should provide the required frame, climate and space. Further we must have
lannels for supply and waste to handle the required services. See Figure 1.

The building, as part of the environment, may then be regarded as having the following
asic requirements in relation to man's activities:

- As a source for man's stimuli

(e.g. the appearance of a building)

- As a frame for man's activities
(e.g. space and climate)

- As a filter of stimuli from outside .

(e.g. keeping traffic noise out)

- As a filter of stimuli from inside
(e.g. provision of privacy)

- As having a set of in/ out channels
(e.g. electricity, telephone/garbage, sewer etc.)

This is brief outline of the concept our analysis is based on. See Figure 2.

Our framework has been established in order to structure the physical properties of

uilding hardware, according to the basic functions of the building,, This is necessary
o form the link between functions and physical properties. It will provide the opportuni-

y to define the properties precisely, according to the required conditions.

Structuring the Performance Requirements

We will now deal with the analysis in more detail.

a) In order to perform certain activities man will need a certain "input", sensory and
consumable. The sensory input may be related to:

Temperature Light Flavor
Humidity Sound Shape/ form
Air/gas Odours Surface characteristics
Radiation

b) This will be provided by the source functions. The consumable input will relate to the

supply in channels :

Air Nourishment Aids
Water Energy

When performing activities man will produce:

Air/gas Fecal/urine Forces
Heat Sound Garbage/water
Humidity Odours

This will have to be taken care of by the filtering(out) functions or the out channels
,
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3. The building hardware will form a frame for his performance. This frame is divided
into space and climate. The space will be characterised by:

Spatial identities Spatial relations Spatial boundaries

This will be taken care of by the enclosure. Climate will be characterised by:

Air/hygro/ thermal
Movements

Radiation
Light

Sound
Odours

The building hardware will have to have a filtering function to take care of the dif-
ferences between the given conditions and the required conditions (built environment).

The basic functions necessary will relate to the following:

Temperature
Humidity
Water
Air Movement

Air/gas
Radiation
Electric current
Magnetic forces

Light
Sound
Smell /taste
Fire

Conclusion:
The performance requirements on the building hardware may therefore be listed under the
following basic headings according to functions:

Source
Enclosure

Filter in

Filter out

Channels in

Channels out

This is an operative way of structuring the performance requirements, as it enables
us to handle the requirements independent of the means to be used to solve the problems.

For design purpose it is now necessary to list the relevant physical properties in

accordance with these basic functions.

Listing of physical properties, on the building level, relevant for the means to meet
the functional requirements, and to withstand the effects of these.

Source

:

HEAT
Heat capacity
Radiation of heat
Heat conductivity
Warmth to touch
Effects of heat

HUMIDITY /WATER
Em i s s i on

Effects of humidity/water

LIGHT
Transmission
Absorption
Refraction
Reflection
Emission of Light
Effects of Light

SOUND
Generation
Reflections
Absorptions
Emission
Effects of Sound

ODOURS
Emission

FLAVOR
Emission of Flavor

SURFACE
Evenness
Flatness
Friction
Effects of Touch

Enclosure/ space :

DIMENSIONS SHAPE
Proportions

Angles

RELATIONS
Function Distance
Connectedness
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Filter in/ out.

FORCE (loads)(e.g. loads

caused by wind, snow, activi-

ties, intruders, etc.)

Mechanical/structural
Strength

Vertical
Lateral
Ra eking
Abras ive

Deformations

Compression
Elongation
Deflection
Twisting
Warping

Vibrations

Amplitude
Frequency
Dampening

THERMAL
Heat Transfer

Conduction
Convection
Diffusion
Radiation

HUMIDITY /WATER
Water Permeability
Water Tightness
Vapour Permeability
Effects of Humidity /water

AIR/GAS

Permeability
Leakage
Effects of air/gas

RADIATION
Permeability
Effects of Radiation

ELECTRIC FORCES
Conductivity

MAGNETIC FORCES
Effects of Electricity
Effects of Magnetic Forces

LIGHT
Transmission
Absorption
Refraction
Reflect ion
Effects of Light

SOUND
Transmission
Absorpt ion

Ref lect ion
Effects of Sound

FIRE
Generat ion

Combustion
Resistance
Effects of Fire

Channels in/out, each involving Content, Capacity, Connections, and Control.

Air Gas
Water/Liquid
Energy

E lectronics
Goods
People

Light
Sound

The physical properties are now structured according to the basic functional systems
>f a building. By having our basis information structured in such a way, we will be able
o use it independent of choice of physical systems.

A choice of physical system/subsystem as part of the design process is dependent on

echnological and economical context etc.. It is however important to have a basis
nformation generally operative independent of variations in this context.

In the design process it will be necessary to group the physical properties in

iccordance with the basic elements in a chosen physical system. Here the basic steps in

>ur analysis are shown in Figure 3 as a summing up.
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FIG. 1 ESTABLISHING OF THE BASIC FUNCTIONS FOR BUILDINGS

THE ENVIRONMENT, OF WHICH THE BUILDING

IS A PART, HAS THE FOLLOWING FUNCTIONS:

AS A SOURCE

AS A FILTER

AS AN ENCLOSURE

MAN ALSO NEEDS SERVICES FOR HIS

SUPPLY AND WASTE.

ENVIRON-
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I
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BUILDING
I

I

AS
|

I

FILTER
I

I

SUPPLY

ENVIRONMENT AS

FRAME

BUILDING AS ENCLOSURE

SENSORY

CONSUMABLE

WASTE
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2 OUTLINE OF FRAMEWORK FOR STRUCTURING REQUIREMENTS

ENCLOSURE

FILTER OUT

WASTE SUPPLY

THIS DRAWING IS A SIMPLE EXPLANATION OF
THE BASIC FUNCTIONS. THESE FUNCTIONS MAY
BE USED IN AN ANALYSIS FOR STRUCTURING
THE REQUIREMENTS AS SHOWN HERE:

USERS'
CHARACTERISTICSy
ACTIVITIES

REQUIRED
ENVIRON-
MENT

GIVEN
CONDI-
TIONS
y—

10

Z
o
H
U
z
D

y
to

<

SOURCE
ENCLOSURE-
FILTER IN —
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SUPPLY/IN -

WASTE/OUT

PERFORMANCE
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STRUCTURED PER-

FORMANCE REQUIRE-

MENTS ON HARDWARE
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ational Bureau of Standards Special Publication 361, Volume 1: Performance
oncept in Buildings; Proceedings of the Joint RILEM-ASTM-C IB Symposium, held
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Performance Requirements of the Thermal Environment for Human Occupancy

Ralph G. Nevins1 and P. E. McNall, Jr. 2

College of Engineering
Kansas State University
Manhattan, Kansas 66502

Recent physiological and psychological research is analysed
from an engineering point of view to determine the ranges of the

variables which provide satisfaction with the thermal environment.
The preferred values of the thermal variables, dry bulb temperature,
mean radiant temperature, water vapor pressure in the air and air
velocity, are presented for various levels of activity and clothing.
Permissible steady-state deviations are defined for practical satis-
factory environmental control. The effect of variations with time

is discussed and recommendations are given for limiting criteria.
The environmental variations associated with different human
activities and clothing ensembles are analysed.

The necessary shift in dry-bulb air temperature to maintain
subjective comfort in response to variations in the other thermal
parameters is presented as the suggested functional requirement and
as a means for assessing the quality of existing or proposed environ-
ments. Simulation of the total building system is suggested including
Man, the Building, Climate and the Environmental Control System. A

man-analogue is described for use with design simulation models or

for performance ratings with on-site measurements.

On analyse, du point de vue du genie civil, de recentes etudes
physiologiques et psychologiques pour determiner la gamme des variables
qui satisfassent les conditions de 1' environnement thermique. Les
valeurs preferentielles des variables thermiques

, temperature du
thermometre sec, temperature rayonnante moyenne, pression de vapeur
d'eau dans l'air et vitesse de l'air sont presentees pour differents
degres d'activite et d'habillement. On precise les ecarts admissibles
en regime permanent pour un controle pratique satisfaisant de
1' environnement . L'effet des variations dans le temps est etudie et

l'on donne des recommendations pour des criteres restrictifs. Les

variations de milieu associees aux differentes activites humaines et

aux differents ensembles de vetements sont analysees.

Les modifications de temperature du thermometre sec necessaires
pour maintenir un sentiment subjectif de confort en reponse aux
variations d'autres parametres thermiques sont presentees comme
1' exigence fonctionnelle suggeree et comme moyen d'evaluer la

qualite du milieu existant ou propose. Les problemes d'equipement
sont discutes. On montre que les exigences fonctionnelles proposees
sont affectees par le climat exterieur, les elements architecturaux
de la structure, le systeme de climatisation et ses controles, tous

(

Dean of Engineering and Director, Institute for Environmental Research;
'Senior Group Manager of Engineering, Johnson Service Company, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. Formerly, Associate Director, Institute for Environmental Research.
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en tant que variables en correlation. Un modele analogique du
systeme de construction total est propose comprenant l'Homme, le

Batiment, le Climat et le Systeme de controle du milieu.

Key words: Air motion; air temperature; comfort; mean radiant
temperature; performance; relative humidity; thermal environment;
thermal neutrality.

1. Introduction

It is the purpose of this paper to suggest that the performance of a building envi-
ronmental system must include the human occupants as part of the system and to recommend
performance requirements based on human physiological and psychological responses to all
factors of the thermal environment. In addition, it is shown that the evaluation of the
thermal environment cannot be based on measurements of supply air temperature, supply
air volume flow rate, and other physical data alone.

2. Human Requirements for Thermal Comfort

ASHRAE Standard 55-66, Thermal Comfort Conditions [lp, defines thermal comfort as

"that condition of mind which expresses satisfaction with the thermal environment." An
important feature of this definition is the use of "the condition of mind" as opposed to

"the condition of the body." Obviously, psychological response to an environment will be
determined by stimuli which effect all body senses. The occupant's physiological response
is determined essentially by the thermal exchange between the occupant and the thermal
parameters of the environment.

The designer must be cognizant that a human response of "comfortable" is a complex
physiological and psychological reaction involving perhaps fifteen or more factors [2].

Three types of variables can be discussed, (1) physical factors, such as temperature,
relative humidity, air velocity, size of the room, light field, air pressure, etc.;

(2) organismic factors, those factors which the individual occupant brings into the
space such as age, sex, body-type, and drive; and (3) reciprocative factors, inter-
actions between the man and the environment, sometimes called behavioral factors, such
as diet, clothing, and activity. Many of these factors have minor or even negligible
effect on a person's response to the thermal environment.

The variables directly influencing thermal comfort are: 1) Physical Factors—dry-
bulb temperature, water vapor pressure in the ambient air, air motion (relative air
velocity) , thermal radiation exchange (mean radiant temperature) , and the time variations
in these parameters; and 2) Reciprocative Factors—activity (heat production) and
clothing (thermal insulation). Individual differences—age, diet, sex, etc.—are assumed
to be second order variables and are handled by employing averages for a group of human
occupants

.

For an occupant to be satisfied with the thermal environment, the physical param-
eters must be such that the heat generated (metabolic activity) is equal to the heat

lost and that the person is in a zone of thermal neutrality. It is important to note
that thermal neutrality is a necessary but not a s ufficient condition for comfort. For

example, non-uniform effects such as a draft on the neck or ankles, or radiant loss to

a cold window on one side may cause discomfort even though the spatial integration of

the heat balance is neutral. To further complicate the situation, there exist signi-
ficant differences between individuals and their preferences for a given set of environ-
mental conditions. There is also a range of thermal conditions which will be satisfactory
for a given individual at any given time, activity level, etc. The preferred conditions
for a given individual may also vary with time and with other non-physical aspects of

his environment in addition to the normal variations resulting from physiological rhythms.
Fanger [3] has suggested that the maximum percentage of a significantly sized group that

^Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at end of this paper.
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^ill express satisfaction with an environment is 95 percent. ASHRAE Standard 55-66

specifies thermal conditions which will satisfy 80 percent of the occupants for sedentary

and slightly active, healthy, normally clothed people in the United States and Canada.

[The number of responses on a subjective voting scale will affect the modal value. Usually

a seven point scale is used. With seven choices, any single thermal condition will satisfy

io more than 80 percent of the individuals voting. Fewer choices would result in satis-

faction for a higher percentage.

Table 1 summarizes the "thermal" parameters of the ASHRAE Comfort Standard 55-66.

bf the seven thermal parameters mentioned above, the Standard provides limits for the

jfive physical factors. It is applicable essentially to only one level of activity and

one level of clothing (lightly clothed adults at office work activity levels). Since

the Comfort Standard is intended for practical, field applications, a range for each vari-

able is specified which permits its application to spaces which several individuals may

occupy simultaneously and who may have slightly different activity levels and may be

rearing clothing having slightly different values of insulation, all within some practical
limit.

3. Performance Requirements

Using data from Kansas State University, the John B. Pierce Foundation Laboratory
and the Laboratory of Heating and Air Conditioning at the Technical University of Denmark,
specifications are suggested below for the performance requirements of the thermal envi-
ronment in terms of the seven primary environmental variables which effect thermal comfort.
Due to the difficulty of representing a seven-dimensional system, it is necessary to

establish the gradient (rate of change) of each parameter with another and to apply each
essentially independently of the others.

Since dry bulb temperature is usually the major factor in determining the thermal
exchange of the human body, it has been chosen as the independent variable. Additional
argument for this choice is that in most environmental control systems, the dry bulb
temperature is the controlled variable, and it is the most commonly used single variable
Employed to estimate or classify the thermal environment. The general air motion in a

given space is usually fixed at the time of the installation of the air diffusion equip-
ment and is normally small compared to the relative air velocity caused by activity such
as walking. The body heat transfer coefficients, therefore, are determined largely by
the activity level of the occupants and not by the building air conditioning system.
Thermal radiation exchange or the mean radiant temperature is determined by the inside
surface temperatures of the space which in turn are dictated normally by the outdoor
conditions, the construction of the building, window areas, solar load, etc. It should
be noted that these inside surface temperatures are strongly dependent on the inside air
temperature. In panel heated or cooled systems, of course, the mean radiant temperature
:an be a controlled parameter.

The work of Nevins et al . [4] and Rohles [5] with college-age subjects provides a

Daseline curve and a comfort envelope or zone of thermal neutrality for sedentary
activity and lightly-clothed subjects. McNall et al. [6] give basic experimental data
jfor three levels of activity. The specific values of the seven variables which form the
oaseline performance criteria for thermal comfort are shown in Table 2.

As is the case with many complex problems, the equation which relates the thermal
comfort of a human occupant to the thermal parameters of the environment is non-linear.
The change in dry bulb temperature necessary to compensate for a unit change in one of
|the other six variables is, therefore, a function of the magnitude of the variable being
considered or some combination of these variables i.e., the state point from which a

shift in a given variable may occur. For practical applications, and to reduce an almost
infinite number of combinations of the variables to a manageable or practical number, the
range and number of possible environmental situations has been limited based on engineering
judgment and experience.
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Relative humidity or, more appropriately, the partial pressure of the water vapor in

the air has been shown to have a small effect in the zone of thermal neutrality within the

range of 20 to 65 percent for sedentary subjects. For occupants involved in higher levels
of activity or in warm environments, the effect of water vapor pressure increases. However,
if the dry bulb temperature is maintained at the proper value to maintain thermal neu-
trality, the vapor pressure, if limited to 5.0 to 12.5 mm. Hg, will influence thermal com-
fort only slightly requiring a change in dry bulb temperature of approximately 4 to 6 F

(2 to 3 C) to compensate for a change in water vapor pressure of 25.4 mm. Hg . (at 75 F

(23.9 C) . This is equivalent to a relative humidity change of 100%).

The influence of air motion on the zone of thermal neutrality has been studied under
laboratory conditions for velocities from "still air" to 200 fpm (1.0 m.s. -1 ). However,
in practice air motion or relative velocity will range from 30 to 40 fpm (0.15 to 0.20
m.s. -1

) to a probable maximum of 100 to 150 fpm (0.5 to 0.76 m.s
-1

) except in special
cases of "spot ventilation." Thermal sensations of "comfortable" or "thermally neutral"
have been achieved in the laboratory at velocities up to 200 fpm (1.0 m.s. -1 ). Under these
conditions the dry bulb temperature was increased approximately 8.0 F (4.5 C) to provide
thermal comfort for low activity levels. Using these data and the predictive equations of

Fanger [3], the change in dry bulb temperature required to offset a unit change in velocity
can be estimated. It will be noted that the effect is dependent upon the level of activity
and on the magnitude of the velocity about which a change in velocity occurs. The
clothing insulation does not effect, materially, the rate of change of temperature with
velocity.

The mean radiant temperature of an enclosure, excluding panel heated or cooled spaces,
is dependent upon building construction, orientation, outdoor air conditions and solar
load. The subjective data obtained by McNall [8] using sedentary and active college-age
subjects dressed in light clothing, indicates that a constant condition of thermal comfort
for these subjects can be achieved if the air temperature is reduced 1.0 F (0.56 C) for
each 1.4 F (0.78 C) increase in mrt 3

. The space air motion was approximately 30 fpm
(0.15 m.s

-1
) for these tests. This recommendation was found also to be appropriate for

active subjects (M/A = 36.9 Btu. hr-1 ft-2 (116.5 W.m-2 ) where M = metabolic rate and
A = Dubois body surface area). The relative air velocity increased to 45 fpm (0.22 m.s-1 )

as a result of the increased activity level. The width of the thermally neutral zones
was found to be 5.3 F (2.9 C) for sedentary subjects and 8.1 F (4.5 C) for subjects per-
forming work with a metabolic activity of 41.0 Btu. hr-1 ft-z (129.5 W.m-2 ) for males and
37.2 Btu. hr-1 ft

-2
(117.5 W.m-2 ) for females. If the velocity is increased to approxi-

mately 100 fpm, (0.5 m.s-1 ) a reduction of 1.0 F (0.56 C) would be compensated by an
increase in mrt of 2.4 F, (1.33 C) showing again the influence of air velocity on the

convection heat transfer, and the relative magnitude of the convection to radiation heat
transfer.

Table 3 gives the insulation values for various commonly worn clothing ensembles.
Table 4 lists the average metabolic rates for adults performing various types of common
activities

.

The effect of each thermal variable on the dry bulb temperature for thermal comfort
is graphically illustrated in figure 1. Dry bulb temperature is plotted as the abscissa.
The bars on line (1) represent the zone of thermal neutrality or the range of dry bulb
temperature for thermal comfort for four levels of activity for the basic conditions
given in Table 2. Line (2) indicates the shift in dry bulb temperature required to

compensate for an increase in air motion of approximately 70 fpm. (0.35 m.s -1 ). Line (3)

shows the change in dry bulb temperature required to compensate for increases in mrt of

5 (2.8) and 10 F (5.6 C) above the neutral temperature (T = mrt). Line (4) shows the

change in dry bulb temperature required for increases in clothing insulation of 1.0 and

^This recommendation does not support ASHRAE Standard 55-66. It indicates that the

air film coefficient has more influence on the heat transfer from the human body
than the radiation coefficient. Standard 55-66 is currently being reevaluated in

light of these and other research findings since 1966.
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5 clo. 4 The water vapor pressure is assumed to be within 5.0 to 12.5 mm. Hg . where

s effect on the dry bulb temperature would be less than 1.0 F. (0.56 C)

.

The values in figure 1 are estimates based on research and current practice. The

nge of dry bulb air temperature shown should satisfy at least 80% of the occupants of

given conditioned space if similarly clothed and engaged in similar activities. The

fects, for practical purposes can be assumed to be algebraic. For example: assuming
baseline condition of:

Activity Level = M/A = 18 Btu. hr"
1

ft"
2

(56.7 W.nf
2

)

Air Velocity = V = 30 fpm =0.15 m.s"
1

mrt = T
a

Clothing =0.6 clo

le dry bulb temperature for comfort would be 78 F (25.6 C) . The dry bulb temperature
jquired to compensate for an increased activity level to 38 Btu. hr-1 ft

-2
(120.0 W.m-2 )

)uld be 67 F (19.4 C) . If this change in activity is accompanied by an increase in air
elocity of 70 fpm (V = 100 fpm = 0.5 m.s

-
*), an increase in temperature of 4 F (2.2 C)

i required (see line 2, figure 1). The alegebraic sum of the changes then results in

l air temperature for comfort of 78 - 11 + 4 = 71 F (21.6 C)

.

To illustrate the use of figure 1 when changes from the baseline conditions occur
or all factors, assume the following conditions:

Activity Level = M/A = 38 Btu. hr."
1

ft~
2

(120.0 W.m~
2

)

Air Velocity = V = 100 fpm 0.5 m.s
1

mrt = T , + 10 F (T = baseline dbt = mrt)
ab ab

Clothing = 1.0 clo

nen the dry bulb temperature for comfort is:

!

T
a - T

ab " AT
ACT

+ AT
V " AT

MRT " AT
Clo

T = 78 - 11 + 4 - 7 - 10 = 54 F (12.2 C)
a

here T^ = dry bulb air temperature,

T = baseline air temperature, = mrt (line 1, figure 1)

A
^ACT

= Change in dbt for activity, (line 1, figure 1)

AT = Change in dbt for velocity, (line 2, figure 1)
V

AT
t

= Change in dbt for Mean Radiant Temperature, (line 3, figure 1)

AT = Change in dbt for clothing insulation, (line 4, figure 1)

4. Variation of Variables with Time

ASHRAE Standard 55-66 specifies acceptable limits for the magnitude and rate of

luctuation of temperature and relative humidity. Using college-age subjects, Sprague

ft 2 hr. Btu" 1 (0.155 C n^W-1 )
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and McNall [9] obtained experimental data which established the limits shown in figure 2

for (a) dry bulb temperature and (b) relative humidity. As shown in figure 2(a), the
amplitude limit of the temperature variation is a function of the cycle time so a peak
to peak variation of 4.0 F (2.2 C) is allowable if the period is greater than 1.0 hours.
However, if the period is 15 minutes, the maximum allowable peak to peak value is 2.0 F

(1.1 C) . From Figure 2(b), the corresponding maximum peak to peak values of relative
humidity (KSU uniform) are 12% for 15 min. periods and 18% for 1.0 hr periods. With
light suits the value is 22% for both 15 and 60 min. periods. The specifications of AASRAE
55-66 are shown for comparison. In general, 55-66 is conservative but acceptable. Time
fluctuations in the relative humidity greater than those specified by the ASHRAE Standard
may not be objectionable but the range and extent of the test conditions used by Sprague
were not sufficient to justify a change in these limits. Figure 2(b) also shows the
effect of two clothing ensembles on the acceptable limits of relative humidity fluctu-
ations. Moisture adsorption and desorption in the clothing causes a heat gain or loss,

respectively, which effects comfort with changing humidity.

The possible non-uniform thermal environment referred to earlier may also be a

cause of discomfort, even though the criteria outlined above are satisfied on the basis
of an integrated average for the total environment. Some research has been performed in
this area [10] , [11] , and although the results are incomplete, the evidence supports the
conclusion that most practical controlled environments do not produce non-uniform thermal
effects of sufficient magnitude to be of themselves, sources of discomfort. This complex
effect, if ignored, should not cause serious difficulties in applying the recommended
performance criteria to practical cases.

Another variable to be considered is the location of the occupants within the space.
If an occupied zone is defined, for example, as in ASHRAE Standard 55-66 "3 in. (0.07 m)

above the floor to the 72-in. (1.83 m) level and 2 ft. (0.61 m) from the walls, windows
and fixed HVAC equipment", it is unlikely that practical environments will cause signifi-
cant discomfort due to variations of position within the occupied zone. For practical
purposes the above two complications are considered second order effects.

Figures 1 and 2 are then suggested as practical performance specifications to assess

the acceptability of controlled environmental systems. No consideration has been given
to the methods for accomplishing this performance. There exists a large number of

different combinations of the various components which comprise the system which could
conceivably give acceptable performance. The components are typically:

1. The building construction details
2. The microclimate surrounding the building
3. The heating and air-conditioning system and its energy source
4. The control of the HVAC system
5. The use of the building, from the viewpoint of the human occupants

The architect and engineer are completely free of restrictions on their innovative
ability to provide acceptable performance and the optimum system which will satisfy the

specific and unique situations surrounding each building project. The client would then

be assured of acceptable system performance regardless of the specific components chosen,

and there could be a greater premium placed upon economical solutions and conservation of

resources

.

5. System Rating

With the information generated above, the performance of the system, its ability

to adjust or maintain the thermal variables to achieve thermal comfort, can be determined.

An analogue of the "comfort" criteria which might be used for performance evaluation and

rating is given in figure 3. The inputs to the model would be the outputs of a building-
space-equipment simulation model or actual on-site measurements . Each variable is

compared to a "baseline" or set-point value. Deviations from the "baseline" value
are compensated by changes in air temperature according to the established transfer

functions. The individual outputs are summed, algeraically , to provide the value of air
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nnperature for thermal comfort. This value can then be compared with the air temperature

the space to provide (1) a "rating" of the system or (2) a control signal for bringing

je system to the desired conditions.

6 . Conclusion

Performance requirements in terms of dry bulb temperature for thermal comfort are

fined for use in the evaluation of the total building system. Incorporating these

iteria (the comfort analogue) into computer simulation programs, the system can be

ated" for design purposes or used for economic analysis. Using field measurements of

e thermal variables, the performance of an existing structure can be determined. The

oposed requirements are estimated from research data, field practice and experience,

rther refinements are needed to more accurately formulate the functional relationships
tween the thermal variables and the building-space-conditioning equipment and control
stem.
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Table 1. Summary of ASHRAE Comfort Standard 55-66*

Dry-bulb temperatures (dbt)at all times 73-77 F (22.8 - 25 C)

Mean radiant temperature (mrt) at all times 70-80 F (21.5 - 26.6 C)

If mean radiant temperature is not equal
to dbt, + 1.0 F (0.56 C) difference in
mrt is to be offset by -1.4 F (0.78 C)

in dbt and vice versa.
Relative humidity (rh) at all times 20-60%
Air velocity (relative to the human subject) 10-45 fpm (0.05 - 0.23 m.s,
Rates of change:

dbt's 4.0 F/hr (2.2 C. hr-1 ) or less
if At peak to peak is 2.0 F (1.1 C)

or greater
mrt's 3.0 F/hr (1.6 C. hr-1 ) or less

if At peak to peak is 1.5 F (0.8 C)

or greater
rh 20%/hr or less

if Arh peak to peak is 10% or more.

*These conditions apply for lightly clothed adults at office work
activity levels or the equivalent.

Table 2. Baseline comfort data for college-age
subjects at four activity levels

Metabolic Rate, M/A
Btu. hr-1 ft

-2 Air Temperatures, F (C)

Activity (W.m
-2

) Males Females Combined

Sedentary* 18.5 (58.3) 76-80 (24-19)

Low activity** 28.0 (88.4) 64-75 (17-24) 67-75 (19-24)
Medium activity** 37.4 (118.0) 60-73 (16-23) 63-71 (17-21)

High activity** 47.3 (149.5) 56-68 (13-20) 57-62 (14-17)

*rh = 25-65%, Velocity = less than 45 fpm (0.23 m.s :
) I

cl
= 0.6 clo, mrt = T

&

**Water Vapor Pressure = 10.9 mm Hg
.

,

Velocity = less than 45 fpm (

M = Metabolic rate. A = Dubois body surface area

Velocity = less than 45 fpm (0.23 m.s I = 0.6 clo.
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Table 3. Insulation values for commonly
worn clothing ensembles*

Clothing Insulation, I
cl

(clo)

horts 0.1

ypical tropical ensemble
shorts, open-neck, shirt
ith short sleeves ,

light

ocks and sandals)

0.3-0. 4

weater and skirt 0.40-0. 68

louse and skirt 0 . 33-0. 51

1 ctH f" QllTTITTlpT" Pn^PTTlHI P

Long light-weight trousers,

pen-neck shirt with short sleeves)
0.50

ilacks and blouse 0.51-0. 82

.ight working ensemble
athletic shorts, woolen socks, cotton
'ork shirt (open-neck) , work trousers
^shirt tail out)

0.6

.'ypical American business suit 1.0

Ieavy traditional European business suit 1.5

*Seppanen, 0., Minson, D. M. McNall, P. E., and Sprague, C. H.,
Thermal Insulating Values for Typical Clothing Ensembles, Trans.
ASHRAE, 78, Part 1, 1972.

Table 4 Average metabolic rates for adults
performing various types oi activities

Activity Metabolic Rate (M/A)

Btu. hr-1 ft
-2

(W.nT 2
)

eated, quiet 18.4 (58.0)
eated, relaxed 22.1 (70.0)
alking, on level, 2 mph 36.8 (116.2)

4 mph 70.0 (221.0)
ight Machine Work 36. 8-44.2 (116-139)
eavy Machine Work 64. 5-82.8 (204-262)
eacher 29.4 (92.8)
iiar Driver 27.6 (87.0)
ouse Cleaning 36. 8-62.5 (116-198)
yping 22. 1-25.7 (70-81)
alisthenics 55. 2-73.5 (175-232)
ocial Dancing 44. 2-80.8 (140-254)

M = Metabolic Rate, A = DuBois body surface area.
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Figure 2(a) Recommend Maximum Dry Bulb Temperature

Amplitude for Thermal Comfort as a Function of Cycle Time.
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ational Bureau of Standards Special Publication 361, Volume 1: Performance
jncept in Buildings; Proceedings of the Joint RILEM-ASTM-C IB Symposium, held
ay 2-5, 1972, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (Issued March 1972).

Performance Requirements of

Buildings and the Whole Problem

William M. Pena and John W. Focke

Programming Planning Services Division

Caudill Rowlett Scott, Architects

Houston, Texas 77027

Because so many groups of people (the client owner group, the client user

group, and governmental agencies) participate in establishing performance re-

quirements for an architectural project, the approach must be rational enough

to withstand public scrutiny and analytical enough for the data to be classified

and interrelated for greater mutual understanding.

Programming is a process leading to the statement of an architectural problem

and the performance requirements to be met in offering a solution. Architectural

programming is problem seeking, resulting in those qualitative and quantitative

statements that describe the whole problem in terms of function, form, economy
and time. The performance requirements deal with what is to be achieved without

regard to the physical response.

The search for performance requirements is evident in each of the five steps of

the programming process which follow:

1. Establish Goals (Qualitative)

2. Collect, Organize and Analyze Facts (Quantitative)

3. Uncover and Test Programmatic Concepts (Qualitative)

4. Determine Needs (Quantitative)

5. State the Problem (Qualitative)

The steps and considerations form an analytical framework for classifying and

processing data (coming from many sources) into information . This framework is

also useful in avoiding information clog and as a format for dialogue among the

many participants.

A typical problem can involve the rote application of a hardware system with-

out concern for the user. However, if the approach emphasizes the performance

requirements of the user, then we have defined a unique problem. A hardware

system may then be a part of the solution but it will be applied in the context of

the whole problem.
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II est tant de groupes ( le groupe du client-proprietaire

,

le groupe du client-usager et les agences gouvernementales ) qui
participent a 1' elaboration d'exigences de performance d'un
projet d ' architecture , que l'abord doit etre assez rationnel
pour supporter l'examen rigoureux du public et assez analy tique
pour que l'apport puisse etre classe et traite en termes
correlatifs, dans le but d'une comprehension mutuelle plus grande.

Par la performance, on traite qui peut etre accompli sans
egard aux contingences physiques. Dans ce sens, la planification
architecturale est recherche de problemes menant a ces enonces
qualitatifs qui decrivent le probleme entier en termes de fonction

,

de forme , d ' economie et de temps comme conditions appropriees
des problemes architecturaux .

La recherche des exigences de performance comprend une
methode analy tique qui revient a:

1. etablir les objectifs (qualitatif)
2. collectionner

,
organiser et analyser les faits (quantitatif

)

3. decouvrir et mettre a l'epreuve les concepts de planification
(qualitati f

)

4. determiner les besoins (quantitatif)
5. formuler le probleme (qualitatif)

Les differents echelons sont alternativement qualitatifs et

quantitatifs . Les echelons et considerations forment un cadre
analytique pour classer et traiter les renseignements ( venant de

nombreuses sources) en information. Ce cadre est aussi utile
pour eviter 1

' engorgement de 1
1 information et assurer le dialogue

entre les nombreux participants.

Un probleme type peut inclure 1
' application routiniere d'un

systeme de "hardware" sans tenir compte de 1' usage. Toutefois,
si la methode d'approche souligne les demandes de l'usager, alors

,

nous avons defini un probleme unique. Un systeme de "hardware"
peut alors etre un element de la solution, mais il sera applique
dans le contexte du probleme entier .

Key words: Analytical procedures; architectural programming; buildings; performance

requirements; problem seeking; statement of the whole problem; user needs.

1 . People Participation

Many groups of people participate in the establishment of performance requirements for an architec-

tural project. They approach the planning of a project from separate points of view. Each group can be

expected to play a different role based on its set of values, on its interests and on its own perception of

wants and needs and may bring with it a different hierarchy of common values or even a different set of

values

.

In order to emphasize the various points of view, it might be expedient to identify the groups and to



cribe to them generalized concerns as might fit their roles as follows:

(1) The administrative group concerned with:

(a) Reducing the time for planning and construction,

(b) cost control if not cost reduction and

(c) quality control

(2) The professional group represented by the designer concerned with:

(a) The opportunity for innovation in terms of the finished building,

(b) the inherent human values and

(c) the visual quality.

(3) The client user group concerned with:

(a) The hope of greater satisfaction of its needs,

(b) knowing how these needs may be met and

(c) occupying and testing the finished building.

(4) The client owner group concerned with cost reduction and cost control

.

Each group may consist of an ever increasing number of people and may include multi-headed sub-

oups. Some of these subgroups can be identified as governmental agencies, special consultants, boards

directors, department chairmen, user representatives, building committees, and increasingly — interest-

citizens .

2. An Organized Process

With so many different people involved in the establishment of performance requirements, the need

an organized process is indicated.

The process must be rational enough to withstand the scrutiny of so many individuals. This is partic-

Jrly true in the case of government projects where there is an obligation to the community to properly

ocate funds as well as to satisfy social and human values.

The process must be analytical enough to allow for the classification and interrelation of the expres-

»ns — the wants and needs, the opinions and attitudes — of the many participants. Analysis may provide

ormat for dialogue which could result in a greater mutual understandihg.

Without doubt there are many procedures which, when followed, can produce the performance require-

nts for an architectural project. These requirements deal with what is to be achieved without regard to

! physical response and can be associated with established programming procedures. This paper is based

one such organized process for programming.

3. Architectural Programming

Architectural programming can be defined as a process leading to the statement of an architectural

>blem and the performance requirements to be met in offering a design solution.

This definition is based on the assumption that problem solving is a valid approach to the design of

Idings. Therefore, if the design is problem solving, then programming is problem seeking. The distinc-

n between problem seeking and problem solving is central to an understanding of the total architectural

icess.
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Essentially, programming is that analytical phase before the synthesis in many design methods. If in

the synthesis phase the parts are put together in a physical solution, in the analysis phase the parts are

identified and their inter-relationships understood without regard to the physical response.

It would seem obvious that in order to solve an architectural design problem, if is necessary to define

and understand the problem itself.

The programming process leads to the statement of the whole problem. This statement is the link, the

interface, between programming and design.

A partially stated problem is likely to result in a partial solution. This would happen when there is

too little information or when not all the form-giving factors have been considered.

4. Considerations

What might these form-giving factors or considerations be? They might be those categories of infor-

mation or of performance requirements which are appropriate for architectural problems.

The whole problem then serves to point up constituent problems, in terms of four considerations, those

of function, form, economy and time.

The principle behind the "whole" problem is similar to that of overviewing the "whole" college ex-

amination before starting to answer individual questions. The whole problem must be uncovered and defined

before starting to solve any parts of it.

If the design of a building is to solve (sub) problems of function, form and economy with time consider-

ations, then programming must treat these as basic considerations by which to classify information.

These basic considerations can lead to the establishment of criteria for evaluating the programming

package, the design solution and the finished building as well — although different interpretations will be

used for product evaluations. (Evaluation of performance is not a part of this paper.)

The brief description below of the sub-categories of the considerations are oriented to the information

most appropriately useful in the programming phase. Refer to figure 1 .

(1) Function deals with the relationships, the activities, and the numbers and types of people.

It deals with social and functional organization.

(2) Form is used here to evoke questions regarding the physical and psychological environment

to be provided, the quality of construction and the conditions of the site. The physical

environment involves physical comfort needs such as illumination, heating, ventilating, air-

conditioning and acoustics. The psychological environment is so closely related to the

physical environment they may be considered inseparable. However, for the purpose of this

paper, the psychological environment raises questions about the effect of physical space and

its design on user behavior and attitudes — considering such stimuli as form (shape), scale,

proportion, space, color and texture.

(3) Economy emphasizes the need for early cost control and brings up for consideration the initial

budget, the operating cost and the long-term cost which may be affected by initial quality

of construction.

(4) Time brings out the factors of change and growth which affect function, form and economy.

Having brought out these factors during programming, time is thereafter considered an

integral part of function, form and economy.



5. Five Step Process

The search for performance requirements is evident in each of the five steps of the programming process

h i c h fa 1 1ow *

(1) ESTABLISH GOALS

(2) COLLECT, ORGANIZE AND ANALYZE FACTS

(3) UNCOVER AND TEST PROGRAMMATIC CONCEPTS

(4) DETERMINE NEEDS

(5) STATE THE PROBLEM

In this simple procedure the steps are alternately qualitative and quantitative.

Goals, concepts, and the problem statements are essentially qualitative, while facts and needs are

ssentially quantitative. For facts and needs the computer could be used as an analytical tool.

It would be good to go through the steps in sequence but in actual practice they may be concurrent —
11 but the last step.

All four considerations interact simultaneously at each step of the process. Refer to figure 2. For

<ample, the investigation of goals leads to form goals, functional goals, economy goals and time goals.

And if each of these considerations has say, three sub-categories, then it is possible to pose twelve

ertinent questions regarding goals alone. A dozen questions per step can provide some sixty questions

Itogether

.

The steps and considerations then form an orderly framework for classifying and processing data into

iformation that comes from many sources, from many participants.

This framework is particularly useful in avoiding information clog when there are massive quantities

F information.

Another way of coordinating the steps and considerations is to establish a simple matrix. This matrix

an be used as a checklist for missing information and as a device to display the emphasis of information at

3ch step. Refer to figure 3.

5.1. Step 1: Establish Goals

Goals can be classified as (1) operational goals and (2) project goals. While operational goals are

Dncerned with the process of planning and constructing a building in terms of people, cost and time;

oject goals are concerned with the product in terms of function, form, economy and time — and their

ib-categories.

a. Operational Goals and Techniques

Operational goals may stem from operational decisions made by the client/architect team. The effort

to identify the best possible results in the following terms:
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(1) People:

(a) Goal to organize for effective team action

(b) Goal to expedite decision-making

(2) Money:

(a) Goal for expected profit on architect's fee

(b) Goal to optimize return on client's investment through effective cash flow

(3) Time:

(a) Goal for expected occupancy date

(b) Goal to compress the project delivery time

Operational goals are generally a result of the architect's contract. These goals will affect how the

team will proceed to fulfill the contract and may lead to techniques which would implement operational

goals such as the following:

(1) The use of concurrent scheduling procedures (to compress total project delivery time)

(2) The employment of computer services to process materials delivery dates

(to meet expected occupancy date)

(3) The use of systems building (to optimize return on client's investment)

While operational goals and techniques are important to the process of planning and constructing a

building, the emphasis in this paper is on project goals, on the product.

b. Goals and Performance Requirements

No distinction is made here among goals, objectives, aims, purposes, intentions, aspirations and ends.

All of these words are used to mean something to be attained, accomplished or achieved, toward the success

of the project. Goal statements then can be viewed as those performance requirements which need to be

tested during the programming process.

Policy statements may be classified in the goals category since they are intended to guide present and

future decisions and are closely related to goals.

Goals may be derived from the values and beliefs of the participants and from a study of unsettled

issues. The fact that some client/users are not goal oriented (as the organized building committee or the

corporate client) will make their aims and objectives illusive. The information gathered may therefore be

difficult to analyze and to interpret.

However, behavioral scientists are beginning to use their interview techniques and their special

skills in the planning of architectural projects. In interviewing client/users they uncover the users' values,

basic interests and motives which can lead to personal aims and subsequently to project goals.

Goals derived from personal aims will stress the performance expected by the eventual user and may

well include the requirements to meet psychological and sociological needs.

c. Project Goals

(1) Function: Functional goals rely heavily on mission statements and on the philosophy behind

the project.
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Mission statements explain the reasons for the project. They answer the question "why?".

They state the purpose of the organization which will guide all subordinate activities. And

they will include the general functions or services to be performed without anticipating

implementing concepts.

Philosophical statements can contain goal information if they are not too esoteric and not

too vague to be directly useful.

Some useful key words and phrases to elicit goals might be: mission, maximum number of

people to be served, human values, such as the sense of identity, priority of an activity

over others, general priority of relationships, desire for efficiency, the goal for interaction

versus privacy.

(2) Form: Goals on form reflect the client's attitudes toward the existing elements on the site,

the desirable psychological environment to be created, the preference for high quality

construction and less constructed space or for lower quality construction and more construct-

ed space, the consideration of neighbors, and the image to be projected.

(3) Economy: Most clients have a limit to their available funds. An economy goal establishes

this limit. If the limit cannot be made explicit and be evaluated, subsequent "recycling"

of steps may result in drastic changes. Another economy goai may deal with the quality of

construction over time which affects maintenance and operation, and in turn affects operat-

ing and long term costs.

(4) Time: Time goals may be stated in terms of anticipated change and growth.

d. Integrity of Project Goals

There is another classification of project goals which constitutes a test of their integrity:

(1) "Motherhood" goals: These are unassailable goals; however, they are too general to be

useful. Example: "To provide the school with a good environment for children."

(2) Lip-Service goals: These are show-pieces that look good in a public relations publication,

but upon being tested, they are found lacking in sufficient backup for accomplishment.

Example: "To provide for the social development of the child" — without ideas to accom-

plish it.

(3) Inspirational goals: These are general goals whose ambiguity may well serve to trigger the

designer's subconcious to uncover a design concept. Example: "To project the dynamic,

progressive spirit of the organization."

(4) Practical goals: These goals may provide guidance to the collection of facts. They are in-

tended to be accomplished through programmatic concepts and may well affect the statement

of the problem.

e. Congruity of Ends and Means

The integrity of practical goals is proven by the congruity of ends and means, by the reinforcement
: goals through implementing concepts. The following examples might show the interrelationships among

Dlicies, issues, values, goals, facts, and concepts.

Policy: To provide for a maximum enrollment of 5000 FTE before establishing a second campus.
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Issue: Whether or nor a 5000 FTE campus is educationally and sociologically good.

Value: The worth of the individual as a human being.

Goal: To help maintain the individual student's sense of identity within the large mass of 5000 FTE

students

.

Fact: Enrollments in this college will grow from the initial 1500 to 5000 FTE students.

Concept: Decentralized social organization.

5.2. Step 2: Collect, Organize and Analyze Facts

a. Pertinent Facts

Goals can be used to determine what kinds of facts will be useful and meaningful. Yet it is necessary

to discriminate between immediately useful facts which will influence schematic design and the details which

will be useful at a later phase.

b. Facts and Performance Requirements

Facts may involve many numbers — such as the number of students which generate space requirements

in a school. However, facts may also involve statements of conditions presented as having objective reality;

and these generate performance requirements.

c. Classification of Facts

Facts must be organized and analyzed to reveal their relative importance. The classification of

facts under function, form, economy and time is a useful way of organizing and analyzing the information.

(1) Function: The space adequacy for the number of people and their activities needs to be

evaluated. The analysis might include:

(a) the physical and emotional characteristics of the people to be served,

(b) their behavioral patterns,

(c) the special requirements of ethnic groups, and

(d) the characteristics of the community.

(2) Form: Classified under Form Facts might be such important information as:

(a) the analysis of the physical and climatic characteristics of the site,

(b) the evaluation of the form-giving significance of code requirements,

(c) the evaluation of the soil test report and the implications on cost and design,

(d) the understanding of the psychological implications of form.

(3) Economy: One important fact might be based on the mutual understanding by architect

and client of building quality on a quantitative basis — such as cost per square foot.

(4) Time: Facts in this category pertain to long-term functional and economic projections and

the evaluation of the historical significance of neighboring buildings.

5„2 0 Step 3: Uncover and Test Programmatic Concepts
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a. Programmal-ic and Design Concepts

There is a great need to understand the difference between programmatic concepts and design

oncepts.

Programmatic concepts refer to ideas intended mainly as functional and organizational solutions to

le client's own operational problems.

On the other hand, design concepts refer to ideas intended as physical solutions to the client's

rchitectural problems.

b. Examples

Programmatic concept: Decentralize the mass of 2,700 students into three "schools" of 900 students

ach.

Design concept: The physical response to the programmatic concept of decentralization above may

(a) The dispersion of three buildings,

(b) the dispersion/compactness of three floors in one building, or

(c) the compactness of a single building with three identifiable schools on one floor.

c. Programmatic Concepts and Performance Requirements

Programmatic concepts can be clearly identified as performance requirements since they involve

hat is to be achieved operationally without regard to the physical response of design concepts. The

eavy emphasis on performance is a direct result of the client's active participation in the programming

rocess. It is here that the client can display his most creative thinking. Programmatic concepts may be

sed to stimulate innovation in operational solutions which in turn will later stimulate innovation in archi-

;ctural design solutions.

d. Recurring Programmatic Concepts

Concepts can be brought out and tested through the use of "evocative words" which may trigger useful

iformation. These evocative words may be used to identify recurring concepts which appear as potential

spects of any project. Examples of concepts are: Flexibility, flow, centralization, integration, priority,

eople grouping, orientation and sense of place.

(1) Function: The following procedures might be clues to the uncovering and testing of function-

al concepts.

People: Uncover the physical, social and emotional characteristics of people, as individuals,

in small groups and in large groups.

People: Investigate the sizes and kinds of groups to be housed — both in the present and in

the future

.

People: Understand the need for humanistically sized groups.

Centralization vs. Decentralization: Understand the organizational structure and the

functional relationships.

Priority: Uncover a hierarchy of activities.
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Integration vs. Compartmentalization: Understand the difference between the need

for interaction and the need for privacy.

Flow: Evaluate the flow charts regarding people, vehicles, services,, goods and information.

(2) Form: Form concepts may be uncovered through the use of such evocative word? as: orien-

tation, sense of place and home base.

(3) Economy: The concept of multi-function needs to be evaluated against the required efficiency

for each of the functions intended to be combined.

(4) Time: The concepts of convertibility and expansibility result from the need for functional

change and growth to occur over time.

5.4. Step 4: Determine Needs

a. Space, Budget and Quality

The fourth step determines the feasibility of the project and it seeks to establish quantitative needs

of the client in terms of space requirements, a budget (as predicted for the time of construction) and quality

(as expressed by cost per square foot).

It is here that agreement must be reached on a definite space program for which funds are available.

The cost estimate analysis must be as comprehensive and realistic as possible, with no doubt as to what

comprises the total budget required. Refer to figure 4.

b. Needs and Performance Requirements

The proposed space requirements and the expected level of quality must be tested against the proposed

budget at this step in programming. The performance requirements must now be expressed in terms of needs

as being necessary and financially feasible as opposed to wants which are desirable but financially unattain-

able.

(1) Function: Under this classification fall the following procedures:

(a) Establish the gross area requirements

(b) Establish the outdoor area requirements

(c) Understand the cost implications of functional alternatives

(d) Evaluate the efficiency ratio or net to gross areas.

(2) Form: The following procedures help to identify the Form considerations:

(a) Establish the quality (cost per square foot)

(b) Consider site influences on cost

(c) Consider factors of physical and psychological environment as influences on the

construction budget.

(3) Economy: The information classified here involves the following:

(a) Analysis of the cost estimate

(b) Evaluation of initial and long-term costs.

(4) Time: Time considerations involve:

(a) Evaluation of the realism of the cost escalation factor

(b) Consideration of phasing of construction as an alternative in case of imbalance

between space, quality and budget.
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5.5. Step 5: State the Problem

a. Essence and Uniqueness

The statement of the problem is the link between problem definition and problem solving. The

oroblem, stated in qualitative terms, should bring out the essence and uniqueness of the project.

The essence of the project can be found by evaluating all the information from the previous steps and

py
abstracting the most important statements that can be made regarding the whole problem. There should

je a minimum of four statements concerning function, form, economy and time. There should be no more

:han ten statements in an effort to reduce the problem to the essential statements about important form givers,

*Aore than ten might indicate either that the project is very complex or that mere details are being used as

premises for design. The statements must deal with the unique, not the universal aspects of the problem.

b. Problem Statements and Performance Requirements

These problem statements, , or .premises for design, should be made in terms of performance, so as not

o close the door to different expressions in architectural form.

(1) Function: The statements regarding function state the unique performance requirements to

satisfy the needs of the client/user, to accommodate the major activities and the relation-

ship among activities. Example: "The purpose of any performing art is to communicate a

thought or feeling in a real or abstract manner. The challenge is to design a building that

will condition the patron to receive that communication."

(2) Form: Statements on form identify and abstract the major form-giving influences on the

project emanating from the site, environment and quality. Example: "Since the structure

will occupy its own city block, it should be handsome on all sides."

(3) Economy: Statements on economy deal with an attitude toward the initial budget and an

understanding how this budget will influence the generalized geometry of the project.

Example: "Since the million-dollar budget is merely adequate, the solution should strive

for an economy of means. "

(4) Time: Statements on time consider the implications of change and growth on long-range

performance. Example: "The campus must grow, there should be visual unity at each

stage of development. "

6. Typical Problem vs. Unique Problem

The solving of a design problem is simplified if it can be defined in the familiar terms of a typical

esign problem for which there is a typical pre-determined solution. A typical problem can involve the

)te application of a hardware system without concern for the user.

However, if the approach emphasizes the performance requirements of the user, then these define

unique problem. A hardware system may then be a part of the solution but it will be applied in the context

f the whole problem.

6.1 . Performance Requirements and Performance Specifications

While performance requirements are defined in this paper as those conditions which must be met by

le entire architectural solution, performance specifications state the conditions which the building's
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hardware systems must- meet.

The early use of prefabricated building components was a design solution to a very generalized and

familiar problem; however, unique performance requirements could not be met with these components.

The use of prefabricated building components was in mcny cases a predetermined operational decision

and required that the performance requirements would emphasize needs in terms of what the solution could

"tolerate" and would ignore those unique needs that were beyond the capability of the solution. The pre-

conceived solution dictated the definition of the problem.

6.2. The Use of Performance Specifications

In recent years, since the early 1960's, the design solutions resulting from advanced technology in

systems building have begun to be more flexible and to provide a broader response to the performance require-

ments. However, from the point of view of the user there still are these pitfalls:

(1) When the user is removed from the programming process, the use of performance specifica-

tions to obtain a hardware system with which to build can result in a typical solution to

what might be a unique problem — particularly in the 2nd and 3rd application of the

performance specification.

(2) If performance criteria and specifications are not re-evaluated continually, they tend to

generalize performance requirements and to ignore unique needs.

(3) Meeting the hardware performance specification and cost criteria can become the primary

concern; the unique user's functional requirements become secondary. Meeting user require-

ments then becomes a casual by-product of the building process and not the primary intent.

(4) The bureaucratic process can tend to abuse the hardware performance specification approach

because it appears to simplify administrative problems in delivering facilities.

6.3. Requirements, Specifications and the Whole Problem

The performance requirements for the project are only partially considered by the hardware performance

specifications. The programming process must address the broader problem definition. In this context, perfor-

mance specifications become a means of defining very detailed and measurable needs. Together, the perfor-

mance requirements and the hardware performance specifications provide a very strong base for a design

solution to the whole problem.
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CONSIDERATIONS

FORM
SITE
ENVIRONMENT
QUALITY

FUNCTION
PEOPLE
ACTIVITIES
RELATIONSHIPS

ECONOMY
INITIAL BUDGET
OPERATING BUDGET
LONG TERM BUDGET

TIME
PAST
PRESENT
FUTURE

ig. The information index

lists information under

four considerations.

Fig. 2 All considerations inter-

act at each step

.

FORM FUNCTION ECONOMY TIME

GOALS

FACTS

CONCEPTS

NEEDS

PROBLEM

Fig. 4 The cost estimate anal-

ysis must account for

all budget items

.

Fig. 3 The matrix dots indicate

a value judgement of

the emphasis of informa-

tion .

COST ESTIMATE ANALYSIS

A. BUILDING COST 315,500 S.F. at S20.00 S.F. S6.310.000

B- FIXED EQUIPMENT (8% ol Al 504.800

C. SITE DEVELOPMENT (20% ot A| SI.262.000

D. TOTAL CONSTRUCTION (ABC) 38.076.800

E- SITE ACQUISITION 300.000

F. MOVEABLE EQUIPMENT (20% of A) S1.262.000

G. PROFESSIONAL FEES (6% of D) 484.600

H. CONTINGENCIES (10% of D) 807.600

J. ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS (1% of A] 30-700

K. TOTAL BUDGET REQUIRED (D S E thru J) S11.011.700
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Performance Requirements of Housing in Response
to the Life Cycle: A Behavioral Approach

Leon A. Pastalan.
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Ann Arbor, Michigan

This paper concerns the development of a conceptual model deal-
ing with performance requirements of housing in response to the
changing physiological and psycho-social needs over the life cycle
of the user.

The model relates the range of user needs to the human develop-
ment continuum beginning with infancy and its extension to old age
(100 years plus). Attention is focused on physiological and behavioral
change from development in infancy and young adulthood to deteriora-
tion in old age. Changes over time in sensory acuity, energy levels,
health status and activities of daily living are linked to three
basic propositions regarding residential environments and user re-
quirements: 1) The stimulus function must respond to differential
sensory changes over the life cycle; 2) The orientation function of
residential spaces must have high predictive value for young children
and old people as well as young and middle-aged adults in order to
elicit "behavior appropriate to the setting; and 3) Spaces must be
organized in such ways as to assure the expression of autonomy or
jurisdictional control over personal space of each user while at the
same time providing opportunities for social interaction with signi-
ficant others.

Cette communication relate la realisation d'un modele
conceptuel traitant les exigences de performance de l'habitation
en reponse aux besoins physiologiques et psychologiques durant le

cycle de vie de l'usager.

Le modele relie la serie des besoins de l'usager au developpe-
ment humain continu, commen^ant avec l'enfance et s'etendant jusqu'a
la vieillesseC 100 ans et plus). L'attention se concentre sur les
changements physiologiques et reactionnelles du developpement pen-
dant l'enfance et 1' adolescence au declin de la vieillesse. Les

changements durant 1' existence de l'acuite des sens, des degres
d' energie, de 1' etat de sante et des activites de la vie journaliere
sont associes a 3 propositions fondamentales par rapport a 1' entou-
rage residentiel et les demandes de l'usager: 1) La fonction
stimulante doit repondre aux changements dif ferentiels de sensation
pendant le cycle de vie; 2) La fonction orientatrice des espaces
residentiels doit etre hautement previsible pour les jeunes enfants
comme pour les vieillards de meme que pour les adultes jeunes et
d'age moyen aafin de susciter un comportement approprie au cadre;
et 3) Les espaces doivent etre organises de telle fagon que soit
assuree l'autonomie ou le controle juridictionnel sur l'espace
personnel de chaque usager, tout en fournissant 1' occasion d' inter-

actions sociales privilegiees

.
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1. Introduction

I will concentrate on old age as the part of the life cycle that perhaps best illus-
trates an approach which promises to enhance the relevance of design by organizing spatial
requirements around certain psycho-social and physiological facts of life.

Since the organism can respond directly only to those aspects of environment experi-
enced through the sense organs, age changes in sensory and perceptual mechanisms affect very
real environmental changes in the world in which the aging individual lives. Compensation
for this loss in acuity is achieved either by 1) enhancing environmental stimuli so that
they may be received by heightened sensory thresholds, or 2) by reducing dependence upon the
affected sensory cues with consequent limitation of the range of behavior. In the latter
instance, the individual learns to adjust to or live in a reduced environment as a result
of his sensory decrement. In the former situation he seeks to modify the environment to
make up for his deficiency.

The reduction of dependence on affected sensory cues with its attendant limitation in
the range of behavior can be viewed as a reduction in life space or home range. The prin-
ciple can be characterized essentially as cyclical. At infancy, life space scarcely ex-
tends beyond the body, it expands as the senses develop and reaches a maximum in adulthood
where it remains relatively stable and then with old age gradually diminishes until ultimate-
ly it stops at the body once again. While it is impossible to forestall physiological
losses or the reduction of home range indefinitely, it is proposed that through consciously
programmed environmental stimuli and spatial hierarchies this process can be mitigated.

2. Home Range and the Human Development Continuum

Each of us has what may be described as a life space or home range. This concept is
defined as a complex of familiar objects and people distributed in space with meaningful
functions and relationships sensed by the perceiver. The physical dimensions and the com-
plexity of a given person's home range is linked to his position on the development continu-
um. The development continuum refers to the stage of a person's lifetime physical develop-
ment. At infancy, for instance, one's home range scarcely extends beyond the body. If the
infant is warm and well fed and reasonably comfortable, his world literally does not extend
beyond the skin. He is almost totally unaware of what is occuring around him. He is pri-
marily concerned with his immediate environment. However, as a child develops physically
and intellectually his home range begins to expand. For instance, the child begins to make
sense out of his surroundings in his crib, his nursery, and so on. He begins to sort out
the various arrangements of objects and spaces that he can see and relate to. Soon, as the
child begins to develop an ability to walk, his home range expands even farther, going
beyond the crib and nursery, out into the other rooms of the house. Before long the child
is exploring not only spaces within the dwelling unit but outside as well and he begins to
sort out and respond to areas immediately outside the dwelling unit. Then as he increases
in age and development he continues to expand his home range until he reaches maturity,
where he has almost an unlimited home range in the sense that there can be a large number of
objects and people with sensed relationships that he experiences. Once the person reaches
his full adult capacity, his home range is fairly stable for a long period of time until
sometime in the 60's. At this point a person begins to experience a reduction in sensory
acuity, health, energy levels, and activities of daily living. There is a whole series of
losses that occur as a person begins to age. These losses can be sub-sumed under the human
development continuum and characterized as a loss continuum (see figure 1). These losses
increase in severity with each decade of life after 65 so that essentially between 75 and 85
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le sensory deterioration becomes rather serious. Hearing and vision become real problems.

He's other sensory modalities deteriorate as well. One's health increasingly becomes

roblematic. There are other losses that occur such as a diminished level of independence

o that as these factors of deterioration manifest themselves with increasing severity over

ime, there is a reduction in one's life space or home range. Viewing the human development

^ntinuum in relation to the concept of home range, we have what might be called the rubber

and principle, i.e.,, in infancy the home range tends not to extend much beyond the skin and

5 the infant develops, as his intellectual and physical development continue, the home

ange expands, not only in physical dimensions, but also in complexity as well. Home range

its a plateau in early adult life and remains fairly stable for a long period of time, but

radually begins to fall off as one approaches the sixth decade of life. If we extend this

o the seventh, eighth, ninth, or tenth decade of life, one may literally end life in total

ependence, typically bed ridden, where one's home range scarcely extends beyond the skin,

o we have what might be described as the life cycle as it relates to the development of

ome range.

3. Environment as Language

The development and deterioration of the sensory modalities is directly related to the

oncept of viewing the environment as a language and one's ability to perceive and respond
o environmental cues. The environment is organized every bit as intricately and systera-

tically as any spoken language. It has a system of cues that tell us how to respond to

articular situations. However, the environment communicates meaningfully only to the degree

hat the cues which are sent out can be received and perceived by an individual. First of
11, our sensory modalities have to be developed well enough so that they can receive the
ignals. If, for instance, the sensory modalities such as hearing or vision are deteriorated
3 the point where the message cannot get through, then the person obviously cannot respond
ppropriately . For instance, if there is a stop sign at an intersection and an elderly
erson cannot perceive the stop sign as a stop sign, he is not going to respond the way he
s expected to. He doesn't perceive it; thus he can't respond to it.

In response to factors regarding the developmental continuum (from physical develop-
*nt to deterioration and the expansion and contraction of home range) we postulate that
he housing environment ought to be organized in terms of at least the following three di-

i
ensions: Organized Space as Stimulus; Organized Space as Orientation; and Organized Space as

I astery.

h* Organized Space as Stimulus

Organized space as stimulus involves the principle of getting the message across large-

7 through stimulation. The problem is to get the visual, auditory, thermal, and olfactory
essages through to the receiver. What is suggested here is a design concept called redun-
ant cuing. Redundant cuing simply means beaming the same message through more than one
ensory modality. For instance, we frequently get the message that it is winter because we
an see tie snow on the ground, or ice on the pond. That is a visual message, but we don't
top there. We get messages in terms of our other modalities as well. We know that it is
inter because it is cold and we can feel it, we can sense the snow crunching under foot,
nd we can hear the wind whistling in our ears. We know that it is winter not only because
e can see snow or iee, but we can also feel the low temperature, we can hear the wind and
3 on. The same message—it is winter—comes through in more than one modality. The
rinciple called for is to sensorally load the environment so that the message overcomes
aese heightened thresholds of the elderly persons' sensory modalities. In this way the
nvironment again becomes a meaningful language and appropriate responses to it are feasible
nee more.
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5. Organized Space as Orientation

Organized space as orientation is a design concept which seeks to organize space for
its predictive value. The idea is that, in general, a space should have a singular and un-
ambiguous definition and use. Again, the purpose is to compensate with environmental ar-
rangements for lessened sensory acuity. The concept has several important dimensions. In
terms of orientation, the spaces are cued with landmarks which act as focal points for
functionally different spaces. For example, color coded surfaces to signal functionally
different spaces in terms of visual perception, textured surfaces for the tactile sense, and
so on. The purpose is to sensorally load the spaces so that they may more effectively serve
as points of reference. Another dimension of this concept is to organize spaces around three
distinct spatial sets: personal, social, and public. It has been observed in my own re-
search and research activities of others, that in situations where personal spaces and social
spaces have been lacking and where the elderly have been forced to combine personal, social,
and public spaces, friction laden encounters have occurred over the functional values as-
signed to space.

Spaces which denote private uses such as toileting, sleeping, certain medical procedures
plus other activities, such as reading, thinking, letter writing or just plain withdrawing
from others to do things alone, should be distinctly bounded. Spaces for social and public
uses should be similarly treated. These spatial sets with distinct boundaries not only pro-
vide options for the different functions at any given time but also signal the appropriate
uses of each set and provide a contextual relationship between and among these sets.

6. Organized Space as Mastery

Organized space as mastery is a concept with at least two important dimensions. The
first has to do with designing spaces which facilitate individuals with reduced abilities
to claim and defend such spaces as their own inviolate spheres. This would be equally true
for young children, elderly and others that may for one reason or another be vulnerable.
The idea is to make it as difficult as possible for staff personnel (if institutional) or
family (if home) to presume a form of spatial deprivation. Studies have shown that where
persons have actually suffered a loss of control over their personal spaces they have under-
gone seriously destructive personality changes. Possession of a tangible piece of space
seems almost essential for one's identity.

The other dimension has to do with scale and mastery. Scale in this case refers to
numbers of people and size in terms of spatial dimensions. The loss continuum indicates
that with increasing age an individual's world shrinks so that over time one's ability or
willingness to master relationships with larger numbers of people and/or larger or more
complex spaces decreases.

7 . Macro-Environment

Basically, as one moves across the continuum from less severe to more severe losses,
the more crucial the concepts become. The applicability of these concepts range from the
micro -level of the dwelling unit to the macro -level of the neighborhood, community and
beyond. Accessibility to services and support systems such as shopping, transportation
church, friends, family, safety, etc., are of prime importance in terms of the macro level.
Space and scale in terms of mastery are also applicable here. The scale of a neighborhood
that a person typically has to relate to frequently is too large and complex for vulnerable
populations with reduced capacities. In other words, a scale that may be well-suited for
the mature, fully functioning adult may not be well-suited for a young child or an elderly
person.
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8. Micro -Environment

The micro level primarily involves enclosed spaces within the dwelling unit. Here we

re concerned with stimulus factors including the whole area of lighting, textures, acoustical

alance, density, and overcrowding. Spaces must be organzied in terms of an intelligent

rchestration of these various dimensions if the built environment is to be fully supportive

or this special population.

In terms of orientation, there is need to organize personal, social and public spaces

n relation to the concept of prediction of space use; we must eliminate ambiguity from
inflicting definitions and uses of personal, social or public spaces.

Lastly, we must assure the individual control over an inviolate space (personal space)

—

space that others may not presume to deprive him of must be a part of the environmental
asign.

9. Conclusion

What has been discussed here is an attempt to identify some of the parameters asso-
iated with designing housing environments in relation to the life cycle. Much of the dis-
assion has centered on the last half of the life cycle because that is the area where most
f my research has been focused. While many of the concepts advanced in this paper are
ssentially propositions to be further tested, it seems that they are compelling enough to

arrant serious consideration by others. What is suggested here is an approach that will
ohance the relevance of design by organizing spatial requirements around certain psycho-
jcial and physiological facts of life. We must recognize, for instance, that an 80 year
Ld person cannot handle the same level of environmental complexity as a 2f> year old; that
ansory deterioration can be compensated for with properly intensified and orchestrated
iimuli; that life space or home range is largely a function of one's position on the human
svelopment continuum, and that this position has a lot to do with the types and amounts of
jace needed; that greater attention should be given to using sensory modalities other than
Lsion and audition in more effectively cuing designed spaces; that level of mastery in terms
T scale seems to be age related and should be accounted for in terms of design; that the
ary young and the very old spend most of their days within their dwelling units; and that
lought must be given to what needs to be compensated for in the total environment because
T these limitations.
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PERFORMANCE OF SYSTEMS OF CONSTRUCTED FACILITIES

by

A.C. Lemer* and F. Moavenzadeh**
Department of Civil Engineering

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

The performance of a constructed facility must be
evaluated in terms of the facility's role within the larger
social-economic-political system of which it is part. It
is suggested that performance may be measured in terms of
three principal parameters: serviceability, reliability,
and maintainability. Serviceability is the degree to which
the facility provides satisfactory service to the user,
here understood to include a broad range of the recipients
of benefits of the facility. Reliability is the probability
that service will be adequate throughout the design service
life of the facility. Maintainability is a measure of the
degree to which continuing effort is required during the
service life to keep serviceability at an acceptable level.
This approach emphasises the user as a basis for evaluation,
and the need to consider the entire service lifetime of
a facility in decision. The implementation of procedures to
permit usage of these parameters in decision-making requires
application of techniques from psychology and economics,
and from probability theory.

II faut evaluer la performance des reseaux raccordes , en termes

de role du reseau a l'interieur du systeme social, politique et

economique dont il fait partie. On propose que la performance soit

mesuree en termes de 3 principaux parametres: capacite de service,

fiabilite et aptitude a la maintenance. La capacite de service est

le degre satisfaisant de service fourni par 1' installation a l'usager,

et par ce dernier on entend une large serie de beneficiaires de

1' installation. La fiabilite est la probabilite que le service

rendu sera adequat pour toute la duree de 1' installation prevue par

le projet. L'aptitude a la maintenance est la mesure du degre d'effort

continuel demande pendant la duree du service pour maintenir ce service

a un niveau acceptable. Cette attitude met l'accent sur l'usager comme

base d' evaluation et sur le besoin de considerer la duree totale de

service d'une installation a choisir. La communication decrit ces

parametres et leur utilisation et suggere des techniques pour leur

application. Les methodes proposees permettant 1' usage de ces

parametres pour la prise de decisions utilisent les techniques de

psychologie et des sciences economiques de meme que la theorie des

probabilites

.

Key words: Maintainability; measures of effectiveness; multi-

dimensional decisions; reliability; subjective evaluation.
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1 . Introduction

Systems of constructed facilities - highways, bridges, office buildings,
houses, etc. - are physical units which must be planned, designed, built,
operated, and maintained, subject to complex and often far-reaching interactio
with the social, political, ecological and economic systems which they serve.
These physical units with their typically large size and long service life-
times, represent major commitments, not only in the conventional economic
terms of capital, but also in terms of future social and political possibil-
ities .

Resources are required for constructed facilities- commitments are made
through allocations of resources to particular activities . These particular
activities - undertaken as construction, operation, and maintenance - in turn
determine the form of the facility and the manner of its creation, and thus
the manner in which the facility provides the services for which it is intende
For example, the selection of concrete or steel structure and the manner of
erection, the selection and installation of mechanical systems, the frequency
of inspection, size of parts inventories, etc., may influence how satisfactory
a high rise apartment building is for its residents.

Design decisions include the problems of accomodating activities, and
allocating resources. Decisions are made through comparison of an action's
anticipated performance and its costs. Costs are the evaluation of resource
requirements for an action, while in-use performance is an evaluation of
service. It may in fact be suggested that the goal of design decisions is
to provide a facility which will exhibit qualities of satisfactory performance
throughout its design service life, in an efficient manner. Efficiency is a
relative term, comparing the level of performance achieved with a given
magnitude and distribution of resources, by any particular facility configur-
ation, with the level achieved through other possible configurations using the
same resources. Thus, at any given level of resource usage the achievement
of the best performance possible is a design objective.

It is necessary then to have an operational definition of performance and
tools for implementation of this definition. This paper is intended to
explain and illustrate a concept of performance as a decision variable for
systems of constructed facilities.

1.1. Performance Defined

The central point of the concept of performance to be presented here is
that the purpose of the facility is to provide service to the user, where the
term user is broadly defined, representing the active components of social,
political, and economic systems with which the physical system interacts (1)

.

Pursuing this line of reasoning, it may be argued that the facility may be
viewed as an economic production process, i.e., supplying service to users,
subject to user behavior as characterized in demand. Satisfaction of demand
(the user) is then another test of the goal of selected design decisions.

Demand may be represented as a function of the price and quality of
service. Setting quality of service is the concern of design decisions, and
its inclusion in the demand function is often proposed by economists but
seldom undertaken (see References 2 and 3, for example). Where Q is the
quality of service demanded,

Q = Q(P,y) ,

end of this paper.'See literature references at
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.th P and y referring to price and service characteristics respectively,

.e average cost of a particular facility is a function of level of usage

.d characteristics of service, so

c = c (Q,y)

the principle that society receives the greatest benefit when all goods
d services are priced at their true cost, it may be argued that efficiency,
mentioned previously, becomes a case of profit maximization, where profit
given as

tt = P Q(P,y) - Q c(Q,y)

1 functions are assumed to be continuous and dif ferentiable

.

Taking partial derivatives of the profit function and with some substitu-
on, it may be shown that profit maximization occurs when the following
ndition is met:

9S „ c
7s— = n K —
3y p

is the price elasticity of demand, a standard quantity in economic demand
alysis, giving the change in demand relative to a change in price. K is
fined as

K = I
9y c'

e fractional change in average cost in response to a change in physical
alities of service.

S is defined as the serviceability of the constructed facility. Service-
Jility is a measure of the degree to which adequate service is provided to
ers , and is evaluated as the fraction of potential users likely to find
e facility's service to be adequate. That is, as a design variable, S = S(y).
rviceability is then a component of performance, and is estimated through
plication of techniques derived in psychology and economics, based upon
ncepts of utility theory. (1,6)

The above argument is based upon assumptions of a single unit of time
d of certain knowledge of future characteristics of service. However,
equate service must be provided throughout the design service life of a
cility, so behavior must be predicted. Such predictions are essentially
'certain. These uncertainties are generally neglected or obscured through
ch devices as single number safety factors. It is proposed here that un-
rtainties must be explicitly recognized in decision if adequate service is
be delivered. Reliability is thus presented as a second component of
rformance

.

Reliability is the probability that service will remain adequate through-
t a facility's design service life, that no premature failure will occur,
at is R(t) = Prob fs > S

f ] , t < t < TD , where t is the present time, T^
the end of the design service life, and Sf is the minimum acceptable

Editions of serviceability, the failure level. The condition S > Sf permits
ifinition of a set of service conditions y*, such that S(y*) <_ Sf, which
note failure in design terms.
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These conditions may in turn be translated into measurable attributes of
the facility, y* = B(X*) . For example, comfort in a housing unit (associated
with user satisfaction) may be predicted as a function of effective temperature
(y) , which in turn is a function B of temperature and humidity (X) . Various
types of engineering models will then permit prediction of these measurable
attributes as a function of service loads (for example, climate conditions)
and the system's ability to resist those loads (insulation and heating equip-
ment) . This prediction is made in a probabilistic manner, permitting estima-
tion of reliability at desired levels.

The final component of performance proposed here is intended to give
explicit consideration to the timing of activities, to the opportunities for
modifying decisions throughout the design service life. Maintainability is a
measure of the degree to which continued action is required throughout the
design service life to assure that service is adequate. The broadest class
of such action is termed maintenance.

The key to evaluation lies in the idea that if these actions are truly
effective and necessary, their neglect will be expected to lead to loss of a

portion of the facility's design service life through the occurrence of
premature failure. The measure of maintainability is the inverse of the
expected value of this time lost as a fraction of the design service life.

It may be seen that reliability and maintainability are closely related,
(the attribute indicator: life cycle cost) as there will be a direct
correlation between the probability that failure will occur before the end
of the design service life and the expected time at which a failure will occur.
Taken together, reliability and maintainability provide a measure of the
availability of a facility's services in the future. For maintainability
is in effect the expected fraction of time lost, conditional upon the
occurrence of failure, which in turn is associated with the probability 1-R.

Performance is then described in economic terms of three components:
serviceability, reliability, and maintainability. Together, these three
components provide an evaluation of a facility's current qualities of service
and of the likelihood that this service will be adequate throughout the
remainder of the design service life. These three components will now be
examined in more detail, with emphasis placed upon means for their implemen-
tation .

1.2. Prediction and Evaluation of Economic Performance of a System

Serviceability has been described as a measure of the degree to which a
facility provides satisfactory service to users. It will in general' be a
multidimensional function, reflecting the varied factors upon which the users

'

judgement will depend. In practice, serviceability will be characterized
by a set of component subscales, each stating the fraction of users likely
to be satisfied as a function of parameters, termed indicants, serving as
proxies for the actual judgemental factors. Essentially, there are three
steps in the process of obtaining the serviceability function. First one
must identify the factors which the user considers in making judgement, the
subscales of serviceability. Then, one must find suitable indicants of users'
response on these subscales. Finally, the actual scaling of serviceability
as a function of these indicants must be made. Identification of component
subscales may be undertaken through interviews of prospective users, liter-
ature surveys, introspection, etc. Ar> effort must be made to compress all
of the myriad considerations pertinent to judgement of a facility into the
essential descriptive subscales of judgement. This effort may be assisted
by computerized techniques for finding problem structure (see for example
Alexander & Manheim (4)). Figure 1 suggests subscales of serviceability
for urban housing.
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When component subscales have been identified, suitable indicants must
found to permit measurement. For example, climatic comfort in housing

.y be predicted on the basis of effective temperature, a parameter combining
e effects of temperature and humidity. One may then proceed to develop
e subscales of serviceability as a function of these indicants.

For subscales which depend primarily on subjective judgement by direct
jers, the scaling may be undertaken by means of psychometric methods such
are reviewed by Thurstone (5). Potential users may be asked to rate their
sponse and to indicate preference to particular service conditions in
intrast to others. Examining a number of individuals in this way, a

iatistical sample is built up, permitting an estimation of the serviceability
jnction, on the single subscale . Figure 2 presents such a subscale for
ysical comfort as a function of effective temperature.

In more objective situations, for example the structural integrity of a
ilding, the scaling may be done as an exercise in judgement. The range of
ssible loads on the structure are estimated, with the likelihood of their
currence. Arranging these loads into a cumulative probability distribution,
e form of a serviceability function is derived.

Of course, using techniques such as those discussed above require repetition
r each component subscale of serviceability. A quite promising approach,
yet untested, may possibly be adapted from an advanced technique for
rket research (6). This technique permits the simultaneous extraction of
mponents and a serviceability function relative to these components, using
mple preference ordering data. That is, individuals are asked to compare
ternative service situations, without conscious regard to the particular
dgement factors that might be involved, and indicate preferences. Computer
gorithms are now available to analyze these data, in a manner similar to
ctor analysis, for the variables required to predict the indicated prefer-
ce orderings . Statistical methods may then be used to find physical
alities of the facilities which correlate closely with the prediction
riables found, and thus may be used as indicants of serviceability.

In all cases, serviceability is predicted assuming that the physical
aracteris tics of service are known with certainty. Such is not the case
wever, and modification must be made for the uncertainties inherent in the
ysical system. Hence reliability is introduced as a component of performance.

Two basic approaches to the estimation of reliability for constructed
cilities may be identified. The first of these might be referred to as an
alytical approach. In this case, one has definite mathematical statements
lating service demands placed on the system to resistance of the system to
ese demands, for each possible failure mode, as a function of appropriate
jHds and system characteristics. A major advantage of such an approach is
at one can explore relations among variables in an orderly manner, and so
rhaps devise functional design methods.

The second approach might be termed an activities approach. One will try
describe the chain of events which occur, leading eventually to observation

j

failure in a particular mode. This approach may be used when analytical
dels are not available, and represents an application of a statistical view
failure. That is, it is not necessary to know why failure occurs, simply

at when certain conditions are observed, failure may soon follow.

These two approaches may of course be used jointly, either in series or
rallel application. In series, an analytical model may be applicable until
ne limit is reached, at which point probabilities are predicted by an
tivities model. For example, an elastic model may prove adequate for
sdicting deformation in the floor of a building, until a crack occurs,
parallel application may be warranted when there is more than one physical
3cess through which a particular failure mode may occur.
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In practice, the analytical approach will often be followed through
application of the techniques of Monte Carlo simulation (7) . The input
variables for the analytical model are stated in terms of statistical distri-
butions of their values. By means of computerized "experiments" (computer-
ization is, of course, not required but is quite helpful), samples are drawn
from these distributions and the output of the model computed. Given a
sufficient number of such experimental samples, a statistically valid estimate
of the distribution of output is produced. This output distribution may
then be used to estimate the probability of failure in the particular mode
in question.

A computationally convenient and often quite reasonable means of following
an activities approach is found in the Markov process. The chain of events
leading up to a failure in re-cast into a state space. A state is a descriptio
of the condition of the facility in terms of appropriate qualities and such
historical data as may be required to predict future behavior (8) . A collec-
tion of all possible states comprises the state space. For example, a proper-
ly working heater and exterior temperature in the range of 10 °F to 30 °F might
be one state description in a model investigating physiological comfort in
housing

.

The special characteristic of a Markov process is that all that is needed
to predict future states of the system is a knowledge of the current state.
That is, one does not need to know how the present state was reached. For
example, if one can predict the likelihood that a house will become dilapidated
in five years, given that certain conditions are now observed regardless of
how or in what length of time these conditions occurred, then the aging of
the house may be representable as a Markov process.

Through the use of such approaches to the stochastic prediction of life-
time behavior of the constructed facility, one may compute estimates of the
probability of occurrence of various modes of failure, and thus the probability
of their non-occurrence, which is the system's reliability. Closely related
to this parameter is the third component of performance, maintainability.
As explained, maintainability is defined relative to the design service life
of the constructed facility. Measures of maintainability may be stated in
terms of a fraction of the service life to be lost.

If an unexpected failure occurs, a certain amount of time will be lost,
depending upon the seriousness of the failure and the provisions for repair.
To the extent that normal maintenance is effective, its neglect would be
expected to lead to a premature failure, with a similar associated time lost
from the design life. The basic measure of maintenance is then proposed as
a ratio of the design service life to the possible time lost in normal
maintenance and repair maintenance situations. The coefficient of maintain-
ability so defined may be understood as an estimate of the number of times
a facility could fail before the design service life would be exhausted.

1.3. Example of Service Life Prediction

Figure 3 shows the trend of serviceability as a function of time which
might be expected for urban housing. Such a trend is representative of the
phenomenon observed in housing, termed filtering (9).

In filtering, a housing unit which starts its service life as high quality,
high income housing will, with time, lose some attractiveness. It will
depreciate to become middle income housing. With additional time, the
housing moves to lower income and perhaps to slum conditions. That is, losses
of serviceability on particular component scales will imply dissatisfaction
among a particular, identifiable faction of the potential users. In typical
urban settings, each of the three use levels spans a time period of 20 to 50

years, giving housing a total life of on the order of 100 years (10).
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lamination of such statistics leads one to a preliminary conclusion that as
using is designed, the early resident has a highly reliable and grossly
erdesigned system.

The definition of usage levels and failure levels presents questions which
11 require some careful thought. The modeling of lifetime behavior and
imputation of reliability and maintainability may be carried out in a multi-
age manner, handled separately for each defined level of usage. It might
found desirable to design houses like autos, to be discarded after some
rticular average service life. These and similar problems must be faced in
ieling the lifetime behavior of this system.

2. Conclusion

A conceptual structure and operational approaches have been presented to
scribe a user-based economic concept of performance for constructed facili-
es . Performance, a term referring to the manner in which a facility ful-
11s its goals in relation to the social, political, and economic systems
Lch it serves is characterized by three components - serviceability,
Liability, and maintainability. Together, these components given an evalua-
m of the present qualities of service and the likelihood that service will
nain adequate throughout the facility's design life.

This concept of performance has been implemented for the case of highways
11), and although work remains to be done in this area, the results

ggest the practicality of these ideas. The example presented here, urban
jsing, has not been carried out so far, but it too shows promise. It would
im that further work in this area would be of great value by permitting,
1 indeed encouraging a working understanding of the influence of constructed
ilities upon their users and thus upon society.
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The Relationship of the Performance Concept to the Planning
Process—Developing Performance Requirements for

Community Mental Health Centers

David B. Hattis*
1904 R Street, N. W.

Washington, D.C. 20009

The performance concept is "best explained as the
description of a system in terms of its output rather than
its parts. When this concept is applied in the procure-
ment process of any system, the formal instrument used to
effect the procurement is a performance specification.

Several advantages of performance specifications
over prescriptive specifications have been suggested,
particularly in the areas of economy and technological
innovation.

When applied to building, performance specifications
can be used at various scales of elements or systems, thus
producing a "hierarchy of performance." It has been found
that when used at a particular scale, the need to define
the scope of the system of a performance specification
requires the prescription of elements at the next higher
scales

.

There are several criteria for determining the scope
of a system to be used on any particular project, but in
general it is easier for "clear" building types than for
"ambiguous" ones.

In attempting to define the scope of a system for
"ambiguous buildings," one often finds oneself substitu-
ting the question "What is a house?" for the question
"How should a house perform?" The former question leads
to concern for earlier decisions in the planning process.

* Consultant, formerly Systems Research Architect at the
National Bureau of Standards.
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Le concept de performance s'explique comme la description d'un
systeme portant sur son rendement plutot que sur ses composants.
Quand ce concept est utilise comme un element formel du procede
d'acquisition d'un systeme, l'instrument utilise pour effectuer une
telle acquisition est une specification de performance.

Les specifications de performance ont des avantages prononces
sur les specifications prescriptives

, particulierement dans les
domaines de l'economie et de 1

' innovation.

Appliquees a la construction, les specifications de performance
peuvent etre utilisees a differents niveaux d' elements ou de systemes,
produisant ainsi une hierarchie de performances. S'ils sont utilises
a un niveau particulier, les elements du niveau superieur doivent
etre prescrits, definissant ainsi l'etendue du systeme de specifica-
tion de performance.

II y a nombre de criteres pour determiner la portee du systeme
a utiliser dans un projet particulier quelconque, mais , en general,
c'est plus facile pour un type "evident" de batiment que pour un
type "ambigu".

En essayant de definir la portee d'un systeme pour des batiments
ambigus, on se trouve souvent oblige de substituer la question:
"Qu'est-ce que c'est qu'une maison" a la question: "Qu'attendre
d'une maison". Cette question amene a s'inquieter des decisions
anterieures de plans en cours

.

La Documentation pour l'aide a la planification (PAK) des
Hopitaux psychiatriques , rassemblee par le National Bureau of
Standards pour l'Institut de Sante Mentale, illustre le point
ci-dessus, et son developpement est brievement examine.

Key words : Building procurement; building systems;
hospital planning; office building; performance.

1. Introduction

This paper presents a discussion of the relationship between the per-
formance concept and the planning process as a whole, when the latter is
understood in its broadest sense to mean society's process of deciding on the
allocation of resources and effort to effect some agreed upon end which may
include environmental manipulation in general and building in particular.
The paper consists of two principal parts. The first is theoretical and con-
ceptual, and tries to demonstrate how a rigorous and pervasive implementation
of the performance concept in building will inevitably lead to concern for
the broader issue of the planning process. The second part is descriptive of
a particular project--The Planning Aid Kit (PAK) for Community Mental Health
Centers--, a project which began with the performance concept and ended with
proposals to systematize the planning process itself.
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2. The Performance Concept and The Planning Process

2.1 Definition and Advantages

Elsewhere in this collection of papers will undoubtedly "be found several
ifinitions of the performance concept. It is not this author's intent to
jfer another definition, but rather to convey its general sense. The per-
rmance concept may be explained as the description or specification of a
rstem in terms of its performance as output, or as the service it is to pro-
|&e. In this way performance is distinguished from prescription, which
iscribes or specifies a system by a complete detailing of all its parts and
e relationships between them.

When the system described in terms of its performance is a product of
me kind, such as a building or a part of a building, and when this des-
iption is applied in the system's design or procurement, the formal instru-
nt or document used is a performance specification.

Some of the advantages claimed for the use of performance specifications
er prescriptive specifications in product procurement are the following:

a. encouragement of cost economies by increasing
the range of possible design solutions, and
thus broadening the basis of competition

b. promotion of technological innovation

c. opportunity for greater quality control

d. provision for expressing the needs of the
system's users in its procurement process
(since presumably the users' need for the
system's output is their reason for pro-
curing it in the first place), thereby
helping assure a better fit between the
system and its users' intent.

2.2 Scales of Application of the Performance Concept

Elsewhere in this series of papers, authors will undoubtedly discuss
e different scales at which the performance concept may be applied in
jilding--the "hierarchy of performance" as it has been called. It is clear
|

th philosophically and practically that any system may be viewed as con-
sting of parts or subsystems, while at the same time itself being a part
subsystem of a larger system.

To use an example from building, one may consider as systems in a
owing order of scale the following:

a- a fluorescent tube

b. a luminaire

c. a ceiling assembly producing illumination as one of
its attributes

d. a room with specific illuminated environment as one
of its attributes

e. an environment where illumination provides people
the opportunity to carry out a certain activity
(e.g., reading a textbook)
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f . a situation within which people perceive and
manipulate certain information to achieve a
purpose (e.g., learning in a school situation)

Though beyond the scope of this paper, an appreciation of this hierarchy,
incidently, may go a long way in clarifying the issues of the currently
fashionable debate of "closed systems versus open systems." An "open" system
is defined as one whose interfaces between subsystems allows the substitution
of a number of different alternatives for each subsystem without changing the
system's performance as a whole. In a "closed" system such substitution is
not possible, and thus there is only one set of subsystems that go together
to make up the system. Strong claims are made for each. But now one may
consider other possibilities, such as an "open" system each of whose sub-
systems may be a "closed" system, a "closed" system which is itself a sub-
system of a larger "open" system, an "open" system which is part of a larger
"closed" system, etc. (The author is indebted to Thomas E. Ware of the
National Bureau of Standards for these examples.) In light of all these
alternatives, and their implied qualitative and quantitative differences, the
current debate is very meagre indeed, and has in this author's opinion been
glib, superficial and has led to premature and irrelevant conclusions.

2.3 Definition of Scope of System

The above discussion of the hierarchy of performance bears on another
current debate--performance versus prescriptive specification.

When performance specifications are employed to specify the attributes
of a system at a particular scale , then they must be complemented bv implicit
or explicit prescriptive specifications of the next hip-her scale , if the
system procured by means of the performance specification is to form a viable
part of a final building. Another way of expressing this idea is that the
determination and definition of the scope of the system whose performance is
to be specified, and the definition of the interface of that system with
other elements to successfully make up a total building, are themselves pre-
scriptive specifications. The various well known schoolhouse system perfor-
mance specifications ( SCSD--School Construction Systems Development,
California, SSP--Schoolhouse Systems Project, Florida, SEF--Study of Edu-
cational Facilities, Toronto, RAS--Recherches en Amenagements Scolaires,
Montreal) have, for example, specified adherence to a 5 foot (1.5 meter)
orthogonal planning grid, a rectangular building configuration, and a 2 or 5
story limit on height—all of which are clearly prescriptive statements.
Similarly, the Public Buildings Service (PBS) Performance Specification for
Office Buildings , co-authored by the present author at the US National
Bureau of Standards, specified a rectangular building plan, interior location
of a rectangular building core element, a 5 foot (1.5 Meter) planning grid,
a minimum and maximum number of stories, and a given percentage for net
utilization of space—which are all explicit prescriptive statements.

In applying the performance concept to the process of procuring building
systems, or built environments, a decision must be made at what scale to
define the system whose output is to be specified. In other words, the scope
of the system must be initially prescribed.

How is this scope determined, in order to maximize the benefits of per-
formance specification as listed earlier? There are three inter-related
issues affecting this decision.

The first issue is the existence or non-existence of objective means of
evaluation of proposals submitted in response to such a specification--if
such means do not exist at a particular scale of system, the system's scope
must be reduced. As stated by Robert Blake and Michael Brill,
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If performance specifications are to "be a viable market instrument of pro-
irement of building hardware, they must include three kinds of statements
p each attribute specified: a requirement, a criterion and a test of
jaluation means, (personal communication)." - The latter must be specific
lution-independent if it is to be objective in verifying compliance of diff
tent solutions with each criterion. If such a test does not exist at a

prtain level, clearly a performance specification cannot be employed at that
vel. To follow the earlier example, it may be easy to devise an objective
tet for the quality of illumination in a room, while it is debatable
ether such a test may be devised for the quality of output of a schoolhouse
an educational situation.

The second issue is the ability of proposers to respond to a specifica-
!on at a certain level--if it is anticipated that such response will be
piited at a given scale of system, the system's scope must be adjusted. As
e scope of the system grows in the hierarchy of performance, the nature of
adeoffs to be made in arriving at a proposal increase in scope and in range
disciplines involved. The emergence of multi-discipline organizations

ipable of responding to performance specifications is recent and limited,
e benefit of increased competition offered by performance specification
uld quickly disappear if response were limited to a handful of "all-knowing
'^.nts

.

The third issue is the time and budget at the disposal of a particular
bject--if it is anticipated that the performance-based procurement of a

stem at a particular scale will exceed the available time and budget, the
stem's scope must be adjusted. For example, while full-scale field testing
acoustic performance of buildings is both technically feasible and well

jthin the capabilities of a large number of potential proposers, several of

p projects mentioned earlier were pressed by schedule and budget consider-
ions to substitute laboratory testing of assemblies, representing a lower
'•/el on the scale.

2.4 Process Implications

The use of performance specification as an instrument in the building
Dcess requires some modifications of that process. Performance requires
^ditional process participants to undertake new roles, or to revise the
-edule and order of their participation. For example, architects and
signers may be required to work for product manufacturers in their prepara-
bn of proposals responding to performance specifications. Furthermore,
Les for new participants are established. For example, testing labora-
ries play a decisive role in the evaluation of proposals.

Finally, management, schedules and legal relationships must often be
jiipulated, changed and redefined to accommodate use of performance speci-
:ations. For example, the signing of procurement contracts for building
sments before actual buildings are finally designed, and the code com-
lance approval of buildings at a schematic stage in their design, are both
bh in legal and managerial implications.

These process implications have been written about extensively elsewhere
. g. , Performance Specification for Office Buildings, by Hattis and Ware,

|5 Report 10 52?, January 1971 ) i by those who have implemented performance-
3ed procurement projects for building systems, and are not the subject of
is paper. It is rather precisely those projects' point of departure--the
:ermination of the scope of the system to be so procured, and the need for
sscriptive specification at that point, as discussed earlier--which raises
inning process implications which have not been extensively discussed or
i-tten about, and which leads to the balance of this paper.
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It was an examination of two projects of performance-based procurement
of building systems as to how they established the scopes of systems to be
procured which spurred the author's concern with this issue.

The University Residential Building System project (URBS) aimed at ascer-
taining and fulfilling the needs of the users (in this case, students residing
in dormitories ) --such as the ability to exercise some control over the appear-
ance and finish of the students' rooms. Yet it seemed to take for granted
that the dormitory was the correct residential setting for students in the
first place. The URBS performance specification could not procure any other
kind of residential setting.

The PBS office building project (mentioned earlier) aimed at rigor and
comprehensiveness. Yet one might legitimately ask why such rigid limitations
as rectangular building plans, interior cores, etc. were imposed.

Now, both projects had not determined the scopes of their systems
arbitrarily or lightly. All the issues affecting this determination (as
discussed earlier) were addressed. Prescriptions were based on historic
precedent (e.g., 90% plus of all recent office buildings were found to con-
form to the prescriptions).

Yet the questions raised have a nagging persistance. Why couldn't the
performance concept offer a much wider range of options?

2.5 Clear versus Ambiguous Building Types

It would appear that building types as we know them today, and as we use
names to describe them--housing , schools, office buildings, hospitals,
etc. --fall into two categories, a "clear" category and an "ambiguous" one,
for any particular period in time.

A building type can be thought of as tending toward the "clear" category
when any or all of the following conditions are fulfilled:

a. there is general agreement on who the users of
the building type are

b. there is general agreement by the users of the
building type on why they need the building,
on what they expect it to do for them, etc.

c. there is a cultural tradition governing the
function, shape, and/or meaning of the building
"type

d. there is some legal requirement imposing a function,
shape and/or use on the building type.

At any given time it may be possible to ascertain these, though it is

clear that they are a function of history and of socio-cultural conditions.
Today, one may reasonably categorize office buildings, retail shops,
industrial buildings and perhaps hospitals as "clear" building types.
Housing and schools are borderline . cases , rapidly becoming "ambiguous,"
while community centers, cultural centers , mental health centers, etc. are
today clearly "ambiguous." Also, one may state with reasonable certainty
that all this is changing rapidly.

Yet if one undertook to introduce performance specifications into the
procurement process of a building of the "clear" type, one could probably
establish reasonable prescriptions for the scope of the system to be so pro-
cured, and one could justify this decision and these prescriptions. The
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ithor participated in such an effort in preparing the PES Performance Speci -

cation for Office Buildings . At the same time, he also participated in an
ffort to write performance requirements for an "ambiguous" building
/pe—Community Mental Health Centers. But here, a rigorous attempt to
5spond to the general question of "How should such a center perform?", or
/hat are the desired performance attributes of such a center?", quickly led
3 the earlier question "What i_s a Community Mental Health Center?" Suddenly,
lere were no answers, or rather, there were dozens of different, often con-
icting answers, depending on who was being asked the question.

A brief description of the efforts to answer that question, and the
jsult of those efforts--the development of the Planning Aid Kit (PAK) for
immunity Mental Health Centers--will conclude this paper.

3. Development of the National Institute of Mental Health
(NIMH) Planning Aid Kit (PAK)

3.1 Background

The allocation of Federal funds for Community Mental Health Centers
CMHCs) was established by Congress in 1963. This was done within a context
evolving concepts of mental health, away from emphasis on the patient-

ctor individual relationship, toward the idea that the mental health of
idividuals was the responsibility of their community. A corollary of that
ea was that that the community was the ultimate repository of resources for
!"oviding that health to its members. Similarly, the "medical model" for
^eatment of mental disorder was being replaced by a process emphasizing pre-
^ntive actions, treatments, rehabilitation, and custodial care.

In line with this evolution, the I963 Act made funds available not
bcessarily for the construction of buildings, but rather for the establish-
pnt of an administration that would provide and coordinate the delivery of
_ve "essential services":

a. inpatient services

b. outpatient services

c. emergency services

d. partial hospitalization

e. consultation-education programs

Buildings could be thought of as one part of such an administration.
; the same time, it was proposed to exempt CMHCs from existing Federal
iiilding standards, and especially those for hospitals, for the purpose of
-institutionalizing the services and promoting innovative programs.

Finally, application for CMHC funding had to be generated locally, with
laximum feasible participation" of the community.

The Architectural Consultation Section of the National Institute of
;ntal Health (NIMH) was created to carry out four basic functions:

a. consult to communities on proposal preparation

b. participate in proposal evaluation

c. coordinate solutions of implementation problems

d. apply feedback to other communities in other areas
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This emphasis on user needs, combined with new concepts and an innovative
objective, appeared to offer a unique opportunity for applying the performance
concept. With this opportunity in mind, the Architectural Consultation Sec-
tion contracted with the National Bureau of Standards to develop performance
standards to enable it to carry out its functions more efficiently, rigor-
ously, effectively, and replicably.

In recognition of the great variety of users of mental health facilities
and the basic need of performance standards to reflect this variety, the
initial approach taken was to devise a set of typical user characteristics
(e.g., age, sex, socio-economic, ethnic, etc.). This set formed one dimen-
sion of a three-dimensional matrix that would ultimately include all the per-
formance statements of CMHCs for all possible users. (The other two dimen-
sions of the matrix were to be building elements and attributes.) Thus, if
one could describe a group of users of a potential CMHC , the matrix would
permit a simple retrieval of performance attributes for the group's charac-
teristics, and these could be the basis for performance specifications for
such a CMHC.

In attempting to visualize how such a system would work, it was
realized that this approach, based on a generic users characteristics axis,
would be too general to display all the richness and variety which an intui-
tive reflection on CMHCs suggested. It seemed that similar users would gen-
erate different requirements depending on the mental health problems with
which they were faced. Furthermore, a given group of users, faced with a
given problem, would still be faced with alternative courses of action, each
of which could itself generate different environmental requirements.

The desire to maintain and promote this richness gradually led to the
realization that not a static storage and retrieval system of all possible
performance attributes, as represented by a 3-dimensional matrix, was needed,
but rather a planning process that could raise and display relevant issues,
elicit decision making, and ultimately lead to the generation of a particular
solution in terms of environmental performance attributes, was what this
project called for.

Such a planning process had to be usable by a variety of participants,
ranging from mental health professionals to community representatives. The
first step, that of selecting the planning process participants, was viewed
as a political issue and left to the political process.

The resulting planning process as proposed was viewed as having several
necessary characteristics!

a. it would be an educational process for all its
participants

b. it would help to define "community," and elicit
its participation

c. it would provide instruments for decision making

d. it would record and document all of its phases for
ease of future review, revision, and evaluation

e. it would be replicable for a variety of conditions,
repeatable in format

f. it could be used for applications for funding

g. it could be used for constant updating of facilities
and programs
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3.2 The Planning Aid Kit (PAK)

The process proposed to NIMH to fulfill these requirements was the
banning Aid Kit (PAK) which consisted of a series of forms to be used at a
eries of meetings of participants, both for purposes of exchanging infor-
lation and making decisions.

PAK was devised to get the appropriate information to the designers of
he environment and to the administrators who must evaluate the suitability
f their designs. It is essentially a device for people to articulate their
iroblems so that planning the environment may respond to them. To do so, it
ubjects information to a series of transformations in several steps:

a. problems

b. courses of action

c. activities

d. environmental characteristics.

ie latter, in turn, are used to find, modify, or build settings of a CMHC

.

Each step of the series of transformations has a form designed to elicit
id display information, and the actual translation from one step to another
3 accomplished by forms designed to foster decision making.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to describe PAK in detail. Four
j&sic points should suffice:

1) The problem forms relate stated problems to particular
groups of the community. They develop information about
these problems in terms of recording perceived causes and
effects of stated problems, each of which, in turn, may
become a problem for further discussion.

2) The courses of action are mobilizations of resources to
solve problems, of which many alternatives may exist for
each problem. The relation of courses of action to
specific problems is a major departure from the current
categorization of mental health programs, which is either
by service provided or population served (e.g., "programs
for the elderly," "emergency," "outpatient," etc.).

3) The activity forms are designed to display alternative
sets of activities for each course of action, at a scale
sufficiently fine to impose some environmental requirement
(e.g., "playing with blocks," "participating in group
discussions," etc.).

4) The environmental characteristics are basically a set of
semantic differentials designed to quantify environmental
requirements (e.g., "privacy-communality ,

" "familiarity-
remoteness" etc.) in a way that may be correlatable with
physical aspects of the environment.

The filled-in forms produced by the PAK process have value beyond
wiping the participants educate themselves and make decisions. They repre-
rnt a statement of what the proposed programs are to accomplish, and can
ius form part of the application for funds, as well as become part of a
entral data bank to be used by other groups in their own planning, as well
; source material for developing further programs.
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4. Conclusion

Since the development of PAK, it has been applied experimentally in
several CMHC programming situations. Clearly, such experimental application
should lead to revision and improvement. NIMH has recently awarded a sub-
stantial grant for a systematic application and further development of PAK.

While the above discussion of PAK is clearly insufficient to do it
substantive justice, it does demonstrate the central thesis of this paper,
that applying the performance concept to certain building types may often
lead far afield--to concern for the planning process itself, and to revision
of that process.
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Institutional Performance and Building Performance:
Some Implications of the Judicial Facilities Study
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The performance of the institution or organizations which
buildings serve has not been regarded as within the province of ar-
chitectural analysis. Failure to evaluate institutional require-
ments can result in buildings which hamper rather than help the per-
formance of institutions. A critical examination of the objectives
and operations of the judicial system was a major theme of the Ju-
dicial Facilities Study, designed to develop standards and guide-
lines for courthouse design in the United States. How these facil-
ity standards were derived from a detailed examination of the judi-
cial system is explained in terms of: the ways in which judicial
svstem requirements and personal human requirements were handled;
the present and future purposes and human needs the system and its

facilities seek to fulfil; the manner in which the operations of

each court function ahd specialized proceeding were examined; the
ways in which activities, interpersonal relations, communication
patterns, environmental and spatial characteristics were analyzed.
Certain conceptual and theoretical considerations implicit in the
approach to the study are discussed. The assumptions of convention-
al architectural analysis are stated, and the physical determinism
inherent in them criticized. An alternative hypothesis is advanced,
namely, that the effect of the physical environment on human per-
formance-varies with institutional performance. Buildings and the
operations of the institutions they house are seen as interdependent,
mutually adapting to each other as the people involved attempt to

achieve correspondence between the two. The ideal of perfect con-
sonance is viewed as able to be approached only if the designer has
a thorough understanding of the institution both as it is and as it

ought to be.

La notion de performance appliquee aux institutions ou aux

organisations servies par les batiments n'a pas ete consideree comme

ressortissant du domaine de 1' analyse architecturale. Le manque

d' evaluation des exigences institutionnelles peut aboutir a des

batiments qui genent la performance des institutions plutot qu'ils

ne la facilitent. Un examen critique des objectifs et des operations

du systeme judiciaire a ete un theme principal de 1' Etude des Installa-

tions Judiciaires concue afin de developper des normes et des

directives pour la planification des tribunaux aux Etats-Unis.

Comment ces normes d' installations ont decoule d'un examen detaille

du systeme judiciaire, ceci est explique en fonction de : la facon

dont les demandes du systeme judiciaire et les exigences humaines

ont ete traitees; les buts presents et futurs et las besoins humains

que le systeme et ses installations cherchent a accomplir; la maniere
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dont les operations de chaque tribunal, quant a sa fonction et ses
activites particulieres , ont ete examinees; la facon dont les
activites, les relations interpersonnelles , les modes de communica-
tions, les caracteristiques d 1 environnement et d'espace ont ete
analysees. Certaines considerations conceptuelles et theoriques
implicites a la direction de cette etude sont discutees. Les
idees directrices de 1' analyse d 1 architecture traditionnelle sont
exprimees et leur determinisme physique inherent est critique. On
propose une alternative: l'effet de 1

' environnement physique sur
la performance humaine varie avec la performance institutionnelle

.

Les batiments et les operations des institutions qu'ils abritent
sont consideres comme interdependants

, s'adaptant reciproquement
cependant que les personnes en cause essaient d'etablir une
correspondance entre les deux. On considere que 1' ideal d'un
accord parfait ne peut etre accessible que si l'architecte a une
connaissance approfondie de 1' institution aussi bien en ce qu'elle
est qu'en ce qu'elle devrait etre.

Key words: Activities; communication; courthouse; human
performance; institutional performance; judicial system;
mutual adaptation; objectives; operations; physical
determinism; physical environment.

1. The Place of Institutional Performance in Architectural Analysis

In conventional architectural analysis the institutions or organizations which buildings
serve are not subjected to critical examination. The starting point is people and their ac-
tivities as the analyst sees them in operation or as he is told about them by active partici-
pants. The activities are accepted as given and not questioned as to their necessity or de-
sirability. From these are derived spatial requirements and space arrangements. Fundamental
concerns of the conventional type of analysis are whether acceptable standards of human health,
comfort and efficiency are met, and circulation and communication facilitated. Whether the

institution or organization is doing its job properly is not questioned.

Once this questioning takes place, it opens the way for the addition of a whole new di-

mension to architectural analysis, namely an evaluation of the performance of the institution
or organization itself. Such evaluation requires a thorough understanding of the operations
of the organization, its role in society, and the degree to which it is performing in accor-
dance with that role. Detailed attention to institutional performance could lead to a re-
evaluation of operations and could have a profound effect on personnel, activity, circulation
and space requirements. The result is likely to be a building designed to meet not the re-

quirements of the institution as it presently operates but as it should or is likely to be

operating in the future.

It might be objected that this type of institutional analysis is beyond the scope and

competence of those whose job it is to determine building requirements. It is indeed true

that architectural analysts do not now have such competence. Yet consider the consequence of

accepting the existing practices and operations of the institution or organization. Because
the most vital institutions are precisely the ones which today are undergoing very rapid

changes, a building which fails to take such changes into account becomes obsolete very
quickly so that the ratio of costs to benefits received is unduly high. Clearly, if the

building is to meet the need of the institution not only now, but during the next decade or two

the requirements of the institution during the foreseeable future must be investigated. It

is not sufficient to rely on the haphazard viewpoints about the future by those who use exist-

ing buildings. Something more definitive is necessary, grounded in a thorough study of the

emerging developments and needs of the institution. Uncertainties about the future would
still make it desirable to build flexibility into the building. But the architect would then

have at his disposal the necessary knowledge to enable him to program the range of flexibil-

ity in advance and see to it that the right kind is built ' into the structure.
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The consequence of failure to understand institutional requirements is well illustrated
T what has happened to public housing projects in several large American cities. For de-
cides the emphasis was exclusively on providing healthful and sanitary abodes. In too many
instances these have deteriorated physically and have themselves become slum ghettos of ra-
_al and low-income segregation. Neglected until quite recently were the social needs of the
ihabitants and the requirements of the family as a social institution as distinct from the
usehold as a physical entity. The remedy involves a consideration of the family in terms
I* its internal social structure, its relation to other families and its role in the larger
mmunity. Actually the buildings hampered rather than helped the performance of the family
i a social institution.

2. The Judicial Facilities Study

The Judicial Facilities Study attempted to relate building requirements to performance
iteria for the system of judicial administration. The study was instituted in 1968 under
ie joint sponsorship of the American Institute of Architects and the American Bar Associa-
on. It took two and a half years to complete by an interdisciplinary team of lawyers and
chitects under my direction. Its purpose was to develop standards and guidelines for
urthouse design in the United States. Coverage was comprehensive, encompassing acoustical,
.ermal and lighting requirements, unit space sizes, space relations, arrangement of spaces
Id spatial attributes for general trial courts and all their component spaces as well as

r the various specialized courts existing in the United States, e.g., appellate, juvenile,
affic. The study was directed towards obtaining courthouses which would promote not only
e health, well-being and efficiency of those using them but also the effectiveness of the
.dicial system as a human institution. Its twofold analysis of system requirements and per-
inal human requirements proceeded along the following lines:

2.1 Judicial System Requirements

First, the objectives of the system were analyzed in detail for the system as a whole
d for each of its many components. They were explicit and formulated in a manner which
|uld make them operationally useful. Objectives were clearly distinguished from functions
operations as being the fundamental reasons why the functions or operations are performed,

e role of objectives in the analysis was to provide a basis for evaluating the practices
the institution and the effectiveness of its facilities. A knowledge of the purposes and

nan needs the system and its facilities seek to fulfil permits performance to be measured
ainst purpose so that a correspondence between them may be achieved.

The whole purpose of law and its administration was shown as revolving around some no-
on of justice, around a normative standard for the arrangements of men's lives together.
such, the objectives of the courts take on a threefold character: they are directed

ward the individual human beings whom the court serves; they are concerned with the func-
oning of the judicial system itself so that it may adequately do the job for which it ex-
ts; and they are entwined with the needs of society, of which the system of justice is per-
ps its most enduring symbolic form.

A synoptic ordering of the myriad of objectives set forth in the individual chapters of

e study reveals three themes looming large on the comtemporary scene. (1) The confidence
the public in the judicial system is a major concern of our time. If the system is to

nction effectively, there must be a high degree of public acceptability and reliance on the
thority of the courts. (2) A second major theme has to do with the way the courts oper-
e. At issue is their efficiency and competence. If the demand for prompt and speedy jus-
ce is to be achieved, the best available technology and management practices are indispens-
e. Without these, justice becomes either increasingly difficult to obtain or is obtain-

le at unnecessarily high monetary costs. (3) A third major theme has to do with the var-
s kinds of help the judicial system can and should give to those in need of assistance,

adequate legal assistance for those who cannot afford it; the obligation to help those
of criminal acts obtain effective treatment for their anti-social propensities so that

ley may be rehabilitated for their own sakes and for the protection of society; special care

d solicitude for children involved in any way with the courts. Concern for human needs
ould be one of the distinguishing marks of a modern judicial system.
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Next the operations of each court function and each specialized proceeding were analyzed.
This analysis was based on intensive field studies of different size courts in various parts
of the country. Dealt with were such matters as the way in which a case moves through a
court, the flow of paperwork through a clerk's office, the step-by-step proceedings in a tri-
al. These operations vary with the type of case or court function. Thus in a criminal pro-
ceeding, a different set of operations is performed than in bankruptcy or appellate proceed-
ings. Each of these was described in detail and summarized in diagrammatic form. Every at-
tempt was made to incorporate the best current practices and those which foreshadow future
developments. One example is the use of computers to help improve efficiency and avoid the
delays which hamper the functioning of the courts. Another is the movement towards an all-
inclusive family relations court. Still another is the shifting from judicial to administra-
tive or arbitration procedures, e.g., some automobile insurance cases and small claims.

Operations and objectives are connected in a means-end relationship. Whether the judi-
cial system is operating in a satisfactory manner depends upon whether it is achieving its
objectives. The evaluation of its modes of operation, therefore, requires an understanding
of objectives.

2 . 2 Personal Human Requirements

Next, the activities which must be carried on in connection with each particular func-
tion or procedure were identified, together with the kinds of people involved and the kinds
of spaces required. It can readily be seen that the analysis of operations is a necessary
intermediate step between objectives and activities, for any modifications of operations to
meet objectives will be reflected in modifications of activities.

The next step in the analysis revolved around the interpersonal relations of partici-
pants in the Tight of the activities in which they are engaged. Desirable relations of this
sort are determined by the objectives, should be fostered by operations and can be facili-
tated by appropriate communication patterns. For example, the rehabilitation of convicted
felons can be fostered by judicial proceedings geared to helping rather than antagonizing
the accused and to promoting certain kinds of interpersonal relations between him and the
other participants in his case as it moves through the courts. Such relations can be facil-
itated by space arrangements which promote ease of communication of the right kind. Such
considerations led to a study of desirable communication patterns.

The analysis of communication was mainly in terms of movement between activities. Dur-
ing a trial, however, communication occurs with relatively little movement, once the partici-
pants are in their places in the courtroom. Consequently, for the trial function four vari-
ables were analyzed: visual communication, audio communication, passing of documents and
movement of people. What was sought here was the disposition of people and activities within
a space, where these four variables are the chief conditioning factors. Elsewhere what was

sought was the disposition of spaces in relation to one another. If each space is associ-
ated with a set of activities, the chief conditioning factor is the movement occurring be-
tween the sets. A stronger relationship exists between activities where large numbers of

people move from one to the other for significant reasons, than between activities where
people seldom find it necessary to meet each other. The spaces containing the former activi-
ties should then be more easily accessible to one another.

Data on movement and communication were obtained through the field studies mentioned
earlier. Particular attention was paid to volume (or frequency) and to significance for the

particular function under consideration. This permitted a quantification of the data in
terms of the relative importance of the movement or communication between the different ac-
tivities. The values assigned were organized in matrix form, an example of which is shown

in figure 1. As between two activities, more movement may start from the first and be di-

rected towards the second than is the case for the reverse movement. The matrix shows the

movement from each activity to every other one, so that the movement from, say, preparing
jury lists to selecting jurors is given separately from the reverse movement from selecting
jurors to preparing jury lists. The relative values assigned to each of the movements are

based on a 0-3 scale. For each function, two matrices were constructed, one for volume and

one for significance of movement, with the largest numbers denoting the greatest volume and

significance. The figure in each box of the volume matrix was multiplied by the correspond-

ing figure in the significance matrix to arrive at a measure of relative importance on a 0-9
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pie. Each horizontal row then shows the relative importance of movement from one -activity

each of the others; and each vertical column shows the relative importance of movement to

e activity from each of the others. When the figure of movement from one activity to an-
ner is added to the figure of reverse movement between them, a measure of total movement
tween them is obtained. When the figures of a row are summed, a measure of total movement
om a given activity is obtained. Similarly, the sum of the figures in a column gives a

asure of the total movement to a given activity. Composite matrices of volume and signifi-
jace denoting relative importance of movement or communication were developed for each of

irty court functions and specialized procedures.

The conclusions regarding the relative importance of movement were then shown in simul-
neous form in diagrams depicting the total pattern of movement for each function or spe-
alized procedure. An example is given in figure 2. The closer two activities are to each
her and the thicker the line connecting them, the more important is the movement between
em. Also, the greater the number of lines which converge towards any particular activity
d the thicker they are, the more important is that activity as a node or focus of movement,
ch diagram is a visualization of how every activity should simultaneously be related to

ery other activity in order to facilitate movement or other type of communication among
em. From the network of lines groupings emerge which tell at a glance how activities should
late to one another. Thus figure 2 shows a close grouping of five General Trial Court func-
ons: trial, chambers, hearings, clerical and legal, each of which is a major node of move-
t. The remaining functions are of lesser importance in the movement system.

These movement patterns were then translated into other diagrams where activities are re-
aced by the spaces associated with them and where the structure of the corresponding move-
nt pattern is preserved. An example is given in figure 3. These interspatial movement pat-
rns are designed to show how all required spaces should be related to each other in order
st to facilitate the movement that has to occur from one to another.

The analysis was completed by studies of atmospheric, light and sound conditions and
her characteristics of the required spaces. Each of these was studied in the light of the
tivities, operations and objectives associated with the particular space under considera-
on. Together with the spatial arrangements, they provide guidelines for the planning of
e total physical environment.

3. Conceptual and Theoretical Considerations

Characteristically, architectural analysis is directed towards coming up with space re-
irements which would satisfy an efficiency criterion, namely maximization of the effective-
ss with which people function and tasks are performed. The basic assumption is that per-
nal human performance is in a relation of functional dependency to the arrangement and at-
ibutes of the space people occupy. Three further assumptions are implied: that performance
ries inversely with the amount of physical effort expended upon tasks or activities; that
ysical effort varies inversely with ease of communication; and that ease of communication
ries inversely with the time it takes to communicate and the distance between those commun-
ating. Hence the spatial arrangement of people and activities should be such as to mini-
ze their distance and communication time. Hence also, the acoustical, thermal, lighting
d other attributes of spaces should minimize auditory, physical and optical effort.

The physical determinism inherent in these assumptions is open to serious objections,
cades of empirical investigation and controlled experiments have failed to produce unam-
guous results as to the effects of the physical environment on human performance. The de-
ee of influence of thermal, lighting and acoustical conditions on human physiological, per-
ptual and task performance is far from clear. The most definite correlations have been ob-
rved in the short run and especially in short run stressful situations, neither of which
particularly useful for buildings. If one were to attempt a general conclusion it might
that changes in the physical environment have a great influence on human performance under

treme physical conditions, their effect diminishing rapidly thereafter and having little or

impact under "normal" conditions. In fact, under favorable operational conditions, sub-

antial degradation of the physical environment has failed to halt expanding task perfor-
nce. Also, in the case of public housing unfavorable social conditions have led to a deg-
dation of the physical environment itself.
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These considerations suggest an alternative hypothesis to the one of physical determin-
ism, namely that the effect of the physical environment on human performance varies with in-
stitutional performance. An environment which minimized physical and work effort, or facili-
tates ease of communication, will not of itself enhance human performance. The extent to

which it does so depends on the way in which the institution is doing its job. It is this
which motivates or fails to motivate its participants, and without it no amount of improve-
ment in their physical environment will enhance their efficiency or their effectiveness as
human beings. It is not necessary that the needs for which the institution exists be com-
pletely met, for no institution is perfect. What must be present is a belief in and approval
of the direction it is taking. Then the proper physical conditions will make it easier for
participants in its processes to do what they already want to do or behave in a manner favor-
able to its working. This in turn will enhance the capability of the institution to achieve
its objectives. The initiating force must come from the way in which the institution is per-
forming. Only when the institutional conditions are favorable will the impact of the physi-
cal environment be felt, not only directly on personal human performance but as feedback on
the performance of the institution as well. The reverse occurs when the workings of the in-
stitution generate indifference, opposition or alienation. Then changes in the physical en-
vironment tend to be stillborn and barren of results.

Complementing the above hypothesis is another way of looking at the relation between
buildings on the one hand, and personal and institutional performance on the other. This
may best be couched in the somewhat ecological language of mutual adaptability. The way in
which things are done affects activities and the organization of space. Conversely, the way
in which space is organized affects the way in which things are done and the activities car-
ried on in that space. What it is possible to do depends to some extent on the facilities
available. Thus, the absence of laboratory facilities in a school will condition the way
science is taught and affect the performance of the organization in terms of some objective
standard of educational achievement. Furthermore, if the physical environment does not con-
form to the operational requirements of the institution, the users will tend to modify it as
best they can in order to facilitate operations. As has often been observed, building spaces
are not always utilized as the architect intended them to be. Families constantly change the
space arrangements in their houses to meet the changing demandsof family living, privacy and
sociability. The physical environment and the operations of the institution act and react
upon each other in a system of mutual interdependency

.

There are obvious limits to this process of mutual adaptation. A building may be too
obsolete, small or spatially rigid to be changed satisfactorily in response to institutional
changes. It may become a straight-jacket forcing the institution into undesirable ways of
doing things and impeding its workings. Then, institutional requirements are not satisfied,
felt human needs neglected, objectives not met and operations deteriorate. Because adapta-
tion is no longer possible, the system undergoes distortion. When the building cannot be

adapted to the institution, the institution will be adapted to the building. Only in this
way can the necessary correspondence between the two be achieved. Such efforts to achieve
correspondence usually leads to inadequacies in both institutional and building performance.

Perfect consonance is indeed rare and generally short-lived. Only in a few great ages
of architecture do we feel it to have been achieved. Apparently, for example, the planner-
builder-designers of Gothic cathedral after Gothic cathedral were so steeped in the religion
of the time that they had a real insight for what was required to the point of possessing an
almost intuitive feeling for the right and somewhat lasting solution. This is seldom possi-
ble for the designer of modern buildings. In the case of judicial facilities, the designer
must live "the life of the law." Since this is not part of his way of life, he can only sub-
stitute for its absence (1) an intellectual and analytical knowledge of the administration of

justice and its objectives, (2) a close collaboration with those who live that life in the

real sense of the term. The Judicial Facilities Study attempted to provide the first, while
giving summary guidelines how best to achieve the second. If institutional performance is to

become an abiding concern of architectural analysis, a somewhat similar procedure is implied
for other human institutions.
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FIG. 3 ADMINISTRATIVE : INTERSPATIAL MOVEMENT PATTERN
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The Complementary Use of Research and Negotiations
with Users in the Development of Performance Standards

Thorbjoern Mann and Richard Bender
University of California
Berkeley, California 9^720

Two assumptions underlying much of the current discussion
about industrialized building systems for housing are: (l) research
should investigate the needs of users of housing, and (2) the re-
sulting findings can be cast into explicit performance standards
or specifications to permit industry to develop and mass produce
housing systems conforming to these standards and to the needs of
users

.

These assumptions are questioned. If user requirements re-
search is to produce useful results, it must focus upon users in

actual decision-making situations and be complemented with pro-
cedures of negotiation, conflict-detection, argumentation, debate,
bargaining and conflict-settling.

An approach is discussed which puts research into the imple-
mentation phase of actual projects as a part of the planning
discourse and decision-making process.

A la base de beaucoup des discussions courantes au sujet de
systemes de construction industriels dans le logement, on trouve
l'idee que les etudes entreprises devraient examiner les besoins
des usagers et que les renseignements obtenus pourraient etre
classes en normes ou specifications explicites de performance pour
permettre a l'industrie le developpement et la production de masse
de systemes d' habitation se conformant a ces normes.

Cette conception est mise en doute. Si l'etude des demandes
des usagers doit produire des resultats utiles, elle doit se con-
centrer sur les usagers dans de vraies situations de prise de
decision et doit etre complemented par des methodes de negociation,
de deviation de conflits, d' argumentation, d' achat et de resolu-
tion de conflits.

Une approche est examinee qui etend les recherches jusqu'a
la phase d' execution des projets reels, comme une partie de
l'etude de planification et du processus de prise de decision.

Key words: Arguments; decision-making; IBIS (Issue Based
Information System); negotiations; research, structured planning
discourse; user needs, -aspirations, -values.
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1. Introduction

The development of industrialized building systems for the housing sector is entering
into a new phase of large-scale corporate effort, aiming at large aggregated markets
and integrated systems embracing structure, enclosure, interior finishings, installations,
utilities, and including the public services of new communities. At the same time, govern-
ment activities are increasing in this area, in part called for hy industry to help carry
the development "burdens and to guarantee the necessary market size, hut also trying to
govern and control the development on its own terms, providing the framework for industry
activity, striving to secure quality and safety standards and attempting to control the
social implications of the housing problem which industry is, understandably, inclined to
ignore

.

This development means that at many levels people are making unprecedentedly far-
reaching decisions which cannot be based on traditional criteria. As a result, industry
and government are calling for better guidelines, criteria and decision rules. Discussion
has concentrated increasingly on the "performance concept" or performance specifications.
These can be interpreted as a set of statements which, (while not prescribing specific
materials, products or technologies) permit a decision-maker to deduce in each specific
case whether a product or system is acceptable or not, or to judge which of a set of pro-
posed alternatives is most desirable.

It is expected that performance standards can be based on research concerning the needs
of the prospective users of a system in question.

2. Expectations

It is necessary to take a closer look at this call for research. In a rather simpli-
fied way, the expectations could be described as follows:

- Scientific investigations should be conducted to find out what different groups of
users (housing, for example) need with respect to the properties of their built environment.

- The outcome of such research should be stated in terms of unequivocal user needs
requirements. Preferably, this should take the form of lists of variables which can be

easily verified in specific cases, so that decisions are not likely to be questioned after-
wards because of conceptual vagueness or uncertainty about the actual qualifications of a

given solution.

- The standards of performance should be set, according to the research findings., as

values or ranges of values of the variables.

- With these prerequisites, industry could develop building' systems to meet the pre-
scribed performance standards - and/or present their systems for testing and evaluation
(but against criteria known beforehand). This would leave industry free to develop efficient
technical solutions to well-specified problems—and the government would verify (measure)

the ability of a given product to meet the standard.

3. Questions

Are the preceding expectations and assumptions realistic?

It is our contention that they are unrealistic and that they represent a step in the

wrong direction. There are a number of reasons for this: the first, and probably most

important, rests in the concept of user needs . While it appears quite reasonable to base

developments of building systems upon user needs the attempt to state these needs generates
either narrow, abstract statements concerning trivial physiological conditions, which are

not sufficient to distinguish and select among alternative design solutions. Or, in the

process of more discriminating specification, a number of disturbing properties are found:
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1. "user needs" change over time , i.e. these requirements are not sufficiently stable
en within the same individual to permit an unequivocal statement that such and such must

'! the case. Some such changes (such as aging) are involuntary and predictable subject to
as and fashion.

2. people are different : while many groups can be distinguished with identifiable
Tferences in their "needs," the transitions from one group to the other are blurred.

3- "user needs" are dependent on the social context : a person may exhibit quite
Tferent "needs" in one society than when he is moved to another; another way of saying the
ae thing is that they are dependent on tradition and quite arbitrary conventions. For
pnple, we are used to buildings providing shelter from weather conditions, space, light,
per, etc. but generally not furniture, stereo sets or food. And the possibility that a

pe might be also a means of transportation is still treated as a special case as far as
les ,

zoning regulations, etc. are concerned.

h. "user needs" are technology-dependent . We cannot realistically separate the require-
its for building systems from the technological means envisaged to be part of the system.
' example, lighting requirements or the simplest sanitary standards of today would have

I in considered unreasonable demands in the context of l6th century technology. This is

oecially critical when we are dealing with innovations : performance standards for
.Iboats or horse carriages of the kind aimed at in construction now would never have
mitted introduction of the steamship nor the automobile; these examples reveal that we
auld talk about user " ambitions " and "aspirations " rather than "needs";

5. whereas initially one might have started from notions of a contradiction-free,
:ehow "natural" system of user needs

,
talking about aspirations makes it quite evident

lit these may be conflicting
, counteracting or mutually exclusive. This means that in a

inning case, decisions have to be taken to "resolve" these conflicts, i.e. to strike a

.ance between them, or decide against one aspiration-need in favor of another.

6. It should be equally obvious that such decisions can only be taken on the basis of
•sonal values . But, if this is true, the notion of valid performance standards based on
let we now would understand by "user needs" cannot be maintained: the setting of a
|.ance—or a decision favoring one of two conflicting objectives is a completely arbitrary

This kind of information can only be obtained from the individual user in a specific
icrete situation, and the researcher has no scientific, moral, ethical or political man-
te to make these decisions in lieu of the user or those affected by such decisions.
:ing averages of "prevailing" opinions, extending trends of past attitudes, etc. are ob-
!<usly not viable alternatives either.

A remark is in order at this point about such "needs" as that of the user's desire to
,:e decisions about his environment himself . If it were admitted that this might be a
.uine concern, then there is no justification for assembling an elaborate system of per-
mance standards. This cannot be helped by providing fake "choices" among pre-established
iernatives. It should be clear that what is meant is the generation of such alternatives
the user himself. Without falling into extensive philosophical discussions, a strong
e can be made for the contention that it is precisely this feature by which man develops

I
maintains his identity, dignity, self-image. However, one might object: the means of

' f-expression have been abandoned, succeeded by others and left to standardization

—

r should we insist that housing be a means of self-expression? But these are questions
It cannot be decided upon by research, industry, nor government—they must be discussed.

This discussion of user aspirations and values shows an emerging dilemma. With respect
technological innovations, the prospective user cannot develop a proper value position
a void, remote from the experience of or responsibility for the consequences of a deci-
n. This might well be the reason for so many failures of the "ask the user" approach,
ch has led to the prevailing attitude that the user "does not know what's best for him."
.must be maintained that he cannot know if he is merely confronted with abstract alterna-
tes . He cannot judge if he has no share in the development of solutions and responsibility
jthe decision. But at the same time, nobody else can legitimately pass value judgments
ut alternatives and their consequences in the prospective user's behalf. The problem, of
irse, is even more complex in the many cases where the users are not known.
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The second major objection to the idea of a system of performance variables—even if
we assume that we are considering questions which are not personal judgments. The legiti-
mate but disastrous quest for hard "objective" criteria carries with it the temptation to
concentrate upon variables which can be readily measured and to neglect those which do not
lend themselves to easy quantification and verification. But perhaps more critical is the
extension of this temptation to research itself. Researchers today are under very much
the same pressure as other workers to produce useful results in short time—and since the
field of investigation is at any time more complex and greater than can be handled, it

is only normal to focus upon the easier tasks first. Moreover, scientists distrust dealing
with variables and concepts that are not fully defined, quantified, etc. No matter how
important work on such aspects might be, researchers shun tasks for which they might pos-
sibly be labeled as "unscientific."

These observations nourish the suspicion that the models which serve as the working
base for research investigations might, on the whole, be equally slanted toward preoccupa-
tion with easily quantifiable entities. It should be obvious that models in which important
variables are omitted because one does not know how to measure them are of rather limited
usefulness. It should be pointed out that this by no means should be understood as a criti-
cism of models which have been proposed, nor as an accusation of arbitrary, even cynical
omission of variables from models in which they should appear, but rather as a suspicion
that (though unwittingly) the difficulties outlined above influence the very choice of
models for investigation. Here we have another source of error which has been given little
attention,—and which is of little concern in a single research task, but which becomes
extremely critical when seen from the point of view of the effort to develop an overall,
coherent complete set of performance measures and standards for a field such as housing.

Third, even if we assume that somehow a set of performance variables has been derived
and that they, indeed, can be measured, in very few cases will we find that there is pre-
cisely and only one value of that variable which must be achieved. An acceptable range
of values will probably be the normal case, or also all values below or above a certain
point will be acceptable. This does not present a great obstacle to the evaluation of
alternatives, since of two different values one can always be judged as "better" or "more
desirable" than the other. (The only difficulty might be in saying "how much better" which
is, once more, a problem of value and judgment.) But if we are talking about standards :

where should the standards be set? It is a commonplace observation that standards which
are located close to the minimum acceptable values tend to produce solutions which are just

that: barely acceptable. But deviating from that minimum usually costs money—how much do

we want to pay for that quality standard? These are, again, questions which cannot be
resolved by research.

The preceding considerations have shown that the role of research must be viewed
with some caution, and that it is least useful in that area which industry and administra-
tion would like most: the alleviation of the burden of responsibility for their deci-
sions. Furthermore, some of the difficulties make performance standards appear as less of

a solution to our troubles than much of the recent discussion would indicate.

This does not mean, of course, that research efforts should be abandoned or that
efforts to develop performance measures should be diminished. But their respective uses

and roles within developments such as that of industrialized solutions to the housing
problem must be redefined.

h. What is Needed?

The following suggestions may serve as a first step toward an outline of what we need:

k .1 Performance measures

Performance measures and statements as the objective of research efforts, in our

opinion, should not be considered as an ultimately "complete" set of standards to which

all decisions could be referred, but rather as a frame. of reference for the discussion

which undoubtedly will go on for a long time. The: rationalization for decisions to de-

velop or support the development of particular systems, and finally to implement such
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items, must be sought elsewhere.

h ..2 Research

If the above contention is correct (I.e., that some of the critical information needed
jisists of user's value attitudes and judgment, and that users can develop such judgment
Ljr when confronted vith the real choices and responsibility for the decision), then re-
krch must focus upon users in such decision-making situations hoth in studying and assist-

g them. This amounts to saying that:

1. We need alternate models of the planning and decision-making process;

2. the prospective users must play a significant role in that process;

3. therefore, the overall foci should probably not be "nation-wide," centralized
bjects in which the decisions must necessarily be abstract, geared to (lowest?) common
lominators and remote from their consequences; but rather a variety of projects which may
centrally coordinated in a network where decision-makers will be in very close touch
;h the real implications of their planning;

h. research must be integrated into such planning processes. This means that research
>uld no longer be conducted before a project starts, then withdrawn to leave those con-
,rned with results often quite far from what they actually need. Research should be
-erned, as it were, by the problems and questions actually occurring during the course of
iroject. It is obvious that this demand will be difficult to meet. It will conflict
;t severely with traditional independence and working style of researchers, and it will
rate problems of logistics and coordination as it attempts to provide research services
be drawn upon when necessary.

5. Nevertheless, research itself should not be expected nor allowed to provide answers
jrre it is, as research, not entitled to do so (i.e., in all questions that fall into the
iain of value judgment, personal preference, decisions among conflicting interests and
ectives

,
compromises, etc.).

6. This means that research must be complemented with procedures of negotiation :

.flict-detection, argumentation, debate, bargaining, conflict-settling. This should not
considered as a perhaps necessary evil but as the very planning process per se , the

'ial source of design decision criteria, where research findings and professional technical
ertise contribute to the forming of the opinion and judgment of the decision-makers,

I do not substitute for it

.

5. Proposals and Approaches

These are some of the things we need. Do we have the means for organizing such
nning processes?

The problem of integrating research activities and research findings, reference to

sting standards, codes, etc., professional expertise and interests, opinions, judgments
those concerned by a project can be viewed as an information system problem.

Work has been done recently"'" on information systems which are designed specifically
support planning processes of various kinds: Issue Based Information Systems

jBIS") are based on a model of the planning process as an argumentative discourse during
1 ch issues are raised (e.g. what should be achieved, etc.) and debated because the par-
ipants in the discourse assume different positions with respect to a proposed measure.

1
Kunz, Werner, and Horst Rittel , "Issues as Elements of Information Systems," Center

Planning and Development Research, University of California, Berkeley, working paper

1, 1970.
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Arguments are offered to tack up the positions assumed or to refute counterarguments, this
leading to new issues as the debate proceeds. In this play and counterplay of issues and
arguments questions of fact , or explanation of definitions, causal connections or func-
tional relationships as well as instrumental questions (how to do, achieve certain objec-
tives technically or methodically) occur and must be answered to validate arguments. This
is the task of research and professional expertise.

By choosing issues and questions as the elements or organizing principle of the infor-
mation system, a very precise picture of the state of the discourse can be conveyed con-
stantly to all parties involved in such a process—specifically to the aspects of research
which are our main interest here, so that investigations may focus exactly on what is needed
for the case at hand.

Arguments typically contain, implicitly, criteria for evaluation of solutions for the
planning problem. Experience shows that this source of criteria is a much richer one and
generates a much more differentiated discussion than pre-established evaluation systems
starting from abstract categories such as "costs," "benefits," "risks." Generally, to each

evaluation aspect a number of variables and indicators can be associated which may serve
as performance measures for any resulting solution. Choosing among these variables again
is, in itself, an issue to be handled critically, since measurements and verification
involve expenditures of resources and can influence the solution itself (especially in

social systems). Measurement and verification, development and manipulation of models to

predict the expected performance of a solution with respect to the aspect under considera-
tion are a matter for research and professional experts. Their business, however, is not
to determine the weight an aspect should carry in the decision about a plan.

The outcome of such a process will show that whatever performance standards may have

been developed a priori will never provide sufficient information for decisions to be taken
in particular planning situations. In fact, they may or may not carry more weight than
aspects arising specifically from that situation. This is the reason why standards should

not be considered as more than a frame of reference to be constantly improved, amended and

supplemented in each single case as may be necessary. If, as a result, standards lose their
traditional role of legitimizing decisions, then these decisions can only be legitimized by
distributing the decision-making responsibility as widely as possible by having others

share the risk and consequences.

Based on such considerations and techniques, some approaches have been developed for

the organization of projects (planning and research projects) which attempt to account for

some of the demands outlined earlier. As an example, a proposal shall be discussed
briefly which was developed for a project in Germany. The task was to survey, evaluate,

recommend improvements for, and organize the implementation of prototypes of various "urban

systems" proposals.

In contrast to the official proposal which was eventually given the contract,
1

the con-

cept presented here2 abandons the idea of extensive theoretical investigations either prior

to implementation or separate from actual projects. An attempt is made to introduce the

proposals in question into ongoing urban planning projects in various places at a very early

stage and to initiate a "Structured Planning Discourse" (for lack of a better name) in each

project which would be supported by an IBIS-type planning information system whose aim it

would be to record very carefully the resulting discussions. The Structured Planning

Gerhard J. Stoeber, "Staedtebauliche Integrations-Systeme ," Pilot Study, unpublished,

summary in "Staedtebauliche Forschung, Kurzfassungen," May 1971 (Research projects spon-

sored by the German Ministry of Urban Development and Housing).

Presented in greater detail in: Thorbjoern Mann, "New Approaches for the Role of

Research and Information in Planning," working paper, Berkeley, February 1971-
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course would be organized in several distinct cycles, each with a very definite task to
fulfilled (e.g. selection of a site, spelling out and preparing the conditions for a
ijpetition, evaluating the entries and deciding on the alternatives, etc.) and each
ried out with as much participation from prospective users and the public as possible.

In preparation for each cycle, a research staff would investigate "model issues" likely
be brought up and organize what contributions could be found in the literature.

During the discourse cycle itself, research assistance would be required to provide
t and expedient expertise and information on issues and questions brought up by the
ticipants

.

Subsequently an analysis of the results of the discourse would be performed and corn-

led with results at other sites. Thus, several elements of a project in which research

i

planning are integrated as described, can be distinguished. (See Figure 1, SD - the vari-
cycles of the Structured Discourse; and RA, KB, RC, the various phases of preparatory

iearch, supporting the discourse and subsequent analysis, respectively.)

The advantages of such a project organization (besides corresponding to the demands
lined above ) include

:

1. the openness of the models which serve as the basis for the planning process,
fearch, as well as the organization of the information system supporting both;

2. the possibility of comparing empirical data of separate but similar projects for
investigation of such questions as : Which aspects and problems are recurring in all

jects and which ones are specific to the respective particular site and situation?
t is their relative weight in the decisions that were taken in each project? From this,
f might expect some information about which solutions and performance criteria may be
ndardized for future projects, and which ones may not.

6. Conclusion

Our contention is that the model described in Section 5 could and should be adapted to

earch on performance measures for industrialized housing systems and similar develop-
fcs.

There are still many open questions in the development of the tools described. One
them is the validity of the assumption upon which the model rests: that the participants
opponents) in a planning project be willing to cooperate and talk with each other

ut what each one perceives as the essential problems. Other questions pertain to the
ferent role and mode of operation of the research staff within such projects, or the
ropriate rule system for the treatment, negotiation, and decisions.

However, it is held that the refinement of the techniques involves the same principles
the tasks for which they will be used. The appropriate solutions will emerge by
ting these techniques to work and by adapting the method to the problems as they
ur and not by trying to anticipate all possible aspects and developing a fixed, per-
ted solution that turns out too inflexible to adapt to unanticipated obstacles.
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Pilot Study Report

I
RA 1.1 Methodological research
Preparation of "manual"

RA 1.2 Preparation of
Exhibition/Publication

RA 1.3 Preparatory
Subject Research

A.

RC 1 Analysis (case Study)
of records of SD 1

SD 1 Structured Planning
Discourse (project staff,
experts, administrators)
System Evaluation, Site
Selection, Research tasks

RB 1 Documentation;
Information Retrieval,
Data-gathering services

T
RA 2 Subject Research

Model Issues

SD 2 Public Structured
Planning Discourse
Evaluation of prop. Systems
Specification of Program
for Competition

RB 2 Documentation;
Ad-hoc Info. Retrieval
Data-gathering service

1 I
RC 2 Analysis (case study) RA 3 Research

of records of SD 2 Model Issues

I i
Preparation of Competition
Proposals (for each site.

J-

SD 3 Public Structured
Planning Discourse
Evaluation of Competition
Entries; Final Planning
Decisions

RB 3 Documentation;
Ad-hoc Info. Retrieval
Data-gathering service

i L

RC 3 Analysis of Preparation for Implementation
Records of SD 3

i 1
Implementation

Planning Discourse
Post-Hoc Evaluation;
Corrective Measures
Changes, Modifications

RB k Documentation;
Information Retrieval
Data-gathering service

RC h Analysis of
Results of SD k

RC 5 Final Comparative
Analysis

Legend

:

RA - Preparatory, general research, methodological research

RB - Ad-hoc research, expertise, information retrieval service

RC - Post-hoc Analysis Research
SD - Structured Planning Discourse

The numbers refer to the cycles of the Planning Discourse.

ig. 1 The Structured Planning Discourse
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onal Bureau of Standards Special Publication 361, Volume 1: Performance
ept in Buildings; Proceedings of the Joint RILEM-ASTM-C IB Symposium, held
2-5, 1972, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (Issued March 1972).

Application of Unobtrusive Observation
Techniques in Building Performance Appraisal

Wolfgang F. E. Preiser
College of Architecture

Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University

Blacksburg, Virginia 24061

The performance of buildings is commonly measured in economic
terms such as return on investment, or in otherwise readily quanti-
fiable terms, such as amount of time required for maintenance, heat
transfer, acoustic properties, or durability of materials. "Be-
havioral cost", which might be defined as dysfunctional aspects in
the human organism caused by elements in the social and the designed
environment, traditionally has escaped rigorous measurement and quan-
tification. It became evident only through indirect indices such as
statistics on pathologies, absenteism, job turnover, etc. It is sug-
gested that, in addition to the commonly used performance measures,
building performance be based on normative user behavior that is ex-
plicitly stated in building program specifications. Several ap-
proaches to this problem area are outlined.

A performance evaluation study in a public plaza using observa-
tional techniques is reported. The findings indicate that a strong
relationship exists between informal stationary activity and space
defining elements in the plaza, such as benches and columns. Certain
conclusions for the programming of a plaza are drawn.

La performance des batiments est communement mesuree en termes
economiques , tels que le profit sur 1' investissement , ou facilement
quantif iables , comme le transfert de chaleur, les proprietes acous-
tiques ou la durabilite des materiaux. Le "cout reactionnel"

,
qui

peut etre defini comme la perturbation fonctionnelle d'un organisme
humain causee par des elements de 1

' environnement social et residentiel,
a traditionnellement echappe a la mesure et a 1' estimation strictes.
II se revele seulement par des indices indirects comme les statistiques
sur les pathologies, 1' absenteisme , les changements d'emploi, etc. On
propose qu'a cote des mesures de performance d' usage commun, la
performance dans la construction soit fondee sur le comportement
normatif de l'usager, exprime explicitement dans les specifications
de programmes de construction. Plusieurs methodes d'approche de ce
probleme sont resumees.
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On decrit une etude d' evaluation de performance sur une place
publique, qui utilise les techniques d' observation. Les resultats
indiquent qu'un etroit rapport existe entre l'activite stationnaire
courante et les elements qui accentuent l'espace sur la place, comme
les bancs et les colonnes. Une analyse de comportement dans les
marches couverts est resumee. Certaines conclusions pour la
conception d'une place publique en sont tirees.

Key words: Behavioral cost; building performance; cultural context;
unobtrusive observation; user behavior; user feedback.

1. Introduction

User-environment evaluations, and consequently design programs based upon them, have to

account for the cultural context within which they are conducted. Certainly both the use of
space and the design of the physical environment are dependent on cultural conventions.

As in fashion, behavior can be judged to be appropriate or inappropriate, depending upon
the social context in which it occurs. Thus, an empirical base has to be developed in which
the relationships between behavior and the elements of the designed environment can be stud-
ied in terms of their social context. Such an empirical base would provide the information
necessary to minimize the occurrence of stress and "dysfunctional behavior" (behavior which
is inappropriate in a particular cultural context) which could result from the designed en-
vironment. This paper describes the importance of behavior-based design criteria as a pre-

condition for user-relevant programming and design of buildings.

The need to bridge the gap between programming criteria for physical environments and.

predictable behavioral outcomes is recognized. Examples of research, particularly unobtru-
sive observation techniques, are reported in which methods of gathering behavioral data re-

lated to the physical environments have been developed.

2. Human Performance Measures

With regard to desired user behavior outcomes, the building performance concept must
include two components if the system is to function properly:

1. Performance criteria which are determined by the goal structure of a particular
system.

2. Specifications which describe the way to achieve the desired performance of the

system.

The importance of performance evaluation feedback within the architectural "systems
framework" has also been pointed out by Handler[l]] He identifies two basic dimensions of

performance

:

1. The technical and environmental performance measures, which include the performance

of structures, mechanical systems, and materials in buildings.

2. Human performance measures, that is, the effect of buildings on the behavior and

performance of the users. This includes the health, well-being, and task performance of

people. Handler set forth the measurable variables of human performance as follows:

1

Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at end of this paper.
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1. Health 3. Well-being
body temperature
metabolism and heat loss

heart and pulse rate
respiratory rate

blood pressure
sweat point
muscular effort and tension
infection 4. Task effectiveness

speed
accuracy
output

thermal

visual
auditory
ol factory
tactile
fatigue

2. Sensory and perceptual alertness

sight
light sensitivity
brightness discrimination
visual acuity
depth and movement perception

quality
efficiency
human cost

quanti ty

hearing
loudness sensitivity
pitch discrimination
intelligibility

5. Group behavior
interaction
task effectiveness

smel 1

sensitivity
discrimination

ese measures hardly account for "human" or "behavioral cost", i.e. the effects of higher
der and complex causes connected with buildings. For example, the connotative meanings

lien may be attached to buildings, due to historical, religious or other events that took

ace in them, can be said to contribute to their symbolic performance. Certain buildings

»/e become the object of pilgrimages in the hope of miraculous healings and similar effects

pn the visitors.

The need of introducing evaluative information into the design and planning process on

2 relationship between human requirements and the physical environment was stressed by

orkto, et al. [2] at the 1971 CIB meeting. They advocated research into user preferences,

aracteri sties, and activities as they were supported by the designed environment. In

other evaluative study, Twichell [3] devised a scoring system for performance appraisal

ich intended to measure the equality of housing. In this system dwelling appraisals and

vironmental surveys using interviews and observational techniques established factual data

housing. A panel of housing experts then compared these data with accepted housing stan-

rds, dealing out negative scores where deficiencies were found,

ii

In an attempt to define performance terms for mental health facilities Brill and Kraus

] developed sets of continuum scales on which participants would rate the characteristics
settings for human activity according to the following sets of performance characteris-

Each PC is a continuum with no values ascribed to either end. For example, two dif-

rent physical settings may require extreme privacy or open communal ity and either will be

nsidered a positive value for that setting.

A new basis for architectural programming, according to Studer and Stea [5] would be

navioral performance specifications for rooms and buildings. Instead of using existing

oels like "classroom" of a certain size, the activities and their behavioral -environmental

PC 8

PC 9

PC 1

PC 2

PC 3

PC 4

PC 5

PC 6

PC 7

Communal ity
Sociopetality
Informal ity
Fami 1 i ari ty

Accessibility
Ambiguity
Diversity
Adaptabil ity
Comfort

Privacy
Sociofugality
Formality
Remoteness
Inaccessibi 1 i ty

Legibility
Homogeneity
Fixity
Di s comfort
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requirements would be spelled out in detail in order to achieve a better fit of behavior and
design. In a further elaboration, Studer [6]--with a model of the design process called
"the dynamics of behavior-contingent physical systems"--attempted to provide a general theo-
retical framework for environmental design based on Skinner's principle of operant condition
ing. In essence this model shows the importance of the following: Performance appraisal,
i.e. empirical evaluative research, the establishment of behavioral goal specifications in
environmental design, the simulation of alternative solutions and the testing of their ef-
fects on user behavior.

Although lip service has been paid to the inclusion of the social cost in the perform-
ance appraisal of buildings, e.g. housing [7], few serious attempts (other than the ones
mentioned previously) have been made in the past to specify building performance in behav-
ioral terms. Therefore, behavioral indices have escaped rigorous measurement. When measure
ment was done, qualitative subjective evaluations were found unreliable, and quantitative
behavior analyses presented great difficulties. It can be said that if the designed environ
ment is to support and permit culturally determined desired behavior to occur, then an
understanding must be gained of those laws and mechanisms that govern man-environment rela-
tionships. Then generalizations can be made for the purpose of future design applications
and predictions of implications. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate systematically
and empirically the structure of man-environment relationships, what their components are,
and which of these--for the designer's benefit—refer directly to the designed physical en-
vironment.

The field of architectural psychology is in a preparadigmatic stage of its development.

The studies presented here are some of the attempt which have been made to create concep-

tual models for the study of man-environment interaction. No comprehensive theory of man-

environment relations exists at this time. The various concepts represent at best partial

theories capable of explaining certain aspects and lawful relationships between behavior and

environment. Seen in this context the observational study which follows aims at an investi-

gation of the role which designed features of a public plaza play in supporting occurring

behavior. Thus, a preliminary conceptual model is generated which states that artifacts are

surrounded by a field of attraction or influence within which certain categories of behavior

are most likely to occur.

3. Observational Techniques

This paper reports on an attempt of performance appraisal through observational tech-
niques, namely simple observation, mapping, quantitative and qualitative analysis of user
environments. The setting for the study, carried out in May and June of 1971, was a public
plaza in front of the student union building at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University. The purpose of this project was to investigate the use of various parts and de-

signed features of the plaza, in particular, the types, amount and locations of occurring
behavior. Certain hypotheses were based upon previous studies of behavior in public places
which stated that elements of the environment are actively used by persons engaging in a

range of specified categories of behavior which are appropriate for the context. Further,
evidence of the supportive role of physical artifacts can be given by qualitative and quan-
titative analysis of behavior.

Unobtrusive observational techniques were developed in order to systematically record
human behavior as it occurs in a public plaza. These techniques include:

1. Direct observation and establishment of a behavior repertoire for the setting.
2. Standardized data sheets for recording coded behavior categories, body posture,

interactional patterns, time, etc.

3. Maps for recording spatial-location data on individual subjects and groups in the

plaza.
4. Video-tape recordings for time-sampled observations of the setting.

5. Quantitative analysis of recorded data, computation of frequencies, standard
deviations and means for occurring behavior categories.

6. Correlations between frequencies of behavior categories, mapped locations and

distance zones were planned.
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Emphasis in the data evaluation was on characteristics of stationary activity in the
iiza vs. movement patterns, particularly on interactive behavior. Preliminary findings of

I study indicated: Most interaction whether in small or large groups occurs on or in very
jse proximity to physical artifacts, such as benches, stairs, railings and columns, but
- in open and "undefined" spaces. Further, interaction tends to take place "where the
;ion is", i.e., generally near interest generating places (e.g., view) of high user in-
iisity. As a result of the study, some criteria for plaza design were developed. Due to
bk of space only a sketchy description will be given of the steps outlined above.

Basic to the construction of a standardized data recording sheet was the establishment
| a behavior repertoire for the plaza. Observations of the setting were made for two full
's and observed behavior episodes were described. These behavior episodes were then
ouped into distinct observable behavior categories, such as stationary behavior or move-
nt, which then was broken down further into more subtle units describing body posture and
civity the subject was engaged in. The data sheet (see sample in the appendix) for the
.ervation of the plaza was designed to record three basic dimensions of ongoing activity:

1. The temporal dimension, i.e., the time of occurrence, the frequency and duration
of behavior events.

2. The spatial dimension, i.e. the locational data on stationary events as well as
moving subjects.

3. The behavioral dimension, i.e. body posture, type of activity, etc.

In addition, due to the limitations of unobtrusive observation, only the numbers and
. of the observed subjects could be identified and recorded. For events not provided in

; preestabl ished categories of the data sheets, a "comment" column allowed for additional
larks to explain the situation under observation. The data sheet was broken down into two

fts to record essentially different kinds of information:

1. A data sheet was designed for recording behavioral categories which included the
following: walking, running, riding, talking, study, eating, sol i tary-nonactive,
playing. Postural categories: sit, stand, lying, leaning, kneel, squat. Addi-
tional categories included: date, time, weather, temperature, observer, observa-
tion number, coded location of observed event, number of subjects observed and
their sex.

2. A gridded map of the plaza was provided for location observation. A grid pattern
in the pavement of the plaza aided in identifying locations of subjects. In addi-
tion to the locations and groupings of subjects, their directions of movement and
their sex was recorded on the mapping part.

Observations of the plaza were made by 4 students of architecture. For the low activity
•iocis it was sufficient to have one observer record all ongoing activity in the plaza, e.g.
ing the morning and early afternoon hours. Thus, the observers worked in shifts of one to

imum of two hours at a time. In particularly active time periods such as the lunch period
I early evening hours it was necessary to have two or more observers record simultaneously
behavior in different parts of the plaza, e.g. it was often divided into two halves for •

f
purpose of observing both stationary and movement behavior at five minute intervals,

s amount of time was found necessary in order to record the locations of subjects on the

and to fill in and check the respective behavior categories on the data sheet between ob-

I'vation times. Thus the attempt was made to capture as in a "frozen picture" the behavior
the plaza at a given point in time. For each observation time a new data sheet was used
coded accordingly.

Observers recorded so called "behavior events" which were the basic unit of spatial-
ational analysis. A behavior event was defined as any individual or group occupying
ce in the plaza at a given observation time and the events were recorded as such, i.e. as

itary or interactional units made up of one, two or more subjects. Observations amounted
a total of 17 hours and 20 minutes over a period of three weeks during pleasant weather
idi ti ons in spring quarter. During this time 1003 behavior events were observed, with the

fie sample being very limited. However, every daytime hour and weekday was at least repre-

j;
ted once in the sample. Observers were stationed as unobtrusively as possible behind
ubbery across the street from where a good overview of the plaza was possible. As means
learning about the plaza and its movement flow super-8 time-lapse recordings were made
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initially, as well as some vi deo-tapi ngs , including interviews of plaza users. However, for
the purpose of this study direct observation was the major method of data collection.

Although it may not be justified to draw conclusions and to generalize from one case
study alone, some of the observed phenomena which had been found previously by other re-
searchers were confirmed in this project. Since intuitively any designer of a plaza would
base his decisions on the suspected effect of physical arrangements on user behavior, other
findings seemed quite obvious, e.g. the arrangement of benches and planters and their effect
on stationary and interactional behavior. Relationships between spatial behavior and physi-
cal artifacts have been documented in quantitative and qual itative terms by researchers like
Sommer [8], Barker [9], Esser [10], Stilitz [11], Wolff [12], de Jonge [13] and Hutt [14],
who all employed unobtrusive observational techniques for data collection.

In attempting to judge the quality of a plaza or parts of it, it would seem important
to be able to specify not only the desired behavior categories but also the amount of each
desired for a particular setting. In this study, however, value judgements have generally
not been made regarding the "goodness of fit" of certain design elements in the plaza. In-
stead, the objective was to report on any relationships that might exist, whether good or
bad, between elements of the plaza and occurring behavior.

4. Results

Mapped data were compiled separately for movement and stationary events in order to
determine the locations and frequency of occurrence of these two basic behavior categories.
From the movement data, although recorded as discrete events, it became clear where the
major traffic routes were located. The mapped data on stationary activity, an example of
which is included in the appendix, show that it most frequently occurs on or near physical
artifacts in the plaza.

From the data sheets frequencies were computed for the use of various locations in the
plaza, as well as the frequency of occurrence of each behavior category and group size. The
data will not be discussed in detail here. A summary is given in the appendix.

4a. Interaction in the Plaza

The hypothesis that physical artifacts are actively used when persons engage in social
contact was supported by the findings. Interactive behavior occurred almost exclusively on

or near benches, planters, columns, railings, park meters and stairs. To offer an explana-
tion for this phenomenon can only be speculation at this time. It appears clear, however,
that interacting subjects, whether they were standing, si tting or leaning, needed some psy-
chological hold or reference object which allowed them to carry on a conversation in the

midst of pedestrian traffic consisting mostly of strangers. Thus it was found that within
a radius of 2 to 3 feet around an artifact most interactions would occur and that subse-
quently the degree of attraction and with it the frequency of interactions decreased with
increasing distance from the artifact. The attracting or repelling effect of artifacts on

certain user behavior is depending upon the cultural context and socially accepted norms of
the use of the environment. The studies by Stilitz and de Jonge cited earlier contain find-

ings which point to environmental attributes such as "traversability, connecti veness and con-

tainment" or "edge effect, focal points, island effect and polarization effect". Seating
facilities can be arranged in such a way as to encourage interaction or to prevent it. The

low number of interactions observed in groups of more than two persons could be explained by

the following: distances between planters (which were combined benches) were too great to

permit verbal interaction among users facing each other; the sight lines were continuously
interrupted by people moving between the planters; the square form of the planters made peo-

ple face away from each other. As the only seating facility in the plaza and being situated
in the traffic flow from the front stairs to the building entrance, the planters were not

suited to facilitate interaction in larger groups. Benches should have been placed in a pro-

tected "pocket" of the plaza where interference from traffic could be minimized.
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4b. Solitary Behavior in the Plaza

Facilities placed in "protective pockets" would be even more important for activities
te studying and eating. (These activities were found to be almost entirely absent from the
iza. Generally, in the park areas this university does not provide benches or other seat-
] facilities. The reason given for this by the administration is that littering behavior
;t be discouraged.) Facilities for solitary activity in the plaza were found to be ex-
tjmely few. Two types of solitary activity could be differentiated: solitary-active and
itary-nonacti ve. In the first case an individual would use a sheltered place to withdraw
>m pedestrian traffic and interference in his activity, e.g. reading, resting, eating, etc.
the second case stimulation for the individual would not come from within the person, i.e.

, motivation to engage in a particular activity, but from the environment, such as an in-
vesting view. Only the second type of behavior was found in the plaza, mainly on the
n"rs and the fronts of the planters facing the sidewalk and street. Columns, railings and
inters served as "containers" for waiting individuals. However, the open areas of the
iza which had no space defining elements which users could relate to in their activities
:e hardly used (areas B, C, D and L, M, N) and the covered and somewhat dark parts of the
iza were not used at all for stationary activity.

4c. Movement in the Plaza

As might be expected, movement patterns followed the most efficient paths between en-

inces and connectors of the plaza, i.e. stairs and doors leading into the building. No

:arly defined zones were reserved for movement of pedestrians and therefore conflicts with
: stationary activities resulted. In planning the plaza wrong assumptions had been made
•ut the amount of traffic and the direction from which it would enter the plaza. For exam-

:, about equal numbers of users were found to enter from three major directions: downtown,

fipus and the street. However, while only one fifth (the J/K section) of the extremely
ie stairway (so designed for esthetic reasons) was actually used, the other two stairways
iding to downtown and campus appeared to be overloaded and too small.

4d. General Evaluation of the Plaza

Spaces and facilities for movement and stationary behavior were not separated and
;refore, confusion and spatial interference occurred in some parts of the plaza whereas
\ers were not used at all. Moving benches and places for interaction out of the major
iff i c flow into more sheltered areas would have made the spatial distribution of subjects
-e even. The number of subjects using benches and planters decreased with increasing dis-
ice from the major pedestrian traffic flow. Only a very limited number of behavior eate-
ries was found in the plaza. For example, eating (12) and studying (17) are almost non-

stent considering that 1003 events were observed. To achieve a richer and more lively en-
-onment, it would appear appropriate to provide choice between places for privacy as well

vehicles to faster communal activity. In most (43%) of the observed events there were
lividuals, followed by dyads (34%), however, groups of 3 or more accounted for only a

iction of ongoing behavior. As a place for larger informal group activity and focal point
• gatherings this plaza fails, whereas other locations on campus which were not specifi-
ly designed for this purpose fulfill the role of informal outdoor meeting places.

5. Conclusions

Nonreactive methods of data collection focusing on overt behavior can be applied advan-

leously to performance appraisal of the built environment, in particular, to user inten-
se buildings and spaces such as subway stations, lobbies of public buildings, etc. The

|er behavior in such facilities can be monitored by hidden hardware or through direct ob-

; nation techniques. Quantitative analyses of the recorded data can be made by computing

;quencies of occurring behavior categories, means, standard deviations and correlations,
is, information can be gained on the following:

a. Amount and types of ongoing behavior in buildings, i.e. a profiled existing
behaviors.

b. Time distribution of different activities carried out in public places and in

buildings, i.e. a profile of intensity of parts of buildings usage.
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c. Locational-spatial characteristics supporting observed behavior, e.g. conditions
under which waiting or informal interaction takes place.

d. Conflict situations and their sources, e.g. parts of spaces where users tend to
get lost because of disorientation, bump into each other, misinterpret windows for
openings, to name just a few examples.

e. "Appropriateness" of observed behavior, e.g. whether the behaviors supported by a

public plaza are compatible with the goals set for the particular context. For
example, it can be observed whether the amount of interaction among users can be
facilitated by such an arrangement exceeds the limits appropriate for the context,
as prescribed by social and organizational norms.

A basic requirement for the type of performance appraisal advocated here is the explicit
statement of goals , in the form of behavioral performance criteria of the type of space or
building under investigation. These criteria are dependent on the socio-cultural context
within which a building exists. Empirical evaluation of existing buildings will help create
such performance criteria by gaining user feedback from well-functioning environments
through the application of complementary verbal and observational measurement techniques.
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ACCESS C

DATA SHEET AND LAYOUT OF THE PLAZA

Left: Example of mapped data for stationary
acti vi ty

.

Below: Standardized data sheet with a summary
listing of stationary events (Col. 9-19)

OBSERVER:

DATE:

TIME:

TEMPERATURE:

WEATHER:

i
i

ARC MO.

2 LOCATION

3 # SUBJECTS
PER EVENT

1

211

2

167

3

64

4

21

^5
24

4 MALE

5 FEMALE

6 WALKING

7 RUNNING

8 RIDING

9 TALKING 255

10 STUDYING 17

11 EATING 12

12 SOLITARY
NON-ACTIVE

115

13 PLAYING 0

14 SITTING 369

15 STANDING 147

16 LYING 3

17 LEANING 34

18 KNEELING 1

19 SQUATTING 4

20 COMMENTS

Total observation time: 17 hrs. 20 min.

Total # of observed behavior events: 1003

Total # of stationary events: 489
Total # of movement events: 514
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Verbalized User Response and the Building Performance
Concept: A Case Study in University Residence Hall

Eval uation

Wolfgang F. E. Preiser
Division of Environmental and Urban Systems

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Blacksburg, Va. 24061

Building performance appraisal focused upon user behavior is

a recognized need. Theoretical frameworks exist for the analysis,
programming, and design of buildings with human behavior as the basic
unit of analysis, particularly with reference to normative states
of equilibrium within a given cultural and environmental context.
These states may be expressed in terms of user satisfaction through
verbalization. Based upon Thurstone's scale of equal-appearing
intervals, an evaluative tool for the qualitative assessment of
building performance has been developed. The method attempts to

measure the subjective importance and acceptance of features of
the built environment by the users. The data thus derived may
complement traditional 'hardware' criteria in the appraisal of
buildings. The evaluation procedure, consisting of six steps, was
applied to students living in residence halls at Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University:

1. Construction of Attitude Statements.
2. Selection of Statements.
3. Scaling of Attitude Statements.
4. Statistical Evaluation.
5. Selection of "Best" Scoring Statements.
6. Validation Procedure and Construction of Comparative Response

Profiles of 3 Residence Halls.

Some conclusions resulting from the building evaluation are outlined
for consideration in future programming of residence halls.

L' evaluation de performance dans la construction concentree
sur le comportement de l'usager est un besoin reconnu. Des cadres
de reference theoriques existent pour 1' analyse, la planification
et 1' etude des batiments avec, comme unite de base de 1' analyse,
le comportement humain, en particulier en ce qui concerne les

etats normatifs d'equilibre dans le contexte d'un milieu culturel
donne. Ces etats peuvent etre traduits en termes de satisfaction
exprimee verbalement par l'usager. On a developpe une methode
d' evaluation pour 1' estimation qualitative de performance dans la

construction, fondee sur l'echelle des intervalles egaux de
Thurstone. La methode s

1 ef force de mesurer 1' importance subjective
et 1

1 acceptation de traits de 1' environnement du batiment par les

usagers. Les resultats ainsi obtenus devraient completer les
criteres traditionnels "materiels" dans 1' evaluation des batiments.
La methode d' evaluation, en six etapes , fut appliquee a des etudiants
vivant en cites universitaires a l'Institut Poly technique de Virginie
ainsi qu'a l'Universite d'Etat:

1. Interpretation des "declarations d'attitude"
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2. Selection des declarations.
3. Graduation des declarations d'attitude.
4. Evaluation statistique.
5. Selection des "meilleures" declarations d'apres leur notation.
6. Validation de la methode et elaboration de profils comparatifs

des reponses de 3 residences.

On a resume les conclusions resultant de 1' evaluation de la
construction afin de les utiliser dans les programmes futurs de
maisons d'etudiants.

Key words: Attitude scale; building performance; comparative user
response; user behavior; user satisfaction; verbalized response.

1 . Introduction

Environmental psychology, the current and developing focus of environmental research,
has established methodological techniques of correlating observed behavior and verbal re-
sponses of the users of environments. For example, time-lapse photography and structured
interviews have been employed to determine patterns of behavior within a particular setting.
Such methods have furnished useful information, and they indicate the yet unexplored poten-
tial of photography in the field of behavioral studies especially those related to the

evaluation of building performance. This fact has also been pointed out by Robert Sommer [l]

in numerous writings describing experiments which demonstrated how the observed behavior of
building users was affected by the design.

Methods of evaluating performance of buildings are geared toward measurement of human
means of expression, i.e., quantitative and qualitative evaluation of responses such as

speech, writing, drawing, physiological reactions and acts of movement. Vander Ryn [2]

critically examined certain "methods of evaluating building performance" and described merit
and pitfalls of the following established social research techniques:

1 . Observati on

2. Structured and unstructured interviews
3. Activity log

4. Literature search

These methods concentrate on two major means of human communication, i.e. verbalized atti-
tudinal response and observable overt behavior. Comparison and analysis of all data
obtained from the various sources of information can help understand the interaction of
patterns of behavior and variables relevant to physical design. They may even lead to the

identification of issues of concern, i.e. fit or misfit within a building.

Design-related information expressed by the research subjects often has been the major
user input into the design process.

2. Verbalized Response to Environment

Verbalized response measurement can describe certain dimensions of environmental expe-
rience, and therefore this medium is widely used in the design profession for gathering
relevant data on the performance of existing environments. Some of the techniques of eval-
uation and measurement of user responses have been examined by Henry Sanoff [3] for their
applicability in various situations. Canter [4], Hershberger [5] and others developed
scaling techniques in which aspects of buildings are described by sets of bipolar adjective

scales. They can evaluate the degree of perceptual agreement of designers and users of an

environment. Canter's appraisal techniques are based on Osgood's [6] method of the "seman-

tic differential" for the measurement of meaning. This method uses factor analysis to de-

termi ne:

Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at end of this paper.
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the number and nature of factors entering into semantic description and
judgment, and the selection of a set of specific scales corresponding to

these factors which can be standardized as a measure of meaning.

sgood points out that the method might possibly be applied to measure esthetic properties
f an environment.

Fechner's [7] research is also significant in that it attempts to quantify and measure
sthetic dimensions as they are perceived by subjects. In his experiments with the subjec-
ive judgement of differently shaped rectangles , the concept of 'Wohlgefalligkeit' (pleas-
ntness) was introduced which described the preferences (e. g., for shapes approximating
he golden section) of the subjects. Accordingly, the unit called ' Lustquantum' was a

easure representing enjoyment and pleasure evoked by a display of rectangles in the
espective group of tested people. The implications of Fechner's experiments are that at a

ertain level of abstraction, subjects are capable of judging the degree of relevance, en-
oyment and preference of particular characteristics of the environment. Scaling techniques
ave found a wide variety of application to attitude measurement with regard to building
esign. In particular, the work of Thurstone [8] on Fechner's Law and the method of equal-
ppearing intervals in the construction of attitude scales was the point of departure for
he author's preliminary performance evaluation of university residence halls.

3. Methods

The first step of the experiment had the purpose of identifying env.i ronmental issues
f concern to the users of residence halls at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
liversity. A sample of 157 students, consisting of three classes of students attending
n introductory sociology course, was chosen. These subjects were 90% male, representing
11 major fields of study, and 95% were living in residence halls at the time of this
xperiment, i. e. in the fall of 1968. Although most subjects were sophomores, all under-
raduate class levels were represented.

In a first unstructured session subjects made comments on aspects of university life
n'ch they felt favorable, unfavorable, or indifferent. More than 2,000 statements were
ptained from the subjects in this session on attitude statement construction many of which
xpressed attitudes toward the physical residence hall environment. The statements were
ategorized and grouped into approximately 100 distinct content areas. These content areas
^presented a cross-section of all attitudes and were extracted from the topics occurring
ost frequently in the subjects' statements. The major criterion for the inclusion of a

tatement of a particular content category was that it must clearly reflect conditions in

;sidence halls as they were experienced by the inhabitants. Unsuitable statements were
iscarded if they did not refer to dormitories and their impact on the users.

A similar sample of subjects as in the first step was used in the second step of the
<periment, i. e. 5 different classes totalling 191 students, 95% of whom were living in

?sidence halls at the time of the experiment. The subjects were asked to rank the 100

Dntent areas constructed in the first part of this experiment. Attitude statements were
aad to the subjects, who were then asked to place these statements on an 11 -point con-
inuum, ranging from undesirable (-5) to desirable (+5) features. The position at which a

object placed a statement on the attitude scale was to reflect the importance or degree of
alevance that the aspect or feature expressed in the statement had for the subject. During
ne scaling sessions an equal number of positive and negative statements was presented in

indom order.

The statistical analysis included calculating the mean, standard deviation, and fre-
jency distribution for each of the ranked statements. This established which issues were
ie most important ones, as agreed upon by the majority of students in the sample. Examples

f the graphic representations of the students' judgements for selected statements are
jiven in the appendix.

In order to validate the method as a comparative evaluation tool, 25 attitude state-
?nts approximately representing all points on the continuum (-5 to +5) and having generally
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received high agreement among the student judges were selected to be included in a validation
questionnaire (see appendix, Table 1). This questionnaire was administered to 295 male
subjects in a 20% occupancy sample of three different sized residence halls, i. e. Hall
A: N=57 , Hall B: N=68, Hall C: 170 respondents. Since the objective was to compare the
quality of residence halls on the basis of 25 selected issues, the decision was made to
exclude womens' residence halls since they differed too much from the mens' residence halls
in layout, comfort, and physical design to allow for comparative evaluation. The question-
naire was distributed and collected by student resident advisors on the basis of room
numbers determined from a random table. The respondents were asked to judge whether the
items in the questionnaire applied to their residence hall or not. In the author's judge-
ment there were distinct qualitative differences in the three chosen residence halls, as

expressed in the comparative profiles contained in the appendix.

4. Results

The attitude statements made by the users of residence halls could be grouped into the
following categories:

1. Physical - environmental features
a) Rooms and immediate environment of students
b) Total residence hall environment and its surrounding area

2. Psychological - behavioral features
a) Performance criteria of the subjects
b) Life 'enjoyment' criteria

3. Sociological features
a) The student's social interaction with friends and neighbors
b) The network of relationships within and among residence halls

4. Administrative features and regulations

Evaluation of the attitude statement construction session showed that most statements dealt
with physical features of residence halls. Several positive features were mentioned, such
as the availability of individual sinks within the students' rooms, water fountains, candy
and coke machines, elevators, the small size, and the appearance of the exterior of dor-
mitories. Social aspects such as "bull sessions," making new friends, sense of together-
ness, and meeting different types of people were also mentioned quite often.

Among the negative statements, physical features were most frequently mentioned. These
included extremely poor acoustics, monotonous and poor design in general, long and noisy
hallways, the institutional character of residence halls, drab and depressing appearance
of materials used, lack of recreation facilities and inadequate study spaces, insufficient
sizes of rooms (and therefore lack of privacy), and features such as inconvenient bunk beds,
bad lighting, and insufficient shelf and closet space. Desire to liberalize and to change
residence hall regulations were also frequently expressed. Complaints about regulations
pertained mainly to the prohibition of alcoholic beverages, hot plates, refrigerators
and air conditioners in dormitories. The unavailability of a choice among different kinds

of housing for undergraduate students was not criticized as much as the lack of university
housing for graduate and married students.

The list of 25 statements used in the validation procedure can be found in the appendix
(Table 1). The results of this questionnaire were converted into percentages of 'agree'

or 'disagree' responses representing judgement profiles of the 3 residence halls (see

examples in Figure 2). Some of the statements represented in Figure 2 (Comparative Profiles

of Some Qualitative Judgements of Three Residence Halls) will be discussed here. It should

be noted that the degree of importance of the judged feature decreases as the midpoint of

the scale is approached from the two extreme scale positions (-5 and +5).

In the bar graph representation of responses the left half concerned with undesirable

features which did not apply to the respective respondent's residence hall has been worded

in such a way that the profile for the residence hall with highest quality will be highest,

asdoes the right half of the graph which represents desirable features which applied to

the respective respondent's residence hall. Accordingly, residence hall B (Vawter, 340
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si dents ) ranked highest in quality if compared with residence hall A(Monteith, 285 resi-
nts) and residence hall C (Lee, 850 residents). 11 selected statements follow:

1. No. 98: "From the outside, my dorm looks like a jail" clearly differentiates
82% of the students in Dorm B who believe it does not look like a jail, from the
62% in Dorm A who agree with the statement.

2. No. 33: "The floor material of my room looks very ugly." In the oldest dorm, A,

92% agree, in the second oldest, B, 57% agree and in the newest and largest dorm,
C, only 40% believe that their floor is ugly.

3. No. 46: "In my dorm orientation is poor" applied to 42% of the students in

Dorm C only 18% in Dorm B and 33% in Dorm A.

4. No. 60: "The corridors in my dorm are too long" was disagreed with by 82% in
the freshman Dorm B, whereas, 46% in Dorm C believed that this statement applied
to their residence hall.

5. No. 11: "The halls in my dorm create a sense of unity among the residents." 78%
in Dorm B (Freshmen only) agree with this statement; however, 74% of the residents
of the largest Dorm, (Dorm C> students from all but freshmen class levels) cannot

agree. In Dorm B which houses only upperclass men and which is relatively small
in size 60% agree that the halls in the dorm help create a sense of unity. It

appears that the size and the mix of students of different class levels influence
the number of acquaintances or conversely the number of strangers the residents
will meet in the hallways.

6. No. 2: "The exterior of my dorm is very pleasing to the eye" was included to

check the responses of statement No. 98. In Dorm A only 5% agree, whereas in

Dorm B, 67% agree and Dorm C, 48%.

7. Almost everybody in all 3 dorms agrees to Statement No. 59: "Without personal
decorations, the barrenness of my room is distasteful."

8. According to the response Statement No. 100 "There is a lack of entertainment
facilities in my dorm," all three dorms need major improvements regarding this
issue, as shown by about 90% agreement in all 3 cases.

9. Almost everybody in all 3 dorms disagreed with statement No. 8. "The lounge of
my dorm is attractive."

10. No. 86: "Many rooms on a corridor lead to frequent disturbance through friends
dropping in" was agreed to by about 75% of all students.

11. Almost everybody agreed that the furnishings in all dorms were very dull (No. 29)
and very few students believed that the interior of their dorms look pleasant
(No. 85).

ck of space only permits a summary listing of pertinent criteria which evolved from this

aluative study of residence halls:

1. The individual student's room : A choice among differently sized, equipped and
priced rooms for single and multiple occupancy must be provided, in order to meet
the students' changing needs over time. Flexibility in furniture arrangements
is extremely important, as is the ease with which personal items and decorations
can be brought into rooms. Individual control over the thermal environment ranks

highest among desirable features.
2. The arrangement of students' rooms : In a pilot study on sociometric choices it

was found that with the exception of freshmen, most students would like to live

in groups not larger than 8-12 individuals. This figure coincides with the

average number of friends reported by the students. "Groups: of 60 students may
seem reasonable from an administrative or maintenance's efficency point of
view; however, usually only casual contact is possible among such a large number
of students. At least one third of all students prefer suite-like arrangements
of rooms to the conventional double-loaded corridor type with its many dis-
advantages, such as noise problems, institutional appearance and sources of dis-

turbance. These smaller groups of room arrangements also lead to greater flexi-
bility in terms of changing uses. They should have shower and bathroom facili-
ties, a kitchenette, a common congregation area ana possibly a study area
separate from the individual rooms. Independent access should be given to each
group of rooms.

3. The arrangements of residence halls : Residence halls with 1,000 and more students
each are too large if they are not broken down into smaller parts. High density
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low-rise, walk-up residence halls are preferred to high-rises standing isolated
within large open spaces. 250 to 300 students per building is acceptable. High-
rise dormitories are acceptable, provided an appropriate grouping of rooms and
activity areas with easy access has been achieved. Apart from the properties
described above, excessively long corridors (200-300 feet) create an institutional
feeling among students. Although lighting generally is sufficient, an impression
of sterility is evoked in the person walking through them. Orientation is also
often difficult within the residence halls. From the results of the study, the
architectural appearance of residence halls at VPI leaves much to be desired.
Although impressive stonework has been used they apparently give the impression
of jails

.

5. Conclusions

The degree of importance of features of the environment as perceived by individual
users was measured by adapting the Thurstone scaling technique. The response to the physical
environment by larger groups of users can be measured particularly well in institutional
settings. Thus, a hierarchy of priorities regarding acceptance or rejection of environmental
features can be established. Because performance criteria obtained through the method of
relevance scales are characteristic of the particular environment and subjects under in-

vestigation, great caution has to be exercised if results are to be generalized to other
populations in culturally different locations, such as a campus located in a large metro-
politan area vs. a campus in a rural area.

In light of cultural variations in the use of space and facilities, the relative
scale of performance criteria would have to be developed specifically for the characteristics
of each setting under investigation. In conclusion, the method described in this paper
aims at the qualitative assessment of the built environment by its users. It allows for
the identification of user concerns relevant to different strata of user groups. The ex-

pressed and measured degree of acceptance or rejection of features of buildings thus reflects

thei r performance.
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7. Appendix

Table 1

Means and Standard Deviations of the 25 Statements Which Were Included in the

Final Validation Questionnaire (in Mean Rank Order)
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Figure 1

Combined Results of 5 Attitude Statement
Ranking Sessions (N= 191): Frequency

Distribution of Respondents' Judgments
and Mean Value of Selected Statements
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ional Bureau of Standards Special Publication 361, Volume 1: Performance
cept in Buildings; Proceedings of the Joint RILEM-ASTM-C IB Symposium, held
2-5, 1972, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (Issued March 1972).

Identification of Performance Criteria Using
Multidimensional Scaling of User Evaluations

H. G. Blasdel
1

Department of Architecture
University of California

Berkeley, CA 9^720

The relative significance, accuracy and completeness of per-
formance criteria for environmental control systems in buildings re-
quire testing through user evaluations in addition to customary
laboratory research. Because of the inherent variability in human
judgment, and the difficulty of interpreting direct quality esti-
mations, such evaluations have not been widely used. Multidimen-
sional scaling allovs the reduction of comparative evaluations into

a quantitative system of perceived environmental attributes. A
questionnaire was used in evaluation of luminous environments as

an example of the technique. Results provide for identification of
perceived attributes and the scaling of the observed environments
with respect to those subjective parameters so that physical measures
may be related to human responses.

These methods differentially weight the salience of each attri-
bute for each individual ' s judgment matrix, allowing access to data
on individual differences that can assess the need for variety in

a building system. The attribute structures may be applied to

setting quality criteria across a wide range of environmental var-
iables so that cost-benefit analysis may be done against overall
performance rather than separate criteria.

La signification relative, l'exactitude et la plenitude des criteres
de performance pour les systemes de controle du milieu doivent etre
mises a l'epreuve par les evaluations des usagers, en complement aux
recherches habituelles de laboratoire. Du fait de la variability
inherente au jugement humain et de la difficulty d ' interpretation des
estimations directes , de telles evaluations n'ont pas ete largement
utilisees. L'echelle pluridimensionnelle permet la reduction des
evaluations comparatives en un systeme d'attributs du milieu. On a
utilise un questionnaire pour evaluer des milieux eclaires et 1' analyse
des reponses a ete traduite par un vecteur dans un espace pluridimension-
nel. Les resultats permettant 1' identification des attributs et des
valeurs de l'echelle chaque stimulus de milieu, de sorte que des mesures
physiques peuvent etre reliees a des reponses subjectives.

Ces methodes estiment dif ferentiellement la projection de chaque
attribut par rapport a la matrice de jugement de chaque individu, ce
qui donne acces a des informations sur des differences individuelles
qui peuvent coter le besoin de diversite dans un systeme de construction.

1
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Le systeme des attributs peu't etre applique en fixant les criteres de
qualite a l^gard d'une large serie de variables du milieu de sorte que
l'analyse cout/benef ice se fasse en vertu d'etalons globaux plutot
qu'en vertu de minima et maxima locaux.

Key words: Color schemes; rieia studies; glare; illuminance;
matrix analysis; multi-dimensional scaling; performance
criteria; preference scaling; scaling; user evaluations;
visual environment.

1. Introduction

User perceptions of environmental quality form the basis of performance criteria beyond
immediate considerations of economy and safety. While laboratory testing can explore
particular variables, the relative significance, accuracy, and completeness of performance
criteria for environmental quality require testing using subjective responses to full scale
functioning environments. Human judgment of' quality is inherently variable, even where the
questions asked are interpreted in the same manner, and where users share the same percep-
tions and preferences. New methods of analysis allow each person ' s , data to be considered in

the context of his other responses, and thereby take into account several interpretations of
the same question, and different perceptions of the same environment.

The approach of comparing each person's response to his other responses allows existing
environments to serve as a laboratory for the development of performance criteria. Humanly
relevant variables are often qualitative, but in that responses can be shown to differ in a

regular way to both qualitative and quantitative variation in the environment, these methods
do not distinguish between two kinds of variables. It then becomes necessary to use external
criteria to distinguish between aesthetic and more directly measurable variables, if indeed
such a distinction is proper in considering the impact of the whole environment. Psycho-
physical research often exhibits a "quantitative bias" allowing only responses caused by
stimulus variation to be considered relevant, irrespective of the breadth of human concerns.
Dependence on such methods to produce overly restricted quantitative technical criteria can
lead to buildings that are not as humanly acceptable, in the broader sense, as buildings de-
signed by a sensitive individual. Such a situation reflects the inadequacy of the criteria
in describing the full pattern of human needs.

2
Surveys of users have led to some information (1,2,3,^,5), but compared to the laboratory

studies on which standards are based, the results are ambiguous. Surveys are forced to rely
on averages across both uncontrolled differences in individuals, and mixed interpretations of

the questions. Even massive amounts of data result in high variances and mixed results which
seem only to assess gross effects of environment.

2. Conceptual Model of Perceived Environmental Quality

i

The relevant perceived differences between sets of environments can be identified and

structured as a system of attributes. The problem is to determine the number of attributes,
their nature, and the way buildings may be designed to achieve different levels of per-
formance with regard to these humanly defined aspects. An attribute may describe the quality

of a color scheme, or the quantity of light in a room. The extent of these differences in

quality or quantity may be modeled as distances between points on a line, wher^ the points

represent environments and the line represents one attribute. Several attributes may be

needed to describe all views of the quality of a color scheme, and a person may subscribe to

one or more of these views at one time in describing his perceptions. Different circum-

stances may emphasize different attributes as a function of mood, expectations, attitudes,

Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.



: d environmental function. Once the major attributes have been defined on the basis of
..bjective data, they may or may not relate to current technical performance criteria, and

en where they do relate, their importance remains to be demonstrated relative to other
alitative perceptions.

Definition of the attributes does not suggest their relative importance to an overall en-

ronmental quality that may be analyzed as a function of the perceived attributes. Any
rceived attribute relevant to a particular environment should be considered in design —
.t some are more important than others. Without trying to do justice to two decades of
Leoretical development, the system of preference models described by Carroll (6) may be

ed to structure the interpretation of overall quality. The simplest model suggests that
reference increases along an attribute, and all that is needed are weights to describe the
llative importance of each attribute. Alternately, moderation may be preferred, and it is

rcessary to define the preference peak or ideal point, and the relative weighting. The re-
lit of two attributes on which such peaks exist, such as temperature and light quantity, is

system of equal preference ellipses describing the trade-offs between the two attributes,
iirther complication allows rotation of these ellipses where subjects mix attributes, and
Lve multiple peaks of preference . In general , given a set of overall preference ratings and
system of attributes, these models can be used in a regression analysis to find the signi-
.cance of the attributes.

Given the system of preferences for individuals who are representative of building
•cupants, it is possible to consider an allocation of resources with respect to overall
-eference. The alternative may be to provide uneven levels of performance with respect to

^tributes, such as too much glare and surplus illuminance. User groups may be distinguished
i the basis of perceptual style as indicated by their data, and designs can be formulated to

.low an appropriate range of flexibility. Given the trade-offs, a variety of strategies may
5 considered to satisfy an overall performance criterion, rather than relying exclusively
a isolated, and perhaps inappropriate, criteria.

Without such a method of developing criteria, benefits in cost-benefit analysis have'

jen described only by fixed levels without information as to the effect of departing from
iese levels, while the cost determinations have become highly sophisticated. Trade-offs in

luipment performance are acknowledged while human trade-offs remain unknown.

3. Scaling Attributes

Given the regression techniques for relating attributes to preferences, the problem is

d find the attributes. Paired comparisons of stimulus similarity is a standard technique
l multidimensional scaling (7), but Wish (8) and Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum (9) suggest
otaining a multidimensional response from each subject to each stimulus environment. The
ssult is a stack of matrices or "solid" matrix as shown in Figure 1. An entry exists for
ach person's response to each rating scale for each of the M environments.

The analysis is based on the differences in each individual's ratings between different
nvironments . On each scale, the differences in ratings between all pairs of environments
a matrix) are accumulated across individuals in a way that preserves the individually per-
eived attributes of the environments relative to that rating scale. The method was de-
ised by Horan (10) and essentially makes the difference between two environments for any
ae scale equal to the root-mean-square of the differences in ratings by each individual,
possible matrix is shown in Figure 2 by a configuration of points that represent the
avironmental differences as distances. As shown in Figure 2, these distances may be ade-
uately modeled by the use of two dimensions, although five environments could require as many
h four dimensions. Where there is error in the original data, this error accumulates evenly
jetween all pairs of points, while the less random perceived differences accumulate only on

he axes representing perceived attributes. The additive error factor has been found to
ause little harm in this analysis (ll).

The configuration shown in Figure 2 has axes arbitrarily placed; any pair would repro-
uce the configuration. Attributes, however, cannot be arbitrary. Where questions overlap,
'ither in interpretation of the question or in perception of the environment, it would be
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possible to find common parallel axes in the analysis of the matrices. These axes would
differ in relative length "but have the same configuration of points. This element of con-
gruence offers information with which to locate the axes. Although developed in the context
of analyzing somewhat different data, Carroll and Chang's procedure (12) of multi-matrix
analysis may he used here. The set of difference matrices is approximated by a single
matrix of stimulus coordinates, and a matrix of weights that shows how important each ques-
tion is to each attribute (vector of coordinates). In general it has been found that only
one orientation of the axes will best reproduce the original difference matrices.

By weighting each question relative to each attribute, several questions may relate to
one attribute, or one question to several attributes. In this sense the attributes
are independent of the questions and emerge despite differences in interpretation. The ver-
bal interface, an inherently complex system, drops out since it is used only as a relative
measure. The range of the questions does delimit the scope of responses, but even limiting
the scope may result in more attributes than the M-l possible dimensions for M environments
can describe. In such cases it is necessary to analyze subgroups of questions, preserving
interrelations between questions, but without mixing questions where attributes overlap due
to co-occurance of relevant features through chance. Where individual rating scales require
more analysis, the difference matrix between environments may be computed for each person,
and these matrices analyzed together. Strong differences in individual weighting of attri-
butes can allow correlated dimensions in a single rating scale to be separated. This is the
approach used by Carroll and Chang (12), but it may be inefficient with many rating scales.

k. Example of Application

The visual environment of ten campus libraries was evaluated by 112 students using 10
questions to ascertain the performance of the libraries with respect to perceptual criteria,
and the relation between these criteria and common indices of performance. The results
yielded fourteen attributes including two related to the quality of the color schemes, two
critical of glare from surfaces (desk surfaces and window surfaces at night), and others
equally interpretable in physical terms, but described more fully elsewhere (13) and in

Table I. Perhaps the relevant question in this regard is how well these procedures did
in predicting what is already known, thus validating the method in the context of
laboratory research while opening up less quantitative areas for further exploration.

Quantity of light was assessed on a seven point scale:12 3^567
too little . . just right . . too much

and analyzed in four separate sub-groups of twenty-six individuals using separate matrices
of inter-environment differences for each person. The four analyses each resulted in two

dimensions. Corresponding dimensions achieved a product moment correlation with the appro-
priate common vector of between 0.91 and O.98, indicating agreement among the separate
analyses, and that two ways of viewing "quantity of light" are possible.

Stevens (ik) proposed the formula ip = k(<J)-<f>o )

N
, where ^ is "the psychological response,

(f>
is the stimulus magnitude with $0 as threshold, N is the characteristic exponent of the

stimulus modality, and k is an arbitrary constant related to the stimulus units. For
brightness, an exponent of 0.33 was found by Stevens through exhaustive laboratory tests.

In Figure 3, both the average quantity ratings and the average measured footcandles,
according to the IES (New York) procedure (15), are plotted against the subjective scaled
magnitudes of one of the two quantity attributes. From this data (i.e., tf>

= k30 lux or

kO footcandles at ^= k.0) the exponent is 0.3^7, showing the partial, but not unique,
validity of illuminance as a measure of light quantity, and log (illuminance) as a proper
indication of subjective quantitative differences in illuminance. As can be seen from the

figure, all but three environments were rated within 5% of the illuminance. This can hardly
be called subjective error; on the contrary, while illuminance fits well, it is not entirely

the correct measure. This may be termed "objective error" since such measures are often
called objective.

Subjective illumination is only one attribute related to "quantity of light." The other
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; less easily described, but appears to relate to the overall room luminance. Figure k com-
:.res the two attributes and shows general agreement between the two, except for three en-

rollments. One, ER, has much lower room luminance since the main fixtures are mounted

lily *+5 cm. (l8 inches) above the tables, although the table illumination is 690 lux [6k fc).

(jove these fixtures only 30 lux (3 fc) is provided making a very dim space. The two envir-
onments with highest disproportionate room luminances had light colored walls (SS, 13%), or

jtiformly colored surfaces (MR, all medium brown). With few examples, conclusions cannot be

!*awn, except that illuminance is not an entirely adequate measure. Lynes (l6) came to

milar conclusions, but his measure (scalar illumination) did not predict the second attri-
ite.

From this result it can be seen that the rough ratings by individuals in different
Ivironments can be analyzed to yield information comparable to well known laboratory work.

ie resulting attribute scales , when compared back to the original mean ratings , approach a

fatio" level of measurement where the percent differences between ratings related to single
.tributes are significant. Since the same methods were used to scale the quality of the
,)lor scheme, these attributes are also perhaps on a ratio scale.

Perhaps the most surprising result of the scaling was the rating of U30 lux {ho fc) as

liust right," not too much or too little. While the scaling was done at night with walks
?tween environments, sufficient time was allowed for light adaptation. Lighting engineers
'ten install much more than this level. While illumination preferences are rarely in-

stigated these days, older data show similar results: i+10 lux (38 fc) (17); 5^0 lux (50 fc

)

.8); 56O lux (52 fc ) (19)- If increased visual capacity with illumination (20) is applic-
)le to ordinary reading at these levels, then the preferred illuminance may be a trade-off
.th glare. Figure 5 shows the attribute related to glare plotted against the subjective
.lumination (on arbitrary scales). The relationship seems quite regular, although it is

>ssible to do better with respect to glare (B, a high luminous ceiling), and also worse

I, spotlights giving 17000 cd m 2 {5000 foot Lamberts} at i+5 degrees) than the general re-
ttionship suggests. The very worst environment (MT) raises questions about the definition
r glare, as the maximum luminance of the fixtures is only 3100 cd m 2

(900 fL) at ^5 degrees,
it the fixtures are arranged in a striking grid pattern that is a possible source of ad-
;rse reaction. As glare formulae are computed for the worst case (13), it is worth noting
siat multidimensional scaling integrates the impression of the room across all the seating
ositions occupied by the respondents, and in general it produces indices applicable to

,ae unit of analysis, the room.

5. Implications

Performance criteria for buildings have been based on indirect measures of environmental
lality found through parametric investigation under conditions of isolation from normal en-
.ronments. These results indicate that full scale environments can yield equally good para-
etric data, while including the qualitative aspects that affect human perceptions of en-
.ronmental quality. The attributes defined are natural parameters of environment quality
*om which performance may be developed, with criteria based primarily on human response and
t on ease of measurement or even direct measurability . The best measure of man's environ-
mt is man himself, and perhaps now the performance criteria can reflect more of the full
!>ectrum of human needs in the environment.
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TABLE I: ATTRIBUTES FOUND

Attribute
iting scales) Interpretation Implication

an Illuminance

Lantity of light]

m Luminance
Lantity of light)

erai Glare
.are from lights)

ture Glare
are from lights)

nness of Illumi-
ce (distribution
light , fixture type

,

ture arrangement )

.

or of Light
lor of light)

re from Desks
.rface glare)

re from Windows
Night ( surface
re

,
glare from

fcts).

face Colorfulness
lor of surfaces )

.

face Color
uralness (color
surfaces )

.

Log (illuminance) is directly
related to a subjective
response; there is a definite
preference level.

Relates to illuminance but
modified by wall reflectance
to exceed or lag perceived
illuminance

Relates to perceived illum-
inance , but may be much
better or worse depending on
fixtures ; it appears to re-
late to general room view.

Similar to general glare ex-
cept small fixtures even
worse; indistinct edges on

luminous areas are also poor.

Related to the log of the per-
cent deviation from the mean
illuminance over a range of
10% to 75$. 33% seen as

average and is the standard
criterion.

Warm white good, mixed warm
and cool less good, cool white
poor, mercury vapor very poor.

Specular surface reflections
on desks seen as undesirable.

Reflections of lights in win-
dows seen as undesirable,
window coverings prevented
problem.

Graded from 'colorful' to
very poor color selections ,

brightly colored surfaces
appreciated, also wood sur-

faces .

Graded from rich natural
colors to 'plastic' colorful-

ness, wood appreciated with
uneven grain.

Preferences exist and may be
found for use in design, effec-
tively integrating all visual
concerns on a subjective level.

Two measures are needed to speci-

fy subjective quantity, only one
rating scale is needed for the
method to uncover this fact.

Simpler than glare formulae , ex-
ceptions easily understood, high
luminous ceilings (good), small
bright lights (poor) ,

strong
dense patterns (poor).

Glare is also two dimensional re-
quiring two predictive procedures
which may be intuitive or at

least simpler than current formu-

lae .

Evenness of illumination may be
assessed by untrained subjective
observers ; down to +5% variation
absolute level of 'average' re-

lates to existing criteria.

Color of light is perceived and

may be evaluated, should help set

adequate standards which are

apparently needed.

This problem can be avoided; some

process is necessary to accom-
plish this avoidance in design.

Again avoidable; mixture of rat-

ing scales shows ambiguity of

verbal interface and ability of

method to deal with it.

Does not resemble results from
color chip on background evalua-

tions ,
perhaps more relevant.

Again no simple precedent , seen

by a different population than

' colorfulness ' attribute

.

uantity -was rated: l(too little), U(just right), 7(too much). All others were rated:

(poor), M average), 7 (good). — _

—
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Table I (cont .

)

A )--{• v1 1 "hi i "hJil II 1 uuoc
(rating scale) Int erpret at i on Implication

Fixture Arrangement
( fixture arrangement

)

'Gestalt' principle, clear,
simple organizing pattern,
luminous ceiling or grid
best, rectilinear next, many
small sources poor.

Grid relates ;o glare (strong
dense pattern) , yet appreciated
for organization; interesting.

Fixture Type
(fixture type)

Rectilinear fixtures pre-
ferred, or high luminous ceil-
ing; low luminous ceiling not
preferred nor small or sym-
metric fixtures.

Could there be qualitative fix-
ture type criteria related to

perceived quality?

Modeling
(modeling)

Luminous ceiling and spot
down lights rated low, recti-
linear fixture arrangements
did well.

Even in this country (USA) model-
ing is perceived, but not the
need for engineering criteria.

Overall Evaluation
(general impressions).

A catch-all dimension, seems
to relate to most other attri-
butes but no statistical test
possible with so many predic-
tors .

More environments need to be
evaluated to learn trade-offs.

Figure 1: Data solid or stack of matrices
and formula for computing the

difference between two environ-
ments (E,F) for a single rating
scale (P) across the subjects

(J, J=l, N).

Figure 2: A representative difference matrix
and associated spatial configuration
along with the representation of it

as projections on arbi-
trary axes (X,Y) of a

dimensions matrix. Y
*d

a b c d e

a 0 2.0 5.0 4.4 2. 0

b 2.0 0 3.0 3.0 2. 0

c 5 . 0 3 . 0 0 3 . 0 4 . 4

d 4 . 4 3.0 3.0 0 5. 0

e 2.0 2.0 4 . 4 5.0 0

Difference Matrix

X 0.0 2.0 5.0 3.5 1 . 0

y 1.7 1.7 1.7 4 . 3 0. 0

Dimensions Matrix
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Figure 3: The subjective illuminance attribute scale compared to both
the illumi nance measure and the mean quantity ratings. The
relation between the mean levels and mean assessments taken
though the attribute scale approximates a ratio scale of
subjective response.

.Figure k:

Comparison of the two kinds of subjective
assessments of light quantity illustrating
the general similarity and environments
where the assessments using a single ques-
tion differed.

Figure 5

:

Comparison of the subjective assessments of
"general view" glare to the perceived
illuminance. Although generally related,
there are exceptions.
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Performance: the New Language of Design

David J. Parsons
Building Systems Development
(Currently on leave of absence)
San Francisco, California 9^111

With the scattered development of tools for user needs analysis,
the measurement and specification of performance, product analysis, and
"building evaluation, there is a growing need for unification of these
concepts into a single framework. A definition of the performance con-
cept is presented which mediates "between the measurement of "benefit and
the costs of design solutions. With performance as a mediating concept,
we are ahle to formulate user needs as the correlation between perfor-
mance and benefit, and to analyze products in terms of the relationship
between their cost and their performance. The Performance/Benefit cor-

relation (user need) is a user characteristic independent of product
Cost; while the Cost/Performance relationship is a product characteris-
tic independent of Benefit to the user. This paper clarifies the rela-
tionship between this definition of the performance concept and various
forms of analysis, design, and evaluation common to the design of build-
ings. It further explores possible shifts in the practice of design as

skills become more specialized in the building industry.

Un besoin croissant se fait sentir de reunir eu un cadre unique
les moyens developpes de facon dispersee par 1' analyse des besoins de
l'usager: les mesures et specifications de la performance, 1' analyse
du produit et 1' evaluation de la construction. On presente une
definition de la notion de performance qui sert d' intermediaire entre
1' estimation du benefice et le cout des solutions adoptees par le

projet. Avec la performance prise comme concept intermediaire, nous
pouvons formuler les besoins de l'usager comme la correlation entre
la performance et le benefice, et de mene nous pouvons analyser les

produits en fonction du rapport entre leur cout et leur performance.
La correlation Performance/Benefice (besoin de l'usager) est une
caracteristique de l'usager independante du cout du produit, tandis
que le rapport Cout/Performance est une caracteristique du produit
independante du profit de leusager. Cette communication clarifie
le rapport entre la definition de la notion de performance et des
formes variees d'analyse, de calcul et devaluation qui relevent des
projects. Elle explore aussi des changements eventuels dans 1' etude
des projets a mesure que les competences deviennent plus specialisees
dans l'industrie de la construction.

Key words: Cost; design; industrialization; performance; user needs;
value system .
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1 . Int roduct ion

The design of buildings is the optimization of resources in the creation of a function-
ing human environment. Traditionally, the designer weighed cost against benefit to deter-
mine the best design solution. Benefit was determined through direct experience with alter-
native solutions. The designer knew that one particular wall construction provided privacy
between bedrooms, while another did not. There was no need for a measurement of acoustical
separation, since it was the direct human experience of privacy and not the physical property
of acoustical separation that the designer was after.

Thus, the designer's knowledge has been based on his experience of the direct correla-
tion between design solutions and human need.

But this formulation of design knowledge has its shortcomings. For example, building
codes which express the need for safety in terms of specific design solutions are rapidly
outdated by changing technology. Reformulation of codes in terms of building performance
renders the code independent of particular design solutions; new solutions must simply meet
the required levels of performance.

The concept of building performance is having a radical impact on the formulation of
the designer's knowledge of human needs, and of alternative design solutions. This refor-
mulation is causing a realignment of design skills which will ultimately result in reorgani-
zation of the design professions.

This paper is an attempt to clarify the relationship between the performance concept,
the new formulation of design knowledge, and the realignment of design skills.

2. The Changing Context of Design

There are two revolutionary forces which are changing the context of building design.
First, industrialization is quickening the pace at which new methods, new materials and new
skills flood the marketplace. We are passing from a time when buildings were built by widely
used methods to a time when most building will be produced by manufacturers, each of whom
has his own production technology. This proliferation of building methods severely threatens
the designer's ability to know alternative building methods and their costs.

Second, the western world is beginning to emerge from the period in which goods are
mass-produced for a faceless marketplace. There is a growing consciousness of individual
differences [I]-*-; people want to participate in the decisions which shape their environment.
Mass education, mass housing, mass consumption do not meet the need for individual preroga-
tive.

Just as this new consciousness is emerging, new technology is emerging in response,
largely facilitated by the development of computer science. Post-industrial technology will
be capable of mass production with variety (which, in the industrial age, were presumed to
be mutually exclusive). i

Not only will the consciousness of the differences between individuals directly affect
the design of buildings, but the accelerating changes in the way we confront other human
problems will be reflected in building design. For instance, the design of schools has re-
cently reflected not simply new methods in education but the likelihood of future changes.
Schools must be susceptible to continuous reshaping in response to these new methods.

In housing, the ideal of a good home for every American cannot be answered by one ideal
solution. Not only are people different in age, race, culture and economic status, but their
life styles differ, and these differences are likely to become more drastic in the future. [2]

""Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at end of this paper.
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designer can no longer afford to assume an identity "between his own value system and that
[the user of the building he is designing. Each new design effort will involve substantial
jlysis of the values and priorities of the user. That which served the designer of the in-
ftrial age as a stable body of knowledge about the human use of buildings will no longer
ifice

.

So, the traditional knowledge and skills of the designer are severely threatened. What
Jld traditionally be accepted as a "good" design solution can now be invalidated overnight
Blew technological development, or by the changing values and priorities of the building's
r.

3- The Performance Concept

The concept of building performance allows us to reformulate our knowledge of the re-
rces from which the building is assembled and the value system of the building's user.

Our knowledge of building resources and alternative building solutions can be formulated
terms of the ratio between their cost and their performance. 2 The cost and performance of
parable products can be graphed as shown below, left. This cost/performance (C/P) ratio
dws us to characterize alternative building products independent of the value system of a
ticular user.

cost benefit
COST/PERFORMANCE (C/P) RATIO PERFORMANCE BENEFIT (P/B) CURVE

Our knowledge of human needs can be formulated in terms of the relationship between per-
lance and benefit. Performance is a measure of physical attributes of buildings, such as
id reduction in walls. Benefit is a measure of gain, either human well being, such as
racy, or financial gain, such as profits from a well organized factory. User needs are
correlation between performance and benefit. A user need expresses that particular levels
performance correspond to particular levels of benefit, as shown above, right. This rela-
iship is a user characteristic and is independent of the availability of resources to pro-
: the performance.

Although the C/P and P/B ratios are not precise analytical tools , certain generaliza-
ls can be made about their shapes and their relationships to one another.

^Throughout this paper, products are dealt with as though they have one measure of per-
.lance. Although this is seldom the case in practice, the simplification serves the pur-

| of the paper, to show the interrelationships between measures of cost, performance and
Srfit. The model may be extended to deal with multiple measures of performance by adding
tnsions perpendicular to the performance scale. Although the development of the model in
a manner would be essential in developing a workable analytical tool, it is beyond the

ie of this paper.
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k. User Needs (Performance/Benefit)

The human need for environment consists of a hierarchy of needs, each of which relates

building performance to benefit. In analyzing user needs, we break down this hierarchy in

order to arrive at a level of detail where building performance can be measured. For in-

stance, the need for safety breaks down into structural safety, fire safety, biological

safety, safety from accidents, and so forth. Fire safety is further composed of life safety

and protection of property.

The relative importance of these needs is a function of individual priorities. Some

people value privacy higher than view, while others would prefer the view. Psychological

and cultural needs tend to vary from person to person, while biological and physiological

needs tend to be shared. The priorities among needs is reflected in the user needs curves

by the measure of benefit to the user.

Several observations can be made about the curves themselves. First, each curve tends

to cross the performance axis at a point of positive value. This simply means that there is

a threshold level below which performance is of no benefit to the user. We can further

generalize that at the outer end of the P/B curve, it will tend to become vertical. There

is a limit beyond which increased performance yields no additional benefit.

structural safety privacy
USER KEEPS CURVES

The two needs curves shown above both illustrate these two generalizations about what
happens at the ends of the curves. Their difference in shape, however, illustrates the two
basic types of needs curves.

Structural safety is an example of an inflexible need. Structural performance below a

certain point yields no benefit and above that point additional performance results in little'

additional benefit. Once an inflexible needs curve is established, designers can easily
agree on the appropriate level of performance, the point at which the curve turns (the

breakpoint). In the example, this would be the point agreed upon as structurally safe.

Privacy is an example of a flexible user need. There is no one breakpoint at which ad-
ditional performance gives no additional benefit. With such a need there can be no agreement
as to the total appropriate level of performance based only on the user needs information.
A flexible curve does not mean that the individual does not care what level of performance he;

is getting. Quite to the contrary, the curve indicates that additional levels of performance
will buy additional privacy.
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5. Product Availability (Cost/Performance)

The C/P graph below shows the cost and performance of several comparable products. The
liitrihution of these products forms a boundary in the upper left direction, as shown in the
,jiph on the right. The nearer a product is to this boundary, the more competitive it is.

|s boundary is called the product availability envelope.

Product availability has the characteristic of diminishing returns, just as user needs
As more and more resources are spent on a product, each additional expenditure results

smaller increases in the performance level.

0
o 6

5

3 "7

cost cost
PRODUCT AVAILABILITY ENVELOPE ( COST/PERFORMANCE

)

Although there are only six points on the curve that actually represent products, the
:lope represents the theoretical existence of a continuous spectrum of products.

Traditionally, manufacturers have offered a series of models of a product giving a range
price and performance. In the future, manufacturers will be able to analytically deter-
2 the full spectrum of products which comprise the product availability envelope. Advan-
in production techniques will enable the manufacturer to produce whichever "model" suits
priorities of the user. Work has already begun in this direction. Owens-Corning Fiber-

s Corporation has made the following proposal: "... to develop a basic computer-assisted
;em for selecting and optimizing combinations of surface and core materials for exterior
-load bearing housing unit wall panels to yield maximum cost /performance. " [2]

With the introduction of measures of performance as an intermediary between cost and
sfit, we create two independent bodies of knowledge which become the analytical basis for
gn decisions. This new form of knowledge will produce profound and timely changes in the
:tice of design.

Segregation of design knowledge into two independent bodies has two extraordinary advan-
:s over the traditional direct correlation between cost and benefit. First, the knowledge
'acterizes only one set of variables, either user needs or available resources, and there-
las far greater permanence than knowledge which varies with both.

User needs data, which correlates performance levels with benefits, fluctuates only with
lges in the value system of the user. It is unaffected by fluctuations in the availa-
.ty of resources. Resource data is likewise unaffected by fluctuations in the priorities
isers

.

Second, the independence of these bodies of knowledge from one another suggests the de-

:
>pment of specialized skills. There are signs that this is already taking place. These
ds will be discussed more fully below.
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6. Design and the Performance Concept

Having sketched out the formulation of knowledge which is made possible through the use
of the performance concept, we are now ready to examine design in light of this new form of
knowledge

.

So far, the analyses of user needs and of product availability have been considered
separately. The graph below shows the juxtaposition of the user needs curve for a single
performance characteristic against the availability envelope for products which supply that
performance characteristic. On the graph, the correspondence between the benefit scale and
the cost scale has been traced through for two values. Benefit 1 is derived from performance
level 1, which is provided by product 1 which has cost 1. The cost of any benefit can be
traced through in a like manner. The performance characteristic is a common measure which
allows the translation of costs into benefits.

Design is a decision-making process which allocates resources to those levels of perfor-
mance which will deliver the greatest overall benefit.

2 1 benefit cost l 2

COST/PERFORMAHCE/BENEFIT GRAPH

Design problems present us with a complex hierarchy of needs and a complex hierarchy of

products from which potential design solutions can be assembled. However, the basic concept
of the design decision can be demonstrated through the use of two simple examples.

The designer is asked to allocate a fixed budget to the satisfaction of two user needs.

The design objective is to maximize the total benefit gained from the products selected.

The user needs curves and the product availability envelopes are presented below for the
two performance characteristics needed.
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benefit A (A1+A2 ) budget A
DESIGN DECISION-MAKING: EXAMPLE A

In the first example, budget A is allocated to the problem. We first trace through the
benefits which will accrue from allocation of the total budget to either need 1 or need 2.

Need 2 yields the greatest benefit. The second step is to remove increments of budget from
need 2 and, applying them to need 1, determine if the benefits gained from need 1 compensate
for the reduction in benefits from need 2. Initial reductions in the amount allocated to
need 2 are more than compensated for by the benefits gained from need 1. This continues to
be so until we increase the budget of need 1 to a point where we reach the breakpoint in

needs curve 1. At that point, a further shift in budget from need 2 to need 1 loses more
benefit than it gains. The combined benefit from needs 1 and 2 at this optimum allocation
point is shown below the benefit scale.

With a reduced budget, shown as budget B below, the same procedure as used above shows
that at no point is the reduction in benefit from need 2 compensated for by the benefit from
need 1. Thus, budget B is most effectively allocated entirely to the satisfaction of user
need 2.

benefit B budget B

DESIGN DECISION-MAKING: EXAMPLE B
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These simple examples demonstrate the sort of decisions which have always taken place
in design; they do not present new patterns of decision-making; they reformulate design de-
cisions in terms of the performance concept and our new form of design knowledge, the user
needs curve (Performance/Benefit) and the product availability envelope ( Cost/Performance )

.

The purpose of this discussion is not to present an analytical method ready for applica-
tion to complex design problems. The purpose is to show the interrelationships between de-
sign decision-making and the knowledge of user needs and product availability on which it is
"based. Any decision which fixes the level of a performance characteristic is a design deci-
sion. It synthesizes a knowledge of user needs and product availability. Appropriate levels
of performance cannot generally be determined working only from user needs or product avail-
ability, although the more inflexible the user needs curve, the more we can agree on a level
of performance without reference to cost. However, it has "become common practice in the de-
velopment of performance standards to select the "right" level of performance without con-
sideration of product availability. Such standards as the Operation Breakthrough Guide Cri-
teria [3] have this property of specifying building performance without allowing design
tradeoffs in each individual design situation.

7. Evaluation

Buildings designed through the use of the performance concept should be evaluated in
two ways . Product evaluation measures the performance of the building against the perfor-
mance levels and costs predicted. This evaluation serves both to rectify any shortcomings
in the building's construction and to provide feedback which verifies and updates the de-
signer's knowledge of product availability.

User needs evaluation measures actual user satisfaction with the levels of performance
provided. This information feeds "back to the user needs assumptions on which the design was
based.

8. Eealignment of Design Skills

The "building designer is overwhelmed "by two trends which are outside of his control:
increasing consciousness of individual differences and an explosion in the development of
new building technologies. Both of these trends increase the potential for well designed
environment while decreasing the traditional designer's ability to design them. In reaction
to these trends, a realignment in design skills is taking place. A number of examples of
this realignment are listed below.

8.1 Design by Manufacturer

With the gradual industrialization of "building construction, manufacturers are responsi-
ble for design decisions of larger and larger scale. These decisions must be made by the
manufacturer, "because only he has the information regarding the cost of production of vari-
ous design options. Although they are currently in the minority, some manufacturers are
recognizing that their decisions on what to produce must relate to the individual priorities
of the products user. For example, in housing, Pantek Corp. has proposed to develop a com-

puter-aided system for designing individual houses working with the prospective occupant. [4]

In order to meet individual needs with a mass-produced technology, these manufacturers have
designed assembly systems which allow construction of a variety of product configurations
from a limited range of standardized parts.

8.2 School Systems

In the school construction industry, industrialization has reached the scale of build-
ing component, and production is far more capital-intensive than in the housing industry.

In his school project built from components, the architect is ahle to concentrate more effort

on analysis of user needs and selection of components, since decisions regarding the detailed

design of the components are made for him by the manufacturer.
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0.3 User Weeds Research.

There is a substantial increase in the amount of research into the relationship between
iople and their physical environment. As a result, there is a growing number of specialists
the field of user needs. The function of these specialists is to develop the body of

towledge which relates human benefit to environmental performance. But this is where their •

jiction stops. Without knowledge of the costs of solving these problems, the user needs
ecialist cannot synthesize his analysis into design decisions. He cannot fix the "best"
vel of performance.

8.k Turnkey Procurement

The increased use of turnkey procurement methods by public housing authqrities , the
litary and other housing sponsors, represents another shift in design practice. The turn-

y approach provides an insight into design practice of the future. Prior to procurement,
Le sponsor does a thorough analysis of user needs. The user needs statements become the
isis for evaluating proposed design solutions.

Prior to responding to such a user needs statement, the proposer, perhaps a manufacturer,
ist have a thorough knowledge of the cost/performance functions for the range of design so-
itions which he is capable of producing. The wider this range of solutions, the more likely
Le proposer will be responsive to the specific needs of the problem at hand.

When presented with the request for proposals, the manufacturer then designs the solu-
on which most effectively applies the resources at his disposal to the problem.

9- Conclusion

As the industrialization of building increases , the building designer either will align
jnself with the user as the selector of building technology, where his generalizations and
•econceptions will have to give way to analysis of individual needs ; or he will align him-
;lf with the producer, where the traditional detachment from a vested interest in building
.'instruction will give way to advocacy of a particular technology. The potential for good
aiding under such an advocacy system is great, but there will be a painful realignment of
?sign skills.

This new specialization in design will require far more effective communication between
irticipants than we have today, communication which will only be possible if designers have
common language which bridges their specialized concerns with Cost and Benefit. Perfor-
rnce will become this new language of design.
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Starting from (1) an adequate analysis of buildings into
subsystems and their functional elements

(2) the statement of required technological
performance for each element of a proposed building and

(3) the budget cost for each element of a

proposed building, the question arises - what else should the
designer include in his evaluation of each building element to
maximize overall User Satisfaction?

These externalities to the basic technological performance
and cost of each element are described and discussed and their
relationship to each other exposed on a Value Axis. They

comprise a range of factors from Hypothetical Minimum Cost to
User Values. They are interrelated and influenced by the

Project Roles which are responsible for each section of the
Value Axis on each Project. Such externalities play an important

part in the integration of the elements to create a desirable
overall

.
project and the designer should direct his attention to

them to achieve optimum overall balance between Performance and

Cost

.

The conclusion reached is that while the above ratio of

technological performance to cost of each element is a desirable
starting point for building evaluation, the externalities on the

Value Axis also play a considerable part in selecting the building

materials which can provide maximum building User Satisfaction.

A partir (1) d'un batiment et d'une analyse convenable
ses sous-systemes et de leurs elements fonctionnels,

(2) des performances requises et

(3) du budget pour chaque element du batiment
projete, on se demande quels autres facteurs le projecteur
devrait inclure dans son evaluation de chacun des elements
dans le but de maximiser la satisfaction globale de l'usager.

Ces facteurs extemes a 'la performance et au cout de

chaque element sont decrits et commentes et les relations
entre ces facteurs son presentees sur une echelle de valeurs.
lis constituent un spectre allant de l'hypothetique moindre
cout jusqu' aux valeurs de l'usager. lis sont relies et

influences par des roles du projet affectant chaque section
de l'gchelle des valeurs.
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Ces facteurs externes sont importants lors de l
1 integration

des elements dans le but de creer un projet complet souhaitable
et le projecteur devrait leur preter attention pour obtenir un
equilibre global optimal entre la performance et le cout.

On conclut que bien que le rapport de la performance au
cout de chaque element soit un point de depart souhaitable,
les facteurs externes de l'echelle des valeurs peuvent aussi
avoir une influence considerable lors de la selection des
materiaux pour maximiser la satisfaction de l'usager du
batiment

.

Key words: Building; competitive market; construction; cost;

evaluation; materials; performance; price; user; value.

Int roduct ion

The evaluation of performance of materials and components of buildings is at its most
crucial for a building in the design process. It is there that the building is crystallized
for its whole life. After design, the budget costs become virtually sunk costs and the per-
formance becomes, that of a fixed asset - difficult and costly to adjust.

In the evaluation of complex products e .g . ,bu i 1 d i ngs ,
against certain criteria, the

usual mode of operation is to analyze the complex product into its subsystems and perhaps
even into differing functional elements of these subsystems. Then the subsystem in total,
e.g., a complete floor system, or an element thereof, such as floor covering^ is evaluated
against the required criteria. This process is then repeated for all subsystems and elements
thereof, providing an evaluation of the whole complex product against the desired criteria.

As there are many ways of analyzing buildings into subsystems and elements, let us

assume that a suitable one exists and that the basic evaluation of each element is to be

carried out against the criteria of (1) Performance i .e . ,technol og i ca 1 performance and

(2) Cost i.e., life cycle cost.

The required technological performance of each element will be derived originally from
the stated Users Needs for the building and translated into technological performance for

the subsystem and then to the required technological performance of the elements within that

subsystem

.

The required budget cost for an element will be derived from the total project budget
via the subsystems budget. The origin of the project budget will be the designer's cost
data bank of past projects updated and structured for the type of project under considera-
tion. The designer now has at hand:

(1) the technolgical performance required of the element and

(2) the appropriate budget for that element within the context of the whole project.

Thus the designer has a Performance/Cost datum for the element and must search for appropri-
ate materials and components, which will provide at least that Performance/Cost datum.

Without precluding the potential for trade-off decisions at subsystem level for example,

in this paper attention will be directed at evaluating and relating the performance and cost

of one element to the whole project at the time of design. This will involve the consider-
ation of externalities.

Externalities are defined as aspects of, or influences upon the design decisions for

each element which are beyond its specific technological performance and life cycle cost.

They are concerned with the provision of the best overall performance and cost for the

building project as distinct from the simple but naive summation of the performances and

costs of all elements of the project.
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Let us consider that the designer has a number of alternatives to fulfill the Perfor-

ance/Cost datum for an element of the building and now must further evaluate each before

aking his final decision. What should he consider other than technological performance

nd life cycle cost of each element?

Because buildings are made up of many small pieces i .e . ,e lements , the correlation
;tween these pieces and

(a) one all embracing construction process

(b) the required and various specialized roles in the construction project team

(c) nonbuilding influences on the project, e.g. the effect of land prices on the

size of the building and its constituent materials and

(d) the building being only the physical vessel which carries the services required
by the user, e.g. privacy, warmth etc.,

an be considered as externalities impinging on the design choice of each element of the

uilding and their basic technological performance and cost.

The Value Axis - Description and Discussion of its Factors

The Value Axis comprises a linear scale, upon which are positioned the various value
ctors of a building project. In ascending order of positive dollar size, these value
ctors are Hypothetical Minimum Cost, Project Cost, Project Price, Rental Price and User
1 ue .

Hypothetical Minimum Cost is the minimum cost of the materials e.g.
;
bricks and the

nstruction resources e.g., men and machines necessary to build the project i.e., with
ither wastage of materials- nor redundancy in the construction processes.

Project cost is the actual cost of materials and construction resources necessary to
ild the project, i .e ., it includes the material wastage and construction process redundancy
labor and plant etc.

Project Price (Present Value) is the present value price of the whole project and

mprises the capital price of the building, the capital price of prerequisites e.g., land,

>d the present value of the functioning cost of the whole project over its life span,

ch of these will include the profits of their executant roles.

Rental Price (Present Value) is the capitalized present value of the rental price
arged in the open market place for the use of the whole project and may be the rental

ice datum for that type of project in that general location for that time.

User Value is the capitalized present value placed upon the use of the project by the

er i.e., it will be derived from the user's perception of the project. It is clear that the
lue placed upon the project will vary from one prospective user to another and to some it

y be less than the rental price. This User Value will encompass the whole project and

elude economic, social and psychological advantages to each potential user, e.g.^ location
relation to other buildings and functions and also the psychological and aesthetic-image

.pects of the building.

Attempts have been made by producers to analyze products and place a value upon the

atures of the products which are desired by the open market purchaser, but these processes
e extremely complex even with simple mass manufactured products. Even such rational
lue analyses are still influenced by the location and time variations of the state of the

rket. The issue is compounded for complex products such as buildings. These aspects of the

stract product surround, to the whole of the Objective Product (i.e.,the bu i 1 d i ng

)

t
wi 1

1

Tectly influence at least the Rental Price and User Value Factors of that Objective Pro-
ct . This changes the upper sections of the value analysis from simple cost accumulation
a market place valuation of the end product in use.

Construction Inefficiency is the wastage and redundancy in the construction process,
is a result of (1) the lack of consideration of the erection process in the design of

!e building and (2) the actual redundancy and inefficiency of the erection process itself.
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The former must be minimized only to the extent that it does not infringe unfavorably

on the in-use Functioning of the Building during its Life Cycle. Dimensional and Modular

Coordination are preeminent among the tools which can achieve this goal.

The latter can be minimized by clearly transmitting the envisaged best-erection process

for that building to the various executants of the construction roles i .e ., subcontractors

and suppliers and especially to the management contractors who coordinate their work.

It is advantageous for the designer to conceptualize the User Value section of the

Value Axis in two segments. These are:

a. Competition Neutralization, the lower segment, which will be directed at ensuring

that the building being designed, contains all the features or their equivalent, which are

present in the performance of buildings against which it will compete for renters and

b. Competitive Advantage, the upper segment, which will be directed at including in

the designs features which not only adequately satisfy user needs but do so in a manner
which provides uniqueness to the building. It is these upper segment features which will

occupy the focus of the marketing of the building and provide its competitiveness in the
market place. These features will influence the building's longevity as an economically
v iable unit .

The roles involved on the Value Axis are situated in the sections between the value
factors. These are filled by the people, who execute the work which affects the quality
of Building Performance, and consume the resources which create the Building Cost of each
section of the Value Axis.

Between the Hypothetical Minimum Cost and the Project Cost, there are the Project
Executant Roles e.g., the suppliers and subcontractors.

Between the Project Cost and the Project Price, there are the Project Managers who
include the Designers and the Management Contractors.

Between the Project Price and the Rental Price, there is the building Project Owner
and his Real Estate Agents.

Between the Rental Price and the Users Value there are the Users of the Building.

In moving up the Value Axis, it is important to note that one role is supplying a

service to another role and that the Cost to the receiver is the given Price from the

supplier. Such price will be derived more from the bearable market price for that service
at that time and at that location than derived from the Cost of provision of the service pi

overhead and profit etc. of the supplier. Each role will be attempting to maximize its

own profit segment of the Value Axis.

The evaluation of Performance/Cost of the Building by the Designer for the User or

Owner of the project, should take into consideration the whole mesh of interrelationships
between the roles using and supplying the constituents of that Performance/Cost. By so

doing, the Owner, via his Designers, has the opportunity to optimize the Performance and

especially Cost for each project at that time at that location.

Within this context, this can be executed by

(1) making an appropriately patterned search through the available roles requisite for his

already designed project, or

(2) stimulating proposals, (a) coordinated or (b) uncoordinated, from industry which may

propose to supply the Performance he seeks at a cost, which provides him with an acceptable
building.

In situation (1) prior to design presentation to the owner, the designer will have to

evaluate his choices for elements of the building against the skill capacity and costs of

the possible project team roles available in the market place.



In situation (2) (a) if each proposal is coordinated by a role in the industry, the
owner's designer will have to evaluate each for inefficiencies and/or omissions, prior to
contractual acceptance. Usually such ineff iciences are due to the promoting of proprietary
:omponents, which do not optimize the Users Performance, thus reducing the Building Perfor-
nance and in some cases raise his life cycle costs.

In situation (2)(b), if these proposals are uncoordinated e ,g ., separate subsystem bids,
Ihe owner's designer will have to evaluate, then reconcile the overlaps and omissions
rjetween them as well as correct the i nef f i c iences caused by the promoting of suboptimal
proprietary components.

Evaluation of Building Element Choices Using the Value Axis

The chosen materials for the building element must be:
'1 ) at or above the required datum of technological performance

(2.) at or below the stated cost budget

Given that these are achieved, what does each element choice contribute to the

;orrelation and integration of the whole project as a desirable entity? Such evaluation
an be assessed against the opportunity to:

'3) minimize Construction Inefficiency:

(a) by maximizing Modular Coordination to maximize repetition in the construction
process and component manufacture and

(b) by communicating the most efficient construction process to the executant roles
and the construction management roles.

It should be borne in mind that a conceptual efficient construction process is taken as

;:he datum and each choice for each building element is evaluated against that datum. This
facilitates overall efficiency of the construction process.
'4) minimize Project Price (Present Value):

(a) by consideration of the most appropriate project construction team in the market
place for that location at that time for that project
(b) by consideration of the most appropriate contractual arrangements between the

project roles
(c) by consideration of the most appropriate contractual arrangements between the

project team and the owner and
(d ) by maximum use of Modular Coordination to minimize the maintenance costs over the

life cycle of the building e.g., ease of replacement and repair of building components
wh ich wear out

.

,5) maximize Competition Neutralization:

(a) see 4(d) above,
(b) by inclusion of components which have a low operating-cost to capital-cost ratio

and
(c) by neutralization of maximum number of competitive features in the locality and

'6) maximize Competitive Advantage by inclusion of features which are desirable and

jnique in that locality.
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Cone 1 us i on

It is in the building design process that evaluation of performance is at its most
crucial for the overall success of the building project.

By solely considering the technological performance of materials in the evaluation of
buildings it is probable that the best overall building performance is not achieved.

Consideration of solely the technological performance and the budget cost of each
building element may be a correct beginning to such an evaluation but it is not likely to
provide overall User Satisfaction from the whole project.

To attempt to achieve overall User Satisfaction from a building many other factors
have to be taken into consideration.

The factors of the Value Axis point a way in which such further evaluations can be

made and related one to another.
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ARCHITECTURAL ECONOMICS RELATED TO
COMFORT, PRODUCTIVITY AND GLASS

By: John T. Malarky
PPG INDUSTRIES, INC.
One Gateway Center
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222

For many years, the most sophisticated and objective
professionals have believed that thermal and visual "envi-
ronmental factors" can exert a profound influence on the
physical comfort and productivity of building occupants.
Some experienced owners, such as the General Services
Administration, believe that 90 percent of the owners'
total cost in an office building can be charged properly
against people and only about 10 percent against land,
building and debt service. Experienced tenants regularly
pay more money for carefully controlled and selected envi-
ronments.

Glass "environmental factors" such as glass surface
temperature, influence productivity and can be evaluated
in a practical way. For exploratory use and for profes-
sional evaluation and criticism, an empirical people-pro-
ductivity/glass-performance evaluation system is proposed.
This evaluation system illustrates a practical relation-
ship between glass "environmental factors", comfort and
productivity. A comfort-productivity relationship equation
is developed. A practical example illustrates the effect
architectural glass could have on productivity and profits.

II y a longtemps que les professionnels les plus avertis et

les plus objectifs pensent que les facteurs d ' environnement thermique

et visuels d'un batiment peuvent exercer une profonde influence sur

le confort physique et la productivity de ses occupants. Quelques

proprietaires experimentes , tels que 1
' Administration des Services

Generaux, estiment que 90% des frais totaux supportes par le

proprietaire d'un immeuble de bureaux peuvent etre sans erreur mis

au compte des gens, et 10% seulement au compte du site, de la

construction et de l'organisme de prets. Les locataires experimentes^

paient regulierement plus pour un environnement soigneusement controle

et choisi.

Les facteurs d ' environnement du verre influencent la productivite

et peuvent etre Svalues de facon pratique. Un systeme d
1 evaluation

empirique de la performance productivite humaine/surface vitree est

propose a titre de prospection et pour etre soumis a 1' appreciation

et aux critiques des professionnels . Le systeme d' evaluation

illustre un rapport pratique entre les facteurs d' environnement du

verre, le confort et la productivite. On a developpe une equation

du rapport confort/productivite. Un exemple pratique a partir d'un

batiment reel illustre l'effet que le verre architectural pourrait

avoir sur la productivite et les profits.

echanical Engineer
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Key words: Building economics; capital costs; human comfort;
human performance; insulated glass; operating costs; people
costs; single glass.

1. Introduction

Peter Drucker, in his book "Managing for Results", states "Business
results (profits) are obtained by exploiting opportunities" and to reveal
these opportunities "we need to see the hard skeleton, the basic stuff that
is the economic structure"

.

Sophisticated procedures and equipment now used in building design have
enabled in depth studies of architectural economics. Designers and owners
are aware that costs other than initial construction or capital costs have
significant influence on the "total" building profit picture.

r i i
2

Gores, 'stated,- "if you build a million dollar high school, its operations
budget will be about a million dollars every three years. Over a life of 60
years, the cost of the building will be only about 6 percent of the total
cost"

.

Gores continued "To put it another way, when you add two teachers
to the school staff, the salaries and benefits for 30 years equal the "Cost
of a million dollar building. Yet school officials may discuss for five
minutes consequences of adding two teachers, then argue into dawn the expen-
ditures for a building. In short, building costs are chicken feed in the
educational scheme of things".

r 2

1

The GSA's Public Building Service 1 1 report states, "An analysis shows that
the life costs of the system (building) over 40 years are approximately:

92% - cost of people to process information (salaries)

6% - maintenance and operation of facilities

2% - first cost of the building"

The economic structure of costs shows that people expense is a major
part of the dollars that go into total building costs.

Greater potential profit opportunities are revealed only when consid-
ering total building expense which includes capital costs, operating costs
and people costs.

Professional economic consultants, administrative educators and govern-
ment agencies are recognizing "a growing awareness of the interdependence of
productivity and the general well being of employees , fostered by well
designed and aesthetically outstanding facilities".

2. Capital Costs

To illustrate how total building costs relate to one another initially
and after 10 years of operation, consider a 10-story office building.

Fig. 1 shows a 10-story office building with a total initial or capi-
tal cost of 4.5 million dollars. These costs are appropriated to various
services and functions as illustrated. Let's assume the building details
are as follows:

2
Figures in brackets indicate literature reference at end of paper.
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Total Capital Cost - 4.5 million dollars

Total Floor Area - 150,000 sq. ft.

Rentable Floor Area - 105,000 sq. ft. (approximately
70% of total floor area)

.

Number of People
Occupying the Building - 600

Total Glass Area - 30,000 sq. ft. (approximately 50%
of exterior wall)

3. Operating Costs

With these costs distributed as illustrated in Fig. 1, consider the
building as it would look with the operating expense added after ten years
of operation. Based on the 1970 Office Building Experience Exchange Report,
[4] the average annual operating expense for a typical building in 1970 was
approximately $4.00 per sq. ft. of rentable floor area. Multiplying this
expense by the rentable floor area of 105,000 sq. ft., we have an annual
operating expense of 0.42 million dollars. Over a ten year period this
becomes 4.2 million dollars. Thus, as shown in Fig. 2, the percent of total
cost (4.5 + 4.2 = 8.7 million) attributed to operating expense is 4 8.0 and
the percent of total cost attributed to capital cost is 52.0.

EXAMPLE: Effect of Operating Costs on Building Profits

Consider the cost of a high quality exterior wall
with improved thermal insulation relative to a lower
quality wall (reflective insulating glass relative to
clear single glass, perhaps). With the higher quality
wall, there is a 12 percent drop in HVAC*cost, a 2 per-
cent drop in building operating cost and a 10 percent
increase in architectural construction cost. The
effect on overall costs is shown in Table I.

TABLE 1

COST ELEMENT

HVAC

Operating Costs

Architectural

PERCENT CHANGE
IN ELEMENT

-12%

- 2%

+ 10%

OWNING AND
OPERATING FACTOR
FROM FIG. #2

6.3%

30.0%

9.4%

Total Change in Owning and Operating Costs

% CHANGE
IN

COSTS

-0.76%

-0.60%

+0 . 94%

-0.42%

In other words, the improvements in the thermal
insulation as described above will result in 8.7 mil-
lion dollars x 0.42% = $36,500 net savings to the
owner of the building in ten years.

Increased capital expenditures for design improvements in structural,
architectural or more sophisticated mechanical or electrical equipment are
less significant cost-wise when the future operating cost of the overall
ouilding is considered.

* Heating, Ventilating and air conditioning.
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4. People Costs

Now, let's consider how people costs are related to overall building
costs

.

Recall that the number of people occupying this office building will be
600. Assuming that the owner's expected payroll and benefits for 600 employ-
ees average $5 per hour (holidays, medical, social security, etc. - adjusted
for merit and inflationary increases in expenses over a ten year period)

,

the owner has an expense of 63 million dollars.

(600 people x $5 per hour x 2,100/hours per year x ten years =
approximately $63,000,000).

Thus, as illustrated in Fig. 3, the "real" total cost of a building
includes people expense, operating expense and capital costs. A total of
71.7 million dollars is invested by the owner/tenant of the building.

Capital Costs 4.5 million 6 # 3

Operating Costs 4.2 million 5.9

People Costs 63.0 million 87.8

TOTAL 71.7 million 100%

Considering this total picture, improvements in the construction or
during the capital cost stage of a building which positively affect people
expense could generate substantial savings over the life cf the building
for the building owner/tenant . A basic economic analysis is required of
building construction, building operating and building people expense before
real opportunities can be recognized and included during the design stage of
the new office building.

Now that we know where the money goes (or a good portion of it) let's
take a look at people and find out what influences people expense because
"people cost money".

5. People Influence on Building Profit

Researchers and scientists the world over have documented requirements
for a "comfortable environment" for people. The American Society of Heating,
Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers has developed a comfort stan-
dard 55-66 which provides specific conditions required to achieve comfort.
Conditions such as dry bulb temperature ,73 to 77F, relative humidity >20 to
60 percent, air velocity, 45 ft, per minute maximum and 10 ft. per minute
minimum, mean radiant temperature (MRT),70 to 80F. Heating, air condition-
ing, ventilating and system control manufacturers can provide equipment to
achieve these conditions. Now, however, the building owner/tenant may ask;
what does providing this comfort mean to me? What is my return on invest-
ment?

The answer is not yet known. But some indicators are out. Many have
experimented to determine the effect of comfort on human performance. In
1962 Charles Peccalo I5], after three weeks of testing two groups of 44 fourth
grade students, found that the children in an air conditioned environment
displayed greater progress than children in a non-air conditioned environment.
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In rigorously controlled experiments at Kansas State Univers-ity 72
college students, when tested between a temperature range of 62F to 92F,
learned most easily and with minimum error rate at 80F. (Researchers attri-
buted the relatively high optimal temperature to the experiment's timing.
It was conducted in October before the onset of cold weather. Thus the
students had apparently remained adapted to summer weather, physiologically
tuned to higher temperature.)

In tests conducted at the National Swedish Institute for Building
Research [7] on a group of ten year olds, performance declined in language
learning, arithmetic ability, spelling, reading speed and comprehension at
temperatures ranging from 81F to 8 6F.

Industry has long been convinced that controlled comfort environment
improves both office and plant workers efficiency-productivity.

Again, from the building owner/tenant:

"Yes, comfort control is fine. I believe it helps but - how much?
How sensitive are people to degrees of comfort? Isn't it enough that cool
air in summer is provided?"

r g I

R. D. Pepler, of Dunlap and Associates, in a report on a test con-
ducted in Portland, Oregon, on school children, sixth grade through ninth
grade, stated that smaller temperature variations (2F to 3F) affected
academic performance more in air conditioned environment schools than
larger temperature variations (8F to 10F) in non-air conditioned environ-
ment schools.

Hence once a comfortable environment has been established and people
"climatized" to that environment, it is essential to maintain a set condi-
tion to assure maximum productivity.

Thus to the building owner/tenant we suggest two significant steps to
maximize people profit opportunities through improved comfort/productivity.

1. Provide a controlled comfortable environment

2. Maintain minimum variation within this
controlled environment.

How can this be done? How much is it worth?

5.1 Comfort Environmental Effects on Building Profits

Let us consider Item 1. - Provide comfort controlled environment (to

improve productivity.)

[9]
Harry Johnson, suggests a comfortable environment may improve office

worker productivity by 15 percent.

In the comfort sample problem illustrated in Fig. 3, the people cost
represents 87. 8 percent of all building costs for a ten year period or 63
million dollars. If Johnson is on target, the HVAC system (a portion of
building capital costs contributing directly to comfortable environment)
will provide an environment for increased people productivity of 15 percent.
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EXAMPLE: Comfort Improves Productivity

HVAC Portion of Initial Capital Costs is 13% (Fig. 1)
or 13% x 4.5 million = $ 585,000

Investment benefit to owner/tenant after ten years
or 15% x 63 million = 9,450,000

Is it Worthwhile?

Future worth of $585,000 @ 10% interest 1,520,000
Over a period of ten years is $585,000 x 2.6

(Future Worth Factor)

That is - $585,000 invested today at 10% interest
will be worth 1.52 million dollars after
ten years.

Savings to the Owner/Tenant

9,450,000 - 1,520,000= 7,930,000

This represents a sizable difference. However if estimated people benefit
is off by a factor of 5, the equipment is still worthwhile.

5.2 Environmental Variation Effect on Building Profits
(Glass Performance and Effects)

Now consider Item 2 - Maintain minimum variations within a controlled
environment (to improve productivity)

.

Variations within the controlled space can be caused by several factors.
Experts often criticize glass as a culprit causing variations of system con-
trol within the space such as drafts, brightness and cold walls. So, for
convenience, let's consider glass. (Air conditioning controls, insulation,
lighting, and other manufacturers can use this same reasoning when consider-
ing more sophisticated environmental control equipment, devices or materials)

The suggestion that glass thermal and visual performance influences the
productivity of building occupants is generally accepted but few consider
this a practical consideration since experts have been unable to develop a
standard or measure of influence. The experts can help us though all are not
in agreement. How much then can productivity be influenced by glass
performance?

By assuming glass can cause fluctuations within a controlled environ-
ment which influences human comfort which, in turn, influences productivity,
a scale or measure of performance requirements can be established. Glass
characteristics which influence comfort, hence productivity, are color, glass
surface temperature, brightness (light transmission) and energy transmission.
The following is a suggested procedure for determining the effect of glass
performance on productivity or the long-term influence of glass costs on
"real" total building costs.

Unlike the statement by Johnson, no one has suggested a percentage
of improved productivity if insulating glass is used instead of single glass.

Olivieri, [10] suggests a procedure which evaluates air conditioning
systems by calculation of a comfort coefficient. This procedure also can be
used to evaluate the influence of glass. Glass surface temperature is a
major factor when considering occupant comfort. If the glass surface is too
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Id, heat is lost from our bodies by radiation and we become cold. If the
rface is too warm, heat is absorbed by our bodies and we become warm,
ivieri states a comfort coefficient of 75% is the best that can be
hieved considering an office building perimeter of two-thirds single glass
a northern climate and an air conditioning system consisting of overhead

uble duct with perimeter radiation. However, Mr. Olivieri also states "if
change the glass to double or insulated glass... this would give a 95 per-

nt system." Here, then, is a method for rating glass performance and its
fluence on people productivity based on professional observations.

Johnson has stated that the use of air conditioning creating a com-
rtable environment may increase people performance by 15 percent,
ivieri has stated that within the controlled environment the comfort
ting will be improved from 75 percent to 95 percent if insulating glass is
ed rather than single glass. Thus, we can develop the ratio:

Productivity A
" Productivity B
or
= Productivity A x Comfort B

Comfort A
= 15% x'95% = 19%

75%

or Productivity IncreaseJ from single glass to double glass of:

19% - 15% = 4%

Comfort A (single glass)
Comfort B (double glass)

Productivity B

That is, the increase in comfort rating of double glass versus single
pss is proportional to the increase in people performance of double glass
rsus single glass. Thus, assuming Johnson's suggested increase in
3ple productivity of 15 percent is based on the 75 percent rating of single
ass, then a people productivity of 19 percent would be based on a comfort
;ing of 95 percent with insulating glass or a maximum productivity increase
3 to glass of 4 percent.

EXAMPLE: Comfort Environmental Variations on Building Profit

:all the example building described earlier and illustrated in Fig. 3.

;uming a 4 percent people performance improvement when double glass is
ed in place of single glass, we find:

otnote: This assumes that Johnson's suggested increased people
oductivity performance was based on air conditioning and single glass.
this assumption is not valid, we can then assume that Johnson's

ggested 15 percent improved productivity was with air conditioning and
uble glass. A relationship of double and single glass and people produc-
vity could be developed for this case also. However, for this paper, we
11 proceed with the former assumption. Another assumption is that the
uble glass is equivalent to the highest performing glass available on the
nmercial market (low heat gain, warm surfaces in winter, cool in summer,
w light transmission, etc.)
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The building glass area is 30,000 sq. ft. Assuming an
INCREASE of initial glass cost for insulating glass is
$3.40 per sq. ft. or

$3.40 per sq. ft. x 30,000 sq. ft. = $ 102,000

Investment Benefit to Owner/Tenant
Over ten years is 4% x 63 million = 2,520,000

Is it worthwhile?

Future worth of $102,000 @ 10% interest

over a period of ten years is
,

$102,000 x 2.6 (future worth factor) = 265,000

that is, $102,000 invested today @

10% interest will be worth $265,000
after ten years.

Savings to the Owner/Tenant

$2,520,000 - $265,000 = 2,255,000

Other benefits of high performance insulating glass are reduced initial
heating and cooling equipment costs and reduced annual operating costs.
Often these alone can offset the increased cost of the glass. Then, improved
people productivity -i^ 100% savings to the owner/tenant. The comfort bene-
fits of high performance insulating glass can become significant owner/tenant
savings

.

Other relationships with glass products single and double glazed can be
developed with the use of Table II which provides information on one
brand of commercial glasses which fall within the limits of 0 to 4%
improved productivity.

TABLE II

GLASS PERFORMANCE/PEOPLE PRODUCTIVITY RELATIONSHIP

PRODUCTIVITY I
*

SINGLE GLASS INCREASE

1/4-inch Clear 0

1/4-inch Tinted 1.0

1/4-inch Reflective 1.5

INSULATING GLASS

1-inch Clear 2.5

1-inch Tinted 3.0

1-inch Reflective, low performance 3.5

1-inch Reflective, high performance 4.0

*
Assuming a high performance heating, cooling and ventilating system.
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6 . Summary

The National Bureau of Standards' report "Performance Specifications
r Office Buildings" [11] states:

"it is evident that the building cost reductions can
have only limited benefits, while a more thorough
analysis of users needs and ultimately, behavior, is
potentially the more beneficial."

We have shown the potential benefits of occupant comfort.

We have shown studies that indicate comfort has a positive
piluence on occupant productivity.

We have illustrated a technique to establish performance requirements
r architectural glass products to improve occupant comfort.

The challenge now is to provide techniques of evaluating productivity
determine the value achieved through improved comfort. Only then can
ximum profit be realized by the building owner/tenant.
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The Notion of Performance in Building:
Building Requirements

Gerard Blachere
Centre Scientifique et Technique du BStiment (CSTB)

Paris - France

Abuilding is built for a given purpose, i.e. to meet
the requirements of the man for whom the building is built,
the user's requirements. These are related to the whole
building and can be expressed in terms related to man by
numerical figures for the best known requirements such as
physiological and economic ones, and by words in other
cases, i.e. for psychological or sociological needs, rough-
ly speaking.

To meet the users' requirements, a building has to
present a set of physical (including chemical, geometrical,
and mechanical) properties. Various sets of physical proper-
ties may be suitable to meet the same set of requirements.

Generally speaking a building is built of elements,
and elements are made of products (raw materials, semi-
finished products, sections, components)

.

It is possible to relate the properties of a built
element to the properties of the constituent products, by
considering the various physical characteristics and also
the compatibility of adjacent parts.

Some details will be given on the users' physiological,

psycho-sociological and economic requirements at the level

of the whole building; on absolute needs and relative require-

ments; on the variation of requirements in space and time.

Un batiment est construit dans un but determine, c'est a

dire pour satisfaire les exigences de celui pour qui le batiment
est construit, les exigences de 1

' utilisateur . Ces exigences se
rapportent au batiment dans son ensemble et peuvent etre exprimees
en termes relatifs a l'homme par des chiffres pour les exigences
les mieux connues telles que les exigences physiologiques et

economiques et par des mots dans les autres cas , c'est a dire
grosso modo pour les exigences psychologiques et sociologiques

.
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Pour satisfaire les besoins de 1
' utilisateur , un batiment

doit presenter un ensemble de proprietes physiques (ce mot veut
aussi dire ici chimiques

, geometriques et mecaniques) . Plusieurs
ensembles de proprietes physiques peuvent permettre de satisfaire
le meme ensemble d' exigences.

Un batiment est fait d' elements et les elements sont
faits de produits (matiere premiere, produits semi-finis

,

composants)

.

II est possible de determiner les proprietes d'un ouvrage
en considerant les proprietes du produit qui le composent, leurs
diverses caracteristiques physiques et aussi la compatibility
des elements adjacents.

Quelques details seront donnes sur les exigences de
1

' utilisateur au niveau du batiment tout entier, physiologique,
psycho-sociologique

,
economique; exigences absolues et relatives,

variation des exigences dans I'espace et dans le temps.

Key words: Assembly; compatibility of components; physical
properties of a building, of a product; users' requirements.

A building is erected, obviously, to attain a certain objective, to
meet certain needs. These needs are those of the person for whom one builds:
the needs of the user.

It is possible to describe fairly completely what is expected of the
building one is putting up. These needs are in part of a general kind, that
is there are needs common to the family of buildings considered: if it is a

dwelling, there is a set of needs common to dwellings - if it is a hospital,
there are also common needs - if it is a stable or a piggery, there are
common needs ; also if it is a factory for making precise electronic compo-
nents. Then, there is the specific program for each operation from which
arises the particular needs of the particular user.

These needs are not expressed in the physical properties of such and
such a part of the construction, or even of the whole. What one wants to get
when building a dwelling is to have a space within which one has certain
conditions of comfort or safety, which offers certain areas with a certain
articulation between the rooms, where one has the fittings necessary to the
life that one wants to lead in this dwelling. We will come back to this in
another paper in this symposium. It is not a question at this moment of
fixing values of insulation or of strength. What are wanted are temperatures,
sound levels, degrees of safety.
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At the moment, when one proceeds to devise the solution to the problem
et by this statement of the needs of the user, one has to pass from data
elating to man to the physical data of the building and of its parts.

In another symposium paper entitled "what are the natures of perfor -

nee and evaluation for the three levels : building, components, materials?'
ne differences in expression of the needs of the user, of the performance
f the building as a whole, of the physical qualities of the components and
f the properties of the materials , are further developed.

This paper is devoted to what is demanded of the building as a whole,
lat is to say the satisfaction of the user's needs.

A distinction is often made between needs and requirements, or rather
le tries to distinguish between the needs one would like to satisfy if one
id all possible means at command and the more realistic needs which one can
spe actually to meet.

In my opinion, the only thing to consider is the second, it is not
ary useful to consider things that one cannot achieve. The "building
jquirements" are needs that one is going to try to satisfy, and if they
iive already been fixed at a certain level, it is because it is already
town by experience that this can just about be achieved with the economic
id technical means available.

The general needs of man in his dwelling, to take an example, have been
.e subject of a list drawn up by the CIB working commission W 45 which has
ten published in the book of the 5th CIB Congress, in BUILD, and in French
. the Cahiers of the CSTB.

This list is not perfect, but all the same, it is relatively complete.

The requirements of users are divided into four kinds : requirements
„ a physiological kind, those of a psychological kind, those of a socio-
gical kind, and economic requirements.

The aim of the first is to ensure safety in relation to dangerous
enomena such as asphyxia, cold, collapse of the building, and to ensure
mfort in relation to the same phenomena.

The second, which is related to the first, represents the individual
teds which are proper to thinking beings. In talking of them one could
eak of mental hygiene or of mental comfort. Such for example are the
ality of lighting, the dimensions of rooms.

The sociological requirements are that the dwelling should be capable
I suitably sheltering the life of a family, and therefore that it should
itain the number of rooms with the desired dimensions, suitably connected
th one another, and providing all the equipment necessary to all the
iions of a family and of the individuals of which it is made up.
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This is easy to transpose. If we are dealing with a school there are
teaching requirements; if a hospital, there are clinical requirements, etc..

And lastly, the economic requirement which completes the problem is that
of erecting the building and making it work for a given expenditure. We
shall meet here the idea of the final cost which takes account of the initial
outlay, of operating costs, maintenance, replacement, and perhaps even ease
of conversion.

Among these requirements there are absolute requirements which in gener-
al are physiological requirements and relative requirements : these are the
psychological and sociological requirements.

The level of the relative requirements ought to be fixed by a minimum
threshold below which one does not wish to go. On the other hand, the safety
requirements ought to lead to the fixing of margins of safety. Bearing in
mind that the building requirements ought to find expression in obligatory
texts - laws and regulations - these are therefore thresholds for the
relative requirements, and factors of safety, for the absolute or safety
requirements which one ought to find in a regulation of the requirement
or performance type.

It is necessary to consider several levels of quality in the satisfac-
tion of the different needs ? We think that this is a refinement difficult
to achieve. And we ought not to forget that, in each building, the general
requirements are accompanied by a program of special requirements and that
therefore, if one wants to refine, or on the contrary if one wants to go
below the usual limits on any given point, that should be specified in the
special program.

I do not know whether what is dealt with here is what is commonly
understood in the United States under the term building requirements. I hope
so, but in any case I consider that what one asks of a building is that it
should satisfy the user's needs, and that it is not possible to write down
the building requirements in a suitable and correct way except by considering
the user's requirements. If in fact it is accepted that the building require-

ments are expressed in terms of the physical qualities of the construction,
that would mean that one had made an a priori choice of a type of construction
In reality, to meet a given set of user's requirements there are many differ-

ent possible buildings. The very spirit of the performance concept, we would
say in French the "esprit exigentiel", is to give equal chances to all solu-
tions. For that it is absolutely indispensable not to express what one expects
from the building as a whole otherwise than in terms of the user, that is,

what the building is going to do for the man, or for what will be put in it,

and not in terms of the physical properties of the building.
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What are the Natures of Performance and Evaluation
for the Three Levels : Building, Components, Materials

Gerard Blachere
Centre Scientifique et Technique du B&timent (CSTB)

Paris - France

For a whole building what is required is the satisfac-
tion of the users' requirements. For example for a dwelling
the requirements are temperature, noise level, illumination
level, air purity level, convenience of internal space, con-
venient relationship between the various rooms and an adequa-
te view from the inside, etc...

The means of evaluation are the sciences which relate
the physical properties of the building to the effect on the
inhabitants, or reference to a long and satisfactory use of
some techniques or direct proof by the real occupation of the
building by users and the observations of the latter.

What is needed for components is that they possess the
physical properties which enable the built elements to play
their correct part in the building as a whole.

These properties are expressed in scientific terms, i.e.,

by reference to physical characteristics measured by any
methods, in terms of technological indexes based on long
experience or on tradition, or in terms of physical require-
ments. There is also the important problem of durability (cf.

the paper on Agrement).

As for raw materials, it is not possible to have require-

-ments of any sort by performance or otherwise, because there
is no defined link between materials and a building. We can

only judge a material + its shape, i.e., roughly speaking, a

component.

Ce qui est exige de l'ensemble d'un batiment c'est la
satisfaction des exigences de 1

' utilisateur . Par exemple, pour
un logement, les exigences sont: la temperature, le niveau du
bruit, le niveau d'eclairage, le niveau de purete de l'air, la
convenance de 1' exposition interieure, etc...
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Les moyens d' evaluation sont les sciences qui permettent
de prevoir, a partir des proprietes physiques du batiment,
l'effet produit sur les occupants, ou la reference a un long et
satisfaisant usage d'une solution determinee, ou la preuve directe
par enquete falte sur les occupants d'un immeuble.

Ce qui est demande des composants , c'est qu'ils possedent
les qualites physiques qui permettent aux ouvrages de jouer
correctement leur role dans 1' ensemble du batiment.

Ces proprietes sont exprimees en termes scientif iques

,

c'est a dire l'indication de leurs caracteres physiques qui sont
mesures par n'importe quelle methode valable, en termes de va-leurs

d' index technologiques , basees sur la longue experience ou sur la

tradition, ou bien encore en termes d'experience directe. Le
probleme de la durabilite se pose alors (voir le rapport sur
1

1 agrement)

.

Pour ce qui est des materiaux, il n'est pas possible
d'exprimer des exigences d'aucune sorte par le moyen des

performances ou autrement, puisqu'il n'y a pas de relation
precise entre un materiau et un batiment. Nous pouvons
seulement juger l'ensemble d'un materiau et de son elaboration,
c'est a dire a peu pres un composant.

Keywords : Ap-rement ; buildinf components: durability; materials;
performance; tests.

This paper is a sequel to the paper in this symposium on Building require
-ments. It sets out from the same considerations :

I. The construction as a whole

The problem that we are trying to solve is posed in terms of user's
requirements, of what one should obtain from the building as a whole; that is

that the requirements applying to the whole of the building will include, for
example, a certain internal temperature and hygrometric condition, a sound
level, a level of illuminance, a level of air purity, the suitability of the
internal space, the suitability of the arrangement of the dwelling, an ade-
quate view from the inside to the outside, etc..., and also a limited final
cost.

The evaluation of the level of satisfaction of the user's requirements
is carried out by comparing the result obtained with what was demanded. In
some matters this is easy since it is a question of measurable quantities :

there is nothing difficult in comparing the sound level inside the premises
with what was asked for. It is not difficult to measure illuminance. It is
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: difficult to measure temperatures. Nor is it difficult to establish
;ther the construction has cost more than was specified or to establish
it the operating costs, that is the expenses for heating, lighting, and
-er, are greater than the sums allocated.

On these points it is possible not only to check the results once con-
duction is finished,but also, by means of calculation, to forecast from the
m, to a sufficient approximation, the magnitudes of temperature, noise
I energy consumption. The designer therefore has the means of checking in
; course of his study whether the scheme he is designing, is in fact the
;wer to the requirements.

On the other hand, in the psychological and sociological domains, things
: not so easy. It is true that when the building is finished one can find
: by enquiry from the users of the building whether one has succeeded in
ring them what they were hoping for, although one does not often do it.

sh enquiries are long and costly, and their results are always marked by
ie uncertainty. But, what is more embarrassing, is that we do not really
•w how to judge the quality at the design stage, and this derives from
: low level of our knowledge in the fields of the human sciences applied to

Iding. This means that, apart from the empirical reproduction of solutions
t have already more or less given satisfaction, we have to proceed in the
k. To put it another way, new solutions, if they are really new, should be
d with caution and be subject first of all to experimentation on suitable
pies before being applied generally. This is in contrast to that in the
Id of physics where our scientific level allows us to forecast the results
solutions that are frankly new.

To be able to evaluate a design as a whole, it is not necessary that all
details should have been settled. It is sufficient that the overall

ent of the design, which we call the "synopsis" of construction, should
ie been determined and the manner in which the various built elements which
e up the construction are going to contribute to the satisfaction of the
uirements should be known. By built elements we understand the main parts
the building such as foundations, external walls, load-bearing structure,
j|titions, and the various kinds of fittings. It is sufficient to have
ermined the overall physical or geometrical qualities, (I am taking physi-
in the widest sense, that of actual material, )to be able to evaluate the
oonse of the building.

2. The built elements and the components

This overall orientation of the design, this "synopsis", will be given
srial form by the components entering into the construction of the built
aents; cladding panels, partition panels, windows, prefabricated bathrooms,
is, boilers, etc...

What we need to know is whether the assembly of the components which
i up an element has the desired qualities so that the built element itself
have the desired qualities. For example, according to the "synopsis", the

;rnal surfaces element ought to confer to the building an overall thermal
: of a certain value: 1.2 kcal/ hr - °C - m3.
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This external surfaces element will be composed of a roof and of clad-
ding components: some transparent, the windows; others opaque, the solid
panels or the gable ends. Therefore, these components ought to have insulati
coefficients such that in sum the loss from the external surfaces is what
was counted on- Moreover it must not be forgotten that there are joints be-
tween these components and that from the heat loss point of view, these join
can play a part, either because they are thermal weak points, or because
there would be leakages which would increase the rate of air change.

A first point therefore : a component is not evaluated in the absolute.
It is evaluated in relation to the part it will be called upon to play in
the constitution of a building element, the qualities of this built element
depending on the "synopsis" or overall intent that has been made.

3. Components properties

The components are evaluated in consideration of their required proper-
ties. They are of various kinds :

- Material properties, measurable quantities such as sound insulations,
thermal resistances, reflection coefficients, mechanical strengths.

- Qualities or quantities that can be described only, characterized by
indices or subjective judgements on material qualities, as for exam-
ple : quality of appearance which one might try to express in physica
terms, but which it is more practical and more usual to express in
common terms

.

- And lastly durability which is a quality that is required of each
component and which therefore arises with each of them, but which
poses special problems of assessment.

To summarize, the components are assessed according to the way in which
a certain number of their physical or material properties correspond to what
is expected of them if they are to play their part in the built element as a

whole, which in turn will play a fixed part in the general construction as

designed in the "synopsis".

4. Determination of components' qualities.

The determination of the qualities of the components can be carried out

- by measurement of defined quantities,

- by identification of technological indexes by means of tests which
are standardized but more or less arbitrary,

- by observation of behaviour in practical conditions (that is to say
in buildings) ; or in the laboratory, by tests in semi -practical
conditions, where one tries to reproduce natural conditions, although
at the cost of a certain degree of standardization.
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It is these semi -practical tests which are correctly described as per-
rmance tests.

5. Difficulties of definition and assessment of durability

The causes of lack of durability are essentially :

- excessive forces due to applied loads,

- excessive forces resulting from differential movements of adjacent
components, movement due to the components themselves or caused by
climatic variations ,

- destruction of the material itself by solution, corrosion, photo
chemical reaction. .

.

The first two causes can be more or less controlled and their effects
^dieted although the building industry often does not pay enough atten-
m to them. On the other hand the disintegration of matter by corrosion
aging is generally impossible to predict for new materials, all the more
because in a general way chemists do not much concern themselves with a

•ability of the magnitude required by the building industry. The durabil-
we need is measured on the scale of dozens of years; ten years is the

limum, and most of our usual materials last 30 to 50 years, components
.ch would last for a lesser time ought also to be much cheaper. Everybody
.'ws that it is not easy to find materials cheaper than concrete, steel,
1 even timber.

An assessment of the durability of the component parts of a building
I therefore of the building as a whole, should be sought first of all by
:ing the maximum use of the scientific knowledge we possess. However,
:n dealing with new materials, there will remain a gap so longas these
.erials are sufficiently unknown to be called new. it is this gap that
seek to fill by means of agrement , that is to say by a judgement of
artial experts in the light of all that can be gathered from measurements

,

hnological tests, "tortures" (that is to say tests that do not correspond
actual use but which may be indicative of the behaviour of the material)

,

. from examples of actual use.

A paper in this Symposium is devoted to agrement : "Technical evalua-
n of components : agrement".

i 6. Sections and materials

The components themselves are manufactured from sections and from
erials. We propose to consider that the difference between a component
a building and the sections and materials is that the component has one
more well-defined uses in building, while one does not know a priori
t the section or material will be used for.

I
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Thus a cladding panel is a component, but so also is a flooring tile and
also a jointing mastic, while a plank of wood, cement or a glue are sections.

The distinction is important because I am going to maintain that it is
not possible to evaluate a material if we do not know what its exact use
will be: I am saying that it must be evaluated in relation to a defined use
in building. Very precise specifications for a material can be given, in a

standard for example, and it can be said whether the material does or does
not conform to the standard. But it is impossible to know whether this
material, whether or not it meets the standard, is suitable for the manufac-
ture of a given component or structural part unless this component and this
structural part are known.

To take a common example, a glue that is perfectly suitable for use in
a dry atmosphere can be disastrous when used to bond an external cladding.
If I specify the use of the material and say glue for external cladding,
then I can assess its quality. In reality this glue will be included in the
assessment of the structural part "bonded external cladding".

Materials do not therefore have to be evaluated in the absolute.

7. Levels of requirements and evaluation

It will be seen that there are two useful levels of requirements and
of evaluation :

- that of the whole building

- that of the components

. Requirements = User's request,

. Evaluation = measurement, calculation
observation.

. Requirements = Physical properties,

. Evaluation = Measurements and calcu-
lations

- technological index
- Natural tests and
performance tests

- Agrement.

Materials cannot be considered except in relation to a definite use in
building, and then they become in a way components.
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Techniques For Developing
Performance Specifications

For Buildings

Mi chael Bri 1
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School of Architecture and
Environmental Design

BOSTI (Buffalo Organization
For Social and Technological

Innovation, Incorporated

A tested technique is offered, which can serve as

a generating model for performance specifications
for any building type. The technique recognizes the
primacy of the user's needs as the generator of infor-
mation, while acknowledging that manufacturer's infor-
mation requirements must be formatted in different
terms. A matrix is used as a display device to show
the set of all possible environmental characteristics
for all possible subsystems.

The environmental characteristic' headings are:
Conditioned air, 1 1 1 un i na ti on , Acoustics, Stability,
Durability, Reliability, Safety, Activity support,
Maintainability, Esthetics, Waste management, Potable
water, Food handling, Communication, Accessibility.

The Building subsystems whose performances must
satisfy these requirements are: Structure, HVAC,
Finished floor, Finished ceiling, Luminaires, Space
dividers, Exterior walls, Plumbing Utilities, Sanitary
fixtures, Food services, Cleaning systems, Energy source,
Energy systems, Transportation systems, Roofs, Windows,
Doors, Security systems, Sealant systems, Communication
systems, Materials handling, Waste removal.

Each intercept is examined for interaction betweem
demand (the user's needs) and supply (the capability
of the subsystem to respond to, or alter the demand).
Where an intercept is seen as interactive, three
kinds of information are generated -- a Requirement
which is a prose statement of the specific need,
Criteria , some measure of the acceptable range of solu-
tion, and Test Method , the mechanism whereby surety
of performance is guaranteed. A method of correlating
Requirements, Criteria, and Test Methods into perfor-
mance specifications by subsystem is described.

This technique attempt to deal with physiological
requirements only and some discussion is presented
for its applicability to psychological and sociological
requirements

.

Chairman, Graduate Program and President, respectively.
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On propose une technique controlee qui peut servir de
prototype pour les specifications de performance de n'importe
quel batiment. La technique admet la primaute des besoins de
l'usager corame source d ' information tout en reconnaissant que
les exigences d ' information des fabriquants doivent etre
formulees en termes differents. On se sert d'une matrice pour
mettre en evidence toutes les exigences possibles pour tous les
sous-systemes possibles. On definit 1' environnement selon:
Climatisation, Eclairage, Acoustique, Stabilite,Durabilite,
Fiabilite, Securite, Support d'activite, Entretien, Esthetique,
Assainissement , Eau potable, Manipulation de nourriture,
Communication, Acces.

Les systemes de construction dont la performance doit satisfaire
ces exigences se rapportent a: Structure, Chauffage et climatisation,
Reseaux divers (eau, gaz, electricite) , Revetements de plancher,
Revetements de plafond, Luminaires, Murs de refend et cloisons, Murs
exterieurs

,
Tuyauterie, Equipement sanitaire, Services d ' alimentation,

Systemes de nettoyage, Source d'energie, Systemes energetiques

,

Systemes de transport, Toits , Fenetres
,
Portes, Systemes de securite,

Systemes de joints, Systemes de communication, Manipulation de
materiaux, Systemes d ' assainissement

.

On examine chaque division en regard de 1
' interaction entre la

demande( les besoins de l'usager) et 1' offre (la capacite du sous-
systeme de satisfaire ou de changer la demande) . Si une division
revele une action reciproque, 3 sortes d 1 information sont livrees

:

— une exigence , qui est une declaration verbale du besoin specifique;
des criteres , soit une determination de la gamme des solutions
acceptables; et une methode d'essai, soit le mecanisme qui garantit
une surete de performance. Une methode de correlation des exigences,
criteres et methodes d'essai en specifications de performance par
sous-systemes est decrite.

Cette technique se limite aux exigences physiologiques et une
l'on tente d' examiner son application possible aux exigences
psychologiques et sociologiques

.

Key words: Environmental characteristics; performance; Performance
specifications

.

1. Definitions and Examples

Performance specifications state in precise terms the characteristics
desired by users of a product's or system's performance without regard to

the specific means to be employed in achieving the results. Such specifica-
tions have recently come into use as mechanisms for procuring building sub-
systems and evaluating their performance.
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Performance specifications do not describe dimensions, materials,
nishes, methods of manufacture -- they describe the performance attributes

I building subsystems as required by someone -- that "someone" should be
le user/consumer. They delegate responsibility for the actual design
I selection of the product or system to someone other than the Architect
r Specification Writer -- that "someone" is normally the system manufacturer
ti d his design staff.

In normal use, traditional, or "prescriptive" specifications are a

iy of assuring that what is procured will be identical to some "model"
rich has given satisfactory performance in the past. Prescriptive specifi-
ktions often prescribe the materials of which the object is to be made,
ae dimensions it must have, the finishes and the shapes, how it shall
; installed, and in many cases who shall make it.

For example, in specifying a 10" brick cavity wall with running bond,
; will accept as a solution only a 10" brick cavity wall with running bond,
it we have selected that specification, whether we know it or not, on a >

;rf ormance basis. We wish a wall which has the following characteristics:

stability against lateral and vertical forces
sound attenuation and other acoustic qualities
thermal insulation
col or and texture
surface imperviousness to weather

We have found, in the past, that a certain solution (a brick wall)
11 do this specific job and when we are faced with the same problem, we
-aw on our experience and select that solution again. And yet, we are
•ally seeking a certain level of performance. EVERY CONVENTIONAL MATERIAL
*ECIFICATI0N IS BASED ON AN IMPLICIT PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION. Prescrip-
ve specifications are only a convenience. They are also a constraint to
movation, in that only a very narrow range of solutions to any one problem
t acceptable at any given time, even though many solutions are available
n'ch would give equal (or better) performance. Therefore we have developed
i aid to this process, and that aid is the Performance Specification.

As a specific example of a (part of a) performance specification, let
cite the Public Buildings Service Performance Specification for Federal

:fice Buildings (National Bureau of Standards 1970):

"control air motion: this sub-system in use shall distri-
bute air to the space such that air motion in the Occupied
Zone shall be no less than 20 FPM nor more than 50 FPM.
(Occupied Zone: all space from the finished floor to 78"

above the finished floor excepting spaces closer than 2"

to a Partition.) To be tested by field measurement of
system prototype."

Note the structure of this statement: A user requi rement ("control

r motion") cri teri a (how much and where) and a test method (in this case,

ototype testing in the field). These are the essential elements of the

rformance specification for the physical system -- if any portion is miss-

g, it is not possible to use it as a procurement document.
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2. The Uses of Performance Specifications

There are five important reasons for the development and applicat.on
of performance specifications in the building industry.

2.1 The Voice of the User

We build all our buildings to satisfy the needs of the people who use
them. Yet they are often unrepresented in the decision processes which
affect how buildings are built and how they are to perform. Building today
is a complex and fragmented process and much valuable information about user
needs is lost, misplaced, or never generated to begin with. Performance
Specifications, based on User Needs, are a way of retaining and amplifying
"the voice of the user" in this complex building process. Where the specific
needs of users are translated into performance terms and become the basis
for procurement, there is an implicit guarantee that the user will be satis-
fied with the environments resulting from this process.

2.2 Information-Rich Procedures

Because the use of Performance Specifications relegates the responsibi-
lity for design decisions to points farther down in the building process,
closer to the "output" end, it permits these design decisions to be made
when more information is available to the designer -- the longer you can
hold off making these decisions, the more you will know about the context
of demands in which they will be made. Therefore, you are richer in infor-
mation at the decision point.

2.3 Spur to Innovation

By avoiding the prescription of what a solution must be (the normal
prescriptive specification), but rather describing what performance any solu-
tion must yield, the way is paved for innovation. By permitting any solution
which meets the performance required, the building industry is permitted to
explore alternative solutions to those now seen as "models".

2.4 Increased Cost-Effectiveness

By permitting innovation, performance procurement may result in innova-
tions which reduce first costs and/or life costs. Performance information
makes it possible for industry to bring the costs of their products within
the demand capability of the market by focussing on the basic performance
characteristics of such products, rather than less relevant information.

2.5 Formal Evaluation and Feedback

By stating the desired performance explicitly in terms of criteria and
test methods we are able to have (for the first time) a precise brief or
program against which evaluations can be made. Since all design assumptions
are in the form of Requirements, Criteria and Test Methods we are able to
examine the building in use to evaluate the correctness of these assumptions.
This forms the necessary information base for a system of formal evaluation
and feedback, both now missing from the building industry.
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3. The Development of Performance Specifications

Performance Specifications are a function of the uses of the building --

ie goals and objectives for which it is being built. The development of
srformance Specifications may take place at four levels of application:

OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES ENVIRONMENTAL
CHARACTERISTICS

HARDWARE
SOLUTIONS

The goals or Objectives of the building to be designed are described,
ach Objective probably requires a set of Activities to be performed by men/
qu

i
pment/ envi ronments to achieve this Objective. Each Activity requires

hat some desired Environmental Characteristics be present to enable the
ctivity to be performed. Each Environmental Characteristic is supplied and
3ntrolled by some Hardware Solution .

For each step in this process, we must be able to measure the phenomena
i some useful way in order to describe it, and to transfer useful information
d the next level

.

In specifying Hardware Solutions , we use as measures concepts like
ize, shape and materials and we accept only that solution which embodies
ie specified characteristics. A specification example would be a 1 i g h t i n g

i xtu re , and is the traditional specification method.

In specifying Environmental Characteristics , we use as measures concepts
ike illumination, stability, and air quality, and we accept those solutions
nich exhibit the performance desired. We are specifying the performance
nich hardware must generate. A specification example would be lumens per
quare foot , or reflectivity of surfaces and these are the basis for Perfor-
ance Specifications at present.

In specifying Activities , we use as measures concepts like amount of
ser-error permitted, or visual distraction, and we accept those solutions
nich will permit the USER to achieve his desired level of performance at
nat activity. A specification example would be percent of error in scanning
i a 1

s

and is relatively unused as a specification procedure other than in
ewer Human Factors work. This method specifies the Performance of the User .

In specifying Ob jecti ves , we would like to use as measures concepts
jike Productivity, Happiness and Personnel Stability and»would accept those
olutions which lead to the achievement of these objectives. A specification
xample would be comfort, privacy, communality . This procedure is, as far
s we can ascertain, not used at all at present because of the lack of units
f measure.

The concept of Environmental Characteristics is currently the useful
ne. While implying specific Objectives and Activities, Environmental

I am indebted to Dr. Thomas Markus at the University of Strathclyde
in Scotland for his insights into these issues.
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Characteristics are the characteristics which the environment must supply in
order for the human user to perform the Activity. These are a 1 way

s

in per-
formance terms.

For example, if we were designing a space which contains reading and
writing as its primary activities (perhaps a library reading room), one of
the critical Environmental Characteristics is adequate illumination. Notice
we are not saying we need lighting fixtures, but illumination. There are
many solutions to the need for illumination, which includes lighting fixtures
as well as windows, illuminated texts, candles, or some unknown device.
Al 1 are acceptable as long as the desired Environmental Characteristic is
supplied.

4 . Levels of Application

Let us try to describe how the notion of Hardware, Environmental Char-
acteristics, Activities and Objectives are applied, or might be applied
and some problems of application.

4.1 Performance Specifications for Hardware Solutions

It is possible to develop Performance Specifications for hardware solu-
tions. They are not usually user-based, but based upon the known capability
of manufacturers to produce hardware with specific capabilities. The most
common use is the Product Standard whereby standards of performance and
also size, joinery, shape, finish and other prescriptive criteria are used
to set the standard for an industry's products. The present products' per-
formances are abstracted, codified and standardized. It is essentially
a "dead-end" process in terms of innovation, because the model for perfor-
mance is not some need but some existing solution.

4.2 Performance Specifications for Environmental Characteristics

These are normally based on users needs (objectives leading to activi-
ties leading to the environmental characteristics needed by the user) and
form the bulk of performance based procurement in the past decade. Schools
have been procured in the states of California, Florida, Georgia, Indiana
and in Toronto and Montreal in Canada. Federal Office Buildings will be
procured in at least three cities on this basis.

There have been a number of different Performance Specifications devel-
oped for Environmental Characteristics, but all have been organized by
building subsystems . This has been the case since 1963, when the SCSD Per-
formance Specification was organized into 4 subsystems categories of Struc-
ture/Heating, Ventilating and Cool i ng/L i gh ti ng-Cei 1 i ng/ I nteri or Partitions.
The SEF Performance Specification in Toronto has fragmented the specifica-
tion into 10 categories but its general organization is by building sub-
sys terns

.

The procedure^ used in developing performance specifications has been
as f o 1 1 ows

:

a. A set of Environmental Characteristics is described. These
are essentially based on our experience (gathered direct from

This procedure was developed by the author while at the National
Bureau of Standards and it is believed to have been (either explicit-
ly or implicitly) the procedure used for all user based performance
speci fi cat ions

.
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users or from experts) with the basic needs of users for many
building types.

b. A set of Building Subsystems is described. These are essen-
tially based on our experience with the functioning of build-
ings.

c. The Environmental Characteristics are mapped against the
Building Subsystems in a Matrix . (A matrix of Environmental
Characteristics and Building Subsystems developed by our re-
search group is appended.)

d. Information is developed for each intercept in the'matrix
which describes the response which each subsystem must have
to the desired Environmental Characteristic. Each intercept
contains the three kinds of information necessary to under-
stand, measure and test the presence of the Environmental
Characteristic -- Requirements, Criteria and Tests.

e. The subsystems portion of the Performance Specification is then
organized "vertically" -- that is, by subsystem -- under such
headings as "Space Dividers", "Security Systems", "Structure",
etc. It is clear, then, that the performance information is
devel oped "horizontally" for each Environmental Characteristic
but organized as a procurement document by Building Subsystems.

f. The steps from 1 to 5 are for developing the Performance Spec-
ifications for the total system and subsystems. It is not
yet a complete document. The complete Performance Specifica-
tion for design and procurement must contain at least the .

f ol 1 owi ng :

1. ) Information for bidders/a general description of
bidding procedures, technology, expectations, phas-
ing, pre-bid conferences, schedules,

2. ) General Conditions for both Subsystem Development
and Construction Requirements,

3. ) Performance Specifications for total System and
Subsystems , and

4. )
Bidding or Pricing information.

Although this is a procedure now widely used, there remain several
roblems with developing performance specifications:

a. By using known subsystems as the method of organizing the spec-
ification, we tend to preclude some very basic innovations.
A clear example would be for the Activity of bathing and the
(normally) attendant Subsystems of plumbing and sanitary fix-
tures. Both Buckminster Fuller and John Eberhard have demon-
strated the feasibility of waterless bathing -- one using
a fine mist under pressure and the other using a spray of fine
talcum powder. Although neither has been produced, a true
performance specification would permit them. Yet all our pre-

sent performance specifications assume that cleaning the body
uses water, plumbing and sanitary fixtures.

b. Performance Specifications deal primarily with the physiolog-
ical requirements of man. Few, if any, incorporate informa-
tion about man's sociological and psychological requirements.
The ability to do so, and thus, the solution to this problem,
rests with the behavioral sciences. But so far they have not
produced information of suf f i ci ent .expl i ci tness to be used
in Performance Specifications.
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c. Performance specifications have not been organized b'y Activi-
ty -- yet we only experience environmental constraints while
performing specific Activities necessary to achieve Objec-
tives -- and, probably do not take into account all of the
Activities to which a space must respond with support in the
form of appropriate Environmental Characteristics.

4.3 Performance Specifications for Activities

Some of the problems discussed previously may be solved if Performance
Specifications are developed for Activities rather than Subsystems. The
organizing principle would be to focus on the Activity, for example, of
"sleeping" instead of the subsystems which comprise "Bedrooms".

While this notion is far from fully formed, an obvious problem emerges.
The building industry is still entirely hardware oriented and could not
respond with ease (if at all) to such an organizing principle for a pro-
curement mechanism. Fundamental changes in roles, responsibilities and re-
search would be a necessary prerequisite to such a sophisticated development.

4.4 Performance Specifications for Objectives

The only analogy to such a performance specification is the Planning,
Programming, Budgeting Systems (PPBS) used to monitor large s cal e. Govern-
mental Programs. We do not see such a technology transfer into Performance
Specifications in this decade.

Since it appears that the last 2 levels of Performance Specifications
will not be developed in the near future, in what directions will the state-
of-the-art of Performance Specifications move? We would like to offer some
speculations and suggestions. For clarity, let us offer certain def i niti ons
before the speculations and suggestions:

A FIRST-GENERATION PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION is one which develops,
elicits or assembles information from users or for users in terms
of their performance needs in buildings. It organizes this infor-
mation in such a way so it may be used as a procurement document
to which industry may respond.

A BUILDING SYSTEM is a kit of building parts with sets of rules
for their assembly into total operating systems to yield some de-
sired level of performance for some specified time period.

A FIRST-GENERATION BUILDING SYSTEM is a building system which is

the first response to a performance specification. It normally
involves research and development of a substantial nature by the
manufacturers involved.

A SECOND-GENERATION BUILDING SYSTEM is a first generation building
system which, through successful application elsewhere, is reused
for other projects as is, or slightly modified. It becomes an
"off-the-shelf" building system. Fully open systems, developed
through first generation performance specifications (like SEF in
Toronto), have high promise as second generation systems.

Our suggestion and speculation is that we may now be ready for

SECOND- GENERATION PERFOR MA N

C

E SPECIFICATIONS

which might be used to procure:
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(A) THIRD-GENERATION BUILDING SYSTEMS

nd/or:

(B) FIRST-GENERATION INFRASTRUCTURE SYSTEMS

To procure (A) third-generation building systems , a second-generation
erformance specification might have some of the following qualities:

a. Attempts to procure substantively higher levels of performance.
This implies a research and analysis emphasis on the user's
psychological and social needs.

b. Attempts to further develop "vertical open systems" -- by this
we mean an open system for a specific building type (like
Toronto's SEF matrix bid and compatible subsystems).

c. Attempts to develop "horizontal open systems" -- by this we
mean open systems which cut across ma ny building types.

d. Attempts to procure satisfactory cost performance over time
by development of first cost/life cost bidding formulas.

e. Attempts to use units of bid which are themselves performance
oriented, rather than "thing" oriented.

To procure (B) first-generationinfrastructure systems , a performance
:eci f i cati on would concern itself with the ecol ogy of buildings or groups
; buildings. It would attempt to procure performance-oriented, ecologically
)und

a. waste management systems
b. total energy systems for energy management
c. water supply and waste systems
d. anti -pol 1 uti on systems

In conclusion, we intend this description of present and possible future
ocedures for developing Performance Specifications to be an attempt to
ganize some state-of-the-art thinking to enable research in this complex
t extremely worthwhile area to continue, to grow and to include some new
sues critical to the way we think about, design and procure our physical
vi ronments

.
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Consistent Basis for Functional
and Ultimate Criteria

R. N. Wright and A. H.-S. Ang'

Objectives in the process of building include mini-
mization of cost as well as performance in meeting func-
tional requirements and safety with respect to property
loss or personal injury. The performance concept contri-
butes to these objectives by expressing performance
requirements in a manner allowing fair competition among
available solution schemes. This paper discusses the
formulation of functional and ultimate criteria for struc-
tural performance using rational consideration of uncer-
tainties in the information available for decision making.

Functional requirements define limit states of ser-
viceability which are independent of solution scheme.
Requirements for safety, however, relate to ultimate limit
states which differ in mechanisms and consequences for
different structural schemes. This paper shows that per-
formance requirements for safety can be expressed in a

scheme-independent manner by accounting for the scheme-
dependence of ultimate limit states with reliability-based
criteria

.

Total performance is described by the expected loss
which includes expected initial costs and probable costs
of occurrence of functional and ultimate limit states.
This formulation guides the expression of performance
requirements in ultimate limit states as s cheme- independent
prescriptions of required reliability. Both statistically
defined and statistically undefined uncertainties are
accounted for. The fail-safe concept provides very high
reliability against catastrophic ultimate limit states.

phief, Structures Section, Building Research Division, Institute for
Vpplied Technology, National Bureau of Standards.

f Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.'rofessor of Civil Engineering, University o
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Les objectifs dans la construction comprennent le degre
de satisfaction des exigences fonctionnelles et de securite par
rapport aux pertes de propriete et de vie aussi bien que par
rapport a la minimisation du cout. L'objectif de la notion de
performance consiste a exprimer les exigences afin de permettre
la selection de la meilleure des solutions possibles. Cette
communication discute la formulation de criteres fonctionnels
et ultimes tenant compte au moment de la decision des incertitudes
dans 1

' information disponible.

L'etat fonctionnel et l'etat limite extreme doivent etre tous
deux consideres. A partir de la perte previsible, les etats
fonctionnels limites impliquent des couts de dommages independants
du schema general et peuvent etre forumules directement selon des
criteres de performance alors que les limitations ultimes reclament
des criteres qui soient specif iquement adaptes a ce schema. Les
formulations excluant l'echec sont essentielles afin de reduire
les pertes resultant d' etats limites catastrophiques

.

Les criteres fonctionnels et ultimes peuvent etre formules
a partir d'un risque ou d'une mesure de fiabilite. Ceci est
necessaire pour determiner les pertes attendues et fournir en

outre une base consequente et logique pour l
1 evaluation des facteurs

incertains et de leurs effets sur la conception. Ainsi la performance
requise est exprimee comme etant une prescription d' exigences de
fiabilite independantes du schema general pour les etats limites
ultimes

.

Key words: Building criteria; design; optimization;
reliability; safety; serviceability; structures.

1 . Introduction

Structural design is a process involving the conception of the solution
scheme and the determination of proportions which assure serviceability and
safety. The objective of the design process is to achieve an optimal design
with consideration of: function in the intended service, salvage at the end
of useful life, and costs for design, initial construction, operation, main-
tenance, and failures. Designers normally consider all these aspects, for-
mally or informally, in their decision making process. However, the ability
to achieve optimal proportions for one particular scheme, or to determine
which is preferable among two or more competitive schemes, requires the
expression of different costs and values in comparable terms for tradeoffs
of qualities.

The objective of the PERFORMANCE CONCEPT is to express desired quali-
ties in a manner independent of solution scheme. This assists in identifi-
cation of the best scheme among those offered and allows innovative solution
schemes to be compared rationally with those of well-established technology.
This paper discusses approaches to the formulation of performance criteria
for structural serviceability and safety. The treatment of serviceability
and safety requirements in formal structural optimization is a related prob-
lem area. Both s t at is t ic al ly -de f ine d objective uncertainties, and
statistically-undefined subjective uncertainties are accounted for in the
procedures suggested for formulation of performance criteria.
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A limit state denotes incipient unsatisfactory behavior in a specific
node, such as disturbing floor vibrations or punching shear in a slab around

column. The development and the advantages of the concept of limit states
are reviewed by Allen [1]3. a criterion which expresses a desired quality
nay apply to more than one limit state. However, it is important that each
applicable limit state be considered explicitly in design or review of a

lesign. Explicit consideration assures that the actual behavior of the
structure receives attention and helps to avoid dangerous or wasteful misin-
:erpretations of criteria. For example, the criterion F a <.6F V ,

holding
ensile stress to six-tenths yield stress, should be considered a criterion
or the limit state of yield in tension. It should not be used alone for
ensile stress in members composed of metal with a ratio near to one of
ensile to yield strength because it would not provide adequate safety with
espect to rupture. If limit states of yield and rupture are viewed sepa-
ately neither is likely to be overlooked. Similarly, a criterion intended
prevent plaster cracking might be considered a criterion for floor deflec-

ion and may permit uncomfortable vibrations of novel structural systems.

Functional limit states describe unserviceable behavior which does not
nvolve degradation of the quality of the structure. For instance, exces-
jive sound transmittal through a wall means that the occupants of one side
re occasionally disturbed by activities on the other. However, the ability
f the wall to attenuate sound or to perform any other function is not
ltered by the occurrence of this limit state. Performance criteria can be
elated directly to functional limit states. In terms used by Eberhard [2],
he performance criterion expresses the desired attribute which is itself a

irect expression of the functional limit state. The present paper treats
bjective and subjective uncertainties in the driving effect (loading) and
he resistance in expressing performance criteria for functional limit
tates

.

Ultimate limit states describe behavior which involves degradation of
he system and accompanying loss of serviceability, property, health, or
ife. A distinction is intended between unserviceable behavior in a func-
ional limit state and loss of serviceability in an ultimate limit state,
erceptible floor vibrations leave the floor unchanged after the excitation;
ielding of the floor (noticeable permanent sagging) leaves it less service-
Die until repairs are made. Ultimate limit states are scheme dependent,
or instance, a concrete slab floor possesses modes of failure different
rom those of a steel deck and joist floor. This paper discusses approaches

the rational application of scheme-independent, performance criteria to
;heme-dependent ultimate limit states, and the use of knowledge of objec-
Lve and subjective uncertainties in quantitative expression of the criteria,

2. Total Cost Measure of Performance

A single measure of performance is conceptually adequate for definition
the best among a number of competitive structural solutions. This mea-

ire may serve as the objective function for unconstrained optimum design or
ly specify the minimal performance to be accepted. It is the expected
• tal cost

C = I + E^p.F. + Z p F (1)
f f f u u u

j'igures in brackets indicate the literature references at end of this
aper .
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where, I denotes the expected value of the initial cost, pf the probability
of occurence of a functional limit state, Ff the corresponding cost of an
occurrence, Lf summation over all functional limit states, p u probability of
occurrence of an ultimate limit state, F u the corresponding cost of such
occurrence, and E u summation over all ultimate limit states. Ravindra and
Lind [3] and Rosenblueth and Esteva [4] have used essentially this
f ormulat ion

.

The initial cost may include all variable costs which accrue prior to
the use of the structure, and can include present worth of operating, main-
tenance, and removal costs. These formulations are familiar from engineer-
ing economics and receive no' further attention.

For a functional limit state, pf and Ff do not reflect the probability
and cost of a single occurrence during the service life. For instance, in
design of the World Trade Center, Feld [5], perceptible wind-induced vibra-
tions are expected to occur 12 times per year. The loss is a loss of func-
tionality so Ff can represent the cost of the limit state occurring continu-
ously, and pf the probability of occurrence considering both spatial and
temporal distribution.

For an ultimate limit state, p u and F u must account for the many loca-
tions in which, and the many loadings for which, that specific limit state
can occur. For instance, yielding of a beam may involve any one of many
similar beams grouped by material properties, cross section dimensions, and
length for essentially the same cost of failure F u , as well as many possible
mechanisms for each beam.

2.1 Direct Application in Design

The total expected cost criterion could be applied directly as the
objective function for an optimum design procedure using material properties
and member proportions as design variables. Input information would include
probabilistic descriptions of the attributes dependent on the design
variables. Thus, probabilities of failure would be defined implicitly;
unconstrained optimization procedures, as described by Wilde and Beightler
[6], would lead to an optimal solution.

This approach merits investigation and may become practical when simple
approaches to evaluation of the product pF for the various limit states are
shown to be reliable. One particularly challenging requirement is expres-
sion of dependence among limit states which exists when occurrence of one
affects the load or resistance for another. The dependence is mathemati-
cally inconvenient, but has great practical value. A catastrophic limit
state leading to sudden, expensive failure, such as punching shear of a slab
around a column, Engineering News Record [7], can be avoided if a more benign
limit state, such as large deflection of the slab due to flexural yielding,
gives warning of overload. Formulations providing for this Fail-Saf

e

behav-
ior are discussed further in the following development.

2.2 Guide in Formulation of Criteria

Much research is required before direct application of the total cost
concept is practicable in design, but the concept is immediately applicable
as a guide for the rational selection of coefficients of criteria such as

load factors and factors of safety. Ravindra and Lind [3] have explored the
use of such coefficients of criteria as variables in design of a

specification. They suggest minimization of total cost over the expected
range of applications to arrive at optimal coefficients.
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The traditional approach to establishing design criteria uses the best
ivailable estimates of I, p, and F from Eq. (1) for guidance. This proce-
dure, expressed formally, begins with a current state for all criteria, and
or the criterion in question considers the marginal value of a change in
coefficient AC as Al + A(pF). These terms usually have opposite signs; the
ptimal C, by the Kuhn-Tucker conditions, Wilde and Beightler [6], occurs
hen Al + A(pF) is zero for a small AC. This is a somewhat formal statement
f the engineering judgement "a higher load factor would cost more than it
s worth." It is interesting that the traditional engineering approach,
ollowed carefully, is an iterative approach to optimization of a

pecif ication . The point emphasized is that information on I, p, and F is
ssential to the validity of either approach. Judgements must be made, but
hey should be based on the best available information.

3. Extended Reliability Bases for Criteria

The information available to the designer or specification writer on
ost, value, and behavior of structures always will contain objective and
ubjective uncertainties; that is, statistical variabilities and uncertain-
ies of predictions arising from lack of adequate statistical information,
his section describes a rational approach for accounting for these uncer-
ainties in the development and implementation of criteria leading toward
erformance at arbitrary levels or minimum total cost.

3.1 Reliability in Functional Limit States

The formulation of required reliability in a functional limit state is
traight f oward because the cost of occurrence Ff is s cheme- independent and
tie required probability of failure pf is on the order of 10~3 . The scheme-
ndependence simplifies specification of pf, which may be constant for all
ssigns or may be varied for minimum total cost. The acceptability of a

elatively large p places it in a distribution insensitive range, Ang and
aiin [8]. Thus knowledge of the means and variances of the driving and
Bsisting effects are sufficient to evaluate the required probability. The
robability of an occurrence is expressed by

pf
= P(R < NS) (2)

lere R and S are random variables denoting the resisting and driving
ffects, and N is a random variable, of mean value equal to unity, which
(presses statistically the degree of confidence in the knowledge of R and

Since there is limited sensitivity to distribution for the range of
robabilities required, the lognormal distribution may be assumed for R, S,
id N in Eq. (2). On this basis_Ang and Ellingwood [9] express the required
mtral factor of safety, y = R/S, as

Y = = exp (1 Pf> + A (3)

ere 6

and I and
and A are, respectively, the coefficients of variation of R,
<t>~l (1 - pj) is the value of the standard normal variate cor-

sponding to a cumulative probability of (1 - pf)
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3.2 Reliability in Ultimate Limit States

The formulation of required reliability is complicated for an ultimate
limit state because both the existence of the limit state and its cost of
occurrence, F , depend upon the solution scheme and the permitted probabil-
ity of occurrence is on the order of 10~6 . The former complication requires
special attention in the evaluation of p u . The extremely small value of p u
places it in a distribution sensitive range, requiring, therefore, precise
knowledge of these distributions which are, however, most difficult to obtain
in practice. This difficulty has been studied by Ang and his colleagues for
several years; Ang and Ellingwood [9] provide a useful formulation of reli-
ability for ultimate limit states.

The distribution sensitivity can be avoided if an alternative measure
of risk is adopted; namely,

P(R < vS) P(N > hv) (4)

where V is a specific value of N, and h is a parameter introduced to make
this alternative risk equal to P(R < NS) under certain conditions [9].

On the basis of Eq . (4), designs are obtained for a specified risk
p = p p from
u os

P Q
= p (R 1 vS > (5)

in which v is obtained from p
g

= P (N > hv) , Ang and Ellingwood [9]

,

v = exp [/TT -1
(1 " Pu )

-1
(1 - p 0 )

_

(6)

L

<5+A/ 2 2
where 6 = / 5 +6 ,p = (p ) , and p = (p )

R S 0 u s u

A

6+A

Then, the required central factor of safety may be derived from Eq . (5); for
lognormal R and S this yields

_ R = £X

S

'

-1 /~2 T
<f> (1-p ) /6+A (7)

3.3 Fail-Safe Concept

Dependencies of ultimate limit states require
probability of an extreme loading in a catastrophic
sharply if the occurrence of a more benign limit st
smaller load. For instance, the probability of she
forced concrete beam, and perhaps also the initial
of failure, can be reduced by removing some flexura
more certain warning of overload by occurrence of s

approach can be formulated in the manner described
other limit states are considered in the frequency
loading S. Translation into prescriptive crit_eria_
and upper bounds on resistance, e.g. R > yS , R < U)S

tively denote minimum and maximum central factors o

attention because the
limit state is reduced

ate is likely at a

ar failure in a rein-
cost and expected costs
1 reinforcement to give
agging. This fail-safe
above if effects of
distribution for the
may require both lower
where y and co respec-

f safety.
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4. Implementation as Practical Performance Criteria

The total expected cost criterion of Eq. (1) cannot at present be
ipplied directly in most design situations. The present uncertainties in
nowledge of costs and in probabilities of occurrences of limit states as
"unctions of design variables are too great to assure real gains from
ittempts to adjust design variables to minimize total cost. These uncer-
ainties justify present use of specific criteria for performance in indi-
vidual limit states. Even as knowledge improves, it will remain essential
o apply specific criteria as a final check to guard against mistakes, such
is incorrect input, which would be difficult to detect using only the total
ost criterion. A practical formulation of performance criteria can meet
his need and remain consistent with the objective of rational* comparison of
.lternative schemes.

A scheme-independent procedure for design for minimum total cost is
ossible only by direct application of Eq . (1). However, the initial costs
rovide a consistent basis for selection of the best alternative if the
robabilities of occurrence of applicable limit states are prescribed in a

anner leading to comparable expected losses in all solution schemes. The
everity of ultimate limit states is in proportion to the cost of occurrence

The central factor of safety y for each limit state may be specified to
old the expected cost of its occurrence to a prescribed level. This
xpected cost of occurrence can be held essentially constant for all limit
tates of all schemes by using the classification described below.

The major classes of ultimate limit states in structures are:
1) yielding , which causes permanent deformation after removal of the load-
ng, (2) ins t ability which involves permanent deformation increasing under
onstant or decreasing loading, and (3) rupture which causes abrupt loss of
11 load carrying capacity of an element. On a basis of unit affected
reas , the three classes of ultimate limit states involve losses in increas-
ing proportions such as 1:10:100 since yielding rarely involves loss of
upported property or life, risk of these losses is greater with instabil-
ty , and rupture involves greatest risk. The proportions cited are approxi-
ate, and should be carefully revised in light of the specific structural
unction

.

The cost of occurrence is well defined by the cost per unit area times
he area affected. On this basis, and for uncertainties expressed by nor-
al distribution, occurrence of yielding affecting 10 m^ might be assigned

u
= 10

- ^ for a relative expected cost p u F u of 10~^xlxl0 = 10"^. For con-
tLstency, occurrence of rupture affecting 100 m^ would be assigned p u = 10"?
or the same relative expected cost, 10~'xl00xl00 = 10"^.

The application of the performance concept to ultimate limit states
ascribed by Yokel and Somes [10] has used a scheme-independent description
f design loading, well in excess of the central loading S, and required
pproximately 95 percent probability that the supplied resistance exceed the
oecified load. Their approach accounts for uncertainty of loading and
'.asistance in a manner consistent with an assigned probability of occurrence
osenblueth and Esteva [4] consider assigned probabilities of failure in
arious modes to be a second stage in evolution of building codes. The for-
mation described here goes beyond the cited work to account for wide
ariations in cost of occurrence of different limit states, the dependence
E limit states in relations of load to resistance, and can provide consis-
-nt probabilities of occurrence of the design loading combinations.
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5. Summary and Conclusions

The performance concept for
is attractive because it provides
best among alternative solution s

well-established and innovative t

criterion is presented as the obj
mance , and employed as a basis fo
tive expressions of performance c

failure, and objective and subjec
tance are shown to play an import

formulation of structural design criteria
a quantitative basis for selection of the
chemes and permits fair competition between
echnologies. The total expected cost
ective function for optimization of perfor-
r evaluation of the consistency of alterna-
riteria. Distinctions between costs of
tive uncertainties in loading and resis-
ant part in evaluation of performance.

Functional limit states are seen to be well adapted to performance
criteria because the existence of the limit state and the cost of its
occurrence are scheme-independent. A performance criterion may be developed
directly for each functional limit state to provide a specified maximum
probability of occurrence. Rational account is achieved automatically for
the greater uncertainties of resistance associated with innovative solution
s chemes

.

Ultimate limit states are dependent
existence and consequences of occurrence,
tion in a rational process of design. A
states in accordance with the consequence
rational basis for expressing performance
consequence-dependent, specified maximum
probability of occurrence should reflect
tainties in loading and resistance, and d

Dependence of limit states permits use of
assurance of very low probabilities of oc
states

.

on solution scheme in both their
and require explicit considera-

classif ication of ultimate limit
s of their occurrence provides a

criteria as scheme-independent,
probabilities of occurrence. The
objective and subjective uncer-
ependence of limit states,
a fail-safe approach to economical

currence of catastrophic limit
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Performance Concept and
The System Approach -

Some Comments

Ingvar Karlen
The Swedish Building Information

and Documentation Centre
Stockholm

The paper will comment on two main approaches for use of the
performance concept: behaviour in use and output of a process.
The system approach, applying inter alia the performance concept,

can be used in different stages of the building process, particu-
larly for description of the wanted result, the final system. The
author tries to give examples of applications on different product
levels. The ER Quality description system is one example. The
author comments on the help given by classification in the appli-
cations and the relations between classification categories,
levels and classification.

L'auteur discute deux methodes principales pour 1
' utilisation

du concept de performance: comportement durant 1' usage et rendement
d'un processus. La methode des systemes qui applique, entre autres,

le concept de performance peut etre utilisee a differentes phases
du processus de construction, particulierement pour la description
du resultat desire, le systeme final. L'auteur essaie de donner des

exemples d ' application a differents niveaux de production. Le

systeme de description de qualite ER en est un exemple. L'auteur
discute l'aide fournie par la classification dans les applications
et les relations entre categories de classification, entre niveaux
et classification.

Key words: Building; design process; ER-system; performance;
performance concept; quality description; system approach.

1 . The performance concept

The performance concept has been given different applications . Perhaps one could state
it there are two main approaches for the definition and for the use of the performance
icept . They are

:

i) Behaviour in use, which means the behaviour of a thing, (e.g. a building, building
element, building component etc.) in its environment under its exposure to differ-
ent agents.
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ii) The output of a process (transformation by activities or by function) - a kind of
performance. In this interpretation one can go back to the original expressions, to
perform an activity or to perform a function. The function of a building is related
to the functions of the parts of the building. The function concept is related to
the system concept . The relation between system and function can be expressed by
help of a model, which inter alia makes it possible to get the performance of the
whole( system performance) as a result of the performance of the parts (subsystem
performance )

.

The mentioned approaches represent two sides of the same coin. It seems, however, use-
ful to realize that some people use the first mentioned approach to the performance concept
while other people use the second approach.

2. System thinking

If one treats performance as a general concept related to system thinking as an output
from a 'fundamental block' in a system model, one can state that it is applicable at all
system levels ( from material upwards and from building downwards). One can also use the per-
formance concept for quality planning and quality management in a process, e.g. the building
process. A process means the transformation from one system to another. One can require a
performance from each transformation and get a performance supplied and then one can control
if the supplied performance is within the allowed tolerances of the required performance.
The required performance can be expressed in functional terms (as in performance specifica-
tions) as well as in activities (as in job specifications), in the latter case it is often
combined with specifications of resources (e.g. materials). The linking of the performance
thinking to process models, to assessment models and to cost/utility models seems to be a

fruitful approach, but it needs a hard discipline in the use of the concept and the term
performance. Maybe a synonymic to performance would be practical to introduce in the future
for these disciplined applications.

One has not to forget that in the definitions of performance used by the National Bureau
Standards and also used as a basis within the CIB Working Commission W60 (that the performance
concept is an organized procedure or framework within which it is possible to state the de-
sired attributes of a material, component or system in order to fulfil the requirements of
the intended use without regard to the specific means to be employed in achieving the result)
the definition mentions an 'organized procedure or framework', which refers to systems
thinking.

A process can be divided into systems and subsystems. A fundamental property( acc . to

Ashby)^of systems is that they can be steered or controlled by application of cybernetics,
which gives methods for studies and control of complex systems. Hereby the feed-back function
from a later stage in a process to an earlier one for corrections is important and the per-
formance thinking can contribute in the development of simplified tools for feed-back infor-

mation .

The general words properties and/or attributes, have often been considered as related
only to a thing as such and not to a thing interacting with its environment. Such interpre-

tations have caused unnecessary barriers between different approaches in building legisla-

tion, research and information. The system thinking here can help a mutual understanding if

one treats the performance properties as output from a black box of which the interior

mechanism is of no interest (close to the NBS-definition mentioned above) and the other pro-

perties as those which are either of no interest for the output of the box or which are

known more in detail (parts of the interior mechanism).

One cannot speak about properties and relations as such but have to refer them to sys-

tems and their changes ( Bunge ) . Bunge applies the term concrete systems for physical things,

distinguishing them from conceptual systems (theories).

1
See literature references at the end of paper.
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The interaction between environment and the concrete system within the actual universe
I discourse (reference set) is one of the bases for the application of the performance con-
5pt. Similar models could be applied for animal behaviour as for technical machines be-
iviour. This means that the following pairs are analogues:

stimulus from environment —> response of system —p effect on environment
(reaction of organization)

action —5> reaction . p effect

input —> output

In this context one has to regard physical parameters as well as non-physical parameters
id also measurable and non-measurable properties; sometimes the terms 'soft data' and 'hard

.ta' are used. If one, by help of systems thinking, tries to get workable models of the
jhole' (acc. to Feibleman and Friend anything is a 'whole' which operates in quasi-indepen-
tiice of its environment. 'Wholes'are not a level for analysis but that from which analysis
larts. Parts are the first level of analysis .) .There is a better chance with help of sys-
Tns thinking that all relevant parameters are taken into account, measurable as well as
n-measurable . In system engineering one has to develop principles to handle uncertainties,
aluation technique has to consider not only testing but also classification and ordering
d the whole range of evaluation techniques. System thinking gives an opportunity to con-
der and handle all relevant factors which constitute the total output, the performance,
.garding properties of a concrete system one can divide them into structural and functional
ttoperties. (Cf. inter alia Ackoff and Feibleman & Friend).

According to Ackoff the structural properties (referring either to the matter (or ma-
urial) of which a thing is composed or to its form, or both) are 'essentially deterministic

character' and the functional properties (referring to how a thing or event came into

i
ing or what it does or can be used for.

The members of a system are constituents of the system by means of their arrangement
"•thin the system (cf. inter alia Angyal). This means inter alia that levels are important
ia also that relationships exist between arrangements within a system and general categories

!|ter alia applicable for a classification system. Some types of categories , and also an example
i general division of levels (figures 1 and 2 ) are illustrations of this. Higher levels can
U said to be based on lower levels. Categories and levels can be used to characterize sub-
! Stems or groupings of operational character, e.g. by classification, and thereby help to

I

lonstrate the relations.

The examples given show that it could be useful to analyze the character of the actual
*el before placing it into a hierarchy of levels for which the rule is valid

:::it the performance (the output of transformation blocks) is transferable from one level
another

.

3. The structuring of information by
help of classification

If we regard models based on the block diagramme principle, the block diagramme can be
d to break down a problem into smaller parts of the problem ,and then synthe ized to a new
egration, whereby one can use a catalogue of blocks already analysed. This means inter

a a list of variables. In order to facilitate the applications} such lists could be struc-
ied in an unified way.

Also when comparing and assessing different alternatives, which are elaborated in order
;solve a problem, it is urgent to select which parameters are relevant for assessment and

J,

the properties are measured (evaluated). One needs check lists with attached information
! ut principles for assessment. Also in these cases, a structuring of the different cata-
ues is useful for the work and for the communication of the work results. Some examples
mentioned below:
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The international SfB System administrated by CIB (CIB Working Commission WC 58) has at

present three classification categories: building elements, constructions, and resources which
cover the objects below the level of building.

The CIB Master List of properties developed internationally within CIB (CIB Working
Commission WC 31) gives the framework for the unified structuring of information on 'pro-

perties' (properties in a wide sense). The list is in revision and will be presented as a

basic list together with a set of applied lists for different levels. The structure of the
revised basic list is demonstrated in figure 3. The Master List can be used as a check list

in the selection of relevant parameters, as an organized framework for unified information on
technical solutions available in a market, the formulation of requirements from clients, and
in regulations.

The ER-system is another example. See below.

4. The ER-system

The Swedish ER-system
+

^ (now a Scandinavian system) has been developed as a system for
structured and controlled information on technical solutions in the building industry,
giving information not only on physical characteristics (structural properties) of products
of different levels but also on those properties which are of interest for assessment of be-
haviour in use (functional properties). Relevant parameters are selected and evaluation
techniques are discussed and decided by groups of experts (users and producers). Thereafter th

different products are described and the ER-documents are published in cooperation between
the producers, the ER Council and the Swedish Building Catalogue ( Svensk Byggkatalog , pro-
duced by the Swedish Building Information and Documentation Centre). In this connection the

levels of property values (level of performance) are given. The ER-documents give no require-

ments but give organized and unbiased information which helps those who solve problems and
formulate requirements, and those who make the decisions about technical solutions. The so-

called ER-surveys give a basis for formulating requirements in a project and the ER-sheets
give data about individual products from different manufacturers.

Data (unevaluated messages) are necessary as a basis for decisions about building
products and technical solutions with regard to the needs and requirements which exist in a

certain situation and give the basis for decision to be transferred further in an actual
pro j ect

.

The ER-system is briefly explained in figures 4 and 5.

The ER-work has started at the component and materials level and is now moving 'upwards'

The whole work done up to now within the ER-system is necessary, because the whole (the

building element or the building) can be regarded as a system consisting of its parts, and

those parts must in all cases be analyzed.

In the ER-work the stimulation of development of information about 'behavior in use' was

one of the basic thoughts already considered at the beginning of the work about ten years ago

One has to consider that there is a need to express requirements and to know properties at

higher product levels incl. sub-elements. In the ER-work we have, however, met obstacles due

to imcomplete knowledge about functions and about higher product levels.

Decisions by building practitioners about commodities are taken in many contexts and by
different functions (persons) in different phases of the building process. The problems are

solved by help of iterative procedures. The solution of a problem is facilitated inter alia

if a generally accessible knowledge is available, by defining the problem and by classifica-
tion of problem and data. When data about building products (commodities) and other technical

+
The work of The ER Council is supported by The Swedish Council for Building

research. ER means Egenskapsredovisning.
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ilutions are used for decisions , one must consider that one in many contexts is striving to

ft knowledge about the function of the product with regard to the user . One thereby seeks

I evaluate the technical suitability in relation to the economic suitability, sometimes
der strict application of value analysis. The user and his adviser are hereby, in principle,

t interested in how the solution is developed or in its content.

From interviews amongst building practitioners of different categories one can state
iat the practitioners' own experiences from earlier problem solutions have a big importance

p decisions on new technical solutions. Second hand importance has the use of coordina-

)d, embracable information of type Byggkatalog and ER, containing data which can be compa-

d. One can today state that the practitioners often do not have a practical possibility of

lying experiences of their own earlier applied solutions. In those cases where own experien-
s exist they also need an improved basis for decisions. To that can be added two facts

(ich emphasize the importance of unbiassed quality descriptions and at the same time the

nortance of performance thinking: i) maintenance costs will increase and the durability
II be of more importance; ii) the increasing international trade of building commodities
ijuires increased international coordination.

An important question is what shall be put only into a commodity file, e.g. a card in-

i,or an EDP data file, and thus not be published as a document. One has to consider the ne-

jssity to restrict the overload of printed information to the practitioners.

Thereby one must regard how an ER Quality description can be made so that it is

rt and simple, and at the same time gives information in a way which is fair for the pro-
per. Our first approach has given a solution which has created a certain complexity to the
ormation. It is, however, important to simplify the tool, which is possible if both the
ducer and the user will accept such simplifications.

The ER Quality descriptions apply the SfB-system and the CIB Master List of properties
the structuring (figure 6) and get help from RILEM work and from joint Scandinavian work

testing methods, as well as from the work in CIB W 60 "Performance concept in building"
Icerning selection of relevant parameters for building elements and concerning evaluation
hnique

.

5. The application of the same pattern for the
classification at all product levels

Lists of variables of interest to ER-work and similar work are relevant for different
Suet levels. If the lists could be structured in the same way through the levels, it

_d facilitate their application. Meredith introduces the concept of 'modularity' which
is the capacity to understand more than one level and gives an opportunity to handle the
lition between properties of bodies of different orders of magnitude.

In the revision of CIB Master List of properties 'modules' are applied in order to give
jified structure for the lists on all levels. These 'modules', which are closed and sub-
ded, or open without subdivisions, have shown themselves to be useful in the creation of
list. It is also a hope that the application of such modules is a useful tool for pro-
development, inter alia the application of the performance concept, as this concept

ys is related to the total result.

The Master Lists are used for structuring information at the levels: building, building
lents, building components and materials, and mechanical systems (services and installa-
s). The lists are intended for use at the design stage, construction stage and usage
e. The lists are intended for structuring information on structural and functional pro-
lies as well as those of commercial and economical character. They do not ,however , at present
r the interaction between the physical environment and the user more than as an open
le without subdivision.

Requirements and properties have to be matched at the same level. A general pattern for
matching is demonstrated in figure 7

.
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6. Coordination of future development

The application of the performance concept in building has been promoted because of the
need for help in product development and the need for description and assessment of new pro-
ducts or new applications. The practical tools for improving the building process by using
the systems thinking and performance thinking have to be developed parallel to the applica-
tion of the performance concept in product development.

The future development of performance thinking within a systems approach to building,
and the development of tools for communication and classification in the building process,
have in the future to be in close contact with each other in order to facilitate the work
in the building process for the building practitioners and in order to create a good rela-
tionship between requirements given inter alia in regulations and by clients on one side, and
the technical solutions given by the industry on the other.

The performance concept can be used also in formulating requirements on communication
tools giving assistance to the building process. The communication process has a high de-
gree of complexity and it seems therefore to be fruitful to apply the performance thinking
also on this resource in the process (cf. inter alia papers and discussions concerning
Documentation in CIB Congress papers, June 1971).
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Ranganathan Vickery Mills Meredith

Personality

Energy

Matter

Space

Time

Things, substances,
entities

Their parts

Systems of things

Attributes of things

Object of action (patient)

Relations between things,
interactions

Operations on things

Place condition

Time

Whole/Thing

Kinds

Parts

Materials

Processes

Properties

Agents

Operations

Agent

Instrument

Task

Connection/Ad j ency

Material

Operation

Structure

Amount

Property

Design

Removal

Substitute

Fig. 1 Examples of classification categories

Kinds of variables, which together with scientific laws characterize
different levels

Physical variables

Biological variables

Pshychological variables

Sociological variables

Laws relating variables belonging to the same level = intra level laws

Laws relating variables belonging to different levels - inter level laws

Examples of inter level laws

Psychological & psychochemical laws

Socio physical laws

Socio biological laws

Biophysical & biochemical laws

Sociobiophysical laws

Fig. 2 Examples of division of levels (acc. to Bunge)
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0 DOCUMENT, key information for indexing

1 IDENTIFICATION, key information

2 DESCRIPTIONS of product including working
characteristics

3 ENVIRONMENTAL data

4 CHARACTERISTICS of product relevant to
behaviour in use

5 DESIGN, key information

6 Instructions for HANDLING and WORK ON SITE

7 Instructions for OPERATION and MAINTENANCE

8 COMMERCIAL

9 REFERENCES

Fig. 3 Sections of the basic list of the
revised CIB Master List for properties.

Design

ER-survey

(Key to

ER-statements)

0

ER-sheet=

ER -statement

Design

real isat ion

1

—
-f> Construction

r

UsageInformations in different

sections of the ER-documents

are applied in different phases

of the building process

Building process

Fig 4 ER-documents and the use of them in the building process
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REQUIREMENTS PROPERTIES

Requirements from

authorities;

(regulations etc)

Centralized TYPE
APPROVALS linked

to regulations

ER-DOCUMENTS
Quality descriptions

STANDARDS
for quality of

products

5 Relations between documents
for requirements and properties
of building products

Nationa

building

specifica

tions

Fig. 6 "Coordinates" of
r

.

the ER-system

Object (belonging to different
product levels, e.g. building,
building element, component,
material, installation, acc

.

to the SfB-system)

Properties (arranged in modules
relevant to all product levels
acc. to CIB Master List of properties)
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GOAL
OBJECTIVES

NEEDS
RESEARCH

ENVIRONMENTAL
RESEARCH

"

' functional

^analysis 1

FORMULATING FORMULATING
FUNCTIONS TO BE CONSTRAINTS,
PERFORMED BOUNDARIES ETC.

1 t 1 f

FORMULATING REQUIREMENTS

TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS

>7

DESIGN

COST/EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
(INCL. PERFORMANCE)

REALIZATION
(DRAWINGS,
SPECIFICATIONS ETC.)

Fig. 7 Model for formulation of requirements and evaluation of technical solutions.

(From I.Karlen: The application of the performance concept in the structuring
of information in quality planning (CIB W 31/VII/5).
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The Performance Concept in Building;

The Working Application of

the Systems Approach to Building

Roderick G. Robbie
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and

Environment Systems International Incorporated
Toronto 190, Ontario

The paper reviews the meaning of the systems approach to

building in its practical context. Attention is drawn to the local
factor in building when consideration is given to performance require-
ments. A characteristic which separates theory from accomplished
practice in building. It is suggested that the local factor in
building could make the notation of the pure performance approach
to building something of a hoax, or at least common and current
misconception in the industry. The realities of building per-
formance assessment on major systems programmes are noted and a

suggestion is made that the concept of the ( pure) Performance
Approach or Concept of Building should be discarded. It is

recommended that the Performance Judgement Approach or Concept be
adopted as a more accurate representation of the daily realities
of performance-based building practice.

The paper proposes the establishment of an international
Generic Building Classification for the bulk of common building
uses. It reviews the apparent divergent meaning of performance
specifications as they appear to be finding application in Europe
and North America. A proposal is made for the establishment of

international sub-system classification models and two examples
are given for schools and housing.

The paper concludes with an appeal for a major increase in
user requirements research and the development of science-based
skill in the building industry. It appeals also for a major
rationalization of all skills in the industry in the expectation
that with building code rationalization the building industry
would then have the comprehensive resources necessary to make the

performance concept in building a reality.

La communication passe en revue le sens de la methode des
systemes dans la construction dans son contexte pratique. On
attire 1' attention sur le facteur local dans la construction en
regard des demandes de performance: une caracteristique qui
separe la theorie de la pratique achevee dans le batiment. On
suggere que le facteur local dans la construction pourrait faire
une attrape de la notion de pure performance comme methode ou,

du moins , menerait a des malentendus communs et courants dans

l'industrie. On note les conditions reelles de la fixation de
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performance pour la construction s'appliquant aux programmes de
systemes principaux et on propose que le concept de la methode
de pure performance ou concept de construction soit abandonne.
On recommande que la methode d' estimation de performance ou
concept soit adoptee comme plus exactement representative des
conditions reelles journalieres de la pratique de construction
fondee sur la performance.

La communication propose 1
' etablissement d'une Classifi-

cation Generique internationale du Batiment pour la masse des

utilisations courantes dans la construction. Elle passe en
revue le sens apparemment divergent de specifications de
performance comme elles sembient trouver leur application en
Europe et en Amerique du Nord. On propose 1

' etablissement de
classification internationale de modeles de sous-systemes et
on donne deux exemples pour ecoles et habitations.

La communication conclut par un appel pour une augmentation
majeure dans les recherches touchant aux demandes de l'usager et
dans le developpement de competence fondee sur la science dans
l'industrie du batiment. Elle reclame aussi une rationalisation
majeure de tous les metiers dans l'industrie, dans l'espoir
qu'avec une rationalisation de codes de construction, l'industrie
du batiment aurait alors les ressources d' ensemble requises pour
faire du concept de performance dans la construction une realite.

Key words: Buildings; design process; performance; performance
concept; performance-judgement approach; proposed international
generic building classifications; proposed international sub-
system classification models; systems approach; user needs.

The systems approach to building is simply a matter of giving balanced consideration to,

and committing appropriately balanced resources to, every aspect of a building activity, where
an aspect of a project includes its finite and tangible features, as well as its peripheral
and intangible qualities.

As such, the systems approach to building gives balanced consideration to every influeno:
bearing on a specific building activity. Under the systems approach, an activity of building
is dealt with only in its context as part of a full life process. Building and living are
dealt with simultaneously.

The systems approach to building, once identified and named, is the only truly sane way
of approaching the provision of the built environment, accepting as it does the responsibilit
of providing adequate weight to every factor bearing on a specific act of building which can
be identified, while at the same time reducing the process of providing that built environ- J

ment to its simplest operational form. The systems approach to building does not, of course, s

automatically imply the use of industrialized building systems or indeed any change in the

material methods of building. It does imply radical management changes. The systems approac
if fully exploited, does imply a radical rearrangement of building methods, techniques, and

management. This view of the systems approach to building suggests the reduction of building
from a process involving between twenty and thirty trade categories, depending upon the re-
gion under observation, to perhaps 10 sub-systems where each sub-system provides a discrete
and major element of a finished building.

The acceptance of the sub-system approach to building in an open systems context, pro-
vides a rational basis for the reorganization of the building professions and building trades

which is directly derivative from the traditional industrial structure, and also provides the

most rational context in which to approach the questions of definition of building elements
and performance.
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A key aspect of the systems approach to building which might also be called the common-

lse approach to building, (and as such is not new) is the establishment of performance
;uirements. The latter meaning simply: A description of exactly what a building is sup-

;ed to do, in whole and in part, in a given functional context. A clear description of

.jw long it is to perform, what must it cost to make and keep up, and what special conditions
ist on the job in question to prevent it from being done in the most obvious and straight-
rward way, where the latter constraint could be called the local factor.

Many theoreticians of the performance technique of defining building requirements make
;rave error in ignoring the local factor I have added as part of performance requirements.

In day-to-day practice it is this local factor which separates theory from accomplished
actice. This is the customized or intrigue factor in building. The one which makes build-

radically different from every other social production activity. It is the factor which
tinuously ensures that accomplished building projects often look like a parody of their
Lginal design presentations. The local factor in building is the one which has, and always
LI, make building the only true expression of any society's values and aspirations at any
'yen time in its history. It is also the one which will prevent the industrialization of

.lding from following the model of automobile, aircraft, or even ship building industrial-
tion.

The local factor is also the one which makes the entire performance approach to building
lething of a wildly popular hoax, the best hoax since modular co-ordination, another con-
pt compromised by the local factor. I suppose it is slightly heretical to suggest that we

\l? gathered in conference to nod learnedly over a hoax, but we are perilously close to that
||te.

The performance concept in building presupposes that we can describe with scientific
; ctitude what a building or part of a building is to do, and how we propose to measure
t performance of the thing before and after delivery and erection. I regret that the

ority of persons deriving their livelihood at all levels of the building industry lack

|
ficient knowledge of building science, the processes of building element manufacture, the
t control, the design and the assembly of buildings and their detailed maintenance and
ration, to make the judgements required to use the performance approach to building in its

e form. We need not be too concerned for the moment with our collective ignorance, as the

t of the industrial community have for all practical purposes no knowledge in this area.

All the major building performance-based programmes undertaken to this date in the

ted States and Canada (and I would suspect Europe also) have gently cheated on the

, stion of performance evaluation. The vast number of unknowns in programmes like the

ted States Department of Housing & Urban Development's Operation Breakthrough, the

'ropolitan Toronto School Board's Study of Educational Facilities (SEF), and the First
3 ifornia School Commission's School Construction Systems Development Project (SCSD),
cerning interpretation of performance are settled not be exact measurement but by judge-
it or fiat. In programmes such as SEF this fiat is exercised by the Technical Director,
Operation Breakthrough this role is performed by the Director and the National Bureau of

> idards. Both, I am sure, would be prepared to admit that there is no known practical way
neasuring by recorded test procedures a substantial percentage of the performance require-

J'ts set out in performance specifications in current use - that is, test procedures which
be used to monitor products or sub-systems during design, production, and erection; that
inexpensive and widely known to the building professions and building officials; and that

id not slow down construction operations; which are also sufficiently predictive to avoid
excessive rejection of products already manufactured and erected; and, consequently,

,Ld job disputes and litigation.

In many ways I feel it would be more realistic, even honest, to discard the notion of

pure performance approach to building specification and evaluation, and substitute the

:ormance-Judgement approach. I can see no way in the foreseeable future that judgement
;oing to be replaced by test-based scientific method as the day-to-day practice of the
-ding industry for making choices between alternate ways of building. We are an earthy

f in building; the ways of aerospace don't fit us any better than those of the number
j:ern theorist, and we do not have the money, time, patience or skill for either way.

iectivity rather than objectivity, generally
4

is characteristic of building as it is of

overall life process which building must house and always reflect. In discussing the

'ormance concept hereafter I shall mean the Performance-Judgement approach to building.
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Ideally, the performance requirements for generic building types and the sub-systems
components of buildings should be established in absolute terms, where a user activity is
evaluated within its ideal philosophical climate together with the quantifiable physical
descriptions of what a built environment must do to meet the needs of the user's activity
in that ideal climate. Performance requirements established in this manner are of little
practical value, as they tend to overlook the local factor. They do have an academic use as
a research tool for the development of the techniques of user requirement analysis and per-
formance requirement definition. As such, they belong in the university research centre.
To be of practical use, they must be re-interpreted by the building profession into the local
language of actual projects. From the view point of the systems approach to building, the
establishment of performance requirements must be done within the local context of the pro-
ject or built environmental standard under consideration. A performance standard without a
local or judgement factor in North America is a myth, if the objective is executed constructior
rather than architectural speculation.

Performance requirements can only be established if the user's requirements are known.
User's requirements mean not only what does the user want to do; how much space to do it in;

what kind of sensory environment is needed; but also, what kind of quality , for what kind of
cost , in what time frame, is necessary or expected.

The development of user requirements for a building is a mandatory step in the systems
approach for any specific project. Without defined user requirements, it is not possible to
prepare project-related performance specifications except in the most generalized manner.
The three considerations of quality, cost and time set the immediate climate in which per-
formance requirements must be established and met; together they articulate the local factor.
Balanced consideration of these three criteria in defining performance requirements within
the overall context of the user's requirements will ensure that the built industrial responses
to a specification based on these performance requirements will have overall acceptability to

the user.

Performance requirements must be established at two general levels to find practical
application in a systems approach to building. First, at the building type level and,

secondly, at the building part level.

The first level of performance requirements, that of building types, uses a generic
view of all building whereby buildings can be placed in one of several generic categories.
The generic categories of building amenable to performance classification and requirements
definition on a national basis might be as follows:

1. Residential

:

Including low and high-density housing, housing for the old,

student housing, hotels, nurses residences, hostels and all other types of building
intended for residential purposes.

2. Lower Education: Creches, nursery schools, day-care centres and all primary and

secondary schools.

3. Higher Education: Colleges, university buildings, research institutes.

4. Specialized Institutional: Specialized government buildings, corporate offices,
industrial laboratories, other institutions.

5. Hospitals and Medical: All buildings used for the purposes of health care.

6. Office Buildings: All types of office building except those under the Specialized
Institutional category.

7. Commercial

:

All types of retail and consumer service premises.

8. Service Industrial: Warehousing, and industrial premises incidental to urban

service functions.

9. General Industrial: Manufacturing premises for light and medium industries.

It is also recognized that there are a number of building uses which, due to their

specialized function or uniqueness are not amenable to generic classification. Within any
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ciety each of the generic building types listed has a given level of social importance
d consequent level of quality. Due to the differing functions and levels of use for each
ilding type, some difference of performance requirements will become apparent. This is

t to suggest that materials or building methods suitable for one building type could not
should not be used on another; in fact a large amount of overlapping can be expected and

ould be sought for reasons of social economy.

Breaking building down generically and establishing an on-going process of user re-
irement analysis for each type, and from these analyses the performance requirements for
ch type, the technique of building in a given country can be made to respond with con-
derable sensitivity to the cultural values and economic priorities of that country. By
is means, a climate is established in which performance requirements are expressed from

base which is culturally intensive rather than materially intensive, while at the same

;me ensuring the best use of a country's human skill and material resources. In systems

rgon, the hardware fits into the software context, rather than the reverse. The trend in

st countries which are using or are headed towards industrialized building at this time

/ems to be towards forcing societies into preconceived material or urban formats. A question

bending the people to fit the buildings rather than the reverse. I hold that the per-

rmance approach to building must express the full impact of cultural values together with

ose of function, cost, and time requirements to be specific about building performance,

plicit in this view is the notion that building, and particularly housing, should not be

i
ported from one country to another in ready finished form, as has been the case with auto-

biles. Rather it is my view that each country or culturally distinct region* should
tablish its own performance criteria for the generic building categories and the building
uponents within those categories.

1!

Hopefully, there could be some international agreement on generic categories for building
pes, building sub-systems, and components. Through this matrix of internationally agreed
}n generic categories for building types, sub-systems, and components, a systematic organi-
tion of performance requirements could be established. If it had a reasonable number of

rformance requirements categorizations, the matrix so developed could respond to a nearly
finite number of local user requirements. The combined effects of a generic base and user
-rix would permit the movement of building parts between countries, while restraining the
;sibility of cultural swamping of the less developed and economically smaller countries by
re highly developed and larger countries.

Such a matrix could form the essential quality control base of a systems approach to the
;anization of the world's shelter needs in a manner amenable to the prudent use of the
•Id's productive capacities to the widest social betterment, while protecting the vital
.It expression of the world's mosaic of cultures.

The second level of the establishment of performance requirements concerns the require-
it for the sub-systems and components of building.

The establishment of these performance requirements is characterized by what appears to
two divergent view points. One which divides a building into a number of pieces which may
called elements, units, parts, components, etc., and presents a performance specification

j

each primary material or assemblage of materials which may be used to make the element,
t, part, or component. The second view also breaks a building down into a number of pieces,
ally known as sub-systems where each sub-system performs a function in a complete building
building system) which is not duplicated in whole or in part by the function of any other
-system. Under this mode of functional definition, solid walls, windows, doors, and grilles
form part of an exterior enclosure sub-system, while the heating, cooling, and ventilating

visions, together with all their controls and supplementary electrical services, would com-
se the atmosphere sub-system.

The first approach to component performance definition breaks a building down into all
elements which are found in traditional trade-based construction, and provides a per-

mance specification for each primary material used. In this method windows would be an
titified component, and performance specifications provided for windows made of wood, steel,
mlnum, andany other material in common use.

This view I have expanded in a paper entitled, "Building Standards for Systems Building,"
delivered to the International Systems Building Round Table Conference, Boston
Architectural Center, November 17-19, 1971.
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Similar specifications would exist for different kinds of solid walls, doors, and other
items which constitute the exterior of a building. This approach constitutes the writing of
performance specifications to replace prescriptive specifications in the traditional approach
to building. To me, it appears to make the already complex traditional approach to building
even more complex. It must be admitted that in some respects it offers the architect infinite
choice, a choice which, I believe, few societies can afford, and one which in an overall
sense appears to do little to raise the general standard of architecture. I believe this
approach is not in fact a true performance approach as it starts with the prescriptiqn of
the basic material to be used. It should perhaps be known as the Prescriptive Performance
Specification method.

The second approach to component performance specification is that based on breakdown
of a building into sub-systems. It is a common basis for taking full advantage of the systems
approach to building. The sub-system breakdown which might be considered is developed for
each generic building type identified. For housing the sub-system performance specification
categories might be: 1) Structure/Ceiling, 2) Atmosphere, 3) Interior Space Division,
4) Exterior Enclosure, 5) Plumbing, 6) Electrical, 7) Roofing, 8) Stairs, 9) Bathroom,
10) Flooring, 11) Furnishing, 12) Finishes and Miscellaneous, 13) Non-system. For schools
the sub-systems performance specification categories might be: 1) Structure, 2) Atmosphere,
3) Lighting/Ceiling, 4) Interior Space Division, 5) Exterior Enclosure, 6) Plumbing,
7) Electric-Electronic, 8) Caseworks & Screens, 9) Roofing, 10) Interior Finishes, 11) Non-
system.

It is also common within the systems approach to define the required performance of sub-
systems in performance terms only; where the performance specifications usually state the
tests (if known) by which performance will be judged, and give a clear statement of sub-
system interfacing responsibilities.

The careful description of mandatory interfacing responsibilities between sub-systems
is the key element in ensuring high quality, cost, and time performance without resorting
to the use of closed systems.

By using the mandatory interface approach, where a mandatory interface is deemed to

exist where the parts of one sub-system touch, pass through, or influence the performance
of another sub-system in a finished building; full advantage can be taken of the plant, and
skill resources of the sub-system contractors, without extensive and rigid conventions on
modular co-ordination, joints and jointing, and with only generalized dimensional co-
ordination. The approach tends to reward innovativeness over conformity. It also tends
to use the resources of a country's building industry more effectively by reducing the trend
towards the development of many competing vertical trusts in building production in a given
national market.

By describing only the required performance of a sub-system with no material references
whatever, it is possible to consider on a direct competitive basis all available materials
and methods offered. Assuming assessment of performance by a mixture of science-based testing
and professional building (architectural and engineering) judgement, a balance can be struck
between the subjective and objective factors which any building must fill. Where the building
professional through his skill, integrity, and wisdom, enjoys the confidence of his colleagues
in building manufacturing and contracting; the primary use of his judgement to evaluate per-
formance, supplemented by test procedures, ensures the rational use of the building industry's
resources to the economic advantage of society in a climate of cultural betterment.

Taking a systems approach to the building industry itself, there appears to me to be a

desperate need to increase user requirement knowledge and science-based skill in the building
industry. This would best be achieved by very large increases in the budgets of National
Building Research Agencies, making these agencies responsible for spearheading the development
and dissemination of knowledge throughout national education systems, and the broadening of

building professional research and development capabilities.

There appears also a desperate need to overhaul the structures of the building pro-

fessions, trades, and regulatory occupations, to reduce the numbers of discrete roles and

job classifications and to make user sensitive skills equal in importance to building science
and technological skills.

Together, these two strategies, along with code and certification rationalization, will
make the use of the performance concept in building a practical possibility and perhaps an
accomplished reality.
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The Relationship Between
the Performance Concept
and the Systems Concept

John Vilett1

Building Systems Development
San Francisco, California 9^111

There is considerable confusion in current architectural, en-
gineering and construction literature concerning the distinction and
relationship between the performance and systems concepts. It would
be useful to maintain a clear theoretical separation of these ideas.
Although there is value in their simultaneous application to many
types of project, each also has the capability for independent appli-
cation to certain aspects of the building process . The rationale for
this proposition is based on a comparative analysis of the two con-
cepts in terms of definitions, objectives, origins, scope of applica-
bility, and advantages and disadvantages.

Une confusion appreciable regne dans la litterature actuelle
traitant d 'architecture, de construction et de genie civil au sujet
des rapports entre les concepts de performance et de systeme. II
serait utile de maintenir une claire differentiation theorique de
ces idees. Bien que leur application simultanee a certains types
de projects soit de valeur, chacune a la capacite d'etre appliquee
independemment a des aspects varies du processus de la construction.
La raison d'etre de cette proposition s'appuie sur une analyse
comparative des deux concepts en termes de definitions, d'objectifs,
de portee d ' application, d'avantages et de desavantages

.

Key words: Building industry; building production process; building
systems; innovation; performance approach; semantics; systems ap-

proach.

During the last decade, discussions of how the building industry might be brought up to
seem invariably to refer, directly or indirectly, to two closely related ideas credited
much success in other, more efficient industries: the performance concept and the sys-
concept.

Unfortunately, the rush to transfer these and associated ideas, such as dimensional
dardization and mass production, to an elaborately structured industry ill-prepared to

-'-Architect
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receive them, has produced a great deal of semantic confusion along with the evidence of some
genuine progress. The sources of this confusion lie in two broad areas of misunderstanding.
The first is the set of unique characteristics which sharply distinguishes the building in-
dustry from most mass-production industries, raising serious questions of feasibility in the
direct transfer of technology. The second, which is the subject of the present paper, is

the nature of the performance and systems concepts themselves.

There has been a proliferation of definitions, descriptions and discussions of histori-
cal derivations of these concepts in the recent literature of architecture, engineering and
construction. A great deal of this material, although well intentioned, is in fact inaccu-
rate and often contradictory. For example, the impression is sometimes given that perfor-
mance and systems, as far as building is concerned, are inseparable concepts, or even that
they are synonymous. When Progressive Architecture devoted an entire issue (August 1967)
to a discussion of the impact of systems analysis and operations research on the design pro-
fessions , they dubbed these applications "performance design. "[l]^

Another popular misconception concerning the application of the systems concept to
building is that its object is invariably to develop or use a building system in the sense
of a kit of parts, or innovative hardware, although Ezra Ehrenkrantz states flatly that,
"Building systems may or may not be created by the systems approach [and] the result of a

systems approach may or may not be a building system. "[2] In his book on the systems approach,

C. West Churchman defines a system as "a set of parts coordinated to accomplish a set of
goals. "[3] Since the distinguishing characteristics of a system are simply coordinated
parts and common objectives, it is clear that the term is appropriately applied to software
as well as hardware. Churchman himself discusses it primarily in reference to the former,
as the underlying methodology in management science.

As similarly noted by John P. Eberhard, the term "system" "may be understood in two
ways: as a noun or as a verb ... As a noun it describes a collection or set of objects and
their dependent relationships ... As a verb we mean to describe a way of doing something. "[k]

Eberhard, of course, does not literally mean that the word "system" can be used grammatically
as a verb. He is simply pointing out that when applied to construction, "system" may refer
to an organization of physical elements, as in a structural system, or to an organization of
activities, as in a prefabricating system. In other words, a system may be a process as

well as a product; a "set of rules" as well as a "kit of parts." More typically, it is some
combination of the two. Coin ci dent ally , the term "building" has exactly the same ambiguity:
it may refer either to the construction process, or to an artifact that results from that
process .

There is, however, a critical distinction between the implications in the two forms of
the two words. A building (artifact) necessarily involves building (activity), and vice
versa. But a system-process (software) does not necessarily have a specific system-product
(hardware), nor does such a product necessarily require such a process. Because both words
in both forms are matters of common usage, this distinction is intuitively recognized by
most people speaking ordinary English. Nevertheless, it is fairly subtle, and therefore
easily missed when new and specialized terms such as "building system" and "systems build-
ing" are introduced, combining the two words without a common interpretation of the implied
relation between the processes and products denoted.

The situation becomes even more complicated when the concept of performance is present-

ed as a more or less integral aspect of systems building. The difficulty arises from the

fact that the range of possible scales of reference is extremely broad. One can speak of

the performance of the entire building industry in terms of production rates , environmental

quality, provision of employment, etc., and one can speak of the performance of a nail in

terms of withdrawal resistance, shear strength, corrosion resistance, etc. The systems con-

cept, however, is usefully applied only to the larger scales of reference. Thus the entire

building industry can and should be viewed as a system, whereas a nail, although certainly

a component of many building systems, is not itself a system in any meaningful sense.

0
Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at end of this paper.
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A closer examination of . the performance concept, on the other hand, indicates that for
•actical purposes, it is in fact applicable only to the smaller scales of reference. In

eir discussion of hierarchies of choice and performance in "building design, Mainstone,
anco and Harrison point out the basic difficulty of developing "pure" performance speci-
cations , and then state, "This is particularly true at the higher levels such as that of

e complete building, because higher level objectives and their associated requirements
e , in general, less materialistic and less readily defined in unequivocal terms than lower-
vel ones." [5] (incidentally, note the distinction between objectives and requirements.)
ey give further recognition to this difficulty when they state, "to simplify the discussion,
e emphasis will be on satisfying individual primary requirements of the user — for a com-
rtable air temperature or for a certain rate of air change for instance — and not on any
terdependence of or interference between these requirements. These are subjects calling
r considerable further study. "[6] They are also precisely the characteristic subjects of
systems analysis, which is at least as concerned with the relationships between require-
nts as with the requirements themselves. In fact, Bertalanffy defines systems as "sets of
ements standing in interaction. "[T]

In a paper on performance specifications, Harrison emphasizes that, "Before coming down
the specific requirements for a component . . . decisions about the performance of the build-

g will need to be taken, and assumptions made about how parts relate to the whole. Only
en can the required properties and values be calculated for specific components .

"[8] In
tlining procedural steps for the preparation of performance specifications, he starts by
ying that , "The first task is to decide on the overall strategy for design of the building
d its parts. "[9] But in his commentary on current practice he uses two case histories to
ilustrate the problem of application and summarizes, "although there may be an attempt on

e part of certain sponsors to specify at the higher levels, in practice they find this

rgely impossible without sacrificing their control of the performance of the final design,

d indeed the overall acceptability of the final design. It is far easier, for example, to
»eck a U-value than it is to work through a submitted design to calculate whether specified
unperatures are likely to be maintained, especially when the products used, and their pro-
rties, may be unfamiliar .

"[10 ] At the end of the paper he concludes that "the use of per-
rmance specifications demands a more systematic approach to design than has been common
therto. "[11]

Thus it would seem that the systems concept is most applicable when the problem at hand
large-scale and more or less complex, includes values difficult or impossible to quantify,

d calls for an emphasis on interactions. The performance concept, however, is more rele-
nt to problems associated with individual components when the emphasis is more properly on
asurable properties. It is also clear that there is a considerable area of overlap, in
ich problems are best addressed by some integrated form of the two approaches.

Range of Building Problems

h whole
aiding
dustry

groups of
buildings

individual
buildings

r

individual
components

basic materials
& smallest parts

applicability of systems concept

applicability of performance concept

< >
range of overlap

Ths reasons for this difference of scope lie in the differences between the problems the
o concepts were developed to deal with.

The performance concept was developed by industry, and large customers of industry, to
ircome inefficiencies caused by design preconception, to permit or encourage innovation,
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and to provide a better competitive situation between different products performing the same
function. Its most typical mode of application is the performance requirement, a statement
concerning the characteristics a certain product or set of products must have, without ref-
erence to how those characteristics are to he provided. Such a statement may take the form
of a regulation or a specification. In either case, its intention is to provide designers
and manufacturers with specific criteria while minimizing irrelevant constraints.

The systems concept, on the other hand, was developed first by scientists involved in
basic research, and only later was applied to engineering, logistics, military operations,
and management and industry in general.

A problem confronting scientists in many fields early in this century was that tradi-
tional analytical techniques relied on elaborate isolation of the smallest possible compo-
nents of the subject under study, which in many cases failed to provide a suitable descrip-
tion of the behavior of the subject as a whole. This was particularly true when there were
strong and complex interactions between the various components in their natural state of
combination. These subjects, which had to be examined as organized wholes to allow further
scientific progress, were given the general name of "systems .

"[12] These phenomena might
be organized objects, as in the nervous system of an animal, or they might be organized
events , as- in an economic system.

In any case, the distinguishing characteristic of strong interactions between component
gave a special meaning to the word "system" that has still not found its way into common
usage. Thus the proper technological and managerial applications of the "systems approach"
are, strictly speaking, only those situations requiring serious consideration of the effects
of interaction. Systems analysis and systems engineering, and the related disciplines of
operations research and management science, include techniques developed specifically to
identify, measure, describe and control various kinds of interaction.

It can also be seen from this background that the two concepts in question are to be
considered "new" in relation to more traditional approaches primarily in their shift of em-
phasis. The performance concept emphasizes ends rather than means, and the systems concept
emphasizes the whole rather than the parts. Those who state that there is "nothing new"
in these ideas simply fail to appreciate the actual and potential impact of such changes in
basic attitude.

In the literature of systems and industrialized building, there is a tendency to iden-
tify these concepts with specific procedures or "methodologies." It is in such descriptions
of procedure that one is most frequently given the impression that the performance concept
is inseparable from the systems approach to building problems. When Ehrenkrantz outlines
the general steps which characterize the systems approach, he includes the development of
performance criteria and the evaluation and selection of alternatives in reference to them.
However, he does not specifically equate these steps with the systems approach per se, and
he points out that, "The order and degree of detail with which these steps are implemented
depend on the nature of the problem." Furthermore, he lists as the first step in the total
process the "statement of objectives .

"[13] It is clear that the term "objectives" applies
to the system as a whole, whereas "performance criteria" applies to individual components.

Again, when Churchman lists the basic considerations of the management scientist study-
ing a system, he starts with "the total system objectives and, more specifically, the per-
formance measures of the whole system." A separate consideration is "the components of the
system, their activities, goals and measures of performance . "[l^ ] But he is talking here
about managerial systems, not hardware, and the components he refers to are groups of people
oriented toward the same mission. [15] In any case, he does not mention a performance con-

cept or a performance approach as such.

To take the systems approach to a particular problem in the building industry simply
means to view the industry, or the group of buildings, or the building, or the functional
category of components, or the production process, primarily as a whole, and to then proceed
from generals to particulars with a minimum of preconceived notions. It also means the
avoidance of traditional artificial exclusions of "outside" factors which may in fact de-
cisively influence the nature of the problem.
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But it is incorrect to say that because the systems approach necessarily involves the
.testification of objectives and measures of performance, it therefore incorporates the per-
rmance concept. The latter term appears applicable only to situations in which it is both
sirable and feasible to precisely specify measurable characteristics of physical objects

thout reference to the particular means of producing them. Such situations are by no means
variably present in all building industry problems which could benefit from the systems ap-

oach. Conversely, the performance concept can be usefully applied to problems in which the

stems approach has no particular relevancy.

An example of the first type of situation would be the development of a master plan for
group of buildings such as a university campus or a new town. The systems approach could
applied to the generation of the plan. Implementation of the plan could proceed by con-

ntional design and construction procedures . Although objectives would certainly have to
clearly stated in terms which would allow reasonably unequivocal evaluation of the plan,

are would not necessarily be any need for specifying the detailed performance of building
^systems or components , or for that matter, for the use of proprietary building systems in

'/ form.

An example of the second type of situation would be the development of an innovative
ilding product for the improved joining of specific components already in use. Performance
iteria could be established for rigidity, water-tightness and other physical properties of
3 joint, allowing equal consideration of mechanical fasteners, welding, adhesives, etc.

e systems concept, as distinct from traditional engineering procedures, would not be applic
le in any practical sense.

Furthermore, both the performance and the systems concepts have certain inherent disad-
ltages which must be carefully weighed against their presumed problem-solving capabilities
any particular case. Implementation of the performance approach, for example, usually re-
.res the development of precisely defined test procedures and a corresponding test program.
also may require special legal documentation which at present has relatively little pre-
sent. Application of the systems approach may involve very elaborate analyses of the prob-
1 and evaluations of alternative solutions which cannot be justified in terms of time or
;t-benefit. It is also susceptible to political sabotage because of the need for question-

; existing procedures and other matters in which there may be sensitive vested interest.

Nevertheless, the two concepts do share a broad range of applicability to various types
building problems , particularly in the area of industrialization. Far from being mutually
ilusive, they are usually complementary, and in practice are more often found in some com-
tation than singly. In fact, there are cases in which a problem would be best solved by
h a joint approach, but the attempt is made to handle the situation with techniques de-
"ed from only one source. This is perhaps most frequently true of direct applications of
• performance concept to the development of building products without an adequate systems
lysis of their context.

At least for the immediate future, therefore, it would seem best to proceed with the
ernization of the building industry from a conceptual basis which maintains a clear dis-
ction between the performance and systems approaches, recognizes the need to develop new
terns in the sense of methods as well as products , and provides alternative combinations
these ideas to meet the wide range of specific problems with which we are confronted,
hough neither the performance nor the systems concept offer panaceas , it would be unfor-
ate if their real value were dissipated through inappropriate and superficial applications
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Building codes are part of a building code system which is

intended to provide an organized process by which such codes are:

communicated, updated, enforced, administrated and evaluated.
Historically this code system has been manually operated by the

use of printed documents. There is some evidence to indicate that

it would be economically and technically possible to convert most

of this system to one which was computer based. A computer based
code system could be self-improving, resource conserving, provide
an information base to the design process, raise the level of
sophistication of evaluation methods, and make the code require-
ments more nearly responsive to the performance requirements of

building users.

Les reglements de construction font partie d'un systeme de

reglements de construction qui doit fournir une methode organisee
suivant laquelle de tels reglements sont communiques, mis a jour,
renforces, administres et evalues. Historiquement , ce systeme de

reglement a ete traite manuellement au moyen de documents imprimes.
On est gonde de croire qu'il serait economiquement et techniquement
possible de convertir la plus grande partie de ce systeme en un
autre faisant appel a 1

1 ordinateur . Un systeme de reglements a

base d' ordinateur pourrait etre auto-ameliorant , conservateur de
ressources, fournirait une base d ' information pour les etudes en
cours , raffinerait les methodes d' evaluation et pourrait rendre
les exigences des reglements plus sensibles aux demandes de
performance des usagers.

Key words: Building codes; building systems; computer systems;
performance standards; simulation of building requirements;
systems design.

Building codes are usually considered to be a collection of rules and regulations
• how buildings are to be built that have been legislated in the interest of public
1th, safety and welfare. The codes are part of a building code system which is
ended to provide an organized process by which such codes are: communicated,
ated, enforced, administrated and evaluated. Building codes have a 4,000 year
jtory starting in Mesopotamia and a 400 year history in the United States starting in
Amsterdam. The creation and enforcement of the code is the responsibility of the States
this power was not specifically delegated to the Federal Government in the Constitution.
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However, this police power must be used within reason. The language and enforcement of
the code cannot compromise any other rights guaranteed by the Constitution. The States
have, historically, found it convenient to delegate their power of building code creation,
adoption and enforcement to local municipalities. This has resulted in a proliferation
of building codes with varying degrees of similarity and protection. The turn of the century
saw the beginning of the development of model codes. These have developed in regional
areas with the intent of insuring similarity of codes and adequate levels of protection
of public health, safety and welfare. All codes claim to be based on the relationship of
sound construction to personal safety with major concern for protection against health
and fire hazards.

In recent history codes have been printed in documents and communicated to the

designers or constructors of buildings by sending copies of such documents to them,

or by having a building code inspector review working drawings and specifications and then

telling the designer or constructor what has been omitted or done incorrectly. This
process of communications and review is not only cumbersome, it is filled with problems.
Some of the key problems are:

--Building Code documents are all too often put on the shelf in
an architect's or engineer's office and unused until there is

trouble. The staff of the professional firm who are involved
in actually producing the contract documents (working drawings
and specifications) are not likely to be familiar with the
detailed code requirements but depend on previous building
solutions to provide a satisfactory model, or on the building
inspector to catch any mistakes.

--The building inspector cannot possibly review all of the details
of proposed plans and specifications, so that there is a tendency
to concentrate cn a few areas of "normal" vulnerability and review
only those limited aspects. Other possible code violations are
left to be caught while the building is under construction, leading
to costly corrections and prolonged legal battles.

--The building inspector's office tends to be understaffed, and all
too often not very productive, so that long delays are introduced
into the building process by waiting for approvals. Where public
health departments and/or federal agencies also must review plans
for compliance with other requirements, the delays add up to months
and even years

.

--There is little or no feedback built into the code making and
review process. Hence mistakes made in the design of the code
or the review procedures have little chance of improvement.
Furthermore the ability to improve or amplify code requirements
as new innovations are introduced into the building market is

very limited. Most often innovations are handled as an exception
granted to the code. This requires the innovator to apply for
such exceptions in each jurisdiction in which he plans to market.

As though these problems were not enough, there is the further limitation of narrowly
written code requirements. Building codes have historically been structured around the set

of building products available at the turn of the century or shortly afterwards. These
include the use of timber to frame houses (walls shall be 2 X 4's, 16" on center),
plumbing, electrical, lighting, central heating, etc. The codes make almost no provision
for entirely new concepts of providing for waste disposal or energy distribution or other
types of innovations when and if they emerge. The building codes continually reference
conventional materials like brick, concrete, stone and steel. They allow new materials
like plastic only after long procedural delays and often only after unreasonable test

requirements that are based on the characteristics of conventional materials. Existing
building codes are also designed to be administered in the context of a building process
which produces one building at a time under an ad hoc arrangement of designers and
contractors. The recent emergence of industrialized building techniques has caused the
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velopment of state building codes specifically aimed at the regulation of buildings
suiting from factory production. These new codes dealing primarily with manufactured
using are an open admission of the inadequacies of the existing code system.

There is a philosophical argument that can be raised about the existing code system
at is also important to mention in this paper. Building codes have been developed within
philosophical system that places the object (a building or its parts) as central to its

ncerns . Principles are thus derived which express our concern with avoidance of defects
the object and with a language of regulation that is authoritative, purposefully allowing

r little or no interpretation of underlying intent by the users of the code. A code
judged in practical terms by how clearly and unambiguously it states what must be done
constructing a building to avoid any defects which might prove hazardous to the safety
health of the public. A more recent recognition that the state police power may also
used to provide for the welfare of its citizens has caused some consternation in building

de circles.

A philosophy of building which places the well-designed, safe and health-protecting
lding at its core has served us well as a guiding principle for more than one hundred

ars. Generations of architects, engineers, builders, and code officials have found a

mmon value system to share even though they might argue about the best means of achieving
bd solutions or how to measure the results. Now this philosophy is being questioned
many of us, especially those young people in our universities who are being educated
assume future professional roles in the industry of building. Central to their philosophy
whether used to provide guiding principles for a government or a system of bui lding-

-

man. This shift in philosophy from the requirements of the building to the requirements
the' inhabitants may appear minor to some, but it has major implications for the guiding
nciples of building from the role of architects to the formulation of codes.

During this past year a team of faculty members and graduate students at the State
iversity of New York at Buffalo (SUNYAB) together with various consultants have been
lormg the possibility of introducing a computer based system into the building

ie field with the express purpose of trying to improve the performance of the code

tem of the United States. Financial support for this program was provided by the

ional Science Foundation's RANN (Research Applied to National Needs) program. The
il has been to improve the code provisions and the code system of people, institutions
i activities which surround the writing, communication, updating, enforcing, administration
1 evaluation of codes.

To accomplish this goal, the study team has approached the "building code field" at

-ee levels:

REQUIREMENTS, the individual provisions of a building code. Potential
applications revolve around improved ways to measure performance
via simulation, and because of the power of the computer, new
areas of performance which might be desirable to measure.

USER PATTERNS, the ways and means by which the various users
of a building code identify and execute the numerous code
provisions. Potential computer applications to assist a code
user to apply or utilize a code include better ways to communicate
requirements (information systems), sequenced ways of presentation
(design tools), methods to determine code compliance (evaluation
systems) , and aide in administering necessary tasks (management
systems)

.

INSTITUTIONS, the many organized groups involved in the building
code field, including Federal Agencies, Model Code groups,

testing laboratories, municipal building departments and many
more. Applications include ways of storing and disseminating
information (record keeping and information systems), data
collection and analysis systems (statistical applications)

.
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Computer applications have been developed at each of these levels; more are in the planni
stages. Potentials for innovative applications exist at all three levels and the study
team intends to explore each of these. 1

The team has developed the performance criteria which it believes a building code
system might aspire to if it were computer based. These include the intention that
the system:

--be self-improving in nature. That is, that the design of the
system contain provisions for continuous updating at a minimum
of effort.

--require either substantially fewer resources than the present
systems to operate and/or make much more effective use of the
resources available to the system.

--present information as it is needed in the design/development
process in order that all concerned can make appropriate decisions.
This includes the spectrum of users from public officials, to
designers, owners, occupants, builders, manufacturers, etc.

--should provide guidance to the users of the system rather
than be limited to identifying violations. It might actively
assist its users in other functional tasks for which the data
required to make a code review could also be applied. It

should promote an understanding of the reasons for and the
nature of the various requirements to help avoid unjust
criticism of being arbitrary or irrational.

--help to pinpoint responsibility for decisions and compliance
so that failures are consistently identified with such
responsibilities

.

--be supported and maintained by competent professionals whose
skills are fully utilized in those areas requiring judgment
rather than in thousands of minor routine tasks.

The SUNYAB research program has been organized to attempt to accomplish these goals

and help the code system of the United States to move towards meeting these performance
criteria. The project does not begin from scratch, because there is not only a body of
computer programs which have been developed in the building field, but there have been
a few projects specifically aimed at exploring computer potential in the code area.

In 1965, the National Bureau of Standards began a study entitled, "A Study of the
Feasibility of Development of Computer-based Systems for Semi -Automated Comparisons of
Building Designs and Regulatory Code Criteria: A Computer-based Code Checking System."
This project was organized by the author and managed by Gary Stonebraker, then on the

NBS staff.

Under the load of processing 500 project applications and approximately 1400 design
submissions per year, the professional staff of the Architectural and Engineering Branch,

Division of Hospital and Medical Facilities, U.S. Public Health Service, found it increasingly

difficult to spend time in the field in the critical capacity of consulting. In order to

relieve the professional staff for fuller participation in positive guidance in the developmer

of a facility and in order to assure that program growth would continue without diminished
effectiveness, a solution was sought by which to relieve the professional staff from the
routine chores which are normally associated with code checking and enforcement.

1 This paper was prepared in the Fall of 1971. By the time it is presented in May of

1972 a number of actual demonstrations of the principles involved in utilizing computer

based systems in the building code field will have been developed. Perhaps there will

be an opportunity at the symposium to show some of these demonstrations.
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The nndings of the NBS study were as follows:

It was technologically feasible to develop a computer based system for the comparison
of building designs with criteria set forth by regulatory codes. Two alternative
systems for data processing were identified by which the man-machine interaction
would positively effect the review procedure.

The development of a computer-based system for the comparison of building designs
with criteria set forth by regulatory codes was economically feasible. This
economic feasibility was based on several considerations, not the least of which,
was that a computer-based system would be able to replace 'approximately 50% of
the man-hours spent on the review process; therefore, the major benefit would be
the relief of skilled man-power which at that time was valued at $175,000 per
year. Other benefits were determined to be:

A. The provision of detailed data files on each design submitted at each phase of
submission, in form suitable for statistical analysis by computer. This would
allow analysis of space usage, regional and building type of costs, etc. on a

detailed current basis, and other options.

B. Assurance that all criteria in the computer system were applied to every project,
and applied uniformly and objectively.

C. Ability to expand program capability more readily through decreased dependence
upon scarce skills.

D. The ability to use existing professional skills in more critical roles.

Such a system could be developed and applied specifically to the problems of comparing
hospital designs with requirements set forth by Public Health Service regulations.

A system could be designed to accept a description of a building design and to auto-
matically compare that data to any precisely defined criteria. A full review of the
comparison could then be given back to the professional architect employed by the

code system, who would examine any exceptions found, and only those exceptions.

By using such a system the professional would be relieved of much of the duty of
routine checking of documents. The extent of the relief is estimated at 50% of the
amount of work that is now done. The remaining 50% of the work involves operations
calling for general professional judgments and interpretations, and this remains the
resonsibility of the code professional.

In general the development of a computer-based code review system was determined to
> both economically and technologically feasible. Such a system would allow review
fessionals to concentrate on non-routine matters. The computer would improve the services
the system by allowing the addition of capability not possible on a manual basis. Also
system could provide detailed files and descriptions of all buildings processed, which

Id prove useful in program analysis.

It was on the basis of the NBS study that the new SUNYAB project began by accepting
j

i
assumption that computer based systems for code review and evaluation were, under certain

ditions, technically and economically feasible. The SUNYAB project wished to go beyond
.. ,se findings

.

We know that there are also a number of previous programs that have been written to

' ulate building conditions in order to evaluate them. One of the simplest simulation
llications was reported in the August 1967 Journal of Fire Technology, a publication
the National Fire Protection Association. The problem was sprinkler design, specifically
insurance company's need to determine if submitted sprinkler plans and specifications
js well enough designed to qualify for the low rates for sprinklered buildings. The
elusions of the authors was that almost any system can be economically reviewed via

•'.outer simulation at a service cost including the cost of engineering time, keypunch
3 and computer time at a fraction of that cost required for hand calculations of this
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In November 1969 issue of this Journal, there was a report on a project by Richard
Barrett and David Locklin of the Battelle Memorial Institute simulating smoke movement
in high rise buildings. The approach was the development of an analytical model by which
the spread of smoke throughout a tall building could be traced under a variety of fire
and physical conditions. While noting the need for better information about the performance
of various types of construction assemblies as actually constructed, these authors conclude
that the developed method, "is useful in identifying the nature and location of smoke movement
hazards created by stack effect in a particular building. Further, the magnitude of these
problems can be predicted, and the effectiveness of corrective means can be assessed prior
to building construction."

When some of these earlier computer demonstrations are linked to the concept of
performance based code requirements a number of possibilities present themselves for
exploration. When forecasts are made that indicate that in a few more years computer
hardware will be many times faster, much smaller in size, and considerably less expensive
it seems important to examine ways in which the capabilities of the computer might be
used to improve the code system. When improved systems capability is possible, and when this
improved system also makes possible a more dramatic shift to performance requirements,
state governments will want to know how they can take advantage of this potential in the
public interest.

It will likely be demonstrated by the SUNYAB project that it is technically feasible
and economically possible to centralize at the State level the maintenance and operation of
a computer based building code system. District offices in various locations throughout
a State could be linked to the main computer facility through remote terminals that would
serve to transmit information about building plans and specifications for review by the
computer system. Any exceptions to stored code requirements would be printed automatically
and become the concern of the professional staff of the Code Commission. This will, of
course, relieve the staff of routine review tasks and make greater use of their
professional skills. It would also be possible for professional firms to have their own remot

terminals linked to the State Commission's computer system and to be able therefore to

get code reviews made directly. By further development the State Code Commission could
provide as a by-product of their review additional services like preliminary design reviews
that suggest improvements before working drawings are made; the preparation of charts like

door schedules or hardware schedules; educational interactive programs on the remote
terminals for new employees in professional firms, etc. The plan reviews made by such a

system would be more thorough than present manual methods, and thus help the State carry
out their responsibilities in a more complete manner. The SUNYAB project should be able

to demonstrate the feasibility of such a working system by putting together actual

remote terminal equipment linked to our University computer. By the Fall of 1972 a

report on the SUNYAB project should be available to any one who is interested in this

aspect of performance based code systems.
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Performance Analysis

Tenho Sneck, Juho Saarimaa and Timo Sneck
The State Institute for Technical Research

Otaniemi, Finland

A performance analysis technique for building elements,
products and materials is described. In order to be able to
evaluate the total performance of an object all influencing factors
must be known. The technique is based upon the listing of the
external factors affecting the object. The internal factors of the
object have to withstand the effects of the external factors. By
juxtaposition of the external and internal factors, requirements
concerning the desired properties can be written. The analysis
can be made by the aid of check lists for external and internal
factors

.

Une technique d' analyse de la performance pour les
elements de construction, les produits et les materiaux est
decrite. Pour etre capable d'evaluer la performance totale
d'un objet, tous les facteurs qui exercent une influence
doivent etre connus . La technique est fondee sur 1' enumeration
des facteurs externes affectant l'objet. Les "facteurs internes"
de l'objet doivent resister aux effets de ces facteurs externes.
En juxtaposant les facteurs externes et les facteurs internes,
les exigences cbncernant les diverses proprietes peuvent etre
redigees . L'analyse peut etre faite avec l'aide de differents
types de listes de controle pour les facteurs externes et
internes

.

Key words: Application of performance concept; building
levels; external factors; internal factors; performance
analysis; performance evaluation; stages of building.
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1. Introduction

The application of the performance concept to buildings is considered as a total

treatment of the problem where the influence of all aspects has to be accounted for.

The performance concept implies that solutions are wanted which give optimal service
under the influence of all factors affecting them in use.

In order to ensure completeness Qf the treatment, not only user's requirements
but also the goals of the building technology and the society have to be considered.

The performance concept may be applied at different levels of building and in different

stages of the building process.

In the paper an analysing technique is described where the derivation of the

external factors affecting the performance is taken as the starting point. After this,

the internal factors - properties - of the object are listed which are needed to ensure
the optimal performance. The matching of the external and internal factors forms
the central point of the method.

The results may be presented as different types of performance statements, or

performance requirements. The application of the concept to development is espe-

cially important.

Examples on the application of the system outlined above are given in five

papers offered to this Symposium [1] to [5]?"

2. Levels of application

The performance concept can be applied at different levels of building (Table 1),

and an analysis performed at any level forms a part of a system.

Table 1. Examples of levels of building.

Regional building

Urban , ,.
building

Rural 6

Group of buildings

Building

Space
Part of building

Building element combination
Building element
Part of building element
Product combination
Product
Material
Internal structure

1

Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at end of this paper,
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The resulting "performance statements" are written in a different language from
vel to level. The statements on a certain level have to be translated and trans-

rmed in order to arrive at technically feasible solutions. The interconnection

;tween the levels is poorly developed today.

It is evident that the complex can often be treated from a more technical point

view at the lower levels. However, even in cases where the efforts are concen-

ated, for instance, at the level of "product" it is always necessary to keep

mind the changing demands of the user, the technological resources and the as-

;rtainment of the general welfare.

The terminology especially on the lower levels is confused and in Table 1 the

;neral principles of the CIB-paper [6] have been accepted. A "component" does not

rm a part of the hierarchy, nor has it been defined, but according to the levels of

ible 1 a component may belong anywhere from the level "product" to "part of

aiding".

3. Stages of application

The performance -cone ept applications deal mainly with the end-use conditions

a building or another object.

Performance statements may, however, be set up at different stages during the

;e time of a construction. Some stages are listed in Table 2. All stages need a

reful appraisal according to the general principles. A satisfactory "operation"

mands the fulfilment of certain requirements concerning, for instance, "storage"

.d "transport".

Table 2. Stages of application of the performance concept.

Before end-use conditions

Manufacture
Storage
Transport
Construction, including newly erected or installed construction

Use conditions

Operation
Maintenance
Repair
Replacement

Demolition
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4. Parties concerned

However important the user needs may be considered, neither they nor the

technology alone can be accepted as sufficient in circumstances where the demands
of the "society" as a whole have been neglected. This point of view is especially

important in the technological society of today. On the other hand, it is very impor-
tant to have the technology very tightly bound to the procedure from the start in

order to ascertain that the technological objectives will be directed in the proper
manner

.

Therefore, the possible needs, values and goals of the user, of the society as
a whole or of its subgroups, and of the building technology, have to be clarified.

The needs, values and goals are truly problematic and they might be roughly divided

into three groups:

-unchanging

,

-slowly changing, and
-rapidly changing.

The performance concept cannot solve problems in itself, but the correct use
of its principles could make unnecessary some of the friction in the society as it

would put forward a common philosophy for the triangle» user - community - building

technology, and aid in the establishment of a more normative approach in building.

In many cases the performance concept is treated as if it is very easy to

derive different kinds of performance requirements from user needs. However, this

procedure is very complicated.

The analysis technique presented in this work is based upon the juxtaposition of

external and internal factors. This kind of technique works as follows: all the exter-

nal factors which affect the object are listed and the external factors are then com-
pared with the corresponding properties of the object. It must be borne in mind that

the most serious effects are often the result of a combined action of a number of

external factors.

The internal factors consist of properties of the object. To permit the definition

of these properties, processes which may take place under the action of the external

factors have also to be accounted for.

The performance analysis technique is intended for levels up to that of building

elements. It is likely that the technique is also suitable for higher levels of building,

at least to some extent. The conceptions on these levels have to be defined and
analysed according to the systematics.

The technique tries to achieve a procedure of systematic analysis and evaluation

of building products based upon their total performance as parts of the building. This

5. External and internal factors

5. 1. General
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rovides an opportunity to take all essential factors into consideration. The procedure
lso explains the reasons for the setting up of a certain set of requirements and
onsequently, answers the questions °n which requirements are set up, and why this has

een done.

5.2. External factors

Table 3. List of external factors which affect an object in use.

1. Human goals

Physiological, anthropometrical
, psychological, sociological

Transformed into technical terms

2. Environmental factors and agents

Loads and forces

Water and moisture
Heat
Fire
Air
Electricity

Sound
Radiation

Materials and products
People
Animals, plants and micro-organisms
Machines and means of transportation

Installations and equipment
Time

3. Economic factors

4. Legislative factors

The external factors affecting and deciding the performance are listed in Table 3.

first, the human goals, also called human requirements, are given in two forms,
is sometimes possible to translate these factors into technical terms; it is also

ssible to use a different terminology on different levels of building, e. g. , it may
possible to define the project only in non-technical human terms. The second
tegory of external factors consists of environmental factors and/or agents which
Lpose requirements on the properties of the solution. The factors concerned with

onomy are often decisive. Legislation, building codes, norms and standards often

licate the limits within which the solutions must fall.

5. 3. Internal factors

Table 4 gives a picture of the present form (September 1971) of the list of inter-

L factors [7]. The list will, of course, become different if other levels are consid-

jed.
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Table 4. List of internal factors.

Material and product level:

Mechanical properties and processes
Elastic and rheological properties and processes
Hydrophysical properties and processes
Electrochemical properties and processes
Thermal and thermodynamic properties and processes
Electrical and magnetic properties and phenomena
Acoustic properties and phenomena
Optical properties and phenomena
Radiation

Chemical properties and reactions

Biochemical processes
Structural properties and processes
Physiological and hygienic properties
Form and appearance
Economic factors

Level of internal structure:

Elastic and rheological properties and processes
Thermal and th ermo- dynamic properties and processes
Electrochemical properties and processes
Electrical and magnetic properties and phenomena
Acoustic properties and phenomena
Optical phenomena
Structural properties and processes
Chemical properties and reactions

6. Performance evaluation

The philosophy of performance evaluation has to be developed further. The old

way of looking at standardized methods which give reproducible results but without

any real connection with the behaviour of the object in practice, has to be rejected.

In this connection, it has to be emphasized that Weil recommended at the meeting

of the Permanent Committee of RILEM in Lund 1970 a critical reappraisal of all

existing testing methods [8].

When different requirements are looked upon, there seem to be some which can

be looked upon as objective, and others which are very subjective. The former may
often be expressed in completely technical terms, the subjective variety may in some
cases be measured but the evaluation may be more psychological than anything else.

Table 5 shows some of the levels from Table 1 and indicates some possibilities

of evaluation. It is not always necessary to base the evaluation on tests, measure-
ments, judgments, etc. made at the same level which is evaluated. The level con-

sidered in Table 5 is a building element. The element itself may be investigated in

some cases but in others there are possibilities to evaluate the performance of the
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aiding element from a lower or higher level. These opportunities have to be very

refully appraised when the applicability of the materials science approach to per-

rmance evaluation is considered.

Table 5. Examples of different ways to make performance evaluation of

a building element.

vel Evaluation performed at the level

ace

aiding element

oduct

aterial

:ernal structure

For instance, in [2] an example is given where a masonry mortar ("product")

evaluated by studying the interaction between the mortar and masonry units

Droduct combination"). Some properties of a masonry wall ("building element") may
evaluated in this way, too. The possibilities to base the evaluation of performance

aracteristics on basic parameters is looked upon in [5] where pore properties in per-
rmance evaluation are considered.

It is possible to obtain relevant information concerning the relationship between
; expected and the achieved performance by analysing practical experience, but it

s to be kept in mind that this is not always possible. If the pace of development
very fast, the feedback mechanism may work too slowly, and one of the main
jectives of the performance thinking is to take all possible measures to avoid bad
suits. In extreme cases, the situation cannot be remedied afterwards at all.

8. Conclusions

The paper deals with a performance analysis technique which is based upon the

eraction between external and internal factors. Table 6 illustrates the general

.nciples. The external factors are derived from the goals of the user, building

:hnology and society from the one hand, and from the environmental factors together

:h economic and legislative factors from the other. The internal factors (attributes,

Dperties) have to be chosen in such a way that the solution gives us service under
; influence of the deciding external factors.

Table 6 does not deal with any methods or techniques which would be needed
collect, use and transform knowledge in order to arrive to a set of data which
lid be used for decision making. This mechanism is rather poorly developed today.
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Table 6. Performance analysis based upon the interaction of external and

internal factors.

User

Society

T echnology

Needs

Values

Goals

Environmental

factors affecting

the object

Attributes

(properties)

of the object

Performance

statements
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This paper outlines a model of an interactive system with five
main components:

(1) the goals and objectives of an organisation;

(2) the activity and behaviour appropriate to the achievement
of these objectives;

(3) the environment suitable for the activity;

(4) the hardware required for the creation of a suitable
environment; and

(5) the resources required as inputs into the system and the
values achieved as outputs.

It sets out the main stages in appraisal — modelling, measurement
and evaluation, and then discusses the role of performance criteria
under three categories: the "ideal", norms and constraints. The
paper concludes with a brief reference to a published appraisal of
a school and some of the findings resulting from it.

Cette communication presente dans ses grandes lignes un modele
de systeme d' action reciproque avec 5 composants principaux:

(1) buts et objectifs d'une organisation;

(2) activite et conduite propres a atteindre ces objectifs;

(3) le milieu convenable a cette activite;

(4) materiels requis pour la creation d'un milieu convenable; et

(5) les ressources requises comme apports au systeme et les valeurs
obtenues qui en resultent.

La communication indique les phases principales de 1' etude - etablisse-
ment du modele, mesurage et evaluation, et examine ensuite le role des

criteres de performance classes en 3 categories: "1' ideal", les normes
et les limitations.
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La communication conclut par une breve reference a 1' etude
publiee d'une ecole et aux informations qui en decoulent.

Keywords: Appraisal, building performance , constraints,

environrr,^ntal system, evaluation, resources.

1. A Systems Approach

A building, as any part of the environment, is a system. Since it is designed and used
by people, and continuously adapted by people, it has at least two main parts — an animate
one and an inanimate one. The Building Performance Research Unit in the University of

Strathclyde in fact divided the system into five main parts related to each Other in a manner
which figure 1 attempts to illustrate (1)2. Although the figure shows the developed curved
surface of a cylinder, with the implication that it is a closed system, this is clearly merely
a convention. For in reality any system like this is open to similar systems around it, and
to other systems which form its context; for instance the social, political and economic
environment; the site; the climate; the traffic routes and access points. The five parts

are, briefly:

1.1. The Objectives System

Any group or organisation has general objectives and immediate goals. The achievement
of these is the basic driving force behind the behaviour and activity of organisations, or

individuals for that matter. There may be conflicting goals; and there are always conflicts

between the goals of the organisation and those of individuals or groups within it. The
resolution or containment of these is an important objective in itself. The objectives

indicated, such as productivity, adaptation, survival and morale are quite general ones

drawn from the study of organisations.

1.2. The Activity System

This contains the categories of empirically observable activity patterns. Obviously all

organisations have workflow, or productive activities. They all have special communications
they distinguish themselves from the surrounding environment, and distinguish between their

parts, by identity-creating activities, and they all encourage or tolerate a host of informal

activities (one way of containing conflicts of goals and objectives). An all-important class

of activities is that which controls all other activities — control. This involves receiving

feedback information on all activities and sending out instructions to alter them. One
important piece of information received will be about the state of the physical environment

(see system 3 below) in which the activities take place. If there is a misfit, not only will

the activities be changed, but an instruction may be issued to engage in a special kind of

productive activity — making or changing a piece of environmental hardware, to change the

2 Figures in brackets indicate the literature reference at end of this paper.
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uvironment. Thus a part of control is concerned with making what are traditionally called

iesign' decisions. These are often made on behalf of organisations by professional

signers; their decisions are often carried out by specially hired productive units —
•ntractors. So within the system there is a small sub-system which is truly generative

d largely shapes the development of the whole system. The full political and social

plications of this cannot be worked out here (2) but it must be noted that the question of

10 designs, for whom, has to be answered in order that performance criteria can be
aningfully discussed.

1.3. The Environmental System

This has two main sub-systems; the physical environment and the spatial environment,
e former has those characteristics which can be sensed by the normal perceptual processes;
longing to experiences of hearing, seeing, thermal sensation, smelling and touch. The
:ter is described in terms of spatial shapes and volumes; relationships between spaces and
pological and geometric concepts.

1.4. The Building System

This, with its three sub-systems of fabric, services, and contents, is the hardware
iich generates the man-made environment. All its parts are those tangible pieces which
3 normally represented in drawings and listed in bills of quantities.

1.5. The Resources System

Three of the four systems described above consume resources; these resources can be
jarded as system inputs. The fourth, the objectives system, produces values (in so far

any objectives are met) and these can be regarded as system outputs. The building costs

mething to provide. The environmental system costs something to maintain, in energy,

waning, maintenance and repair. The activity system uses resources for salaries and
ges , advertising, materials, and a host of related items. The objectives, in the degree
which they are met, have values. In theory, if all inputs and outputs can be made
Timensurate, say in money, then the model can be used for cost benefit analysis or
restment analysis.

It has been pointed out that design is part of the normal control activities in any
ranisation. Its objective is specifically to provide the best environment for the

'anisation's needs, and in fact to bring the whole system into the best balance at any one
ie. At the interface between the environment and activity systems there goes on a complex
*ies of interactions in which people exert various pressures on, and cause changes in, the

fironment, and in which the environment in turn limits, encourages, and in other ways
luences their behaviour. At this interface a kind of dynamic homeostasis is reached
ich utilises the adaptability of both people and things to their maximum. It is at this

arface, too, that the psychological reactions to environment would occur and (perhaps)

measurable. Such notions as privacy, meaning of the environment, likes and dislikes

uld all be explored here.

Many models of design, or design-decision-making as it is now fashionable to call it,

st. Some are linear, others iterative, others full of complex feedback loops. There is

ivever no agreement on the validity of these models; or even where the elements are agreed,

Ire is disagreement as to the time sequence in which they occur. There is one level of

del however which is useful, though general, and which has met with a wide consensus
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of agreement. It is that which includes in any single complete decision sequence a stage
which is concerned with understanding the nature of the problem, structuring it, and gathering
and sifting seemingly relevant information; in short, analysis. It then specifies a further

stage concerned with putting forward part or whole solutions; acts of creative generation of

patterns, relationships, structures; synthesis. Then it specifies an introspective act,

where the designer looks back at what he has done and somehow appraises its quality. In

the light of this appraisal he makes a decision to finish, proceed, or return to start the design
again or amend it; or perhaps to seek a new and more thorough understanding of the problem.
It is not significant if he starts with synthesis as a way of exploring the problem, or with
analysis; the appraisal always takes place. And it is this act of appraisal that is crucial

to developing a proper performance concept of building or other designed systems.

2. Appraisal

It is convenient to break this activity down further into a sequence of three parts. The
first essential in any appraisal is to have an appraisable object; that is, to represent the

concept in some tangible or specific form. There are many methods of representation possible;

physical analogues (e.g., drawings, three dimensional models); electrical, water or

mechanical analogues; mathematical models (equation sets); mathematical simulations;

verbal descriptions; and a host of hybrids. The choice of appropriate model will generally

be governed by the following factors:

(a) The type of problems and type of solution. A representation suitable for a

machine may be unsuitable for a building.

(b) The stage in the design. A different model is likely to be needed in the early,

general stages from that at later, detailed stages.

(c) Cost

(d) Reliability

(e) The type of measurements to be made later on the model. No model fully and
adequately represents the real system. It is essential however that it should

not distort those features which are to be measured. For instance the appearance
of a drawing may positively mislead an observer looking for aesthetic characterist-

ics. An economic model will not describe the environmental qualities of the object;

a static one will not show the consequences of dynamic processes.

A general theory of validity has to be applied to all models. Although to scientists,

physical (experimental) and mathematical models must undergo the most rigorous tests for

validity, in building we have neither the theory nor the tests to be reasonably sure that any
of our models work.

Having selected and made a suitable model, the designer can now measure its performancf

Measurement implies the use of scales and quantities and this implies that both actual and

desired performance must in some respects at least be quantifiable. Measures of building

performance may relate to the provision of space; the circulation distances between activity-

related spaces; thermal, visual or aural characteristics; building or running costs; site

utilisation; adaptability; the level of service availability; or the rate of obsolescence.

Many measurements can be automatically performed by computers on a suitable input —
alpha-numeric or graphical. The Package for Architectural Computer Evaluation (PACE)

developed at Strathclyde (3) is one system for computer appraisal.

After the battery of measures have been completed, the natural question arises "what

do the results mean?". This is where the third, and most difficult operation in appraisal
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c rts — evaluation. Here the decision-maker is back in a value-laden, moral or ethical

I aation, where value systems, priorities, weightings, political position and deeply felt

lisonal preferences will all affect his decisions. During the measurement stage the process

I basically neutral; it simply produces results, whether good bad or indifferent is irrelevant.
; evaluation to be successful, all these disparate results now have to be compared to

Iberia. Often these will not have been explicit in the problem structure. The results will

I re to be examined to see if they break any legal, cost, or self-imposed formal constraints.

I by will have to be seen as a set of results, and considered against such properties which
• -e difficult to model, or perhaps modellable but unmeasurable. Moreover the weak points

t :he solution must be pinpointed so that remedial design action can be taken. The basic

Ibess however is a comparative one; the set of results as a whole, or each individually,

i :ompared with some performance characteristics — criteria — which are expected, or must

fe met. How are these criteria derived?

3. Performance Criteria

Observation indicates that three types of criteria are commonly used.

3.1. The 'Ideal' Solution

This might be a building with zero circulation distance, or no running costs, or with a

of spaces each of which is suitable without the expenditure of any effort or money, for

of the original or future activities to take place. Although such ideals are rarely stated,

{ are often implicit in the measurement of such things as circulation distances, running

ts, or space usability. The distance of any solution from the ideal — a true zero — is

seful indicator.

3.2. Norms

Many designs are judged on how good they appear to be within the currently acknowledged
idards for that class of object. This is a particularly meaningful evaluation for those with

't of relevant experience. So if there is data on the range, and, say, mean values,

ently achieved in the solution of similar problems, one can place the specific performance
his range and see whether it is below, near or above average. This is an important

luative technique. It involves continuous gathering of data on the performance of similar

icts, and storing this data so that it can be continuously referred to. The data might
ude not only existing buildings of a similar function and type, but also performance of

igns, including previous solutions by the designer in the specific current exercise,

iputers are of course ideally suited for gathering, storing and retrieving such data.

3.3. Constraints

Early on in the analytic stages the designer will have discovered a host of legal, semi-
il (Code), cost, and other constraints. His evaluation must check whether the performance
ny part on any count breaks any constraint. He may well discover that several are mutual-
xclusive and that some have to be broken for a solution to be feasible; another way of

ing this is that the feasibility study which is characteristic of many early design processes
sally an examination of the shape of the solution set.
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4. Performance Evaluation

Making performance explicit on a rich variety of counts does not necessarily make
evaluation of the whole system easier. It may do the opposite. Where in the absence of

performance data the experienced designer is often able to make reasonably good guesses
when faced by a rich but obviously incomplete set of data, he may feel unable at first to

exercise his judicial skills. But with use, he develops a new ability; that is to recognise
the interactions between elements of the design and to see how sensitive performance on one
criterion is to changes in performance on other criteria. For instance he will discover how
environmental standards vary with cost, or services provision with circulation routes and
distances.

The process of comparing measured performance with criteria implies that performance

criteria have been expressed in a language which is similar in form to the performance
results. The model of the system described in Section 1 shows that performance can be

described in at least five ways. First, a component or sub-system can be described in

hardware terms; a drawing, with notes on dimensions, weights, physical properties etc.

Second, it may be described in environmental terms; and for some curious reason a

specification which defines, say, the limiting sound absorption or light emission of a

component is often referred to these days as a 'performance specification 1

. This is merely
one of many types of performance, as the rest of this paper shows. Third, it may be

described in terms of people's responses to the system; their likes, complaints, work-
performance, visual error, or cognitive understanding of the system. Fourth, it could be

described in terms of its ability to attain objectives such as production, morale, or survival.

Fifth, it can be described in resources terms; capital or running cost. Any of these

descriptions, properly defined and codified can become a perfectly proper performance

statement. If it is pre scri ptive , it is a criterion; if it is descriptive , it is a measurement
(real or estimated). The all-important thing is unity of concept and language. It is no use
specifying a piece of hardware unless its human consequences have been tried and tested

and are known. In an uncertain situation it may be better to specify the human response
and leave it to responsible research and development organisations to make the link to

ha rdwa re

.

A unifying measure of performance, usually cost, is a powerful way of avoiding the

difficulty of judging on several criteria.

One interesting question in using performance criteria concerns the mechanism of change.

This paper can only suggest the mechanism. It appears that the economic state of an

individual, organisation or state has crucial effects on the standards accepted and expected.

Technology is another powerful standard changer; especially where an improvement makes
possible a higher standard on no extra cost, or less-than-proportionate cost. Cultural

factors loom large too; for instance, standards of sound insulation derived from work on

working class British, wartime populations, are totally meaningless in village cultures of,

say, the Far East.

A building, used and fully occupied, is in no sense more 'real' than a good model of it,

used perhaps during its design. It is just a different kind of model; more detailed, more
complete, but also in some respects less amenable to measurement. The 'real' thing is the

concept in the head of the designer; any concrete model of it is bound to be less than

complete. Once buildings in everyday use are accepted as just different kinds of models,

5. The 'Real' World
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asurable and instrumentable , then the feedback obtained after the event, so to speak, will

fern to be just as relevant as that obtained on more classical models during design. Both

is of data will flow together to enrich the consciousness of designers; to enable them to

performance standards and to appraise their own and others' solutions more critically.

One aspect of the 'real
1 world which appears not to be amenable to modelling is the

lamic behaviour of the system described in 1. above. Initially there is an organisation,

ih objectives and planned activities. The hardware and environment exist only conceptually

ion paper. Immediately the building is built and occupied it enters the phase of continuous

design, change, obsolescency , and adaptation. Figure 2 attempts to show the system in

bird, time, dimension, as a solid block. At any point in time a snapshot of its state can
obtained by slicing the solid. One slice changes into the next as a result of formal

fitrol (design) and produce (construct) decisions and also as a result of day to day informal

;ign and construct decisions by the users of the system. This process is poorly under-

od. Yet an understanding of it would show what performance really means — those

iiracteristics which make an impact on behaviour.

6. Examples

BPRU has carried out appraisals on both models and real buildings. Perhaps the best

imple is that carried out on a secondary comprehensive school in Ayrshire (4). Here
asurements were made of:

(1) Space utilisation, and the match between curricula r des iderata and space

(2) Capital and running costs

(3) Activity costs

(4) Two and three dimensional compactness

(5) Circulation distances

(6) Day and electric lighting levels

(7) Energy consumption for heating

(8) Teachers' responses to various aspects of the school and their own classrooms

(9) Informal social behaviour and location of gathering places

(10) Circulation rules for controlling flow of traffic.

results show that even in a building type which is typical and in many ways 'average'

:e are factors which would remain unnoticed without systematic performance appraisal.

instance, that there was almost 50% overprovision of space for classes of 0-45 pupils,

i 8% underprovision for classes of 46-50 pupils. That the statutory 2% minimum daylight

:or was not met at most points in teaching spaces (whether this is a design 'failure' or a

ure in performance standards is an interesting question); that teaching areas only
ounted for 50% of the total area; and that teachers' judgements as to how central they
e in the school was related to distance from the main entrance (but upper floors and
.rs destroyed this relationship). In a way, an appraisal such as this raises more
stions than it answers; but without doing this it would be futile to consider writing

ormance specifications based on the responses and resources of the users of the system.
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Fig. 1 Conceptual model of the bu'ilding/environment/activity/objectives/resources
system.
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Buildings are man-made physical systems which are essential,
in one way or another, for almost all activities in the society.
The worth of a building is some combined measure of its performance
in the functional, technological, economic, perceptual-aesthetic
and sociological contexts. However, most of. the work done in the
evaluation of performance of buildings has been directed to
specialised aspects within isolated contexts and is often limited
to particular types of buildings. There is a need for considering
the evaluation of overall performance of a building within the design
process framework of a building as a system. This paper is intended
to be a step towards the fulfillment of this need.

In the design process, the concept of value system that forms
the basis of performance specifications and criteria; synthesis of
building scheme which specifies the form, materials and construction
methods; and operations on information are briefly discussed.
The value system is systematically analysed into criteria and
constituent measures which in turn are shown to be functions of
design parameters and performance variables of a building scheme.

The evaluation process starts with the performance ratings at the
level of constituent measures and successively integrates them into

a single measure of the overall worth of the building design.

Les batiments sont des systemes physiques faits de main d'homme
qui, d'un facon ou d'une autre, sont essentiels pour presque toutes
les activities de la societe. La valeur d'un batiment est une cer-
taine mesure composee de sa performance dans les contextes fonctionel,
technologique, economique, esthetique et sociologique. Pourtant, la

plupart des etudes faites pour evaluer la performance de batiments
se sont dirigees vers des aspects specialises a l'interieur de contextes
isoles et se sont souvent limitees a des types particuliers de bati-
ments. Le besoin se fait sentir d'une evaluation de la performance
totale d'un batiment a l'interieur du cadre du traitement d'un batiment
comme systeme. Cette communication a 1' intention d'etre un pas vers
la satisfaction de ce besoin.
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Carleton University, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
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Ont ete brievement discutes dans le traitement du projet le
concept de systeme de valeurs qui forme la base des specifications
et des criteres de performance, la synthese d'un schema de con-
struction qui specifie la forme, les materiaux et les methodes de
construction, et les operations d

1 information. Le systeme de
valeurs est systematiquement analyse en criteres et mesures com-
posantes qu'on montre comme etant eux-memes des fonctions des
parametres de projet et des variables de performance d'un schema
de construction. Le processus devaluation commence avec les
estimations de performance au niveau des mesures composantes et
les integres a la suite en une unique mesure de la valeur totale
du projet de construction.

Key Words: Building design, design process, evaluation, per-
formance, systems approach, user requirements, value system.

1. Introduction

The ever-increasing complexity of building needs, the vast amount of resources re-
quired to fulfill these needs and the available scientific and technological potential
have produced an unprecedented interest in the policy, planning and design decisions in
building industry. The responsibility of the decision makers in this field, be they
national policy makers, real-estate developers, architects, engineers or construction
managers, has greatly increased. There is emerging interest in the systems approachjto the

entire building process which has led to research in design methods, performance criteria
and user's needs. Numerous design methodologies have been proposed and almost all of
those stress the importance of evaluation in design.

In this paper a critical look at the building design process is attempted and a

method for evaluation of the overall worth of a building design is proposed. The concepts
of need, resources, value system and performance criteria, and information are defined and
briefly discussed. The value system is systematically analysed into criteria and con-
stituent measures which in turn are shown to be functions of design parameters and perfor-
mance variables. The proposed evaluation process starts with the performance ratings at

the level of constituent measures and successively integrates them into a single measure
of the overall worth of the building design.

2. Building Design Process

a
John Dewey (6) , Hall (10), Asimov (3) , Alexander (1), Archer (2), to name a. few, have

expressed a variety of views on rationalised design methods. These views have been an-
alysed, abstracted, compared and discussed at various conferences (11), (7), (13). Page

(14) has pointed out that there seems to be one common point of agreement among the design
theorists and that is that analysis, synthesis and evaluation are basic operations in

systematic design and can be recognised at all levels of the design process.

One recognises an overall operational sequence in building activity. These operations
can be grouped chronologically under phases like feasibility study, preliminary design,

detailed design, planning for construction, construction, occupation and evaluation under
use. The scope of the following discussions is limited to operations before detailed de-

sign phase. Figure 1 shows the operations and their mutual relationships in the feasibility
study and preliminary design phase. The terminology and concepts involved are briefly
discussed below.

Figures in parentheses indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.
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2.1 Need

A design problem situation generally begins with the realisation of a need which as
:efined by Hall (10) as a state of tension or imbalance in the environment which tends to
iischarge in behavior aimed at relieving the tension or restoring the balance.

2.2 Resources

In the most general sense resources are the human, physical and financial capabilities
f the society to fulfill its needs and wants. Resources may be broadly classified into
ong term and short term. Long term resources include the overall educational, technological
nd natural resource potential of the nation; the political, economic and social systems
nd their anticipated states in the future. Short term or immediate resources include the
vailable capital, time, talent, technology and natural resources. A building project is

onceived in the framework of long term resources, consumes short term resources but ideally
ontributes to long term resources.

2.3 Value System

The value system of a society is a coherent collection of commonly accepted beliefs
nd attitudes, and logical truths that provide the bases of evaluation and choice in
ituations of conflict. One distinguishing feature of the value system is that its develop-
ent always involves some subjective reasoning.

The value system for buildings can be developed within five contexts that are
dentifiable because of their respective emphases. These contexts are functional, tech-
tological, perceptual-aesthetic, sociological and economic. Blachere, ( *)) by grouping the
erformance requirements as physiological, psychological, sociological and economics^has
;uggested an alternate set of contexts.

Each context has a corresponding set of general criteria. Figure 2 shows the break up

1 technological context into its criteria; namely, physical realisability
,
safety, service-

bility and durability. Each criterion corresponds to some characteristics of the building
or its sub-systems) that could be called the constituent measures of that criterion. For
xample one constituent measure of safety of a building would be the structural strength
ompared with anticipated loads on the building structure. This is normally represented

y the safety factors, load factors or probabilities of failure. Another constituent
.easure of safety is ductility, which represents the reserve deformation and energy
bsorption (and thus warning) before collapse, an important attribute when the structure is

ubjected to seismic loads. Similarly there are constituent measures of safety against
nire and other hazards in the building.

2.h Information

Information is the medium of design activity. The entire design process may be looked
pon as a series of operations on information. From the realisation of need for a building
o the production of construction documents the information is received, recalled, collected,
mproved, created, converted and transmitted, not essentially in the same order. Unlike
he value system information is mostly objective in nature and is obtained empirically by
bservation or experimentation.

Information in a building design situation covers a very large area and can be clas-
sified in various ways (15).

Amongst the major problems with information in a design situation are those of de-
inition, existence, and quality. It is important to seek definition of the nature of in-

ormation required for a particular design problem. Poor or questionable information search'

t the earlier stage in design can effect all the subsequent questions raised in the design
rocess and thus have negative effect on the whole process. Major research effort may be
eeded to seek information that is non-existent or insufficient in quantity. Often re-
ource constraints make such research unfeasible and one has to resort to conservative sup-
ositions. The quality of information is a function of its validity and reliability and
an be improved by increasing the sensitivity and reliability of the means and methods by
hich the information is acquired.
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The character of randomness may exist in many types of information in building tech-

nology for example loads, material properties and building component dimensions. Prob-

abalistic analysis is required to correctly account for randomness. While there is con-

siderable research in this area, especially in structural engineering, the mathematical
difficulties of the probabalistic models and lack of reliable information have so far pre-

vented widespread application of such approaches in building industry (9).

2.5 Performance Requirements

As shown in figure 1, at the very outset of the design there is an interaction between

the needs, value system and resources that results in the idealised goals which are the

statements of what the building should ideally accomplish. Rightful aspirations as well as

checks on extravagant desires while determining our goals come from the value system and

long range resource constraints. The idealised goals are transformed to "attainable" goals

by immediate resource constraints, pertinent organised knowledge and experience from
similar design projects. These goals can then be translated into performance requirements.
The value system in the form of context and criteria weightages and relevant information

play an important role in this translation of goals into performance requirements. It is

to be noted that since the performance concept is based on requiring desirable and pre-

venting undesirable attributes of a building (17) > "the performance requirements reflect our

value system and can be grouped under the various criteria and contexts.

2.6 Development of Alternate Schemes

A scheme is a proposed building design that, when fully developed, can be described
within each context and their respective criteria and constituent measures.

The following assumptions about the nature of a scheme are made:
1. Each scheme has a corresponding set of environmental factors like the acting loads,

design parameters like the structural spans and story heights and some associated
constants like the mechanical properties of materials.

2. A set of values of design parameters defines a design within that scheme.

3. There is a set of performance variables, preferably in one to one correspondence
with performance requirements, and it is possible to state a performance
variable as a function of some design parameters, environmental factors and con-
stants .

h. The values of a performance variable satisfy the constraint represented by the
corresponding performance requirement.

5. The constituent measures within performance criteria are constructed by one or
more performance variables.

Considering the state of the art in building, the above statements are very idealistic.
With the possible exception of technological and economic context a great deal of basic
research (e.g. environmental psychology) and development work (e.g. anthropometrics and
spatial-functional requirements) is needed to make it possible for us to define a scheme, in

as much detail as implied in the above assumptions.

3. Evaluation of the Overall Worth

In order to choose from among various alternate schemes we must be in a position to
evaluate the alternate schemes. Because of interdependence, lack of dimensional homogeniety
and quite often the inverse relationship between various criteria in buildings (e.g. safety
and economy) it becomes necessary to have a single measure of overall worth of a scheme in
order to compare and choose from two or more alternate schemes. The following paragraphs
outline an approach by which the overall worth of a scheme can be obtained. It is important
to point out that the sole objective of this evaluation approach is to rank the schemes in

comparison with one another rather than to give absolute evaluation to every scheme.
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3.1 General Remarks

The proposed method and the implied assumptions are described in the following
•aragraphs

:

1. One step judgement on the worth of a scheme is likely to suffer from arbitrariness,
subjectivity and bias. In order to reduce this likelihood the proposed approach
is characterised by a spreading out of evaluation activity to a large set of
constituent measures within the largest possible set of criteria that are well
focused on distinct aspects of their corresponding contexts. Each scheme is rated
on every constituent measure and these ratings are then combined, as shown in
figure 3 j to get the overall worth of a scheme.

2. The evaluation of a scheme is a multidimensional scaling problem. The overall
worth of a scheme is a function of its ratings on each criterion individually as
well as the ratings on groups of mutually dependent criteria. However, it is
assumed that the criteria are independent. This results in addivity of values (5)
which means, that the overall worth of the scheme is a sum of the ratings of a scheme
in different contexts which in turn is a sum of the ratings on various criteria and
so on.

3. In the technological and economic contexts most of the performance attributes of
the building are quantifiable in the sense that there are measurement techniques
and mathematical models that would reliably predict the value of a performance
variable corresponding to a given set of environmental factors. For example there
are performance requirements associated with the criterion of serviceability. One
of the constituent measures of serviceability is deformation of building structure
under load. A series of performance variables, consisting of deflections at
specific points, can be mathematically modelled as functions of design parameters
of the scheme such as structural geometry, material properties, end conditions
and environmental factors such as loads, temperatures, settlements, etc. Thus if

the anticipated deflections in a scheme can be calculated from mathematical models
or experimentally determined from scale-model studies, and compared with the cor-
responding performance requirements (e.g. maximum allowable deflections which are
based on technological as well as perceptual-aesthetic considerations), one has a

quantitative basis for rating the scheme on the particular constituent measure of
deflections

.

In the perceptual-aesthetic and sociological contexts there are no well-defined and
idely-accepted design parameters, environmental factors and performance variables for
lildings. Neither are there any definitive and empirically substantiated models relating
an and buildings in these contexts. While there is extensive work done in psychometrics
nd comparative judgement (8), (16) the application of this work to man-building relation-
lips has remained considerably underdeveloped. It is proposed that in the absence of ob-
jctive scales for the rating of a scheme in perceptual-aesthetic and sociological contexts,
lbjective preference ratings by experts as well as representative groups of the future
sers of the building should be obtained. In this regard MacGillivray ' s (12) work on the
esthetics of junkyard screening is a good example of the use of available scaling techniques
Lke pair comparisons on preference rating scales.

The proposed approach consists of the following three steps:

3.2 Step I: Establishment of Context, Criteria and Constituent Measure Weightages

I

We are concerned with weightages at three levels namely contexts of the total value
'Stem, criteria within the contexts, and constituent measures within the criterion. Each
le of a set of weightages will have a non-negative value less than 1 and their sum will be
]ual to 1 indicating that the successive partitioning from contexts to criteria to con-
:ituent measures is exhaustive. In the following discussion some general guidelines are
"oposed for the establishment of their values.
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Context Weightages

:

Context weightages indicate the relative importance of functional, technological, per-
ceptual-aesthetic, sociological and economic contexts and thus are direct representation
of our value system as regards the buildings. In committing oneself to such a set of

weightages the following two approaches may be taken:

1. Good architecture shows no preference for one context at the cost of another.

2. The relative importance of contexts is dependent upon the specific nature of the
building, current priorities of the society and resource constraints.

It is suggested that the former approach is the ideal >and latter the reality. We must move

away from the ideal as little as possible in order to meet the constraints of reality. In

other words we must attach equal and the highest degree of importance to each context unless

the practical aspects of the problem very definitely demand a bias towards any of the con-

texts in comparison with the others.

Criteria Weightages

Every context has a corresponding set of criteria. Some criteria are more important
than others. Each criterion weightage will be denoted with two subscripts identifying the

context and the criterion. For the choice of criteria weightages the following general
guidelines are proposed:

1. The importance of a criterion should be proportional to the sum of absolute values
of the positive consequences when a scheme is rated very high (close to 1 on a 0-1

scale) on this criterion and the negative consequence when the scheme is rated very
low (close to 0 on a 0-1 scale).

2. When enough information is not available to warrant imbalance in criteria weight-
ages, equal weightages may be assigned. This is similar to Laplace's argument
that since nothing is known about the future all the states of nature may be considere
as equiprobable.

3. The criteria weightage within a context that in itself has received high weightage
must be dealt with more carefully as compared to the criteria weightages under the
context that has been rated low.

Constituent Measure Weightages

Every criterion has a corresponding set of measures which stand for the considerations
that together represent the attributes of the system that the said criterion is supposed to
measure. Each weightage will be denoted with three subscripts identifying the context,
criterion and the constituent measure. The guidelines for establishing the relative weight-
ages of constituent measures are similar to those for criteria weightages.

3.3 Step II: Evaluation of the Scheme on Constituent Measures

At the present stage of development of this approach the following two methods are
proposed to construct 0-1 intervals for rating of schemes on constituent measures:

1. Consider the case when it is possible to assign quantitative value x to performance
attributes (positive for desirable, negative for undesirable) of the scheme related
to the measure on which the scheme is to be rated. A rating of 1 can be assigned
to the scheme that corresponds to the highest value of x, denoted by X^. Similarly

a rating of 0 or close to 0 can be assigned to the scheme with the lowest value of

x, denoted by Xq. The other schemes can then be rated by adopting a characteristic

function between Xq and X^.

Assuming that we are dealing with a phenomenon that? is consistent in its overall
nature within the range established by Xn and X, we can conclude that the char-
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acteristic curve between 0 and 1 will be strictly monotonically increasing. Theo-
retically there can be an infinite number of such curves. If we have a definite basis
for doing so we can select a specific curve representing a specific measure. Other-
wise it would be a good policy to adopt a straight line between 0 and 1.

2. In cases where the performance attribute can best be described by a statement we
can define 0-1 interval by the description of least and most desirable states of
the scheme. A characteristic curve can then be adopted between 0 and 1. Once the
statement describing the scheme with respect to the constituent measure is located
on this interval, the corresponding rating can be obtained from the assumed charac-
teristic function.

3.k Step III: Calculation of the Overall Worth

The objective of this step is to combine the ratings on the constituent measures to

>btain the overall worth of the scheme.

The following notation is introduced:

j, k : subscripts identifying constituent measure, criterion and context respectively
m, N : numbers of constituent measures within a criterion, criteria within a context

and contexts respectively
r : rating of the scheme on a constituent measure
w : weightage
R : overall worth of a scheme.

Based on the assumption of addivity of worths, the expression for the overall worth of

scheme can be derived in the following form:

I
k=l

I W
(3,k) I W

(i,j, k) ' (i,j,k)

3=1 i=l

ince I \ - I
k=l 3=1

n
(j,k)

k)

i=l

id 0 < x, . . ,v < 1

; can be shown that R will have its values between 0 and 1. It is important to point out
iiat since the ratings were obtained by mutual comparison of the alternate schemes, the only
Lgnificance of the numerical value of R is in final ranking of one scheme in comparison

lth others and thus making the final choice.

k. Summary and Conclusions

A method is proposed to rank the alternate building schemes by evaluating their overall
irth as regards their anticipated performance under environmental factors to which they
'uld be subjected in use.

Value system for buildings is successively analysed into contexts, criteria and con-

gruent measures which represent one or more performance requirements. A scheme is

aracterised by design parameters and some constants and has a set of performance vari-

ces which correspond to the set of performance requirements that are provided by the

lue system. Environmental factors are part of the information and yield specific values
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of performance variables for a scheme. A scheme can be rated on a constituent measure by
comparison of extreme values of performance variables with the corresponding performance re
quirements in that constituent measure. Assuming the independence of criteria, the ratings
on constituent measures are combined to obtain the overall worth.

This study has, more than anything else, pointed out the need for further work towards

1. Evaluation of the performance of buildings in use and its comparison with the
evaluation of anticipated performance of a scheme during the design stage.

2. Development of widely acceptable criteria, constituent measures and performance
requirements in the perceptual-aesthetic and sociological contexts to a comparable
degree of refinement as in the technological and economic contexts.

3. Development of more specific bases for the establishment of context, criteria and
constituent measure weightages.

h-. Investigation into the time characteristics of the value system as represented by

the performance requirements and relative weightages of various criteria. The de-

signer will be best served if he has some rational basis for predicting the value
system under which his building will function in future.
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An Innovative Approach for Building System
Analysis and Design

M.J. Macalik'
School of Architecture

Nova Scotia Technical College
Halifax, N.S. , Canada

The intent of this paper is to introduce a new computer program formulated
to aid in the evaluation of performance of building systems and components.
The new program is designed to define, within a range of possibilities, the
scope of future innovation in building systems and components necessary
to improve their performance for the user and their profitability to the
manufacturer.

Le but de cette communication est d'introduire un nouveau programme
d ' ordinateurs formule pour aider a 1' evaluation de performance de systemes

et d' elements de construction. Le nouveau programme est congu pour

determiner, dans les limites de la gamme des possibilites , la portee
d' innovations futures en systemes et elements de construction necessaires

pour 1' amelioration de leur performance vis-a-vis de l'usager et leur

avantage pour le manufacturier

.

Key words: Building system analysis; design; innovation; mathematical

model; predictive technique.

1. Introduction

In view of the present and projected demand for housing, the level of achievement in

lousing construction is not very satisfactory. Alarming signs, like the declining input/
iutput ratio, indicate that steps must be taken soon to increase productivity. In addition
:o an increased volume of housing, its cost must be kept within the budget limitations of
:he people for whom it is produced.

Effort is being intensified at national levels, at the construction industry level, and
t the level of the individual house builder to produce a larger volume of low-cost housing,
n order to make important decisions on a more accurate basis, it has become obvious that
banning for this endeavor requires a new programmatic mechanism with specific performance
riteria. These performance criteria must take the form of numerical statements.

^Architect and Structural Engineer
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Analysis and evaluation of the performance of existing building systems and components
has now become essential in order to lay a basis for assessing future requirements and to

guide the development of new designs. The technical progress that results from this pro-
cedure of analysis, evaluation and prediction is perhaps the main factor in the growth of
the economy as a whole, as well as the increased productivity and economy of the housing
industry.

2. Performance Profile

The most widely used form of building evaluation has consisted of analysis of building
costs. The simplest criteria for building cost are similar to those in estimating (unit
price, cost/sq. ft. or cost/cu. ft.). Their usefulness depends directly on the exactness
of available information. These criteria do not, of course, evaluate a building as a

constructional system at all. It should be noted that in the past, cost standards have been
changed more rapidly than performance requirements. Moreover, many methods of building
evaluation disregard the important fact that construction results from numerous activities
characterized by the following basic stages of the total building process:

-the process for determining user requirements for operation and maintenance;
-the process of architectural and engineering design;
-the process of producing building materials;
-the process of building assembly.

A large number of usually complex relationships within a building must be considered
simultaneously if the appropriate solution is to be found. Under these circumstances,
it appears inappropriate to make complex evaluation of a building on cost criteria alone,

which by their generality, seem to be suitable just for the first stage of the building process

With the necessary introduction of human factors in housing schemes, the situation becomes
then more complicated and almost hopeless unless mathematical means and computers are
used to handle it.

At present, the general tendency is to intensify architectural programming and
simplify the building assembly to achieve the highest performance at the lowest possible
cost. This results in obviously conflicting demands for variations and flexibility on one
hand and economical efficiency of the building production and assembly on the other.

Two possible solutions lie in either developing new technologies, or selecting a

certain number of housing types or building components to satisfy certain functional
variations and requirements of the client.

The first possibility is more likely. In order to determine the technological and

design changes necessary a new predictive characteristic must be incorporated in our
programmatic mechanism. This will effect the conceptual and detail stage of the design
process, the component technology, and assembly.

Few companies that design and manufacture building components can afford to be con-

cerned with these trends and consequences, if they are even aware of them. Those who will

be concerned with long-range planning and the need to employ predictive techniques probably:

-operate on a larger than municipal scale. . .i .e. : regional, national, or international;
-employ a large number of people and deal with high production volumes;
-have made large capital investment (exceeding the $1 million figure);

or:
-represent the building industry itself or its important parts.

The performance profile of any housing program (i.e.: of any documented effort to

build a house) is fully dependent on the prime consideration we or the interested party
wishes to establish. In general terms the performance profile shows how concerned we are

with (a) function, (b) economy, (c) safety and (d) comfort of the particular building. We

must also be aware of the fact that there is a difference between the performance desired,

the performance designed, and that actually achieved. This means that the final performance
can be affected by each stage of the total building process and as such must be assessed.
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3. New Model

Every enterprising individual or organization strives for optimal solutions. Unless
xamples exist or some appropriate standards have been established, optimal solutions can
mly be derived from careful analysis and comparison of alternatives. Specific data for
omparison must be gathered to measure, count, test and retest objectives, designs, or
ctivities

.

A procedure of collecting data through testing has an implicit potential both to

valuate the object under study, and to refine the set of criteria developed as the unify-
ng base for comparison. Changes in technology and changes in the analytical model may
ecessitate changes in this original criteria.

In most cases criteria are mathematically formulated to provide a rational basis for
lecision making. The mathematical model , as we call it, of the given process is then
epresented by a series of simple equations arranged:

-to describe the building process and its operations step by step;
-to show the consequences of changed priorities and decisions made by the user each
time new data is introduced;

-to show the consequences of the introduction of new technical data.

The method of mathematical programming has been used for feasibility studies,
reliminary designs, cost estimates and cost control programs. However, all these programs
ave been devised to solve current problems. In order to meet future building needs, to

redict their extent and to develop new technologies, technical progress within the build-
ng industry will have to be subject to other considerations than the profit/loss ratio
considerations of comfort, and consumer preference) and will have to be better planned,
any existing computer programs could be modified for this purpose, however a new mathemat-
cal model may prove to be more appropriate. The main objectives to be achieved are:

-to initiate more comprehensive long-term planning and design and
-to accelerate the future operations of the component manufacturer with the possibility
of adjusting these to temporary demands and short-term pressures.

With the backing of one large Canadian organization such a program is now in the
rocess of development and testing. For obvious reasons its details will not be available
or some time. Nevertheless the following information may serve as an indication of the
xtent of work required to complete this computer program.

The creation of a program to promote improvement and to define the scope of future
nnovation will have to be started with the identification of parameters characterizing
recisely

:

-existing socio-economic conditions, standards, codes (range of products on the market,
minimal floor area requirements, etc.);

-technical trends of the industry in the past five years (growth of productivity,
industrialization, etc.);

-the company itself with respect to the parameters above;
-the pace with which the company wishes to proceed with changes (every two or three
years)

.

To synthesize the appropriate ranges of future optimal solutions requires that this
rogram must include all the complex criteria at the outset.

The complex criteria to be used for evaluation of existing house designs or construc-
ion processes and prediction of performance with technical innovation in mind must
etermine:

-fundamental relationships of a qualitative and quantitative nature among the stages
of the total building process (qualitative = positive or negative; quantitative =

numerical value, extent) and
-Interrelationships within these stages, i.e.: among the individual considerations or
steps of procedures.
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Comprehensive information and data for this new model will have to be provided in
order to assure that a sufficient number of criteria are developed. These criteria relate
obviously to the performance profile of the whole building and its stages.

Respecting the stages of the building process, the data to be processed must in general
deal with:

-scale of operations—number of units, total volume or floor area;
-adaptability—multiplication of functions;
-extent of possible expenditure, loans, cost of operations, maintenance and insurance,
extent of returns, interest rates, time scheduling;

-consideration of locality with respect to climate and resources of manpower and
materials

;

-legal aspects— use of building codes, limitations affecting the building, etc.;
-geometry of a building— sizes , elevations, numbers;
-space allocations and relationships, envelope characteristics, fenestration;
-building system classification, fundamental structural characteristics;
-variations in consumer choice;
-considerations of materials and their arrangements;
-characteristics of services and installations;
-components, characteristics and numbers, steps assuring the required quality of
construction

;

-production in general, extent of the output, time limits, characteristics of machinery
for production material handling and assembly, extent of the input of capital investments,
basic characteristics of the labor content, production and assembly.

In principle, the new model of the total building process (i.e.: program, design,
component production and erection) is represented by a system of two equations for each,
tabulated to form eight interconnected zones, with feedback introduced intentionally:

-to improve performance of the components of the building and of the building as a

whole in terms of precisely stated requirements;
-to detect via the mathematical indicators the most likely needed innovations.

Multiple recording of the findings from earlier analysis and comparisons is another
feature of the model before the necessary future changes in component design and manufacture
can be identified. The decision to innovate is based on the effectiveness of the proposed
changes with respect to:

-1 abor costs

;

-scheduling of building operations;
-thei r duration;
-the extent of additional investment connected with the proposed innovation.

Characteristics used to propose future changes in component manufacture and design are

so far very few and general in nature. Among others, the numerical instructions can

delineate ranges of desired:
-organizational changes;
-changes of technology and desired modernization of production facilities;
-new capital investment;
-sequence and extent of operations;
-material and its physical properties;
-performance of machinery;
-labor content in the process of applying the innovation

;

-1 imitations

;

-further information, research, etc.

It is assumed that people familiar with the project under study will be able to use

these instructions as guidelines for changes, modifications, and new development. The model

will not provide direct answers; it will only indicate a reasonable range of possibilities
the company can choose from.

Although the model will not do any architectural planning, it can evaluate in principle
and provide a set of guidelines to make the architectural design more efficient from tech-

nical and economic points of view.
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Despite the given explanation, there are many questions left unanswered. It is too

arly to say what effect the mathematical model would have on the whole house-building

ndustry. The role of housing in the national economy, social progress and social well-

sing has been recognized. Then, what sense does the idea of securing economical efficiency

nd unmatched superiority make, if we all know the hardship of improving technical per-

iOrmance of our buildings and maintaining their costs on the one hand, and frustrating and

isrespectful easiness of land speculation and other shortcomings of our system on the other,

t appears to be unfair and hard to believe, that the industry itself should carry the

,urden of social, economical and technical progress.
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A General Overview of Operation BREAKTHROUGH

Edgar V. Leyendecker
Building Research Division

Institute for Applied Technology
National Bureau of Standards

Washington, D. C. 20234

Operation BREAKTHROUGH was initiated with the overall
objective of increasing housing production by breaking
th rough the barriers which constrain the use of innovative
materials and systems in producing housing. Twenty-two
housing systems were selected by the Department of Housing
and Urban Development (HUD) to participate in the program
by erecting housing on selected prototype sites . The
Building Research Division of the National Bureau of
Standards (NBS) was selected to write performance based
criteria and evaluate the housing for HUD. A technical
panel formed by the National Academies of Sciences and
Engineering is providing HUD with independent advice on
the results of the NBS evaluations.

L 1 operation "BREAKTHROUGH" a ete lancee avec le but global de
faire breche dans les barrieres qui empechent 1' usage, des le debut,
de materiaux, de systemes et de methodes innovateurs dans la production
d 'habitations . Vingt-deux systemes de batiment ont ete selectionnes
par le Department of Housing et Urban Development ( HUD) pour parti-
ciper au programme en erigeant des habitations sur emplacements types
choisis. La Division de Recherches sur le Batiment National Bureau of

Standards evalue le logement en utilisant des criteres fondes sur la
performance, criteres developpes par HUD. Un groupe d' experts techniques
forme par les Academies Nationales des Sciences et des Ingenieurs fournit
a HUD un avis independant sur les resultats de 1' evaluation du National
Bureau of Standards.

Structural Research Engineer
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1. Introduction

In 1949 the United States Congress established the goal of a decent
home in a suitable living environment for every American. This goal was
reaffirmed in the Housing Act of 1968 with the determination that 26 million
housing units would .need to be produced in the decade of the 1970's. This
will require an annual production rate of about 2.5 million units in the
early 1970's and a higher rate in the late 1970's.

Conventional methods have been inadequate to produce housing in the
United States at the rate of 2.5 million units. The best prior production
effort had been only 2.0 million units in 1950. Production ranged from 1.2
to 1.6 million in the 1960's. It became evident that new methods must be
developed to supplement the traditional ones of providing housing in order
to achieve increased production. Yet, an increase in production must not
be achieved at the expense of a suitable living environment.

It was determined that the Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) should take steps to encourage the accelerated development and accept-
ance of advanced approaches in providing housing. Thus, Operation BREAK-
THROUGH was initiated with the overall objective of breaking through the
barriers which constrain the use of innovative materials and systems in
producing houses. Within this overall objective for Operation BREAKTHROUGH,
Harold Finger, the HUD Assistant Secretary for Research and Technology, has
outlined [1]^ the following major operational objectives:

"To develop the means for supplementing our production
of housing to assure the supply needed for our total
population in the years ahead";

• "To modernize zoning regulations so as to develop
improved land use arrangements that provide the
living space needed for a good liviijg environment";

• "To develop performance criteria and building code
improvements to encourage improved housing systems";

• "To attract into the housing business the architects,
the planners, the suppliers, the engineers, the broad
range of industrial capacities, financial institutions,
management organizations, builders, and developers that
have the ability to develop improved housing system
approaches " ;

• "To encourage production and operating arrangements
with our labor organizations and with the labor force
that makes more effective use of our full labor force
(all skill levels) to overcome the already existing
and worsening shortage of skilled labor";

Figures in brackets indicate the reference at the end of this paper.
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• "To encourage new techniques and materials";

• "To encourage the development at our State government
level of a concern with and a capability for the
development of housing based on the improved approaches
that are developed in the program";

• "To encourage actions at State and local level that
will provide an opportunity for, all people to obtain
housing where they want it and to live in an environ-
ment where a sense of responsibility and satisfaction
is encouraged";

• "To seek out innovative and expanded financing
mechanisms, recognizing that we may need basic reform
in the monetary institutions and regulatory law."

^hese objectives were aimed at improving the entire housing process rather
:han just serving as an advance for innovation.

In order to implement the program, proposals were requested from 5000
irganizations and over 600 were received. Twenty-two housing systems and
:leven proposals for various hardware and software components of housing
rere selected for contract purposes. Ten prototype sites, now reduced to
light, and one subsite were selected from 218 sites proposed for development

The 22 BREAKTHROUGH systems vary from component panels to three-dimen-
:ional modules. About one-third of the systems use wood structures while
:he remaining use concrete, metal, or plastic structures. Conventional
•esidential structures use about 75 percent wood construction.

Operation BREAKTHROUGH considers the design of the overall residential
:ommunity as part of the housing problem. This community design is as much
i part of the program as improvements in building design and production
•rocess . Thus, eleven site planners were selected out of 82 proposers to
iesign prototype sites demonstrating improved land use, community design,
nd improved building designs on the prototype sites. Eight site devel-
pers were selected out of 65 proposers to manage and be responsible for

!'verall site work. Several planning and design ideas which differ markedly from
.ormal site design have resulted from the design process, and are included
n the prototype site plans.

2. Evaluation Base

2.1 Development of the Evaluation Criteria

Many of the housing systems which were proposed for Operation BREAK-
HR0UGH contained innovations in materials, fabrication, and erection which
ould not be readily evaluated on the basis of the reference standards in
odes. Thus, it became evident that Operation BREAKTHROUGH required techni-
al support to evaluate the housing. The Building Research Division,
nstitute for Applied Technology, of the National Bureau of Standards,
epartment of Commerce, has been providing this interdisciplinary technical
upport [2]

.

A first step in the technical support program to evaluate innovative
ousing systems was the development of criteria for the evaluation of such
ystems on a performance basis. The criteria were prepared by the National
ureau of Standards. Concurrently, the Department of Housing and Urban
evelopment was carefully designing a process for the review of the criteria,
n order to assist in the review process the Department of Housing and Urban
evelopment (HUD) requested that the National Academies of Sciences and
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Engineering establish a special advisory committee.

The formal procedure finally established for the review process was for
the National Bureau of Standards to develop criteria; transmit these to the
Department of Housing and Urban Development for review; and finally, for the
Department of Housing and Urban Development to transmit them to the Advisory
Committee for review.

The Department of Housing and Urban Development issued the criteria to
the Housing System Producers for their guidance during the design and
development portion of the program. Valuable information was received from
their application of the criteria. The criteria were updated and improved
on the basis of this information. Finally, during occupancy, significant
data are expected from a detailed evaluation program of the performance
of the housing systems.

2.2 Philosophy of Evaluation Criteria

The evaluation criteria developed for Operation BREAKTHROUGH were
organized in a four-volume document entitled Guide Criteria for the Evalua-
tion of Operation BREAKTHROUGH Housing Systems. The four volumes were for
(1) multifamily high-rise (four-stories and greater in height), (2) multi-
family low-rise (less than four-stories in height), (3) single family
attached, and (4) single family detached housing systems. Each volume of
the evaluation criteria was organized in accordance with the matrix shown
in figure 1, where the numbered columns in the matrix correspond to attributes
and the lettered row corresponds to built elements. Thus, for example, under
Section H-5 (H is plumbing, the built element, and 5 is acoustic environment,
the attribute) of the criteria, one would expect to find a performance state-
ment for noise generated by plumbing.

Each performance statement consists of a requirement, one or more
criteria, test, and a commentary (optional) and follows a consistent format
throughout the document. The requirement is a statement of general perform-
ance in terms of the housing system. The criterion is a statement of factors
to be controlled or measured in the housing system. The test is a statement
of how the factors in the criterion are to be evaluated in the housing system
so that compliance with the level of performance intended in the criterion
can be determined. The term "test" is used in its broadest sense to connote
the means for demonstrating compliance, and can thus refer to engineering
computation and analysis, prior documented experience, or physical simula-
tion. If there are American Society for Testing and Materials tests or
other standard tests which are applicable, these are referenced.

The final item which makes up a complete performance statement in the
BREAKTHROUGH Criteria is a commentary. This is not a necessary component
of the performance statement. However, since Operation BREAKTHROUGH is an
experimental program and since these criteria represent a translation of the
most advanced state of the art, it was considered desirable to state the
intent and the degree of confidence in the performance levels or test methods
specified as well as the significance of the factors to be controlled and
evaluated, in terms of the housing system.

The criteria differ technically from existing building codes both in
language and in scope. First, codes tend to be prescriptive in nature and
component oriented. On the other hand, the BREAKTHROUGH Criteria are, so
far as the present state of the art permits, performance based and systems
oriented. Secondly, codes are concerned primarily with the areas of health
and safety. The BREAKTHROUGH Criteria cover not only health and safety, but
also liveability and durability. This broader scope was considered necessary
because BREAKTHROUGH aims at producing housing that is both safe and of im-
proved quality to satisfy user needs.
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In the area of health and safety, the Criteria were written to achieve
at least that level which is intended in present codes. In the areas of
liveability and durability a base level was used that could be obtained
through a conscientious execution of mode r a t e - le ve 1 conventional construc-
tion. Conventional housing solutions automatically provide certain levels
af liveability and durability, even though these are not specifically called
for in the codes pertaining to housing. However, with innovative systems,
inhere is no implicit, time-proven guarantee that these same levels of live-
ability and durability will be obtained.

3. Evaluation Process

Design drawings and specifications have been submitted for review by
:he 22 housing systems producers at intervals of preliminary, 25 per cent,
'5 per cent, and final stages of completion. At each of these progressive
tages , the National Bureau of Standards is reviewing the designs, attempting

I
to predetermine those details that will be acceptable, those that must be
ested further, and those that are suspected of being unacceptable.

A considerable amount of BREAKTHROUGH evaluation has already taken
;lace, and a number of physical tests have been carried out or are underway,
efore recommendations are made to the Department of Housing and Urban
evelopment concerning the acceptability of any system, the system will be
horoughly evaluated and, where required it will be thoroughly tested. In
ddition to this, the system's performance on the prototype sites will be
valuat ed .

The National Bureau of Standards is acting as the focal point for all
jesting and evaluation. Other public and private laboratories and consult-
nts are also being used. After thorough evaluation of a system, the
ational Bureau of Standards will submit the results along with recommenda-
ions to the Department of Housing and Urban Development for review and
ubsequent transmission to the Advisory Committee Technical Panel of the
tional Academies of Sciences and Engineering [2].

4. Advisory Function of the National Academies
of Sciences and Engineering

A Technical Panel was set up for review and evaluation purposes by a

pint Advisory Committee to the Department of Housing and Urban Development
iCHUD) of the National Academies of Sciences and Engineering [3]. Two
:pects of the BREAKTHROUGH program are being reviewed; first, the evalua-
tion base to be used for judging the adequacy of the housing systems; and
icond, a review of the NBS evaluation reports to determine acceptability of
ich housing system.

I

The Technical Panel will advise HUD regarding the acceptability of any
riusing system after it has been thoroughly briefed by the NBS on the eval-
ition results, has had an opportunity to study the test reports, and, when
propriate to do so, has inspected the prototypes. Activities of the
chnical Panel will culminate in reports which will advise HUD that the
stem should or should not be accepted.

Once the Department of Housing and Urban Development has received
commendations on each of the 22 housing systems from both the National
reau of Standards and the Academies, HUD will exercise its own judgment

;
to whether it will approve the systems. By the time the BREAKTHROUGH

ogram is completed, each system is expected to have been thoroughly
cumented and evaluated with regard to its performance in use.
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Philosophy and Scope of Structural
Performance Criteria

F. Y. Yokel and N. F. Somes
Building Research Division

Institute for Applied Technology
National Bureau of Standards

Washington, D.C. 20234

In the program entitled "Operation BREAKTHROUGH",
the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development is
supporting and guiding the development of industrial hous-
ing systems and encouraging innovation in housing tech-
nology. Evaluation criteria that were developed by the
Building Research Division of the National Bureau of Stan-
dards' Institute of Applied Technology will be applied to
all "Operation BREAKTHROUGH" housing systems. This paper
presents the philosophy for the development of Structural
Performance Criteria, which are derived from the user re-
quirements of safety, activity support, low maintenance
cost, absence of stress and anxiety and visual accept-
ability. One example is quoted to illustrate the form of

these criteria, which comprise three groups: strength,
stiffness and rigidity, and resistance to local damage.

Dans le programme initule "Operation BREAKTHROUGH", HUD
(U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development) entretient
et guide le developpement de systemes industriels d' habitation
et encourage les innovations technologiques en ce domaine. Des
criteres d' evaluation developpes par la Division des Recherches
sur la Construction du Bureau National de Standards, l'Institut
de Technologie appliquee, seront utilises pour tous les systemes
d'habitation de l'Operation BREAKTHROUGH. Cette communication
presente la theorie pour le developpement de criteres de
performance de la construction, qui decoulent des demandes de
l'usager, pour la securite, les supports d'activite, le cout
reduit d'entretien, l;absence de tension et d'anxiete et
1' esthetique . Un example est cite pour illustrer la forme
de ces criteres: force, raideur et rigidite et resistance
aux deteriorations locales.

This paper has been submitted to the American Society of Civil Engineers
:or consideration for publication in the Journal of the Structure Division
'roceedings .

Structural Research Engineer and Assistant Chief respectively, Structures
•ect ion .
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1 . Introduction

Advances in building technology lead to the introduction of new and
unproven design concepts and material applications. As a result of such
innovations, some r e cen t ly -de ve 1 op e d building systems defy analysis by
traditional engineering principles. Frequently, the adequacy of these sys-
tems cannot be evaluated using existing building codes and design standards.

Some of the difficulties in the evaluation of these systems can be
overcome by the introduction of performance criteria which are not specifi-
cally related to particular design concepts or material solutions. The
Building Research Division of the Institute for Applied Technology, National
Bureau of Standards, has worked for several years to initiate and develop
performance criteria as a supplement to building codes and design standards,
and as a guide to designers and developers of innovative building systems.
These performance criteria are now being applied in the Department of Housing
and Urban Development's Operation Breakthrough to determine and certify the
adequacy of industrialized housing systems.

2. Development of Performance Criteria

The performance of any structural element or subsystem must be defined
in terms of its function. Since the function of a building is to serve the
needs of its users, performance criteria must be derived from user needs.

The objects of all user needs and wants cover a spectrum ranging beyond
necessities to amenities, all of which can never be satisfied within given
economic constraints. Thus user requirements must be selected which repre-
sent those user needs which should be satisfied in any particular case.

Some user requirements are obvious. For instance, it is obvious that
the occupants of a building should be protected against death, injury or
financial loss caused by structural collapse. In other cases, the selection
of user requirements is difficult and user needs are not well understood.
For instance, we do not completely understand how much motion and accelera-
tion can be tolerated in a building before discomfort or insecurity is

expe r ien ce d

.

On the basis of user requirements, performance requirements can be
determined. Performance requirements state those attributes which the built
environment must have in order to satisfy user requirements. For instance
the user requirement to limit excessive motion in a building results in the
performance requirement of adequate stiffness and rigidity.

A performance requirement can only be implemented when compliance with
the requirement can be objectively determined. The determination of compli-
ance requires the statement of the performance in terms of measurable
quantities. Such a statement is a performance criterion. It should be noted
that the quantities should be measurable and that the methods, by which the
quantities are to be measured, should be stated. For instance, criteria for
structural stiffness will state deflection limits. In order to make deflec-
tion limits quantitatively measurable it is necessary to state the magnitude
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nd duration of loads under which these deflections must not be exceeded and
iesting procedures by which compliance with the criteria can be determined
or any particular structure.

The steps in the previously - discussed methodology are shown in the
low chart below:

USER NEEDS

USER REQUIREMENTS

PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

lese steps were used to develop performance criteria.

In Operation Breakthrough each performance criterion first gives the
jquirement for which it was derived, then the criterion is stated, quanti-
itively wherever possible, then the method is stated by which compliance
Lth the criterion may be evaluated. Finally a commentary explains the pur-
3se, derivation, use, and limitations of the state of knowledge on which
le criterion was based. This format not only presents a criterion but also
rplains the purpose and intent of the criterion thus enabling the developer
: an innovative system to satisfy the intent in a way which may not have

h'.en envisioned when the criterion was developed.

It is not the aim of this paper to discuss methods for evaluating per-
irmance but it is evident that a criterion can only be used if a method of
'aluating compliance with the criterion is available.

The following discussion is limited to structural performance criteria.

3. Structural Performance Criteria

The following user requirements, stated in very broad categories, were
entif ied

:

1. Safety

2. Activity support (e.g., floor deflections should not cause a table
to be unsteady)

3. Acceptable level of maintenance cost

4. Absence of stress and anxiety (e.g., no discomfort shall be caused
by excessive vibrations induced by footsteps).

5. Visual acceptability (e.g., the appearance of a wall-ceiling joint
will not be ob j e ct ionalb e because of excessive deflection).

Table 1 shows the performance requirements that were derived from these
er requirements.

Table 1. Relationship Between User Requirements and Performance
Requirements for Structural Attributes.

Performance Requirements for
ir Requirements Structural Attributes
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Safety St rength

Activity Support

Acceptable Level of
Maintenance Cost

Stiffness and Rigidity

Resistance to Local Damage
Under Service Conditions

Resistance to Local Damage
Under Service Conditions

Absence of Stress Stiffness and Rigidity
and Anxiety

Resistance to Local Damage
Under Service Conditions

Visual Acceptability Stiffness and Rigidity

Resistance to Local Damage
Under Service Conditions

It can be seen from Table 1, that essentially three categories of perfor-
mance requirements were identified:

1. Requirements for strength

2. Requirements for stiffness and rigidity (static and dynamic)

3. Requirements for resistance to local damage under service
conditions .

Several criteria are necessary to quantify each of these requirements. The
actual performance level stated in these criteria is in each case selected
to satisfy the user requirements. The titles of the performance criteria,
which were developed for each category of performance requirements, are
listed in Table '2.

Table 2. Structural Performance Criteria

Requirements Titles of Criteria

Strength Load Capacity -Extreme Loads
Sustained Loads
Repeated Loads
Catastrophic Loads

Reg uirements

Stiffness and Rigidity

Resistance to Local Damage

Titles of Criteria

Vertical Deflections
Horizontal Deflections
Story Drift
Vib rat ions

Structure - Foundation
Interact ion

Interaction Between Structural
Elements

Volume Changes of Structural
Elements

Incidental Occupancy Loads
(impact, concentrated loads)
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Scope of Performance Criteria

The criteria listed in Table 2 cover many aspects of performance not
nsidered in present design standards and building codes. With respect to
rength ,

present standards usually specify load capacity and some aspects
sustained-loads effects. Repeated loads, except those causing high

cle fatigue, are not considered in building design and none of the U.S.
sign standards or codes contain provisions for catastrophic loads such as
hicular collisions, construction accidents and service-system explosion.

With respect to stiffness and rigidity, present standards consider ver-
cal deflections and in a few instances horizontal deflections and story
ift. None of the standards contain provisions for vibrations.

In the area of resistance to local damage there are very few provisions
present standards; however, some of the attributes required by the cri-
ria are implicit in structures designed in accordance with good engineer-
g practice.

These additional requirements are necessary if performance criteria
b to be independent of specific design concepts and material solutions,
ly attributes which are implicit in traditional systems may not be present
untried innovative systems. For instance, we know that stiletto heels

11 not punch through floors that have been used in the past. Thus our
sign standards confine themselves to the requirements for deflection and
ad capacity. However it is conceivable, that some innovative system using
ress-skin construction, which would meet all the deflection and load-
Dacity requirements of present design standards, could suffer serious dam-
e when subjected to the compressive stress and perimeter shear imposed by
Lletto heels. Another case in point is the requirement for repeated-load
jacity. While we know that structures presently in use perform in a man-
: acceptable to the users, it is conceivable that an innovative and
:ried system may be weakened below the acceptable strength level or suffer
rge permanent deformations under the cumulative effect of many cycles of
id application.

A similar case could be made for vibrations, impact resistance and many
ter attributes required by the criteria.

5. Example of Performance Criteria

One of the crit er ia listed in Table 2 is stated

Loa d Capa city - Extreme Loads

The structure o r any porti on thereof should not
under a load smaller th an the following:

(a) 1

.

4D + 1. 7L
(b) 0 . 9D + 1

.

3W
(c) 0 . 9D + 1

.

45E
(d) 1

.

ID + 1 . 3L + 1 . 3W
(e) 1

.

ID + 1. 3L + 1 .45E
(f) 0 . 9D + 1. 7Q

xts se rvice

D = Service
L = S e rvi ce
W = Service
E = S e rvi ce

Q = Service
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If the load capacity of a system is evaluated on the basis of a single
specimen or a sample of several specimens, the ratio of measured load capac-
ity to required load capacity should be such that there should be at least
95 percent probability that the structure in service will have a load capac-
ity not less than the required load capacity, and the least credible
load capacity should be adequate to insure that no structure would fail at a

load lower than any combination of unfactored service loads. If load capac-
ity is determined by calculation, the load capacity in (a), (d) and (e)
should be multiplied by (1 + 1.5v), and the load capacity in (b), (c) and
(f) should be increased by multiplying the service loads, other than the
dead load, by ( 1 + 1.5v), where v represents the best possible estimate of
the coefficient of variation of the load capacity of a given structural
system.

Evaluation: Structural Analysis and/or Physical Simulation

Service loads, stated in the cited criterion, are maximum loads that
have a recurrence interval equal to the service life of the structure. In
the absence of sufficient statistical information, design loads currently
stipulated by codes in conjunction with the working stress method of design
are taken as service loads.

The load combinations, stated under (a) through (f) in the criterion,
represent loading conditions which are deemed by professional consensus in
the U.S. to have a suitably low probability of being equaled or exceeded.

The quantity (1 + 1.5v) accounts for strength variability and depends
on the properties of the structural material, the quality of workmanship and
the system used. In the case where the variation in load capacity of a

population of structures follows approximately a normal distribution, the
requirement of an overcapacity of (1 + 1.5v) times the required capacity
would mean that approximately 95 percent of that population of structures
would have at least the required load capacity.

After stating the criterion itself, the method of evaluation is stated.
In this case, because the criterion relates to the overall structure the
evaluation method is stated in rather broad terms. However, additional cri-
teria are needed to define "physical simulations", which will be discussed
in the subsequent paper.

In addition to a statement of the criterion, it is important to explain
the intent of the criterion. This is achieved by use of a commentary giving
an explanation of the user requirement to which the criterion is related, as
well as of the attribute of the built environment which would produce com-
pliance with the criterion. The commentary also explains the origin of the
various quantitative limits in the criterion. This explanation of intent
could in some instances enable designers to meet the intent of the criterion
in a manner not anticipated when the quantitative limits were determined,
and thus encourages innovation.

The performance criteria discussed in this paper are now being applied
to the evaluation of industrialized housing systems in Operation Breakthrough
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Philosophy for Physical
Simulation Using Performance Criteria

N. F. Somes and F. Y. Yokel
Building Research Division

Institute for Applied Technology
National Bureau of Standards

Washington, D.C. 20234

Physical simulation may be defined as a testing
procedure designed to closely simulate the actual
structure in order to determine the response of the
prototype structure to the loads it is likely to
receive during its service life. Criteria for
physical simulation include the selection of critical
assembly, the consideration of critical load conditions,
the allowance, the allowance for the effects of the
service life environment and taking account of vari-
ability in structural elements and subsystems. The
paper discusses each of these criteria in detail, and
presents a philosophy.

Le "simulation physique" peut etre definie comme un mode
d'epreuve concu pour simuler etroitement la structure reelle
dans 1' intention de determiner la reaction du type de structure
aux charges qu'elle devra supporter pendant sa periode de service.
Les criteres pour la simulation physique comprennent la selection
de l'assemblage critique, l'examen des conditions critiques de

charge et des actions admissibles du milieu pendant l'usage.
lis font aussi etat de la variability des elements de structure
et des sous-systemes . La communication examine chacun de ces

criteres en details, et presente une theorie.

Key words: Accelerated aging; building systems;
extreme loads; performance criteria; performance
evaluation; service loads; stiffness; strength;
testing; variability.
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L. Introduction

Under the performance concept, criteria may be used in the design and
evaluation of a building whatever the type of material used in the various
elements

.

The physical properties and hence performance vary from material to
material and in addition, these properties frequently vary with the manner
in which the material is used and with the passage of time.

It follows that evaluation by performance criteria can only be valid if
full account is taken of these factors both in the development of criteria
and in their application through evaluation.

It is inherent in the performance concept that criteria are indep endent
of , yet able to deal with all materials. In this paper this concept will be
taken a stage further by a discussion of the philosophy and scope of an
evaluation process. This process is being applied to determine the adequacy
of the housing systems within Operation BREAKTHROUGH.

2 . Ev al u a t i on

Evaluation is the determination of compliance with the performance
criteria. It is carried out using one or a combination of the following
tools :

analy s i s

professional judgment
physical simulation.

In most cases, compliance with performance criteria can be evaluated,
using recognized concepts of engineering and applied science. For example,
the ability of a structure to withstand the racking forces due to a service
wind load may generally be evaluated by analysis.

However, consider the criterion that the structure shall not fail after
1000 cycles of loading from 1 Service Dead Load to 1 Service Dead Load + 0.5
Service Wind Load. In this case, evaluation by analysis would frequently
not be possible. The evaluation must, therefore, be based on:

professional judgment
or physical simulation

or a combination of simulation and
analysis or judgment.

In some cases, when unproven systems are used the previously discussed
methods of evaluation do not provide conclusive information on compliance
with performance criteria. In such cases it may be necessary to delay final
judgement until the in-service performance of a prototype can be observed.

3. Physical Simulation

When new materials or innovative and untried concepts are introduced,
there is frequently no basis for professional judgement and evaluation may
require physical simulation through testing.
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Physical simulation can be costly and time consuming; thus, it should
nly be used when analysis and professional judgement are inadequate in
hemselves

.

Physical simulation may be defined as a test procedure designed to
losely simulate behavior of the actual structure in order to determine the
esponse of the prototype structure to the loads it is likely to receive
uring its service life.

Thus, physical simulation corresponds to a service life evaluation,
he structural performance criteria set a level of performance applicable
or the entire service life of the building. Whereas the passage of time
ay reduce the level of performance, this performance shall not drop below
he levels set by the criteria within the service life defined for the
ui lding .

Because building materials, elements and systems generally deteriorate
ith age, the implication here is that the building shall have a performance
hich in the early years of its life will probably exceed that called for by
he criteria. The margin by which it does so depends on the materials, the
ystem, and, to some extent, uncertainty about both. This is particularly
rue of innovative systems. Specifically, the structural criteria set a

uitable level of performance by criteria in the areas of:

s t rength
stiffness
resistance to local damage.

jhese have been discussed in the previous paper. Hereafter one specific
eans of evaluation is discussed, that of physical simulation, and the cri-
er i a for its application.

4. Criteria for Physical Simulation

These criteria call for:

(a) selection of critical subassembly
(b) use of critical loading conditions
(c) allowance for service life environment
(d) consideration of variability in performance.

Each of these four will be discussed in turn:

(a) Selection of Critical Subassembly

The following considerations:

floor span
shear wall location
openings in walls and floors

e just three examples of possible architectural variations in the family
housing units, which should be considered when selecting a structural

;.bassembly for physical simulation. This selection should preferably be

nservative and, therefore, take account of, say, the largest floor span to

used or the most adverse arrangement of shear walls. Another case is

at of the number and location of openings in walls and in floors. The
vantage of a selection of a critical subassembly is that the results offer
basis for conservative judgement. In t e r p o 1 a t i ve judgement can also be
ed for less critical subassemblies in the use of the system.
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(b) Use of Critical Loading Conditions

While not all-inclusive, the following list shows some examples of
potentially critical conditions to be considered in the evaluation:

foundation fixity and settlement
construction misalignment and tolerances
time-dependent deformation and volume changes
repeated loading.

In the first of these, where ideal foundation fixity provides a

restraint to the structure, the test assembly should allow for the reduced
restraint that reasonably could be expected following foundation settlement

Since fabrication and erection are both subject to dimensional inaccu-
racies the physical simulation should take account of those forces and added
eccentricities of loads which can occur as a result. This practice is
similar to that required by design standards for reinforced concrete, an
example being the minimum eccentricity of 1/10 the thickness required for
concrete columns in the ACI Code [1]3.

The cumulative effect of creep, unrecovered deflections, moisture and
temperature on structural capacity must be determined and taken into
consideration. For example, these effects in a load-bearing wall panel may
serve to magnify the moment in that panel.

Repeated loading due to live load or wind load over the service life of
a structure can change the characteristics of structural elements and con-
nections, an example being a reduction of local strength due to fatigue.

It is important to consider the effects of the interaction of various
structural elements, a factor which is frequently disregarded in conventional
structural analysis. For example, the interaction between the structural
frame and non-load bearing partitions may be beneficial in some instances by
increasing structural rigidity and detrimental in others by causing local
damage in partitions.

The lateral drift due to horizontal loads as well as lateral drift
caused by tilting of the structure due to differential foundation settlement,
will result in added eccentricities of vertical gravity loads on columns and
bearing walls. If a one-story high subassembly is used to simulate the
response of a multi-story building, it is important to account for these
added eccentricities.

(c) Allowance for Service Life Environment

The material properties of almost all structural elements are affected
to some extent by environmental factors such as:

mo i s t u r

e

temperature
ultraviolet light
chemical interaction

It was stated that the required level of performance must be assured
throughout the service life of the building. In the evaluation, therefore,

Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this
pape r

.
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nsideration must be given to the deterioration of materials and structural
aments due to these atmospheric conditions in addition to such effects as
er activities and repeated loading. This consideration is particularly
portant in the evaluation of structural adhesives, which are increasingly
lacing mechanical jointing to structural composites. This particular
sect is discussed in reference [2],

(d) Consideration of Variability in Performance

The physical properties of materials, structural elements and struc-
al sub-systems are inherently subject to variation. The factors influenc-
this variation are numerous and their influence is complex. One need
concern oneself here with these aspects but rather deal with the measured
iability as expressed in a frequency distribution. Figure 1 shows the
e where the variation in strength of a population of structures follows
roximately a normal distribution. In this case the requirement that the
n strength exceed the strength called for in the criterion by 1.5v means
t approximately 95 percent of that population of structures would have
least the required strength. The coefficient of variation, v, is the
ndard deviation divided by the mean for the population. The use of this
uirement is appropriate to an evaluation based on analysis. However, it
t be noted that the mean strength must account for all the effects of the
vice life. The coefficient of variation of the strength of a given
ucture represents the combined effect of variations in material strength,
kmanship and control.

For relatively untried materials and concepts, a reasonable allowance
uld be made for the lack of experience and for unforeseen difficulties
the use of more conservative estimates for v. It should also be recog-
ed that certain structural members require a greater margin of safety
n other members. For instance, among a variety of members, there are
ferent strength variabilities, different reliabilities of strength pre-
tion and different consequences of failure. Such considerations explain
concrete columns are recognized to require a greater margin of safety

n flexural concrete members.

It was shown that where the mean strength is known with reasonable cer-
aty, the criterion is satisfied if the mean strength exceeds the crite-
a strength by 1.5v.

The important term here is "known with reasonable certainty."

Consider now that the only basis for evaluation is by testing a number
specimens sampled from a population of structures. The coefficient of
Lation for this population is v, but the mean value is unknown and is to
assessed. The size of the sample is important to the interpretation of
result .

Figure 2 shows a frequency distribution of strength based on two
>lings . The first and flatter curve is for a sample of one and hence its
ficient of variation v' = v. The taller curve is based upon repeated
'ling with n specimens. In accordance with sampling theory both distri-
.ons have the same mean yet the coefficient of variation of the distribu-
i based on a sample of n is:

is thereby significantly reduced.
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Assume that a sample is submitted for evaluation by testing. It is
recognized by the evaluator that the test result might be anywhere on the
frequency-distribution curve - from extreme left to extreme right. He would
therefore judiciously assume that the test strength result is an advantage-
ous one, that is, it falls to the right of the mean in the distribution.

If it is assessed that the mean strength lies 1.5v' to the left of this
test result, then only approximately five percent of the population is deemed
to be stronger than the test result.

Now one has a reasonable basis for setting the required test strength.

Figure 3 shows that the required test strength is set 1.5v' greater
than the mean strength which in turn is set 1.5v greater than the criterion
strength. It will be observed that the advantage of the larger sample is a

reduction in the overstrength called for in the test.

Without departing too far from what has been discussed, certain aspects
of structural behavior should be noted which deserve consideration in an
evaluation, but which are not generally considered in conventional design.

To the left of Figure 4 is shown a wall panel subjected to a wind rack-
ing load. Within a population of such panels the coefficient of variation
of the racking capacity is v.

To the right in Figure 4 several panels are used in "parallel" within a

single-story structure. The term "in parallel" is used to indicate that
there is joint participation in the resisting of wind loads on the elevation
of the building. Where the floor system is capable of acting as a reason-
ably rigid diaphragm it is obvious that there will be reasonable compatibil-
ity in the racking deformations in the panels. Many such wall panels
exhibit "a flat top" or ductile portion to their load - deformation response
to racking. In this situation, the maximum capacity of the parallel duc-
tile system is reached when all four panels are close to their respective
maximum capacities.

In such a case, we have a capacity based upon a sample of four and the
appropriate coefficient of variation

. v v v
v' = = = —77~

n /T /4~ 2

There are several other cases in which this approach is appropriate.

Turning from the p a r al le 1- du c t i le case, a s e r ies -b ri 1 1 le case is con-
sidered where wall panels are required to carry vertical loading. In a

multi-story building this loading is transmitted through n successive panels
to the foundations. Failure of any one panel is deemed a failure in the
structure. In such a case, the probability of failure is considerably
increased above that of the single-story structure. The preceeding has been
a very simplified discussion of a highly complex consideration. Probabalis-
tic concepts, as discussed above, were used in a limited way to evaluate
some of the more innovative systems. However, considerably more study will
be necessary before the application of these concepts can be extended.

The philosophy for physical simulation discussed in this paper has been
applied to determine the adequacy of twenty-two industrialized building sys-
tems with the framework of Operation BREAKTHROUGH.
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Field Testing of Conventional Buildings for Static
and Dynamic Deflections

G. C. Hsi , H. S. Lew , F. Y. Yokel and N. F. Somes'
Building Research Division

Institute for Applied Technology
National Bureau of Standards

Washington, D.C. 20234

In order to evaluate innovative materials and systems
it is necessary to develop performance criteria for aspects
of structural behavior which hitherto have not been con-
sidered for traditional materials and solutions. It is
reasonable to set levels of performance required by these
new criteria so as to achieve a performance which has been
acceptable to society over a long period of time. Unfortu-
nately, there is a lack of data on the performance of
traditional buildings. This paper describes recent field
testing of several conventional buildings in order to
confirm the suitability of performance criteria established
for static and dynamic deflections within the "Operation
BREAKTHROUGH" program.

Pour evaluer des materiaux et systemes innovateurs , il est
necessaire de developper des criteres de performance interessant
les aspects du comportement structural jusqu'ici negliges pour les

materiaux et solutions traditionnels . II est raisonnable de fixer
les niveaux de performance requis par ces nouveaux criteres pour
atteindre une performance que la societe considere comme acceptable
depuis longtemps. Malheureusement , il y a carence d ' informations
quantitatives sur la performance des batiments traditionnels. Cette
communication decrit de recents essais sur place d'une serie de

batiments conventionnels afin de confinner la justesse des criteres
de performance etablis pour les flechissements statiques et dynamiques
dans le cadre du programme de 1' "Operation BREAKTHROUGH".

Key words: Building; design criteria; drift; field test;
floor vibration; wood frame.
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Introduction

There is currently in the United States a strong trend toward the
production of housing by industrialized methods. These methods frequently
involve the innovative use of new materials and systems. It is reasonable
that the occupant of an innovative housing unit should expect at least that
level of performance which he has come to expect from conventional housing.

Attempts to compare innovative housing systems with conventional forms
are frequently frustrated by lack of performance data for conventional
housing. This can be explained by the fact that conventional housing has
evolved over a period of several hundred years on the basis of trial and
error. This process has made them generally acceptable in terms of strength,
serviceability, and resistance to local damage without the need to quantify
this performance. This fact is demonstrated by existing building codes and
standards the provisions in which are based implicity on the use of conven-
tional materials and systems. These documents are frequently inadequate
for the evaluation of innovative systems for the reasons that the provisions
may be inappropriate or provisions may be lacking in areas where it cannot
be automatically assumed that the new solution has a performance equivalent
to conventional systems.

This paper gives a brief report on two programs of field testing of
conventional housing in order to assist the process of establishing perform-
ance criteria which might be applied to the evaluation of innovative systems.

Program A was concerned with the performance of housing under horizontal
external loads while Program B was concerned with the performance of floors
under impact loading.

2. Program A, Performance of a House Under Lateral Loading

2 . 1 Background

A criterion which is being used— ^ to evaluate the performance of houses
sets the limit for story drift under service windload at h/500, where h is
the height of any floor level above ground. This limit was set in accord-
ance with present professional consensus in the United States with respect
to the design of multistory steel and concrete structures. It cannot be
determined at the present time whether this limit could be relaxed without
causing the occupants to experience discomfort and anxiety under severe wind
conditions .

No reliable data are available on the magnitude of drift experienced by
buildings of conventional wood-frame construction, which in general, perform
in a manner acceptable to the user. The purpose of this investigation was
to measure the performance of a new conventionally constructed house under
simulated wind loads .

2.2 Description of Building

The building, shown in figure 1, is a conventional two-story wood-frame
building with brick veneer over part of the front of the lower story. The
lower-story floor is a 4-in concrete slab on grade. Exterior walls consist

1/ Guide Criteria for the Design and Evaluation of "Operation Breakthrough"
Housing Systems prepared by NBS for U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Deve lopmen t

.
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2 x 4— wood studs, 16 inches on center, with an interior facing of 3/8
ch thick gypsum board ( ASTM C36)[l]-3/, an exterior facing of 1/2-in thick
psum sheathing (ASTM C79)[2] and asbestos exterior siding. Upper-level
oor construction is 2 x 8 joists, 12 inches on center with 5/8-in plywood
bflooring and a 1/2-in gypsum board ceiling. The upper-level ceiling is
2-in gypsum board nailed to 2 x 4 joists, which comprise the lower members
roof trusses spaced 24 inches on center. Roof cover consists of 3/8-in

ply plywood and asphalt shingles. Interior bearing walls are comprised of
x 4 studs, 16 inches on center, and interior partitions 2x3 studs, 16
ches on center. All interior walls are covered with 3/8-in gypsum board.

Floor plans are shown in figure 2. The lower story comprises a large
mily room, a bathroom, a bedroom, a garage and two small utility rooms,
e upper story consists of a living room with a L-shaped dining room, a

tchen, a bathroom and three bedrooms.

The building has no fireplace or masonry walls in the plane in which
e racking load was applied, but some additional lateral rigidity is' derived
om a backfilled portico with a 4-in concrete slab floor and access stairs
tting against part of the front wall at an elevation 2 ft - 10 inches above
rst-floor level. The four columns shown in figure 1 are doweled to the 4

. portico slab by a single 1/2-in diameter anchor bolt and do not materi-
ly contribute to the rigidity of the building.

2.3 The Test Arrangement

The test setup is illustrated in figure 3. The load was applied by
ur hydraulic rams, supported on two steel frames which were connected to
d concrete blocks, each weighing 5000 pounds. These blocks were lifted
to the proper position by two 10-ton fork lifts. The mounting of the rams
the steel frames and the bolted connection between the steel frames and

2 concrete blocks permitted the adjustments necessary for proper position-
l of the rams

.

Deflection measurements were made by 32 displacement transducers (See
>ure 4), which measured horizontal and vertical displacements near the
7er and upper ceiling levels at both exterior walls in three locations
par the two end walls and near the center of the house), as well as the
itortion in the plane of one end wall at the lower and the upper story
Tel . One of the displacement transducers was monitored by an X-Y recorder,
addition, all transducer readings were electronically scanned by a data
;ging system.

2.4 Testing Sequence

Two tests were conducted. In test No. 1 lateral load was applied at

upper story floor level in the short direction of the building and dis-
. cements as well as wall distortion were recorded at both the upper and
er s tory levels

.

In test No. 2 lateral load was applied at the upper
short direction of the building and displacements as

tortion were recorded at both the upper and the lower

ominal sizes in inches (actual dimensions: 1 1/2 in

igures in brackets refer to literature references at

ceiling level in
well as wall
-story le ve 1 s .

x 3 1/2 in) .

end of paper.
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In both tests load was applied in increments corresponding to wind
pressures of approximately 5 psf acting on the entire projected area tribu-
tary to each ram location. After each load increment the building was
unloaded and reloaded to the next higher load increment.

2.5 Discussion of Test Results

It is beyond the scope of this paper to present all the data. Only the
most important data are discussed, namely the horizontal drift and residual
drift at the point in the building where maximum drift was recorded. Figure
5 shows a plot of horizontal drift measured near the centerline of the
building at location 53 near the upper-level floor line, versus wind
pressure. The plot was developed by superposition of the results of tests
1 and 2, combining the proper ram-load levels corresponding to the wind
pressures indicated.

For this plot, wind loads were computed in accordance with ANSI Minimum
Design Loads [3] ,

using the nominal wind pressure on the vertical projection
of the entire building, including the roof. (This is a very conservative
approach which corresponds to requirements in Reference 4. The actual wind
loads would be less since the resultant force acting on the roof is very
small.) It can be seen from this figure that at a wind pressure of 20 psf
the drift would be about 1/3 of the allowable drift. Thus, it can be con-
cluded that the building tested would satisfy the drift criteria in most
areas of the United States by a considerable margin.

It can also be seen from figure 5 that the residual deflection after
completion of the racking tests was only 0.0012 inch.

2 . 6 Conclusion

The conclusion that can be drawn from this test is that the structure
tested has sufficient rigidity to satisfy the drift criterion with a consi-
derable margin.

Program B, Performance of Floors Under Impact Loading

3 . 1 Background

4 /A criterion which is being used— to evaluate the performance of floors
subjected to normal occupancy loads is as follows:

"Transient vibrations induced by human activities
should decay to 0.2 of their initial displacement-
amplitude within a time not to exceed 1/2 second".

The above criterion is based on a limited number of tests on concrete and
steel frame structures for commercial use. To date, no reliable data are
available that can be used for residential structures. Accordingly, the
purposes of this investigation were to determine the dynamic characteristics J

|

of conventional wood-frame floors and to develop a method of determining
these characteristics.

— Guide Criteria for the Design and Evaluation of "Operation Breakthrough"
Housing Systems prepared by NBS for U. S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development

.
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3.2 Scope

Sc The scope of this investigation was limited to vibration tests, induced
by impact, of wood-joist floors commonly used in dwelling units. Tests were
carried out at the site of a large housing development close to Washington,

C. which included detached houses of large and medium size, attached
houses (townhouses) and multifamily units (apartments).

This test program made no attempt to evaluate numerically the damping
characteristics of the floors, nor did it include subjective tests to estab-
ish human tolerance against transient vibration.

3.3 Test Program

Seven dwelling units were investigated as shown below:

Detached House (No. 1) - Furnished 1

Unfurnished 1

Detached House (No. 2) - Furnished 1

Unfurnished 1

Attached House (No. 3) - Furnished 1

Unfurnished 1

Apartment - Unfurnished 1

Total number of dwellings tested 7

To investigate the vibration characteristics of various floors within
ach unit, five representative rooms were tested in each house and four
ooms in the apartment. These rooms included the living room, dining room,
itchen, and one or two bedrooms.

To observe the influence of furniture on the response of the floor,
ests were conducted in two identical houses, one furnished and the other
nfurnished. The furnished houses were fully equipped with the usual house-
old items including sofas, tables, decorative items, and china in the
itchen and dining areas .

3 . 4 Test Structures

The houses were of wood-frame construction with either brick-veneer
all or wood siding. The frame structure was constructed of hemlock studs
ith floor joists of either hemlock or fir. Prefabricated wood trusses
ere used for the roof framing. For subflooring, 1/2 inch plywood was used
n houses No. 1 and 2 and 5/8 inch plywood was used in house No. 3.

chematic drawings of a typical floor layout are shown in figure 6. The
irection of spanning of floor joists of the rooms tested is indicated in
aese figures by a directional arrow (*r ) .

The apartment was of load-bearing masonry construction with brick
jneer. All floor joists were supported by a masonry wall at one end and
i a wood stud bearing wall at the other. The floor was constructed of
^mlock joists covered with 1/2 inch plywood.
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3.5 Variables in Floor Framing

The test floors have five variables: joist size; joist span; joist
spacing; subfloor thickness and floor finish. The numerical values of the
first four variables and the description of floor finish for each room are
listed in table 1. The joist sizes given in the table are nominal dimen-
sions, and the span is the clear distance between the faces of the supports

3.6 Test Setup and Instrumentation

The test setup is shown in figure 7. It consisted of a weighing bag, a

bag-release device mounted on a tripod, and a linear variable differential
transformer (LVDT) for deflection measurement.

The bag, filled with sand and lead shot to a weight of 25 pounds, was
suspended 3 feet above the floor surface. This test setup produced an
impact energy of 75 ft-lb, which was sufficient to induce measureable vibra-
tory motion of the floors.

The LVDT had a range of ± 1.0 inch and was calibrated to read incre-
ments of ± 0.0001 inch. Both the loading device and the LVDT were placed
as close to the center of the room as possible. The output of the LVDT was
recorded by a recording oscillograph equipped with a 600-Hz-response
galvanometer

.

Each floor was teste
figure 8, the test setups
of the LVDT and the impac

d under four different
differing from one ano

t point with respect to

test setups as shown in
ther in both the location
the joist location.

3.7 Test Procedure

The impact load on the floor was induced by dropping the bag. Subse-
quent to the drop, the bag remained on the floor and vibrated with the
floor. To eliminate possible damping provided by the presence of people in
the room, the bag-release mechanism was triggered from the adjacent room.

To examine reproducibility of the response of floors, two impact tests
were conducted for each test setup. Thus, eight tests were conducted for
each floor, two tests for each of the four different test setups.

3.8 Visual Observations During Test

A common phenomenon noted during the tests was a violent rattling of
cups and glasses on tables in the dining room and kitchen when the floor was
subjected to the impact load. Occasionally, pieces of tableware fell off
the table. Then it was noted that a person merely walking across the room
caused table settings to rattle. Another phenomenon observed was the vibra-
tion of upright furniture, such as bookcases, chests, etc.

3.9 Vibration Data

Typical response to the impact loading is shown in figure 9. It is

seen that all initial amplitudes decayed to 20 percent of the initial values
within 0.5 seconds. For most floors the initial amplitude decayed to 20

percent of the initial value within 0.2 seconds and to 10 percent within
0.3 seconds.

The influence of furniture on the response of the floor were examined
from the data obtained from the furnished and unfurnished houses No. 1 and
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lo . 2. Test results showed that no consistent relationship exists between
:he initial amplitudes of the floors of the furnished and unfurnished
louses . However, the vibration of the floors of the furnished rooms decayed
: aster than those of the unfurnished rooms, which indicates that the pre-
ence of furniture does provide some increase in the decay rate; i.e.,
.ncrease in damping.

Four different types of floor finishes on the plywood subfloor were
ound in the dwelling units tested. These were: oak strips nailed on sub-
loor; vinyl asbestos tiles adhered to subfloor; carpet with padding on
ubfloor; and 1 5/8 in lightweight concrete cast in situ on subfloor.

A comparison of responses of oak strip, tile and carpeted floors of
nfurnished houses is shown in figure 10. The data reveal that while no
ignificant difference in the initial impact deflection was observed bet-
een the floors finished with oak strip and vinyl asbestos tiles, respec-
ively, a substantial difference in the initial deflection was observed
etween the floors covered with vinyl asbestos tiles and those finished with
arpet. For otherwise similar floors, the initial deflection of the car-
eted floors (H3-2) was between 73 and 48 percent of that of the floors
inished with vinyl asbestos tiles (H3-3). Of the three finishes, namely
ak strip, vinyl asbestos tile and carpets, the carpet provided somewhat
reater damping than the other two.

When these three types of finish are compared with the lightweight
oncrete floors, the latter floor shows greater damping characteristics
han the other three.

3 . 10 Conclusion

The following conclusion may be drawn from the experimental results
resented in this report:

All floors exceeded the level of performance required
by the criterion namely that amplitude should decay to
20 percent of its initial value within 0.5 second. In
fact, the amplitude of most floors decayed to 20 percent
of the initial amplitude within 0.2 second and 10 per-
cent within 0.3 second. This indicates that the wood-
joist floors have relatively high damping capacity com-
pared with the referenced criteria. The results further
indicated that the damping capacity of wood-joist floors
are improved by adding a lightweight concrete finish or
carpeting

.

3.11 Concluding Remarks

This paper has briefly reported two programs of tests designed to
isist the development of performance criteria for housing. This work is

:ing carried out by the National Bureau of Standards on behalf of the U.S.
ipartment of Housing and Urban Development in support of the "Operation
lEAKTHROUGH" program.

Under this program, housing is being constructed by 22 systems producers
i nine demonstration sites across the U. S. A later part of this program
11 involve the measurement of user response to the performance of this
using

.

This feedback coupled with appropriate field evaluations will offer a

luable supplement to research which is continuing at NBS laboratories in
e development of structural performance criteria.
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Figure 1 Front View of the Hou

Figure 2 Floor Plans.
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Figure 3 Experimental Setup for Drift Measurement.
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Figure 6 Floor Plan of House No. 1.
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National Bureau of Standards Special Publication 361, Volume 1: Performance
Concept in Buildings; Proceedings of the Joint RILEM-ASTM-C IB Symposium, held
May 2-5, 1972, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (Issued March 1972).

Performance of Components:
A Procedure for the Preparation of Specifications

for Building Components

H. W. Harrison
Department of the Environment

Building Research Station
United Kingdom

The United Kingdom Building Research Station has been assisting
a number of public bodies - central government departments, or

consortia of local authorities - in the preparation of performance
specifications, and monitoring their use in the purchase of

components for educational, housing and other building programmes.
The procedure used is described. Reference is made to the problems
involved in obtaining alternative proposals from manufacturers and
in assessing their suitability, also to the use of the CIB master
list of properties.

Le Bureau des Recherches sur la Construction de Grande Bretagne
a aide un certain nombre de pouvoirs publics -departements du
gouvernement central ou associations locales- dans la preparation de
specifications de performance et a controle leur utilisation dans
l'achat de composants pour programmes d'education, de logement et

autres . La methode utilisee est decrite. On evoque les problemes
rencontres afin d 1 inciter les fabriquants a presenter d' autres
solutions et d'estimer leur pertinence; de meme, on mentionne
1' usage de la liste-mere CIB de proprietes.

Key words: Building components design; Building procedures;

Contracting procedures; Performance specifications; Properties

of building materials; Standardization.

1. Present Situation in the United Kingdom

I

Although in theory performance specifications can be prepared at any scale or 'level'

n relation to the building or its parts, it is at the level of components that agencies

n the United Kingdom, government departments, consortia or public building organisations,

nd the Building Research Station in particular, have accumulated the most experience over

he past seven years. The reasons for perferring to apply the performance concept at this

evel are in the main that components are the commodities which departments and consortia

ormally choose to deal in for both system building and for semi-traditional building; any

Iteration in scale would upset their operations. Also at this level it is easier to

etain control. That there maybe less scope for innovation is recognised.
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An Interdepartmental Working Party has produced a guidance document , which f ol lows
the CIB master list [2] order, in giving guidance on the presentation of government depart-
ments requirements to industry in a systematic and uniform way. It is in process of being
supplemented by Technical Notes giving parameters for particular components; the first
three notes to be issued being those for windows, partitions, and door sets [3]. These
documents form a basis upon which the Department of the Environment for office and other
similar buildings, Department of Health and Social Security for hospital and other health
service buildings, and Department of Education and Science or the Local School Building
Consortia for schools, have issued performance specifications for commissioning the design
of new components. It is expected that the technical notes will form the main portion of

the public sector's contribution to parallel work on national standards within the British
Standards Institution.

The Building Research Station and the Agrement Board have participated actively in
preparing these documents, drawing on knowledge both from on-going research work, and from
the experience of European Agrement Union testing.

Architects and structural engineers appear to have mixed feelings about the use of

performance specifications. Some view them as a usurpation by manufacturers of the
designer's role: others welcome them as a means of avoiding responsibility for increasingly
complex areas of design which they can no longer handle unaided. The real situation is

perhaps somewhere between these two extremes; not a usurpation, but a harnessing of extra
resources; not an avoidance of responsibility, but a differing allocation of it; in any case
a practice which represents an established trend in the building industry in the United
Kingdom.

It is doubtful, at least at the level of building components, whether procurement by
performance specification greatly reduces time spent on design. Before relevant parameters
can be selected, and values set, the building as a whole has to be designed, at least in

embryo. The checking of test results when the selection has been made, and the final design
check on the particular combination of products, is still the responsibility of the designer
advising the building owner.

The well-known and often quoted example of in-situ flanking sound transmission of a

laboratory tested component can only be controlled by the building designer, and this
responsibility for good performance cannot be delegated to the component manufacturer. The
checking tasks will of course increase in proportion to the number of potentially acceptable
results which are obtained from the submission.

The most general use of performance specifications in the United Kingdom seems to have
been as a potential or actual contractural document. There are obvious difficulties here in

making the document sufficiently precise, which can lead to differences in interpretation
and subsequently even to litigation,

A main reason for their imprecision is that, for a number of performance attributes, it

is not yet practicable to state quantitative performance requirements coupled with a method
of testing. If the statement of requirement is left at the qualitative functional require-
ment level, then differences in interpretation can arise: or worse still, if no defined
requirement is specified, then no standards are invoked, and the customer can hardly
complain if in the event of trouble he is not legally protected.

Until (if ever) it is possible to quantify all relevant requirements, it would seem to

be better to use the performance specification either as a check list for choosing amongst

available products on a more rational basis, or as a preliminary document for choosing the

'likely runners' on the basis of prototypes. The contract is then placed on the offer of a

product by a manufacturer together with the description of its properties and performance

capabilities. In accepting the offer the purchaser is then protected by common law relating

to fitness for purpose of the offered product, that is to say the situation which normally

1 Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.
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obtains at present, ana tne perrormance specification does not interfere with this relation-
ship at all. Under these circumstances it is for the manufacturer to offer evidence of the
expected performance of the product, eg, from an impartial testing house, and of quality
control measures to ensure that production runs conform.

As has already been noted, in the United Kingdom the main users of performance specifi-
cations to date have been public sector authorities, acting either independently or in
consortium. Most, but not all, consortia in the school building field operate systems of

construction: these systems are modified from time to time in the light of changing user
needs, increasing performance standards, and variations in supply of components and mater-
ials. Sometimes the changes require wholesale, sometimes only partial redesign. Currently
consortia are changing to the metric system of measurement, which demands new "marks" of the
systems. It is interesting to examine the various policies which have been adopted by the
consortia and the results which ensue.

Much of the technical competence of consortia is due to continuity of operation, and
i

j

the ability to obtain feed-back from site directly to the design office. It is hardly
surprising therefore that no consortium has taken the opportunity of the metric change to
commission the system afresh by means of a performance specification at the building level.
Attitudes range from an attempt to obtain many new submissions for different components
leaving compatibility and jointing problems to be sorted out by negotiation and development
following selection of successful tenderers, to a healthy scepticism, permitting one new
development at a time to be integrated within the existing framework. In the latter case

the constraints are firmer, and innovation that much more difficult, but the solution is

more easily controlled, and there are fewer risks to be run. The former approach on the
other hand may widen the opportunities for innovation, but it may also result in headaches
jfor the system's sponsors, who retain responsibility for compatibility.

This method of working appears to contrast with that generally favoured in North
America, where responsibility for co-ordination is placed on manufacturers, who are required
to ensure that their product or submission will fit those of others. Each method has its

drawbacks and advantages. The most important difference is in the scope for innovation,
since it is only at the building level that revolutionary concepts can be explored, with
opportunities progressively narrowing as the scale reduces. Where, as in the UK, the
sponsors technical staff are. normally able to handle the workload of co-ordination, the

potential inefficiency of the many inter-manufacturer links is at least avoided; most of

these links will have been abortive when the contract is placed, and this could be reflected
in prices. In addition, components, rather than complete buildings, may be a more marketable
proposition for unsuccessful bidders as well as subsequently for the successful.

2, Framework of Tasks

In the course of a research project on performance specifications [4] and [5] during
which the intentions of sponsors were examined, together with the results they achieved in

practice, a framework of tasks was established for considering performance attributes,

which was used in the preparation of prototype performance specifications on behalf of

.actual clients. It has to some extent been followed by others, though perhaps with varying
degrees of conscious separation of the tasks. The tasks are listed below:

1) The first task is to establish what business you are in, what options are open,

what existing well-tried solutions are available to you, and whether you are content

with them. If you are not, and you possess or can commission the necessary resources

(most performance specifications, unless they are copied, and therefore run the risk

of inappropriateness, seem to absorb an inordinate amount of professional effort) then

the task is to decide whether to use a performance specification or some other

alternative (for example an open-ended development contract), and at the same time

decide the scale of operation: whole building, functional element or just component.

2) If we assume, since this is the scope of the present paper, that the specification

would relate to the component level, then the next step is to fix the basic geometry

of the space to be filled, and the constraints (for example jointing and fixing) which
will enable it to be used.
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3) After the geometry come the functional (qualitative) requirements of the spaces
for which the relevant component provides a boundary or separator.

4) Hence a list of relevant properties for the separator may be produced. Note
that this is a list derived for a specific use or range of uses. Some confusion
has been caused by attempts to establish the general relevancy of properties to a

range of situations. This is desirable for potential "standard" products, but in
the process of standardisation, by the very nature of things, some aspects will be
deficient and others over-provided for. It is therefore important to be clear what
the particular demands of the specific situation are rather than those of the
"normalised" situation, in order that the end result may be better evaluated.

5) If negotiations are to be carried out on the basis of a performance specification,
then it may often be advantageous to indicate to the potential supplier the relative
value which is to be placed on the various attributes; those which are essential,
reasonably important, or relevant but of minor importance. In many cases these will
be self-evident from subsequently specified values, but in others it will not be so
clear. This step however is not possible where the performance specification is to
be used for competitive tendering purposes, since if each submission adopted different
weightings there would be no satisfactory basis for evaluation.

6) Since it is no use specifying requirements unless they can be adequately assessed
or measured, the appropriate means of checking must next be defined. Not all
submissions need to be tested where there is a body of scientific knowledge
sufficiently developed to enable calculations to be made; at the other extreme,
where only judgement can be used, then the basis for exercising this needs to be

given.

7) Next the required values must be set for each performance attribute. If the
specification is for competitive tender, then only minimum acceptable values can be
set, but if for negotiation or for design brief use, then both minimum and desirable
values may be considered. It may also be useful here to identify where no benefit
is expected to be gained in the provision of higher values than those defined as

desirable, and conversely where such higher values do offer benefit.

8) It may also be thought necessary in some cases to list out various step levels
within a range of values so that tenderers can attach a price to each value, but

clearly as this complicates any assessment of the best value-f or -money overall it

is better to keep these alternatives to a minimum.

9) The last task is to provide the potential supplier with ancillary information
related to size of order, call-off rates, provision for storage, warranty and

other contractual and administrative matters.

To date in the United Kingdom it has been customary to completely separate contractual
from technical requirements: indeed, in a number of cases the former outweigh the latter
many times over.

3. Sources of Data

Various check lists and other items of information can be of great assistance at the

various tasks described earlier. They are discussed below:

1) Not much help exists. It is largely a matter of professional judgement and

client experience.

2) Most countries have a growing vocabulary of dimensional co-ordination standards

and work is proceeding well in International Standards Organisation Technical
Committee 59. In the United Kingdom these standards have been initially expressed
as the sizes of spaces which need to be filled by building components when the

disciplines of the controlling British Standards BS4011 and BS4330 have been
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followed. In this way the actual size of products is left open to either special
selection in answer to a performance specification, or to standardisation by a

product committee, at national or industry scale. There will need to be other
conventions on jointing and fixing, which will need to be specified by the sponsor
if he is to retain control over co-ordination problems. Some progress, notably in

the schools field, is being made on these aspects in the United Kingdom [6],

3) National Regulations or Codes seem to be, or are in future intended to be, mainly
in the form of functional requirements, but it is outside the scope of this paper
to comment on their influence. In the United Kingdom the British Standard Code of

Practice CP3 'Code of basic data for the design of buildings' and its various
chapters dealing with particular performance attributes, for example, structural
requirements, lighting, noise etc., provide agreed bases for functional requirements
for a range of building types and spaces, although parts of the Code are less

comprehensive and up-to-date than others.

4) For listing properties we have the CIB Master List of the properties of building
materials and products [2] which, following criticism stemming in part from its use
as a check list of properties for performance attributes of components, [l], is being
revised to provide guidance on performance parameters at various levels in building.
This list was given very wide publicity in the United Kingdom, and as a result has

been used extensively in the public sector, in the British Standards Institution,
and also to some extent in the private sector. The lessons learned from its use are

being made available to CIB Commission W31 which is completing a draft for a new
edition.

5) Is the province of the client.

6) It will obviously be desirable to have the simplest or most straightforward
means of checking, and to use international or national standards where these are

appropriate. Lists of suitable tests are in existence; for example that prepared

by State Institute of Technical Research, Finland, and a similar list is in

preparation within the United Kingdom. As these lists become used in practice,

further research may be needed to improve them.

7) and 8) The tasks here are perhaps in many ways the most difficult of all,

particularly if an attempt is made to evaluate performance over time, and to set

the appropriate cost levels. This again is largely a matter for client choice.

9) As for contractual matters, it has been the usual practice in the United Kingdom

to treat these conventionally; for example there have been no moves so far to buy

a 'service' from the supplier, that is to say, a supply and maintenance contract as

opposed to a conventional supply only contract or a supply-and-f ix contract. In

many ways the contractual and legal questions have been left somewhat in abeyance

while technical matters received priority, but there is, at least in the UK, much

scope for a tightening up of contractual obligations and liabilities for component

procurement. It is likely that a Code of Practice (based on one developed by the

Local Authority School Building Consortia) will be circulated soon for general

comment

.

4. Lessons from Application

The tenders have been in the main two-stage ones: that is to say an open invitation

to tender on a design, followed by an assessment of whether the submission is likely to be

la realistic one, leading to the second, or price tender stage. There is some evidence that

the first stage does enable genuine submissions to be identified, and may even give the

opportunity of pointing out to a potential supplier where his submission marginally fails

to meet the performance required. Great care has to be taken here, however, since it is

necessary to preserve commercial secrecy, and to avoid any semblance of bargaining with

potential suppliers.
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Assessments have either been carried out by the professional staff of the sponsor, or
with assistance of commercial or industrial testing houses, or of official or semi-official
bodies such as the Timber Research and Development Association, or the Agrement Board.

Problems have been evident in the attempts by sponsors to evaluate the submissions
received, particularly where either none of the submissions completely satisfies all re-
quirements, or where alternative performances are offered for alternative prices. Where
methods of test are laid down, then these can be applied by the testing agency, but there
does have to be an element of judgment here too. To apply a standard test without regard
for the materials used in a submission can be misleading. For this reason the UK Agrement
Board insists on the right to modify test procedures in any assessment it carries out, or

to introduce other criteria, the need for which is not evident until the testing programme
begins

.

The use to which the final specification will be put will obviously have a bearing on
measurement of its success. It is more straight-forward to note the results of attempts to
stimulate innovation. In the UK, success seems more frequent in the field of school
building than for example in housing, where in the main successful products have been
those which existed before the exercise began. The reasons for this are no doubt not
identifiable in detail, but at least one or two relevant questions may be posed. Was the
performance specification really necessary as a competitive document, implying a waste of

manufacturers' resources, instead of as a private means of choosing between currently
available alternatives? Was it written round the performance capabilities of existing
products? Was the time for tendering too short to permit manufacturers to engage in

lengthy development studies? Was the reward in the form of the potential market, suf-

ficiently large to tempt them to do so? Did the end product better suit the users
requirements? These questions should be faced by the sponsor before he ventures as far

as a performance specification for competitive purposes.

In the field of school building successes have been more obvious, but here also there
has been a mixture with some existing solutions mixed with a little innovation. There have
been no spectacular breakthroughs.

The conclusions to be drawn from United Kingdom experience are, first of all, that the
exercise should not be undertaken lightly, and just because it is fashionable. The use of

a performance specification for tendering purposes should only follow an exhaustive technical
attack on the problem, and should allow time for innovation to be undertaken, probably
upwards of one year, before receipt of tenders.

Too precipitous a use will mean disappointment for the sponsor, and frustration and
adverse reaction from the manufacturer. The use of a performance specification at least for

components is no substitute for a shortage of professional design resources, since, if

anything, more design effort than normal has to be expended.

It is clear, from the results which sponsors have obtained to date, that performance
specifications are no panacea for the ills of the building industry, although it is the
general opinion amongst enterprising manufacturers and the professions that progress towards
specification by performance instead of by prescription is desirable. With the growth of

testing and assessment procedures, stimulated by national standards and testing organ-

isations, and by international work through CIB and RILEM, we may confidently expect the
volume of work commissioned on a performance basis to grow gradually, to the ultimate
benefit of all parties concerned.

The work described has been carried out as part of the research programme of the
Building Research Station of the Department of the Environment and this paper is published
by permission of the Director.

^

Copyright - Building Research Station, Department of the Environment
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User Requirements and Performance Design

Jonathan King

Caudill Rowlett Scott

Houston, Texas 77027

To establish performance goals for buildings based on extensive user requirement
studies has been the basic underlying goal behind the building systems which have been
developed for educational buildings in North America. Evaluating the quality of build-
ings has generally been a subjective question. Establishing performance criteria begins
to He quality to measurable objectives rather than more ephemeral issues. Finding
those performance objectives which can be described, which are relevant to the building,
which are relevant to education, and which protect the economic interests of the owning
institution is neither simple nor direct. Conflicts between immediate economic advan-
tage and long range flexibility, between comfort and economy, between low first cost

and long-range operational economy make for difficult decision making.

Weighing the comparative importance of the conflicting interests of the user-
client (student/teacher/dormitory resident) and the owner-client (school system/college/
university) is the most subtje area of decision making and the toughest. The evaluation
of whether the resulting buildings meet the performance criteria is a comparatively
simple matter. Reexamining whether the performance criteria adoped was appropriate
and consistent with the direction the institution has taken since the building has been
built, occupied and used is a more significant and of course a more difficult question
to get at.

Le but fondamental des systemes de construction qui ont ete
developpes pour les etablissements d ' enseignement en Amerique du Nord
est d'etablir des objectifs de performance fondes sur les nombreuses
etudes de demandes d'usagers. L' evaluation de la qualite des batiments
a ete generalement consideree comme une question subjective. L'etablisse-
ment de criteres de performance amene a lier la qualite a des objectifs
mesurables plutot qu'a des conclusions plus ephemeres . II n'est ni
simple ni direct de trouver des objectifs de performance qui peuvent
etre decrits, qui sont en rapport avec le batiment et avec sa jonction -

1' enseignement -, et qui protegent les interets economiques de
1' institution proprietaire . Des conflits entre l'avantage economique
immediat et la flexibilite a longue portee, entre confort et economie,
entre premiers frais moderes et economie d' operation a long terme rendent
la prise de decisions difficile.

L ' appreciation de 1' importance comparative des interets opposes du
client-usager (etudiant, professeur, occupant d'une maison d'etudiants)
et du client-proprietaire (systeme scolaire, college, universite) est le

domaine le plus delicat et le plus difficile de la prise de decision.
Decider si les batiments ainsi realises se conforment aux criteres de
performance est une chose relativement simple. Verifier si les criteres
etaient appropries et compatibles avec la direction que 1' institution a

prise depuis que le batiment a ete construit est une question de plus
grande portee et evidemment plus difficile a trancher.
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Key words: ABS (Academic Building Systems); EFL (Educational Facilities Laboratories,

Inc.); environmental criteria; evaluate: performance criteria; performance design; RAS
(Recherches en Amenagements Scolaires); SCSD (School Construction System Development);

SSP (Schoolhouse Systems Program); SEF (Study of Educational Facilities); URBS (University

Residential Building System); user requirements.

Among the pioneering programs utilizing performance criteria for both buildings and building com-
ponents were the various North American educational building systems programs established and finan-

cially backed by Educational Facilities Laboratories. These programs included SCSD (School Construction

System Development) program in California; Toronto's SEF (Study of Educational Facilities); the RAS
program in Montreal (Recherches en Amenagements Scolaires); the URBS program of the University of

California (the University Residential Building System); and the Schoolhouse Systems Program (SSP) of

the State Department of Education in Florida, as well as the ABS program (Academic Building Systems)

of the universities of California and Indiana.

EFL, being an agency set up by the Ford Foundation to aid schools and colleges find new and better

solutions to their facilities problems, was obviously more interested in the process being housed, education,

than in the development of building science. Consequently the notion of trying to tie down performance

in these programs in measurable terms stemmed directly from concern that traditionally conceived and

built facilities weren't serving the users' needs satisfactorily. Underlying all these programs was the

assumption that performance design was a new and better way to answer users' needs.

Concern with two rather different sets of user needs dominated this whole group of educational pro-

jects. The first were institutional needs, the needs of the school district or college. The second were

the needs of individual users, the teachers and students who actually occupied the buildings. As school

districts and university systems get larger and more bureaucratic, the institutional and user needs get

further apart.

Among the major institutional performance requirements was flexibility — by which I mean here the

ability to remodel — to reorganize the interior spaces — at minimum cost. Changing educational programs

had been arriving on the intellectual scene with increasing frequency in the late 1950's and early 60's

and these new programs were almost always in conflict with existing building layouts. Among the most

frequent problems were room sizes and layouts, the availability of electrical energy for audio-visual

equipment, the ability to reduce light levels (or direct glare) to facilitate the use of audio-visual devices.

The cost of remodeling was usually resisted by boards of education who (with some justification) gave

first priority to building new buildings or to remodeling schools no longer physically safe for human

habitation

.

The victim of this financial squeeze was often the new educational program, which found itself

stymied by immovable walls, unchangeable structures, and audio-visual devices locked in the closet.

The concept of buildings which could be reorganized with zero or minimal cost had great appeal to school

administrators who wished to build schools that were not conventional in their edjcational planning and

who needed to reassure their school boards and constituents that should the new innovative program not

prove to be a success the building could be reconstituted into a conventional school building at minimal

cost.

Another institutional input to establishing performance standards concerned maintenance both of

surface elements (e.g. partition faces) and of operating subsystems such as heating/ventilating/aircondi-

tioning (HVAC) and lighting. The bidding requirements on public work, which in practical if not legal

terms require accepting the lowest bidder on a first-cost basis alone, left a number of school districts in

California anxious to do something to insure lower operating and maintenance costs.
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Consequently the concept of performance design found a willing ear with institutional clients looking

nut for their own institutional interests.

The basic concept also found easy acceptance among those concerned with the individual users them-

elves. Questions of environmental conditions as well as building services can be very directly and un-

motionally dealt with by using performance requirements. Probably the best — or at least the best

iocumented — example of this is the environmental criteria developed for the SEF program in Toronto. (1)

his effort to quantify qualitative requirements for atmospheric, visual, acoustic, mechanical and electric

ervices with enough open-endedness so as not to get over-precise and rigid, proved to be a useful way
move from program requirements to building requirements (see Chart A). The general "Environmental

Criteria" approach was loosely based on some work done earlier in the U.K. by architect Ian Moore,
j/hich he identified as the "Activity Data Method." Moore's work had been concerned with the pro-

ramming of ordinance depots, but the basic format and approach to the problem was not dissimilar. (2)

Were it not for money, there wouldn't be many conflicts in taking the performance approach to de-

gn and user needs. But money is a critical issue in educational facilities. Consequently there are a

eries of value judgements which have to be based on an analysis of performance versus cost factors. In

on-systems projects, or projects not utilizing performance criteria, these value conflicts are rarely

rticulated or dealt with except intuitively by the designer.

Obviously the length of structural spans is one such issue. How much is a longer span worth? In

>any academic areas its only value may be in the simplification of remodeling, another long-range

bctor prior to occupancy. In partition performance there is an extremely close correlation between the

Dst and sound transmission loss. Setting requirements based on acoustic quality alone is clearly not

iasible economically, particularly when we don't seem to be able to get consistent data on desirable

:oustic performance for instructional buildings. Furthermore the objectives of flexibility conflict

irectly with acoustic quality which depends largely on the weight of partitions and excellent gasketing,

th of which conflict directly with ease of movement.

There was considerable criticism of SCSD for the singlemindedness of its emphasis on flexibility, but

; scussions with the occupants of the original SCSD schools and discussions with educators regarding the

iter systems schools based on the same performance requirements would suggest more rather than less

exibility. In review, flexibility factor difficulties often cited by administrators include:

1. Too many services located in the partitions, which

a. Cost a lot to move, and

b. Damage the partition panels when they penetrate them;

2. The difficulty and/or expense of moving the partitions themselves, and

3. The cost of redoing flooring after partitions have been moved,

particularly carpeting, when the carpeting was not laid under

the partitions originally.

Ease and economy of spacial reorganization seems in many cases to be less than it should have been

3m the occupants' standpoint. Subsequent projects, including a number we have done at Caudill

wlett Scott, have tended to choose the partitions introduced since the original SCSD program and

lich make some acoustic sacrifice in favor of ease of movement.

1 and 2 Figures in parentheses indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.
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First-cost versus maintenance cost is another conflict area, one normally encountered in building

design. It is usually settled pragmatically in favor of low first-cost. For example, the school districts

which made up the original SCSD project were all concerned about the high operating and maintenance

cost of airconditioning systems, which they had acquired through traditional bidding procedures. The

SCSD airconditioning system was bid with a maintenance contract for five years (an optional extra),

renewable for three more such five-year periods at the sole discretion of the school district. This was,

of course, an effort to build a quality response into the bidding process and to avoid shoddy, low first-

cost products. However in the final analysis only one of the school districts exercised the privilege of

accepting the maintenance contract as part of the original bidding, the rest preferring lower first-cost.

Among the other conflicts which can only be solved by value judgements are the conflicts of the

user client, i.e. the student or teacher or dormitory resident, and the owner client, i.e. the educational

institution. An example of this is the ability to move partitions around in college housing. This quality

doesn't directly serve the user, but it does protect the institution from building buildings which can't be

adapted to the current life style of their prospective student-tenants. Thus this flexibility protects the

institution, but makes little difference to the student during his year of occupancy. On the other hand,

the ability to paint the walls a color of which he approves is a value to the student but, at least in the

case of the University of California, was a detriment to the institutional interests, which were concerned

lest the students paint their walls in colors that were in bad taste. Consequently technology had to

develop a wall covering technique, a series of nylon clips, which would enable the student's wall cover-

ing to be changed at will and removed at year end. A triumph of technology over bureaucracy.

There have been a number of efforts to evaluate some of the educational building systems programs,

but none really basic enough. It's been easy enough to find out whether or not a partition actually per-

forms acoustically as well as it's supposed to. It's somewhat more complicated but possible to find out

whether an airconditioning system or a ceiling/lighting system performs in accordance with the performance

specifications under which it was bid. But to find out whether the issues which led to performance criteria

were the correct issues on which to focus is a far more subtle question. How important are these environ-

ment elements like airconditioning, lighting quality, acoustics, fire protection, flexibility, electrical

distribution, and so on,when compared to such traditional architectural elements as commodity, firmness,

and delight.

The lack of time and the lack of serious effort to evaluate the existing buildings which have resulted

from performance design make it difficult to evaluate its effectiveness in isolating the critical and relevant

elements in building. Performance specifications are no substitute for design, but they dp offer a thought-

ful alternative to intuition in specifying the products which make up our buildings. If the use of perfor-

mance specifications avoids becoming a new, rigid, and Jesuitical faith, the concept will be an increas-

ingly important design tool.

(1) See SEF, E-l, E-2 and E-3 Educational

Specifications and User Requirements for

Elementary, Intermediate and High Schools.

The Ryerson Press, Toronto, Canada 1969

and 1970.

(2) Activity Data Method, Ministry of Public

Buildings and Works, London, Her Majesty's

Stationery Office, 1966, and Planning a

Major Building Programme: same source;

7966"^
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Environme
Atmospheric Criteria

750

fffftl

Teaching Station

riteria

. Desii

97

Temperature . . > 90 F"
outside temperature

78° + 2"

72° ± 2°

Relative , > 90 F°

u . , outside temperature
Humidity K < 0 F

50% ± 5%~

30% ± 5%
Outside Air CFM per sq ft

CFM per person

0.3 to 0 8 >0.2

15 to 30 >8
Air Changes per hour 6 to 8 >5
Air Movement velocity: FPM 25 to 40 ± 10

Room Pressure in. WG + 0.10 > + 0.05

Air Filter Efficiency > 5p
< 4p

80% > 65%
45% to 80%

Odors Body

Population max 36 "Tmin 0

Heat Gain source watts BTUH
Lighting 3 to 4/sq ft

AV equipment

Projector z

Double glazing

Visual Performance Index (VPI) 63.0 Ft Candles N/A
View Out Op'l View In Op'l

|
Blackout Yes Privacy No

Daylight Op'l Level Control Yes

Acoustic Criteria

Ambient Noise Level NC 35 max

I Reverberation Time
I (in seconds)

Frequency: cps

max

125 250 500

1.0

1000 2000 H
H

mm 0.5

[Generated Noise Level Frequency: cps

(in db re 0002 dynes/cm 2
) design level

31.5

77

2000 8000~'~S

Impact noise is a considerable
problem.
Acoustic treatment of the floor

is recommended

Services
Mechanical Services

No HW No Steam No Gjb No
B Air No I Drain No Exhausi No

^^HHhHH_Other

Electrical Services

H PA Yes | Intercom Yes Handset Yes Bell Tel No

^^Bfl^l Program System Yes Clock System Yes ! TV Terminal Yes

mputer Terminal Yes Underfloor Duct Sy; tern No
Power 110V-1 <j> for AV equipment

Other Consider induction loop system

Notes

CHART A Example of SEF Environmental Criteria
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Iiational Bureau of Standards Special Publication 361, Volume 1: Performance
loncept in Buildings; Proceedings of the Joint RILEM-ASTM-C IB Symposium, held

lay 2-5, 1972, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (Issued March 1972).

Paths to Performance - Some Recent Projects
Employing the Performance Concept

William Meyer, Richard Bender and Christopher Arnold
Building Systems Development, Inc.

San Francisco, California 94111

Two building research, and development programs, organized and
directed by our firm (BSD)'-, have utilized the performance concept,
each with a different approach and end result. Both projects were
based on earlier experience coordinating the School Construction
Systems Development (SCSD) program.

Based on an analysis of user requirements, performance
specifications and/or requirements were developed on the URBS
(University Residential Building System) program for University
of California student housing, and on the ABS (Academic Building
Systems) program for Indiana University and University of
California academic buildings.

The URBS project involved performance specifications to guide
the development by manufacturers of five new subsystems for student
housing. Specifications for the subsystems were written to

accommodate cooperation between bidders and to assure an integrated
design proposal. Product development to meet the URBS performance
specifications was based upon a large, guaranteed market. The ABS

program on the other hand, could not guarantee a future market and
therefore assumed the selection of existing , already developed,
products for its five subsystems.

Based on the experience gained from the URBS and ABS projects,
the paper calls for the encouragement of public agencies to collect
and develop, as necessary:

-methods expressing man's environmental needs in performance
terms

;

-scales for displaying various levels of performance;

-methods for relating levels of performance to various activities
or spaces as they occur in buildings; and

-models for using performance-oriented requirements in building
and building systems procurement processes.

1

The meaning of abreviations are listed at the end of the paper.
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Deux programmes de recherche et de developpement dans la con-
struction, organises et diriges par notre compagnie, ont utilise le
concept de performance, avec une approche et un resultat final dif-
ferents pour chacun. Les deux projets etaient fondes sur une experi-
ence prealable coordonnant le programme du SCSD (Developpement de
systemes de construction d'ecoles).

Fondees sur une analyse des hesoins des usagers les specifica-
tions et/ou exigences de performance furent developpees dans le cas
du programme de logements d'etudiants de l'Universite de Californie
(URBS) (Systeme de construction de residences a 1'UniversitS) et
dans celui du programme ABS (Systeme de construction de batiments
academiques) de l'Universite d' Indiana et des batiments academiques
de l'Universite de Californie.

Le Projet URBS impliquait des specifications de performance
pour guider 1' execution par des entrepreneurs de 5 nouveaux sous-
systemes pour le logement des etudiants. Les specifications pour
les sous-systemes furent etablies pour assurer la cooperation entre
adjudicataires et pour garantir un projet integre. Le develop-
pement du produit pour se conformer aux specifications de perfor-
mance URBS pouvait compter sur un large marche garanti. Le pro-
gramme ABS ne pouvait pas garantir un marche futur et par conse-
quant a assume la selection de produits existants pour ses 5

sous-systemes

.

D'apres l'experience acquise avec les projets URBS et ABS, cette
communication demande aux agences publiques de collecter et de
developper comme necessaires

:

-des methodes exprimant les exigencss d ' environnement de

l'homme en termes de performance;

-des baremes pour exposer les divers niveaux de performance;

-des methodes pour etablir des rapports entre degres de perfor-
mance et les activites ou espaces divers a mesure qu'ils se
presentent dans les batiments; et

-des modeles pour la mise en pratique dans la construction
d' exigences orientees vers la performance et les moyens d'ob-
tenir des systemes de construction.

Key words: ABS; building systems; college buildings; dormitories;

HVC; laboratories; lighting/ceiling; performance specifications;
procurement process; SCSD; structure; subsystem; URBS.
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1. Introduction

The intent of this paper is to describe, analyze and compare two building systems
esearch and development projects which used the "performance" concept as a means of ex-
ressing certain kinds of requirements pertaining to building components.

There are a number of different ways of interpreting what "performance" is and how the

concept is useful to the building design and construction process. The following definition,
herefore, of what is meant by "performance" relative to the projects which will be described
n this paper, is presented. Performance requirements are defined as a subset of a larger set
f requirements for building which are "non-prescriptive" in nature. This larger set is

•omposed of statements of need which do not suggest or preconceive a particular technological
olution but, rather, are generalized and objective in nature. Performance requirements are
.on-prescriptive, objective statements which describe a level of expectation relative to
ehavior of physical building elements. They may be quantitative or qualitative in nature,
on-performance, non-prescriptive requirements include cost criteria, spatial and functional
eeds, etc. which refer to the non-physical building parts or to the building as a whole.

Before presenting descriptions of practical applications of performance requirements, a

rief discussion of the rationale behind, and derivation of
,
performance requirements is also

resented in order to clarify the approaches to the projects described later.

The reasons for using performance or non-prescriptive requirements statements in devel-
oping criteria for design and procurement include the following:

"Performance requirements encourage and improve the climate for technological advance.
Statements of requirements for built environment in abstract non-prescriptive terms do
not limit the range of technical solutions which may be developed for a given project.
In other words, a statement that a room should be separated by a barrier which provides
an STC rating of not less than 40 enables many more technical solutions to be developed
and considered than does a statement that rooms should be separated by a partition con-
structed of 2' x 4' wood studs, 16" on center and faced with 5/8" gypsumboard on either
side

.

-Performance-oriented statements enable different technological solutions to a given set
of requirements to be bid against one another. For example, if performance-oriented
requirements are established for a structural system defining only such aspects of struc-
tural behavior as deflection and load-carrying capacity, structural frames may be bid
against bearing wall structures, and/or against space frames. If, however, requirements
were established which pre-selected a concrete bearing wall structure as the generic
solution, then one could only receive bids from different producers of that particular
structural solution. The result, in this case, would not be a selection of the cheapest
structure; or, for that matter, even the cheapest bearing wall structure.

Performance (or non-prescriptive) requirements for buildings are derived primarily from
.nalyses of the needs of the users of the buildings, i.e., tenants, operators and owners,
fhe evolution of performance requirements from user needs analyses has often been described
s developing quantitative expressions of requirements from qualitative expressions. Such a

istinction is perhaps valid in an idealistic context; however, in practice, non-quantitative ,

on-prescriptive statements often remain useful in connection with performance requirements.

i

2. Experience with Performance Requirements

Over the past several years, our office (Building Systems Development, Inc.) has been
sing the performance concept as described above as part of a series of research and devel-
pment programs. The first project which utilized performance requirements was the much-
ublicized School Construction Systems Development (SCSD) project, which was begun in 1961.
ubsequently, two other projects which utilized performance requirements were initiated and
ompleted: the University Residential Building System (URBS) project and the Academic Build-
ng System (ABS) project. The manner in which these latter projects utilized performance
equirements will be the focus of the remainder of this paper. A brief description of the
CSD project will also be presented in order to provide a historical framework for the reader.
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The SCSD project was organized and managed by a group of men including Ezra Ehrenkrantz
and Christopher Arnold, who were later to found Building Systems Development, Inc. (BSD) in

San Francisco, California. The objective of the SCSD project, not surprisingly, was to de-
velop a building system; that is, a set of standardized components designed to be assembled
in a variety of configurations to meet the varying site and program requirements of a number
of clients. The clients in this case were thirteen school districts. It was felt at the
outset of the program, and later proven correct, that the building systems approach would
provide considerably higher quality educational environments at no increase in cost. Inves-
tigation of the needs and requirements of the school districts and the performance capability
of building components on the market indicated that new technological solutions were needed
if client requirements were to be met. In order to facilitate and direct the development of
new. school building technologies, the purchasing power of the thirteen school districts was
organized and aggregated, performance requirements were established for five categories of
building elements found in school construction, and building manufacturers were asked to

develop new product solutions to those reauirements . The five categories of components were
structure, HVC ,

Lighting/Ceiling, partitions and cabinets. Non-prescriptive performance
requirements allowed each manufacturer to develop technological solutions which not only met
the requirements of the buyer but which also corresponded to his own experience, production
expertise, and marketing capability. The bid solutions submitted in each component category
covered a wide range of different materials and technologies. The costs of these solutions
were capable of being compared, due to the adherence to common sets of non-prescriptive per-
formance standards.

3. Two Recent Projects Using Performance Requirements

The approach to performance-oriented procurement used on the SCSD project provided a

point of departure for both the URBS and ABS projects. The URBS project followed generally
the development process established in the SCSD project. An aggregated and guaranteed build-
ing market was offered by the University, and new components were designed and developed by
industry for that market in response to performance specifications.

The universities which were sponsoring the development of ABS, however, were not able to
guarantee a large predictable market of academic facilities over a period of time, so a

different development approach was needed. In this case, a building system was designed in-
house by BSD in response to previously determined performance requirements and utilizing on
the market, existing components.

In brief, the nature of the market and the degree of technological innovation involved
were the two essential areas of distinction between URBS and ABS. A comparative summary of
the two projects is presented below.

ABS

Client: The University of California along
with Indiana University.

Building type: Science and engineering build-
ings, including laboratory, shop, classroom
and office spaces.

Market: Unlike URBS, no market for ABS faci-

lities could be guaranteed by the two insti-
tutions .

Development approach: Unlike URBS, development
of a building system by coordinating and util-
izing existing , on-the-market technology.

URBS

Client: The University of California.

Building type: Dormitories from one to
thirteen stories.

Market: A market of 2,000 dwelling units
over 3 years guaranteed by the University.

Development approach: Procurement of a

building system design consisting of new
technological solutions to building compon-
ents by manufacturers' response to perfor-
mance specifications.
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jectives

:

to provide an environment in which the stu-
dent can express his individuality.

to improve physical comfort and privacy
within the student room.

to do away with standardization of appear-
ance in student rooms and buildings.

to eliminate physical environment deficien-
cies: poor acoustics, inadequate ventila-
tion, and restrictions on room decoration.

to reduce the costs of ownership: construc-
tion, operation and maintenance.

to increase the space adaptability so that
it can be reorganized in response to student
preferences, as well as changing administra-
tive policies.

jectives

:

to improve the performance of buildings and
building subsystems in response to specified
requirements

.

to provide equal performance for lower cost
or better performance for the same or lower
cost, when compared with conventional con-
struction.

to accommodate major changes in space utili-
zation quickly and economically.

to facilitate application of improved plan-
ning methods for the simplification of sche-
matic design and the refinement of cost
control.

to reduce design and construction time
through more efficient procedures.

b

jmponents categories

:

zructure/Ceiling
sating/Ventilating/Cooling
artitions

ithrooms

xrnishings

Components categories

:

Structure
Heating/Ventilating/Cooling
Partitions
Lighting/Ceiling
Services Distribution

Both the URBS and ABS projects used performance-oriented statements of requirements to
aide the development of their respective technical solutions. Excerpts from the performance
;atements used for each project are presented below. It should be kept in mind, however,
Bat the performance statements used in URBS were part of a set of specifications used as

)ntract documents to procure compatible building subsystems designed by manufacturers, while
arformance statements used in the ABS project served only as in-house guides to the design
i BSD of the actual building system.

3.1. Example Structure Performance Statements

(a) URBS

Fire Rating : Low-rise structures shall meet the requirements for Type IV one-hour con-
:ruction in the UBC 1967 Edition as a minimum requirement. High-rise structures shall meet
ie requirements for Type I construction in the UBC 1967 Edition. These buildings will be 5

» 13 stories.

Vertical Loads : Roof loading - Live load: 20 lb. /sq.ft. Code reductions may be
iplied in accordance with UBC 1967 Edition. Dead load: allow 10 lb. /sq.ft. for roofing,
lsulation and miscellaneous, in addition to dead load of structure/ceiling.

Floor loading - Live load : 50 lb. /sq.ft. Code reductions may be applied in accordance
.th UBC 1967 Edition. Dead load: assume 20 lb. /sq.ft. for partitions and 6 lb. /sq.ft. for
jn-URBS items. In addition to dead load of structure/ceiling, also allow for HVC component
itegory equipment.
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(b) ABS

Fire Rating : The structural system shall conform to the requirements for Type I (UBC)

or Type A (NBC) construction to provide the following fire ratings: slabs, beams, girders -

3 hr. ; columns - 4 hr. ; and grid frame - 4 hr.

Vertical Loads : All structural components shall be designed to support the following
superimposed loads. Uniform live loads: roof - 40 psf; floor - 70 psf; and ceiling - 20 psf.
Concentrated live loads: Floors shall be designed for a concentrated load of 2,000 pounds
placed upon any space 2' 6" square. Uniform dead loads: The following minimum dead load
values, applicable for high normal weight aggregate concrete only, shall be assumed, which

include structural weight, partition allowance, and weight of HVC and service equipment. Roof

91 psf; floor - 102 psf; and ceiling - 10 psf.

3.2. Example Heating/Ventilating/Cooling Performance Statements

(a) URBS

Heating/Cooling : Design temperature - The indoor dry bulb air temperature shall be
maintained between 73° and 77°F. within the occupied zone whenever the MRT is approximately
equal to that temperature

.

When the MRT in an occupied zone differs from the air temperature, the design tempera-
ture shall be reduced 1.4°F. for each 1.0°F. MRT elevation above the air temperature, and
vice-versa.

If the overall variation in the air temperature cycle is 2 F. or more at any point in an

occupied zone, the rate of change of temperature shall not exceed 4°F. per hour.

If the overall variation in the MRT cycle is 1.5°F. or more at any point in an occupied
zone, the rate of change of MRT shall not exceed 3°F. per hour.

Ventilation : Fresh air introduction - As required for odor dilution: 20 CFM per person.

Assume the following occupant loads. Spaces: FLA (incl. bathroom and internal circulation),
public corridor, lobby and stairway - 100 sq. ft. /person, 0.2 CFM/sq.ft.; Library, hobby room,
darkroom, laundry, office, lounge not in FLA - 50 sq. ft .

/person, 0.4 CFM/sq.ft.; classroom,
music practice room, conference room, seminar room, study room and typing room

not in an FLA - 20 sq. ft. /person , 1.0 CFM/sq.ft.; and recreation room, TV and hi-fi rooms -

10 sq. ft. /person, 2.0 CFM/sq.ft.

Air motion within occupied zone - 10 fpm minimum, 35 fpm maximum when cooling, and 45 fpm
maximum when heating, in any direction.

Filtering - Filter all air supplied mechanically to occupied spaces. Filters shall be
not less than 45% efficient when tested in accordance with the National Bureau of Standards
Dust Spot Test Method (atmospheric) . Filtering for room air tempering supply air at the
terminal shall meet industry standards.

(b) ABS

Heating/Cooling : Room temperature - The subsystem shall have the ability to maintain
73°F. on a summer design day and 73°F. on a winter design day. Each control zone shall be
locally and independently adjustable to maintain the set temperature plus or minus one and
one-half degrees (+1-1/2°)

.

Room relative humidity - The subsystem shall have the ability to maintain relative humi-
dity within the range of 30% to 60% at a 73°F. room temperature, when room sensible heat
ratios are in the range of 90% to 100%.

Ventilation : Room air quantities - The minimum total air circulation rates shall be as

follows. Offices - 1 CFM/sq.ft., 6.7 air changes/hr.; classrooms - 1-1/2 CFM/sq.ft., 10.0 air

changes/hr. ; laboratories - 2 CFM/sq.ft., 13.3 air changes/hr.; corridors - 1/2 CFM/sq.ft.,
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.3 air changes/hr. ,- and toilets and janitor closets - 2 CFM/sq.ft.

The maximum air circulation rate shall not exceed 3 CFM per square foot.

Outside air ventilation - The design shall include the following minimum outside air
uantities. Offices - 25 CFM per person; classrooms - 15 CFM per person; laboratories - 20
m per person; corridors - 1/4 CFM per square foot; and lobbies - 1/4 CFM per square foot.

If the function of an area of the building is undetermined, use 1/2 CFM of outside air
=r square foot.

An additional requirement is that the system shall have sufficient outside air to make
p for 100% exhaust laboratory rooms, fume hood and special exhaust systems, and result in
ailding pressurization

.

Room air velocity - Air motion within the occupied zone, between 3" and 72" above the
i.oor, shall be between 20' and 50' per minute.

3.3. Example Partition Performance Statements

(a) URBS and ABS

Fire Requirements : All partitions shall be non-combustible. The smooth finish and tex-
jred finish panels shall have a maximum flame spread not greater than 25. All others shall
ave a flame spread rating not greater than 225.

The ASTM E84 Tunnel Test shall be used for all flame spread determinations. The ASTM
119-61 test procedure shall be used for determining all fire-resistive construction
tandards

.

Acoustical Requirements : Acoustical test procedures shall follow ASTM E90-61T "Labora-
oxy Measurement of Airborne Sound Transmission Loss of Building Floors and Walls" except
lat large panels (9' x 14') shall be used and not the small panels (1'6" x 6 '6") permissible
ider E90-61T. Acoustical tests shall be performed under field conditions.

All solid panel types shall provide an STC rating of not less than 40.

All panel types containing glass shall provide an STC rating of not less than 20.

Provide doors having an STC rating of not less than 27. Raised thresholds with a maximum
.sight of 3/4" above site floor will be permitted. Bidders shall submit drop seal and sweep
sal designs for specific approval if they wish to have such seals considered.

Glass doors shall provide an STC rating of not less than 20.

Impact Strength Requirements : Perform impact load tests in accordance with ASTM E72-61,
sction 12 of 13. Conduct tests on doors and partition panels 8' in height with the largest

Izud
spacing provided. Impact shall be midway between studs. For five drops of 2'

, panel
lall not fracture, and the temporary deflection shall not exceed 1". The permanent set
lall not exceed 1/16"

.

Perform this test with standard connections to URBS structure/ceiling and carpeted
ancrete floor. Door closers and checks shall not be used in this test.

Each panel type except glass, tackboard and chalkboard shall withstand the impact of an
-oz. 1-1/2" diameter steel ball dropped 18" without cracking or chipping.

Surface Durability Requirements : Abrasion: Textured panel - Use Wyzenbach method under
sderal Specification CCC-T-191B, Method 5304. There shall be no exposure of base or backing

aterial after 300 double rubs.

Smooth panel and doors - After 150 cycles on Gardner Model 105 Washability and Abrasion
ichine, using cheesecloth over felt pad, the change in gloss shall not be greater than + 5%

3 measured by Gardner 60° glossmeter.
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Humidity resistance - 100 hours in atmosphere with 100% humidity and temperature of
70° - 75°F. with no appreciable deterioration.

Washability - 100,000 brush strokes while continuously wetted by a 5% solution of
trisodium phosphate in a Gardner 105 Straight Line Washability Machine without any softening,
color change or more than slight abrading of the surface. Perform this test over the joint
of laminated surface materials.

Ultra-violet resistance - There shall not be appreciable- color change after 150 hours at
approximately 150°F. in the Atlas Fadeometer.

(b) ABS

Demountabi lity : For the two panel types, one-hour fire-rated and non-fire-rated, the
following shall apply as minimum standards of demountabi lity

.

A single panel in the center of a 12' run shall be capable of being removed and replaced
in one hour by two men.

100 linear feet of partition shall be capable of being removed, moved and re-erected
nearby in 80 man-hours , or 40 hours by two men. This moving process shall be accomplished
with minimum soiling of the building.

The weight of no element of this partition system shall exceed 200 pounds.

3.4. The Systems Developed

Based on a complete set of performance statements including the examples presented
above, building systems were developed for both the URBS and the ABS projects. Brief des-

criptions of each of the systems developed are presented below with drawings illustrating
each system presented at the end of this paper.

(a) URBS System Description

Spatial Concept : A flexible living area (FLA) consisting of a one-hour fire-protected
envelope defined by floor, partitions and ceiling; up to 2,000 sq.ft. in area; and designed
for 10 students maximum.

Structure/Ceiling Subsystem : A combination precast and cast-in-place concrete struc-
tural frame was developed. Included was all structural work above the ground floor level:
columns, beams, floors, finished ceilings, roofs, access panels, balconies, stairs and

shear walls. Also included was an electrical raceway attached to the ceiling through which
electrical wiring was run to the partitions. All structural elements were fire-resistive,
of reinforced concrete, with domed voids occurring in 18"-deep, hollow floor slabs. These
voids accommodated supply air ducts, plumbing and electrical services, while also serving as

a plenum for air return. Spans ranged from 13 '4" to 45
'
0"

.

Heating/Ventilating/Cooling Subsystem : All mechanical equipment required for heating
and ventilating with cooling optional was provided. Areas up to 2,000 sq.ft., subdivided as

desired into various living arrangements, were serviced by multi-zone units. The ventilation
capability permitted up to 100% outside air. Chilled water and hot water were supplied from
a central campus plant, or by the URBS factory-packaged mechanical unit. Component elements
provided for bathroom heaters, air distribution, kitchen hood and room exhaust.

Partitions Subsystem : Fixed or demountable one-hour fire-rated partitions with a wide
selection of surface colors, textures and materials were provided. Fixed partitions were
8, 10, 12 or 14 feet high; demountable partitions were 8 or 10 feet high. Opposite faces of
partitions could be removed and replaced independently. The component design provided for
concealed electrical services, and included picture hanging devices and vertical supports
for shelving, counters and cabinets.
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(b) ABS System Description

Spatial Concept : A space module which was a one-story block of building volume, dimen-
;
sionally coordinated with the integrated subsystems. The space module had an area of 10,000
sq.ft. +25% with a variable but limited aspect ratio. This resulted in a total of about 40
iifferent space module alternatives, each of which could be internally organized in various
fays to accommodate a range of functions.

Structure Subsystem : A girder, beam, slab system was designed which could be constructed
from cast-in-place concrete, precast concrete, fire-protected steel. Bay sizes were
!0' x 20' to 30' x 40' in 10' increments. Lateral forces were taken by a perimeter grid frame,
^loor-to-floor heights were either 16 '10" or 14 '7".

Heating/Ventilating/Cooling Subsystem : All three services were provided for a mechanical
:ervice module of 10,000 sq.ft., +25%, by a single-duct reheat system. One fan room was
.ncluded in each space module. Either a building boiler room or campus central plant could
>e used. A plenum return was used with ducted special exhaust. Up to 30 temperature control
;ones were provided at each floor with a roof exhaust.

Partition Subsystem : All partitions were demountable, and of one height. No partitions
jenetrated the ceiling. Gypsum facings with high quality paint or vinyl finish were used.
.5' x 5' planning module was used; off module locations were permitted where required. Lab
itilities were outside partitions; switch legs, control wiring, isolated electrical outlets
'ere within the partition.

Lighting/Ceiling Subsystem : A suspended-ceiling was designed with integral lighting
Tixtures, providing a uniform ceiling height for each space module, of nominally 9'0". Two
ypes of access to service space were developed: an access ceiling and a catwalk ceiling.
.5' x 5' module was used in the design.

Utilities Distribution Subsystem : All verticals were concentrated in one mechanical
.ower per space module. All horizontals were zoned in service space above each floor. Two
ypes of access were provided: horizontal by catwalks and vertical through access ceiling.

4. Problems Encountered with Performance

Two kinds of problems are encountered in trying to set performance requirements. The
irst set of problems relate to trying to match proposed performance standards to both the

eeds and the resources of the user. Thus the writer of performance requirements must be
ware of the cost implications of the standards he is demanding from industry, and he may
ave to temper the user's expectations. This problem is particularly acute in a systems
evelopment program such as URBS , where expectations tend to be higher, and costs more
onjectural. As an example, the high acoustical standards of the HVAC system that were
emanded resulted in a fairly high cost system. In one case, a potentially strong bidder
ecided, after many months of research and development, that the risks were so great of not
eing able to meet the standard that he did not submit a bid.

The second group of problems relate to defining the performance standards themselves,
his is still a fairly new act, and information is incomplete. More work is necessary in
elating performance standards to user need. And more knowledge is necessary in the defini-
ion of standards and, in particular, of test procedures. In the URBS program, much diffi-
ulty was experienced because of the inability of the variety of acoustic consultants
nvolved to reach agreement on appropriate definition of standards and test procedures. In
ddition, the relevance of the acoustic standards, to the user's needs and resources, remains
n question.

5. Summary and Conclusions

Performance requirements were used in two different approaches to building system pro-
urement in the projects described above. As mentioned earlier, such requirements were used



in URBS to guide the development of new products, while, in ABS , performance criteria were
used as guidelines for the selection of existing , already-developed products. A generalized
approach to building system procurement which results from combining the approaches used in
URBS and ABS is shown at the end of this paper (Fig. 1)

.

While the projects which will be described in this paper resulted in building systems-1-,

performance requirements may be used in the procurement of more conventional construction as
well. The use of performance requirements, therefore, need not necessarily be linked only to
building systems. In general, performance, or non-prescriptive requirements, may be used in
place of conventional prescriptive specifications if accompanied by non-prescriptive drawings
which substitute for conventional working drawings. Drawings which indicate modules, inter-
face conditions, general building configuration, proportions, etc., of building elements are
all that is necessary or desirable when performance requirements are used. With performance
requirements specifying quality only, and not material or technology, such non-prescriptive
documents may be used to generate bidding between a variety of technical solutions in a

variety of materials, thus increasing the potential of obtaining the lowest possible cost for
the desired quality.

The development of the use of performance requirements from the SCSD project to the URBS
project to finally the ABS project has demonstrated that performance requirements may be
used quite effectively to procure existing, on-the-market building components, and are not
restricted solely to the procurement of new technology, as has often been misunderstood.

It is evident from the experience gained in the projects described above that perfor-
mance-oriented expressions of building requirements already exist in many diverse forms such
as model building codes, material standards, etc. It is also evident, however, that in order
to use performance requirements comprehensively on a building project, statements of perfor-
mance have to be developed anew for many aspects of building.

As a more general observation in light of the URBS and ABS experience, it has been seen
that man's requirements for environmental quality do not change nearly as rapidly as does the

technology for accommodating those requirements. It would be useful, therefore, to develop
and organize information which expresses those requirements in non-prescriptive performance
terms at a regional or national level so that, each time a building project is attempted,
time will not have to be spent developing performance statements for various aspects of the

project.

This paper, therefore, calls for the encouragement of public agencies to collect and
develop, as necessary:

-methods expressing man's environmental needs in performance terms;

-scales for displaying various levels of performance;

-methods for relating levels of performance to various activities or spaces as they occur
in buildings ; and

-models for using performance-oriented requirements in building and building systems

procurement processes.

Such a collection of performance data should be classified according to at least two

aspects: space types (or activities) and building components. Such a format for information
display would be useful for organization of other non-prescriptive requirements, e.g.,

building costs, as well. An example of such a format for academic building requirements is

diagrammed in figure 2 at the end of this paper.

^For the purposes of this paper, building systems differ from conventional buildings in

that they are inter-related building parts with the capability of being assembled into

a wide variety of building forms, while conventional buildings are building parts

which have the capability of being assembled into only one configuration, i.e., the

building for which they were designed.
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Performance requirements are only one form of recorded information pertaining to
uilding design and construction and, as such, are conducive to all forms of information
rocessing. Responsible development and organization of non-prescriptive performance
•equirement data could establish a basis for evaluating and guiding the accelerating rate
.echnological innovation in building while providing virtually none of the constraints to
hange which earlier approaches to defining building requirements have represented.

»breviations

1SD Building Systems Development, Inc.
CSD School Construction Systems Development
fRBS University Residential Building System
iBS Academic Building Systems
;TC Sound Transmission Coefficient
IVC Heating, Ventilating, Cooling
IBC Uniform Building Code

NBC National Building Code
psf Pounds per square foot
MRT Mean Room temperature
FLA Flexible living area
CFM Cubic feet per minute
fpm Feet per minute
HVAC Heating, ventilating, air conditionin

Existing
facilities

Industry
capability

-)
Performance
requirementsUser

needs

Existing
performance
data

r)

Existing
product
selection

New
-H product

development

\ Building

/ design

Fig. 1 Generalized approach to building system procurement.
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Fig. 2 Performance data display format for academic buildings.
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Fig. 4 Perspective showing the ABS system components.
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Rational Bureau of Standards Special Publication 361, Volume 1: Performance
cncept in Buildings; Proceedings of the Joint RILEM-AS TM-C IB Symposium, held
=ay 2-5, 1972, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (Issued March 1972).

The "Recherches en Ame"nagemen t s Scolaires" (R.A.S.) Project
- A case study -

Strategy implemented for the development of a building system
for educational facilities through the Performance Concept.

Michel Bezman
Former Technical Director of the R.A.S. Project.
Faculte de 1 ' Amenagement , University de Montreal

The R.A.S. Project (Research in School Facilities)
{lj", was conducted by the author for the Montreal
Catholic School Commission. Both the recognition of a

basic problem common to all school districts, and the
acceptance of a problem solving direction experimented
with in California through theS.CS.D. Project[2], are at
the origin of the R.A.S. Project. The problem is the
inadequacy of traditionally accepted methods to provide
educators with appropriate and adaptable facilities with-
in limited financial boundaries and the direction is the
adoption of the "Systems Approach" for viewing and solv-
ing the problem, and the "Performance Concept" as a means
for achieving the objectives subsequently defined.

The Performance Concept approach was instrumental in har-
nessing Canada's industrial resources and potential for
the development of a building system (presently under
implementation) integrating the following sub-systems:

(1) Structural
(2) He a t ing- Vent il at ion-Cool ing
(3) Ceiling-Lighting
(4) Internal Space Subdivision
(5) Electric-Electronic Distribution

The strategy enforced and the means implemented through
the various stages of the project, as well as the subse-
quent results are discussed throughout.

The paper covers:

- the project's specific context,
- the main surveys conducted to establish a basis

for Performance Specifications, from user re-
quirements to evaluation of resources,

- the major Performance Requirements developed to
identify the problems for which a solution was
sought

,

- the Performance Criteria defined to qualify and
quantify the required levels of performance,

- the evaluative methods implemented during the
pre-bid, bidding and development phases of the
project (scientific measurement, empirical
evaluation and economic evaluation) to test and
evaluate the building systems "as a whole" and at

the level of their individual sub-systems.

Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at end of this paper
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Le Projet "Recherches en Ame"nagements Scolaires"
(R.A.S.) a Ste* dirige" par l'auteur pour la Commission des
Ecoles Catholiques de Montreal. L' initiative de ce pro-
jet a et& provoquSe par les remarquables resultats obte-
nus en Californie dans le cadre du projet S.C.S.D. [2]

Le projet S.C.S.D. a demontre qu'un concept operationnel
base a la fois sur l'approche systemique et la notion de
performance, Stale bien mieux adapts" que les me*thodes
t r ad i t ionne 1 1 e s pour repondre aux besoins tant qualita-
tifs que quantitatifs des administrations scolaires.

La notion de performance a permis de tirer pleinement
parti des ressources de l'industrie canadienne pour le
dgveloppement d ' un systeme de construction ( ac t ue 1 lemen

t

en application) integrant les sous-systemes suivants:

(1) Structure
(2) Chauffage-Ventilation-Climatisation
(3) Plafond-Eclairage
(4) Cloisons
(5) Distribution des Services Electriques-

El ec tr on ique s

La communication traite de la stratggie dgveloppe*e pour
chacune des Stapes du projet, des moyens mis en oeuvre
et des resultats obtenus.

La communication couvre e"galement:

- le contexte specifique au projet,
- les principales Studes (des besoins des utilisa-

teurs 3 1 ' e"val uat ion des ressources) ayant servi
de base 3 1

' 5 t abl is sement des exigences de per-
formance ,

- les exigences de performance Stablies dans le but
de dgfinir les probl&mes pour lesquels une solu-
tion etait recherche*e,

- les critSres dfffinis afin de qualifier et quanti-
fier les niveaux de performance requis, et

- les techniques d' evaluation utilisees durant les
trois principales phases, soit pendant la p£riode
d'appels d'offres, au cours de la phase consacrSe
3 devaluation des soumissions et durant la phase
dite "de dive loppement " . Ces techniques ont etc*

raises en oeuvre afin d'evaluer les systgmes de
construction au niveau de leurs sous- sys t e"me s et
en tant qu 1 ensembles intSgrSs,

Key words: Bid evaluation; building systems; criteria
and tests; educational facilities; life cost; perfor-
mance specifications; prototypes; strategy; systems ap-
proach; S.C.S.D., R.A.S.

; technology and feasibility;
user needs.
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1. Introduction

The R.A.S. Project was initiated in Montreal in late 1966 by Montreal
latholic School Commission with the participating support of Educational
acilities Laboratories.^-
he Montreal Catholic School Commission, the city's largest schoolboard, has
rider its jurisdiction a population of approximately 230,000 students and is
iperating on an average budget of $130,000,000,
he construction program (2,000,000 sq.ft.) is presently under implementation

What originated R.A.S. ? It was the recognition of "the problem" by some
ontreal Schoolboard Commissioners. In a nutshell:

the inadequacy of traditionally accepted methods to provide educators with
ppropriate and adaptable school facilities, within limited financial bounda-
ies, in order to fulfill a mandate. This mandate, as expressed in socio-
ogical terms being to maximize the potential of our youth in order to reach
he objectives of society.

A general approach to the problem had already been successfully experi-
ented with in California through the SjCSD. Project[2] , its substance being
he adoption of the "Systems Approach" as a position both for viewing the
roblem and trying to solve it, and the "Performance Concept" as a means to
chieve the objectives subsequently defined. I could not agree more with
ichael Brill [3] who has stated:

"If we could find a way of assuring a good fit, (physically, psychologi-
cally and socially) between users and their buildings and communities,
we could assure the user's satisfaction with that environment. And so
we have turned to a form of "market research", finding out what users
need and want through the performance concept within the Systems Ap-
proach, helping decision makers design and procure buildings and com-
munities responsive to these needs and wants. If user needs are ex-
plicitly stated, and form the value structure of the design brief, and
user satisfaction is both the goal and the basis for post-facto evalua-
tion of the results, we ought to be able to assure a "good fit", a use-
ful social instrument and a healthy market."

Educational Facilities Laboratories, Inc., (E.F.L.) is a nonprofit cor-
poration established by the Ford Foundation to help schools and colleges

1 in the United States and Canada with their physical problems by the en-
couragement of research and experimentation and the dissemination of
knowledge regarding educational facilities.

2. The Problem and the Approach
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The problem is dual: it implies at one level a "delivery (or generating)
system" - the software; and at another level, the actual hardware which must
produce an "environmental system." [4]

Educational facilities are generated by a complex delivery system consisting
of the following parts (or s ub- s y s t ems )

:

(1) The Schoolboard E due a t or s /Admin i s tr a t or s (Owner-User),
(2) The Designers (Professionals),
(3) The Building Industry (in general terms).

These parts are dynamically involved in the Leibnitz sense.

The acceleration of change, so characteristic of our time, has offset the
balance of this classical trio which presents all the characteristics of a

"flow system." In undertaking the taskof helping this system regain its lost
equilibrium, without increasing its entropy, we had to deal with ways and
methods of gathering, interpreting and conveying information, as well as with
the very content of information and its transformation means.

In order to accomplish our task we had, first, to study the behavior of this
system and its components, our primary concern being the ultimate output of
the said f 1 ow- s y s t ems : the transformation of the Owner-User information by
the Industry and the Designers into a "schoolplant .

"

The schoolplant was approached as being a system by itself, defined as an
environmental system, whose various integrated sub-systems perform static or
active functions in order to create a specific environment. In this case the
environment is instrumental to:

(a) pedagogical activities (the te aching- 1 e arn ing process),
(b) the ancillary services supporting the teaching-learning process.

This system could be located between the first and second levels of Boulding's
[5] suggested hierarchical classification.

3. General Strategy

A general strategy could then be outlined:

3.1. Harness the human and material resources of sub-system No. 3, the
Building Industry?
To develop a comprehensive and flexible building system, of the open type,
part of it to be achieved through mass production of building sub-systems
tailored to specific requirements.
Thus to provide sub-system No. 2 - the Professionals (Designers) - with ade-
quate building components, allowing them to design educational facilities
meeting the recognized needs of sub-system No. 1 - the Owner-User.
Both sub-systems, the Professionals and the Industry, to be supplied with
proper information stating the Owner-User needs and requirements in usable
terms through adequate vehicles.

3.2. Using the Performance Concept as an approach and Performance
Specifications as a means (content/vehicle), the educational facilities to be
dealt with were to be clearly defined, and their relevant problems stated
with precision. Subsequent performance criteria (as well as tendering rules)
and their control or evaluation methods were to be selected or established.

3.3. To offer incentive to the industry and to allow for mass produc-
tion, a minimum construction volume had to be guaranteed, consisting of both
elementary and comprehensive high schools. Briefly, the construction system
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as to be applied to schools ranging from two to four storeys and amongst the
ost restrictive contextual constraints, a three-hour fire rating, as requir-
d by Montreal code, was to be respected throughout to protect the structure.

3.4. Selected building sub-systems, tailored to the user's need and
ending themselves to mass production through industrialized methods, could
e considered, provided they were conceived for mutual integration and com-
•atible with other sub-systems implemented in the traditional way.

3.5. Considering the timing constraints and the scope of Research and
evelopment work to be undertaken by both R.A.S. staff and the industry, the
rojected building system had to be narrowed down to only 5 determinant sub-
ystems essential to priority objectives fulfilment:

(1) Structural
(2) Heating-Ventilation-Cooling
(3) Ceiling-Lighting
(4) Internal Space Subdivision
(5) Electric-Electronic Distribution

4. Implementing the Performance Concept

The Performance Concept was instrumental in achieving the Project's
ids: restoring the "flow-system" and developing a generic "environmental
/stem. "

le Performance Concept path was followed throughout its hierarchical levels:

from user needs and requirements up to Performance Specifications, while
determining Performance Requir ements and Criteria, and establishing pro-
per evaluation methods.
(Kushner [6] and Wright [7] )

However, the implementation of the Performance Concept depends on the
cognition of a double challenge:

pr e d ic t ing the final outcome (product) within reasonable limits, and
we igh ing those factors essential to obtaining the desired (and pre-
dictable) output,

stated by N.B. Hutcheon [.8] :

he ability to predict is the firm basis for all rational design."

ile both the users and the hardware are subject to known fixed contextual
nstraints, most of human behavior (and its implications) as well as hard-
re performance have to be predicted. Fixed contextual constraints are
ose which cannot be modified; they are either of a permanent nature (e.g.
imate) , or while of a temporary nature, nevertheless prevail at the time
implementation (e.g. economic factors, state of the art, r e gul a t ion s , e t c . ).

ntra-muros" behavior of the user, the one we are concerned with, is a com-
ex phenomenon still partly escaping our comprehension (black box) and gives
e measure of the formidable challenge to be accepted.

another level, the Hardware-knowledge is closely related to specific phys-
al implementation conditions. Once these conditions are removed from the
escriptions, prediction becomes the prevailing factor for the task of se-
cting or establishing Performance Requirements and Criteria with their
levant evaluation methods.

nsidering the magnitude of the tasks involved, the knowledge and expertise
requires in various specialized fields, it is obvious that a mandate such
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as the R.A.S. Project could only be fulfilled by a thoroughly integrated te
pooling academic knowledge and practical experience.

5. Building a Basis for the Performance Specifications

Using the "Performance Concept" approach as a means, a comprehensive
teaching-learning process survey was conducted to identify users' needs and
requirements, with a dual purpose:

(1) to provide the designers with a bank of intelligible and usable
information (thus trying to bridge the well-known communication gap between
educators and designers), and

(2) to establish the necessary material from which Performance Re-
quirements could evolve.

In short, educators were required to transmit the "for whom", "for what",
"why" but not the "how to".

In addition to the teaching-learning process survey mentioned above,
users' needs and requirements were scanned in 5 other major areas:

(1) environmental control,
(2) school operation and maintenance,
(3) first and final cost of a school plant,
(4) educational trends surveyed in an attempt to distinguish a pro-

jection of future needs, and
(5) flexibility (spatial adaptability).

Parallel studies completed the basis necessary for the development of Per-
formance Specifications, such as:

- analysis of the generic functions performed by the schoolpl an t
'

s

built elements,
- survey of recurrent hardware interfacing problems (compatibility, di

mensional co-ordination, etc.).

6. The Performance Specifications

At first, Performance Specifications were outlined for the building
system as a whole; its "exterior aspect".

In order to meet our main objectives, it was decided that the building sys-

tem should have the following main characteristics:

(1) maximum ob s t ac 1 e - f r ee space to allow for spatial adaptability,
(2) operational flexibility for components participating in the en-

vironmental control, and
(3) design flexibility for the user.

The desirable performances were weighed against:

(1) a cost ceiling,
(2) an anticipated building and operation cost reduction,
(3) the industry's resources availability, and
(4) the extent of time available both for the preparation of Perfor-

mance Specifications and the subsequent industry Research and
Development activities to be accomplished during and after the
tendering period.
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We were then in a position to study in detail the " internal aspect" of
:he system, and start preparing preliminary Performance Specifications for
jach of the sub-systems.

erformance Specifications were to be documented under two categories, de-
ending on whether they were applicable to the system as a whole or to each
f its sub-systems.

(1) General Performance Specifications covering:

overall integration,
overall flexibility,
modular coordination,
dimensional criteria,
provisions for coordination with non- industr ial ized sub-systems,
and
aesthetics

(2) Individual Performance Specifications, for each of the sub-systems,
dealing with:

functions to be performed in correlation with assigned criteria
(dimensional, technical design, quality, etc.),
interfacing with each of the other sub-systems,
coordination with non- industr ial ized sub-systems,
flexibility, and
operation and maintenance.

lr concern with overall integration was motivated by the risk reduction
lilosophy we followed. Total integration was made mandatory for bidders,
.dders were free to integrate their respective sub-systems in as many sys-
sms as they could manage, providing that interfacing details were submitted
jr every single combination. Another reason motivating this request was our
.m for maximizing the systems' performances while avoiding over- inve s tment
: all kinds. The quality of the tendering results has justified the en-
tasis we placed on total integration.

7. Major Requirements and Criteria Covered
by Performance Specifications

7.1. Environmental Control

(a) Atmospheric

Performance Criteria were related to 8 families of premises defined in

rms of density of occupation and nature of task performed. Technical data
re provided to bidders, such as:

outdoor conditions,
thermal factors (to be implemented later in the design of non-system
exterior envelopes), or
internal heat gains due to equipment or occupants.

(b) Lighting

Lighting Criteria were related to specific visual tasks performed in a

hoolplant. The Ceiling-Lighting sub-system was sub-divided into 4 assem-
ies (PE-1 to PE-4) corresponding to rooms having a common core of visual
quirements. The PE-1 assembly (academic activities) had to satisfy the
sual Performance Index (V.P.I.) developed by Dr. H. Richard Bl ackwe 1 1 DO,

ie index being 63.0.
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( c) Acoust ic s

Acoustical control was approached as a whole, the 5 sub-systems bidders
(within each system) being collectively responsible. It should be noted that
the sound absorption required in the Performance Specifications had to satis-
fy the criterion corresponding to Sound Transmission Class 40 (S.T.C.). A
set of acoustical tests was selected ranging from rating of material to full
scale testing of a mocked-up classroom.

Background noise generated by both the operation of the lighting and the me-
chanical sub-systems was to be maintained between minimum and maximum N.C.
1 eve 1 s .

We were most obliged to the work of SER [lo] , for it provided us with a
bank of valuable information concerning school environmental control.

7.2. Flexibility, Adaptability, Versatility

(a) Structure

The structural sub-system had to
of any obstacles.
Freedom in the change of direction of
bil ity

.

Conception of the system geometry had
s ion

.

be designed to create large spaces free

spans was requested for design flexi-

to allow for future horizontal expan-

(b) Internal Space Subdivision

Partitions ought to be moved every 20" in either direction.

(c) Heating-Ventilation-Cooling and Ceiling-Lighting

Both sub-systems' concept had to allow for rezoning of spaces to be
serviced.

(d) Electric-Electronic Distribution

Distribution of Electric-Electronic services was to be ensured by means
of movable service "columne t t e s" relocatable on a 20" x 20" grid. These
columnettes had to be plugged to a network of nodal junction points to be
located within the f 1 oor -ce il ing "sandwich" space.

This sub-system represented a new approach to E lec tr ic / Elec tr on ic services
distribution and Performance Specifications had to include guidelines (a
less orthodox implementation of the Performance Concept), to help manufac-
turers visualize the concept.

7.3. Interfacing and Dimensional Coordination

A planning grid was to be implemented, based on a 20" x 20" horizontal
module and a 8" vertical module.
Maximum acceptable structural deflections and cambers were defined.
Interfacing rules based on international modular conventions were provided
to bidders for pre-coor dinat ion of jointing and dimensional deviations.
Technical data were identified and requirements established to allow for in-
terfacing with non-system components such as exterior envelope and stairs,
as well as with non-system services.
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7.4. Serviceability and Dur ab il i t y /Re L iab i 1 i t

y

Sets of Performance Criteria covered:
• resistance to vertical and horizontal forces for all interior components,
and
resistance to surface damages such as impact, corrosion, abrasion, for all
component s

.

7.5. Structural Sub-System

In addition to Performance Criteria previously mentioned, the structural
ub-system's specifications included sets of criteria covering: structural
afety and serviceability; uniform live loads and concentrated loads;
tandar d izat ion of dimensions; types and number of structural components.

7.6. Fire Safety

In addition to a three-hour throughout fire protection required for the
tructure (by regulations), all interior finishes had to satisfy "flame-
pread" and "toxic emanations" Performance Criteria.

7.7. Aesthetics

It could be of some interest to outline the way "aesthetic requirements"
ere handled for they cannot be quantified and therefore require evaluation
ethods based on empirical expertise.

asic performance guidelines were implemented and backed up by a rule es-
ablishing our right to be sole judge in matters of evaluation of compliance
ith aesthetic requirements.

daptations or changes could be requested,

uidelines stressed such points as:

expedients or camouflage to be avoided,
components traditionally concealed to be exposed wherever possible,
components to be differentiated,
forms to be compatible (geometry),
clarity, cohesion, unity, contrasts and balance (of forms, textures
and colour s) ,

imitation finishes ruled out, etc.

8. Evaluation Techniques

8.1. . Theoretical (or guide) Plans

In addition to normal technical documentation, bidders were to demon-
trate the application of their respective sub-systems to four theoretical
chool models, whose plans were part of the Performance Specifications. This
llowed for an evaluation to be made of the practical solutions offered and
lso provided for further comparison of the various proposals.

8.2. Cost of Performance

(a) One of the aims of the R.A.S. Project was to achieve a construction
n ' lystem at a price below the Target Cost, while attaining the objectives and

Dmplying with the requirements of the Performance Specifications. Any bid
sove a Cost Ceiling based on "traditional" construction cost prevailing in

antreal, was to be rejected.
ae Ceiling and Target Costs were expressed in specific manner for each of
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the possible combinations of the f loor /ce il ing sandwich space thickness which
could be used by the bidders. A credit and penalty clause was developed based
on the estimation of extra expenditure required for every 8" vertical module
increment

.

(b) Another correction factor was established for the mechanical room
and vertical duct spaces used by the bidders.

(c) The evaluation of bids procedure also covered the estimation of the
system's life cost. For each sub-system, the first cost, operating and main-
tenance costs were converted into an annual life cost through a capital re-
covery factor based on its expected life.

(d) The operations cost due to spatial transformation was estimated
from an exercise requested of all bidders. It was based on a typical area,
undergoing major spatial changes during one year, the resulting estimation
being converted by the means of the weighting factors previously used for
quantity estimation.

8.3. Integration and Flexibility

The Performance Specifications included requirements calling for the
fabrication of prototypes to be assembled into full size mock-ups and erected
during the development phase, the purpose of which was to allow for full
scale

:

performance testing,
interfacing evaluation,
simulation of spatial changes (moving of partitions, re-zoning of
He a t ing- Ven t i 1 a t ion-C ool ing and Ceiling-Lighting,
moving and re-zoning of Electric-Electronic services.

8.4. Evaluation of Structure

Applicable serviceability and safety tests (loading, testing of joints,
load distribution, high-tensile bolt tightening, etc.) were to be selected
from a pre-established list (referring to existing standards) according to
the nature of the submitted structures. As an alternative evaluation method,
analysis could be, when applicable, substituted to testing.

8.5. Standards

In general, testing methods were based on U.S. Standards (A.S.T.M. and
F.S.) and Canadian Standards (C.S.A. and D.N.D.).

9. Staging of Evaluation Procedures

Staging of evaluation procedures reflected the established quality
assurance strategy.

9.1. A mid-term review took place during the six-month tendering period;
its primary objective was to evaluate the bidders' preliminary proposals to
ascertain that Performance Specifications were properly interpretated

.

9.2. The Ceiling-Lighting sub-system's V.P.I, index, see Par 7.1. (b),
was conducted prior to submission of proposals.
In 1967 insufficient data were available to assess the potential hardware
which could satisfy this relatively new performance criterion.

9.3. All major testing of selected system took place during a post-bid
development phase.
In addition to evaluation procedures, called for in Performance Specifications
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ovisions allowed for complementary testing to be defined only during develop-
ment phase, thus taking into consideration the very characteristics of the
ubmitted hardware.
typical example would be the Heating/Ventilation/Cooling unit. Analysis

=d to suspicion that the selected unit, because of its very compact con-
iguration, could cause a stratification phenomenon (layers of cold and hot
ir) . Thus an additional test was requested which resulted in modifications,
uch as readjusting the location of air-intakes and the position of fans.

10. Conclusions

Our team's work has been rewarded by the quality and ingenuity of the
uilding systems developed for the project. As a whole, our objectives were
et beyond expectations - the level of performance of the selected hardware
s well above the minimum threshold of acceptability.

Of course we had our frustrations. Some "political changes" did offset
jr schedule forecasts, which seems to indicate that when undertaking such a

jnture and trying to predict the generating flow-system's output, contin-
ancies such as "politics" ought to be integral parts of the planning para-
2 ter s

.

Without fear of appearing too dogmatic, I could say that undertakings
ich as S.C.S.D., R.A.S. and other similar projects, have shown that the
;r£ormance Concept is indeed the road to follow if the ultimate goal is to
rovide the educational process with an adequate built environment. Further-
jre , I do believe that each new experience is bringing us closer to our ul-
Lmate (holistic) goal, for, as stated by Jonathan King* "the next step
ight be for someone to write a performance specification for a schoolhouse
ather than a component of the schoolhouse." l.b.

Jonathan King is the former Vice-President of Educational Facilities
Laboratories, Inc.
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tional Bureau of Standards Special Publication 361, Volume 1: Performance
ncept in Buildings; Proceedings of the Joint RILEM-ASTM-C IB Symposium, held
y 2-5, 1972, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (Issued March 1972).

The Development of Performance Criteria
for University Facilities

Roger F. Hallenbeck*
State University Construction Fund

Albany, New York

Since its inception in 1962, the State University Construction
Fund has been responsible for the planning, design and construction
of campus facilities for the State University of New York. It is
estimated that as of September 1971, the Fund has completed, or placed
under design or construction, facilities costing 2.31 billion dollars.
In concert with this large-scale effort, the Fund has undertaken the
development of performance criteria for its physical facilities in two
groupings - Environmental Performance Criteria and Functional Perform-
ance Criteria. It is contemplated that criteria in these two areas
will be synthesized into a third area of criteria for Construction
System Performance upon completion of research in progress. Diffi-
culties in generating industry wide acceptance of measurable perform-
ance criteria has lead to the exploration and development of a variety
of means of communicating Fund requirements to the design profession-
als who prepare plans and specifications for university facilities.
These interim approaches to communication of performance requirements
include: State-of-the-Art documents, specification statements, admin-
istrative procedures, design development process descriptions, space
planning and design criteria and check lists. Much remains to be done
in the direction of more precise and comprehensive communications
within the construction industry with measurable performance criteria
a mainstay of this goal.

Depuis sa creation en 1962, le Fonds de Construction d'Universites
d'Etat est responsable pour la planif ication, 1' etude et la construction
d ' ins tallations universitaires pour 1

' Universite d'Etat de New York.
On estime que, jusqu'a septembre, 1971, le Fonds a complete ou mis en
projet ou en construction des installations coutant 2,31 milliards de
dollars. De concert avec cet effort a grande echelle, le Fonds a entre-
pris de developper des criteres de performance pour ses installations
materielles sous 2 rubriques - criteres de performance du milieu et
criteres de performance fonctionnelle . On espere que les criteres
de ces deux domaines seront synthetises en un troisieme domaine de
criteres pour le fonctionnement de systemes de construction apres que
les recherches en cours auront ete terminees. Les difficultes ren-
contrees pour persuader l'industrie d'accepter, en large partie, les
criteres de performance mesurable ont pousse a 1' exploration et au
developpement d'une variete de moyens de communiquer les exigences
du Fonds aux professionnels qui preparent les plans et specifications
des installations universitaires. Ces demarches interimaires pour
communiquer les exigences de performance comprennent: des documents
sur "l'Etat de l'Art", l'enonce de specifications, des methodes

Lrector of Research and Development
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administratives , des rapports sur 1
' avancement d

1 etudes en cours

,

1
' organisation de l'espace et des criteres d'etude et des listes

de controle.

Key words: Acoustical environment; administrative procedures;
communication; environmental criteria; functional criteria; inter-

ior finishes criteria; luminous environment; measurement; outdoor
lighting criteria; performance criteria; process description;
university facilities.

1. Introduction

Since its establishment by the New York State Legislature in 1962, the State University
Construction Fund, SUNY, a public benefit corporation, has been responsible for the planning
design and construction of campus facilities for the Colleges and University Centers for

the State University of New York. By 1975 the University will have an enrollment of over

230,000 students, an increase of more than 180,000 in 13 years. It is estimated that as of
September 1971, the Fund has completed^or placed under design or construction

J
facilities

costing about 2.31 billion dollars.

The Fund has undertaken to accomplish these tasks by contracting with architects,
engineers and building contractors from the private sector to plan, design and construct
sitework and buildings on the 30 geographically separate campuses within the State Univer-
sity System. For the most part, the work administered by the Fund has followed the "conven-
tional" public works practice in the United States of: (l) program development by the owner
(2) planning and design by the firms of Architects and Engineers as the owner's agents:

(3) public bidding on price, and (U) construction by building contractors who are monitored
by the owner and his agents. In this context, performance criteria, generated by the State
University Construction Fund as the owner, become part of the program development activity.
These performance criteria are designed to be transmitted to the Architect for incorporation
into the plans and specifications to be used in the construction of individual projects.

Recently, the Fund research into more systematic and industrialized facilities delivery
has resulted in a concern for criteria applicable to building components or subsystems. The

Fund criteria under development fall into two groupings, environmental and functional. The
functional criteria include space planning or material related performance criteria. It is

contemplated that criteria in these two areas will be synthesized into a third area of
criteria for construction systems performance following completion of current systems build-
ing investigation.

2. Developed Criteria

2.1 Environmental Performance Criteria

As one of the two groupings of developed criteria, environmental performance criteria
have been divided into three basic areas, the luminous, thermal and acoustical environ-
ments. All of these are concerned with the performance of interior space.

(a) Luminous Environment

The luminous environment research is based upon the idea that lighting for each space

or area in a building should satisfy the needs of the activities occuring in that space.

Since these activities may vary in both the short and long range, the lighting should be
flexible enough to accommodate these changes. The satisfaction of this theory requires a

more complicated definition of criteria than merely the establishment of foot candle levels
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.o be provided on work or activity surfaces. In fact, before any criteria can be applied,
it is necessary to identify the activities taking place in the space and determine their
general lighting needs. This understanding has led to a two phase approach to the resolution

rf this problem. The first phase is the description of the "process" of lighting design and
jta attempt to integrate this "process" into the larger architectural design process so that
.ighting considerations are acted upon during the process rather than as an afterthought,
.'he second phase is the development of lambert-per-square-foot lighting budgets related to
!!he activities to be accommodated in various spaces. These budgets are expressed in the
'orm of "curves" which will be completed by the owner/architect for each space to receive
his design treatment. The designer then devises a lighting solution which fulfills the
ctivity needs within the criteria established by the lighting budget. The report presenting
his material is under development.

(b) Thermal Environment Criteria

Thermal environment criteria are being studied at this time. The state of the art is

D be evaluated and the nature of the procedure necessary to integrate criteria established
pr the thermal environment into the larger overall design process is to be investigated,
riteria will be developed from available sources for temperature, humidity, air changes,
tc. , and related to a list of over 200 more, or less standardized space classifications
rom which most State University of New York Buildings are programmed. The spaces on this
ist are divided into categories such as offices, classrooms and biological science labora-
ories and include such space names as: financial office, home economics classroom and
iology laboratory.

The development of this process/criteria approach is concerned with the thermal require-
snts of the human activities expected to occur in this variety of spaces. Levels and
2thods of control of the atmospheric environment, both natural and mechanical, will be
unsidered.

(c) Acoustical Criteria

The Fund's acoustical environment controls which are under development have the same

'ocess/criteria base. Acoustical criteria have been developed for the spaces or space
itegories on the SUNY standardized classification list mentioned above. These criteria are

xncerned with: a. ambient noise levels; b. reverberation times; c. anticipated noise

;vels d. impact and structure-borne sound; e. room acoustics; and f. special con-

.derations. Along with these criteria sheets, it is intended to provide the architect with
»me technical information describing the relationship between basic, design considerations

id the achievement of the levels of performance established by these criteria. The objective

to help the architect to deal with routine considerations as well as to be able to identify

.ose situations which require the assistance of acoustical consultants. A typical criteria

.eet is presented to illustrate the level of development.

oustical Criteria Sheet No. lh5

ology Lab
jtany Lab
netics Lab
crobiology Lab
ys iology Lab
ology Lab SUNY Space Classification: k3 BIO

Recommended Ambient Noise Levels: Noise Criterion contour of NC-30 to NC-35

Recommeded Reverberation Times (in seconds): Less than 0.8 at 500 Hz. Design to this

value or below for unoccupied room condition.

Other Room Acoustics Considerations: Not usually a problem. Adequate breakup provided

by wall-hung cabinetry and equipment throughout room. Sound-absorbing treatment over

entire ceiling area generally adequate for room noise control.

Sound Amplification Requirements: None
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5. Noise i,c<els Likely in this Room (in dB re 0.0002 dynes/cm2 ):

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

63 120 250 500 1000 2000 kOOO 8000
Equipment 65 70 73 75 72 69 65 6l

6. Impact and Structure-Borne Sound: Moderate - as generated by normal room usage. Certain
laboratory equipment may cause severe vibration problems. Other equipment may need to be
vibration free. Individual equipment should be studied. Typical laboratory activity is
moderately susceptible to disturbance from surrounding areas.

7. Special Considerations: Programmed uses of the particular laboratory should be reviewed
to determine possible need for more specialized control of the acoustical environment
for critical experiments. Equipment to be installed should be considered from stand-
point of noise generation.

Research planned for the future seeks to synthesize these interior space criteria for
the luminous, thermal and acoustic aspects of the environment. For example, increased
lighting levels can generate additional heat which requires additional air-conditioning
which makes more noise and necessitates additional acoustical treatment. In theory it

should be possible to establish numerical relationships between these three aspects of
the environment; however, the development of a "process" with a device for evaluating
"tradeoffs" may be more possible to achieve.

2.2 Function Criteria - Space Planning and Materials

The second group of criteria developed by the Fund is more concerned with the functional
performance of spaces and materials. The criteria related to space planning have been devel-
oped for facilities for the physically handicapped, outdoor nighttime lighting, and health
and physical education facilities.

(a) Handicapped

The Fund's criteria for the physically handicapped are directed towards the incorpora-
tion of these specialized facilities in all university buildings. Identification of the
problems and concerns of the handicapped as they relate to functioning in a university
environment are translated into physical concerns such as space required to maneuver a wheel
chair, door sizes, ramp requirements, the need for hand holds etc. The criteria to be met
are described and illustrated. In addition a checklist of key items to be considered by the
designer is included.

(b) Outdoor Lighting

The outdoor nighttime lighting criteria developed by the Fund take the form of a state-
of-the-art-document, describing such areas of concern as orientation and identification,
security and safety, and character and atmosphere. Definitions of use and design principles
and performance objectives are identified for the outdoor areas treated such as roadways,
footpaths, pedestrian precincts and sports facilities. Checklists are provided for the
designer within the context of a network which describes the design process.

(c) Health and Physical Education

Health and Physical Education facilities are treated by the Fund in a building-type
study which identifies criteria to be achieved in the form of specific diagrams and accompany-

ing text. This approach to communicating criteria is very direct and limits the flexibility

of solutions. The need to standardize, which derives largely from the requirements of

intercollegiate athletic competition, provides a justification for this approach. A check-

list format is used to communicate much of the information.
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(&) Concrete

The Fund's criteria for concrete and concrete aggregate are material-related criteria
ticn are to "be presented in two volumes. Volume I concerns criteria related to the design
cast in place, precast, and prestressed concrete. Most of the material is state-of-the-
information in a checklist format. Some computational-based criteria in the form of
formulas and loadings are provided. Volume two is to be a visual (in color) and descrip

ve inventory of fine and course aggregates available in New York State. Case study and
twork process descriptions are to be provided to illustrate the method of locating and
ening inactive or new quarries

.

(e) Interior Finishes

Performance criteria for interior finishes (floors, walls and ceilings) are perhaps the

|st fully developed undertaking in the area of materials performance. The Fund sought to
velop generic tests applicable to interior finishes and to establish performance levels
ainst these tests for the spaces on the SUNY Space Classification list. The intent was to
able to compare "terrazzo to tissue paper". In order to simplify this initial effort,
spaces on the list were sorted into twenty-two categories having similar characteristics

rformance requirements for each of these categories were established against sixteen test
thods. These performance levels were assessed against available information and are
bject to verification and adjustment in practice. The sixteen tests as described in the
yrighted project report are as follows:

-Determining Resistance to Fungi, with Nutrient -A suspension containing a mixture of
several types of spores is sprayed over test specimens mounted on a suitable nutrient.
After incubation in covered dishes kept at 28° to 30°C for 21 days, the specimens are
examined for the presence of fungi on the surface, and rated visually.
^Determining Resistance to Fungi without Nutrient - Spores from freshly prepared cultures
are swabbed over the surface of the test specimens. The inoculated specimens are kept
in a desiccator which contains standing water for 28 days at 25°C at the end of which
period they are rated visually in five groups.
-Determining Resistance to Chemicals - A sample of the surface or finish under test is

immersed or covered with a test solution or hung in its fumes for the specified time
duration. After being removed, dried and conditioned, the sample should be weighed and
its length, width, and thickness measured. These post-treatment values are compared
with original values and the sample is visually examined. The following kinds of expo-
sures were selected and are identified as individual tests: (3) reagents (biological
areas), (U) acids and alkali, (5) strong solvents, (6) foodstuff derivatives, (7) lactic
acid, and (8) water with detergents.
-Determining Resistance to Abrasion - A specimen or a standard panel coated with the test
finish is mounted in a Taber Abraser with 1000 gram weights on the wheels. The loss in

weight or wear index shall be determined as specified in standard tests which are des-
cribed in the project report.
-Determining Resistance to Impact by Falling Ball - A specimen of the material or test
panel bearing the finish is mounted in a supporting frame with the finish side toward
the ball. The ball is released magnetically to strike the specimen from successively
increasing heights until failure occurs or a height of 10 feet is attained.
-Determining Resistance to Scratching - A set of l6 standard drafting pencils of the same

brand, but of varying degree of hardness (6B thru 8H) are used to determine which pencil
is harder than the surface of film under test. Any marring, scratch or indentation
noticeable indicates that the pencil was harder than the film.

-Determining Resistance to Hot Water or Steam - A specimen or test sample of a coating

applied to a steam - resistant substrate is kept for 2k hours in an atmosphere of 80°C
and 100$ relative humidity. It is then removed, examined, and placed in an oven at 80°C
for a second 2h hour period with only ambient humidity. Each two days of exposure, the
first one to wet heat and the second one to dry heat, constitutes one testing cycle.

"Determining Washability - All paints and coatings are applied with a white enamel under
coat while all other materials are merely mounted in the testing device in the plane of

the glass plate of the standard method described in the project report. The panel is

scrubbed with a brush for the required number of cycles (double strokes). After each
' 100 cycles, the test panel is observed carefully for evidence of breaks, wear, or

delamination of the surface film.
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-Determining Slip Resistance by Static Means - A constant load of 75 pounds is applied to
the test surface through a 3-inch-square leather-shod steel block. The angle of applica-
tion of this load is varied to find the critical angle. This critical angle is then
converted graphically into the coefficient of friction.

-Determining Slip Resistance by Dynamic Means - A mechanical shoe, forming the lower end
of a compound pendulum is so arranged that a test piece of leather or rubber heel material
can be attached to the underside of the shoe. The pendulum, released from a fixed pre-
determined height, is allowed to sweep over the surface being tested. A pointer attached
to the framework records the height to which the pendulum swings beyond the floor speci-
men after contact. This reading is converted into a coefficient representing the non
slip characteristics of this combination of materials.

-Determining Resistance to Fading - A sample is exposed to an ultra-violet light source
in a device similar to commercially manufactured meters designed to measure fading. At
regular intervals, the specimen is removed and compared with an unexposed sample to
determine what changes, if any, have occurred in the appearance of the sample.

With the tests and tentative levels of performance for floors , walls , and ceilings
established, the Fund undertook to familiarize the industry with this information. Prelim-
inary and informal discussions with architects indicated their interest in being able to
match in a measurable way the requirements of an owner, as expressed in these performance
criteria, with interior finish materials which could satisfy these requirements. Discus-
sions with persons involved with commercial dissemination of information retrieval, indicated
that if performance levels of interior finish building materials could be obtained from
manufacturers, it would be possible to use data processing equipment to store and retrieve
this information. In this way, architects and other design professionals would be able to
locate those materials meeting performance standards established by an owner.

At this point a series of informal discussions were held with about ten representative
manufacturers of interior finish materials to determine their interest in participating in

a program which would involve the evaluation of their own materials using the tests developed
for the Fund. The results of these discussions were inconclusive and generally not encourag-
ing. One manufacturer is presumed to have evaluated his materials, however no information
has been released. Two manufacturers exhibited interest and raised some useful points with
regard to the technical aspects of the tests and it appeared that it would be possible to
resolve these issues. The other manufacturers have not aggressively pursued the offer of
an opportunity to participate in such a program. Based upon this response, coupled with
limited resources, the Fund has determined not to independently carry this undertaking
further. Present plans contemplate an informal effort to encourage other institutional owner
builders to join together with professional and industry associations to pursue the objective
of establishing measurable performance criteria and the matching of available materials to
them.

This experience illustrates the difficulty of generating common acceptance of this much
discussed concept of measurable performance criteria which have general application. The

conclusion of the Fund's Research and Development unit is that broadly-based support is

necessary but difficult to achieve considering the diversity of building programs, needs,
jurisdictions and geographical locations. As a consequence an approach has been formulated
to explore and to develop several means of communicating requirements to the design profes-
sionals who prepare the plans and specifications for university buildings.

3. Interim Approaches

Several interim approaches have been developed to achieve this communication including
state-of-the-art studies, specifications, procedures, process descriptions, space planning
and computational design criteria, check lists and measurable performance criteria for
materials and components.

State-of-the-art studies seek to identify the most current information about a particular

subject of interest allowing the architect or engineer to use this information within the

context of his best professional and responsible judgment. The Fund's research in cast

in place, precast, and prestressed concrete falls into this category.
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Specification type information is usually developed in response to field experience and

liicates that certain types of materials or installations should or should not he used under
ientified conditions. These specification statements are presented in the form of individual
rogram Bulletins which cover a general area such as heating, ventilating and air-condition-
lg or in some cases specific subjects. These bulletins are regularly updated as conditions
lange and new technology evolves.

Administrative procedures are designed to monitor the work of design professionals, in

ach areas as; schedule, budget, conformance to program and response to the kinds of controls
sing discussed.

Process descriptions are effective devices in helping the architect and engineer to

thieve a controlled result without imposing unnecessarily on his creativity. These processes
jscribe a series of steps or procedures to be gone through within the design process. The
ind's work with the luminous environment is an example of this appraoch.

Space planning and computational design criteria represents a more formal effort to
.rect a particular result. Space planning criteria usually take the form of drawings or

.agrams with explanatory text which describe the desired result. The Fund's Criteria for

le Physically Handicapped and for Health and Physical Education Facilities are examples,
imputational design criteria are equally specific and establish performance levels in

j-ticular spaces which form the basis for design. Examples include acoustical, luminous,
.d the proposed thermal environment criteria.

Checklists for use by the design professional recall to mind essential elements to be

nsidered in the design process. Checklists are frequently used in conjunction with process
scriptions and state-of-the-art studies. Fund materials presenting criteria for Outdoor
ghting and the Physically Handicapped among others, include checklists.

The development of measurable performance criteria having general application seeks a

neater precision, but requires a response from those providing the materials and components
construction. The intensive work in the area of industrialized building is adding a new

mension to this objective. The Fund's work with interior finishes is an example of efforts

apply this approach to the more traditional methods of delivering buildings. Current Fund
search in the area of rationalized (systems) delivery of facilities may be of further

nefit

.

a:
,

Much remains to be done in the direction of more precise and comprehensive communications

X: thin the construction industry. The development of measurable performance criteria is a

instay of this goal. Cooperative effort is essential if these goals are to be achieved.

id
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ional Bureau of Standards Special Publication 361, Volume 1: Performance
cept in Buildings; Proceedings of the Joint RILEM-ASTM-CIB Symposium, held
2-5, 1972, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (Issued March 1972).

Experience and Lessons from
an Innovative Ilousing Project
Using the Performance Concept

William Allen and Peter Rich
Bickerdike Allen Itich and Partners

Architects and Planners
London, England

A large low-income housing project of low-rise construction
has been completed in an industrialised building system selected by
competitive bidding based upon performance criteria written by the
architects. Provisional building designs were prepared in advance as
part of an innovative community plan and formed part of the guidance in
formulating the criteria. Initial screening reduced the number of
bidders to three, all of whom had then to be assisted to develop
conformity to the criteria. This part of the project demonstrated the
need for whole-dwelling performance requirements established nationally.

Examples are given of the ways in which the design requirements of

low-rise high-density development influenced the performance criteria.
They are the need to park cars beneath 3 and 4-storey construction, the
assembly constraints due to narrow pedestrian passages, a need for step-
back balconies and terracing, and party floors which meet fire and sound
requirements.

Unconventional performance-based specification items were also
exemplified. Concrete finishes were prescribed by Munsell classification,
and were also required to deter scribbling. Weather-tightness of joints,

thermal performance (in some detail), sound insulation and fire were
covered.

The bidding procedure required a new sequence and form for contract
documents and this is described.

Prototype dwellings had to be built for agreement on quality of

finish and to remove difficulties from the assembly process. Some

criticisms are made of the inadequacy of preliminary trials which is

unavoidable at this stage as present conventions operate, and this is

noted as a cause of some defects which later became evident.
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Other lessons are identified. The performance approach requires

equivalent development of evaluation and testing procedures, and changes

in legal and contractual matters. The vital role of building research

organisations for monitoring and feed-back is emphasised for the collective

learning process of the professions and industry. The relation between

responsibility and deficiencies in the absolute state of knowledge for

innovational situations is noted. The educational unpreparedness of the

industry is emphasised as a barrier and cause of enhanced risk.

Finally, five major factors of building education and administration

which need review by governments promoting innovation are identified.

Cet expose decrit un grand projet de construction industrialisee
d'habitaions a loyer modere, choisi par soumission de dessin de concours
base sur un projet schema et des criteres de performance prepares par
les auteurs (les architectes ) . Ce projet appartient a la categorie
qu'on a appelee construction basse a haute densite, et comprend de
nomb reuses innovations. Un premier triage avait reduit a trois le

nombre d'offres de soumissions. Toutes trois ont eu besoin d' assistance
technique pour se conformer a ces criteres. Si des criteres nationaux
de performance pour habitations entieres avaient existe, ce processus
n'aurait pas ete necessaire.

On donne des exemples de criteres de conception de projets et

d'assemblage qui devraient faire partie d'un tel systeme national,
ainsi que des criteres dictes par 1' architecte. La procedure de
soumission a exige une nouvelle sequence et de nouveaux documents
de contrat.

II a fallu soumettre des prototypes d'habitation a une approba-
tion prealable concernant les finitions et 1

' assemblage . On decrit
les risques appartenant a une telle procedure.

On examine le probleme de 1' evaluation et de la verification
de la performance, ainsi que certains problemes legaux qui se posent
concernant la responsabilite pour des defauts ou l'etat absolu des

connaissances n'est pas suffisant pour permettre de les eviter. On
discute les lacunes dans la formation qui rendent l'industrie du
batiment peu receptive a 1

' innovation.

Finalement, on distingue cinq facteurs principaux que doivent
prendre en consideration les gouvernements qui desirent promouvoir
de nouveaux modes de construction.

Key words: Building systems; education; government sponsored research,
need for; housing - industrial, innovated, prototype, low-rise-high-density
indus tralization

; performance requirements.
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Low-rise, high density housing is a form of development which abandons conventions about
reets and front gardens so that densities can be reached which are sufficiently economic

. terms of land use to avoid having to use high-rise buildings. It has been developed in
itain and Europe largely for low-income housing, though of course it need not be restricted
this category. Its popularity implies doubts about high-rise apartment building for low-

come groups on social grounds and a parallel view that proximity to ground level and some
rm of garden offers better opportunities for good family and community life. Typically
hemes combine houses and low-rise apartments, and reach densities of 90-130 bed-places per
re.

We were commissioned by Harlow New Town Development Corporation in 1962 to carry out
ch a project, amounting to some 480 dwellings. We were specifically requested to use
dustrialised building so that the Corporation could gain experience of its problems in
ticipation of its more widespread use. We had a 22 acre site and a density requirement of
out 90 bed-places per acre.

Industrialised building has been most competitive economically for medium and high-rise
artment buildings. A large number of such systems, - more than 200 - had relatively quickly
ne on the UK market at the time of our commission, and only a very few were relevant for use
the 1 or 2 storey range, and none for the full range of 1 - 4 storeys.

One might have started by selecting one of these few potentially acceptable systems from
catalog. A private entrepreneur would have expected to use his own system. Neither approach
s satisfactory in this situation because there were no stated performance requirements which
stems had had to meet during their development beyond those of customary regulations for
fety and health. Apart from this, none had specifically been developed to meet the design
Dblems of low-rise high-density projects, and were too inflexible architecturally. The
ient 1

s original intention had been that we would develop a new system, but the upsurge in
abers of systems then coming on the market made this seem superfluous, and a successful
3tem really takes a big effort and a lot of capital to develop.

It was therefore determined that the approach would be as follows:

A provisional design would be developed to define the planning and design requirements.

Performance criteria would be written so that bidding would be between near-
equivalents.

Bidders would be expected to demonstrate conformity with performance criteria in
advance, and of course the systems would be subject to subsequent test if called for.

Preliminary screening would be done to discover which firms were offering systems
potentially appropriate, and which of these desired to bid for the project, considering
location of plant, current commitments, etc. It was thought that concrete would be the
basic material, to simplify fire resistance and sound insulation, and because it seemed
likely to give less jointing problems than metal-frame clip-together systems which were
the principal alternative. Maintenance would also be minimal, it was thought, and an
exposed aggregate could give satisfactory appearance at close proximity.

Three bidders survived the screening. A period was then allowed for collaboration
between us and them in order to help them get their systems into conformity with the

performance criteria and design requirements, so that formal bidding could then proceed.
I

Our first lesson, then was that industrialised building as a whole suffered for competi-
'e purposes in the lack of comprehensive performance requirements to ensure basic equiva—
ice in the products. The second lesson was that there had been insufficient architectural
iloration of high-density low-rise planning to give an adequate feed-back to systems
•elopers about the kinds of flexibilities needed by architects in order to get good social

I . architectural solutions.

For information, this latter point reflects the fact that in the UK, design of whole
mmnities is usually assumed to be an architectural problem and that the hardware must meet
sonable design needs for this purpose, rather than that the limitations of a particular
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system should narrowly constrain design freedoms. Over the years since 1962 design flexi-
bility in systems has increased, but it was poor at the time of our project. Incidentally,
our performance requirements were being written at the same time as those by Ehrenkrantz for
the School Construction System Development (SCSD) project in San Francisco, California, U.S.A.

We experienced some problems in expressing the design requirements within the performance
concept.

The following are examples which illustrate the difficulties:

a. The high densities precluded bringing cars to one's door for access and parking if some
open space was also to be conserved. The system therefore had to make possible parking
below the 3 and 4-storey construction.

b. With many narrow pedestrian passages no components could be large unless a very wide-
reaching crane was assumed to be used for assembly, which was seen as an undesirably
expensive constraint.

c. Step-back balconies and terracing had to be possible.

d. Party floors had to be available offering proper fire resistance and sound insulation.
None existed initially in the systems which were available for low-rise design.

We would now add a requirement about the appearance of roofs as seen from above. We did
not do so and regret it.

Much of the eventual specification was conventional, covering works, materials and
workmanship, with references to code requirements for loads, Building Research Station
Digests, and so on. Unconventional aspects introduced as performance criteria are exemplified
by the following:

External finishes: we expected concrete, and we specified by Munsell reference
the lightness, hue and chroma brackets we would accept in overall appearance for the
desired exposed aggregate finishes.

We required a scribble-deterrent surface.

Weather-tightness of joints was identified as a major factor, and the buildings
as a whole were made subject to an overall warranty about exclusion of water.

Thermal performance criteria of the construction (including cold-bridging)
were comprehensively described, as were those of the heating system.

Sound reduction between and within dwellings (both for air-borne and impact
sound) was specified to be in accordance with the appropriate British Standard code,

normally non-mandatory. These code standards had by then become fairly commonplace
in conventional UK construction.

Fire was covered in some detail, but the conventional building regulations in
Britain are comprehensive and are largely performance-based already.

Competitive bidding for systems was unusual and in the end required five sets of docu-
ments, four in advance and one during bidding. The four required in advance were:

1. The general specification, permitting equivalent alternatives.

2. The approximate bill of quantities for roads and sewers.

3. The provisional design drawings.

4. The performance specification.

The fifth were the final contract drawings and emerged as follows. We worked with the

three contractors before the final bidding to help them get their systems to match the
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oerlormance and design requirements. This was an unexpected and revealing operation, for it

aade evident the gap between the knowledge assumed to be adequate for conventional building
ind that which is essential for innovation to attain specified performance. It was at times
t difficult gap for us to close. The plain fact is that much of the building industry is not
tducationally or managerially prepared for modern innovative building technology. A require-
aent for a sound reduction curve having a slope of less than 6 dB per octave is probably
itill more baffling to building firms than, say, construction in papier mache .

In the final bidding all bids were above the target cost figures by a margin of the
rder of 15 per cent. One cause was the amount of adaptation necessary to make a single
ystem suitable for one to four storeys. Another was the bidders' own uncertainty about
heir own costs (innovation tends to cause protective pricing in these circumstances). In
he end the cost targets were met by one means or another, with only one significant casualty,
drop from 35 to 30 dB in average sound reduction between rooms internally.

Prototype dwellings were required to be erected
he quality of finish to be expected, to adjust detai
ee how best to coordinate incoming services and prot
f that kind. These were agreed to be absorbed into
owards the development character which is a typical
ar short of what is appropriate. In this case no mo
ant details, which is what a prototype should be all
asting and joinery was already going ahead in quanti
e out of a system, and known to be out, before it go
rection, testing and evaluation, feed-back, and modi

to our satisfaction in order to identify
Is which gave difficulty in assembly, to

ect them from vandalism, and other matters
the project. Although this was a step
aspect of industrialisation, it falls
ney was available to change any signifi-
about. In fact in our case concrete

ty. The fact is that the bugs should
es into use. The whole procedure of

fication should be absolutely complete.

In this circumstance it is not surprising that the scheme has not been trouble-free,
aspite the considerable care taken. Innovation is a frontier operation, especially on this
:ale. The important thing then is the learning process and its feed-back into the construc-
Lon community, including the professions concerned. What are the principal lessons we have
rawn from this experience?

.rst, performance requirements going well beyond the conventional coverage of regulations
should have been nationally developed and continuously updated as part of the learning
process for the industry and the building professions. The client's natural needs are
not covered by the usual limitation of the regulatory system to health and safety.
That concept should be abandoned for the age of industrialised building. It has proved
inadequate to serve the public interest in a period of deeply influential change.

•cond, performance requirements require a symmetrical development of evaluation and testing
processes, both at the development stage and for checking the completed products.

j

ird, innovational building and the use of the performance approach requires changes in
legal and contractual matters, What may be appropriate for conventional building is

certainly inadequate for innovation. It is ultimately a question of who is responsible
when something goes wrong. Sometimes the deficiency is in the state of knowledge, and
this is one point where national building research organisations have a key position,
for in the end, what they do not know, others cannot reasonably be expected to know; and
sometimes situations are therefore unpredictable because research may not have got far
enough. That is implicit in innovation. But who protects the client? Blame is some-
times difficult or impossible to allocate, and insurance is increasingly difficult for
professional people to get. This is an essential matter to clear up if innovation is to

be able to continue.

arth, the organisation and administration of construction firms is adhering too tenaciously
to the processes, attitudes and education standards of traditional building operations.
They are not adequate in the modern situations for projects of any significant scale.

It was difficult and expensive to introduce our bidders to the technology of performance
requirements going beyond conventional regulations, or for them to analyse and anticipate
the consequences of their innovation. The education needed for all supervisory grades
has to be predictive over the full scope of at least normal performance requirements,
and the physical and chemical behavior of materials and components. It should also
encompass moctern organisation and methods studies.
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An outstanding example is the pi-oblem of joints. Their design, their construction and
their checking is all wide open to faults when one moves from the traditional relatively
small and/or moisture absorbent materials like clay, mortar and wood, to the larger and
more impervious units of concrete, metal, glass and plastics, prone to form good
capillary paths inward for moisture, and dependent on consistently perfect joints able
to accommodate the accumulated tiiermal movements and structural adjustments traditionally
distributed over a multitude of junctions of poor capillary character.

To a considerable extent the criticisms mentioned relate to the building professions as
well as to the contracting and construction sectors. The ability to appreciate the
problems of innovation is seriously inadequate in the education of architects, building
engineers, estimators and specification writers, and the widespread deficiency of
university-level education for the constimction side of the industry is a particularly
severe handicap. Educational reform on a major scale among all concerned is an urgent
need.

Finally, in a period such as we now confront, when the direction of movement towards industri-
alisation is constant ,

(even if the process itself is periodic or erratic), every country
requires a building research capability which takes as a principal duty the monitoring
of the problems of the change, the identification of them for action by appropriate
organisations, and the provision of the knowledge base necessary to implement corrective
measures. Since building is a set of complex interactions of many kinds, the research
capability has to be comprehensive or it will have fatal blind spots that undermine the
learning process. Each sub-system intended to be part of a building has a wide range
of related requirements which it must satisfy or be inappropriate for use. Because of

the present collective inability of the industry to learn and respond quickly and well
enough from fragmented research and monitoring, no country, in our view, has a moral
right to encourage or permit rapid or massive innovation without undertaking appropriate
educational preparation and arranging for this kind of monitoring capability.

The fact is that the implications of encouraging such a rapid and fundamental change as
the industrialisation of the building industry have been inadequately appreciated by
governments, and they have responded in an uneven and unsystematic manner to isolated
pressures and events. Governments should stand back from this massive process by which
humanity creates its physical environment and take a long, deliberate systems-look at what
is now required. The principal elements are apparently the following:

a. a collective review of the suitability of education for all the principal participants
in building.

b. a comprehensive and adequately researched shift to a performance basis for the
regulation of design and construction.

c. a set of standards and criteria for established materials and components which is

consistent with performance requirements, and a related system (agrement) for the
predictive evaluation of new introductions.

d. a comprehensive monitoring and research organisation. This is the focus of the
collective learning process and therefore requires feed-in channels from both the

design and construction sectors of the industry, and feed-back channels to the

education, regulatory, standards and provisional evaluation systems, as well as to

the active design and construction sectors.

e. a review of liability law in respect of design, contracting, construction, and
maintenance.

Inadequacies in every one of these four parts of the system gave rise to substantial
problems and difficulties in carrying out the project described, and the outstanding lesson
for us was the need for extensive reform, based upon seeing the whole as a single, inter-

dependent system.
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This paper presents a process for evaluating the performance of
existing homes and planning suitable changes for users who would like
to improve this performance. The process was evolved as a result of
field research work in aiding minority group families evaluate their
homes. The process is intended to enable a housing advisory group
assist families in satisfying their individual User Needs. Given
that family's home and their priorities for its improvement, income,
and available financing, the process derives realistic rehabilita-
tion choices available. Topics discussed include technical /human
housing user interface problems, presentation of information, housing
requirement analysis process, individual housing user value rating
analysis, housing user financial analysis and the organization of
the advisory service. This paper maintains a simple level of
description and discussion to keep the system uncomplicated enough
to operate in the harshness of real~world field work of aiding
minority groups rehabilitate their homes.

Cette communication presente un procede pour evaluer la
performance de logements qui existent et pour projeter des change-
ments appropries pour les usagers qui desirent ameliorer cette
performance. Le procede a ete elabore a la suite de travaux
pratiques ayant pour but d' aider des families apparenant a un
groupe minoritaire a evaluer leurs logements. Le procede est

concu pour permettre a un groupe d
1 experts en logement d

1 aider
des families a satisfaire leurs besoins individuels d'usagers.
Tenant compte du logement d'une famille et des priorites qu'elle
se donne pour son amelioration, des revenus , du financement
disponible, le procede amene des choix realistes de renovation
possible. Les sujets discutes comprennent les problemes de

l'interface entre le "technique" et l'"humain" qui se posent

a l'usager, la presentation de 1
' information, 1' analyse des

exigences de logement, 1 'analyse de l'echelle de valeurs de
l'usager de logements individuels, 1' analyse financiere de

l'usager et 1' organisation du service conseil. Ce memoire se

maintient a un niveau modere de description et de discussion
dans 1' intention de garder le systeme assez simple pour qu'il
dans la rude realite de la pratique, de l'aide aux groupes
minoritaires pour 1

' amelioration de leurs logements.

Key words: Analysis; cost; evaluation financing; housing;
improvements; individual; inspection; minority groups; performance;
real world; rehabilitation; synthesis; system; user needs; user
values

.
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Project Introduction

This paper presents a process for evaluating performance of existing homes and planning
suitable changes for users who would like to improve this performance. The process was
developed through work with the Community Advocacy Depot and families from the North
Champa ign-Urbana black community in the summer of 1970. This process consists of inspecting
the home and helping a family select the changes most beneficial for its needs, determining
how much money a homeowner will have available to spend, and helping a homeowner decide
which changes to make with his limited money.

A group or agency with information and access to financial aid sources, and with
experience and knowledge of improvement techniques can be the catalyst which sets the
delayed process of repairs and changes into motion. The steps presented here provide a

vehicle through which to offer such help. This procedure does not result in an analysis
of the economic desirability of improvements over other alternatives for a home, because
very often the only other feasible alternative is to do nothing. Rather, the process gives
an anlysis of the economic possibility of completing the most desirable improvements with
the available money, i.e., the possibility of maximizing performance of the house within
the ranges of realistic choices available.

Project Goals

The initial objective was to satisfy the need for information and for methods to
accomplish home improvements. Homeowners requested aid in evaluating and repairing their
homes. They needed to know the conditions and availability of funds through government
programs, the specific parts of their home to consider, and a way to choose the most
important improvements.

A second objective was to create a standard process the Community Advocacy Depot could
use to aid any family requesting help in improving its home. Merely updating the data on
funding and costs could keep a simple procedure current, as well as relevant and effective.
At the same time, the continual use of one method could gradually educate neighborhood
homeowners to use the procedures themselves either for routine care of their own homes, or

to aid other homeowners making repairs. The procedures presented here were intended to
work toward this final end of self-sustaining neighborhood ma i nta i nance

.

Project Environment

Champa
i
gn-Urbana , a university community of about 150,000 suffers a chronic housing

shortage. The growing demand of students for housing has maintained a vacancy rate of less

than 1% in the city. Thus rents, and housing costs in general remain very high.

These factors influenced many black residents to buy older homes in North Champaign-
Urbana even on the somewhat unfavorable contract terms offered to them. While the basic
structure of most of these older homes remains sound, family growth and deferred maintenance
have aggravated the minor repairs the home probably needed when purchased. Most of these

families with housing problems now consider repairing their homes because of a lack of money
to buy a new home, a commitment to pay the balance of a contract to buy the existing home,
or an inability to sell their house.

In early 1970 the Community Advocacy Depot was formed from a preceding University of

Illinois advisory group which various black community groups had requested to aid them in

attacking their housing problems. CAD sought to utilize university people with engineering
or architectural expertise to provide residents with the knowledge to make their own decisions

on community improvement. With either volunteer or university-aided workers, CAD could offer
its consulting services free of charge to any resident requesting aid. The eventual goal of

the organization was to educate community residents to aid each other both in improving
their present homes and in buying new homes.
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The Home Improvement Process

The following flow chart summarizes steps
planation below describes each step.

in evaluating home improvements. An

Decision to Consider
Improving the Home

INSPECT HOME

to find necessary i mprovement s

±

EVALUATE
RESOURCES
of homeowner

RATE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE
of each improvement to family use

COST
2ach needed
improvement

LIST IMPROVEMENTS
in order of their

to the family
importance

CHECK
FINANCIAL
AID SOURCES

TOTAL MONEY AVAILABLE
to improve the home

COMPARE COSTS WITH MONEY
AVAILABLE and list in order
from most to least important

EVALUATE AND LIST FEASIBLE
IMPROVEMENTS

CARRY OUT SELECTED IMPROVEMENTS DO NOT CARRY OUT IMPROVEMENTS

Inspect Home

The Inspection Matrix of figure 1 organizes information given by the initial inspection
the home's condition. This matrix acts as a check list for inspect ing a house

,
room-by-

om. 0, 1 , or 2 ratings describe the performance of each physical component of each room;
owing satisfactory, partially satisfactory, or nonsat i sfactory performance, respectively.

The room-by-room divisions of the matrix correspond to family thinking concerning its

me's performance and function. For example, a dining room might seem overcrowded with
rniture and activities while the living room adjacent to it was saved only for special

casions in the family's living pattern. Families seem to consider each room an individual
it. Listing the physical parts of each room on the vertical axis of the matrix helps
sure a complete check of the home, thus minimizing repeated visits for appraisal of the

me. Division by building physical subsystems also may provide a basis for clear compar i

-

n to government property rehabilitation standards, housing codes, or FHA minimum standards.

Jr example, roofs should keep out water and have some controlled method of drainage; access
rough a bathroom cannot give sole entrance to a habitable room, basement, or hallway. If

family uses certain funding programs e.g., Urban Renewal, Section 235, these set criteria
ich must be used to judge the home. Otherwise, only the family's own judgement of its

eds in the home, along with some basic performance requirements, govern home inspection.

Inspection should also give at least a rough estimate of the remaining useful life of
e home. This need not be more definite than to recognize whether a home will degenerate
yond repair within five to ten years, or whether improvements could extend the useful life

fifteen to twenty years. This estimated life will give the homeowner an idea of the

ximum time span over which to plan home investments. This life span should be checked
ainst the time frame of planned changes in the neighborhood such as Urban Renewal which
ght adjust the house life.
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The Dol Ihouse Model

In discussion with homeowners it became apparent that when they attempted to plan
extensive changes to their homes they often found it difficult to visualize changes and
decide on sets of different alterations. Blueprints seemed confusing to homeowners in-
experienced in construction. A small do! Ihouse model of a home with parts which one can
move into various layouts and arrangements was developed to aid these homeowners.

The dol Ihouse consists of interior and exterior walls, windows, doors, and pieces of
furniture, all of which a user can rearrange. This model attempts to divide a home into
modular components so that some few basic modules may represent many different types and
1 ayouts of homes

.

Cardboard modular panels represent walls, and a soft board provides the base on which
to build the model home. Panels representing exterior walls have one white face and one
black face; while panels representing interior walls have two white faces. Balsa wood
furniture aids model users in visualizing the space they arrange more realistically. All
windows and doors are drawn on paper and cut according to the size of each unit. Rubber
cement can attach them to the panels in any way a homeowner wishes to place them. The
rubber cement enables a user to peel the cutouts off the panels and move the cutouts to
another location. A scale of 1/8" = 1

1 0" makes the model compact and easy to carry.

With a real physical model of their home, a family could better visualize and illus-
trate to builders their ideas for improvements. Also, the family would more likely develop
additional, more livable changes if they could experiment on this model house and physically
see some results.

Rating Process

A family must decide which possible improvements to its home would most benefit the

home's performance, i.e. which to make first with a given amount of money.

In earlier field work, families attempted to give a one to ten rating to each room.
This rating measured the importance of the number of activities taking place in the room
and the relative importance to family living patterns and home performance. This rating
was then used to scale ratings of all improvements to that room noted in the inspection
matrix. This method proved too confusing to the housing users, and complicated in infor-
mation transformation. A one to ten scale seemed too finely divided for a family to decide
on a definite rating. Also, the idea of trying to fix the importance of each room seemed
much less beneficial than rating the importance of individual improvements themselves.

The goal of the matrix is to clearly state the desired alterations and have the family
place its own rating on each desired alteration. Once the matrix shows all needed improve-
ments by rooms, a homeowner can begin to organize these into more meaningful lists.

As a first step in the rating process a homeowner should pick out "vital" improvements
from the matrix. These essential repairs could be derived in two ways.

First, financing programs might dictate house performance standards which a home must

meet. For example, homes improved with urban renewal funds must meet Property Rehabilita-
tion Standards set by each local authority. Before closing an FHA mortgage, FHA must inspect

a home to certify that it meets FHA minimum property standards. Improvements which are

necessary to obtain the desired financing program and local codes must be rated as vital.

Also items should be designated as vital if they could lead to extensive damage in the

future if not corrected soon. Improvements will also become "vital" from the opinion of a

home's occupants if they consider a certain group of changes essential or h ighly desirable
to the family activities. The rating requires decisions by the family themselves to segre-
gate these vital improvements from less urgent improvements.
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The designation of "vital" should be applied as an overwritten rating on any such 1 or

ratings appearing in the original survey and all such repairs should then be listed in

2 Vital List

.

A homeowner should group remaining improvements (nonvital) listed by rooms into
fictional lists under the categories of (a) L i v i ng-Eat i ng-Fpod Preparation (b) Sleep-
jothes -Storage (c) Exterior and (d ) Bath-Utilities. Such lists should have 2-rated
pairs first, then 1 -rated repairs. Consolidating improvements by room into improvements
general classes of activity should help a family to weigh the relative importance of

proving the performance of a certain part of the home. A family does this by considering
2 relative importance it attaches to the family activities affected by that performance,
gure 3 illustrates this consolidation of the example given in figure 2.

A family should consider each of the four nonvital lists to rewrite them with the
provements it considers most necessary closest to the top of each column. Choose the
st important, next most important, etc. of the "2" rated improvements in any one list;
en do the same for "1" rated improvements. Criteria for such rating can be (a) how much
ch would save in housing costs (b) how much each would aid family activities, (c) how
ny family activities each would affect. Each family can weigh these criteria one to
other as it sees fit for its own needs.

With each list ordered from most to least important changes, a homeowner can finally
ructure one list of needed and desired changes by their importance to his family and its
= ds.

The process of creating the one list of all remaining improvements is carried out by
oking at each row across all four lists of needed improvements, by considering the four
anges at the top of each list, and choosing the most important of these four for the first
the combined list of "Needed Improvements". The decision between the four changes is

jde by selecting that which would give the most performance benefit against the family
1 ued criteria (faster or similar activities, money saved, etc.). Next, exclude the
osen change from the list on which it appeared. Repeat the choice process with the four
orovements now at the top of the 1 i-sts and pi ace the next choice as the second most
Dortant in the new list of "Needed Improvements". Continue this process until all
orovements in the four old lists are combined into the new list.

Costing of Improvements

Both comparison shopping and estimates from contractors on their labor costs can give
;ts estimates for needed improvements.

The price of a change in the home depends on (a) the quality of materials used (b ) the
antity of materials used and the quantity of construction labor and management necessary.,
is important to remember that each improvement may require the work of more than one

Dtrade, and that often the cost of work such as this has its largest proportion in its

idden" aspects, in temporary work, and "fixed" management costs.

It is highly advantageous to keep the request for costs at the individual task level
order to compare and consider as many alternative strategies as possible to minimize
sts i.e. hiring various contractors, the homeowners doing varied amounts of the work
jmselves, using different quality materials, packaging the individual tasks into serial
itracts etc. While a homeowner needs to do as many repairs as possible himself to
nimize costs, he must not try to assume more extensive tasks than he can possibly
:omplish. The final decision on the character and costs of each improvement must
Dve realistic as well as economical.

It would probably be cost advantageous in rehabilitating a number of houses to group
nilar tasks in each into one contract.
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Improvement List

Figure k shows the final form of the two example lists of improvements and their costs
developed from the example of figure 3.

Homeowner's Resources

A fami ly must determine how much it can afford to spend for home improvement. Monthly
income appeared to be the most common planning base for family expenses. A family may
budget their resources using a form such as that given in figure 5 to itemize all monthly
income and expenses.

This monthly accounting table is not essential if the family can determine by some
other means an amount of money it is willing and able to invest in its home.

Its decision could be in terms of a lump sum available immediately for expenditure on
repairs or monthly payments applicable to a home improvement loan for repairs. Alternately
a homeowner could plan to space improvements over a period of time and allocate money to
repairs as it becomes available.

The monthly amount which a family could devote to home repairs multiplied by (a) the

present worth factor appropriate for the current market interest rate and the families
credit rating and (b) the number of years over which a family would repay the debt gives the
capital loan a family could immediately afford to borrow to finance house improvements.

Setting the time over which to capitalize this monthly payment involves a family
decision on (a) the duration for which it is willing to make payments on this debt, and

(b) the estimated duration made at the time of the house inspection of how long the improved
house would maintain its acceptable performance level. Whichever is the shorter time period
gives the maximum term of a home improvement loan and should be used in arriving at the

capital sum available for improvements.

In many cases, a five year period seemed the longest time over which homeowners found
repayments on a home improvement loan worthwhile. Even a remodeled older home seemed to

lose a substantial part of its family estimate of value and market value in this period.
Also, the probability of unforeseen family needs and income changes affect this decision.
Many families hope to save money for a new or different home within this time and such
savings have to be deducted from the monthly sum available for improvements.

Neighborhood conditions also change and cause changes in the property value of the
individual home which in turn affects the decision on whether or not to improve the house.

Such externality changes are handled as input to the appraisal of the remaining life of the

house if the improvements were to be carried out.

F i nanc i al Aid

Financial aid may supplement a family's own resources. Local banks occasionally make

Title I home improvement loans. The FHA-insured loans provide $5000 or less for repair of

units physically attached to the structure. However, since FHA limits its interest rates to

5 1/2%, few banks still make the Title I loans. Urban Renewal programs, when funded, can

provide grants to area residents with low incomes and without substantial resources. City

Urban Renewal agencies can also supply loans of $14,500 or less for a maximum of twenty

years. However, all Urban Renewal funds must be used only to bring the house up to stated

Urban Renewal standards. Homeowners cannot finance repairs in this manner solely to

improve the performance of the home. An organization seeking to aid homeowners to begin

special funding programs should collect and constantly update information requirements
and availability of all financing programs in a given area.
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Total Money

Total money represents a complete capital sum presently available for home improvements,
lis includes the homeowner's final, lump-sum resources from savings, loans, present values
: future monthly savings, or other sources; along with any supplementary aid from special
jnding sources such as Title I loans or Urban Renewal Programs.

This procedure must give the homeowner a complete understanding of the source, attached
jnditions, and possible repayment terms of a realistic sum of money which he can use to
:habilitate or improve his home.

Compare Costs with Money

A homeowner now compares the costs of the lists of vital and needed improvements with
le total money available. The list of "Vital Improvements" has already received priorty
iting. If the total sum of money available exceeds the total cost of all vital improvements,
ie homeowner can afford to carry out all these changes.

If the total cost of vital repairs exceeds the total money available, a homeowner could
like the previously "2" rated vital improvements first, and as many of the previously "1"

ited vital improvements as money allows. However, in this case a homeowner might recon-
der improving his house. Such minimal repairs will probably extend the useful life of the

•use very little. If present resources cannot improve the house even to comply with the
nimum housing code or rehabilitation standards, possible repairs will probably not improve
rformance enough to j ust i fy significant expenses. Available money might be better applied

i the purchase or rental of a different home.

Money remaining after accounting for the cost of vital improvements can be applied to
ike changes from the list of "Needed Improvements". Beginning at the top of the list with
tie most important repairs, a homeowner can make improvements from the list until their
jimulative cost, the costs of needed improvements plus the cost of vital improvements,
;uals the total money available. As figure 6 shows, a homeowner chooses "Needed Improve-
nts" from the top of the list to as far down as his money allows.

While the above are capital costs and decisions are being made thereon, attention
iould be paid to the effect of these capital investments on the maintenance and operating
ists over the future life of the house.

Once a homeowner has compared the list of improvement costs with available money to
ow a list of changes which he could make, he finalizes his decision on whether to
tual ly make proposed improvements. His decision depends on the performance benefits of

anges in the home versus the costs and obligations he incurs.

The counselor's function of helping a family determine the performance benefits and
[alistic costs of possible improvements ends with the comparison of improvements to ava i

1

-

;

le money. The homeowner must make the final decision to carry out changes to his home,
tether he completes proposed improvements or not, an efficient process of finding the most
iportant changes needed and a sum of money available to make these changes provides a

und basis for decisions on home improvement.

Use of the Home Improvement Process

s

Because families requesting aid contact CAD as individuals at sporadic intervals, this
ocess preserves the view of each family as a separate housing user and its own decision
ker in maximizing the performance of its own house. While families can look at more or

ss standard designs for new homes which they either could or could not afford; each
mily and its needs and the plans and conditions of its existing house present a unique
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set of circumstances. To maximize the performance of each unique set (i.e. that house
for that family) the above decision making process was created.

Generally families seemed to prefer knowing one CAD member who has major responsi-
bility for working with that specific family and home. This one person assisted the family
as much as possible by helping inspect the home, providing information on funding programs,
helping compare material prices, etc. This one CAD member also had the responsibility of

contacting other CAD members whose special technological skills or knowledge a family
needs in appraising their house and the proposed individual repairs.

Alternately the family could work with a counselor who understood the home improvement
process and merely contacted more experienced group members as expert help or information
became necessary.

The first families to get in touch with such a service organization would probably
directly contact a member of the experienced or professional group. However, as knowledge
and acceptance of the group grew in the community, the "counselor" position could develop
into a valuable method of educating community residents to help their neighbors make home
improvements by converting the organization into an almost completely community-staffed
group. This meets the eventual goal of true neighborhood self-help. However, since very
personal family information would be in the hands of close neighbors, a situation which
might not be acceptable to the recipients of help, some families might still prefer outside
professional help.

Inspecting the home and evaluating its remaining life, rating the importance of improve-
ments, and setting costs proved valuable methods of meeting a family and gaining its trust.
After discussing and helping a family reach conclusions on its home, a counselor is in a

much better position to ask delicate questions about income, cash resources, or any other
i nformation needed to locate money for improvements. In asking such personal questions,
a counselor from the neighborhood itself or from a similar ethnic origin sometimes has a

great advantage over an outsider.
Cone Tus ion

This paper describes a simple and direct process for evaluating home improvement needs,

costing repairs, and determining which of the most important improvements a homeowner can

afford to make. Probably the ideal group to use these procedures would consist mainly

of community people with the knowledge and experience to help their neighbors or contact

professional help if necessary. However, from in-the-field research the actual success of

any group attempting a substantial program in a low income neighborhood requires some other

cond i t ions .

Some type of funding or aid must be available for both individual families and for the

agency's own interim financing. At one time Title I loans could help many individual

families. Many groups have tried to utilize FHA reservations in such programs as Section

235, or Section 221(d), to help individual homeowners. Regardless of which program proves

useful, the funds must be available and committed to specific families. If low-income

families could have maintained their homes with their own resources, it is probable that

they would already have done so.

Far fewer sources of interim financing exist compared to sources of financing for

individual families. An agency will probably have to pay market interest at a bank unless

it can find some special sponsor. Some aid groups have also used a revolving fund main-

tained by minimum consulting fees for this purpose. Any group of professional experts

must find substantial financial backing to become involved in home renovation.

Finally, an organization must become known and accepted in the community. Unless the

initial ideal or at least initial strong support for a ne ighborhood improvement group, comes

from within the community, an outside group will have a serious disadvantage to overcome

from the very start .

Community members, working with the group from its beginning, should form the nucleus

around which to develop community control of neighborhood improvements. Thus, regardless

of how long such an organization functions, it will have some lasting effect on the normal

maintenance and repair given to homes in its community.
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"ig. 3 Functional Lists of Improvements

TRIX
Dining Room K i tchen Master BR Exterior

elter : 1 repair cor .

of fou n .

«1 Repair roof

over DR

rnishing: 1 Repaint walls, 1 Repa i nt wa 1 1

s

2 New f loort i le

ce i 1 i ng 2 New cabinets 1 New bureau
*2 New sink, 2 New mattress
faucets

i 1 it ies :

nperature 2 Two storm 2 New storm- 2 New storm- *2 Extenc dra i n

screens screens screens pipes
*2 Grade 1 and

2a

:

2 Build storage
cl oset

cess : *2 New lock on *2 New front door
back door *2 New lock on

*1 New back screen front door

door

ll^TT ALIA 1 1 T C TfNCTIONAL LISTS
tal Improvements Noeded Improvements

L iv i ng-Eat i ng S leep- Exterior Bath- Util

Food Prep. Clothes Stor.

j sink and faucets, storm-screen new floor tile, repair

u lock on back door, in kitchen, new mattress, NE corner
.end drain pipes, new cabinets new storm- of foun.

sde land, stormscreen in DR
,

screens
,

I i front door
,

storage c 1 oset in kit. new bureau
'if lock on front door, repaint kit. wa 1 1 s

,

,1/ screen door on back repaint DR
,

ntrance
,

air roof over DR

ig. k Example of Final Lists of Improvements and Costs

:al Improvements Cost Needed Improvements Cost

New Sink and faucet $ 70. 1 . New storm and screen

New lock on front door 15. units in dining room $ 30.

New front door 30. 2. New kitchen cabinets 100.

New lock on back door 10. 3. New storm and screen

Extend dra i np
i
pes 20. units for master BR 30.

Grade land next to foundation 100. k. New storage closet for Kit 50.

New screen door on back 5. Screens for kitchen windows 30.

entrance 15. 6. Floor tile for master BR 50.

Repair Roof over dr 50. 7. New mattress for master BR 50.

8. Paint walls and ceiling
in dining room 60.

9. Plaster crack in NE

j

foundat ion 25.

10. Repaint kitchen 50.

1

1 1 . New bureau for master BR 25.
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Fig. 5 Income and Expenses per Month

I ncome
husband's take-
home pay

wife's take home
pay ( i f stead i ly

emp 1 oyed
)

other income

Total Income

Expenses and Obligations
Hous i ng

home payment or rent
insurance premium
taxes
estimate for maintenance

and repairs

estimate for utilities
electricity
gas
water

Living Expenses
food
c 1 ot h i ng

insurance premiums
educat i on

medical and dental
car (operat ion

,
repairs)

other transportation
recreat ion

emerge nc ies

miscellaneous (dues,

contributions, etc.)

F ixed Obi igat ions

installment payments
other debt payments
state income tax
retirement fund
sav i ngs

m i see 1 1 aneous
Total Expenses

Total income less total expenses shows the money a family can set aside each month to
eventually or immediately improve their home.

Fig. 6 Comparing Available Money with Costs—Total Money Equals $500

Vital Improvements Cost

New sink and faucet $ 70.

New lock on front

door 15.

New front door 30.

New lock on back door 10.

Repair roof over
dining room 50.

Extend drainpipes 20.

Needed Improvements

New storm and screen
units in dining room

New kitchen cabinets

New storm and screen
units for master BR

Screens and storm units
for kitchen windows

Individual

Cost

$ 30.

100.

30.

30.

Cumul at i ve

Cost

$340.

^70.

500.

Grade land next to
foundat i on 100.

New screen door on
back entrance 15,
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Performance Specifications for Office Space Interiors

Thomas E . Ware
Building Research Division

Institute for Applied Technology
National Bureau of Standards

Washington, D. C. 20234

The Public Buildings Service of the General Services
Administration, which creates a $200 million annual market
for Federal office buildings, commissioned the Building-
Systems Section of the Building Research Division of the
Institute for Applied Technology, National Bureau of Stan-
dards, to conduct an experiment demonstrating the feasibil-
ity of the Systems Approach to designing, specifying and
constructing complex buildings. Thus, the Government is
using its building program for its own benefit while making
a public experiment intended to replace prescriptive speci-
fications with Performance Specifications based upon a

specific definition of user's needs. This approach will
modify— perhaps drastically in some instances—the pro-
ducts, rules, people, resources and energy involved in the
building process. It is not intended to supplant the
traditional design process or construction process, but
rather, it is intended to combine all the elements in the
design and construction process to more precisely and ef-
ficiently produce a desired result. The principles of this
project are examined in such terms that their application
to other projects may be expedited.

Le Service des Batiments Publics de 1' Administration des

Services Generaux qui cree un marche annuel de 200 millions de

dollars pour les batiments de bureaux federaux a charge la

Section des Systemes de Construction de la Division de Recherches
sur la Construction de l'lnstitut de Technologie Appliquee, Bureau
National de Standards, de proceder a une experience demontrant la

possibility d'appliquer la methode de systemes au dessin, a la

specification et a la construction de batiments complexes. Ainsi,

le Gouvernement utilise son programme de construction pour son

propre benefice tout en faisant une experience publique qui a

1' intention de remplacer des specifications consacrees par 1' usage
par des specifications de performance fondees sur une definition
specifique des besoins de l'usager. Cette methode modifiera -

gravement, peut-etre, dans certains cas - les produits
,
reglements

,

personnel, ressources et energie impliques dans le processus de
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construction. L' intention n'est pas de supplanter les procedes
traditionnels de planif ication ou de construction, mais plutot
de combiner tous les elements dans le processus d'ebauche et de
construction pour obtenir le resultat desire plus precisement
et de fagon plus efficace. Les principes de ce projet sont
examines sous differentes rubriques de facon que leur application
puisse expedier d'autres projets.

Key words: Building Process; Building Systems; "Closed"
Systems; Management; "Open" Systems; Office Buildings;
Performance Specifications.

The PBS Performance Specification for Office Buildings is a "real-
world" experiment to demonstrate to all participants in the present building
process the usefulness of the Systems Approach and the Performance Concept
to specifying, designing and constructing complex buildings and that such
a new approach will yield improved facilities without increased costs in
less time than present construction. It assumes these benefits can only
come from changes in the traditional building process. The Federal Govern-
ment has chosen to use its building program for its own ends while making a

public experiment to improve that program.

Project Goals

One implication of a Government experiment is the idea that the methods
used to achieve goals must be transferable to and reproducible in the public
sector. The goals of this experiment are any, and hopefully all of the
following as compared to traditionally designed and constructed buildings:

• Increased quality--the buildings procurred must be
more responsive in some measurable way to the needs
of the use rs ,

• Decreased cost— the buildings and building operations
must achieve a reduction in first cost and operating
costs, and

• Improved management techniques--the changes in the
building process must result in greater efficiency.

These goals may be achieved in the procurement of specific Federal
office buildings, by means of a Performance Specification. This project is
sponsored by the General Services Admini s t r a t i on /Pub 1 i c Building Service
(PBS) and prepared by the Building Systems Section of the Building Research
Division of the Institute for Applied Technology, National Bureau of Standards

How PBS Builds Today

PBS is the agency responsible for the construction of Federal office
buildings for use by tenant Federal agencies. In the conventional procedure,
PBS determines from its program plan the need for Federal agency office
space. When a specific project is approved and funded, a site is secured
and an architect is retained to execute a program and design and construction
drawings responsive to requirements stated by PBS. After approval of drawings
and receipt of funding for construction, the drawings and specifications are
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|d • Subsequent stages are construction and
kes from five to seven years.

occupancy

.

The entire process

This is the typical approach to Federal construction, much of state and
nicipal construction, and a large share of private institutional construe-
on. These agencies are program builders. They have a continuous program
construction. Program builders have common methods and problems. Some

ob lems ar e :

• Our present building process has few satisfactory
methods for assuring that users are satisfied with
a building's performance, and actually users are
normally not included in the decision making which
determines their physical environment;

• Normal specification methods, while convenient, also
often preclude innovation, raise costs, and discourage
impartiality of product selection;

• Existing contracting procedures don't fully benefit
from building process improvements generated by the
manufacturing and construction elements of the
indus t ry ;

• Goals are often unclear, and data about product
performance levels aren't explicit, thus the ability
to evaluate objectively is hampered and the transfer
of evaluative information is difficult; and

• Program builders tend to improve procedures gradually
due to the p r o j e c t -by-p r o j e c t nature of their pro-
curement and therefore slow improvement is inherent
in this fragmented building process.

Any innovation in the building process must address itself to these
jblems and must develop ways to accommodate change in building and building
lagement . The following describes one such approach.

New Ways to Build

It was because of these problems that a Presidential Task Force deter-
led the Federal Government should use its purchasing power in its own
:erest by means of a Program for Performance Based Federal Procurement.
. John P. Eberhard was largely responsible for developing that rationale,
stated that "in modifying Federal purchasing practices for the purpose
this program, primary emphasis should be placed on formulating performance
Lteria (rather than product specifications) for the products, systems, and
rvices purchased. The following arguments can be advanced in support of
Ls recommendation:

• in doing so, it frees industry to innovate, limited
only by the requirement that it perform certain specified
f uncti ons ,
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• it encourages cost reducti
reduction in industrial pr
to the lowest bidder under

on for itself, and cost
oduction, awarding contracts
these conditions,

• it serves as a pilot customer for technical innovations
in many areas where it represents a large enough per-
centage of the total market or a big enough bulk
purchase. . .to make it attractive to industry,

• it serves as an occasion for the development of
performance criteria—which can then become the
basis for industrial standards--f urthering the
development of performance-based standards— in
itself a stimulus to innovation in industry, and

• the use of performance requirements derived from
the needs of the actual users of buildings helps
to ensure that buildings will be more responsive
to the users 1 needs .

"

With these points in mind, PBS agreed to sponsor this research which is
directed toward the application of the Performance Concept to a set of pro-
ject buildings. Three conditions were defined:

• the determination of the performance required of some
large portions of buildings, presented in the form of
a Performance Specification,

the complete elaboration of the te chni ca 1 5 le gal and
managerial procedures (building process) necessary to
accomplish procurement, and

the allocation by PBS of a market of sufficient size
to attract industry.

In this context the Systems Approach and the Performance Concept are being
used in this applied research.

The Systems Approach

The most striking technological advances, are made visible by their
physical machinery, their hardware. Some of these products owe their genesis
to a non-physical "intellectual technology "--the application of the new
intellectual techniques of systems analysis, simulation and operations re-
search to problem solving--the Systems Approach.

The Systems Approach was successfully utilized for problem solving in
military and space projects. It is applicable to building problems. They
too are complex and require a multi-disciplinary approach involving the
organization of many technologies. The Systems Approach has two main
features

:

• Goals are clearly stated in performance rather than
the prescriptive terms of particular technologies
with the advantage that performance terms force
decision makers to make comparisons of alternative
solutions , and

• It emphasizes inter-relationships within a system
where the traditional approach divides a problem
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into manageable sub-problems ,
thereby losing those

factors which are relationship-based or dynamic.

i comprehensive view of the Systems Approach enables us to trace the
fects of any set of decisions upon all other relevant decisions. A
;tem is defined as any collection of men, machines, materials, energy and
Les which interact to produce a desired effect.

In applying the Systems Approach (fig. 1) to building problems, several
ps must be followed:

• PROBLEM DEFINITION— the quantitative and qualitative
statement of the disparities between the actual state
of affairs and what is desired or ideal,

• GOALS— the statement of what is necessary to reduce
or eliminate the disparities enumerated in the
Problem Definition,

• ANALYSIS--the generation of the greatest possible
amount of data about the Problem, Goals, Evaluation
Criteria and Modeling, and the quantitative and
qualitative aspects of their elements and relationships,

• SYNTHE S I S -- the development of alternative solutions
for achieving the Goals,

• MODELING--the simulation of the performance of the
alternative solutions before the Evaluation Criteria
are applied and one solution is selected,

• EVALUATION CRITERIA— the quantification and qualifica-
tion of the Goals statements in detail and priority
for the purpose of measuring the effectiveness of a

solution in the Models,

• SELECTION--the determination of the solution which in
the Models most nearly meets the Evaluation Criteria,

• IMPLEMENTATION— the execution of the selected solution
in the real-word,

• USE--the placing into effect of the Implemented solution
and its operation, maintenance, repair and improvement
over time, and

• FEEDBACK-- the flow of information from any step in the
process to any other step for the purpose of validation
so that better decisions can be made in each stage in
this and following building cycles.

Many of these steps are made in the conventional design and procurement
jcess , but those left out are critical--Modeling , Evaluation Criteria, and
idback. Limited aspects of these three steps appear in the traditional
)cess but without the rigor of the Systems Approach they are relatively
:ffective.

Just as these steps supplement the traditional approach, so do they
:rease the effectiveness of the iteration that is a part of any solution
iking process. More effective Modeling and Evaluation Criteria applied
the alternative solutions generated in any phase of the process provides

jiective Feedback from one phase to the next, thus aiding in the development
a more precise Goal and the Selection of a more effective solution.
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The Systems Approach doesn't supplant the traditional process, but
rather amplifies and gives it more assurance of success. Especially import-
ant is the formalization of Feedback before Implementation into Models for
pre-testing of alternative solutions and validation Feedback beginning with
Implementation and continuing throughout Use. The Systems Approach is an
idea, a method— a more rational way of looking at problems.

The Performance Concept

The Performance Concept is an integral part of the Systems Approach.
It provides an organized procedure by which it is possible to state the
desired attributes of anything without regard to the specific means to be
employed in achieving a solution. These desired attributes are independent
of particular materials, devices, or systems, and may be derived from the
following questions:

• Who is the user?

• What are the users needs?

• Where do the needs exist?

• When and for how long do the needs exist?

In order to describe these needs, Performance Requirements must be
developed. These will take the form of declarative statements.

In order to quantify those statements, Performance Criteria must be
developed. These contain a measure or a range of measures of the needs and
involve, in most cases, a numerical statement of the Requirement.

In order to know whether or not the Criteria will be met in the solution,
performance evaluation techniques or Tests must be developed. These may be
physical tests, simulation, or the judgment of experts.

Combining Performance Requirements, Criteria, and Tests ffjr any given
System constitute a Performance Specification for that system.

Technological Innovation and the Performance Concept

The Goal of the Performance Concep
performance delivered to building users
to develop innovative building elements
to the Performance Specification. All
Specifications are acceptable.

t is the assurance of desired
The project Goal is not necessarily

,
although this is a possible response

solutions satisfying the Performance

Innovation, however, is associated with the Systems Approach and the
Performance Concept in practice. Stating performance required, rather than
specific materials or designs, enlarges the possible range of solutions and
stimulates innovation. By developing requirements for large portions of a

building (the System), functional integration is permitted and tradeoffs
between System parts (subsystems) can occur. Many manufacturers feel that
Performance Specifications place their research and development capability
in closer contact with users than is presently possible, thereby making their
investments more relevant and sensitive to the marketplace.

PBS Building Systems Project Status Report, an unpublished NBS report, 1967 .
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If the explicit market of a particular project is of a sufficient size,

he expenses of innovation may be justified by that project alone. If the

ze of an explicit market is small, industry may look beyond the project to

ake its own assessment of commercial feasibility. The PBS project utilizes
his latter idea, the implicit market.

Innovations are also possible in the procedural areas of the building
rocess . New methods of financing and management may be appropriate.

Innovations, then, occur in many areas within the Systems Approach and
grf ormance Concept, and are stimulated to occur when the performance speci-
ied is not achieved in traditional ways or with traditional products.

The major practical application of the Performance Concept in the
uilding industry at this time is the development and use of Performance
pecif ications in the procurement of buildings. In the United States and
anada there are six performance-based procurement projects at various stages
development in addition to the PBS project . ^ All the projects have a

asic procedure that organizes a "market" large enough to motivate industry
ssearch and development capability to make innovative responses to Perform-
nce Specifications, or to combine existing elements in new ways. Obviously,
inovation is not necessary where the Specifications can be met in other ways,

None of these projects attempts to specify entire buildings. Those
jilding parts comprising the more repetitive, less unique conditions are
pecified and referred to as the "System". The unspecified portions are
3ut-of-Sys tern" and are procured conventionally.

The broadest use of the Performance Concept is as Performance Standards
id Performance Codes. If the evaluative techniques are reproducible, and
le Requirements are reasonably common, a duly constituted body may legally
dopt and enforce the use of the Specifications as a Performance Code or
:andard, or they may become a de facto Standard through usage.

The PBS Research Project

The project researchers structured the work into two sequential phases,
ley analyzed the procedures of PBS for providing office buildings. The
ltputs of the analysis are the Working Parameters listed below. These
ovided the basis for many decisions affecting the Specification. Secondly,
ley synthesized alternative means for providing buildings. The output of
ae synthesis effort is Volumes I and II, The PBS Performance Specification
>r Office Buildings. A discussion of this follows the discussion of the
)rking parameters

.

Working Parameters

The working parameters developed during the analysis phases were:

• Office Building Schematic Organization,

• Gross Utilization and Building Configuration,

• Tenant Profile, and

• Criteria for Defining Project Scope.

School Construction Systems Development (SCSD), University Residential
Building System (URBS), Schoolhouse Systems Project (SSP), Academic Buildin;
System (ABS), Recherches en Amenagements Scolaires (RAS) and Study of Educa-
tional Facilities (SEF)

.
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Office Building Schematic Organization

An analysis of Federal Office Buildings showed that their elements can
be classified by vertical location and function.

Elements by vertical location are:

• roof > including penthouses and towers,

• typical floors,

• special f loo r s , in c lud ing auditoria, court rooms,
equipment rooms, etc.,

• ground floor, and

• below grade floors.

This project describes subsystems for typical floors, partitions (space
dividers) and all structure above the foundations. It also describes the
relationship between all the subsystems (the System) and the other parts
(Out -o f -Sys t em) of the project buildings.

Elements by function are:

• exterior wall including structural elements,

• core , inc lud ing stairs, elevators, toilet rooms,
electrical and telephone closets, machine rooms,
elevator lobbies, shafts, etc.,

• core corridor

,

• special rooms including courts, cafeteria, mechanical
rooms, auditoria, parking, etc., and

• typical office space including offices, public and
private corridors, reception spaces, etc.

This research concerns typical office space and the core corridor. It also
involves the supporting structure of the whole building above the foundation

Gross Utilization and Building Configuration

The total area of typical office floors, not containing special rooms
was analyzed by function into the following approximate percentages:

• Exterior wall 3%

0 Core 10% to 8%
17% 100%

• Core corridor 7% to 9%

• Typical office space 80%

The Gross Utilization (G.U.) factor is defined as that percentage of
total floor area forming typical office space. An NBS analysis showed that
an office building composed mainly of typical floors having a G.U. factor of
80% will have a total building area utilization of 70%.
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An NBS analysis of PBS buildings also showed that a high G.U. is only
;hievable when the length to width ratio of typical floors is between 1:1
id 1:2.

Furthermore, as typical floor area decreases to less than 20,000 sq. ft.
G.U. factor of 80% is difficult to achieve since core service elements do

3t decrease proportionately. Similarly, typical floors over 30,000 sq. ft.

i area require double cores which adversely affect the G.U.

Tenant Profile

An NBS analysis of the organization of occupants of typical office
jace showed that users are members of each of the following three classi-
. cations :

• Tenant— an organizational unit that operates independ-
ently. (Examples - 500 man office of Internal Revenue,
1 man office of Bond Sales)

,

• Address--an area from which direct access to a public
corridor is provided; the tenant is composed of one or
more addresses, and

• Space— an area defined by partitions, and forming the
physical habitat of the worker/user; the address is
composed of one or more spaces.

An NBS comparison of Gross Utilization and Tenant Profile found that
proximately 95% of all PBS tenants could be accommodated on a single
,000 sq . ft. floor, thus justifying the establishment of this lower area
mit

.

The Tenant Profile can establish the "mix" of offices accommodated on
pical floors. This can be used to develop a range of sizes for typical
oors .

Criteria for Defining Project Scope

Four factors were considered in making the selection among the elements
assified by location and function for inclusion in the Specification:

• quantity of System Built Elements measured as a

percentage of the building construction cost,

• importance of various building aspects to the user,

• potential for improved performance, in terms of costs
and benefits , and

• adaptability for use over a wide range of geographic
and climatic conditions.

these elements, only the typical floor space is an obvious selection. It
s selected through an examination of all four factors. A Federal Office
rker Questionnaire was used to determine their degree of influence on the
er.

The typical office space consists of an exterior enclosure subsystem,
interior partition subsystem, and the ceiling to floor assembly or
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Floor-Ceiling Sandwich (FCS). The interior partition subsystem, with its
impact on the user and its clearly defined interfaces, makes a good
selection, but it hasn't adequate market quantity. The F loo r- Cei 1 in g Sand-
wich includes a complex of services which represent approximately 36% of the
basic construction cost. It is a more complex, and significant selection.
These two together have an important impact on the user and represent a
large portion of building costs. They were selected for the Specification.
The exterior enclosure subsystem is affected by unique climatic conditions
and architectural design considerations. It was therefore not selected.

In addition to the interior partition subsystem and the Floor-Ceiling
Sandwich, it was decided to include the total building structural subsystem
in the Specification. This was done because of the difficulty of isolating
the structure in the Floor-Ceiling Sandwich from the rest of the structural
subsys tem

.

The Matrix— The Basis for the Performance
Specification

Having determined the scope of the Specification, a method was developed
to consider the user with respect to the building, so that his needs would
help to generate the Specification. The method is a Matrix relating Attri-
butes to Built Elements (fig. 2). Built Elements (materials and products)
contain or provide Attributes (qualities and characteristics) and a Matrix
was developed to show these relationships. Each Intercept in the Matrix
contains information in three forms:

• Requirement— the qualitative statement of the desired
pe r f ormance

,

• Criteria— a quantification of that desired performance,
and

• Test— the evaluative techniques assuring conformance
with the Criteria.

Since the Matrix interacts Attributes with Built Elements, it is a

Model of the office space in-use . The Matrix can be expanded to include
the design and construction decisions which depend on conditions and con-
straints in the building process.

Volume II of the Specification as is explained in the following para-
graphs includes information in that part of the Matrix, labeled "Building
in Use." Decisions in the part of the Matrix, entitled "The Process," will
be made by manufacturers in proposing specific Built Elements in response to
Volume I of the Specification.

In generating Requirement and Criteria statements about Attributes,
research must be done in the part of the Matrix, labeled "The User." These
Attributes, directly affect the office worker. They derive from his support
Requirements—Life Support, Task Support (man and machine), and Psychological
Support, each of which demands a range of Environmental Attributes to accom-
modate and benefit the user. To develop this information requires extensive
research which was outside the scope of this project.

From these support Requirements an office building may be described as

an information processing system, composed of the building, people, rules,
and energy for operation. An NBS analysis based on PBS data showed that the
life cost of such a system over 40 years is approximately:

• 92% cost of people processing information (salaries),
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• 6% building maintenance and operation, and

• 2% first cost of the building.

is evident that building first-cost reductions can have only limited
nefits. First cost, and maintenance and operation costs together are more
gnificant. While Government procedures preclude explicit trade-offs
tween them, performance levels can be established which reflect life cycle
st considerations. A more thorough analysis of users' needs, however,
11 ultimately prove more beneficial.

Derivation of the Performance Specification

The Matrix constitutes an information storage and display mechanism for
veloping the Specification. It is also a check list to ensure comprehen-
veness .

All the Requirements, Criteria and Tests developed with the Matrix are
esented in the Specification. The information was developed by architects,
iectrical, mechanical and structural engineers, space-planners, test-devel-
ment engineers, fire safety engineers and acoustic and durability special-
ts . Representatives of various sectors of the building industry as well as

e management and specialists of PBS were consulted throughout the projects'
velopment. Their comments and ideas were fed back into the work. This
aison is simply one facet of that aspect of the Systems Approach which
quires the consideration of all the participants and resources in the
ilding process having a bearing on the development of the System.

Legal Framework for the Performance Specifications

The legal framework necessary for using the Specification for the
ocurement of buildings by the Government, and the nature of legally binding
d implementable contracts, were investigated by PBS and NBS early in the
oject. It was found that the Federal procurement method of Two-Step Formal
vertising, which requires the separate submission of Technical Proposals as
first step and Bids as a second step, was applicable to the procurement of
ildings . In the first step of this Two-Step procurement, System Offerors
e authorized and encouraged to submit proprietary Technical Proposals with
fferent basic approaches. Proposals are developed and evaluated solely on
e basis of the Specification without any consideration of price. Proposals
ich after discussion and any revisions are determined to meet the performance
ecified are classified as "acceptable." Proposals which after discussion and
vision are still not reasonably susceptible to being made acceptable are
assified as "unacceptable." Upon completion of Step-One, a formal Invitation
r Bids, Step-Two, will be issued only to those System Offerors whose Techni-
1 Proposals are acceptable. The Invitation for Bids requires each System
feror to submit the price for his acceptable Technical Proposal. Bids will
by unit prices applied to bills of quantities prorated on the basis of bid
ualization factors so that competitive bids may be equitably compared. The
ntract which may result will be awarded to the lowest bidder.

Application of the Performance Specification

Concurrent with the development of this project PBS began a review of
& operations. This has been documented in a PBS report. It proposes a

lonstruction Contracting Systems--A Report on the systems Used by PBS and
ther Organizations, March 1970.
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large number of innovative procedures for building procurement. This project
uses one new multi-faceted approach which involves:

• project management— a single, comprehensive source
of decision making for design and construction,

• construction management— a professional manager for
the on-site management traditionally charged to a

general contractor, and

• phased cons t ru c t i on-- the non-linear design and con-
struction of parts of a building using network
analysis for planning and scheduling.

Phased construction is principally applicable to this project because
the System Elements which are procured once using the Performation Specifi-
cation, are installed in more than one building. The Out -o f -Sys t em elements
are traditionally procured and installed independently for each building.
Such a complex process certainly would benefit from careful phasing.

The building process for this project which incorporates the Performance
Specification and these management innovations for a multiple building pro-
curement has its principle phases explained in the diagram, figure 3.

The Market for the Performance Specification

Information from an informal industry liaison program indicated that the

office building project to which this Performance Specification is applied
should have at least one million square feet of typical office space. The
cost of research and tooling up for the production of System Elements may be

costly, but the expected market for similar products outside this project is

very large. Therefore, representatives of industry have stated they will
commit resources to this project, provided clearly articulated, well-document-
ed, user-based Performance Specifications, equally applicable to the private
sector market were supplied.

Consequently, the Specification was developed with levels of performance
which are in general those of commercial office buildings. The building
Systems resulting from this Specification should be cost competitive with
existing Built Elements but have improved performance.

Organization of the Performance Specification

The Specification is divided into two volumes, Volume I--the building
process, and Volume II--the building system, the product.

Volume I contains three sections. The first is a general project
overview. The second section is a detailed description of the building
process. It specifies, step by step, the work necessary to plan, program,
design, price, and construct buildings responsive to Volume II. This
building process is described in terms of participants, activities, resources
and time. The third section is the contract documents which contain only
the general contract conditions and which must be appended to include such
site and building data as location and size.

Volume II has basically two sections. The first covers in detail the
description of the building type, what parts are in System and what parts
are Out-of-Sys tem , the System and the Out-o f -Sys tern relationships (interface),
and relationships between sub-parts (Subsystems), t<he technical parameters to
design, bid, test, explain and account for System quantities and to establish
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onstruction schedules, the technical parameters to evaluate the System and

o compare prices of different Systems, and the conditions of guarantee.

The second section is the specification of the System performance in

se. It has seven sub-sections, one for each of the subsystems. Each
ub-section is composed of four parts which cover in great detail what
omprises each sub-system and the relationship to parts Ou t -o f - Sy s t em ; how
e subsystem shall perform in use (in the form of Requirements, Criteria

nd Tests); the requirements for providing detailed technical information
on which the design, bid, tests, working drawings, and quantities have been

ased; and the conditions of the subsystems' guarantee.

The Relationship of Volumes I and II

There seems to be two distinct definitions of a Performance Specification
the United States. One says that a Performance Specification is a descrip-

on of the desired in use performance of only the product itself. That
ould be just Volume II of the PBS Specification. The other definition says
Performance Specification contains not only the description of the product
rformance in use, but the legal and organizational conditions to plan,
rogram, design, cost and construct the product. That would be Volumes I and

of the PBS Specification. Any definition, should consider that aspects of
ie building process and product performance are conditional upon each other.

In the building process, aspects of the schedule, activities, partici-
ants , law and contracts and economic resources affect and are affected by
?pects of the Requirements, Criteria, and Tests, interface, Out-of-System
Lements and the scope of work. Examples of these conditional influences for
project procurement as is intended for the PBS Specification and was accom-
.ished by previous systems projects will illustrate these effects. (Other
samples could be made for product acceptance, such as performancce standards
performance codes .

)

The more obvious examples are the relationships of Tests, Criteria and
ldget. The use of some Tests, such as expensive prototype Tests, is depend-
it on capital resources. Similarly, a Criterion level is related to the
>st of achieving it. The scope of work, on the other hand, is a complex
anction of schedule, capital resources, and participants which affect the
:tivities of the process. Procurement size for example, is a factor manu-
icturers consider in determining their participation, as is the budget. The
tare of the budget and the expertise of those who participate is a factor
i structuring roles in the building process activities. Schedule, of course,
: fects Tests and Criteria. The time available to test is dependent upon the
ngth of the schedule. The level of performance specified is subject to the
me required to develop suitable products. Criteria at the st ate-of -the-
rket-art reduce product development time. Criteria beyond that state in-
ease it. A short schedule will, therefore, control the level of performance
ecified; may determine the inclusion or exclusion of Requirements, and
rtainly affects product innovation. Similarly, some Tests are used to
termine specifics of either, or both, the interface and the Out-of-System,
us delaying the procurement of the Out-of-System products until Tests are
mplete. These examples of the relation of product to process are not
haustive, but they give some indication of the conditions a Performance
ecification and procurement must consider.

One final and most important example concerns legal, Requirement and
rticipant conditions. For the PBS Specification in the course of "trading-
f" many management decisions, it seemed advantageous to reduce contractual
lationships , to minimize interface Requirements between subsystems within
e System, to unify the responsibility for the System performance and to
rmit certain Requirements to be written for the System as a whole. It was
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decided to bid the whole System rather than subsystems as the SEF project
had. This determined one participant and specific activities in the building
process and allowed, for example, the specification of acoustical performance
for the System as a whole rather than for each subsystem. Sound is three
dimensional. It would have been very difficult to translate it into Attri-
butes for each subsystem. Few buildings are built traditionally where one
contractor provides the three dimensional envelope that is necessary for
acoustical control. Under traditional conditions multiple contractors provid
various parts of the sound control. The acoustical performance Requirements
in Volume II could not be used traditionally as they are now written. Two
issues are involved here: "open" Systems versus "closed" Systems and the
real needs of building users as these represent the basis for the level of
performance specified. If a Performance Specification is used' to more pre-
cisely fit products to the needs of users, these needs may result in perform-
ance Requirements which will require particular contractual relationships and
a particular building process. The acoustic example is a condition where,
if a precisely controlled acoustic environment is an important user need, the
only way to accurately specify it is three dimens ionally . This imposes
conditions of coordination in design and construction which will affect
contractual relationships and the building process. Similar examples can be
made for fire safety, illumination and the thermal environment.

Open Systems and Closed Systems

The PBS Specification will result in a "closed" System. The SEF
Specification for example resulted in a so called "open" System. This
"open" and "closed" terminology is confusing. While SEF is an "open"
System, its subsystems are "closed." The issue deals with the interchange-
ability of products. Even the words "System" and Subsystem" are misleading
because they apply to different levels in a product hierarchy which are not
comparable. This confusion may be reduced by saying that the level at which
any group of products is planned to be interchangeable (open) is the level
of the System. Thus anything below that level— subsystems— is not inter-
changeable (closed).

The SEF Specification in these terms, is a procurement of a number of
Sy s terns- -S t rue tur al System, Wall System, etc. --each of which is "closed."
The PBS System will contain subsystems for walls, floors, ceilings, structure
HVAC distribution, electrical distribution, and partitions. PBS is a "closed
System at a scale larger than SEF.

Such projects as SCSD, SSP (which uses an adaptation of the SCSD
Specification) and URBS specified "closed" Systems at generally the same
scale as that specified for PBS. The argument against this large scale
approach is that interchangeable Systems will not be developed. The experi-
ence in Florida with the SSP project indicates that interchangeability will
naturally occur in the market place when a large scale System is repetitively
bid. The repetitive use of the SSP Specification achieved in a natural way,
from industry's point of view, what was demanded of industry by the SEF
Specification initially. Industry's willingness to participate in a per-
formance procurement is essential to success. The scale of the System
specified must appropriately fit the needs and philosophy of industry. The
scale of the System will obviously affect contract conditions and activities
in the building process.

Performance Specifications and Users Needs

Like many industries, the building industry has concerned itself with
improving its production processes and products to both increase profits
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: d expand markets. The ultimate customer, the users, should expect to
nefit from an economically healthy industry and higher quality products.
It generally they haven't benefited. Nor has industry greatly improved its
sition. Some appraisals estimate that position in many respects has
teriorated. A public policy which among other conditions regulates the
ailability of mortgage money and its value, controls financing particularly
public works, prescribes minimum building standards in thousands of forms

jterprets the rights of labor, establishes taxation principles and rates,
d controls conditions of building usage is certainly a major force in the
rket along with the industry and the user. These three participants--
dustry, the user and public policy—must be satisfied if a healthy and
uitable situation is to exist. It is into this situation for the first
jme that a tool has been introduced which is capable of effectively mani-
.lating the building process on behalf of its participants. It is the
stems Approach.

A tool such as the Systems Approach can improve the production process
d the product for the benefit of all participants. Recognizing the needs
participants and satisfying them is essential. If this isn't done some

|.rticipants may not be able to participate. If not properly done, stronger
.rticipants may dominate. Traditionally, users have been the weaker parti-
pant, not having a real voice in the decisions that determine the perform-
.ce of the buildings they inhabit.

Perhaps the single most significant characteristic of the Systems
proach is its ability to incorporate the needs of all participants,
.rticularly users. It can be used otherwise, and there is a danger it
11. There are a number of reasons the Systems Approach poses this threat:

• it has been effective in reducing production costs,

• it provides a tool to take over and control the
building process as a means to increase profits, and

• it has not yet provided an understanding of how people
use buildings sufficient to determine increased user
productivity and hence increased profits.

The Systems Approach in the building industry is in its infancy and the
.st reason stated is critical, because it has not been substantively devel-
>ed. There is the great temptation for stronger participants to take the
ort term rather more easily achieved benefits, and not pursue difficult
:search and development on behalf of the user.

I
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Figure 2 The Matrix— The Basic for the Performance Specification
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Performance Requirements

for Windows

Einar Paulsen
Norwegian Building Research Institute

Forskningsveien 3 b

Oslo 3, Norway

A window is defined as anv Dart of a vertical external wall which

is predominantly filled "tytransparent or translucent material and where

the primary function of a window is to furnish the adjacent room with

sufficient daylight and provide a clear and undistorted view to the

outside.
Statements of performance requirements are given under the following

headings: Transparency and vision, light transmission, glare, control

of solar radiation, thermal insulation and condensation, sound insula-

tion, airing (ventilation), air-tightness, rain-tightness, strength

and stiffness, control of opening light, security against illegal

entry, fire resistance, escape from fire, appearance, dimensions,

durability of operating parts
s
and durability of materials.

Une fenetre est definie comme n'importe quelle partie
d'un mur vertical exterieur, le plus souvent occupee par un
materiau transparent ou translucide. La fonction primaire
d'une fenetre est de fournir suffisamment de lumiere du jour
a une piece adjacente et de permettre une vue claire et non
deformee de 1' exterieur.

Les declarations d' exigences de performance se repartissent
sous les rubriques suivantes : transparence et vision, transmission
de la lumiere, eblouissement , controle des radiations solaires,
isolation thermique et condensation, isolation acoustique,
ventilation, impermeabilite a l'air, a la pluie, resistance et

rigidite, controle de 1
1 eclairement , securite contre toute

intrusion illegale, tenue au feu, moyen de sauvetage en cas

d'incendie, apparence, dimensions, durabilite des parties
operantes et durabilite des materiaux.

Key words: Air-tightness; performance characteristics;
performance parameters; rain-tightness; sealed glazing units;
wind loading; window.
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1. The Term "Window"

In this context, a window is defined as any part of a vertical external wall which is

predominantly filled by transparent or translucent material. The primary function of a

window is to furnish the adjacent room with sufficient daylight and to provide a clear
and undistorted view outside. In many cases the possibility for ventilation through the

window is an important consideration.

Very often the window is made up of several subcomponents such as sash, frame, glazing,
and mountings. The individual performance of each member is important when considering
the whole unit. The requirements indicated in this paper are not appropriate in all cases,
but most of them are, especially those for openable windows to be used in houses occupied
by humans.

2. Transparency and Vision

In dwellings, clear and unobstructed vision through the windows is usually required.
Therefore the glazing material should be free from waviness or other imperfections capable
of causing distortion or obscuration of the view. The glazing material should have adequate
hardness to prevent the formation of scratches from normal use which could distort the view.

Where clear vision is undesirable, this can be regulated by the selection of the glazing
material or by other means for obscuration.

3. Light Transmission

Depending on the glazing material, some of the light will be absorbed. For ordinary
window glass, about 90% of the visible light incident at right angles will be transmitted.
The transmission shows a sharp decrease for light incident at an angle, while at the same
time the reflection at the surface is increasing.

The light-transmitting areas of the window and the transmission factor of the glazing
material should in any case be balanced to give sufficient daylight to the adjacent room.

k. Glare

Where there is a large area of glazing, the amount of light reflected from the pane
surface can be of a considerable nuisance to the surroundings, and should therefore be kept
as low as possible.

5. Control of Solar Radiation

In certain cases it may be preferable to reduce the transmission of light and solar
heating. This can be achieved by using blinds or special heat-absorbing or heat-reflecting
glazing material or by suitable shading devices.
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6. Thermal Insulation and Condensation

The thermal transmittance of a window is a factor dependent on the velocity of air
issing near the surfaces, the type of construction, size and distance between glazings
.f more than one), and blinds and microclimatic condition. Because of its complexity it

difficult to specify any fixed value for the thermal transmittance except that gener-

.ly speaking the window should give a certain thermal resistance depending on the need
>r insulation and comfort. Thermal bridges and moisture condensation should be avoided
> prevent discomfort or damage.

Test Method

A glazed window is mounted in a test wall between a warm and cold room, where the

editions correspond to a real wall with the window installed 20-30 mm back from the
jter surface and with an inner edge of about 60-70 mm. The temperature in the warm room
kept constant as near to +20°C as possible, while the temperature in the cold room is

.ried in 3 steps between ~5°C and -25°C. Due to natural convection,the air in the warm
om is slowly circulated, but the air in the cold room is mechanically circulated by
•ans of a fan which gives an air current along the window of approx. 2 m/sec. On the outer
d inner surface of the window thermocouples are glued to points on the frame, sash and
.ass, and these are connected to a temperature recorder.

On the basis of the measurements, a diagram is drawn which shows the temperature on the

jier surface of the window under the specified conditions in the warm and the cold rooms.

In Figure 1, saturated water-vapour pressures (equivalent to each temperature

asured by the thermocouples) are plotted against the air temperature in the cold room,

e plot for three locations on the window is shown. On the ordinate, a relative humidity

ale corresponding, at T = 20°C, to the water-vapour pressure scale is also shown. The

rves in Figure 1, therefore, give the limit for avoidance of condensation at the differ-

t points of measurement, as dependent on outside temperature and the inside air relative

midity at 20°C,

7. Sound Insulation

The required insulation must be chosen in connection with the local noise level and
e desired indoor environmental condition. The sound transmission, however, is dependent
glazing material, number of glazings, thickness and distance between glazings. The
ghtness of all joints in the construction is also important in this context.

8. Airing (ventilation)

Where a window is to be the main source of ventilation in a room, the opening must be
mensioned so that the air in the room can be renewed within a reasonable period of time.

9. Air-tightness

1

The air-tightness of a window is determined on the basis of the air passing through
e construction. The total amount of air as well as concentrated streams can cause
desirable or damaging patterns of air flow in the room. The penetration of air is de-
ndent on the difference in air pressure on the two sides, the tightness of the construc-
lon itself and all the joints. An important factor is the lateral stiffness of the opening
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light which should not deflect more under windloading than that which could he taken hy
the weatherstripping. Hinges and locking points must he designed to exert a constant
pressure on the weatherstripping.

Test Method

A glazed window of outer size 120 x 120 cm is mounted in an airtight panel where the
joint between frame and panel is sealed. The air leakage will therefore he located in
the window construction (joint between frame and sash, rabbet etc.).

The whole panel is fastened to the opening of an airtight chamber and pressed against
a gasket fixed to the edges of the opening. Air supply to the chamber is provided by a
fan.

The air is passed through a gas meter which registers the amount of air leaking out
through the window at a certain superpressure against the panel inside the chamber. The
leakages are measured at 10-30-50-70-60-U0-20 mm of water respectively and the result is

always given in m^/h. Superpressure inside the chamber is measured by means of manometers.

The air penetration of a window versus the observed superpressure is plotted on a dia-
gram to be compared with classification limits based upon measurements and experience for
single-sash windows of size 120 x 120 cm. The classification limits are also applied to
different types of windows of the same size, see Figure_2i

10. Rain-tightness

A window should be so designed that it is difficult for water to penetrate directly
through the construction or into neighbouring elements. The joints between sash and
frame are acted upon by driving rain and running water combined with a simultaneous wind
pressure. Water can run directly through the joints or at a head of water pressure. It can
be drawn into small fissures by capillary action or blown in by concentrated jets of air.

Test Method

A glazed window of outer size 120 x 120 cm is mounted in an air tight panel where the

joint between frame and panel is sealed. The water leakage, if any, will therefore occur
through the window construction. The whole panel is fastened to the opening of an air and

water-tight test chamber and pressed against a gasket fixed to the edges of the opening.
An air current provided by a fanis led to l6 metal blowers through rubber hoses. Water
drops coming from nozzles in a water trough fall down as a result of the air currents, hit
slanting brass plates, split up, and are blown against the test panel by the air currents.
Both water nozzles and blowers are mounted to a motor driven carriage moving up and down
in front of the test panel with the speed of approx. 130 mm/sec. The amount of water hit-
ting the panel is IT l/m^h and wind speed from the blowers varies between 10-i+2 m/sec,
with 6 gusts of wind every minute. Corresponding superpressure inside the chamber is

2-110 mm WC. See Figure_3i

The standard test covers the factors mentioned above lasting for 1 hour, and the
requirement for a good window is that no water should penetrate the window construction
during the time of testing.

In an additional test, 100 l/mh of water is sprayed at the top of the test panel in

addition to all the other factors, in order to simulate running water on a 10 m high wall
from driving rain hitting the top of the building.

Water penetrating the window construction is never measured, and the report only states

the points of leakage, if any, and the approximate amount of water.
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11. Strength and Stiffness

11.1 Resistance to Wind Loading

A window must he able to withstand the maximum wind pressure likely to occur in practice

iithout collapsing, falling out of the wall or reducing the performance in any other way.

Usually a rate of failure based on the overall economy is established, but factors of

|afety and goodwill must also be considered.

When an acceptable safety factor has been determined, assessment of strength involves
trength of transparent material, regional windspeed extremes, and building aerodynamics.

A design wind pressure, based on the 3 sec. gust speed, can be obtained from the local
uilding code by a suitable set of factors.

Test Method

The window is mounted in the same apparatus as for testing of air tightness. If the
ir leakage exceeds the capacity of the fan, all joints are sealed. The object of this
est is to find the maximum pulsating wind-load the construction can take without causing
ollapse or permanent deformation such that the total performance is reduced.

The loading is induced by a fan that can simulate a wind gust every 10 sec. The maxi-
ma pressure can be obtained in 3 sec. and can be adjusted from zero to an optimum value
f 250 mm WC. The whole sequence can be repeated over a period of time.

11.2 Operating Forces

(a) Horizontal point load

The act of opening and closing a window may cause warping of the light , especially if
hree of the corners are jammed.

(b) Blocking

When closing and opening the light there may be something stuck betv/een the sash and frame
.ending to block the window in an open position. If this happens, there is a risk of
>reakage of the glazing, and hinges and pivots may be damaged.

1 , s , • *.
(c) Friction

The movements of an opening light can to a certain extent be controlled by the use of
friction hinges or pivots. The degree of friction must be adjustable and the hinges should
)e protected against climatic attack. The mechanism must be designed so that it cannot
;asily be tampered with.

(d) Slamming

Normal opening or closing of a light does not cause any extraordinary dynamic loading,
'iowever, it may be blown by a strong wind or closed very hard, and should therefore be able
50 withstand a dynamic load due to slamming without collapsing or causing undue damage.
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11.3 Accidental Forces

(a) Concentrated Dynamic Load

The glazing units must be able to resist the dynamic force from small sharp bodies
that may be thrown or blown on to the window. The breaking strength must be evaluated
'taking into account the initial cost and replaceability

.

(b) Vertical point -load

The downward force on the outer stile of a light opening by rotation about a vertical
axis is intended to represent the accidental load which might occur. During the test the
window is opened 90° or to the position which gives the highest effect of the specified
load.

The following loads are recorded:

50 kgf - No failure or permanent deformation permitted.
100 kgf - Small permanent deformation permitted, but the opening

light must not be torn away from the hinges or collapse
in any other way.

12. Control of the Opening Light

After the window has been installed at the normal height above the floor, it should be
convenient and safe in use. The possibility of the opening light coming into uncontrolled
movements should be kept in mind.

If the window is to be used in places where there is a danger of someone falling out,

it should have a fitting which limits the initial opening to 100 mm.

Sharp or rough edges are liable to cause personal injury. Hinges and handles must be
designed so that all operation and handling can be done safely.

All cleaning and maintenance should be carried out from the inside unless special

precaution is taken so that it can be safely done from the outside.

13. Security against Illegal Entry

To give reasonable security against unlawful entry the locking points of opening

windows should be designed so that they are difficult to unlock from outside without

having to break the glazing.

lh. Fire Resistance

Materials used in the construction of windows should give sufficient safety against

fire and spread of fire with due consideration of use, adjacent buildings, and conditions

in general.

Ordinary window glass has very little or no resistance to fire. It can be strengthened

by the use of wire reinforcement or double glazing, with frames and sash of fire resistant

material.
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15. Escape from Fire

In certain cases an opening window may be used as an emergency exit and should be

limensioned accordingly.

16. Appearance

The esthetic effect a window can have is in many cases considerable. Factors like

hape , size and surface treatments, together with the location in the building, can raise

he value of the building and should be given due consideration.

17. Dimensions

The overall dimensions of a window should match with those of other building components

n a co-ordinated metric system where the planning module preferably should be 3 M(30 cm).

18. Durability of Operating Parts

The lights of an openable window should be capable of withstanding cycles of opening
nd closure based on a certain number of cycles per annum.

19. Durability of Materials

The lifetime of a particular window is determined by climatic and environmental factors

.nd depends on material, construction, and maintenance. Given normal maintenance, the appear-

.nce should not be damaged by oxidation or the formation of rot.

Changes in temperature and humidity cause movements to take place which act on the
tppearance, durability, and strength. The window should therefore not be impaired by varia-
.ions in temperature and humidity.

19.1 Assessment of Sealed Glazing Units

Sealed glazing units is a common term for different types of factory-made products,
insisting of two or more sheets of glass, separated by dehydrated air or gas and with
an airtight and vapourtight seal along the edges. The purpose of such units is to prevent
condensation, glass soiling and dust and dirt accumulation between the layers of glass.
Satisfactory performance is therefore dependent on a sufficiently air and vapourtight seal

fer.

Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at end of this paper.
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Figure 1 - Condensation on glass, sash and frame.

The curves give the indoor water vapour pressure at

20°C at which condensation takes place depending on
the outside air temperature.

Example

:

At k0% RH and 20°C in the room condensation takes place
on the bottom frame at outside air temperature of t^ or
below, side of frame t 0 or lower etc.
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Figure 2 - Classification for air-tightness.
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A Trough with drop nozzles

B Valve connected to the motor

C Closed tube with nozzles

D Motordriven valve

E Motor

Horizontal section

Figure 3 - Driving rain apparatus.
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Evaluation of Window Performance

1

A.G. Wilson and J.R. Sasaki
Division of Building Research

National Research Council of Canada
Ottawa, Canada. K1A 0R6

Windows are used in the enclosure of buildings to permit
entry of natural light, a view of the outdoors, and ventilation. In

addition, windows must perform the same function of separating

interior and exterior environments as the remainder of the enclo-

sure. Functions related to transparency may be in conflict with

those relating to other desired attributes of the building space;

this creates the need for considering cost versus benefit on a sys-

tem basis in establishing performance criteria. This paper deals

with the current status of evaluation of windows as environmental
separators

.

Many aspects of performance cannot be adequately predicted

from basic principles, hence a number of standard tests are evolv-

ing for evaluation of some of the primary ones. The tests are

widely used in product standards, along with relevant criteria, to

classify windows and to define certain minimum requirements.

Standard test methods, however, have some important limitations

in relation to predicting and specifying performance in-use. Some
performance characteristics, particularly those involving heat and
mass flow, are interdependent although they are usually evaluated

independently or are influenced by factors that are excluded or

fixed in standard test methods. Where in-use performance of

windows is critical, it may be necessary to resort to more com-
plex tests that attempt to take account of all the major factors in-

fluencing the final result. This is economically practical only on

major construction projects. The development of information to

assist the designer in predicting window performance for the

majority of situations, utilizing data obtained from standard tests,

is, therefore, a desirable goal. The designer will, however,
always need to exercise judgment in relating the limited informa-
tion provided by tests, or other methods of prediction, to the real

situation.

Assistant Director and Research Officer, respectively.
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Les fenetres sont utilisees dans le pourtour des batiments
pour permettre l'entree de la lumiere naturelle, la vue vers
l'exterieur et la ventilation. De plus, les fenetres doivent accom-
plir la meme fonction de separer les environnements interieurs et

exterieurs que le reste du pourtour. Les fonctions relatives a la

transparence peuvent entrer en conflit avec les fonctions relatives

aux autres attributs desirables de l'espace du ba.tim.ent; ceci cree
le besoin de comparer le cout au benefice d'un systeme de base en
etablissant les criteres de performance. Cette communication
traite du statut actuel de devaluation des fenetres en temps que
separateur de l'environnement.

Plusieurs' aspects de performance ne peuvent pas etre

adequatement predits par des principes elementaires, et un nombre
de ces essais normalises sont, par consequent, developpes pour
devaluation de quelques normes de materiaux, avec les criteres

relatifs pour classifier les fenetres et definir certaines exigences
minimales. Les methodes d'essais normalises, cependant, sont

grandement limitees en relation de la prediction et de la specifi-

cation de la performance desiree. Certaines caracteristique s de

performance, particulierement celles mettant en cause la chaleur,

les fuites d'air et les fuites de vapeur d'eau sont interdependantes

,

meme si elles sont normalement evaluees independanoment ou

qu'elles sont influencees par les facteurs qui sont exclus ou con-

stants dans les methodes d'essais normalises. La. ou la perfor-

mance des fenetres en place est critique, il peut etre necessaire

d'en revenir a. des essais plus compliques qui essaient de prendre
en cause tous les facteurs importants influencant les resultats

finals. Ceci est economiquement pratique seulement lorsqu'il

s'agit de projets de construction importants. L 1 elaboration de

renseignements suffisants qui permettent la prediction de la per-

formance des fenetres pour la majorite des situations, enutilisant

les renseignements obtenus des essais normalises, est par

consequent un but desirable. Le concepteur devra, cependant,

toujours exercer un bon jugement en etablissant un rapport entre

les renseignements limites obtenus par des essais ou pard'autres

methodes de prediction et la situation reelle.

Key words: Performance criteria; performance evaluation; window

characteristics; window evaluation; window functions; window
requirements; window standards.

The primary function of spaces in buildings is to provide an environment appropri

ate to the activity or process they are intended to serve. Performance requirements for

windows and other elements of the building envelope are dependent upon the desired

attributes of the space with which they are associated. Windows are an unusually impor-

tant component of the exterior envelope of many modern buildings in that a number of the

desired interior environmental characteristics of the space are dependent upon, or are

limited by, the physical nature of windows, as well as their size and disposition. These

environmental attributes may involve physical, physiological, and psychological consid-

erations. Window requirements related to one attribute may be in conflict with those for

another. Furthermore, many requirements for windows relating to their physical
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•operties can be specified in terms of identifiable physical parameters and are amenable
objective evaluations, while those that relate to aesthetic and psychological consider-

ions cannot be dealt with rigorously. This presents a great challenge to the effective

jplication of the performance concept.

This paper describes some of the conflicts between different desired attributes of

.e space, as affected by windows, and reviews the status of procedures for evaluating

;.e physical characteristics of windows, particularly in relation to interior environmental

onditions

.

The primary technical function of the building envelope is to provide for the sep-

ration of certain elements of interior and exterior environmental conditions. Generally,

must resist heat losses to the exterior under winter conditions and heat gains from the

•cterior under summer conditions in order to optimize total heating and cooling costs;

id to ensure that interior surface temperatures can be maintained within limits that

rovide acceptable mean radiant temperature conditions from the standpoint of human
omfort or process requirements [1,2] . It must also provide interior surface tempera-
ires that are generally above the dew point temperature of the interior space to avoid

recessive condensation on these surfaces [3].
I

The enclosure must limit infiltration of outside air under pressure differences

aused by wind action and building stack action for economy of air-conditioning and re-

action of entry of airborne pollutants. Similarly, it must resist the penetration of water
ader extreme conditions of driving rain; and increasingly, is expected to reduce the

enetration of noise from external sources.

In addition, the envelope must have those characteristics required for it to fulfill

:s primary functions throughout its intended service life. This includes control of heat

nd moisture movements so as to avoid deleterious effects associated with excessive

loisture contents, e.g. , structural damage due to freezing, or loss of thermal resistance,

here must also be provision for accommodation of movements due to expansion and con-

raction of components, or from other causes, without the occurrence of damage. Resis-
ance to loss of performance caused by chemical and physical changes due to ageing

rocesses is another overriding requirement. Finally, the envelope must make its

ppropriate contribution towards the structural and fire -safety attributes of the building.

A window, including its interface with adjacent components, has the same general
erformance requirements as the remainder of the building envelope. It has one additional

rimary requirement, that of transparency. At one time this was mainly for the admit-
ance of natural light. Often, nowadays, it is to provide a view of the outside, which in

aost instances is to cater to a real or assumed psychological need; or it may be to achieve
ome aesthetic objective. In some cases transparency of the enclosure may be absolutely

ssential to the function of the space, as with airport control towers or display windows.

Where adjustable openings to the outside are needed in the building envelope for

.atural ventilation, windows may be required to serve this function as well. Openability

nay also be a desired attribute to provide access to exterior window surfaces for cleaning
•r replacement of glass, for emergency egress, or for building venting in the event of fire.

These special requirements of windows introduce some unique problems and con-
iderations in enclosure design. Transparency to solar radiation can result in conditions
>f thermal as well as visual discomfort for occupants directly exposed. Solar heat gains
hrough windows may also represent a significant incremental air-conditioning cost [4],

Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper,
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or may cause excessive rise in interior temperature where cooling is not provided and
ventilation is inadequate. Glazing arrangements and shading devices used to control glare
and solar heat gain may substantially increase the cost of fenestration [5].

Transparency in windows is generally achieved through the use of glass. While
having a number of advantageous properties, glass has other properties that place severe
limitations on certain aspects of window performance. Glass has a relatively low resis-

tance to heat transfer in practical thicknesses. Windows with single glass, therefore,

have a high over-all heat transmission coefficient, and thus high heat losses in winter.

The low thermal resistance of single glass also produces low interior surface tempera-
tures in winter and discomfort to occupants due to the consequent reduction of mean
radiant temperatures. Low surface temperatures also require maintenance of low interior

humidity in winter to avoid excessive condensation on interior surfaces.

Multiple glazing arrangements can be used to improve window thermal performance
and may also be economically justifiable. Multiple glazing, however, presents some
special problems and, therefore, some special performance requirements. Condensation
between panes in winter, due primarily to air exfiltration, is a potential problem [6].

Where the pressure difference for exfiltration is large, as in the upper parts of high
buildings, hermetically sealed glazing arrangements may offer the most practical ap-
proach. Hermetic sealing, however, presents its own difficulties and performance re-

quirements uniquely related to the product [7]. Realization of the full benefits of multiple

glazing requires that the thermal resistance of sash and frame members shouldbe at least

equivalent to that of the glazing [8]. Double or even triple glazing does not provide

thermal performance equivalent to the optimum for opaque parts of the enclosure under
similar climatic conditions.

Glass may also present breakage problems due to its brittle nature. Normal
design procedures provide for a low probability of breakage due to wind-induced
stresses [9]. Breakage problems can occur, however, due to thermally-induced tensile

stresses at the edges, which are weakened by stress-raising imperfections [10]. Thermal
stresses leading to breakage can be induced by absorption of solar radiation, or by

interior heating combined with a number of other factors that may go beyond the design of

the window. Breakage may be attended by hazards to nearby persons due to falling glass,

especially in the case of multi-storey buildings fronting on pedestrian ways.

Finally, it might be noted that the requirement of openability introduces articulated

joints, and therefore amplifies the problem of providing and maintaining weathertightness.

In addition, it introduces requirements related to ease of operation and serviceability of

hardware

.

1. Window Performance Criteria

Establishing performance criteria for windows introduces almost all of the con-

siderations that can arise in application of the performance concept to building design.

The first question is whether or not to use windows at all, and for what reasons. Where
they are being considered for purposes of natural lighting or ventilation, a relatively

rigorous technological basis can be established for determining minimum amounts and
optimum disposition of glazing and openable areas. If there are no other reasons for

their use, an economic comparison of alternative solutions involving luminaries and air-

conditioning should be made. Where psychological and aesthetic considerations are in-

volved, an attempt should be made to come to some logical conclusion on minimum areas
and acceptable arrangements for these purposes. Here

(
the judgments are largely
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bjective, or depend upon expectations or desires of the client or user based on tradition

current fashion.

Once the decision to employ windows has been made, the question of the required

Ivel of performance for the various attributes must be faced. Criteria involving safety

.11 usually be rigidly established by building codes, e.g. , glass thickness requirements

;
control the probability of glass breakage under extreme wind loads, or limitations on

ie amount and distribution of glass relative to the spread of fire to adjacent buildings by
.diation. For most of the other attributes, the levels of performance required are not,

principle, rigidly fixed but can vary over a range and relate to the specific design

tuation. In practice, the extent of choice is limited by the nature of the products avail-

Vle at any time; conversely, certain minimum levels of performance may be established
- product standards.

Choice of criteria involves cost versus benefit considerations or compromises in

•iteria where various attributes are in conflict. For example, the use of large areas of

ngle or even double-glazed windows produces less than optimum thermal comfort con-

tions near the glass under certain summer and winter conditions. Therefore, rigid

rplication of a rigorously based thermal comfort standard would greatly restrict the

nount and disposition of windows for such conditions, limit the utilization of space

Ijacent to the window, require window arrangements providing superior thermal per-
rmance, or would require devices to provide compensatory radiation.

Similarly, consideration of heating and cooling costs would lead to the conclusion

at window areas should be severely restricted or eliminated in many applications. This

ight well be in conflict with a desire for natural light, or with psychological and aesthetic

msiderations, so that trade-offs must be made. In making choices involving such sub-

ctive judgments, the cost and other performance implications should be fully recognized,

elatively sophisticated methods, involving the use of digital computers, are now becom-
.g available for predicting the heating and cooling loads of buildings throughout the annual

eather cycle, and can be utilized to determine the effects of window choice [11]. Such
imputations would be justified for major projects; generic information is required for

nailer ones.

Ill

The spatial variation in mean radiant temperature in the vicinity of windows is

.so amenable to computation, and it would be helpful to have this available in a conven-
tnt form for various wall -window and room arrangements and temperature conditions,

hese are aspects of windows that must be evaluated in terms of their interaction with the

ailding or space. The following section deals with evaluating the physical properties or

naracteristics of window units in the context of North American practice.

2. Evaluation of Physical Performance Characteristics

Performance characteristics related to the transparency of windows are the light

ansmittance , the total solar transmittance and the shading coefficient [12]. Light
•ansmittance is measured with a photometer in natural sunlight; total solar transmit

-

ince is measured with a radiometer. The shading coefficient is an index of total solar

sat gain through a window. For simple arrangements it can be calculated from measur-
i solar transmission and absorption coefficients of the glazing and assumed values for

ie surface and air-space thermal resistance. Where shading devices are involved, a

alorimeter must be employed. Data for many common arrangements are available.

Air -infiltration and air-exfiltration characteristics of a window can be determined
y a nationally recognized standard test method issued by the American Society for Testing
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and Materials (ASTM) [13]. Maximum values are specified in many product standards.

Rain-leakage characteristic can be determined by a variety of laboratory test

methods that can be categorized as: those simulating the dynamic action of wind: and those
simulating wind action by means of a static air pressure. The static rain-leakage test

method has been standardized by ASTM [14]. The dynamic test method has not been
standardized, but most facilities are similar in that they utilize an aircraft engine and
propeller to simulate wind action [15]. The more appropriate method to use for evaluat-
ing the leakage resistance of a particular window depends on the design of the joints [16].

The cold-weather thermal performance of a window is described by the over-all

heat -transmis sion coefficient (U -value), the inside -surface condensation resistance, and,

in the case of an operable double window, the interpane condensation resistance. The U-
value of a window can be determined by the standard ASTM Guarded Hot -Box Test [17].

Data adequate for most purposes are available [12].

There is, at this time, no nationally recognized standard method for determining
the resistance of a window to inside -surface condensation. Adequate prediction of inside

-

surface temperature in the vicinity of frames and sash by computation is not practicable as

yet. The Architectural Aluminum Manufacturers' Association has, however, developed a

simplified test for comparing the inside -surface temperature performance of metal
windows. Standardization of this method in a modified form is currently being considered
by ASTM [18]. The test conditions used are not representative of those found in practice,

and the test results are, therefore, not indicative of performance in service.

A number of laboratories in the U.S. and Canada have, for many years, been con-
ducting cold-room/warm-room tests to determine the condensation performance of metal
windows under simulated cold-weather conditions; one such test is described in Canadian
metal window standards [19]. This type of test, conducted under more realistic conditions,

provides a better prediction of the surface temperature performance of a window in use;

where better prediction is required, it is necessary to simulate in the assembly all of the

components that have a significant influence on surface temperature, including adjacent

wall construction, interior shading devices, and the air-conditioning terminal unit. This

approach is only practicable for major building projects. It is desirable, therefore, to

develop information that will assist in prediction of in-use performance of arrangements
commonly employed utilizing data obtained from standard tests.

No standard test method exists for determining the interpane -condensation resis-

tance of operable double windows. This characteristic, which is dependent on the thermal
and air -leakage performance of a window, can, however, be evaluated in a cold-room/
warm-room test facility if realistic room-side relative humidities and air-pressure differ-

ences to induce air exfiltration are provided [20].

A standard ASTM test method is available for measuring the resistance offered by

a window to airborne sound transmission [21]. Windows generally offer less resistance

than other elements of the enclosure and can, therefore, be of special importance in

determining the influence of exterior noise on interior sound levels.

The foregoing indicates that test methods are available for evaluating all of the

performance characteristics of a window related to its environmental separation functions.

Methods are also available for evaluating some of the window characteristics related to

strength and durability.

High winds acting on a window can blow the glass out of the glazing rabbet or can

deflect window members sufficiently to cause permanent deformation. A standard ASTM
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st method is available for determining the resistance of a window to glass blow-out and

ember deflection due to uniform wind loading [22].

The deflection of sash members due to concentrated loading imposed when the sash

opened and closed is another structural performance characteristic that can be evaluated

i test. As sash operation differs from one window type to another, each type is evaluated

a different method [19, 23, 24].

Glass breakage can result from mechanical stresses such as those produced by

[nd action, or from thermal stresses such as those produced by the absorption of solar

diation. The resistance of glass to breakage by mechanical stress is usually dependent

the surface strength of the glass, whereas the resistance to breakage by thermal stress

dependent on its edge strength.

The breakage resistance of a window to wind loading is rarely evaluated by test

cause of the variable nature of the breaking strength of sheet glass. To provide a

fficiently low probability of failure, the values of glass thickness and area recommended
the glass manufacturers for the anticipated wind loads, or those dictated by the local

ilding code, are normally used. The panes of a sealed double-glazing unit experience an

ditional mechanical bending stress due to volume changes of the air space caused by
anges in barometric pressure and air temperature. The force produced depends on air-

ja.ce thickness and can be calculated, although such an analysis is rarely performed,
ith units as normally fabricated, the maximum stress due to this force is less than that

used by the design wind load.

Predicting the thermal -breakage resistance of glazing is difficult because neither

e edge strength of the glass nor the thermal stresses can be readily established. A
ocedure for selecting glass sizes to control breakage of single heat-absorbing glass due
solar radiation has been developed by one manufacturer, but the basis for it has not

en published [25],

Predicting the thermal-breakage resistance of sealed double-glazing units incor-

rating heat-absorbing or heat-reflecting glass, is further complicated because both

_nes are susceptible to breakage [10], Failure of the outer pane is normally caused by
fferential absorption of solar radiation during cool weather; although the factors causing

eakage are known, there is no established method for evaluating its breakage resistance,

reakage of the inner pane of a sealed unit is usually caused by differences in heat loss

tween the edge and centre in cold weather. An indication of the potential for this type of

•eakage can be obtained by surface temperature measurements in a cold -room/warm

-

>om facility, providing the terminal heating unit and the inside shading device to be used
.th the window are included.

The performance characteristics associated with the durability or service life of a

.ndow are the most difficult to evaluate. There is currently no test method for subjecting

nole window assembly to accelerated weathering and wear. There are, however, test

ethods for determining the durability of some of the constituent parts of the window.

Accelerated laboratory tests are available for evaluating the quality of the seal of

;aled double-glazing units [26], and a number of test methods are available for evaluating

>e weathering resistance of glazing compounds and sealants [27, 28]. Test methods are
mailable for determining the wear resistance of sash balances and one type of sash
aerator, and for determining the durability of pile-type weather stripping [29, 30, 31].

t present, there are no methods in general use for determining the durability of window
omponents such as plastic and metal weather stripping, or many of the sash operators.
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While the development of performance -type tests for window evaluation is relativel

well advanced, the tests'inherent limitations must be recognized. Several aspects of

window performance, particularly those relating to thermal implications, are interdepen-
dent and, furthermore, depend on a large number of factors and conditions existing on
site many of which, for obvious practical reasons, are either excluded, simplified, or

fixed in standard test methods. The relevance of the information obtained must, there-
fore, be carefully assessed in relation to the specific application.

3. Current Status of Window Standards

Window standards in North America have, until recently, contained only minimum
performance requirements for different types of windows [19, 24]. An attempt is now
being made to classify windows as to quality, based on different levels of performance
rather than on window type.

One criticism that can be directed at nearly all window standards is that they are
not comprehensive. Physical performance requirements such as glas s -breakage resis-

tance, inside - surface and interpane condensation resistance, heat-loss resistance and
noise transmission resistance are rarely included.

The primary benefit to the building designer of window standards is that the per-
formance requirements they contain are a useful guide to the performance readily obtain-

able with existing windows. These requirements, however, must not be interpreted as

being sufficient to ensure adequate in -use performance in all respects.

4. Conclusion

Windows may be essential for certain desired attributes of the building space while

adversely affecting others. Thus they are a good example of the compromise involved in

building design and of the importance of a conscious weighing of cost versus benefit in

establishing performance criteria. While window technology is relatively well advanced,

there are still areas in which the ability to predict performance in -use is not adequate.

This applies especially to evaluation of certain aspects of thermal performance, including

susceptibility to breakage from thermally induced stresses, and to prediction of service
life of components.

Development of window standards based on performance characteristics and

standard test methods has proceeded steadily in recent years, and has resulted in the

general acceptance of certain minimum levels of performance. While these standards do

not deal with all important characteristics, they do provide the designer with a good start-

ing point for specifying window requirements. Where in-use performance is critical, and
directly applicable experience is lacking, special tests can be employed that attempt to

take account of conditions that obtain in the specific application. There will, however,
always be a disparity between the conditions of the evaluation and those in use, requiring

the exercise of careful judgment by the designer. The further improvement of test

methods and other evaluative techniques, and the development of information to assist in

the prediction of window performance are desirable objectives.

This paper is a contribution from the Division of Building Research, National

Research Council of Canada, and is published with the approval of the Director of the

Division.
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Effect of Envelope Design on Cost Performance
of Office Buildings
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Building design ideally should cover a sufficient range of design
alternatives to enable selection of a combination of the performance
variables which is as near optimum as can be obtained with the money
available. In practice most design variables do not relate simply
to the performance variables, and the best that can be done is to

check the various performance levels of a design selected on the

basis of past experience, amending those features found to be unsatis-
factory. This conventional procedure can be improved as much by the
development of suitable computational routines as by further refine-
ment of direct measurement of performance.

This paper reports substantial progress with the computation of

air-conditioning costs, which when both initial and operating costs are

taken into account is the biggest cost item in an office building. The
peak air-conditioning load, the sum of the initial costs of the plant,
and the envelope plus plant operating, maintenance, and replacement costs
over the life of the building have been calculated for 122 variations ofoo
a hypothetical building situated in Melbourne (38 S, 145 E)

.

The study showed that the return on investment could be increased

from 10% to over 11% for a hypothetical building with 150,000 sq.ft of

rentable space depending on envelope design. For smaller buildings this

increase could be even higher because the ratio of the

envelope area to volume of the building increases as volume decreases.

Tables and graphs are presented which give some consideration to the

relative economic effectiveness of building envelope materials and
fenestration

.

Les projets de construction, idealement, devraient comprendre
une gamme suffisante de projets alternatifs afin de permettre la
selection d'une combinaison aussi optimale que possible des variables
de performance dans les limites de 1' argent disponible. En pratique
la plupart des variables des projets ne se rapportent pas simplement
aux variables de performance, de sorte que la meilleure chose a faire

'resent address: Department of Engineering, University of Lancaster, England

Senior Principal Research Scientist

lixperimental Officer
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est de verifier les divers niveaux de performance d'un projet choisis
sur la base d'une experience anterieure, en corrigeant les elements
qui laissent a desirer. Cette methode conventionnelle peut etre
amelioree autant par le developpetnent de methodes de calcul convenables
que par une plus grande finesse de la mesure directe de la performance.

Cette communication rend compte des progres substantiels faits

dans le calcul des couts de climatisation, qui est le poste le plus
couteux de la construction des bureaux, si les frais initiaux et

de fonctionnement sont pris en consideration. Le maximum de charge
de la climatisation, la somme des frais initiaux de 1

' installation
et les frais de fonctionnement , d'entretien et de remplacement de
1'enveloppe du batiment et de 1

1 installation pour la duree du
batiment, ont ete calcules pour 122 versions d'un batiment hypothetique
situe a Melbourne ( 38° s, 145° E)

.

L' etude a montre que, suivant la conception de la coque, le

rapport de 1
1 investissement pouvait etre augmente de 10% a plus de

11% pour un batiment hypothetique de 150,000 pieds carres d'espace
a louer. Pour des batiments plus petits, 1

' augmentation pourrait
etre encore plus grande puisque le rapport de la surface de
1'enveloppe au volume de batiment augmente a mesure que le volume
decroit.

Des tableaux et des graphiques sont presentes qui donnent
une certaine appreciation de l'efficacite economique relative des

materiaux et ouvertures de 1'enveloppe d'un batiment.

Key words: Cost analysis; design criteria; external envelope;

office building; performance evaluation.

1. Introduction

Buildings have many performance attributes, the importance of each varying according to

the purpose(s) for which a building is used. The quality of a building as a whole depends
on the combination of attributes which designers and contractors have achieved, but unfor-
tunately there is no all-inclusive relationship from which a quantitative evaluation of the
whole building, in terms of end uses, can be obtained by inserting the performance level of
each single attribute. Even worse, the individual attributes cannot be determined by mea-
suring a single physical quantity, most of which are themselves complex concepts. For
example thermal comfort conditions depend on air temperature, movement, and humidity,
radiant heat exchange, and the human body's immediate past history of exposure to these
factors, thus bringing climatic conditions prevailing outside the building into consideration.
Although an index has been developed for evaluating instantaneous thermal comfort conditions
in terms of air temperature, humidity, and movement, evaluation of a built space has to be
a rather subjective appreciation of how frequently uncomfortable conditions will occur with-
in a stipulated seasonal cycle, and the cost of this level of avoiding discomfort. Proper
judgment of the cost evidence depends on two further sets of information - cost allocations
for other functions of the building, and cost sensitivity for increasing or decreasing the
present level of thermal comfort. In theory, cost for performance is the common measure of
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:fectiveness by which the building designer compromises one function against another. In

pactice, the work required to assemble data and perform computations restricts the design
rocess to little more than checking the costs and some of the performance levels resulting
pom a set of "experience-based" choices of building elements and equipment. Should the

?sults show the design to be too costly or markedly uneven in performance, the fewest possi-

ie of these choices are changed (again on the basis of experience) and recalculated.

If the data gathering and computations could be automated to allow the designer to ex-

Lore readily the variation of performance resulting from choices from a range of elements
ad equipment, and simultaneously see the overall as well as the detailed cost consequences,
len design for performance might become a viable proposition. Using related computer pro-
rams for air-conditioning load and economic calculations, this paper describes how design
langes of one building element, the envelope, are reflected in initial and operating costs,
aking into account initial envelope costs and total costs of air conditioning.

The cost of air conditioning for office buildings can amount to more than 20% of the
btal capital cost (1) , the plant needs to be replaced during the life of the building, and

he annual operating and maintenance costs may reach 2% of the total capital cost of the

ailding. It is not surprising therefore that on a present worth basis- up to 40% of the

osts of erecting, operating, and maintaining the building (not including fees, rates, taxes
nd interest payments) can be attributed to the air-conditioning installation. This makes
ir conditioning the biggest single cost item and consequently of great concern to the owner

It is shown that by selecting a suitable design and shape of the building envelope the

rchitect can influence the size of the peak air-conditioning load by over 30% and hence the

apital cost of the building by up to 7^%. The net effect of this would be to increase the
eturn on investment by 1%.

A hypothetical 20-storey office building in Melbourne was chosen as a control and a lar

umber of variations in area of glass, design of fenestration, and building size, shape, and
eight were analysed by computer. Nevertheless, because the study is limited to variations
bout one building, in one location, and with several fixed assumptions as to internal
tructure and internal loads, only very rough rules of thumb can be deduced to be of use in

he general case for preliminary planning exercises. In consequence, for any particular
roject this study shows primarily that computer-assisted examination of alternatives at

ome early stage of the design process is necessary and worthwhile. Clearly the programs
sed here could ultimately be part of a kit whereby tentative design choices as to each
oiilding element can readily be determined in terms of cost and performance.

In this study the computer program used for calculation of the air-conditioning load
.s based on the harmonic method for calculating heat flows in buildings (2) and later re-
"inements to the method by Muncey and Spencer (3) (e.g. allowing solar radiation to be ab-
•orbed by the floor). An important feature is the ability to allow for the heat storage
apacity of all internal and external parts of the building.

2. Definitions

5uilding envelope:
Jlazing ratio:

'lan ratio:

External walls including fenestration treatments and roof.
Ratio of area of glass to total area of external wall including
glass. (This is applied only to individual building faces and
is often expressed as a percentage)

.

Ratio of length of north wall to length of west wall (building
assumed rectangular) . Plan ratios greater than one thus denote
buildings with their long sides facing N* and S* , while plan
ratios less than one refer to buildings with their long sides
facing E* and W*

.

Figures in parentheses indicate the literature references at the end of this paper
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Shading coefficient (SC) : Ratio of the solar heat gain through any particular fenestration
to the solar heat gain through a single pane of 1/8-in. clear
glass of the same area.

Horizontal sun break: Horizontal projection placed above a window to provide partial or
complete shading from direct sunlight. Sunbreak rating H = ratio
of width of sunbreak perpendicular to wall, a, to vertical height
of bottom of window below sunbreak, b, expressed as a percentage;

H =
I- x 100%
b

3. Abbreviations and Symbols

The following abbreviations are used:

A/c = Air conditioning
sq. = Square = 100 ft

r.sq. = Rentable square = 100 ft of rentable floor area
D = Double leaf wall consisting of 11 in. cavity brick plus 1 in. plaster render
S = Single leaf wall consisting of 4 in. concrete plus 1 in. plaster render

The following symbols are used.

C, Australian dollars/r . sq. = Sum of capital cost of building envelope plus capital cost
of installed air-conditioning plant divided by number of
rentable squares

C^., Australian dollars/r. sq. = Sum of plus plant replacement costs discounted to present
worth plus plant operating and maintenance annual costs dis-
counted to present worth over the life of the building
divided by number of rentable squares

P , tons of refrigeration/r. sq. = Capacity of installed air-conditioning plant in tons
divided by number of rentable squares (1 ton of refriger-
ation = 12,000 Btu/h of cooling)
Building
20° west

= Building face most nearly facing north; actual bearing north

Similarly

:

S* = South 20° east
E* = North 70° east

W* = South 70° west

4. Scope of the Study

The peak air-conditioning sensible load for 122 hypothetical buildings was calculated
and a comparison of the relative economics of the different solutions was then made. The

economic factors taken into account were the initial costs of building envelope and air-

conditioning plant, plus plant replacement and other plant-owning costs over the life of the

building

.

2
A single building with gross area of 235,000 ft was selected as the standard, known

hereafter as the control building, as detailed in Table 1.

The size and height are compatible with actual office buildings in Melbourne ;

February climatic data are assumed (maximum temperature, 101 F) , and the orientations are

such that the sides are perpendicular and parallel to the bearing N20 W. This conforms to

the Melbourne city street grid.

The 122 variations on the control building can be grouped in the following classes:
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(a) Size. Size was varied between 40,000 and 325,000 r. sq.ft.

(b) Shape at Constant Size. In some cases, for constant height the aspect ratio of

Ik control building was varied between 1 and 3, in others the height was varied with

IttStant plan ratio between 10 and 25 storeys.

(c) Glazing Ratio. Keeping all other parameters constant glazing ratios were varied

j:e by face between 20% and 60%.

(d) Fenestration. In some cases shading coefficients were varied face by face, in

ners horizontal sunbreaks were varied, and in others combinations of shading coefficient
3 sunbreaks were studied with both differing from those of the control building.

(e) Wall Type. About half of the buildings had exterior walls of 11 in. cavity brick
ji half, of 4 in. concrete.

(f) Orientation. In many cases, with all other parameters constant buildings were
alysed with their longer sides facing N* and S* and then with their longer sides facing E*

i W*.

In each case the peak sensible load was calculated assuming that daytime indoor temper-

are was maintained at 75 F, an allowance for latent heat of water vapor removed was then

led, and the total was multiplied by 1.3 to arrive at a figure for plant capacity actually
stalled. The factor 1.3 was selected since this conformed closely to the ratios of

(stalled and calculate^ capacities actually observed in a sample of office buildings recent-
erected in Melbourne .

The assumptions underlying the economic calculations are given in Table 2, the rates
ven in that Table being based on data supplied by various industry sources.

Plant capital cost rates are a function of size (Table 2) and represent averages between
nple and sophisticated solutions. It is assumed that plant operating and maintenance
sts are proportional to and hence minimum total air-conditioning costs (although not
cessarily C. and C) are obtained with minimum P .

' l t J r

In fact, two buildings with the same peak air-conditioning loads may not have the same
tal load when integrated over the year, e.g. one building may be better protected than the
her against low altitude sunshine on the north face during spring and autumn. The type
plant and mode of operation also affect the relation between capital and total costs,
ese refinements require further study, and in this regard the program for estimating the
r-conditioning load has considerable scope not utilized in this study. For example, the
onomic effects of designing for any indoor temperature different from the 75 F assumed
re can be quite readily studied.

5. Results

Lack of space makes it impossible to detail all the results, but the selection given
tould illustrate the main contention that for any office building project it is well worth-
lile to evaluate a wide range of practicable envelope designs in economic as well as per-
irmance terms.

Although a larger number of cases was investigated, the best example of this is seen in
le 98 designs for buildings of about 1500 rentable squares. The highest, lowest and con-
:ol building values for P , C- and C obtained were:& r' i t

Presumably 30% excess of calculated steady condition requirements is what the market is

repared to pay for controllability
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Max. Min. Control

P (ton/r.sq.) 0.602 0.371 0.544
C
r

($/r.sq.) 740 553 697

C^ ($/r.sq.) 1595 1103 1487

It is not necessarily true that the one design will achieve minimum values for each of
the above three parameters. Normally, a compromise which would match an available air-
conditioning plant and give close to optimum values of (L and C can be found from the first
tabulation. Space prevents presentation of the Table here.^

The range in P (0.23 ton/r.sq.) is from 68% to 111% of the control building value, in

C. ($187/r.sq.) is from 79% to 106%, and in C ($492/r.sq.) is from 74% to 107%. These
snow that the designer has considerable scope for influencing the size of air-conditioning
plant and the overall economics of the project.

The range in C. ($187/r.sq.) is equivalent to about six months net income from the
building assuming tftat this is $350/r.sq. (see below). A new construction method which
advanced completion by six months would be rightly hailed as a major advance; improvement
of the economics of envelope design can be just as significant and should be much easier to

achieve

.

In terms of return on investment if some additional figures are established for the
control building then the differentials for costs of air conditioning and building
envelope can be used to calculate net returns for any particular configuration.

During 1970 costs of multi-storey office buildings in Melbourne ranged from $16 to $44
per square foot. Costs of $20 would be characteristic for a developer operating in the
most competitive segment of the market. Projects of the latter type would achieve an 80%
ratio of rentable to gross floor area on typical floors and land and holding charges would
be about 40% of building cost, so a reasonable "all investment" cost for the control build-
ing would be $3500 per 100 square feet of net rentable area ($3500/r . sq .

) . Operating and
maintenance costs for air-conditioning plant can be taken to average $75 per installed ton
per year for a building of this quality.

During 1970 the expected rate of "return on all investment" for the first year of oper-
ation of a building was about 10% with all building operating costs, charges, and taxes paid,

and provision made for depreciation.

Therefore, accepting that the control building costs $3500/r.sq. overall, provides
$350/r.sq. per year of net income (yield of 10%), and that the operating and maintenance cost
of the air-conditioning plant is $75/ton per year, then the yield of the 20-storey building
with the most economic combination of low C. ($144 less than the control) and low air-

conditioning load (0.166 tons less than the control)-^ is

350 + (75 x 0.166)
3500 - 144 1,e

-
10 - 8 °

while the yield for that with the most expensive combination is

350 - (75 x 0.040) . _ o0— l e 9 8%
3500 + 44

e y,0 °

Thus the overall variation is 1% for a constant building size, which would be regarded
in Melbourne as sufficient to make the difference between an uneconomic and a profitable
project.

Careful design of fenestration in respect to both cost and shading coefficients should

give scope for further reduction of costs because the cost rates assumed in this paper are

These figures are detailed in a Table available on request to the Division of Building

Research, CSIRO
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jly average figures. Figure 1 shows the relation between shading coefficient and in-place

fets obtained from the industry for various combinations of glass, blinds, and drapes. The

atter is very great. Furthermore, as the study was limited to a comparison between two

ill types (4-in. concrete and 11-in. cavity brick) and only a few of the possible combina-
bns of other variables, the 1% between best and worst cases calculated is probably much
ss than the differences that occur in practice.

Figure 2 shows the effect on C of reducing the ratio of envelope area to floor area.

1 of the points represent buildings of various shapes and sizes but with exactly the same

azing ratio and fenestration design as the control building. Size has the most effect on

e ratio. Nevertheless, changing the shape by varying height with constant size and plan
tio reduced C. by $114/r.sq. and by $221/r.sq. as the number of storeys was reduced from

to 10 for a Duilding with gross area of 60,000 ft^, and by $84 and $15,6 respectively as the

mber was reduced from 25 to 16 storeys for a gross area of 235,000 ft . These figures are
r brick walls, and they are about 20% greater with lighter walls.

Plan ratio was the other shape variable studied. As plan ratio was reduced from 3 to

|at constant size and height, reductions in and C were about half as big as the figures
oted above.

Each of the buildings shown in Fig. 2 was evaluated by assuming that the long axis lay

.) on a bearing N20 W and (b) on a bearing perpendicular to that. However, only the

erage of the two orientations in each case has been plotted because the differences in air-
•nditioning loads required were very small. Thus orientation appears to be of only minor
-onomic significance when the sun control measures are applied equally to all faces for the

.rticular street grid examined. In addition to shape, the quantity of glass, its shading
efficient, its distribution by face, and the degree of sun protection afforded have impor-

.nt economic consequences.

^ Table 3 (for buildings with heavy walls) shows that reduction of the glass area by 5
:
t /r.sq.) on either the N* or W* face reduces the load by up to 0.05 ton /r.sq., saves
mghly $50/r.sq. in initial costs, and a little more than $100/r.sq. in total costs. A
milar reduction in glass area on either the S* or E* face is only about half as effective
l reducing the load and cost.

For buildings with light walls (not shown in Table 3) the above figures over-estimate
le reduction by abou£ 25%. Thus the initial cost saving by reducing the glass area in the
* or W* wall by 5 ft /r.sq. is roughly $45/r.sq. with the much lighter wall. An analysis^
as carried out with glass area reduced by 3.88 ft /r.sq. on N* and S* faces and by 1.92 ft

l E* and W* compared with the control building, for a brick building of plan ratio 2:1 and
le long side facing N* . The result is shown on the bottom line of Table 3, and the
igures in brackets show the calculated result assuming that the factors in the upper part
f the Table are used. Use of the factors provides a result in agreement with the actual
ssult.

Table 4 shows that although reduction in the shading coefficient is less effective in

owering costs than reducing the area of glass, useful reduction in load and total costs are
ade by adopting window shading coefficients of about 0.4 compared with 0.6 on N* and W*

aces. Similar reductions on E* and S* faces are not of great economic significance, but
f they are desirable on aesthetic grounds they do not worsen the economic picture.

On the other hand, further reduction in the shading coefficient as far as 0.2 is not
ustified on economic grounds on E* and S* faces. On N* and W* faces there is still a

light gain on a total cost basis, although initial costs increase.

Table 5 illustrates the reductions in loads and costs resulting from an increase in the
orizontal sunbreak ratings on each face. There is always an economic disadvantage in
lacing any sunbreaks on E* and S* faces. On the N* or W* face sunbreaks of 60% rating can
ffect load reductions of a little more than 0.04 ton /r.sq., modest initial cost savings of

|p to $20/r.sq., and useful total cost savings of up to $80/r.sq. A sunbreak rating of 60%
as about the maximum needed, and there is very little economic advantage in using a higher
ating in this example.
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Table 5 indicates that sunbreaks to W* faces are less than half as effective as sun-
breaks to N* , but these analyses were- carried out only on buildings oriented such that the

N* face was twice the area of the W* face. Reference to Table 3 shows that changes of glass
area to the N* were also more effective than changes of glass area to the W* with this orien-
tation, but that this was reversed when the W* face was twice the area of the N* face. On
the evidence available there is therefore little point in separating the sunbreak effects
between N* and W*

.

An analysis was also carried out with the changes in' sunbreak rating made simultaneous-
ly on all four faces. The result is shown in Table 5, from which it appears that the
effects of combining sunbreaks on different faces could be eaueed closely by adding the
separate effects, as the figures in the last line of the Table show.

6. Concluding Remarks

It is common knowledge that reduction in heat gain and costs can be made by careful
design of the building envelope; indeed some glass manufacturers have produced charts and
tables quantifying the effects of different glazing methods.

Nevertheless, in Australia at least, it has not been usual to quantify systematically
the heat gains and resulting alternative costs of envelope design in the manner of this
hypothetical study. This is mainly due to lack of time to perform the calculations re-
quired, but probably also because of lack of realisation by architects of the true magnitude
of air-conditioning costs. Costs -in-use are usually given scant attention, but in the case
of air conditioning when taken over the life of the building and expressed as present value
they are found to be as high as initial costs.

In this study the maximum variations obtained in P , C, and C were 42%, 27% and 33%
respectively of the control building values. Since the marginal effect of reduced operat-
ing and capital costs of air conditioning has been shown to change the yield from nearly 10

to nearly 11%, an obvious design strategy would be to insulate outer walls and also use re-
flective glazing and sun screening to the limit of their effectiveness. Although basically
correct, this needs to be qualified, because the calculations producing these figures assume
a constant overall building cost of $3500/r.sq., whereas this figure would change according
to the levels of insulation, glazing, and sun screening adopted. Tables 4 and 5 show that
reduction of air-conditioning load does not necessarily improve C^. Nevertheless, an
additional $5 to $6/ft of facade would have to be spent to reduce the yield by 1% overall,
so there is considerable scope for selectively implementing such a strategy.

To enable this, the computational process should include both load estimation and
relevant cost calculations. By watching the cost implications of the design changes he

makes, a designer will quickly see which measures are most effective under the constraints
imposed by that particular location. When testing such changes it must be realized that

although consideration of any one aspect of building design in isolation may be helpful, it

is certainly not sufficient. For instance, increasing building height has a large number
of economic consequences of which those due to an increased ratio of envelope area to floor
area are only a few.
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Table 1. The control building

Plan dimensions 140 x 70 ft

Central service core (unconditioned) 50 x 30 ft

No. of storeys* 20

Rentable area 150,000 ft^

Air-conditioned area 162,000 ft

Plan ratio 2:1

Orientation Long side facing N20 W

:ructure Glass area 40% of wall area on all sides

Window shading coefficient (SC) 0.6

Horizontal sunbreaks None
Wall height (between floors) 10 ft

Materials of roof Metal deck, 4 in. concrete, 2 in. mineral
wool, plasterboard

Materials of walls 4 in. concrete, 1 in. hard plaster
Material of core walls 6 in. concrete
Material of floors Carpet on 12 in. concrete flat slab
Material of ceilings Plasterboard 12 in. below floor slab

Partitions, furniture Each assumed to have surface area of half
the air-conditioned floor area

Outside temperature Melbourne, February 24-h cycle peaking at

101°F
Direct and diffuse solar radiation February 22nd,, jlear day

1.25 Btu ft h convective
1.25 Btu ft~

2
h"

1
radiant

7.5 Btu ft h convective
7.5 Btu ft" h~ radiant

Internal loads: People
DADS

Lights 7
^

Ventilation and infiltration lh fresh air changes/h

to. of storeys refers to air-conditioned floors. A further number of up to four floors
j.s assumed for the calculation of gross area.

assumed "on" during working day
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Table 2. Assumptions made in economic calculations

Item Rate*

5
Horizontal sunbreaks - if applied they are assumed to run $1.75/ft" of projection

full length of face and are concrete hoods

Shading coefficients: 0.93 $1.13/ft
2
.
of glazing

0.60 $1 .93/ft of glazing
0.40 $3.40/fC of glazing
0.20 $6.80/fC of glazing

Allowance for window frame & i c\r\ 1 £$3 . 00/rt of glazing

Ext walls 4-in. concrete + 1-in. hard plaster $2. 25/ft

11-in. cavity brick + 1-in. hard plaster $ I . Zbf r

1

2
Roof $1 . 75/ft

Air-conditioning plant, capital cost for T tons aS [ill J-U.
T
2

34 T +
8240 }

Air-conditioning plant, operation and maintenance per year $75/ton

Discount rate/ 9% p. a.

Inflation rate for plant replacement and operation and 3% p. a.

maintenance
Life of building 40 years

Average life of plant 20 years

*

Australian dollars used throughout

Example of application of discount rate: The present worth of $500.00 to be spent in 5

years time is m + q 09 )^
= $325.00

Table 3. Reductions caused by lessening glass area
(Double leaf wall buildings)

Faces to which
reduction of

glass area
applies

Reduction
in glass

area

Reductions for longest
walls facing N* 5 S*

Reductions for longest
walls facing E* § W*

C.
l

[ft /r.sq.j (ton/r.sq.) ($/r.sq.) ($/r . sq.) (ton/r . sq.) C$/r.sq.) ($/r.sq.)

1. N* 5 0 049 56 125 0 046 49 112

2. E* 5 0 022 33 68 0 021 30 60

3. S* 5 0 019 29 59 0 017 26 54

4. W* 5 0 041 50 108 0 052 54 127

5. (N*

(E*

5 S*

5 W*

3

1

9)

9)

0 083 99 216

6./ N*

E*

S*

W*
0 077 98 210

5. Values as calculated by the computer program
6. Values approximated by simple proportion for the same case as row 5, by simple

proportioning of data in rows 1 to 4 . Agreement with row 5 is sufficiently
good to allow individual simple cases to be combined in this way
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Table 4. Reductions caused by lessening shading coefficients over a glass area of
5 ft /r.sq. (Double and single leaf walls)

(Longest wall faces N* § S*)

aces to which
change in

shading
coefficient
applies

Change in shading coefficient
0.6 0.4 0.4 •> 0.2
Change in Change in

C.
l

c.
1r i t r

(ton/r.sq.) ($/r.sq.) ($/r.sq.) (ton/r.sq.) ($/r.sq.) ($/r.sq.)

1. N*

2. E*

3. S*

4. W*

0.021
0.013
0.011

0.019

10

3

2

40
20

17

35

0.012
0.004
0.003
0.010

14
14
-9

10
-8

-11

5

Table 5. Reductions caused by increasing horizontal sunbreaks. (Double
and single leaf walls). Glass area = 23% of rentable floor area.

Longest wall faces N* § S*

Change in sunbreak rating
0 -> 30 30 * 60 60 -> 90

Faces to which Chanj;e in Chan ge in Change in

change applies p * *

r
Ci" V P

r
C.
i

C
t

P
r

C.
i

C
t

1

.

N* 0 024 12 45 0 020 8 38 0 009 -1 13

2. E* 0 003 -2 1 0 002 -2 0 0 001 -3 -1

3. S* 0 002 -7 -5 0 001 -7 -5 0 001 -7 -6

4. W* 0 010 4 16 0 008 3 15 0 000 -4 -3

5. All 0 038 7 60 0 031 1 46 0 013 -13 6

6/ . All 0 039 7 57 0 031 2 48 0 011 -15 3

See footnotes Table 3
**

P
r

in ton/r.sq.

and C in $/r.sq.
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Fig. 1 - Effect of C on area of envelope
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Fig. 2 - Influence of shading coefficient on cost of fenestration
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Use of Modern Computer Programs to Evaluate Dynamic
Heat Transfer and Energy Use Processes in Buildings

T. Kusuda and F. J. Powell
Building Research Division

Institute for Applied Technology
National Bureau of Standards

Salient features of the ASHRAE (American Society of Heating, Re-
frigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers) Task Group procedures for
calculating heating and cooling load are described. It is stressed
that the significance of the thermal storage effect is to be found in
the conversion of the heat gain process into the cooling load, even
in commercial buildings.

An NBS computer program (NBSLD) was used to augment the ASHRAE
methodology. This program was designed to predict the indoor tempera-
ture of buildings with limited air conditioning or none at all. Vari-
ous calculation results obtained by NBSLD are illustrated, some of

which are compared with the experimental results.

A simple cooling load calculation illustrated in Chapter 28 of
the 1967 ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals is used to compare the re-
sults obtained by the NBSLD program and the program developed by the
U„ S. Post Office Department (USPOD), which is an adaptation of the
ASHRAE Task Group Procedure.

Les caracteristiques des methodes de 1' "ASHRAE Task Group"

pour calculer la charge calorifique et la charge de refroidissement

sont decrites. On souligne que la portee de l'effet d' accumulation
thermique reside dans la conversion du processus de gain calorifique
en la charge de refroidissement, meme dans les batiment commerciaux.

L' amelioration de la methodologie ASHRAE afin de pouvoir

evaluer la temperature prevue d'une piece pour des batiments non-

climatises ou mal cliaatises est incorporee dans la methode de calcul

developpee par le National Bureau of Standards. Les resultats de divers

calculs obtenus par NBSLD sont expliques ; certains sont compares avec les

resultats experimentaux.

Un simple calcul de charge de refroidissement illustre au

Chapitre 28 de 1 ' "ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals" de 1967 est

utilise pour comparer les resultats du programme USPOD, qui est

une adaptation de la methode ASHRAE et NBSLD.

Key words: ASHRAE Task Group on Energy Requirements; computer ap-
plication; heating/cooling load; room temperature; thermal environ-
ment .
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1. Introduction

During the last few years the application of computers for heating and cooling load
calculations and for determination of the energy requirements for buildings has increased
rapidly. The enthusiastic use of computers for this particular type of environmental engi-
neering problem was amply manifested during the First Symposium on the Use of Computers for
Environmental Engineering Related to Buildings. The symposium was sponsored jointly by the
National Bureau of Standards (NBS), the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-
Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE), and Automated Procedures for Engineering Consultants (APEC).
It was held at the National Bureau of Standards on November 30 - December 2, 1970. It drew
approximately 400 engineers and architects throughout the world. Among 59 technical papers
presented at this symposium, 35 dealt with the subject of heating and cooling load calcula--

t ions

.

Although there are numerous computer programs for heating and cooling load calculations,
they vary considerably with respect to the degree of sophistication. The diversity of the
program is noticeably wider for the cooling load calculation than for the heating load. The
cooling load calculation is more complicated than the heating load because the dynamic inter-
play among building construction, internal heat generation, heating and cooling systems and
outdoor environment, especially solar radiation and humidity, must be taken into considera-
tion. Unlike the conventional steady state type calculations dealing with the overall heat
transfer coefficient (U values) and the temperature difference between outdoor and indoor
conditions (At), which are used for the design heating load calculation, the influence of
solar radiation is so large for the cooling load calculation that more elaborate procedures
are needed. Until recently the treatment of the dynamic aspect of the cooling load calcu-
lation was not well formulated for most of the computer programs. Most of the calculation
methods were then designed to provide quick results to assist manufacturers or installers
of the heating and cooling units. Little information was available to predict actual per-
formance of the heating and cooling system as installed in a given building under dynamic
conditions. Yet for the user of the heating and cooling system, it is important to know
the operating cost as well as the performance of the system under all weather conditions.
Even today, manufacturers' brochures and engineering manuals are incomplete with respect
to determining performance at off-design conditions. Hardly recognized was the extent of

the energy saving for heating and air conditioning when the room temperature, instead of
being maintained constant, is allowed to oscillate slightly in proportion to the change of
the load.

It has been claimed that "stream- lining" of the building heat transfer calculation is

permissible where the heat gain from the exterior surfaces of the building is small. For
large commercial buildings the load from the inner core due to the lighting, occupancy and
equipment contributes a much larger share of the total load than the heat conducted through
the exterior skin of the building. But for many buildings the major importance of the
thermal storage effect is not in terms of the conduction heat gain but in terms of the con-
version of the "instantaneous heat gain" into the cooling load. In this discussion the in-

stantaneous heat gain is the rate of thermal energy entering the space to be air conditioned
at a given time whereas the cooling load is the rate of thermal energy picked up by the room
air at the same time. The rate of heat entering into the space to be air conditioned as

heat gain does not instantly become the cooling load unless the room interior surface is

perfectly adiabatic. Instead, part of the instantaneous heat gain will be absorbed and
stored by the room's interior surfaces and later released to the air. This time delay
aspect of the conversion from instantaneous heat gain to cooling load is the major thrust
of the dynamic thermal analysis.

A good example of this point can be illustrated for a large commercial building when
its lights are suddenly turned on at the beginning of the day and turned off at the end of
the day. Electric energy supplied to the lights, however, does not immediately become the
cooling load as expected. Instead, a large portion of the heat from the lights will be

absorbed by the surrounding walls and warm up the walls instead of the air. Consequently,
even when all the lights are turned off, the wall thus warmed will continue to release the

stored heat to the room air. This situation is illustrated in figure 1 in a dimensionless
form.
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The factors to convert this lighting power to the cooling load are called "the weight-
ing factors for lighting" [1] , and will depend upon the type of the structure as well as
the type of the lighting fixture. Figure 2 shows the same type of heat gain vs. cooling
load relationships for the solar heat gain and conduction heat gain. Although area under
the heat gain curve integrated over a day should be equal to that under cooling load curve,
the actual energy required by the refrigeration machinery to absorb the cooling load is not
necessarily the same. This is because the efficiency of heat rejection to the ambient by
the cooling plant depends upon the outdoor ambient condition as well as the magnitude of
the heat to be absorbed, both of which depend upon the hourly profiles of the cooling load
and weather conditions. Thus, treating the heat gain as the cooling load by ignoring the
thermal storage effect of the structure may lead to a large error in energy estimates even

j

for large commercial buildings. Moreover, during mild climate the indoor temperature
may be allowed to float over a certain range without mechanical air conditioning or heating,
in which case the energy requirement for the heating and cooling may be near zero. On the
other hand, cooling may be required even during the heating season for some particular
building zones. Very few of the current computer programs have a capability of treating
such situations. These examples illustrate why a sophisticated dynamic thermal analysis
is needed for energy calculations of large commercial buildings. For the cooling load

[

calculation for a dwelling unit, the dynamic load thermal analysis should play an even
more significant role because internal heat gains are smaller.

Recently the ASHRAE Task Group (TG) on Energy Requirements has developed a recommended
procedure to determine the dynamic thermal behavior of building structures. The procedure
was published in a special ASHRAE Bulletin [1] and contains several subroutines to be used
by engineers for developing their own load calculation programs to suit their own need.
Engineers can improve or modify the ASHRAE TG recommended load calculation procedures by
adding or deleting, if necessary, several routines.

The U. S. Post Office Department developed a heating/cooling load program by assembling
ASHRAE TG algorithms around their own sophisticated shadow program [2] . It permits the

treatment of buildings of complex shape to evaluate the shadow effect. At the same time
the National Bureau of Standards was developing a computer program (NBSLD) to predict room
temperature change for buildings with limited air conditioning or none at all. A purpose
of this NBS program is to study the indoor environment as a function of the building shell
and climatic conditions. NBSLD incorporates ASHRAE subroutines, and includes a routine
needed for the room temperature prediction. This room temperature prediction subroutine is

called RMTMP and it can be used to convert the instantaneous heat gains to cooling load with-
out resorting to the ASHRAE weighting factors.

Figures 3 and 4 are sample physiological indices calculated using RMTMP and can be used
to define the need for air conditioning from the standpoint of indoor comfort and heat stress
criteria. The indoor temperature and humidity were first calculated by applying the NBSLD
to a non-air conditioned apartment in Jersey City. August, 1952 weather conditions (figure

5) were used for this calculation. Then the physiological indices were determined from this

data. The room data used for this sample calculation were as follows:

1. The exposed surface of the room faces west at approximately mid-height of

the 130 foot high apartment building. No building shadow was considered
and the adjacent rooms were assumed to be at the same temperature as the
room under consideration.

2. The exposed wall was constructed with 7 inch thick concrete and 2 inch
insulation, and contained a 100 ft^ glass window (shading coefficient
of 0.22 was assumed for the calculation to simulate double pane windows
with a white opaque roller shade). The net wall area after subtracting
the glass area was 112 ft^

.

3. The floor/ceiling sandwich was made up of 5 1/2 inch concrete, air space,
and 1/8" cork ceiling tile. The total area was 550 ft^ and the ceiling
height was assumed to be 8.5 ft.

Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at end of this paper.
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4. The partition walls were 6 inches of concrete and the total area was

586 ft2 .

5° The maximum number of occupants was 2, the maximum equipment load was
assumed to be 1/2 watt/ft2 of floor area, and the maximum lighting load
was 3 watt /ft2 of floor area.

6o The infiltration and natural ventilation rate was assumed to be 1 air
change/hour between 6:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m., and 6 air changes/hr from
7:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m. This nighttime increase of the air change was
contemplated on the basis that the occupant opened the window or used
a fan to bring in the night air to cool the interior of the room.

These types of calculations are now being used to generate technical information as a basis
for air-conditioning criteria for buildings.

2. Application of the ASHRAE Algorithms
to NBS Experimental Building

The Environmental Engineering Section of NBS measured the thermal performance of a

single room house constructed of concrete block within a large environmental chamber. The
temperature of the environmental chamber was controlled to follow a periodic cycle simulating
the diurnal change of sol-air temperature, based on an average of all the exterior surfaces.
The indoor temperature (without artificial heating and cooling) responding to this simulated
outdoor temperature cycle was measured under three different conditions; no insulation; 2"

insulation (polystyrene foam) on the inside surfaces, and the same insulation on the outside
surfaces of the building. Some of the results of these tests are shown together with the

computed temperatures in figures 6 through 8. The computed temperatures indicated in these
figures were obtained for the observed outside air temperature shown superimposed on each
respective figure. It is interesting to note that the indoor temperature fluctuation is

smaller for the condition when the insulation was placed outside of the house when equipped
with windows than for an earlier condition when the insulation was placed inside of the
house. It is significant that these situations were very accurately predicted by NBSLD.

In other tests with the same building, the required energy input was measured while
maintaining constant indoor temperature and with the outdoor temperature going through a

similar cyclic condition as before. Figure 9 shows the calculated heating load and the
measured hourly profiles of the heating energy rate to the convector type electric heaters
installed inside the test building. The agreement between the calculated and observed
heating energy rate was considered to be excellent.

The National Bureau of Standards is currently planning additional tests for one of the

HUD Operation Breakthrough Housing Systems. A test dwelling unit will first be placed in-

side the environmental chamber to obtain basic information under controlled environmental
conditions and may later be moved outdoors and tested under real conditions. This

will provide a further comparison between calculated and measured energy requirements for

heating and cooling the building under a wide variety of real weather conditions.

3. Pull-Down Test of a Trailer

The ASHRAE computational method can be applied to its best advantage to the transient,

heat conduction problems. Shown in figure 10 is a result of a "pull-down" test conducted
on a refrigerated trailer. The appropriate thermal and physical properties of the truck

trailer and the performance data for the refrigeration system were fed into the NBSLD. The

observed and calculated temperature during the pull-down period was very similar. This type

of program should also be useful for the design and performance evaluation of cold storage
warehouses

.
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4. Comparison of USPOD Program with NBS Program

As indicated earlier, the NBSLD program incorporates many more features compared with
;he procedure recommended by the ASHRAE Task Group. The major difference is that NBSLD pro-

vides an exact heat transfer calculation of indoor thermal environments compared to the

approximate ASHRAE weighting factors. In order to compare the NBS program with the ASHRAE
procedure, the NBSLD and USPOD programs (the latter a faithful adaptation of the ASHRAE
Weighting Factor Procedure) were applied to the calculation of cooling load for an office
building illustrated in the 1967 ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals [3] . Figure 11 shows that

the hourly profiles determined by these two programs are in good agreement. Also indicated
in the same figure is the design load given in the 1967 ASHRAE Handbook example, which uses

a time averaging technique for converting the instantaneous heat gain into the cooling load.

This comparison shows that for this particular construction, the existing ASHRAE Handbook

method, the USPOD program and NBSLD provide good agreement of the maximum cooling load. It

is not certain, however, whether such good agreement can be realized for very heavy or very
lightweight constructions.

5 . Summary

The computer calculation methodology recommended by the ASHRAE Task Group was discussed
in relation to the conversion of cooling load from the instantaneous heat gain. As an ex-
tension of the ASHRAE Task Group method, a computer program called NBSLD was developed at

the National Bureau of Standards. A unique feature of NBSLD is its capability for obtaining
the temperature of the room air when the building is not air conditioned. This feature is

useful in evaluating the need for air conditioning during the intermediate seasons, or in

determining the need for air conditioning of a particular building in a given climatic zone.
- It is pointed out that NBSLD also permits an accurate evaluation of the cooling load calcu-
lation when the room air temperature is prescribed instead of being predicted.
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Figure 3 Comfort indices as determined by the use of NBS computer program to
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Figure 4 Heat stress index as determined by the use of NBS computer program
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REFRIGERATED TRAILER CONSTRUCTION
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Comparison of predicted and observed air temperature inside a trailer
truck

Comparison of cooling loads calculated by the NBS program, the USPOD
program and the ASHRAE method for the example given in 1967 ASHRAE
Handbook of Fundamentals
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The Application of Total Energy Systems to Housing Developments

Paul R. Achenbach and J. Bert Coble
Institute for Applied Technology

National Bureau of Standards
Washington, D. C. 20234

A pilot investigation of the performance of a total energy system
was undertaken by the National Bureau of Standards to evaluate the po-

tential for decreasing the amount of fuel required to provide the util-

ity services to an apartment complex of 500 units and for better con-

trol of noise and air pollution. This installation is being made at

a site in Jersey City as a part of the BREAKTHROUGH program of the

Department of Housing and Urban Development. The selection of the

site followed a feasibility study of eleven sites distributed over
the United States and the preparation of a performance specifica-
tion which set forth the design conditions, the requirements for re-

liability, stability and safety of the system and the environmental
quality that must be attained.

The pilot total energy plant is being extensively instrumented
to determine its thermal efficiency; the daily and seasonal load
patterns; the reliability of the utility services; the level of

noise and pollution control; the maintenance and repair requirements;
the owning and operating costs; and the occupant response to his
environment

.

Le Bureau National de Standards a entrepris une experience-
pilote de la performance d'un systeme d'energie totale pour evaluer
son potentiel de reduction de la quantite de combustible requise
par les services communs d'un ensemble de 500 unites d'habitation,
et pour un meilleur controle du bruit et de la pollution. On a

choisi un site de New Jersey, dans le cadre du programme BREAKTHROUGH
du HUD (Departement du Developpement du Logement et de 1

1 Urbanisme)

.

La selection du site a suivi une etude des possibilites de 11 sites
repartis dans tous les Etats-Unis et la preparation de specifications
de performance qui ont fixe les conditions d' etude du projet, les

exigences de fiabilite, de stabilite et de securite du systeme,
et la qualite de 1

' environnement qui doit etre atteinte.

L 1 installation-pilote d'energie totale est experimented
largement afin de determiner son rendement thermique, les courbes
journalieres et saisonnieres de charges, la fiabilite des services
communs, le niveau du controle du bruit et de la pollution, les

exigences d'entretien et de reparation, et les reponses des

occupants a leur milieu.



Key words: Energy conservation in housing; energy systems for
housing; environmental quality in housing; field study of energy
systems; total energy systems; utility system performance.

1. Introduction

Concurrent with the national effort to accelerate the construction of housing in the
United States, much attention has been drawn to the continued availability of some forms of
energy and to the effects of energy use on environmental quality.

The responsibility of the Department of Housing and Urban Development for improving
present urban areas and those yet to be built requires that attention be given to the effi-
cient utilization of the energy resources of the country. Efficient use of energy in hous-
ing is important because residential and commercial use of energy accounts for about one-
third of the total U. S. consumption. The foregoing considerations have led the Department
of HUD to initiate a pilot program on the application of a total energy system to a selected
part of the BREAKTHROUGH housing program. This program is a part of a broader program on
utilities research being carried out by the Utilities Technology Division in the Office of
the Assistant Secretary for Research and Technology of that Department.

The objective of this research on energy systems is to promote the efficient use of

energy in various forms to the current and future population needs with a minimum adverse
environmental and ecological impact. The program does not seek to develop component tech-
nology.

The generally accepted industry definition of a total energy system for commercial or
residential applications is a system that uses a prime mover for on-site generation of elec-
tricity and recovers waste heat from the prime mover for space heating and cooling and do-

mestic hot water heating. The principal loads on a total energy system in a residential
application are: electricity for lighting, motors, and appliances; space heating; space
cooling; and domestic hot water heating. If there is community development, such as retail
stores, schools, and recreational centers, associated with the site, there will be other
types of loads on the system.

Under favorable conditions the electric energy requirements and the uses of the waste
heat of a given installation are such that the total amount of fuel energy utilized by the

total energy system is less than would occur if electric energy was taken from a central
utility system and the other energy requirements were supplied by fuel-burning equipment at

the site. To the extent that this favorable balance of loads occurs, there is good poten-

tial for lowering fuel costs and, in some cases, overall annual cost for energy by utilizing
a total energy system. Although there are several hundred total energy installations [1] 1

in the United States, less than fifty of these serve housing developments.

Total energy systems can be designed to utilize almost any energy source. Internal or

external combustion engines or turbines can be used for driving electric generators and air

conditioning compressors, which may be of either the reciprocating or centrifugal type. Ab-

sorption water chillers can be used to provide air conditioning. Space heating and cooling

and domestic water heating can be accomplished in a variety of ways, with the electric and

heat energy being supplied from the central plant. Total energy systems in the United States

most often use gas reciprocating engines as prime movers for electric generation, absorption

chillers for air conditioning, and steam or hot water for the primary heating fluid.

A pilot field study of a total energy system utilizing a BREAKTHROUGH housing develop-
ment site, was designed to develop the following information:

1 Numbers in brackets indicate references at end of text.
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(a

(b

(c

(d

(e

(f

(S

(h

(i

The daily, weekly, seasonal and annual load patterns for energy use on the site.

The thermal efficiency of the plant.

The stability and reliability of the utility services.

The pattern of diffusion of contaminating effluents.

Degree of noise control attained.

Occupant response to the environment.

Maintenance and repair requirements.

Owning and operating costs.

Characteristics of selected innovative plant components.

2. Feasibility Study of Alternate Sites

A feasibility study for the application of a total energy system was made for the ele-
ven sites selected originally by the Department of Housing and Urban Development for instal-
lation of BREAKTHROUGH housing. Past experience with the application of total energy sys-
tems to apartment complexes indicated that an acceptable load factor depended significantly
on the need for both space heating and space cooling. Furthermore, some minimum number and

density of dwelling units on a site are needed to attain acceptable levels of capital invest-

ment and distribution costs per dwelling unit. The two sites at Seattle and those at Hous-
ton, Kalamazoo and Wilmington were eliminated in a preliminary selection based mainly on the

foregoing considerations.

A more detailed study was made of the remaining six sites at Indianapolis,, Jersey City,
Macon, Memphis, Sacramento, and St. Louis. These sites ranged in size from 6 to 50 acres2

and would accommodate from 300 to 500 dwelling units each. The corresponding density ranged
from six to eighty dwelling units per acre. From 0 to 60 percent of the units were to be in-

corporated in high-rise structures.

Many different parameters were determined to have some bearing on the suitability of

the six sites for a total energy system. The parameters of a technical nature were: the

number of dwelling units and their density and arrangement; the summer and winter degree-
days and winter design temperature; and the method of construction and assembly of the hous-
ing systems. The administrative considerations were: the number of different housing sys-
tems to be built on the site; the anticipated level of reserve electric-generating capacity
available; the amount of community development to be provided; the time schedule for begin-
ning of construction; and the interest of the site planner and developer in total energy
systems. The financial parameters were; the relative cost of purchased electrical, gas and
oil energy: the first cost difference between the total energy system and a conventional
system; and the cost of maintenance and repair.

Calculations were made of the expected loads for space heating and cooling, for domes-
it i'c water heating, and for electrical uses at each of the six BREAKTHROUGH sites. The cal-

culations of heating and cooling loads and energy requirements were based on published wea-
ther data and on the specified maximum heat transmission factors and allowable window areas
contained in the BREAKTHROUGH Guide Criteria since the building designers had not yet devel-
oped detailed plans of the buildings. Annual electricity and domestic hot-water-usage pro-
files were developed from published information for similar applications [2-5], Figure 1 is

a sample of a calculated 24-hour electric energy-load profile under maximum winter load con-
ditions for the Jersey City site.

'

a
l acre = 4048
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A computer program was prepared to calculate the monthly and annual energy and fuel us-
age and cost for each of the six housing sites identified earlier. In addition, the program
calculated the amount of heat obtained from waste heat recovery boilers, the percent utiliza-
tion of recovery heat and the supplementary heating required. These calculations were made
for several alternative energy systems. Three of these were different types of total energy
systems, two were all-electric systems, and two were conventional central systems.

Table 1 shows the calculated annual on-site fuel energy requirements for the six sites
for total energy systems using all absorption-type water chillers, and compression-type water
chillers, and the optimum combination of the two types. Also shown are the on-site and gross
fuel energy requirements for conventional systems using all-absorption and all-compression
cooling, respectively, and two all-electric systems employing resistance heating in one sys-
tem and heat pumps for heating and cooling in the other. The following conclusions are in-
dicated by Table 1;

(a) Of the total energy systems, the system using 100% absorption cooling had the high-
est fuel energy requirement.

(b) A combination of absorption cooling and compression cooling in a total energy sys-

,

tern provided the lowest gross energy usage for all the systems analyzed. This com-
bination fell in the range of 60 to 80 percent compression cooling.

(c) The heat-pump system had the lowest energy requirement at the site. The gross en-
ergy requirement for the heat pump system was comparable in many cases with that
required by a total energy system using compression cooling only or the best com-
bination of compression and absorption cooling.

(d) The conventional system using compression cooling was more economical in gross fuel
energy requirements than the total energy system using all -absorption cooling at

every site but Jersey City.

(e) The conventional system using all-absorption cooling had a higher gross fuel ener-

gy requirement than the resistance heating system at two of the six sites.

Figure 2 shows graphically the energy cost for the various systems for the housing deve-
lopment at Jersey City, involving the use of gas, oil, and commercially purchased electricity.
The following conclusions are indicated by Figure 2:

(a) The total energy system using 407o absorption cooling and 60% compression cooling
was the most economical combination at Jersey City. This combination would reduce

the overall energy cost about 12 percent as compared to a system using 1007o absorp-
tion cooling at Jersey City. The corresponding energy saving ranged up to J>0% at

one of the other sites.

(b) The most economical total energy system may save from 20 to 30% of the energy cost
of a mixed-utility combination using purchased utilities at Jersey City. The cor-
responding saving was 607o at one of the six sites.

(c) The energy cost for a heat-pump system is only about 6% higher than for the best
of the two mixed-utility combinations at Jersey City.

The analysis of all the significant parameters involved in the feasibility study led to

the recommendation of Jersey City as the first choice for a pilot total energy plant, with
Memphis, Macon, and St. Louis following in decreasing order of preference. Although Jersey
City did not have the most favorable ratio in the relative costs of gas or oil to electricity
of the six sites, it did have the following favorable features: (a) highest total number
and density of dwelling units; (b) a large percentage of dwellings in high-rise construction;
(c) largest commercial development; and (d) the greatest interest in a total energy plant

on the part of the planners and developers. Jersey City was selected for the pilot installa-
tion.
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3«. Performance Specification

A performance specification was prepared for a total energy system supplying an apart-

Bent complex. Unique in concept, this specification did not identify the types and sizes of

quipment to be furnished, but did specify the load conditions for which the system must be

esigned; the reliability, stability, and safety requirements of the system; and the environ-

ental quality required for the site.

The specifications set forth the methods to be used in calculating the design space

eating and cooling loads; for determining maximum demands and average usage of domestic hot

ater; and for determining the daily and seasonal electrical energy use profile. The speci-

ication provided criteria for determining the amount of standby generating equipment and

ther replicate equipment needed.

The reliability of the energy services was described in terms of continuity of service,
utomation, and monitoring and alarm systems.

The requirements for fuel storage reserves and emergency outside power connections were
lso specified.

The stability of the electrical service was described in terms of voltage and frequency
ontrol, long-term frequency correction, and the division of the electric load among operat-
ng generators.

Limitations were placed on the air-borne noise transmission to any dwelling unit on

jfae site, to adjacent boundaries of the site, and to any regularly occupied outdoor area,

"ise limitations inside the plant were also specified to protect the safety and health of

rsonnel and to facilitate effective communication in critical areas. Vibration isolation
rotating and reciprocating mechanical components was required to limit the vibration
ansmitted to occupied spaces and to provide for reliable operation and adequate durability

f plant components.

Air pollution by combustion gases was limited to the permissible levels likely to be
jut into effect by 1975, including limits on the discharge of carbon monoxide and nitrogen
xides by the prime movers. The permissible diffusion pattern of the plant effluents, in
elation to adjacent dwelling units, outdoor recreation areas, and traffic thoroughfares,
as described. Performance guidelines were described for thermal environment, illumination
equirements, and suppression of magnetic interference.

Safety requirements for prevention of explosions, fires, floods, and injury to operat-
ng personnel, as well as prevention of equipment failure, were set forth in terms of pub-
ished codes and standards.

Procedures for review of plans and specifications, manufacturers' tests and certifica-
ion, and site inspection and acceptance tests were included in the performance specifica-
ion.

4. Plant Design and Equipment Selection

An experienced engineering firm was employed to carry out the actual design of the to-
al energy system. The principal pieces of major equipment selected for the plant are as

allows:

(a) Five 600-kW engine-generators using diesel fuel; generation and distribution volt-
age, 480 volts, 3-phase.

(b) One 790 MBh3 waste-heat-recovery boiler on each engine-generator.

•ffih = thousand Btu/hr. 1 MBh = 0.293 kW



(c) Two 400-hp^ hot-water boilers.

(d) Two 546-ton^ absorption chillers.

(e) Two 16 000 MBh heat exchangers for space heating.

(f) Two 7 000 MBh dry (water-to-air) coolers and one 6 800 MBh emergency heat exchang-
er for waste-heat disposal.

(g) Separate chilled-water and heating-water distribution circuits to all buildings.

(h) Operating and spare water-circulating pumps.

(i) Four 20 000-gallon6 f uel-oil storage tanks.

The limited reserves of gas in Jersey City caused the total energy plant to be design-
ed for diesel fuel, for electric cooking in all apartments, and for heating of domestic hot
water from the central plant.

Total energy plants for apartment complexes frequently use four engine-generators sized
so three units can carry the maximum electrical load on the system while one unit serves as

a standby. Since this arrangement does not provide for any standby during maintenance or
overhaul periods for any one of the regularly used engines, it was necessary to install five
engine-generators in this pilot plant to meet the performance requirements of the specifica-
tion.

The designer chose hot water as the heat-transfer medium primarily to provide more po-
sitive engine- jacket cooling and to facilitate modulation of the system in response to chang-
ing loads, although a great many total energy plants use steam as the heat-transfer medium.
Hot water at a maximum temperature of 200°F (930°C) and chilled water at a temperature of

45°F (7.2°C) will be furnished to the site in separate circuits as required by occupant needs
and by the weather. Simultaneous space heating and cooling is optional with the building
designers

.

5. Field Testing of Total Energy System

Only a limited amount of data has been published on the load profiles and the diversity
of energy use in apartment complexes of a few hundred dwelling units. Even less information
is available on the reliability and stability of the utility services provided by total en-

ergy systems and on the magnitude of owning and operating costs and maintenance requirements.
The growing need for economical use of energy and for the control of environmental contami-
nation make a field study of a total energy system very timely. The beginning of construc-
tion of the total energy plant at Jersey City is scheduled for latter part of 1971, and full-

scale operation is expected about mid-year in 1972. The planned field study is comprised
of several major subdivisions as described in the following summary:

5.1 Energy Use Study

Continuous measurement will be made for a year or more of the fuel used, electrical
energy generated, heat generated, excess heat discarded, and utilization of electrical energy

Ul boiler hp = 9.804 kW

^1 ton = J516.9 joules/sec

6
1 gallon = 3.785 liters

}
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id heat energy by all major segments of the load. Electrical energy will be measured at all

[ajor points of utilization including (a) the amount distributed to the site; (b) the por-

_on used by each building; (c) the commercial areas and schools; (d) the plant auxilia-
Les; and (e) the central solid-waste collection system.

The heat energy from the primary hot water system used in the absorption chillers, in

le secondary hot water heat exchangers, and that discarded through the water-to-air coolers
11 be measured continuously. The energy transfer by the chilled water and the secondary
)t water delivered by the plant and in the individual buildings will be determined. The
ilization of the heat transferred in the engine-oil coolers will be evaluated.

Heat and energy transfer rates in all water and fuel circuits will be determined by

lowmeters and temperature sensors as indicated in Figure 3* These data and the electric
lergy use will be scanned every five minutes and logged on magnetic tape for future proces s-

ng in the NBS computer.

5.2 Performance of Major Plant Components

The thermal efficiency of the engine-generators, the heat recovery boilers, the absorp-
Lon chillers, and the supplementary boilers will be determined at various load levels by
sservations when appropriate load conditions exist. Fuel or energy input and output rates

id the corresponding temperatures, pressures, speeds, and other operating parameters will
2 determined.

5.3 Stability of Electrical Service

Recordings will be made of transient conditions of voltage, frequency, current, power
actor, and load division during sudden load changes on the system, during load-dumping
Dnditions when overloads occur, and during the regular sequence of adding an engine-genera-
;or on the line or disconnecting one from service. Most of these data can be obtained dur-

ig scheduled observation periods or during emergency periods of short duration and will not

2 continuously logged.

5.4 Reliability of Services

Detailed records will be made of the interruptions of electrical service of heating or
Doling service due to overload or malfunction of equipment, including a record of the func-
ioning of all alarms and protective devices in the engine-generators, chillers, and boilers.
iese data will be collected during emergency situations by a separate paper-tape logger when
Dad dumping occurs and when signals are generated by safety and protective devices. These
Derating data together with documented maintenance and repair requirements will constitute
record of reliability of the various principal mechanical components of the plant.

J

5.5 Environmental Conditions at the Total Energy Plant

This study will comprise batch collections of information on noise, combustion effluents,
ir pollution, cooling tower effluents, thermal conditions, and other environmental data for

omparison with the requirements of the performance specification.

Typical noise levels at the Jersey City site due to various city activities were mea-
ured before construction of the housing was started. After occupancy, noise levels will be
jstermined at the dwelling units nearest to the total energy plant, in outdoor recreational
reas, and at the property lines adjacent to the total energy plant to evaluate the effect
f plant operation on the acoustic environment. Noise and vibration measurements will also
e made inside the plant.

The principal contaminants in the combustion gases from the boilers and engines will be
easured for comparison with the requirements of existing standards, and the diffusion pat-

tern of all plant effluents will be determined for their potential impingement on occupied
ocations in relation to wind velocity and direction.

Illumination levels, thermal environment, and ventilation around major pieces of plant
quipment and controls are to be observed and recorded.
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5.6 Dwelling Unit Environment

A 2- to 5- percent sample of dwelling units characterized by some of the principal
parameters of size, height above ground, exposure and orientation, and building design,
will be chosen for measurement of indoor thermal conditions, air infiltration, indoor and
outdoor noise levels, indoor and outdoor pollution levels, vibration, and other environmen-
tal factors. These studies will be carried out during the cold weather, hot weather, and
mild weather seasons of the year. Measurements of the use of chilled and hot water and elec
trical energy will also be made in these dwelling units, if practical.

5.7 Owning and Operating Costs

A complete record of owning and operating costs for the total energy plant will be kept
including investment cost, financing costs and fees, fuel costs, costs for scheduled main-
tenance and overhaul, and for breakdown maintenance, costs for repair parts and inventory,
plant operation and management, taxes, depreciation, insurance, and water; and credits for
energy supplied to other facilities and for decreases in costs for other services such as

solid-waste management. Records of maintenance, repair, and overhaul costs will be kept for
a period of three to five years to properly evaluate the effect of the minor and major over-
haul of engines on total costs.

6. Use of Results

It is anticipated that the field studies in Jersey City will develop authoritative and
useful information on the following aspects of total energy system operation and application

The thermal efficiency of a combination engine-generator and waste-heat-recovery
boiler under a range of load conditions.

The overall thermal efficiency of a total energy plant serving an apartment com-

plex, and limited commercial and school facilities.

The amount of heat energy that must be discarded because of any mismatch of the

electrical loads and heat-energy demands.

The stability of the electrical service in terms of steady voltage, frequency,
and load division.

The average reliability of electric and heat-energy services and its relation to

the amount of standby equipment available.

The nature and frequency of malfunction of diesel engines under continuous heavy

duty.

The ability to predict the need for routine maintenance and overhaul based on per-

formance rather than elapsed running time.

The ability to control on a small site the levels of noise, air pollution, vib-

ration, heat, and odor produced by a central utility plant.

The maximum demand and diversity in usage of electric-energy and heat-energy ser-

vices in apartment buildings of different design.

A detailed record and analysis of all owning and operating costs.

The performance of selected innovative mechanical components under actual operat-

ing conditions.
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It is believed that most of the results that are developed for this particular site can

I reliably extrapolated to larger housing developments elsewhere, to some variations in the

;-pes of building usage combined on such sites, and to installations where different fuel

i|id labor prices are in effect. The results are expected to constitute a good technical base

iir guiding the wider application of total energy plants.

The Department of Housing and Urban Development does not consider that total energy in-

:allations, or their extensions to completely integrated utility systems, are in competition

.th the electric utility industry. Rather, the Jersey City demonstration, and parallel

*rket studies, should provide sufficient data and incentive for the existing utility com-

mies to consider total energy systems as an alternative to increasing generating capacity

; central station installations.
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A Morphological Performance Evaluation

Technique for Moisture Problems in Buildings

Juho Saarimaa
The State Institute for Technical Research

Helsinki, Finland

The paper gives a picture of an evaluation technique which
may be suitable in solving moisture problems of buildings. The
final goal of the procedure is the setting up of the performance
requirements which are needed for building elements and products
in order to ensure the expected performance of constructions.

The evaluation is done with the help of a matrix which is built

up as follows: The problem may be divided in the following main
factors

:

Each factor will then be given all the possible values it

can get in reality. The main factors form the first vertical

column of the matrix, and the possible values of these factors

are put on the horizontal lines. The principles and the procedure
of the evaluation technique will be discussed. The values of the

various "factors" will be introduced, and examples given on the

results obtained.

La communication decrit une technique d' evaluation qui
pourrait se preter a la resolution des problemes d'humidite
des batiments. Le but de la methode est de fixer les exigences
de performance requises par les elements de construction et les

produits , de facon a assurer la performance "esperee" pour des

constructions. L'evaluation est executee a 1' aide d'une matrice
qui est elaboree comme suit: le probleme peut etre divise selon
les- facteurs principaux suivants

:

1. Sources d'humidite
2. Mouvement et fixation de l'humidite
3. Effets de l'humidite
4. Exigences de performance

Chaque facteur recevra, alors , toutes les valeurs possibles
qu'il prendrait en realite. Les facteurs principaux forment la

premiere colonne verticale de la matrice et les valeurs possibles
de ces facteurs ont ete disposes horizontalement . On examine les

principes et la methode d ' evaluation. On introduit les valeurs
des divers facteurs et on donne des exemples des resultats obtenus.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Moisture sources
Moisture movement and fixation

Effects of moisture
Performance requirements
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1. General

Defects caused by water and moisture are one of the most difficult problems in

building technology. The effects of moisture on the performance of structures and
especially on many important properties of building materials are quite significant. It

may be generally stated that when the moisture content of materials rises their im-
portant properties change for the worse.

In order to be able to predict the behaviour of buildings, building elements and
building materials, the moisture content of constructions and materials should be
known. This means that the various moisture "sources" should be known both qualita-

tively and quantitatively. The mechanisms of moisture transfer as well as the proper-
ties of materials affecting moisture movements should be clarified. Finally, the ef-

fects of a certain moisture content on materials and constructions should be known, in

other words, the critical moisture contents of materials in regard to harmful effects

of water and moisture. That is how the moisture problems could be evaluated, in the

manner of evaluation of structural strength and stability [1]"^ A procedure based on

the comparison of moisture sources, moisture movements and fixation, and effects of

moisture, makes it possible to evaluate the performance of constructions when they

are affected by water or moisture in certain environmental conditions.

The evaluation technique described above may not today be used to give quantita-

tive information on the behaviour on constructions. It is however thought to be useful

even now as it enables us to make a systematic survey of the conditions which have
an influence on the "moisture performance" of constructions and materials.

2. Principles

An evaluation technique based on the above described principles is under devel-

opment in connection with a study of performance analysis [2]. The aim of the work
is also to provide a" basis for a performance-oriented building norm, which deals

with moisture problems. This norm is being prepared by a committee appointed by

the Union for Civil Engineers in Finland.

The matrix (see appendix) which is the basis of the systematic evaluation technique

for moisture problems in building technology has been developed according to the

principles of morphological research. The central idea of this method is to clarify

all the essential factors which may have an influence on moisture problems as well as

the correlation between these factors.

The first step of the formation of the "moisture matrix" is to list all the main
factors of the problem. After that the main factors will be divided into smaller units,

which could be regarded as parameters of the main factors.

As the factors and their parameters have been listed, the matrix may be set up.

The first column consists of the main factors. All possible parameters of the main
factors are set up on the horizontal rows of the matrix.

1 Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at end of this paper.
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The principles in the use of the matrix have been discussed in the paper "Pro-

posed method for prediction of corrosion of reinforcement in concrete" [3], The
procedure when used in moisture problems will be discussed later in this paper.

3. Factors and parameters

3.1. General

The main factors affecting moisture problems in building technology may be
divided into the following:

1. Moisture sources
2. Moisture movement and fixation of moisture
3. Effects of moisture (on constructions and materials)

4. Prevention of harmful effects of moisture

3. 2. Moisture sources

All the independent phenomena and sources which will bring constructions and
materials in contact with water and moisture will be regarded as moisture sources.

The moisture sources may further be divided into three main groups.'

1. Sources from the outside the building

2. Sources from the inside

3. Moisture from construction (structural moisture)

Sources from the outside consist of environmental moisture and water sources as

rain, moisture of air, ground water, etc. The moisture content of the air inside,

water and moisture used in different activities, leakages etc. ,
may be included in the

sources from the inside. Moisture from construction is the moisture in newly erected
constructions when they are completed. The moisture may be due to water used in

the preparation of the construction, or from rain during storage, transport and instal-

lation etc.

3. 3. Moisture movements

Moisture transfer in materials may occur in the form of water or water vapour.
Moisture transfer as water vapour may be due to effusion, diffusion, thermo-

diffusion, convection, etc. Water may be transferred by capillary, thermal, osmotic,
and thermo- osmotic forces, as well as by pressure differences and gravitation.

The complexity of moisture transfer and the lack of knowledge of material
properties in regard to different forms of moisture transfer make it difficult to evalu-

ate exactly the amount of moisture transfer in constructions.

3.4. Fixation of moisture

The moisture of materials may be structural. The moisture may be adsorbed on
the surfaces of the pores of the material. Capillary forces may bind water as well as

osmotic forces. The pore volume is often not completely filled by absorbed or capil-

lary water, there is still space for free water, which can be easily removed from
materials

.
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3.5. Effects of moisture

Moisture may affect constructions and materials in many different ways. Quite

often the effect of moisture is harmful to the object. Moisture may destroy the impor-
tant properties of materials such as strength, thermal insulating properties, etc.

Moisture may affect durability of materials. The aesthetic performance of materials
may also be destroyed by the effects of moisture.

The effects of moisture may be divided at least into the following main groups
Chemical
Electrochemical
Physical
Biological

Aesthetic

Physiological

The effects of moisture determine the "moisture performance" of constructions

and materials. They are the same kind of criteria which may be used in the evaluation

of the behaviour of constructions and materials. If the limiting values in regard to

different effects of moisture on materials could be developed as well as the quantity

of moisture sources and moisture movements, it might be possible to evaluate the

performance of constructions and materials quite objectively.

3. 6. Prevention of harmful effects of moisture

The prevention of harmful effects of moisture may be carried out in many dif-

ferent ways. First, the contact of a moisture source with the construction may be

prevented or at least quantitatively decreased. Moisture movements in constructions

may be diminished by a special kind of moisture insulation or by proper selection of

materials and their position in the construction. One possible way to cope with mois-
ture is by the use of materials which have a resistance against harmful effects of

moisture. The main possibilities for avoiding the harmful effects of moisture have
been listed in Table 1.

4. Evaluation of moisture problems

The morphological model for moisture problems is in Table Z. The starting

point of the examination begins with the moisture sources, which form the first hori-

zontal row. They have been divided into three main groups: moisture from the inside,

from the outside, and moisture from construction (see Table 1). The next horizontal

row is formed by moisture movements and fixation of moisture. The various forms of

these factors have been listed. When the moisture comes in contact with constructions

it has a certain influence on them. The various possible effects of moisture form
the next horizontal row. The last row is formed by the methods of preventing the

harmful effects of moisture.

The morphological evaluation of moisture problems may be carried out as fol-

lows. At first one moisture source should be clarified qualitatively and quantitatively.

As the next step the various possible ways of moisture movements will be studied.

After that the fixation of moisture in materials will be clarified independently for

every form of moisture movement of the moisture source in question. As the mois-
ture content of the material has been clarified the effects of moisture will be studied.
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When the model for "behaviour" of moisture has been structured it is possible to see

f the effect is harmful and if it is, how it can be prevented. There are many possi-

bilities, such as for instance, the prevention of moisture movement into the construc-

ion, or the tightness of materials may be improved etc.

When the moisture content of materials as well as the effects of moisture have
seen clarified it is possible to make conclusions on the desirable actions against harm
ul effects of moisture as well as on the performance requirements which may be set

in constructions and materials for different kinds of environmental conditions.

5. Conclusions

The morphological model for moisture problems can be used when the perform-
mce of structures as a whole is considered. The method is not intended to be a

,nagic device which may be used to solve all problems easily. However, this kind of

nodel makes it easier to examine the problem systematically and compels taking all

possible factors into consideration. At present the morphological model for moisture
problems is a rough draft and only • gives the main ideas of the system.
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Table 1. Main factors and their parameters.

A. Moisture sources

1. Sources from the outside

1.1. Rain
Water
Snow

1.2. Ground
Ground water
Water vapour in the ground

1.3. Surface water
1.4. Moisture in the air

1.5. Leakages
1.6. Fire extinguishing water
1.7. Water courses

2. Sources from the inside

Z. 1 . Air indoors

2.2. Activities

Food preparation
Cooking
Washing
Bathing etc.

2.3. People, animals, plants, food etc.

2.4. Humid rooms
Bathroom
Laundry etc.

2.5. Leakages
2.6. Fire extinguishing water

3. Moisture from construction

3.1. Manufacturing
3.2. Curing
3.3. Rain
3.4. Air
3.5. Other

B. Moisture movement
1. As water vapour

Effusion

Diffusion

Thermo- diffusion

Convection
2 . As wa t e

r

Capillary movement
Thermal "

Osmosis "

Thermo- osmosis
Convection
Caused by pressure differences

Caused by gravitation
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continued) C. Moisture fixation

1 . Structural

2. Adsorption
3. Capillary condensation

4. Osmotic
5. Free water

D. Effects of moisture
1 . Chemical

- Corrosion
- Prevention of hardening

2. Electrochemical
- Corrosion of metals

3. Physical
- Increasing moisture content
- Drying
- Condensation
- Deformations
- Frost damages
- Loosening of surface
- Efflorescence
- Cracking
- Strength properties

4. Biological
- Decay
- Mould

5. Aesthetic
- Dirt

- Change of colour

6. Physiological
- Change of climate (indoors)

E. Prevention of harmful effects

1. Prevention of contact with moisture sources
- Drainage
- Form of the building etc.

2. Prevention of moisture movements
- Moisture insulation

- Water insulation

- Tightening of joints

- Prevention of air leakages etc.

3. Leading away the moisture from the construction
- Drainage
- Form of the structures etc.

4. Structural factors

- Ventilation

- Position of different layers of the construction
- Protective layers etc.

5. Choice of materials
- Frost resistant materials
- Corrosion resistant materials etc.

6. Special arrangements
- Protective treatment against decay
- Painting etc.
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national Bureau of Standards Special Publication 361, Volume 1: Performance
Concept in Buildings; Proceedings of the Joint RILEM-ASTM-CIB Symposium, held
Hay 2-5, 1972, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (Issued March 1972).

Performance Requirements for
Plumbing Systems

Tore R0srud
Norwegian Building Research Institute

Oslo, Norway

To develop performance requirements for plumbing systems, it is

necessary to analyse the related human requirements.

Then it is necessary to analyse all the factors affecting the
system:

- Those acting on the installation as a result of human use
- Those acting on the installation as a result of its environment

(climate, constructions etc.)
- Those resulting from the effect of installation on the environment

to develop a list of parameters characterizing the performance require-
ment s

.

The paper intends to express qualitative requirements and when-
ever possible define them by evaluation methods giving quantified
values

.

Requirements related to erection, transportation etc., will not
be discussed. The discussion will be limited to performance require-
ments for dwellings.

Pour developper des exigences de performance pour les
systemes de tuyauterie il est necessaire d' analyser les demandes
humaines en rapport.

II est ensuite necessaire d' analyser tous les facteurs
affectant le systeme:

Ceux qui agissent sur 1' installation a la suite de 1 '.usage

humain
Ceux qui agissent sur 1 ' installation et qui traduisent l'action
du milieu (climat, constructions, etc.)
Ceux qui resultent de l'effet de 1' installation sur le milieu

pour developper une liste de parametres caracterisant les exigences
de performance.

Le communication a l
1 intention d'exprimer des exigences

qualitatives et autant que possible de les definir par des methodes
d' evaluation donnant des valeurs quantitatives

.
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Les exigences relatives a la mise en place, le transport etc.
ne seront pas discutees. La discussion se limitera aux exigences
de performance pour les habitations.

Key words : Evaluation techniques ; performance requirements

;

plumbing systems.

1. Introduction

The intention of this paper is to specify the performance requirements to meet the
users' needs for sanitary installations.

It has been necessary to leave out of the paper detailed information on evaluative
techniques which are under development. The author will, however, be happy to supply the
information when available.

The sanitary installations, as far as this paper is concerned, consist of the sani-
tary appliances with the necessary piping for supply of water and discharge of waste water.

The performance requirements of the sanitary installations in a dwelling are directly
connected with the use of the installation for:

- personal hygiene
- preparation of food
- cleaning the house and furniture
- spare time activities etc.

The main performance requirements also cope with the natural sources such as:

- rainwater
- ground water
- fire and
- the needs for maintenance and exchange of unserviceable parts.

These are therefore included in such a list of human needs.

The further required performance is the performance necessary to fulfill the function
of the installation when subjected to the influencing factors both from the use of the
installation and from the environment. These performance requirements are worked out in

an .additional item.

2. Development of the Performance Requirements and Evaluative Techniques

The development of performance requirements starts with general statements regarding
the different functional uses of the installation, and the influences to which the instal-
lation will be subjected when meeting the required performance.

The statement of functions is based on knowledge of the activities in which the
sanitary installation is involved,and a general knowledge of the type of influences to
which the installation will be subjected both from the user and from the environment. The
performance required is generally related to the whole plumbing system, and not t0 already

existing devices except when directly specified.
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A very simple example of the statement of a performance requirement is: The strength

of a child's hand should be sufficient to open the faucet.

The next step would he to develop the necessary performance criteria. Here, in the

example,the force necessary to open the faucet would he considered the performance criterion.

The ideal situation is when it is possible to define and measure the performance in such a

way that it is clear to the user what is a high performance, what is a low performance , and

what is acceptable performance under certain circumstances. The required performance for

the same sanitary appliance may be very different under different circumstances.

Examples

:

1. Variation in water temperature of 5°C is acceptable in a bidet for washing feet but
not for washing the seat region.

2. Acceptable flow of water into a kitchen sink of 0,05 l/s is acceptable for flowing in-

to a glass but not into a bucket.

Matrix Giving Activities, Influencing Factors
and Related Performance Requirements

In Table 1, an attempt has been made to identify human needs for a plumbing system
and to relate these, through use of a matrix to appropriate statements of performance
requirements. The matrix has a dual feature which makes it possible to relate the per-
formance requirements to fixtures, appliances, and appurtenances that make up a plumbing
system.

In a similar way an attempt has been made in Table 2 to identify the influencing
factors and the related performance requirements. The influencing factors are those which

[ the installation will be subjected to from the human use and from the environment.

Each performance requirement has been stated in several general terms defining the
purpose of the requirement. Further several criteria have been given for each particular

requirement

.

A grading from 1 to 6 of the criteria has been proposed for evaluating the performance'
criteria. It is known that other similar gradings have been used at different institutions.
Through this grading it should be possible to state the performance required under different
circumstances and to determine whether the stated performance is obtained.

The necessary comment is presented as a guidance for selecting a fitting performance.

Sometimes a high performance regarding one property is necessarily connected with a
low performance regarding another property. It may also be the case that different desired
properties cannot be obtained at the same time.

Examples of conflicting performance:

1. The temperature of water for dishwashing should be as high as possible for sterilizing
but must be low enough to avoid burning the hands.

2. The need for a favourable price might go against a high degree of quality. Small varia-
tions in quality can give great variations in price. The price should therefore be
given as a function of desirable performance and with possibilities for qualitative
choice. Out of this function the most economical installation with the desired quality
can be estimated.

Changes in price, as a result of deviation from specified quality of the finished instal-
lations, should also be possible to assess when this is agreed upon beforehand.

The performance requirements in connection with transport, fitting, etc. (i.e. before
he installations are put into use) will not be dealt with. The performance requirements
are mainly meant to cover installations in private dwellings.
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k. Example of a performance requirement and evaluation

requirement: Avoid bubble noises (Table 2, No. 5)

h.l Performance in General Terms

Air should not be forced through a water>»filled part of the waste system, e.g. the

trap, in such a way that it might cause bubble noises.

^.1.1 Criterion No. 1

Noise from traps is caused by water flowing through it. Noise from air bubbles going

through the trap when the appliance has been in use should be avoided; this is described

in the table below.

Avoidance of bubble noises when discharging appliances

Avoidance of
bubble noises

should be

Bubble noises due to

Emptying a basin, measured
in % of full height of water
level

Water flow, Q, for 10 sec.

into appliances which can-
not retain any water l)

.1. None 10 Q/2 2)

2. Very little 20 3)

3. Little hO + Q'/2

h. Moderate 6o

\5. High l,5(Q + Q'

)

|6. Very high 9^ 2 (Q + Q')

The requirement does not concern the WC which produces noise during the discharge
itself.

1)

2)

3)

Q = Full flow of cold water, Q' = Full flow of warm water

Devices without hot water Q/3

Q/2

2Q/3

« ti

ii ti

Evaluation

Appliances with a basin are filled to 10% of their height between the bottom and the rim
level. The outlet should be shut at the outlet itself or if it is not to be closed, a special
device has to be used. The outlet should be fully opened in one second. The water should
run out with a time of flow according to table 1, requirement No. lh, until the appliance is

empty. Noise from air bubbles going through the trap should be noticed. When air bubbles do
not occur the testing is repeated by raising the water level in the basin to 20, ho, 60, 80
and 95$ of the full height.

Appliances which cannot retain any amount of water are tested by tapping water through
it for 10 seconds on an ordinary working day between 10 and lh o'clock. The water flow is

then quickly turned off and audible bubble noises are watched for.
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Avoidance of noises is graded by providing the following water flow:

First cold water with half of the full flow. Secondly, giving full flow of the cold water.

Thirdly, full flow of cold water and half flow of hot water. Fourthly, full flow of hoth

hot and cold water (fixtures without hot water are tested the first 3 times with cold water
at 1/3, 1/2 and 2/3 flow and the fourth time with a full flow) . The two last times the
water is turned fully on and then water is added from another source, with at first 50% and

finally 100% added. The water flow which gives noise from air bubbles from the trap is

registered.

Comment

Air bubbles due to the selfsiphoning caused by discharging of a WC is not considered
to be annoying in the WC room.' The reason is that the noise of these air bubbles are often
weaker than the noise caused by a person while using and emptying the flush tank of the WC.

Requirement and evaluation are not finally tested and justified. See also table 1,
performance requirement No. lk t carry off excess water.

References

(l) Bosch, K. and Kaiser H.: Kommentar zu
den Leitsatzen fur Abwasserinstalla-
tionen, Der Sanitar Installateur, b. 26,
No. 6, 1968, p. 6l.

(2) French, John L. and Fation, Herbert N.

Self-siphonage of fixture traps. Wash
D.C. 1951 (Building materials and struc-
tures. Report 126).

k.1.2 Criterion No. 2

Noise from a trap caused by water flow passing in the stack

Noise from air bubbles passing through the trap caused by the discharging of
appliances above, should not be heard. This is expressed in the table below.

Avoidance of bubble noises when discharging other fixtures

Avoidance of
bubble noises should be

The probability during a peak load period of simultaneous
use of applicances causing no bubble noise

1. None 1

2. Very little <i - 0,1

3. Little < 0,1 - 0,01

h. Moderate 40,01 - 0,005

5. High <0,005 - 0,001

6. Very high < 0,001
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Evaluation

Siphoning noises through the traps are found when discharging waste water from the

appliances above.

Discha ging is repeated without adding of water in traps. Bubbles or siphonic noises
which can be heard in the room are noticed.

The flow of waste water for the testing should conform with the amount of waste water
from the appliance above which has greatest water flow and longest time for discharging

into the waste system. The flow of waste water should come from discharging the highest

located appliances simultaneously. The number of the fixtures are calculated from the general

probability equation:

P(x = r) =
( ?) p

r
(1 - p)

n " r

to find out whether more than a given amount of the installed appliances will be in simul-
taneous use during a peak load period.

P = requested probability
n = number of installed appliances
r = number of appliances in simultaneous use

time for one discharge
time between each discharge

The desired probability is the basis for the calculation. Moderate noise reduction
(see last table) gives a probability 0,01 for a number of appliances in^simultaneous use
during a peak loading period. Calculations based on Wise and Croft (l) (see NBRI report
k6 (2), page IT) show a probability less than 0,01 for the following appliances of traditional
type in simultaneous use:

Bathtub

Up to h bathtubs installed above, 1 discharged at the time
^ _ 1! II II II 2 " " " "

12 — 20 " " " " 3 " " "
"

2^ _ ^3 " " " "
Ij.

" " " "

3I1 — " " " " 5 " " " "

WC

Up to 20 WC installed above, 1 discharged at the time
21 - 100 » " "

, 2 " "

101 - 190 " " "
, 3 " " 11 "

Bathtubs and WC's are discharged simultaneously in ordinary dwellings, as it is those
appliances which cause the highest flow when they are in use at the same time during a peak
loading period.

Kitchen sinks with or without a dishwasher installed on the same waste system. (They
are not included in the traditional testing where it is probable that WC and bathtub are
used simultaneously).

Up to 8 kitchen sinks installed above, 1 discharged at the time

9 — 28 " " " " 2 " " " "

29 - hQ " " " " 3 " " " "

Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.



Washing machines, lavatories and "bidets follow the same pattern of use as the kitchen

sinks

.

Shower cabinets follow the same pattern of use as bathtubs when the latter are not

installed.

Floor drains with a faucet above and other similar appliances have a pattern of use as

for kitchen sinks. Flow from tubs through floor drains is dealt with as a discharge from

a bathtub.

Procedure

The influence of the flow from the WC should be the same as usual discharge from the
WC pan, according to the following procedure.

12 toilet papers, of siz.e A6 crepe quality, approx. kO g/m , easily creased, are added
to the pan in each a way that all the papers if possible touch the water level. Two papers

jare added every 5 seconds. The discharge will be 5 seconds after the last piece of paper
is added. (Based on a proposal for a DIN-norm.

)

•

The flow from a bathtub should start, with a water level at about 150 mm from the rim
of the tub. When testing a bathtub and the WC together, the discharging of WC should take
place in the first 30 seconds of emptying the bathtub.

The flow from a shower should be the full cold water flow.

Kitchen sinks, washing machines or dishwashers connected to waste pipes which do not

:get any flow from WC and bathtub should be tested together with other types of appliances
having basins connected to the waste pipe.

The discharge should always be from the full basin (50 mm below the rim level).

Other types of appliances should be tested singularly.

Comment

Bubble noises coming from air going through a trap are annoying for most people in
buildings with a low noise level. Bubble noise can also come from traps which are not in
steady use. Bubble noises are one of the design criteria for the diameter of the stack.
Smell from sewer gases or even sewage being blown back into room will come at much higher
loading of the stack.

At present the Norwegian Building Research Institute is studying which diameter of
'the stack is necessary in a 8-storey building when the influences vary according to a
specified program.

Experience in Norway since the end of 1920 seems to show that certain varieties of 75
:mm stacks with a simple ventilation on the top of the stack fulfill the requirement of a

moderate avoidance of noises (table on page h) . We therefore assume that there will be no
bubble noise when certain constructions for these stacks are used with a probability of
'0,01. It is desirable to find useful variations in form and location of the fittings for
the drain. This will be the first part of the investigation.

Diameters and angles in the branches on the stack are important for the pressure varia-
tions in the trap when suction is caused by the water flow in the stack (induced suction).
The relationship between the variation in pressure in the stack and the forcing of air
through the trap has to be studied more closely to make it easier just to measure the run of
the pressure in the stack and thus make it possible to choose the right details for the stack.

Flow from the WC at the lowest connection can only influence traps higher up on the
i stack to a slight extent. (NBRI-report U6, (2), page 39). Adding water flow from the WC has,
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however, a strong influence on the pressure variations in traps lower down than the WC con-
nection on the stack.
These variatipns_ iii pres sure probably cause bubble noises before other critical diameter
influences occur^ We will assume that this parameter is critical for the diameter.

Outside air pressure over the ventilation of stack may occur in districts with strong
winds, when the vent is positioned on the roof.

Under pressures from these strong winds an increase of pressure variations and sipho-
nation may occur in the stack. It should be possible to act against these variations by
placing the ventilation in the most preferable zone of wind pressure.

Indoor mechanical ventilation may act in a similar way as outside wind pressure. As

a rule the ventilation causes reduced pressure outside of the appliances. Therefore it

will mostly act against the loss of water seal in the traps.

Calculating the probability of simultaneous use

The probability of there being more than 1 WC discharging at the same time out of a total
of 20 WC's during a peak load period is less than 0,01.

Calculations show that the probability also is less than 0,01 for more than 2 in simul-
taneous use of 100 connected WC's during a peak load period.

Calculation (according to the general probability equation):

r!(n-r)!
P(x = r) = Q p

x
(1 - p)

11 x
and (

n
) =

P = 0,01
n = number of appliances, 100
r = " in simultaneous use

time for one discharge, s 5 «„i i

P = T- ~t

'

———'—
'

1

;
=

-, i - = 0,0044
time between each discharge, s 1140

The probability of 2 WC's discharging simultaneously

P( r = 2) = 0,0044
2

( 1 - 0,0044)
10°

"2

P = 4950 • 1.936 • 10~ 5 -0.6484

P = 0.62 ): higher than 0,01

The probability of discharging more than 2 WC's simultaneously

p(r = 3) = 0,0089254

P(r = h) = 0,0009580

P(r = 3) + P(r = k) +++ = 0,009883

More than 4 WC's in simultaneous use will change the number in the fifth decimal and

higher. Three and more WC's give a probability of simultaneous use of 0,009 ••••

Thus the probability will be less than 0,01 for more than 2 out of 100 WC's discharged
simultaneously.

According to National Plumbing code (3) p. 24-20, the peak load period for WC is at the

same time as for the kitchen sink. The bathtub has a longer discharging time than a kitchen

sink and gives a heavier loading. Designing for simultaneous use of WC and bathtub should
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herefore give a rather safe calculation of the chance to avoid annoying bubble noises,

however, this hypothesis must be proved by testing in practice.
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Table 1 Relationships between the activities, the performance related to use and the sanitary fixtures
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REQUIREMENTS

Performances

required

by

the

influencing

factors

1.

provide

safety

against

explosion

2.

reduce

noises

from

the

use

of

water

3.

reduce

noise

from

water

current

U.

avoid

noise

because

unsmoothly

working

due

to

thermal

expansion

etc.

5.

avoid

bubble

noises

6.

reduce

vibrations

and

water

hammer

7-

provide

safety

against

damage

caused

by

wrong

use

and

wrong

equipment

8.

facilitate

the

cleaning

of

external

surfaces

and

surroundings

9*

reduce

need

for

cleaning

waste

pipes

and

facilitate

internal

cleaning

10.

reduce

heat

transfer

and

withstand

temperature

changes

11.

withstand

the

effect

of

frost

12.

withstand

the

effect

of

light

13.

withstand

the

effect

of

moisture

lh.

withstand

leakage

15.

provide

safety

against

weight-

and

pressure

loading

16.

reduce

damage

from

maintenance

and

corrosion

17-

reduce

need

for

space

and

the

weakening

of

the

structure

by

passages

for

piping

18.

conserve

the

nature

19-

keep

up

the

appearance

20.

control

growth

of

bacteria

and

entry

of

vermin

21.

prevent

irritating

smells

from

sewer

gases

22.

avoid

spreading

of

fire

and

reduce

its

hazards

INFLUENCING

FACTORS

j

From

the

installation

to

the

environment

noise

caused

by

tapping

and

use

noise

from

the

flow

of

water

noise

because

unsmoothly

working
noise

from

airbubbles

in

traps,

vibration

vibration

damage

by

water

blocking-up

of

pipes

with

waste

materials

heat

emmission

dampness

water

leakage

weight-

and

pressure-

loading
damage

during

maintenance

weakening

of

the

construc-

tion

through

passages

for

piping

pollution

of

nature

discolouring

growth

of

bacteria

and

vermin

smell

spreading

of

fire

On

the

installation

as

a

result

of

its

environment

(climate,

constructions

etc.)

vibration

-

water

hammer

dust

(air/ventilation)

temperature

changes

frost

influence

of

light

condensation

weight-

and

pressure-

loading,

settlements

external

and

internal

corrosion,

damage

during

maintenance discolouring

growth

of

bacteria

and

vermin

effect

of

fire

On

the

installation

as

a

result

of

use

1.

explosion

hazard

2. 3. It.
5- 6. 7.

damage

by

wrong

use,

impact,

scratches

etc.

8.

soiling-static

electric

attraction

of

dust

9.
10.

effects

of

heat

transfer

11. 12.
13-

condensation

lU.

water

pressure

15.

weight-

and

pressure-

loading

16.

wear

and

tear

through

age

and

use

17. 18.
19.

•

discolouring

20. H ™
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tional Bureau of Standards Special Publication 361, Volume 1: Performance
ncept in Buildings; Proceedings of the Joint RILEM-ASTM-CIB Symposium, held

ay 2-5, 1972, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (Issued March 1972).

Sizing of Water Heating Equipment

Lawrence G. Spielvogel
L. G. Spielvogel, Inc. Consulting Engineer

Wyncote , Pennsylvania 19095

This paper contains the results of studies made on
162 buildings throughout the U.S.A. to determine the
nature of hot water use in order to establish design cri-
teria for sizing water heating equipment in various types
of buildings.

An extensive search of the literature was conducted
and analyzed, and there is an extensive bibliography and
list of references on this subject available.

Meters were installed in the cold water inlet to
water heating systems and hourly readings were taken for
periods of up to 1% years. Data was collected and orga-
nized in 10 categories of buildings, men's college dor-
mitories, women's college dormitories, motels, nursing
homes, office buildings, food service facilities, apart-
ment houses, elementary schools, junior high schools,
and high schools. Test data was analyzed with respect
to peak hourly, daily and average flow rates in order to
compare with previously available information. Further
analysis was done on multiple -hours use of hot water,
and curves were drawn representing an infinite number of
relationships between storage capacity and recovery ca-
pacity, any of which will adequately meet the requirements
for hot water in each type of building.

Some of the factors that influence hot water con-
sumption are discussed. The influence that hot. water
temperature has on demand and consumption is analyzed.
New definitions are developed for efficiencies in con-
nection with water heating systems. Limited informa-
tion on energy consumption of water heating systems is
discussed. Safety factors are recommended. There is some
discussion on instantaneous flow rates based on data ex-
trapolation .

Typical profiles for each category of building are
shown with hour-by-hour flows for the day in which the
peak hourly demand occurred, the day in which the peak
daily demand occurred and the hour-by-hour average of all
test data for the particular building selected.

With this information it is now possible to make an
economical selection of water heating equipment, based on
both first cost and operating cost. Comparing the recom-
mended sizing methods with those methods previously used
shows a significant reduction in both storage capacity
and recovery capacity for most types of buildings.
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Cette communication contient les resultats d'une enquete faite
sur 162 batiments repartis dans tous les Etats-Unis, afin d'etablir
des criteres d' etude pour l'equipement d'eau chaude dans divers types
de batiments.

Une large recherche bibliographique a ete faite sur le sujet et

l'on dispose a present d'une importante bibliographie ainsi que d'une
liste de references.

Des compteurs furent installes sur les tuyaux d'arrivee d'eau
froide des installations d'eau chaude, et des releves effectues toutes
les heures sur des periodes s'etendant jusqu'a 18 mois. Les informa-
tions recueillies ont ete classees selon 10 categories de batiments:
dortoirs de colleges masculins, dortoirs de colleges feminins , motels,
batiments hospitaliers

, bureaux, installations alimentaires , maisons
locatives, ecoles primaires, lycees, ecoles superieures. On a analyse
les resultats en fonction des maxima de consommation horaire et
journaliere, ainsi que du debit moyen, afin des les comparer avec
des informations anterieures disponibles. On a poursuivi 1' analyse
pour des consommations d'eau chaude sur plusieurs heures, et trace
des courbes traduisant un nombre infini de rapports entre la capacite
de stockage et la capacite de recuperation, dont n'importe lequel
satisfera les demandes d'eau chaude de chaque type de batiment.

On examine certains des facteurs qui influencent la consommation
d'eau chaude. On analyse 1' influence que la temperature de l'eau
chaude a sur la demande et la consommation. En rapport avec les
installations d'eau chaude, on developpe de nouvelles definitions
de rendement. Des informations limitees sur la consommation d'energie
des installations sont examinees. Des facteurs de securite sont
recommandes. On accorde une certaine attention au debit instantane
deduit par extrapolation.

On donne, pour chaque categorie de batiments, des profils
typiques de debit, heure par heure, pour le jour ou le maximum de

consommation horaire s'est produit, le jour de consommation
journaliere maximale, et la moyenne heure par heure de tous les

resultats obtenus pour un batiment particulier selectionne.

Avec ces informations, il est maintenant possible d'operer une
selection economique des equipements , fondee sur les frais d' instal-
lation et les frais de fonctionnement . Une comparaison des methodes
recommandees de calibrage avec les methodes utilisees auparavant
revele une reduction importante de la capacite de stockage de meme
que de la capacite de recuperation pour la plupart des types de

batiments

.

Key words: Domestic hot water systems; hot water usage;
hot water system design; hot water heating; survey of
hot water use.
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1. Introduction

During the last five decades virtually no significant work has been
3ne to evaluate the performance of service water heating systems in commer
_al and institutional buildings. The design criterion that has been used

; recognized to be quite conservative, resulting in overdesigned systems.

Nowhere in current literature have living habits been mentioned along
„th their impact on hot water demand and consumption. This is because
>st of the data in use was based on living habits of people prior to 1920.
.nee that time, there has been an enormous change in living habits, such
; the shorter work week, increased leisure time and more traveling. There
; also widespread use of new appliances in apartments and commercial estab
.shments

.

Average hot water consumption is needed for estimating operating costs
i some types Of buildings, the annual cost for water heating can exceed
.e cost of space heating, and average consumption data has not been avail-
.le.

This paper presents new methods for sizing storage water heating equip
;nt, which were derived from hourly metered tests of hot water use con-
cted in 162 buildings throughout the USA for periods of up to 1% years.

Oversized equipment results not only in inefficient operation and
gher first cost for the user, but also creates unnecessary peak demands
r building energy systems.

-

2. Method of Conducting Tests

Various utility companies throughout the USA were requested to install
tering equipment and to collect basic data. Prepared data books provided
rms for recording metered information and the physical characteristics of
ch building as they might pertain to hot water use.

Preliminary analysis of test data showed no discernible difference in
it water consumption due to geographical location. Although fairly good
ographical distribution of tests was obtained, it was decided to obtain
many tests as possible while compromising somewhat on location.

3. Metering

For each test, a recording water meter was installed in the cold water
pply line to the hot water heating system. To record water temperatures,
me tests used recording thermometers, but in each test visual observa-
ons of inlet and outlet hot water temperatures were made periodically.

The meters that were used were quite varied, ranging from expensive
gnetic flowmeters to cameras mounted over standard water meters with
mers set to take one frame per hour. Many companies had meters that were
ed for other purposes, while others borrowed them from local water com-
nies.
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It was determined that high, accuracy of the metering equipment was not
of prime importance. Since the flows varied widely, accuracy within + 5%
was considered adequate. Accuracy at peak flow is usually better and this
was more important than the average accuracy. Overall accuracy could not
be estimated.

4, Test Data

Hourly test data were requested for a period of from 3 months to 1 year
Although in a few cases it was not possible to obtain data for longer than
one week, most tests were for several months, and some tests were conducted
for longer than 1 year. All data were given equal weight in the analysis.

Forms were provided for reporting the metered data, as well as infor-
mation on the building and the various items that used and influenced the
use of hot water.

5, Summary of Tests

Table A summarizes the number of tests received. However, not all of
them were used, for various reasons.

Most of the tests that were not used included functions in the build-
ing and on the hot water system that were not related to the primary func-
tion of the building, usually food service facilities whose sizes were
unrelated to the occupancy of the primary building.

Table A. Test Summary

Category No. of tests No. of tests used

Men's dormitories 10 8

Women's dormitories 10 8

Motels 22 15
Nursing homes 14 13

Office buildings 16 6

Food service establishments 28 25
High-rise apartments 12 11

Garden apartments 16 15

Elementary schools 16 14
Junior high schools 5 4

Senior high schools 13 10

Totals 162 129

6. Data Reduction and Analysis

The general method of approach to data reduction and analysis was
determined to be a manual one. The use of data processing equipment was
evaluated and discarded due to the non-uniformity and mass of the data.

The test data for each building were reviewed for validity and compared
cursorily to other tests in the same category. Unusually high or low
results were investigated further.
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Data reduction proceeded when all tests in a category were complete.
?he physical characteristics of the buildings were tabulated along- with
nformation on the hot water system. The data were scanned and the 10
lighest peak values of gal/hr and gal/day were determined for each building
hese first 10 peaks were then divided by various physical quantities
issociated with each category — such as the number of people or the number
>f units.

Curves were then plotted, with gal/hr or gal/day against peak number
|:or each test, and for each physical quantity selected. Visual observation

tf
the curves then determined which physical quantity most influenced the

ot water use while providing the best results. Peak daily and hourly flow
'ere then selected for recommendations, sometimes eliminating a few extra-
>rdinary peaks

.

Once the proper physical quantity in each category was determined, it
'as an easy matter to compute the average hot water consumption by dividing
he total hot water consumption during the test period by the length of the
est in days.

To find relationships between storage and recovery capacities, it was
gain necessary to scan the data for the maximum 2-hr, 3-hr, 4-hr, etc.,
' rough 24-hr peak combinations of conditions for multiple hours flow.h

The minimum hourly recovery rate was found by dividing the peak daily
equirement by 24. Curves showing recovery vs storage were plotted on the
ame basis as the peak hourly and daily demands.

Finally, one test most typical of a building in each category was
elected, and a 24-hr flow profile was plotted to show hourly flows for the
ay in which the peak hourly demand occurred, the day in which the peak
aily demand occurred, and the average use in each hour over the test
eriod. Selection was based on similarity in appearance to most buildings

that category and approach to peak and average flows.

7 . Recovery vs Storage Curves

The key to proper selection of storage water heating equipment lies in
hoosing among an infinite number of combinations of storage and recovery
apacity that will meet the peak hourly demand, the peak daily demand and
y combination of hourly demands in between.

In addition, it is necessary to provide for a minimum recovery rate,
o that the system will be able to handle hot water requirements after a
ariod in which the peak use occurs. The minimum recovery rate is estab-
ished by dividing the peak daily demand by 24. The resulting number can
jnen be "rounded up" to the next highest convenient figure, thus allowing
small safety factor. Previous methods used divisors of 10 and 20 to
stermine minimum recovery rate, and therefore had substantial excess
apacity built in from the start.

The theory of using storage hot water systems is based on the fact
lat the water stored in the tank can be used to meet peak hourly demands
lat are significantly greater than the hourly recovery capacity, thus
Llowing hourly energy consumption to be minimized and spread throughout
le day.

The peak 1-hr use can be satisfied by either an "instantaneous" system
signed for that flow rate, or by a system that stores that quantity of

|ater (theoretically without any recovery capacity) . By plotting a curve
recovery rate vs storage capacity, it can be shown graphically that any
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point on a line connecting the peak-hour requirement for both recovery and
storage will satisfy the demands of the system*

The peak 2-hr demand must be equal to or less than twice the peak 1-hr
demand. This 2-hr peak (taken alone) can be satisfied by having the total
quantity of hot water required during these 2 hrs in storage. It can also
be satisfied by an "instantaneous" system having one-half of the 2-hr peak
as its recovery capacity. Plotting the total quantity of hot water required
during this 2-hr peak as recovery capacity, and connecting these two points,
it can be seen that any point on this line will satisfy the 2-hr peak demand
of the system, except when the 1-hr peak occurs during this time. However,
it is seen that the line previously plotted for the 1-hr peak extends higher
on the curve, particularly near the higher recovery rates.

Therefore, if we make such a series of curves for the 1-hr, 2-hr, 3-hr,
4-hr, through the peak 24-hr requirement, and connect the highest of all of
the peaks that occur on this family of curves, we will be able to satisfy
any demand placed on the hot water system. This holds true only for the
test for which these numbers are plotted.

If we then draw this same family of curves for each of the buildings
tested, and select the highest peaks of all of the curves, we should then
have a new curve that will satisfy any series of peaks that would occur in
any of the tests.

In addition, we must "bottom out" our curve with the minimum recovery
rate, so that the system is prepared to meet the requirements for the
following day.

The relative shape and slope of the storage vs recovery curve is
indicative of the rate of use of hot water during the day, the relation
that the peak-hour demand has to the average hot water demand, and the ratio
of the maximum hourly use to the maximum daily use of hot water for each
category of building. In buildings where the duration of the peak use of
hot water is 1 or 2 hrs, the slope of the curve is steep. Where the hot
water use is more uniform throughout the day, the curve becomes "flatter."

8 . Recommendations

The information presented here consists of recommendations for sizing
central storage type water heaters. General descriptions of the major
factors determining the hot water requirements for typical buildings in
each category are presented as a guide. Unless the expected hot water use
is substantially less than that for a typical building in a category, it is
not recommended that the water heater capacity be reduced. When combina-
tions of uses occur in a building that will use a central common water
heater, the recovery and storage capacities for each category should be
added together.

When unique hot water requirements exist in a particular building, the
designer should increase the recovery and/or storage capacity to account
for this use.

Dormitories - Fig. 1: Domestic hot water requirements for college
dormitories generally include showers, lavatories, slop sinks and washing
machines. The peak demand usually results from the use of showers. Load
profiles and hourly consumption data indicate that peaks may last 1 or 2

hrs and then taper off substantially. These peaks occur predominately in
the evening, mainly around midnight. The figures do not include hot water
use for food service.
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Motels - Fig. 2: For motels, domestic hot water requirements are for
jtubs and showers, lavatories and general cleaning purposes. The recommen-
dations are based on tests on low and high-rise motels located in urban,
suburban, rural, highway and resort areas. The peak demand, usually created
oy the use of showers, may last 1 or 2 hrs and then drop off sharply. Food
service requirements are not included.

Nursing Homes - Fig. 3: Hot water is required in nursing homes for
tubs and showers, wash basins, slop sinks, kitchen equipment with food
service for patients and for general cleaning purposes in the building.
These figures include hot water for kitchen use. When other equipment,
such as for heavy laundry and hydro-therapy purposes, is to be used, their
additional hot water requirements should be added to those recommended.

Office Buildings - Fig. 4: Hot water requirements in office buildings
ire primarily for cleaning and lavatory use by occupants and visitors. Hot
vater use for food service within office buildings should be considered
separately.

Food Service Establishments - Fig. 5: Hot water requirements for food
service establishments are primarily for dishwashing. Other uses include
rood preparation, cleaning pots and pans and floors, and hand washing for
employees and customers. The recommendations of hot water requirements are
lor the serving of food at table, counter, and booth seats, and to parked
:ars. Food service establishments that use throw-away service exclusively
ire not included.

Dishwashing, as metered with other hot water requirements in these
;ests, is based on the normal practice of dishwashing after meals but not
>n indiscriminate or continuous use of machines irrespective of the flow
if soiled dishes. The recommendations include the hot water supplied to
lishwasher booster heaters.

Apartments - Fig. 6: The hot water requirements for both garden type
.nd high-rise apartments are for one and two-bath apartments, showers,
avatories, kitchen sinks, dishwashers, clothes washers and general cleari-
ng purposes. Clothes washers can be either in the individual apartments
•r centrally located. These data apply to central water heating systems
•nly

.

Elementary Schools - Fig 7: Hot water requirements in elementary
schools are for lavatories, cafeteria and kitchen use and general cleaning
urposes. When showers are used, their additional hot water requirements
hould be added to those recommended. The recommendations include hot
ater for dishwashing machines, but not for extended school operation, such
s evening classes.

High Schools - Fig. 8: Senior high schools, grades 9 or 10 through 12,
eguire hot water for showers, lavatories, dishwashing machines, kitchens,
nd general cleaning purposes. Junior high schools, grades 7 through 8 or
, have hot water requirements similar to those of the senior high schools,
here no showers are included, junior high schools would follow the recom-
endations made for elementary schools.

In both junior and senior high schools, requirements for hot water are
ased on daytime use. The recommendations do not include hot water usage
or additional activities, such as night school. In such cases the maximum
ourly demand will remain the same, but the maximum daily and average daily
sage will be increased, usually by the number of additional people using
howers , and, to a lesser extent, the eating and washing facilities.
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9. General

Observed peak hourly and daily demands for various categories of com-
mercial and institutional buildings are shown in Table I. These demands,
for central storage type hot water systems only, represent the maximum
flows metered in over 160 buildings throughout the United States. Caution
must be used in applying these figures to very small buildings.

Also shown in Table I are average hot water consumption figures for
these buildings. Averages for schools and food service establishments are
based on actual days of operation, while all others are based on total days

Figs. 1 through 8 show relationships between recovery rate and storage
capacity for the various categories of buildings. Any combination of
storage and recovery rate capacity that falls on the proper curve will
satisfy the requirements of the building. These curves should not be used
for sizing instantaneous or semi-instantaneous water heaters.

These curves may be used to select water heaters having either fixed
storage or recovery capacities, by varying either recovery or storage
requirements. Where hot water demands are not coincident with electric,
steam or gas demands, water heater inputs can be selected so as not to
create unprecedented energy system demands, and the corresponding storage
tank size can be selected from the curves.

The recovery capacities shown represent the actual hot water flow
required, and do not take into account system heat losses. Heat losses
from storage tanks and recirculating hot water piping should be calculated
and added to the recovery capacities shown. With large uninsulated storage
tanks, and extensive lengths of uninsulated hot water supply and return
piping, it may be necessary to substantially increase the recovery capacity

The storage capacities shown are considered net requirements. On the
widely accepted assumption that 70% of the hot water in a storage tank is
usable, the actual storage tank size should be increased by 43% to com-
pensate for the "unusable" hot water.

Figs. 9 through 19 show hourly flow profiles for a typical building
in each category. These buildings were selected from actual metered tests,
but are not necessarily typical of all buildings in each category. Flow
profiles are shown for the day in which the peak hourly demand occurred,
for the day in which the peak use of hot water occurred, and for the
average of all days during which the metering took place.

10. Summary and Conclusions

The research of the literature showed that there was not only a

tremendous lack of valid background information upon which to base the
sizing of water heating equipment, but also that the state-of-the-art
today is filled with "educated guessing." It is hoped that this work will
stimulate others to continue and develop recommendations for other types
of buildings.

Among the designers who were surveyed it was seen that there was a

vacuum to be filled in this area, and we hope that this work has begun to
reduce this vacuum.

Although the geographical distribution of tests favored the eastern
half of the country, it is felt that any slight difference in hot water
demands due to location will be more than compensated for by the method
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. sed in selecting the peaks. We were able to find nothing in the test data
! o indicate that people in one part of the country used more, or less, hot
ater than in any other. We did find that people influence" hot water
onsumption to a far greater extent than any other possible variable.

Recirculating hot water systems do not affect the size of the water
eating equipment except insofar as they affect recovery rate, which must
;e increased to account for any heat losses in the system.

Although the use of 140 F hot water supply temperature is quite common,
t should not be accepted without applying some judgment to the application,
t is hoped that more work will be done to establish better guidelines for
electing hot water temperatures.

Even though few installations are made today without insulation on
he storage tank and piping, this heat loss and its effect on system
fficiency should be considered. With the information presented here, it
s now possible to make an analysis of these factors in hot water systems
nd come to a reasonable economic conclusion. Increased cost for insula-
ion can, in most cases, be economically justified.

Care is advised in the indiscriminate use of this information. While
he recommendations are in an easy to use form, they are not a substitute
or the application of the designer's judgment to the particular problem
e is faced with at the moment. For buildings not covered by this program
e still must recommend the previously used methods, until such time as
ore work is done in testing these types of buildings. While these recom-
endations have safety factors of two and three for some of the buildings
n a given category, they have been selected to provide adequate hot water
or all of the buildings tested in that category.

11. Recommendations for Future Research

Since it is people, not the fixtures themselves, that influence the
se of hot water, research should be continued both to verify these recom-
endations and to make changes as living habits and building uses change.

The categories of buildings for which recommendations are made provide
he maximum benefit to the public, commensurate with a reasonable expendi-
ture and effort. Many other types of buildings should be metered and
nalyzed. Further study should be given to buildings with combination
ses

.

The influence of tank and line heat losses on recovery capacity has
et to be field verified.

Very little is known about temperature distribution and stratification
n hot water storage tanks, particularly under transient conditions of
low. This results in possible oversizing of storage tanks. If there is
ii excess of 25 gal of hot water stored for each person in the United
tates , this excess tank capacity alone is over 5 billion gal.

|

There has been no work done to establish proper hot water supply
emperatures for each type of building or types of uses within buildings,
n some part of the country legislation has been passed to limit tempera-
ures in certain types of buildings to as low as 110 F.
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Table 1 .... Hot Water Demands and Use for Various Types of Buildings

Type of Building Maximum Hour Maximum Day Average Day

Men's Dormitories
Women's Dormitories

3.8 gal/student
5.0 gal/student

22.0 gal/student
26.5 gal/student

13.1 gal/student
12.3 gal/student

Motels: No. of Units"

20 or less

60
100 or More

6.0 gal/unit

5.0 gal/unit
4.0 gal/unit

35.0 gal/unit
25.0 gal/unit
15.0 gal/unit

20.0 gal /unit

14.0 gal/unit
10 .0 gal/unit

Nursing Homes 4.5 gal /bed 30 .0 gal/bed 18.4 gal/bed

Office Buildings 0 . 4 gal /person 2.0 gal /person 1 .0 gal/person

Food Service Establishments:
Type A—Full

Meal Restaurants and Cafeterias

Type B—Drive-ins, ( 'miles, Lunch-
eonettes, Sandwich and
Snack Shops

1 .5 gal/max
meals/hr
0.7 gal/max
meals/hr

11.0 gal/max
meals/hr
6 .0 gal/max
meals/hr

2 .4 gal/avg
meals/day*
0.7 gal/avg

meals/day*

Apartment Houses: No. of Apartments
20 or less

50
75
100
130 or more

12.0 gal/apt.

10.0 gal/apt.

8.5 gal /apt.

7 .0 gal/apt.

5.0 gal/apt.

80.0 gal/apt.

73.0 gal /apt.

66.0 gal/apt,

60.0 gal /apt.

50.0 gal/apt.

42.0 gal/apt.
40.0 gal/apt.
38.0 gal /apt.

37.0 gal /apt.
35.0 gal/apt.

Elementary Schools 0.6 gal/student 1 .5 gal/student 0.6 gal/student*

Junior and Senior High Schools 1 .0 gal/student 3.6 gal/student 1 .S gal/student

•

* Per day of operation.
ft Interpolate for intermediate valuer
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Figs. 9 to 19 ... Hourly Flow Profiles for Various Building Types
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National Bureau of Standards Special Publication 361, Volume 1: Performance
Concept in Buildings; Proceedings of the Joint RILEM-ASTM-CIB Symposium, hel
May 2-5, 1972, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (Issued March 1972).

The Development of Performance
Criteria and Test Procedures for

the Piping of Sanitary Drain,
Waste and Vent Systems
in Residential Service

R. T. Holtz*
N i cho I s-Homesh i e I d, Inc.

188 Industrial Drive
Elmhurst, I I I inois 60126

The development and use of new plastic materials for drain, waste
and vent piping emphasized the need for the identification and defini-
tion of service requirements to be used as a basis for minimum perfor-
mance criteria for these products. Such criteria would have to take
account of all of the pertinent application and service factors to

which a typical DWV product might be exposed, and to provide for safe
and satisfactory performance under these conditions for the projected
life of the building. The availability of such criteria wou Id enab I

e

the development of materials and the design and engineering of DWV
products to more accurately meet the needs of this plumbing service.
It would also facilitate the design and evaluation of systems fabri-
cated from various materials.

Several years ago, a task force was established under the auspices
of Standards Committee A112 of the American Standards Association (now

American National Standards Institute - ANSI) to:

1. Determine the service criteria for residential drain,
waste and vent systems;

2. Establish the design criteria and test conditions for

plastic DWV materials to meet the service requirements.

The task force, composed of experienced sanitary engineers and

others knowledgeable in plumbing engineering identified the following
general categories of service criteria: Chemical, Mechanical, Thermal
and Environmental. Objective minimum or maximum conditions for each

of these criteria in these categories were determined, and test con-
ditions were recommended, based on an assumed fifty year usage.

Following completion of the service criteria, the group deter-
mined test procedures, simulating end use conditions and established
design criteria consistant with the minimum service criteria for DWV
systems. This paper emphasizes the methods used in the study, the
service conditions identified as pertinent to DWV exposures, and the
criteria established. If then discusses how these criteria were
adapted to facilitate adequate performance through appropriate design
of plastic DWV piping.

* Chairman, Task Group on Engineering Design of Sanitary Drain, Waste and Vent Piping of

ANSI Committee A112 on Standardization of Plumbing Materials and Equipment
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Le developpement et 1' usage de nouveaux materiaux plastiques
pour tuyaux d ' ecoulement , de vidange et de ventilation souligne le
besoin d ' identification et de definition des exigences de service
utilisables comme base de criteres minimales de performance pour
ces produits. De tels criteres devraient considerer tous les
f acteurs , se rapportant a 1' application et au service, auxquels un
produit E.V.V. typique peut gtre expose. lis devraient aussi
assurer une performance sure et satisfaisante pour la duree
anticipee du batiment. La disponibilite de tels criteres permettrait
le developpement de materiaux, ainsi que la conception et 1' etude de

produits E.V.V. qui repondraient mieux aux besoins de la plomberie.
lis faciliteraient aussi 1

' elaboration et l'evaluation de syst&raes

fabriques avec differents materiaux.

II y a plusieurs annees , un groupe de travail avait ete forme
sous les auspices du Comite des Normes de 1' American Standards
Association ( maintenant American National Standards Institute-ANSI)
pour

:

1. Determiner les criteres de service pour les systemes
d' ecoulement , de vidange et de ventilation dans
l'habitation;

2. Etablir les criteres d' etude et les conditions d'essai
des materiaux E.V.V. plastiques pour remplir les

exigences de service.

Le groupe de travail, compose d'ingenieurs sanitaires
experimentes et d'autres verses dans la plomberie, ont defini les

categories generales de criteres de service: Chimiques, Mecaniques,
Thermiques et d ' Environnement . Des conditions objectives minimales
ou maximales ont ete fixees pour chacun de ces criteres et les

conditions d'essai ont ete recommandees sur la base de 50 ans d'usage.

Apres 1' etablissement des criteres de service, le groupe a

defini les methodes d'essais, les conditions d ' utilisation simulees

et reelles et a pose les criteres d' etude adequates aux criteres

minimales de service requis pour les systemes E.V.V. Cette
communication examine ensuite comment ces criteres ont ete adaptes
pour obtenir plus facilement une performance adequate grace a une

conception approprie des tuyaux E.V.V. en matiere plastique.

Key words: Criteria for DWV pipe; drain, waste, and vent systems;

environmental factors; evaluative methods for DWV pipe; thermoplastic
pipe.

I nt roducf i on

For years, the standards for materials used in sanitary drainage plumbing systems have
been governed more by materials available than requirements of the service. Criteria were
limited to and defined by the specific properties of the products being used for DWV (drain-
waste-vent) systems. While performance of existing products was certainly suitable, as

judged by years of experience, no criteria were available to determine the optimum design and
performance of DWV piping made of any materials. As new piping materials were developed,
offering greater flexibility in design and properties, the need for objective performance
criteria became evident.

The Federal Construction Council, responsible for coordinating building technology among
Federal agencies, recognized this need and in 1964 requested the National Academy of Sciences
to determine the criteria for insuring suitability of rigid thermoplastic DWV piping. This
study and its recommendation were reported in the F.C.C. Technical Report No. 52, Rigid
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Thermoplastic Pipe and Fittings for Residential Drain, Waste and Vent Systems. [7]
1

While this report was helpful to the various Government Agencies in evaluating the suit-

lability of thermoplastic DWV piping in relation to their programs, it was not widely used by

jthe writers of plumbing codes and standards in developing performance criteria for sanitary

[DWV piping for housing systems in general. In 1965, a task force was selected under the aus-

jpices of Standards Committee A112 of the American Standards Association (now American National

ifandards I nst i tute - ANS I
) , to:Star

1. Identify and select performance criteria for DWV piping [l];

2. Select or develop appropriate test methods and procedures for evaluation of DWV

piping [1];

3. By utilizing the information obtained in (1) and (2), present the criteria in a form

useful to both the designers and the evaluafors of thermoplastic DWV piping [2],

The task force was selected to provide both experience and constructive interest in the
Drogram. It included representation from the Federal Housing Administration, Building
Research Advisory Board of the National Academy of Sciences, the National Bureau of Standards,
American Society of Sanitary Engineering, American Standards Association, a product manufac-
turer and a material manufacturer.

The following principles were applied by the task force in selecting criteria for DWV

piping:

1. The criteria for DWV piping should be those characteristic of the service or exposure
conditions of DWV usage and not those which are related to the product or to its

design or method of assembly. In short, the criteria should be related to the condi-
tions controlled by the service environment, not to the limitations of particular
properties of a given product.

2. Criteria selected need not account for 100% of the potential applications, but must
account for those applications that are representative of typical service in housing
in the vast majority of installations. For particular situations, the criteria may
describe a higher level of performance than would generally be described.

3. Criteria should cover all types of residential use, but distinctions should be made
where necessary to account for differences, e.g., between single-family units and
multiple-family and high-rise units.

4. Different criteria should be recognized for below and above ground use.

5. Criteria should be confined to use conditions, not handling, transit, etc.

6. Consideration should be given both to initial performance capability and to mainte-
nance of properties over a period of time.

The principal environments to which DWV piping is subjected in housing applications,
ogether with the more significant representative exposures in each environment, were classi-
i ed as foil ows

:

1. Chemical Environment
1.1. Internal Exposure: plumbing cleaning agents, sewage and clear-water wastes,

drainage, and household chemical wastes.
1.2. External Exposure; soil and moisture conditions

"it

Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at end of this paper.
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2. Thermal Environment
2.1. Hot water exposure
2.2. Thermal shock exposure

3. Mechanical Environment
3.1. Impact exposure
3.2. Earth burial load exposure
3.3. Internal pressure exposure
3.4. Beam load exposure

4. Biological Environment

5. Weather Environment

6. Fire Environment

Based on a recognition of the various service environments, the procedure followed by
the committee in establishing the criteria was:

1. To identify and define the various environmental conditions and variables associated
with each type of service exposure.

2. To establish objectively realistic levels of performance for these criteria, either
by acceleration of the exposure or by comparison with the performance of known suit-
ab I e products.

3. To select or develop test procedures, preferably using ANSI or ASTM tests, which both
simulate the service exposure conditions and provide for cbjective and reproducible
test results.

Environmental conditions, testing conditions and methods, and criteria were considered
independent of materials used and were dependent only on the service conditions encountered.

After identifying and defining a set of service criteria, the task force next applied
them to the establishment of a set of design criteria based on a knowledge of the minimum per-
formance requirements dictated by the service environment.

An extensive effort was undertaken to define criteria and to establish quantitative
values representing minimum and/or extremes of normal service conditions. Literature research
was conducted for knowledge of previous studies on DWV service criteria. Plumbing product
manufacturers and engineers were also contacted for information to help in determining service
conditions. In the case of impact resistance, where it was not possible to develop perfor-
mance criteria independently of material properties, the resistance of conventional piping
that is satisfactory with respect to this property was used as the minimum level of perfor-
mance for impact.

The results of this study are applicable to DWV piping for residential buildings of all

1 ypes, and their app I i cab i I i t y covers piping within the bu i I di ngs as we I I as piping wh i ch

connects the house to the public sewer or other point of disposal.

I would like to summarize now some of the work of the task force as it endeavored to re-

late the environmental conditions, the criteria, and the significance of this work in the

engineering design of DWV systems.

1. Chemical Environment

The chemical environment of sanitary DWV systems can be divided into two broad areas:

internal exposure to solutions which might be introduced into the drainage system by occupants

of the structure, and external exposure to soils surrounding buried piping.
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1.1. Internal Exposure

The chemical constituents contained in wastes transported by DWV piping probably impose

hhe single most demanding environmental influence, regardless of the piping material used.

All currently used and proposed materials for sanitary DWV piping are susceptible to degrada-

tion in some degree by many of the chemicals which might be introduced into a drainage system.

One of the key needs is a means of distinguishing between those materials that wi I I and those

that will not provide adequate service life in contact with such chemicals.

Chemicals whose introduction into a sanitary DWV system can normally be anticipated in-

clude those associated with bleaches, detergents and soaps, household cleaners, and similar

products, and also those products used in connection with cooking or with hobbies. Such chem-

icals would include: inorganic acids, organic acids, alkaline materials, and other oxidizing
and reducing agents.

It is necessary to establish such factors as concentrations, temperatures, and exposure

time to reflect properly the service environment against which suitability of a piping mate-
rial should be judged.

On the basis of normal use, the following groups of chemicals with associated concentra-
tions, temperatures, and exposure cycles are considered to represent adequately the in-service
chemical environment of DWV systems:

Group 1 Mater i a I

s

(Most commonly encountered; at room temperature and at I40°F)

% by Weight
So I ut i on i n Wat er

Alkyl-aryl sulfonate (e.g., Oronite, Ultrawet or Nacconol) . . 5%
Hydrochloric acid 5%
Hydrogen peroxide 5%
Su I furi c aci d 3%
Sodium carbonate 10%

Sodium chloride 10%

Sodium hydroxide 10%

Sodium hypochlorite" 5%
Sodium perborate 5%
Sodium acid sulfate 2%

Piping of a sanitary DWV system can be expected to experience frequent exposure, daily
1

in many cases, to each of these chemicals both at room temperature (73°F) and at I40°F,
throughout the intended service life of the system. Such exposure could be for intermittent

' : periods of time not in excess of three minutes, occurring between similar periods of exposure
to fresh tap water, and followed by periods of time (six to twelve hours) during which the
piping experiences exposure only to ambient- or room-temperature conditions.

The reproducible exposure cycle recommended for use in evaluating suitability to Group 1

solutions, or materials proposed for piping of DWV systems is:

Exposure to each solution at I40°F for a period of twenty minutes followed by a

thorough rinse with cold tap water for a period of five minutes, each hour for

seven consecutive hours of five consecutive days, without evidence of corrosion,
cracking, swelling or flaking of the exposed surface when tested before and after
immersion in accordance with ASTM D543 to measure weight change and ASTM D790 to

measure changes in flexural strength and modulus of elasticity.

Group 2 Mater i a I

s

(Less commonly encountered than Group 1; at room temperature only)

% by Weight
So I ut i on in Water
Ammonium Hydroxide (Technical grade, 20%) 10%

Raw urine 50%
Vinegar (household) 100%
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Exposure of piping to these solutions should be similar to that for Group 1 solutions
except that occurrence would be at room temperature. The reproducible exposure cycle recom-
mended for use in evaluating suitability to Group 2 solutions of materials proposed for piping
of sanitary DWV systems is:

The cycle and tests used for Group 1 solutions, but with solutions of this group
maintained at room temperature (73°F).

Group 3 Mat er i a I

s

(Items of special occurence)

So I ut i on Grade
Amy I acetate Commercial
Carbon tetrachloride Technical
Cottonseed oil Commercial
Gasoline High-octane
Hydroquinone Photographic
Potassium thiocyanate Commercial
Sodium thiosulfate , Photographic
Stearic acid Commercial
Toluene Commercial
Turpentine Technical
Isopropyl alcohol. ........ USP

Piping of a sanitary DWV system can be expected to experience exposure to each of these
chemicals at room temperature only infrequently during the intended service life of the sys-
tem. The reproducible exposure cycle recommended for use in evaluating suitability to Group
3 solutions of materials proposed for piping of DWV systems is:

Exposure to each solution at room temperature (73°F) for a period of one minute
each day for two consecutive days, with a time-gap of 24 hours between exposures,
and with each exposure followed by a thorough rinse with cold tap water for a

period of five minutes, without evidence of corrosion, cracking, swelling or
flaking of the exposed surface' when tested in accordance with ASTM D543 and D790.

1.2. External Exposure

The chemical constituents of the subterranean environment, including moisture, which nor- !

ma I I y contribute to corrosion of pipelines— the obvious factor of concern here—vary so great-

ly from one installation site to another that establishing a single representative environ-
mental exposure is precluded. Nevertheless, an exposure providing a sufficient indication of

material susceptibility to and rate of corrosion due to the soil of anticipated burial should
be required as a basis for owner/user decision making. The following exposure is recommended
for use in evaluating suitability, with regard to soil corrosion, of materials proposed for

piping of DWV systems:

Exposure, in accordance with test methods and procedures developed specifically
for assessing susceptibility of particular classes of material, to soi I /moi sture
conditions representative of those at the proposed installation site. Conditions,
such as cinder fill or salty soil, are very corrosive and DWV piping should be

tested by an ASTM procedure to determine suitability.

2. Thermal Environment

The thermal environment of sanitary DWV systems can, like the chemical environment,
can be divided info two broad areas: the normal maximum hot- and cold-water exposure cycle,

i

and possible thermal shock which may occur with a sudden change from one to the other temper-

J

ature extreme.

2.1. Hot Water Exposure

Through review of the technical literature, and discussions with appliance and water-
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heating equipment manufacturers and engineers, maximum temperature of water entering drainage
systems was established as I80°F. The rate of flow possible at this temperature is limited

oy the discharge rate of the supply pipe and faucet, the amount of high-temperature hot water

stored, and the recovery rate of the water heater. Only sma I I -di amet er pipe (two inches or

less) used to provide immediate drainage from individual fixture units into which such hot

water might be introduced would experience exposure to water at this temperature. For larger

sized pipe (greater than two inches), used to receive the combined waste water flowing from a

number of fixtures, I60°F is more representative of maximum water temperature to be experi-
enced, since mixing of the I80°F water with other wastes undoubtedly will considerably lower

rhe temperature.

Exposure to water of maximum temperature may be continuous for periods of time on the

order of two minutes, occurring intermittently between continuous exposures of various dura-

tions to water with temperature ranging anywhere from about 65°F to a normal high of approxi-
nately I40°F, and periods of time during which the piping experiences exppsure only to ambi-

ent- or room-temperature conditions.

The reproducible cycle recommended for use in evaluating suitability, with regard to hot-
jvater resistance, of piping proposed for use in sanitary DWV systems is as follows: [3]

To be deemed suitable for use i n DWV systems, pipe of all diameters, when hung hori-
zontally at a slope of 0.25 inches per foot and supported at the maximum span recom-
mended by the manufacturer, should be capable of sustaining the following exposure
cycle 750 times without indication—when deflection of mid-span after 750 cycles is

extrapolated for 73,000 cycles —of mid-span deflection in excess of one quarter of

the difference in elevation between the two adjoining supports:

1. Hot water flowing continuously, at the temperature and flow rate
specified below for specific pipe diameters, for a period of two
minutes, followed by a four-minute dwell time, during which there
is no f I ow.

2. Cold water flowing continuously, at the temperature and flow rate
specified below for pipe of the same diameter, for a period of two
minutes, followed by a four-minute dwell time during which there
is no f I ow.

Pipe Hot Water Col d Water
Diameter Flow Rate Temperature Flow Rate Temperature
(in.) (GPM) [Fj (GPM) (F)

li 7i 180 7i 65-75
2 7i 180 7^ 65-75
3 15 160 15 65-75
4 15 160 15 65-75
5 15 160 15 65-75
6 15 160 15 65-75

2.2. Thermal Shock Exposure

Through study of DWV system installation procedures, it was ascertained that piping could
ossibly be exposed to low ambient outdoor temperatures and then to waste water at the maxi-
ium defined temperature of I80°F. Assuming an ambient outdoor temperature of -25°F as rep-
esentative of the low ambient temperature which might be encountered on occasion in some
eographical locales, this could result in piping experiencing a thermal shock of 205°F. It

s therefore recommended that the following exposure be used to evaluate the thermal shock
esistance of piping proposed for use in DWV systems: [7]

Exposure to I80°F water flowing continuously for a period of one minute at the
rates used for testing hot and cold water exposure (section 2.1.) when the piping
is at an initial temperature of -25°F

.

73,000 cycles is considered equivalent of that which would be experienced by piping over
a fifty-year life assuming exposure to four of the cycles daily.
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To be deemed suitable for use in DWV systems, piping of any diameter, after continuous
exposure for 24 hours to an ambient air temperature of -25°F, should, while remaining exposed
to this ambient condition, be capable of withstanding I80°F tap water flowing—at the afore-
mentioned rates for pipe of specific diameters—continuously for a period of five minutes
without experiencing visible cracking; further, when capped at one end after this exposure,
then filled with cold tap water (73°F) and placed under an internal pressure equivalent to

that of a ten-foot head of water for fifteen minutes, the piping should show no evidence of

I eakage.

3. Mechanical Environment

Of the many factors that could be considered to constitute the total mechanical loading
environment of piping of DWV systems, those considered potentially significant include: im-

pact forces occurring both during and after installation; loads applied to piping installed
below grade as a result of backfill soil and any load superimposed at ground surface in the
vicinity of buried piping; internal pressures exerted on piping and joints as a result of

blockage of the system after installation; and loads of various magnitude hung from piping
run horizontally and exposed along basement ceilings.

3.1. Impact Exposure

No meaningful upper limit can be established for impact loading because sufficient energy
can be—and has been—associated with such loads to effect rupture regardless of the material
from which piping is made. A need exists, however, that some minimum resistance to impact
loading be possessed by piping to be used in DWV systems to offset any accidental and/or abu-
sive treatment. Impact strength is dependent on so many different and such widely varying
parameters that selection of a particular value as representative of the actual becomes com-
pletely empirical. Nonetheless, an impact strength at 32°F which will offset a five pound
weight falling through a distance of five feet (i.e., an impact strength of twenty-five foot

pounds) appears to be a reasonable minimum requirement, in as much as this value is represen-
tative of the impact strength of piping materials which have proved capable of providing a

satisfactory degree of performance in DWV systems. The following exposure is therefore rec-
ommended for use in evaluating impact strength of piping proposed for use in DWV systems:

Exposure at 32°F to the impact provided by a five pound weight falling through

a distance of five feet and applied through a striking head having a radius of

0.5 inches, without experiencing visible cracking or permanent indentation in

excess of 5% of the original diameter. Pipe specimens should be tested in accord-
ance with procedures detailed in ASTM D2444 [2].

3.2. Earth Burial Load Exposure

The second factor in the mechanical loading environment, i.e., earth burial loads, plus
j

loads superimposed at ground surface in the vicinity of the buried pipe, presents a somewhat
more complex problem in that the actual load to be experienced is—at least in part—a func-

tion of the reaction of the pipe material to the loads. Rigid pipe— defined here as having

a cross-sectional shape which cannot be distorted sufficiently to change vertical or horizon-
tal dimension by more than 0.1% without material damage—supports earth loads, for example,

chiefly through high inherent wall or ring strength, and thus, when failure occurs, it is

normally by rupture or cracking with little or no deformation when ring strength is exceeded.

By contrast, flexible pipe—defined here as having a cross-sectional shape which can be dis- !

torted sufficiently to change vertical or horizontal dimensions more than 5.0% without mate-

rial damage—supports some earth load originally with inherent wall strength, but the full

value in supporting earth loads is derived from the capacity to deform without fracture. As

the pipe deflects under load, the horizontal axis dimension increases, moving the pipe wall

out against the side fills. With development of passive lateral soil resistance pressures in

the side quadrants of the enveloping soil, the side fills become increasingly compacted and

offer more and more resistance to further deflection.

Flexible pipe normally fails by excessive deflection. Under load, once the top of the

pipe passes a point of being approximately flat due to downward deflection and becomes con-
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Dave upward, complete collapse is possible, as the concave shape will tend to pull the sides
of the pipe inward, thereby eliminating the passive side resistance of the soil. Collapse of

flexible pipe generally is not imminent until deflection exceeds about 20% of the nominal
diameter.

Despite the fact that actual load to be experienced by buried piping is a function of

me reaction of the pipe to loading, anticipated superimposed surface loads as well as earth
density can be established, and actual loads to be experienced by piping with different char-
acteristics can then be computed in accordance with recognized empirical formulas developed
: or this use [4,5]. Thus, considering maximum probable superimposed surface load and earth
density, it is recommended that suitability of pipe proposed for use in DWV systems be evalu-
ated, with regard to the earth burial environment, in light of the load to be experienced as

result of:

The static earth load due to burial of the pipe, in earth having a density of 120

pounds per cubic foot at depths from two to eight feet, in addition to an 8,000-
pound wheel load applied at the ground surface.

To be deemed suitable for use in the buried portion of a drainage system, the DWV pipe
;hould possess sufficient resistance to crushing to sustain without cracking or rupture, the
tatic loads indicated below for the respective diameters, and sufficient resistance to de-
lection under the same loads to ensure that diametral deflection does not exceed 5%. The
ame pipe also should be capable of sustaining the respective equivalent static and dynamic
oads given without experiencing diametral deflection in excess of 15% (or cracking or rup-
ure) ;

further, after the equivalent static and dynamic load is removed, residual deflection
ithin thirty minutes should not exceed 5%. Loads for pipe having an outside diameter other
han shown in this table may be determined by interpolation.

Equivalent Static and
Pipe Size Outside Diameter Static Load Dynamic Load

(in.) (in.) (lb/1 inear ft.) Ib/I inear ft.

3 3.500 290 585
4 4.500 375 750
5 5.563 460 925
6 6.625 550 1100

3.3. Internal Pressure Exposure

For the internal pressure testing of a system for leakage prior to its operation, a

rainage system is normally tested with water, either in its entirety or in sections. If

esting is applied to the entire system, all openings except the highest are tightly closed
jnd the system is filled with water to the point of over-flowing. If testing is done in sec-
ions, each opening except the highest in the section under test is tightly plugged, and the
ection is tested with not less than a ten-foot head of water. Leakage testing does establish
concern that adequate joint sirength be provided by the method of joining used. The follow-

ng exposure is recommended for use in evaluating joint strengths of piping proposed for use
n DWV systems: [2]

Exposure to an internal water pressure of 25 psi for a continuous period of fif-
teen minutes with the water at a temperature of 73°F.

3.4. Beam Load Exposure

In addition to those loads already discussed, there remains the possibility of applica-
ions of loads on horizontal pipelines exposed along ceilings. Since the variables of weight,
3te of loading, point of application of load in relation to location of hangers or supports,
jration of load application, and the like, are numerous, it is necessary to make judgment as

) the most probable critical but realistic condition that might be encountered. It appears
- ?asonable that 100 pounds be considered the maximum load in establishing strength require-
9nts for piping to be used in DWV systems and that such a load would be most critical when
jng from the mid-span between hangers. The following exposure is therefore recommended for
;e in evaluating the beam strength of pipe proposed for use in DWV systems: [7]

To be deemed suitable for use in DWV systems, piping of any and all diameters, when
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supported horizontally at the maximum support spacing recommended by the manufac-
turer, should be capable of sustaining for three hours a 100 pound load without
experiencing fracture or cracking or mid-span deflection in excess of 0.25 inches
when such deflection is determined at a time between ten and fifteen minutes after
removal of the load. The load should be applied at the mid-span between recom-
mended support spacings, at a rate of twenty pounds per second—through a hanger
having a two-inch bearing width.

4. Biological Environment

Since the DWV systems handle waste, there is necessarily concern regarding the possibil-
ity of damage to pipe and fittings by attack from vermin, bacteria, and/or fungi. Under-
standably, it is impossible to define the factors which might be considered to constitute the
biological environment of a typical DWV system, but susceptibility of piping to attack is

dependent nonetheless on whether or not the constituent materials of pipe and fittings are
attractive to biological organisms as a source of food; in addition, in the case of fungi and
bacteria, susceptibility to attack is dependent on whether ambient conditions of humidity and
temperature are such as to encourage their growth; or, for some vermin, on whether pipe and
fittings serve as a barrier to discoverable food, such as rats gnawing through pipe to reach
water or nutrients inside. General cleanliness of the surroundings, a factor normally con-
trollable to a substantial degree by design or by the residents, can be of considerable impor-
tance, particularly with regard to the presence of and consequent degree of potential attack
by vermin.

Sufficient evidence [6] exists regarding improbability of damage as a result of attack
by rodents, insects and bacteria on piping currently used for DWV systems to make establish-
ment of such criteria unnecessary. A different situation exists, however, with regard to

fungi, for which numerous materials, particularly among the organics, offer a potential source
of nutriment. The exposure which follows is therefore recommended for use in evaluating suit-
ability with regard to fungus resistance of materials proposed for piping of DWV systems.

Exposure through inoculation with Aspergillus niger (ATCC No. 6275), and incuba-
tion for a period of fourteen days at a temperature of 82°F to 86°F and 85% to

95% relative humidity, without exhibiting visible evidence of fungus growth.

[2,7]

5. Weather Environment

It is virtually i mposs i b I e to est ab I i sh a mean ingful definition of the env i ronment wh i ch

considers all of the factors normally treated together as constituting the cause of "weather-

ing". The level of energy associated with solar ultraviolet radiation that might interact

with the constituent of piping materials in the vicinity of the earth's surface, the level of

relative humidity and temperature, the amount and type of precipitation, and other factors,

all vary greatly from year to year, from one season to another, and from locality to locality.

For the circumstances in which a DWV system or a portion thereof will be subjected to outdoor

exposure, some assurance of sufficient resistance to the elements is required. For these

systems or portions of systems, it is recommended that the following exposure be used in eval-

uating weathering resistance of piping material proposed for use:

Exposure to ultraviolet radiant energy, heat, and humidity and other conditions

that are likely to affect the materials being investigated, in accordance with

test methods developed specifically for particular classes of material. For plas-

tic piping, ASTM D250
I ,

procedure C is recommended with the requirements that the

specimens shall not develop surface irregularities, splits or craze perceptible
to the naked eye. The changes in flexural strength and modulus of elasticity of

the exposed specimens when compared with that of unexposed specimens shall not

exceed ten percent.

6. Fire Environment

Fire safety criteria for DWV systems cannot be disassociated from those of other elements
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r components of the structure within which such a system is contained. Fire safety for over-
II construction involves various factors of combustibility— e.g., ignition point of materials,
lame spread rate, and the spread of fire and smoke from one room to another; temperature rise
n walls and in air spaces in rooms adjacent to rooms in which fire is occurring; considera-
lions of all materials used and their interrelations, and the use of structural devices or

pecial protections, e.g., fire walls, compartmentat ion, and f i re-retardant coatings. In light
if the complex nature of the factors determining fire safety and the inextricable interrela-
ionship of DWV systems with other building components, it is important that the DWV system
n no way compromise the fire rating of the structure. It is recommended, therefore, that:

The installed DWV system conform to the fire safety requirements applicable to the

type of construction and use of the structure, and that no element of the DWV sys-
tem be such as to increase the susceptibility to combustion, flame spread or fire

hazard of the structure or of any element or portion thereof.

The test methods used should be those standardized ASTM fire tests acceptable to building
.ode authorities for determining and qualifying similar or related building components, the

nstallation of which is continuous throughout the building, for the type of construction in

'hich it is to be installed.

7 .
.
Summary

These studies are not meant to be used as product standards nor to disqualify existing
roducts, but to serve as a basis for designing and testing new DWV products and for the
mprovement of product standards and qualification of new products.

Among the advantages provided by the criteria developed here are:

1. The design and engineering of DWV piping systems to provide a more optimum balance
of performance and economic values while insuring that minimum requirements are met
for the type of environment and service intended.

2. Greater advantage can be taken of the properties of materials in designing DWV
syst ems

.

3. Code and- engi neer i ng groups will have an objective, soundly engineered reference
with which to evaluate and accept DWV products.

4. It will obviate the need for intense, emotional, and often subjective and irrelevant
industry conflicts regarding suitability of materials and products; and hopefully,
encourage concentration on constructively engineering better and more economical DWV
syst ems

.

The committee conducted its work with the highest degree of professional integrity and

jngineering analysis in arriving at realistic and objective criteria. It is hoped that the

•esults will provide the basis for a constructive technological evolution in the development
ind use of DWV materials and products, through its contribution to performance-oriented
j:riteria for the design and evaluation of DWV piping.

Copies of references are available as noted in the bibliography.
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ational Bureau of Standards Special Publication 361, Volume 1: Performance
oncept in Buildings; Proceedings of the Joint RILEM-ASTM-C IB Symposium, held
ay 2-5, 1972, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (Issued March 1972).

Simplified Acoustical Measurement Procedures
for Building Code Enforcement

Michael J. Kodaras
Michael J. Kodaras, Inc.
Elmhurst, New York 11373

New and revised building codes now contain specific
requirements for acoustical privacy in multifamily dwell-
ings. These performance specifications for sound trans-
mission loss, impact sound insulation, maximum permissible
sound power radiated by mechanical equipment and isola-
tion of structural vibration sources must be subject to
field measurements to assure compliance with the building
code provisions. In most cases the results of these
field measurements need only indicate a "pass" or "fail"
result.

This paper reviews some of the simplified field
test procedures now in use and in process of develop-
ment .

De nouveaux reglements de construction formulent des exigences

specifiques pour l'isolement acoustique des habitations a apparte-
ments multiples. Ces specifications de performance pour l'affaiblis-
sement du son transmis, 1' isolation des bruits de chocs, la puissance
acoustique maximale admissible d'un equipment mecanique et 1' isola-

tion des sources de vibrations structuales doivent etre l'objet de

mesures sur place en conformite avec les dispositions du reglement
de construction. Dans la plupart des cas, it suffit que les

resultats de ces mesures sur place soient traduits par "positif"

ou "negatif".

Cette communication passe en revue quelques-unes des methodes
simplifiees de mesure sur place maintenant en usage et en cours de
developpement

.

Key words: Acoustical field measurements; building
code enforcement; noise control in dwellings; noise
control enforcement.
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Most of the new noise control provisions of building codes attempt to
regulate the amount of noise that intrudes into the living space from
adjacent spaces inside and outside the "building. If the noise control
requirements are properly written, the effectiveness of the written code
depends upon its enforcement.

Noise intrusion into the dwelling can follow two basic paths —
STRUCTURE BORNE-sound transmitted by the vibration of the solid structure
of the building; and AIRBORNE-sound transmitted through the air. Deter-
mination of code compliance for the isolation of structure borne noise
sources can usually be made by non-acoustical measurement procedures.
Measurement of the deflection of the isolation device or visual inspection
are common procedures. Whether the 'requirements for the maximum permis-
sible noise output of mechanical equipment or airborne transmission loss
have been met must be determined by acoustical measurements.

For example, when measuring the acoustical separation between two
conventional rooms for the purpose of code enforcement, the procedure used
in obtaining the data need not determine how much transmission occurred
through the various potential sound paths, such as: through the partition;
through the cracks between the partition and floor and adjacent walls; ,

through connecting ductwork; and through back-to-back outlets, etc. (l)

The building inspector, in his determination of whether the noise
control provisions of the code have been met, is not required to concern
himself with evaluating the various flanking paths. His concern should be
limited to whether the acoustical separation between the apartments has
been achieved in accordance with the requirements of the code. In other
words, his interest is: Does the acoustical separation "Pass" or "Fail".
In order to convert the measured acoustical separation to the specified
Sound Transmission Class requirements of the code, a mathematical procedure
is followed which need not be done in the field. All that needs to be done
in the field is to obtain sound pressure level measurements in both the
source and receiving room with a sound source located in the source room.
To convert to field measured sound transmission loss, it will be necessary
to measure the area of the sound barriers separating the two rooms and in
some cases the amount of sound absorption in the receiving room (2) (3) .

However, these are relatively simple procedures and need not concern us at
this time.

A question may arise regarding responsibility in the event the test indi-
cates failure because of flanking transmission. If the flanking transmis-
sion is through a ventilating duct, will the building inspector's notice of
violation so state? The answer I submit is, "NO!". The reason for the
failure to meet the requirements should be determined by another investi-
gator, possibly acousticians employed by the manufacturer, architect or
owner of the building. After the responsibility has been fixed and the
flanking path corrected, the Building Inspector can again conduct the
"Pass" or "Fail" measurement and if a passing grade is obtained, remove
the violation.

Following this reasoning, only one measurement of sound pressure levels
(in octave bands) is required for the Building Inspector to determine
whether the noise levels in living spaces are adversely affected by
mechanical equipment located inside or at the exterior of the building.
Also, with the aid of a tapping noise source, he can determine whether the

1
Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at end of
this paper.
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mpact transmission loss of a ' floor-ceiling construction meets the require-
ments of the code (4) (5)

The various standards that outline the methods of conducting these
•ests require, as stated above, the measurement of sound pressure levels
,n dB over a frequency range of 100 to 4000 Hz. A single overall measure-
ent is not sufficient. Substantial information is required as to the
requency distribution versus sound pressure level. Noise Criterion Levels
iequire 8 to 10 octave band measurements. Sound transmission class calcu-
lation requires 16 measurements at 1/3 octave bands in the source room,
j6 in the receiving room and in order to make sure that the signal radiated
y the test sound source is sufficiently high not to be affected by back-
round noise from traffic or other sources, it is usually necessary to
btain 16 more 1/3 octave band measurements in the receiving room when
he sound source is shut off. Measurement of the impact transmission loss
f the floor-ceiling construction also requires 16-1/3 octave band measure-
ents in the room below, with the tapping machine operating on the floor
bove. Again, the same measurements must be made without the tapping
achine to assure that the background noise level did not contaminate the
ata.

For determination of "Pass" or "Fail" of the airborne and impact
ransmission requirements for one room, I have just enumerated at least
8 measurements of sound pressure level in octave bands or 1/3 octave
ands. Multiply this by possibly two or more rooms in each apartment and
he number of new apartments to be constructed in the United States and
Ihe total becomes somewhat alarming. The procedure is simple but the
ultiplicity of the number of measurements required makes the concept of
ield measurement for building code enforcement far from practical unless
he data collection procedure is shortened. This can be done by field
ecording the various sound signals on magnetic tape and using sophisti-
cated analysis equipment in the laboratory to provide the detailed fre-
quency discriminated data. . Laboratory computers can also process the
athematical calculations to arrive at the single number comparisons with
(he code requirements.

Magnetic tape recording of acoustical data has been the practice in
ero-space noise studies for many years. Until recently, however, the
quipment was so heavy, bulky and dependent upon an exterior power source
hat a truck or station wagon was frequently considered an essential com-
onent of this equipment. Today, the total equipment listed above — all
f it self-powered — weighs no more than a sound level meter alone weighed
bout 15 years ago.

The recording procedure is also easy to learn by non-acoustically
ducated personnel and, with a little practice and training, becomes quite
rror free. A calibrator is used to record a "bench mark" signal —
sually 114 dB at 500 or 1000 Hz — at the beginning of the magnetic tape
sing a standard sound level meter as a combined microphone and attenuator,
he sound level meter attenuator is then adjusted in 10 dB steps so that
Ihe input noise signal is within the dynamic range of both the sound level
eter and tape recorder. The operator must make an immediate notation of
he change or by speaking into the microphone, record the new attenuator
etting on the magnetic tape. The recording amplifier gain control of the
ape recorder must not be changed during the entire procedure. If acciden-
ally or purposely changed, the calibration signal must again be recorded.
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During the past year, our firm has trained about 30 non-acousticians
in the above procedure with good success. Our laboratory has reduced their
recorded tapes to octave band and 1/3 octave band data using a General Radio
Type 1921 Real-Time Analyzer. In all cases the frequency characteristics
of each of the sound level meter-tape recorder sets was established in our
laboratory before the equipment was used. The Real-Time Analyzer filter
network was set to conform with the frequency characteristics of the indi-
vidual recording equipment before proceeding with the data reduction.

At first , some of our people were concerned about the possibility of
errors. However, improper microphone location, shielding of the microphone
by the operator's body, improper loudspeaker location, and similar poten-
tial field errors were avoided by means of careful, step-by-step instruc-
tion manuals. In addition, during the training period, each operator
conducted several tests of each type under the supervision of a qualified
acoustical engineer.

Forgetting to make note of a reset sound level meter attenuator or
noting the change incorrectly, can interject a subtle error and one that
could seriously affect the data. To date we have not encountered this
problem; however, it does seem possible to provide a so-called "black box"
containing a precalibrated signal amplifier and two-track tape recorder
with no attenuator or volume controls but only an "on-off " switch. Ob-
viously, the dynamic range of the tape recorder would be limited to about
50 dB, however, the signal from the amplifier could be split to feed both
channels of the tape recorder, the channel amplifiers set to differ by
30 dB. The receiving room levels and NC level measurements from 20 to 70 dB
would be recorded on one channel and the louder source room levels — 50 to
100 dB — on the other channel.

To date we have not seen the need to go to this "black box" approach.
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2. Illustrations

. 1 From HUD, "A Guide to Airborne, Impact, and
Structure Borne Noise-Control in Multifamily
Dwellings

"
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Itional Bureau of Standards Special Publication 361, Volume 1: Performance
incept in Buildings; Proceedings of the Joint RILEM-ASTM-CIB Symposium, held
iy 2-5, 1972, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (Issued March 1972).

The Effect of Illumination Systems
Upon Visual Performance

Ian Lewin
Holophane Company, Inc.

New York, New York 10036

James W. Griffith
K and G Associates

Dallas, Texas 75225

One of the critical human factors in building design is the
provision for an adequate level of visual performance, in relation
to the speed and accuracy of vision. It has only recently been
recognized fully that the amount of illumination on a visual task
may be of secondary importance to that of another variable, the
"task contrast." The concept of "Contrast Rendition Factor" will
be developed, where the amount of contrast produced on a written
task by any given illumination system may be evaluated in relation
to a reference standard. Recent researches will be reported which
indicate the ineffectiveness of present conventional illumination
systems

.

Further research undertaken in the development of unconven-
tional systems of illumination will be reported, and it will be
shown that a unique distribution of light within a working area
can produce very substantial visual performance increases, without
increasing the electrical input to the system.

Whereas the paper will include some theoretical concepts in
relation to visual performance, its chief purpose will be to
provide practical guidelines for the improvement of this factor.

L'un des facteurs humains critiques dans un projet de con-
struction est la garantie d'un degre adequat de performance visu-
elle quant a la rapidite et l'acuite de la vision. Ce n'est que
recemment qu'on a vraiment reconnu que la quantite de la lumiere
dont profite un effort visuel peut etre d

1 importance secondaire
par rapport a celle d'une autre variable, "Le contraste dans
l'exercice d'un effort visuel." La notion de "Facteur de pro-
duction de contraste" sera mise en pratique lorsque le contraste
obtenu pour un travail d'ecriture avec un systeme d'eclairage
donne pourra etre evaluee par rapport a un e talon de reference.
On exposera des recherches recentes qui indiquent 1' inef f icacite
des systemes d'eclairage conventionnel actuels.

Une etude ulterieure entreprise pour developper des systemes
d'eclairage unique sera decrite et on montrera qu'une distribution
de lumiere unique dans un espace ou l'on travaille peut produire
des accroissements notables de performance visuelle sans augmenter
la consommation de courant electrique dans le systeme.
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Bien que la communication comprenne quelques notions theoriques
en rapport avec la performance visuelle, son but principal est de

fournir des indications pratiques pour ameliorer ce dernier facteur.

Key words: Illumination systems; lighting; performance concept;
task contrast; veiling reflections; visual performance; visual
task.

1. Introduction

When considering the performance concept in building design, a factor of prime impor-
tance is adequate levels of visual performance. Visual performance is a measure of the
speed and accuracy of carrying out a visual task such as reading, writing, or quality
inspection, and normally is taken to be a function of the illumination level maintained in

the work area. In recent years, however, studies have shown visual performance may be
affected greatly by factors not usually taken into account. [1,2,3,4,5,6]!

When a person is carrying out a visual task, four primary factors affect his visual
performance, namely size, time, background brightness, and contrast. In a reading task,
these factors would be respectively the size of the print, the time taken to read a given
amount of material, the brightness of the paper, and the brightness contrast between the
paper and print. The building designer has little if any control over the task size or the
viewing time, but has considerable control over the other two factors. The background
brightness is a function of the quantity of illumination and the reflection characteristics
of the visual task. Providing a certain illumination level will produce predictable bright-
ness levels for materials of known reflectance. The fourth factor, task contrast, has not
been considered fully in lighting design until recently. The purpose of this paper is to

show the importance of task contrast as a factor affecting visual performance, and to de-
scribe recent engineering developments which allow illumination systems to be designed for
increased performance by correct control of contrast.

2. The Effect of Contrast

Contrast has been defined by the following equation:

c- Bl
' B2

where C is contrast, Bn is the brightness of the background (paper in typical reading tasks),

Bo is the brightness of the information (pencil or ink in typical reading tasks).

Figures in brackets indicate literature references at the end of this paper.
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This expression has been found to describe accurately the visual sensation resulting
\om a brightness difference between two areas.

The importance of contrast as a determining factor of visual performance will be

/preciated readily; compare the ease of reading black lettering on a white background to
1 at of reading the same lettering if printed on dark gray paper. In order to overcome the

ntrast difficulty in the latter case, an extremely high illumination level would be

quired, thereby providing increased brightness to offset the low contrast. Figure 1 indi-

tes how variation of task contrast requires changing the brightness level in order to

mpensate and produce a fixed level of visual performance. This relationship, known as

e Standard Performance Curve, shows that a small loss of contrast requires a very large

ightness increase to retain a certain visual performance level; a 1% contrast loss will

quire typically a 10% to 15% brightness increase. Such an increase in brightness
quires a commensurate illumination increase, which normally is not economically feasible.

Relatively large losses of contrast are caused by a phenomenon known as "veiling
flections," which are commonplace under today's typical illumination systems. Figure 2

lustrates the cause of veiling reflections. A lighting fixture in a ceiling area slightly
front of the observer will illuminate the visual task. Specular reflections will be

rown into the observer's eyes, reflected from the glossy portions of the task. Pencil

ndwriting, for instance, will reflect such light so that the pencil lines will increase in

ightness, and therefore the contrast between the lettering and the diffuse white paper will

crease. Figure 3 illustrates a task illuminated under conditions condusive to high con-
iast rendition, while figure 4 shows the same task as affected by veiling reflections.

When loss of contrast is great, as when a light source is reflected from a glossy
gazine, a person will compensate by moving his location or that of the magazine. However,
e human eye does not always recognize consciously the subtle small losses in contrast,
en though these may be highly significant in visual performance, resulting in loss of

sual accuracy or slower performance.

As we cannot economically or technically justify the extremely high illumination levels
quired to overcome contrast losses, we can conclude that serious visual performance defi-
ancies are being experienced under conventional illumination systems due to veiling
flections.

3. Evaluation of Contrast Loss

A technique of evaluating lighting systems has been developed, based upon the contrast
visual performance they produce. "Contrast Rendition Factor," CRF, is the ratio of the

itrast which a lighting system produces on a standard reference pencil task to the con-
ist produced on the same task when illuminated by a fixed reference lighting system. The
ference lighting system is an integrating sphere, which is painted on the inside with a

ite diffusing paint,with the reference visual task at its center, figure 5. Light is

imed into the sphere and strikes a diffusing cone, whereupon multiple reflections inside
i sphere ensure total diffusion of the light. A lighting system which produces the same
;k contrast as the sphere will have a CRF of 1.000.

Contrast is measured by a Visual Task Photometer, an instrument which essentially
:ermines the brightness of the task object and that of the background, under both sphere
i normal environment conditions.

The contrast produced by the sphere is relatively high. Let us suppose that an illumi-
:ion level of 100 footcandles (1080 lux) is required to provide a given level of visual

'formance. Under a conventional lighting system, this level will have to be increased,
\t us say to 120 footcandles, (1290 lux) to maintain the same level of visual performance,

i to contrast losses caused by veiling reflections. On the basis of visual performance,
;refore, 120 fc. (1290 lux) of conventional lighting in this example are equivalent to

) footcandles (1080 lux) of sphere illumination. We would state therefore that the conven-
)nal system provides an "Equivalent Sphere Illumination" of 100 footcandles (1080 lux),
livalent Sphere Illumination, or ESI, is used as the common standard of comparison between
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lighting systems, as it represents a measure of the level of visual performance that the
system will produce under the given measurement conditions.

The ESI level may be determined from the values of task illumination, task brightness,
and Contrast Rendition Factor. [6]

4. Control of Contrast Losses

The losses of contrast caused by conventional lighting systems have been well docu-
mented. [1,2,3,4,5,6] As an example, a study in the Toronto School System showed that
contrast losses due to veiling reflections of 21%, 17%, and 11% for typical pencil written
task occurred under a louvered lighting system, a general diffuse system, and an indirect
system respectively. Subsequently, a study at Southern Methodist University showed that
illumination coming predominately from the side was capable of creating high levels of
contrast due to the effect shown by figure 5. [4] Specular reflections are cast away from
the eye rather than towards the eye. As a result of these and other studies, lighting
systems were designed to produce a light distribution as shown in figure 7. Very little
light is directed downwards, while the major emission occurs in twin beams on each side of
the fixture at angles of about 30°.

As shown by figure 7, rows of "Twin-Beam" fixtures can be arranged so as to have over-
lapping light patterns. A person seated beneath a row of fixtures will receive much more
light from the side than from fixtures above his head. In this way, his source of veiling
reflections is removed, yet adequate illumination is maintained due to the light incident
from the adjacent rows. Measurement of the CRF values for several conventional lighting
systems and the Twin-Beam system has shown that the CRF losses associated with conventional
equipment are eliminated, and a uniformly high level of contrast maintained under Twin-Beam
systems. [5,7] An analysis has been conducted of four lighting systems having conventional
candlepower distributions as shown in figure 8 and a Twin-Beam distribution as shown in

figure 9. A lighting system using each type of distribution was installed in the Illumina-
tion Systems Research Laboratory consisting of a room 24' X 32' X 9'. The wall reflectance
was .65, the ceiling .80, and the floor .21. Each system had 42 lamps and power consumption
of approximately 2100 watts.

Measurement of CRF and calculation of the ESI level showed that the Narrow distribution
system, using recessed louvered units, produced a minimum of 32 ESI footcandles, (340 ESI

lux). The Medium distribution system, recessed units with a diffuser, gave a minimum of

47 ESI footcandles, (510 ESI lux), while the Wide distribution fixtures, which were surface
attached units with luminous sidewalls, gave a minimum of 58 ESI footcandles, (620 ESI lux).

The Twin-Beam system using single lamp surface attached luminous sidewall luminaires pro-
duced a minimum of 104 ESI footcandles, (1120 ESI lux). Thus the efficiency of the Twin-
Beam system can be seen to be very much higher than that of the conventional systems, when
evaluated on a true performance basis.

5. Financial Evaluation of Lighting Systems

The ultimate index for evaluating the visual performance of various lighting systems
must be the value of the performance to the occupant. Reducing all significant costs to a

cost index and using a time/value-of -money concept permits a performance evaluation based on

the annual cost per ESI footcandle over the life cycle of the building.

The first cost of each lighting system described above is given in column 5 of table 1,

and is based upon the trade price for the fixtures and the installation costs. The total

annual cost of each system is given in column 9 with Capital Recovery based on 10% interest
and a life of 15 years on the fixtures. A 2.5 cent per KWH rate has been used to estimate
the power costs.

The annual cost per ESI footcandle is given in column 10, and it can be seen that the
Twin-Beam system of illumination is substantially cheaper than all three conventional
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stems when evaluated on the basis of the performance it produces. Factors comparing the

st of the various systems to that of the cheapest are given in column 11.

Using the traditional methods of cost evaluation based upon conventional illumination

vels, rather than performance and the ESI concept, would provide a totally different cost

mparison. On such a basis, the wide distribution system would be selected as the most
onomical. As we know, however, although the wide distribution system would deliver the

ghest illumination level, it would produce only approximately half the ESI level, and

erefore would be substantially inferior on a performance basis. Unless a valid perfor-

nce criterion is used as the basis of selection, a low efficiency system will be selected

the false belief that it is the most economical. Now that the technology for visual

rformance specification has been developed, let us use it as an illumination design
iterion in the future.
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Fig. 1 Fig. 2

Standard Visual Performance Curve The cause of veiling

reflections

Fig. 3

Pencil handwriting showing

high contrast

Fig. 4

Pencil handwriting showing

contrast loss
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PHOTOMETER

Fig. 5

Reference sphere lighting system

Fig. 6

Veiling reflection control by

Twin-Beam system

Fig. 8

Candlepower ciistn'butiors o* th*

conventional luminaires. Across

axis plane.

Fig. 7

Application of Twin-Beam luminaires

Fig. 9

Candlepower distribution of Twin-

Beam luminaires. Across axis

plane.
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itional Bureau of Standards Special Publication 361, Volume 1: Performance
incept in Buildings; Proceedings of the Joint RILEM- AS TM-C IB Symposium, held
ly 2-5, 1972, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (Issued March 1972).

The Performance Concept in the
Service of Technical Evaluations

of Building Innovations

D. E. Dobson1

National Building Research Institute of
the Council for Scientific and Industrial

Research, Pretoria, South Africa

The introduction gives a broad picture of the in-
creasing effort of the National Building Research
Institute (NBRl) in the field of technical evaluation and
performance requirements. Terminology is also defined.
This is followed by a section in which work on certain
selected aspects of performance is discussed. The con-
cluding sections deal generally with the performance
concept and its cardinal position in the evaluation of
innovations in building, and bring out some of the
practical limitations of the concept and the continuing
need for the exercise of evaluative judgement.

L 1 introduction decrit dans leurs grandes lignes les efforts
de l'Institut National de Recherches sur la Construction (NBRI) dans
le domaine des evaluations techniques et des exigences de performance.
On definit aussi la terminologie. Ensuite vient une section dans
laquelle on examine le travail accompli sur certains aspects determines
de la notion de performance. En conclusion, on traite la notion de
performance en general et son caractere essentiel dans 1' evaluation
des innovations dans la construction, et l'on fait ressortir quelques-
unes des limitations pratiques du concept ainsi que la necessite
d'exercer continuellement un jugement critique.

Key words: Agrement; durability prediction; economic
aspects; evaluative judgement; need for clarity of
purpose; performance concept; plastics in fire; rain
penetration; robustness of construction; technical
evaluation; uniformity of assessment; weathering.

Head, Evaluations and Performance Criteria Division,
National Building Research Institute.
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1. Introduction

Much of the work of the National Building Research Institute (NBRI) is
connected in one way or another with technical evaluation of buildings or
their constituent parts or materials. The NBRI was established in 1945
and has steadily grown until in 1970/71 it has a staff of about 180, and
a budget of about (U.S.) #2 million.

The first comprehensive statement on performance requirements and
evaluations made by NBRI was embodied in a general publication on the costs
of low-cost housing (1)^ issued in 1954, the result of six or seven years
of concentrated team work. From time to time thereafter the Institute
undertook a comprehensive technical evaluation of a novel or unorthodox
form of construction on a contract basis for a sponsor. This work built
up over the years and, in order to formalize and rationalize the evaluation
process and to bring it into line with overseas procedures, the Agrdment
Board of South Africa was established in 1969 with the NBRI as its
Evaluating Agency.

The extent of the present technical evaluation work can be judged by
the fact that the total governmental and private sector contributions to
Agr£ment and non-Agre"ment evaluations in 1970/71 is estimated at $140 000,
which is one-fourteenth of the Institute's total budget and nearly one-
third of its earned income.

At the time of the creation of the Agre"ment Board, NBRI drew up a
current 'state-of-the-art' document in which Interim Performance Criteria
for use in Agrdment Board work were discussed: this document has not been
published, but certain of the criteria are becoming apparent in the
details included in the Certificates now being issued by the Board. Some
of the performance requirements will also be found in the Standard Building
Regulations, Codes of Practice or Standard Specifications of the S.A. Bureau
of Standards, as members of the Institute invariably sit on the committees
responsible for these documents. Local authorities also seek advice on
improvements in their building regulations and the NBRI's thinking on
performance requirements has an effect here also.

This, briefly, is a broad picture of the Institute's role and its
increasing effort in the field of technical evaluation and performance
requirements

.

In order to fall into line as far as possible with the thinking of the
Working Commission ¥60 of the Conseil International du Batiment pour la
Recherche, 1 'Etude et la Documentation (CIB) on 'The performance concept'
as expressed in the proposal made by the British Building Research Station
to the September 1971 meeting of ¥60, the following terminology is used.
Simple examples are given to make the meaning clear:

The logical steps seen in establishing an evaluation process for
building innovations are as follows:

1. Functional requirement Example:

Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of
this paper.

2. Terminology Used
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The external wall shall successfully resist
the forces of nature, including rain, wind ...

Performance test Same example, one aspect:

The specified sample of external wall shall
be sprayed with water, with the apparatus
designated, under the following conditions of
duration/intensity/air pressure ....

Performance requirement (¥60 terminology)

or

Performance criterion (NBRI terminology)

Same example:

When tested as above, the test wall shall not
leak under the simulated conditions (a) and
(b) for proposed use in any part of the
country, but under condition (c) ....

Assessment or judgement (NBRI final step in evaluative process).

3. Some aspects of work at NBRI on performance requirements

3.1. Rain penetration

Much of the early work was on developing performance requirements and
testing technique in respect of rain penetration through walls con-
;ructed of traditional materials, viz masonry. In other words the
riteria were developed for walls of a more or less homogeneous nature,
lilt of pervious elements. A consolidated report (2) was issued in 1957.

Recently another important report on this subject has been published
5) in which details are given of performance criteria on rain penetration
: structures where the elements may be impervious and the joints become
LI important, such as curtain walls with windows.

Whereas in the earlier work a simple, unpressurized rain-spray box
is used for testing purposes, the present approach is more sophisticated.
me rain-spray test is now done on the basis of (i) a non-pressurized test,
Li) a series of pressurized tests to simulate rain accompanied by wind
ressures equivalent to various wind velocities that are experienced
requently in practice, (iii) a final pressurized test to simulate
editions of simultaneous rain and wind pressure that occur infrequently
l practice.

In all these tests a pulsating pressure is used as this has been shown
3 have an important bearing on the performance of a window, for example,
b has become apparent that in the present approach there is more need for
cperience in the interpretation of the results obtained, or more scope for
/aluative judgement

.

An apparatus is at present under construction, initially for research
irposes, which will be a modified form of rain apparatus in use at the
3ntre Scientifique et Technique du Batiment (CSTB) in Paris, but includes
ie essential aspects that allow the reproduction of the effects of the
Lrection of air currents and pulsating pressures on a window, wall, or
:>mbined window/wall specimen.
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3.2. Weathering and Durability Prediction Problems

Correlation of artificial and natural weathering conditions has always
been only a partially resolved" problem and one bedevilling the difficult
task of predicting the durability of materials.

Considering for the moment, however, only predictions of behaviour
from an inspection of samples subjected to natural weathering conditions,
the NBRI has for many years had weathering stations in selected parts of
the country where samples are exposed not only for domestic work but also
on behalf of overseas research bodies. These stations have been selected
on the basis that they are located in areas which have very different
climatological parameters. The comparison of results has been hampered by
the lack of scientific knowledge as to how the conditions at these stations
differ from each other. With the increase in technical evaluation work
and the advent of a formal agre"ment body, there has been increased pressure
for a more scientific basis for this work. For this reason arrangements
have been made to equip four stations with automatic measuring and
recording equipment for total solar radiation energy, ultra-violet radiation
and time-of-wetness of specimens. At the Pretoria station, instruments
will also measure the visible light and the near infra-red components of
sunlight. In addition, a detailed study of temperature conditions,
including surface and sub-surface temperatures of plastic materials of
different colours will be carried out. The temperature survey is in
itself a project of some magnitude. It should be pointed out that the
results of weathering tests obtained in other parts of the world are not
necessarily directly applicable to South African conditions since the
importance of the various factors in the degradation process is not known
except in a qualitative way. It is therefore necessary that quantitative
information on these parameters be obtained and correlated with observed
degradation rates.

Due to the increasing use of plastics in industrialized and other
forms of building, a problem has arisen of assessing the potential increased
hazard to life posed by these materials in case of fire.

Before the broader aspects of this assessment can be tackled it is
essential to know more about the behaviour of such materials under controlle
combustion conditions. One approach that is being followed is the use of
the ASTM 2863-70 oxygen-index test. This is a comparatively new test
which it is hoped will provide a preliminary screening of materials into
various meaningful categories of combustion.

In carrying out evaluations of partitions or building systems, atten-
tion has always been paid to the matter of resistance to impact forces
that may occur in practice, paying particular attention to this in cases
where thin cladding materials over a framework have been proposed as the
internal or external wall construction of a building.

In Agr^ment work this aspect is also considered. The various
building regulations of the local authorities in South Africa, however,
have never included anything specific on this subject, probably because
the masonry walls traditionally used were always considered to be suffi-
ciently robust in the thicknesses specified by the regulations, and new
materials and methods of construction were generally not provided for.

3.3. Behaviour of Plastics in Eire

3.4. Degree of Robustness Required of a Construction
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The NBRI performance requirements for impact resistance were
incorporated in the Standard Building Regulations of the South African
ureau of Standards in the period 1959-1960, but these regulations only
ecome obligatory in an area if the appropriate authority officially
idopts them.

The first performance requirements recommended for the interpretation
f the sandbag impact test had the effect of failing ^--inch-thick gypsum
lasterboard, and as this material had been used extensively overseas for
any years it was later felt that the requirements might be unduly
onservative. A number of houses, offices, and hotels were therefore
nspected in which both the ^-inch and the ^-inch-think material had been
sed for periods of up to three years and discussions were held with
verseas authorities; as a result, the criterion of height of swing of
he sandbag was modified to allow the use of §-inch gypsum board on a
rame with studs at 18-inch centres but not at 24-inch centres, and to
isallow f-inch board at 18-inch centres. Details of the field inspections
nd considerations of the various aspects of performance have been
ublished (4):

Currently research is in progress to see whether or not a change should
e made from a leather bag to a cloth bag, as favoured by several of the
uropean countries. The team concerned has also decided in principle, and

(

or the sake of greater international uniformity, to change from a weight
f bag of 60 lbs (27,22 kg) to 30 kg, which is the weight used in Europe,
uite early in the work, the use of a 4 lb (1,81 kg) steel impact tool with
chisel-like edge was also developed. The use of this has been continued

o the present day because it is believed that it represents a better
pproach to a performance test than the small-weight steel spheres being
sed in Europe, i.e. it represents better the impact of sharp-edged objects
uch as the corner of a desk. This same point is being made in the work
f CIB Commission ¥60.

3.5. General Remarks

The picture here is of continuous development and refinement of
rocedures. Experience shows that when a new material is encountered one
ust be ready to use judgement and modify the criteria, and this is the

: research approach to the Agre"ment and other evaluation work carried out.

This review of several parameters of behaviour indicates the nature of
he Institute's activities in the field of evaluation and the development
f performance requirements. It is based on international contact that keeps
he Institute in touch with thoughts and trends in evaluation work and
hus leads to the adoption of ideas, the adaptation of apparatus and the
xchange of specimens and test results, all on the philosophy that
valuation work is essentially team work.

In South Africa technical evaluation has been closely linked with
ndustrialized building (5), for it was the Government's desire to
'acilitate the rational introduction of industrialized building methods
hat was partly responsible for the decision to establish the Agrement
ioard, as a means of reassuring all concerned that any particular building
system had been thoroughly assessed and was technically acceptable.

4. General Discussion on Performance Concept, Performance Tests,
Criteria and Evaluations

In this part of the paper, in which the philosophy of the performance
•oncept and its expression in performance tests and criteria is discussed,
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the views given are not necessarily those of the Institute's specialist
workers whose subjects may be touched on for purposes of illustrating
principles

.

4.1. The Scope or Purpose of Evaluation Reports
must be Clear to Everyone

Unless all concerned can agree internationally or nationally on the
purpose of the evaluation process itself, it is unlikely that agreement
on the performance concept as an aid to evaluation can be obtained. Thus,
it is necessary to have clarity and agreement on the purpose of technical
evaluation reports, i.e. on their scope. There are the separate or
combined purposes:

(a) of obtaining clearance for an innovation by authorities who
give permission to build, e.g. building regulation (code)
authorities, if those authorities hesitate or refuse to
allow the use of the innovation,

or

(b) of obtaining clearance by financial institutions lending
money on a building incorporating the innovation, or to
a manufacturer requiring finance for large scale production,

or

(c) of satisfying the client who ordered the building or his
professional advisers, or both, that the innovation is
technically satisfactory,

or

(d) of informing possible future purchasers of an item that it
is a good product, i.e. boosting turnover and sales.

Coupled with the motives (a) to (d) above would probably be some desire
on the part of the producer to obtain an improved product. In the process
of evaluation NBRI has found it necessary in more than half the cases to
suggest to an applicant changes that will improve the technical performance
of his innovation.

In the field of building regulations a trend has been noted, not only
towards greater uniformity, but also towards coverage of more items of
building (6). Thus it appears that there is a trend to deal with more
than mere basic safety (structural and fire safety) and health which, in
the past, has been reckoned as the only justifiable basis for a restraint
on a private entrepreneur in a number of western countries.

It seems that the main reason for increased interest in technical
evaluation in western countries is for purposes of clearance by building
regulation authorities (certainly this is the case in South Africa); thus
evaluations should reflect or anticipate the trend in building regulations,
and hence cover more than basic safety and health, i.e. they should attempt
to give guidance on the question of whether an innovation is a 'good' one.
The South African Agre*ment Board already appears to be set on such a course,
which seems natural, in the sense that it has been conscious of the fact
that it issues certificates aimed at satisfying the purposes (a) to (d) as
set out above, not merely (a), and is aware that NBRI's role in evaluation is
active, not passive, and often results in an improved innovation.



Outside a few specialized circles in South Africa, however, there is
ittle awareness of the various purposes for which Agrenient Certificates
ay be required. It may well he necessary, therefore, to explain some
£ the different purposes in certain circumstances in the certificate
tself . An example which comes to mind is that of thermal performance
f houses with lightweight walls (e.g. timber frame), where the NBRI
ishes to emphasize the importance to designers and owners of correct
rientation and of reducing windows on east and west walls to an absolute
inimum: it is felt, however, that for other than subeconomic housing
themes the right of a house owner exists to ignore this advice, especially
f there is a good view to the east or west or he is prepared to pay extra
or his thermal comfort. For this reason it might be indicated in a
brtificate that advice on this aspect of thermal performance is not
ntended to be enforced by building control authorities.

4.2. International Uniformity is more Attainable in Test Methods
than in Performance Requirements or Interpretation

This symposium will certainly accelerate international and national
ork on the development of a general performance statement and its
laboration from functional requirements to performance tests and from there

! o performance requirements and evaluation, inter alia , of the performance
ttained in the test.

As far as houses are concerned, it cannot be expected, with our
ational differences in background, culture and ways of living, that a
arge measure of agreement or uniformity will be achieved either in the
unctional requirements or in the performance requirements for interpreting
ests. We should expect and be determined to reach a greater measure of
nanimity regarding performance tests themselves, however. ' As an example,
or houses consider the parameter 'degree of robustness required for an
nternal dividing wall or partition'. One could not expect the oriental
ountries, for instance with a background of constructing these walls in
lender wood frame or bamboo with paper or reed covering, to reach
greement with a European-influenced country where walls were traditionally
uilt of substantial masonry. There might be agreement on impact tests,

e owever, that would reproduce certain aspects of performance, e.g. impact
If a human body or the sharp edges of furniture on the wall, or the
lamming of a door (if a hinged door is envisaged). The difficulty in
niform interpretation of such tests is apparent however - differences in
ize and weights of the average person, differences in types of furniture,
here is another difficulty in the interpretation of whether a certain
egree of damage is acceptable or not - the question of whether the wall
|r partition is fairly cheap and regarded as disposable, or whether it is
xpensive and needs to be retained and repaired.

For other types of building, however, differences should be less,
igh-rise buildings in steel and concrete appear to be a design solution
cceptable everywhere and not needing much modification on account of
ational differences. Perhaps the greatest difficulty in high-rise
uildings will be to obtain agreement on the functional requirements or
ests and criteria concerned with combating the movement of flame, heat,
moke, and toxic gases in these buildings in case of fire. Here too it
eems that unity over common test methods could be more easily achieved
nan the functional requirements or the assessment of risk. Even

:, .enlevement of common test methods is a formidable goal, however, as the
ork of the ISO committee concerned with fire testing testifies, notwith-
tanding assistance from many research and testing organizations.
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4.3. The Role of Judgement in Evaluations

The author of a recently published work (3) touched on the question
of how to define the test conditions of combined wind/rain/duration for
high-rise buildings. In respect of rain penetration of certain types of
windows, where the water would first fill an internal channel, and not
necessarily overflow, he says that it is a 'matter of opinion' as to
whether this leakage should be regarded as serious.

One can see the same type of problem of subjective judgement ocurring
where an external facade is protected by a screen or screen wall: at what
degree of protection from the screen wall does the external wall cease to
be 'external', in the sense that it no longer needs to have the resistance
to rain penetration that a normal external wall would need? In an
evaluation where judgement is permitted it is possible to de*al with this
situation, but it poses a more difficult situation for building regulations,
or for any situation where a rain performance test is accompanied by rigid
performance requirements for interpretation of the test results.

Another item on which evaluative judgement is essential, in agre"ment
investigations anyway, is the matter of performance with time . Accepting
that a window or wall does not leak under test, will the result be valid
for the construction as built in practice in, say, ten or twenty years'
time? In assessing the suitability of an external building fagade, if
it leaks beyond the limits of the performance requirement, it is obviously
unsuitable unless amended to pass these requirements. The question still
remains, however, of assessing whether, in the improved form, it may leak
later on, and if so, what are the implications for maintenance or repair.

These are but three illustrations which spring to mind in the case of
rain penetration, where subjective judgement of the situation is necessary
in order to obtain a meaningful assessment of whether a wall, window, or
wall with window has a sufficient degree of rain resistance.

It is easy to find illustrations from other aspects of performance
where judgement is essential. For instance virtually all guidance on
durability is a matter of judgement, aided by suitable tests wherever
possible

.

We can therefore say that in cases of aspects of performance where
the back-up performance requirements to the performance tests are incomplete
the use of judgement improves the quality of the verdict, provided the
judgement is exercised by somebody who is knowledgeable about the factors
involved and can take a wise decision.

4.4. The Pass-fail Criteria giving way to Pass-negotiable-fail
Assessment

It seems that one of the main advantages of the comprehensive
assessment system, as against a set of rigid rules for different aspects
of performance, all with set limits for pass or failure, is that one can
form an overall impression of a building system or innovation and, on the
overall balance of the results, give it a favourable report or otherwise.

If this is so, then one can define performance of the different facets
of a technical investigation in such a way that a 'grey* area exists,
between failure and definite acceptance, where a construction could be
accepted if too many 'greys' did not occur. Impact resistance and rain
resistance are two parameters to which this approach is particularly apt.
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4.5. Should Evaluations be Purely Technical?

On the "basis of an overseas tour the recommendation was recently made
lat economic aspects of "building innovations should "be taken into account
aen technical assessments were made. The matter was referred to the
jrement Board which, whilst sympathetic, felt that this matter was outside
cs functions and should not be included in the agrement procedure.

"While the Institute has been aware for some years of the need for an
itegration of economic with technical aspects in any evaluation, it is
.fficult to see how the techno-economic appraisal can make the same sort
f impact on the building industry of a free-enterprise economy as a purely
?ehnical one can, when it is used as a back-up service to building
^gulation or other building control authorities. It is considered (7)
lat techno-ecnomic appraisals are only practicable where the seeker of the
ipraisal is not forced to accept the conclusions of the 'expert assessor'.

In spite of all this, however, it remains true that no technical
isessment is purely technical, i.e. technical standards are not set so
.gh that the- building industry and the country cannot afford to comply
th them. In other words, economic considerations are at the back of the
.nd of all technical personnel engaged in establishing performance criteria
r technical evaluations (3) or for building regulation purposes, or
.ould be.

4.6. Some Performance Tests can be Misleading to the Uninitiated

With the best will in the world many performance tests are far from
ing a perfect reflection of a functional requirement.

In many documents such as building regulations, codes of practice
j.d specifications, performance tests are given, together with brief
rformance requirements but no word about the underlying function or the
ed to use judgement; i.e. with reference to the section on terminology
the beginning of this paper, steps 2 and 3 are present, but steps 1 and

are absent.

These shortcomings are probably known to those who drew up the
cuments, but not to many who read them. The very specific nature of a
rformance test and its accompanying neatly-stated performance requirement
p thus be misleading. Several examples illustrating the possibility of
ing mislead follow, and the difficulties of the situation are discussed:

The internationally agreed upon fire resistance test is often used,
conduction with minimum prescribed ratings, in building regulations etc.,

d yet there are serious reservations amongst those using this tool as to
s complete applicability to a real situation where fire occurs. It is
cognized that doors between compartments in a building may not always
shut and that fire, heat or smoke will spread through these, or that

window is a weak link in a wall which otherwise has good fire resistance,
both instances the potential fire resistance of a wall may not therefore
fully utilized, or used at all, when a fire breaks out.

The shortcomings of the fire rating test, or any other fire test for
at matter, do not, however, stop us from utilizing them. The reason is
sy to find - it is simply because there is nothing better available, and
ese tests do bear some relationship to performance in a building when
re breaks out.

(a) Pire Aspects
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Of course we would all like to extend these tests of components to
tests of complete buildings, but this is very expensive and time-consuming
and the few results that have been obtained are often not of wide
applicability.

Apart from the intrinsic difficulty of dealing here with an aspect of
performance that is extremely complicated, we have the added difficulty
that there has been little discussion in general and therefore no consensus
of opinion on step 1 as set out in the section on terminology, viz the
functional requirement. How far, for example, should one go, in building
regulations and evaluation reports, to minimize damage to the building
itself in case of fire (it being accepted for the moment that danger to
life should be minimized)? 1

(b) Acoustical Aspects

In laying down a performance test for sound reduction between
adjoining rooms, and speaking now specifically in relation to the partition
wall itself, one has a choice of specifying the performance of the parti-
tion in a test situation or specifying the performance when built into the
building itself.

The latter is undoubtedly the more satisfactory approach in that the
effects of flanking paths in the structure are also taken into account;
it deals with the performance of the completed building, not just a
component. But it is doubtful if it is as much better as it seems, for
in some countries that adopt a regulation specifying the performance-in-use,
a reluctance or inability to force building alterations can be seen when
performance falls short of what has been specified in the regulation.

It seems therefore that with both performance tests (the laboratory
situation and the in-use test) there is either some inadequacy or a glossing
over of the difficulty of enforcing the requirement.

In my view, and talking now of a technical evaluation aimed at
certifying an internal walling system as such, the laboratory situation is
adequate and apt for a sound reduction test. It lies with the designer of
a building to utilize the walling system to the best advantage: the
responsibility is his, not that of the supplier of the walling component.
If one wishes to allow for some of the flanking transmission that is
likely to occur in practice, one can demand a slightly higher sound
reduction from the walling system itself in the laboratory test situation.

5. Conclusions

The main points made or implicit in this paper may be summarized as
follows

:

1. The performance concept is an essential part of the evaluation
of building innovations. The concept, as such, crystallized slowly
and probably took explicit form as a result of the numerous investi-
gations undertaken in different countries into building failures, as
well as the need to lay down standard specifications and building
regulations

.

2. The creation of the Agre"ment Board in South Africa with a building
research organization as its Evaluating Agency has both formalized
and heightened the importance of a general performance statement and
the needs to improve the many performance requirements that go to make
up that statement, and has made it possible to do this in a research
climate

.
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The work of CIB Working Commissions ¥60 and ¥31, the RILEM Study
on the connection "between performance, evaluation and materials
science, and ISO committees working in this field, will be invaluable
and should be vigorously pursued, with coordination between the
bodies concerned. Terminology needs to be agreed upon and, in the
long term, efforts should be made to encourage evaluating agencies to
use the same performance tests as soon as international or multi-
national agreement is reached on these.

The performance concept as such can be applied in many fields,
and in the field of building it is finding increasing application in
technical evaluations, building regulations and specifications.

In the field of technical evaluations it is difficult to discuss
the application of the performance concept without first obtaining
clarity on the purpose and scope of the technical evaluation itself,
i.e. agreeing on the reason for seeking an evaluation report. Other-
wise misunderstandings may arise.

Similarly when considering the performance concept in a generalized
way it is necessary to warn against being too dogmatic about details,
as many persons are likely to view the subject mainly in the light of
their own background and interest in its application to specific
spheres, e.g. specifications. It may well be that the concept will
find different expressions or applications, according to the end use.

The essential feature of the performance concept is that it seeks
a formula that describes what is required of a building, component
or material, and not what it must be; i.e. it seeks to describe the
performance wanted and not to specify a particular solution. This
is an approach that must be fostered.

¥e must not delude ourselves however, that by the production of a
series of internationally agreed performance tests and related
specific performance requirements (criteria), we will have eliminated
the need for the use of judgement based on experience in summing up
the long-term behaviour of an innovation.

It should also be remembered that the appraisal or agre"ment
services for building innovations were developed in countries that
have already had the benefit of standard specifications and fairly
sophisticated building regulations for many years. Technical evalua-
tions, in the sense of a more prolonged or detailed investigation of
building innovations than is apt or possible with either specifications
or regulations, is therefore something for which the demand is likely
to continue for many years. Building, and especially modern building
with its innumerable permutations of materials and details of con-
struction, is too complex a subject to aim at deliberately avoiding
the use of judgement to decide whether or not an innovation is
suitable

.

One of the main benefits of an appraisal or agrdment service is
that it can view the various parameters of behaviour in the light of
a 'pass/negotiable/fail 1 classification rather than the accepted but
less flexible 'pass-fail' criteria. In this way a near failure on
one parameter can be overlooked if a number of excellent performances
are recorded on other parameters. It may one day be practicable to
also include techno-economic appraisals within this framework.
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Technical Evaluation of Components : Agrement

Gerard Blachere
Centre Scientifique et Technique du BStiment (CSTB)

Paris - France

It is a problem for a builder to know whether a com-
ponent presents the physical properties which are needed
for it to play its part correctly in the finished whole.

Various means are available to give this proof :

- the use of science and exact physical measurements,

- the use of traditional knowledge recorded in codes
of practice and standards,

- the direct proof by performance tests.

Unfortunately among the properties required is dura-
bility and often it may not be possible to test it by one
of the preceding methods, because scientific knowledge may
be lacking, experience does not exist for new components,
and performance testing takes too long where durability is
concerned. Nevertheless it is necessary to have, if not a

proof, at least a judgement about the durability of new
materials, components, and building systems, and if a com-
pletely logical proof is not possible, the advice of the
best experts based on a broad examination and various tests
is the best that can be found. Such is the Agrement proce-
dure. People such as manufacturers, builders, and adminis-
trative authorities needing the best advice on the durabi-
lity of new things, can ask for an agrement issued by a

group of experts drawn from all parts of the building
field, utilizing the results of measurements of natural or
semi-natural tests on a full or reduced scale, and experi-
ence with short term use.

It is possible to draw up a check list of the various
properties that may be required of an element in service
and of the means of testing them. Some examples of such
properties and tests will be given.

For the convenience of the users' of Agrement a control
of the manufacture of approved products is possible and may
be indicated by a mark.
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An agrement procedure is used in all the Western
European countries which belong to the UEAtc, and which
cooperate in writing common directives for agrement and

in recognizing each other's agrement certificates.

Un constructeur doit savoir si le composant qu'il se
propose d'utiliser a les qualites physiques necessaires pour
jouer correctement son role dans le batiment fini.

La preuve peut etre apportee par differents moyens

:

- 1' usage de la science appuyee sur la measure de

grandeurs physiques,

1' usage de la connaissance traditionnelle rapportee
dans les codes de bonne pratique et les normes,

La preuve directe par les essais de performance.

Malheureusement
,
parmi les proprietes necessaires il y a

la durabilite et souvent il ne sera pas possible de la juger
par l'une des methodes precedente, puisqu'il peut se trouver
que la connaissance scientifique fasse defaut, puisque
1' experience du passe n'existe pas pour les composants nouveaux
et puis que les essais de performance sont trop longs des lors
que la durabilite est en cause. Neanmoins, il est necessaire
d' avoir, a defaut de preuve, au moins un avis sur la durabilite
des nouveaux materiaux, des composants et des systemes de
construction, et lorsqu'une preuve logiquement convaincante ne
peut pas etre apportee, l'avis du meilleur expert base sur de

larges enquetes et sur des experiences variees est ce qu'on peut
faire de mieux. Ce jugement c'est l'agrement. Les producteurs,
les constructeurs , les autorites administratives qui ont besoin
du meilleur avis sur la durabilite des nouveautes peuvent
demander l'agrement a un groupe d' experts representant tous
les horizons du batiment, se prononcant au vu de mesures et

d' essais naturels ou semi-naturels , en grandeur ou a echelle
reduite.

On peut etablir la liste des proprietes qui sont exigees

dans un composant et les moyens de les determiner. Quelques
exemples de ces guides de justification seront donnes.

Pour faciliter a l'utilisateur 1' usage de l'agrement, un

controle des produits beneficiant de l'agrement est possible, les

produits sont alors marques.

La procedure de l'agrement est utilisee dans tous les pays
de 1' Europe de l'Ouest appartenant a 1' UEATC. qui e tab lit des

directives communes pour l'agrement et assure a ses membres
la reciprocite de leurs agrements.

Key words : Agrement; Assessment; durability ;

New materials; new processes.

This paper is a sequel to two other papers in this Symposium, on

"Building Requirements" and on "The natures of performance and evalua

tion for the three levels : building, components, and materials "to

which the reader is referred.
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The problem solved by agrement is that of providing information about
fie end-use suitability of a component or material, or of a method used to
roduce a given structural part of a building.

It is known that a structural part is required to have defined physical
r material qualities so that it can play its part in the construction as a

lole, and that the latter can meet the needs of the users.

It can be shown that these components, materials, and structural parts
issess the necessary qualities by use of the scientific method, using pre-
se measurements and calculations. Traditional knowledge as recorded in codes
: good practice and in standards can also be used. And lastly one can use
.rect proof by performance tests, that is to say by observing the behaviour
I the structural part under natural or semi-natural conditions.

Unfortunately one cannot quickly judge durability when dealing with
imponents or systems which use new materials. It is the use of new materials

}

innovation in the use of materials, which presents a problem; the use of
d materials and systems is regulated by tradition and the specifications
d codes of practice which transcribe it. The real problem in evaluations
that of innovations and it is precisely for these that one is often unable
form a judgement on durability. Durability is an essential quality of

ildings, it is connected with first and maintenance cost and is a fundamen-
1 consideration in the building field.

Why cannot one have a proof of durability? It is because for a new
terial, such as a new polymer resin, the way in which it is degraded by
diation, hydrolysed by water, oxidized by the oxygen of the air or by ozone
generally unknown. I think that we are aware at the present time, that
through polyvinyl chloride has been in existence for some dozens of years,

;

still cannot correctly describe its natural aging, and that the aging of
is material poses just the problem I have stated of our practical inability
predict. This situation is connected with the fact that manufacturers and

emists don't show much interest in the durability required in building.

What then are we to do about giving an opinion on durability? We must
sider that this opinion on durability certainly interests the user
ause the durability of the building that he is buying with his own money
erests him in the hiqhest degree. It is also of interest to the designer
cause of his responsibilities towards the user, and it interests manufac-
rers because if they had a way of affirming the durability of their material
d their products it would greatly help their sales. Selling a product of
certain durability to the building industry is practically impossible.

Isn't the solution that all these groups interested in knowing durabili-
should get together and agree on a judgement of durability; a fallible

pan assessment, modifiable but jointly accepted, of durability? Naturally
is judgement will be based on all available knowledge: on reasoning, often
analogy, on scientific data as far as it is available, the early examples
actual use, observation of natural aging over periods that are still too

art, etc...
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This judgement, formulated jointly by the best experts based on the best
experimental work, is the essence of what is called agrement.

If it is sometimes impossible to make a judgement on durability, it is
also not easy for each individual to check on the other physical qualities
of the material. It has been considered that it would not be reasonable to
say of a component that it was durable without at the same time saying whether
it was suitable from all other points of view. To pronounce a cladding panel
durable if it would also allow water to pass and would not resist wind would
be absurd. Agrement therefore pronounces on all aspects of the suitability
for use of a component, of a method, or of a material taking them as a whole.
There is a tendency at the present time, first to eliminate by a refusal of
agrement or by a negative opinion, components which do not show the minimum
qualities indispensable for use; secondly, to indicate the level of the
physical qualities of the component when it is admissible that they are
different for different uses. That is the case for thermal insulation, sound
insulation, etc...

While for durability we do not have a complete foundation, for all the
other properties it is possible to indicate not only the level of quality
one is looking for, but the way in which it can be demonstrated: measurements,
technological tests, performance tests.

The complex of qualities to be borne in mind when granting an agrement,
the manner in which they are to be determined, and the levels to be attained
in each appear especially in the common directives for agrement drawn up by
the European Agrement Union (UEAtc) . These directives are published in six
languages : Dutch, English, French, German, Italian and Spanish, and they
may be obtained either from the Institutes which issue the agrements or from
the Secretariat of the UEATc - 4, Avenue du Recteur poincare, Paris I6eme.

The name of the European Agrement Union has just been mentioned. It is

the Union of the European organizations which issue agrements. There are at
present nine of them :

- the Agrement Board of Hemel Hempstead,
- the Bundesanstalt fttr Materialprttfung of Berlin
- the Centre Scientifique et Technique du BStiment , Paris
- the Ratiobouw Foundation of Rotterdam,
- the Forschungsgeselschaft ftlr Wohnen, Bauen und Planen

of Vienna,
- the Institut National du Logement of Brussels,
- the Instituto Eduardo Torroja del Cemento y de la

Construction of Madrid,
- the Instituto Centrale per 1

' Industrializzazione e

la Tecnologia Edilizia of Milan,
- and the Laboratoria Nacional de Engenharia civil

of Lisbon.

The role of the UEATc is on the one hand to draw up common directives
for agrement, and on the other hand to ensure the validity in their country
of an agrement issued in another country by the confirmation procedure.

The members of the UEAtc have issued more than a thousand agrements.
And the agrement system has been working to the satisfaction of users for a

long time.
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Performance Requirements

in a Systematic Method for

Selecting Building Materials

Research Group of Systematic Method
for Selecting Building Materials*

Building Research Institute

Ministry of Construction

Japanese Government
Tokyo, Japan

The purpose of the study on "Systematic Method for Selecting Building

Materials" is to establish a system or rational method for solving the problem
of how to select and how to use building elements or materials. This se-

lection system is composed of the following steps.

1) Identify the conditions concerned with the use of building elements

or materials and put them in order. These conditions are named
"Given Conditions"

2) Select necessary performance requirements for the buildings or

components according to the "Given Conditions"

3) Transform performance requirements of the building to those of

building elements or materials.

4) Evaluate performance or properties of existing building elements

or materials based on the results obtained by suitable proposed

methods of test, calculation, and so on.

5) Select building elements or materials by means of comparing

their evaluated performance or properties with those required.

The outline of this systematic selecting method is presented putting

stress on the following points.

a. Classification and arrangement of the performance requirements.

b. Selection of necessary performance requirements according to

the "Given Conditions"

c. Relation and transformation between the performance require-

ments of different levels.

j-fembers at present; K. Shirayama, K. Imaizumi, K. Kamimura, K. Kondo, F. Saito, T. Nireki,

l.lto, F. Tomosawa, S. Sugawara, H.Suzuki, K. Kawase, Y. Takahashi, S.Oka, Y. Mimura, M. Ito
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L'objectif de l'etude de la "Methode de Selection Systematique
de materiaux de construction" est d'etablir un systeme ou une methode
raisonnee pour resoudre le probleme de la selection et de l'utilisa-
tion d' elements ou de materiaux de construction. La methode du systeme
de selection comprend les echelons suivants:

1) Clarifier les conditions d'utilisation d'elements ou de

materiaux de construction et les ordonner. Ces conditions
sont appelees "Conditions donnees."

2) Selectionner les exigences de performance necessaires pour
batiments ou elements en accord avec les conditions donnees.

3) Transformer les exigences de performance de batiments en
exigences de materiaux ou d'elements de construction.

U) Evaluer la performance de proprietes d'elements ou de ma-
teriaux de construction qui existent d'apres les resultats
obtenus par les methodes appropriees proposees, methodes
d'essai, de calcul etc.

5) Selectionner les elements ou materiaux de construction par
comparaison, avec la performance requise, de leur perfor-
mance evaluee ou de leurs proprietes.

Le plan de cette methode systematique de selection est presente,
en insistant sur les points suivants:

a) Classification et mise en order des exigences de performance.
b) Selection des exigences de performance necessaires en accord

avec les "conditions donnees."
c) Relation et transformation entre les exigences de perfor-

mance de differents niveaux.

Key words: Building; classification; comparison; elements; materials;
performance requirements; classification; selection.

1. Introduction

Former studies and investigations on building materials in the field of building engineering ha

been restricted to giving information about the properties of materials. They have failed to establi

the fundamental theory for evaluating them. In this context the main purpose of this study, on the

systematic selection of building materials, is put forward to develop a system or rational method fc

solving the problem of how to select and how to use the building elements and/or building materials

based on performance concept.fl^] i

2. Outline of the Selecting System

The outline of the elements of our selection system is shown in Fig. 1 and Table 1. The se-

lection procedure is composed of these elements and the selection is performed according to the

following steps:

1 1
~~

Figures in brackets indicate literature references at the end of this paper.
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1) Decision on the type of object to be selected from the classified items shown in Table 2.

At present we are dealing with only 2. 3, 2. 4 and 2. 5.

2) Identify the conditions concerned with the use of building elements or materials and put them
order. These conditions are named "Given conditions". In order to make this work easily,ail the

iven conditions are systematically classified into five groups, and each group is further divided into

n groups as shown in Table 1.

These given conditions are needed at the stage of selecting performance requirements to be

<nsidered and at the stage of transformation of performance requirements of building to those of

aiding elements or materials, as well as at the stage of final decision onbuilding elements or

aterials to be accepted.

3) Select performance requirements for the building to be considered from the table according
the given conditions. The detail of this selecting system is shown in section 3.

4) Transform performance requirements of the building to those of building elements or

aterials considering the given conditions. In this stage, we can utilize the knowledge of building

ience and technology in the field concerned.

5) Select the existing materials or building elements which might possibly be used
#
refering to

2 given conditions, and then evaluate their performance or properties by means of appropriate

ethods of test, calculation, and so on. The details of these evaluation methods are discussed in a
mpanion paper in this symposium.

6) Select suitable building elements or materials by means of comparing their observed per-
rmance or properties with those which are required. Such comparisons are classified in nine

I umns i n Tab I e I

.

3. List of Performance Requirements

lis i

In our selection system for building materials, the performance requirement of buildings to be

isidered, should be chosen from Table 3. This list is composed of one hundred kinds of require-

nts corresponding to a hundred sub-factors classified under ten main factors.

One example of performance requirements is shown in Table 4 with its qualitative and quanti-

ive gradings.

4. Selection of Performance Requirements

In order to select the kinds of performance requirements required, the one hundred kinds of

quirements described above are rearranged into five groups according to the five fundamental

)ects used to evaluate the performance of buildings. Those are safety, with regard to the occupants

i their property; health and comfort of human life; utility; durability; economy; and productivity

building.

The degree of importance (I ) for a certain performance requirement should be estimated by its

sential importance (I 0 ) as well as the probability (P) of its being required.

Both degree of essential importance (t) and probability of being required (P) are graded into

•ee ranks as follows:
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Example of degree of essential importance (Io ) (in case of safety)

Rank A: Requirements concerned with the danger to human life, serious injury for the human
body or serious damage of the property of occupants.

Rank B: Requirements concerned with light injury to the human body or considerable damage
of property of occupants.

Rank C: Requirements concerned with slight injury to the human body or some damage of

property of occupants.

Degree of probability of requirement (P) for a certain performance requirement.

Rank A: Very high probability and should always be taken into account.

Rank B: Considerably high probability with recommendation that it be taken into account.

Rank C: Low probability.

The importance, (I ) is ranked for each group of performance requirements concerned with a

certain aspect such as safety.

The rank of probability of being required (P) could be determined by the given conditions. We
found that the following given conditions had the dominant influence on rank determination.

Use of building

Use of space

Kind of building element

Space to which building

element faces

Position of material in the

building element

dwelling, office, theater, etc.

bedroom, office room etc.

wall, floor, roof, etc.

indoor, outdoor, ground, etc.

surface, core, back, etc.

Tables for determining the rank of P according to the above conditions were proposed, and a

computer programme for selecting performance requirements was developed, as a function of (I ) and

(P). C2H3)
The decision systems for required grade of performance requirements according to the given

conditions are different from one performance requirement to another. We have already completed

more than twenty of these decision systems;however,there is not sufficient space here to describe

them.

5. Relation and Transformation between

Performance Requirements of Different Levels

The functional requirements, once defined, are then transformed to the performance or proper-

ties required for building elements and/or building materials. This transformation is classified into

the following four types.
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°vel of performance

quirements

ange of

ransformation

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Building

Space

Building

element

Building

materials

O o
O

-O
-o

a
o

o

In the third type of transformation (3), the performance requirements of materials can not be

duced without considering the whole composition of the building element, and in the fourth type of

ansformation (4), the performance of materials or building elements can not be deduced without

nsidering the conditions of the whole space or building.

The transformation systems differ for each performance requirement. Many of the requirements

e difficult to transform with sufficient reliability because of lack of knowledge of building science.
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Table 1. System for Selecting Building Materials

Given

conditions

Stage
CO) CD C2D C 33

Conditions

[0] concerned with

building site

Location

Altitude. Dis-

tance from the

sea coast

Zone specified

in building code

Road around

the building

site

Conditions

C 1 J concerned with

building

Use Class Expected life Building space

Conditions con-

, „ cerned with
(2)

space in

buildings

Use Class Expected life Form

Conditions con-

cerned with
J building

elements

Kind Form
Type of

structure
Expected life

Conditions

[4] concerned

with materials

Part of building

element where
material is

used

Position of ma-
terial in build-

ing element

Class Expected life

Per-

formance

require-

ments

Performance

(5) requirements

for buildings

Requirements

concerned with

external forces

Requirements

concerned with

water

Requirements

concerned with

heat

Requirements

concerned with

fire

Properties

, „ required for

building

elements

Properties

against

external

forces

Properties

against

water

Properties

against heat

Properties

against fire

Properties

C?] required for

materials

Selection

Method for

fg)
evaluating of

properties,

material

P ;
property pos-

sessed

V : value

d
: property re-

quired

k : constant

number

Miscellaneous

Passing when

p^d

rejecting when

p-g,d

Passing when

rejecting when

Passing when

rejecting when
p^d

l p<d 2

Method for

C9] selecting

material

Miscellaneous

To select the

most economical

among those that

meet all the

requirements

To select the

material which

meets the lar-

gest number of

requirements

among those

that meet the

economical

requirements

To select the

material which

meets the lar-

gest number of

requirements
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Table 1. (Continued)

Classification

C43 C5) C6D C7) W (9)

T

|

Ground

-i_—.

Wind

Storm
Rainfall, Flood Snow

Temperature

Humidity

Noise. Dust

Smog

Floor space Height
Number of

stories

Type of

structure

Method of

operation of

work

Period of time

in operation of

work

Area Volume Height Orientation
Number of

floors

Type of space

adjoining

Length
Breadth.

Height
Thickness Gradient Orientation

Type of space

adjoining

Form Length
Breadth.

Height
Thickness Orientation

Period of time

in operation.

Method of

operation

Requirements

concerned

with light and

electricity

Requirements

concerned with

sound and air

Requirements

concerned with

things which hit

against or stick

to the building

Requirements

concerned with

human and

other living

things

Requirements

concerned with

operation of

construction

work

Requirements

concerned with

economy

Properties

concerned

with light and

electricity

Properties con-

cerned with

sound and air

Properties con-

cerned with

things which hit

against or stick

to the building

element

Properties con-

cerned with

human and

other living

things

Properties con-

cerned with

operation of

construction

work

Properties con-

cerned with

economy

Properties con-

cerned with

things which hit

against or stick

to the material

V = KP
K

V = —
P

P = /(/>)

when p<,d

rejecting when

p^d

v = /W
when p^d
rejecting when

p<d

v = f(p)

when

d\ izpi^dz

rejecting when

p^d
i p^di

Putting same weight for all property
Putting the different weight according

to the property

To select the

!
material which

has the largest

!
sum of the

j
value for all

' properties

To select the

material which

has the largest

product of the

value for all

properties

To select the

material which

has the biggest

value calcu-

lated from a

function for all

properties

To select the

material which

has the largest

sum of the

value for all

properties

To select the

material which

has the largest

sum of the

value for all

properties

To select the

material which

has the biggest

value calcu-

lated from a

function for all

properties
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Table 2. Classification of Objects to be Selected

1. Optimum components; optimum materials,

producing conponents.

1. 1 Raw material to be used in producing

components

1. 2 Combination of materials to be used in

producing components

1. 3 Material to be used in producing

components

1. 4 Combination of materials to be used in

producing components

1. 5 Components

or optimum combination of them to be used in

(Example)

Cement used in producing precast concrete panels

Cement and fly ash used in producing precast

concrete panels

Concrete used in producing precast concrete

panels

Concrete and reinforcing steel used in producing

concrete panels

Precast concrete panels

2.

2. 1

2. 2

2. 3

2. 4

Optimum building elements; optimum materials and components or optimum combination of

them to be used in composing building elements

(Example)

Raw materials to be used in producing

building element

Combination of raw materials to be used

in producing building element

Material or component to be used in

producing building element

Combination of materials and/or

components to be used in producing

building element

2. 5 Building element

Cement to be used for masonry mortar

Cement and sand for masonry mortar

Masonry mortar

Bricks and masonry mortar

Brick wall

3. Optimum room unit; optimum materials, components and building elements or optimum

combination of them to be used in composing room unit.

4. Optimum materials, components, building elements, room units or optimum combination of

them to be used in producing building.
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Table 3 Factors of Performance Requirements for Building

Ivl3j.i1

Factors
No. Sub-factors No.

I^ain

Factors
No. Sub -factors

o External 500 Own weight 54 Light and 540 Skylight

forces 501

502

503

504

505

506

507

508

509

Movable load

Impulsive load

Vibration

Seismic force

Wind force

Water pressure

Local compressive

load

Earth pressure

Wear

Electricity 541

542

543

544

545

546

547

548

Infrared ray

Ultraviolet ray

Illuminating light

and fluorescence

Visual line

Electric supply

Stray current

(Indirect current)

Static electricity

Lightning

1
Water 510 Water supply and

water storage

549 1 v 11 i_i 1 v.tu v_ ci v c 1 ay 0

(ho 1— 1"V "1 ( ] ill\IlcLLiIllUl J

511 Discharges 55 Sound, Air 550 Indispensable

512 Drainage and Gas exterior sound

513 Splash 551 Dispensable exterior

514 Outdoor moisture sound

515 Indoor moisture 552 Room noise

516 Dew-condensation 553 Voice

517 Rain water 554 Musical sound

518 Underground water 555 Tapping sound

519 Ocean water 556 Amount of ventilation

• Heat 520

521

522

Solar heat

Heat loss

Change of room
temperature

557

558

559

Air cleanliness

Tnrinnr pit* piiTTf^nt"

Gases

56 Flying 560 Dust

523 Heat of heating,

cooking, etc.

Matter,

Splash

561 Sticking matter

(ink, paint, etc. )

524 Heat of friction Matter, and 562 Oils

525 Heat of industrial

production

Sticking

Matter

563

564

Acids and alkalis

Salts

526 Cyclic heating 565 Radioactive isotope

527 Low temperature 566 Smoke
528 Freezing and thawing 567 CO2, CO and other

529 Frost and heaving harmful gases

Fire 530

531

Outdoor fire

Outdoor flying sparks

OOo

jo?

Filthc 11 111

riyiiig iiidiLcx

532 Indoor fire 57 Sense, 570 Form and shape

533 Interior fire Human, 571 Dimension
534 Fire spread Animals 572 Colour

535 Smoke generation and Plants 573 Touch
536 Fire caused by

leakage current

574 Human feeling against

action

537 Flash over of fire 575 Odour

538 Spontaneous

combustion

576

577

Human
Birds and Beasts

539 Arson 578

579

Vermin
Fungi and bacteria
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No.
Main

Factors
No. Sub-factors No.

Main
Factors

No. Sub-factors

JO Operation joU Processing J7 Economy Main material cost

of Con- C O 1581 Jointing 591 Subsidiary material
struction CQO Installation cost

worK CQOooo Finishing 592 Labour cost
[TO Transportation and 59j Cost of construction

Conveyance 594 Procurement
job Module 595 Term of works
000 Accuracy of dimension 596 Maintenance,

Jo/ OldJJlllly replacement,
cooooo Work ability rearrangement and

DoV Curing reconstruction

597 Life time

598 Productivity

599 Ultimate cost
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Table 4 Example of performance requirements

(560) Dust: "Noticeability and ease of removal of sticking dust"

Grade

No.

Qualitative Grading Quantitative Grading

Imperceptability IvcIIlU V dUlll Ly
Percentage of

contamination: P^ (%)

Percentage of

recovery: P2 (%)

0

Consideration of

perceptability is

unnecessary

Consideration of ease

of removal is un-

necessary

—

1

Fairly easy to notice

Hard to remove

P]>30

P2<70

2 Possible to remove 70^P2<85

3 Easy to remove P2^85

4

Possible to notice

Hard to remove

15^Pi<30

70./P2 <85

5 Possible to remove 85 ^P2 <90

6 Easy to remove P2X90

7

Not easy to notice

Hard to remove

Pl<15

85^P2<90

8 Possible to remove 90^P2<95

9 Easy to remove P2X95
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Sational Bureau of Standards Special Publication 361, Volume 1: Performance
Concept in Buildings; Proceedings of the Joint RILEM-AS TM-C IB Symposium, held
lay 2-5, 1972, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (Issued March 1972).

Proposed Method of Test for

Evaluating Performance of

Buildings, Building Elements,

and Materials

Research Group of Systematic Method

for Selecting Building Material s^

Building Research Institute

Ministry of Construction

Japanese Government
Tokyo, Japan

In order to select suitable building elements or materials rationally,

it is essential to make clear their performance corresponding to the require-

ments. To achieve this, fifty standard testing methods, with evaluating

methods of test results, were prepared.

These testing methods are classified into the following three groups.

a) Tests for materials (Materials-related tests)

b) Tests for building elements (Building element -related tests)

c) Tests for space or building (Space or building-related tests)

In each testing method, the following items are included.

1) Designation of testing method with its classification symbol.

2) Relevant performance requirements.

3) Scope

4) Test specimen description

5) Procedure

5-1 Outline

5-2 Apparatus

5-3 Conditioning prior to test

5-4 Details

6) Evaluation method and grade determination

7) Report

8) Notice, other relevant testing methods.

Title of all proposed methods are tabled and some of them are referred to

in detail.

Pour selectionner rationnellement les elements et materiaux de

construction convenables, il est essentiel de pxeciser leur perfor-

mance en regard des exigences. A cette fin, on a prepare 50 methodes

d' evaluation des resultats d'essals.

jibers were: K. Shirayama, K. Imaizumi, K. Kamimura, K. Kondo, F. Saito, T. Nireki, K. Ito,

Tomosawa, S. Sugawara, H. Suzuki, K. Kawase, Y. Takahashi, S. Oka, Y. Mimura, M. Ito.
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Ces methodes d'essai sont classes dans les 3 groupes suivants:

a) Essai des materiaux
b) Essai des elements de construction
c) Analyse de l'espace ou du batiment
Pour chaque methode d'essai on considere:
1) L' identification de la methode d'essai par un symbole de

classification.

2) Les exigences de performance utiles.

3) Le domaine convert.

4) L'eprouvette d'essai.

5) Le mode operatoire:
5-1 Plan
5-2 Appareillage
5-3 Conditions anterieures a 1' essai
5-4 Details

6) La methode d' evaluation et la definition de degres de performance.

7) Le compte rendu.

8) Commentaire et methode d'essai appropriee.

Les titres de toutes les methodes proposees sont classees et certaines

methodes sont decrites en details.

Key words: Building elements; building materials; evaluation; performance;

performance requirements.

1. Introduction

For the rational selection of the suitable building elements and building materials, the essential

procedure is to clarify their performance corresponding to the performance requirements. CO ^

The testing methods commonly used are not always suitable for this procedure, especially the

testing methods for physical or mechanical properties and qualities of building materials.

There is a need to establish new testing methods and the new evaluation techniques to develop

our system. (2 ]

We have endeavoured to establish the kind or testing methods and evaluation methods as a

subsystem of our total system.

This paper deals with the outline of our work on proposed evaluating methods to decide the

grades of the performance and/or properties for the building itself, building elements, components,

and materials.

1

Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at end of this paper.
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2. Fundamental Conception of the Testing Methods

Testing methods in this project are divided into the following three classes based on the practical

plication in our system.

a) Tests for materials (Material -related test)

Classification number 700's

b) Tests for building elements (Building element-related test)

Classification number 600's

c) Tests for space or buildings (Space or building- related test)

Classification number 500 's

2. 1 Material -related Tests

Material-related tests are tests to determine properties of building materials and are based

100 required properties, called "Properties required for building materials" (details see 12]).

Most of the ordinary testing methods for building materials that have been established in the

;t belong in this group. However most of them serve to give the physical properties determined

procedures adapted for the convenience of measurement. Therefore it is necessary to develop new
ting methods related to performance requirements.

The material -related tests are classified into the following three types as shown in Fig. 1.

2. 2 Building Element -related Tests

Building element-related tests are tests to determine performance of building elements and

! based on 100 requirements called "Performance Required for Building Elements" (details see [2]).

The testing methods in this field of building engineering have become a problem of utmost

)ortance recently, because, in general, these testing methods are more effective than material-

ated tests in obtaining practical information on the performance of buildings.

Some building element tests can be transfered to the building-related tests and also some of the

ier are composed of material -related tests. (Fig. 2.)

2. 3 Space or Building-related Tests

In this project, space is defined as the space enclosed by building elements, for example,

ranee hall and kitchen in a house, lecture room, in a school, patients room, or ward in a hospital.

: building is defined as the one composed of the spaces, for example, house, school, hospital, etc.

Each test method is related to the 100 "Performance requirements for building" (details see [2]) .

Corresponding to these performance requirements, therefore,at least a hundred test methods
uld be established; however, many of them can be performed by test methods of the 600's or 700'

s

ups, as shown in Fig. 3.
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2. 4 Outline of Proposed Testing Methods

Each description of each proposed testing method consists of the testing method itself and its

explanation.

In the testing method, the following items are included.

(1) Designation of the testing method with its classification symbol

(2) Relevant performance requirements

(3) Scope

(4) Test specimens

(5) Procedure

5-1 Outline

5-2 Apparatus

5-3 Conditioning prior to test

5-4 Details

(6) Evaluating method and grade determination

(7 ) Report

(8) Notice, and other relevant testing methods

Classification symbols and designations of fifty proposed testing methods are shown in Table 1.

The capital T in the classification symbol stands for "Testing methods" and is added to the

number of the performance requirement concerned, The number after the hyphen, shows the type of

method for testing the performance corresponding to the requirements.

Details of the performance requirements, including their quantitative gradings, have already been

published [1] ,

Example:

710T-1 Standard method of test for water absorption

7. . .
—> Testing method for building materials

71. . .
—> Main factor related to the requirements for building materials, "Water"

. . Q .
—> Required property for building material, "Coefficient of absorption or rate

of absorption"

. . . T Test method

. . . ^1, Number in the testing method 710

3. An Example of a Test Method

An example of the form of a proposed test method is shown in Table 2.

References

1 BRI Report, No. 51, 1968 : On the

Systematic Method for Selecting Building

Materials -Requirement for Building or

its Part

2 BRI Report,, No. 56, 1970 : On the

Systematic Method for Selecting Building

Materials -Standard Testing Method
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Table 1 List of Testing Methods

lassification

Symbol s
Testing Methods

600T—

1

601T—

2

604T—

1

601T—

1

605T-

608T—

2

608T—
708T

J]

2

;•]

768T—

1

710T—

1

615T—

1

616T—

1

715T—

1

615T—

2

616T—

2

714T—

1

619T—

1

61IT—

1

71IT—1

765T—

1

625T—

1

626T—

1

620T—

1

728T—

1

627T—

1

727T—

1

627T—

2

727T—

2

639T—

1

533T—

1

540T—

1

743T—

1

of test for

of test for

of test for

of test for

of test for

of test for

of test for

of test for

of test for

of test for

of test for

of test for

of test for

of test for

of test for

of test for

of test for

of test for

of test for

of test for

of test for

of test for

of test for

of test for

of test for

of test for

of test for

of test for

Standard method

Standard method

Standard method

Standard method

Standard method

Standard method
condition.

Standard method

Standard method

Standard method

Standard method

Standard method

Standard method

Standard method

condition.

Standard method of test for resistance to bending as influenced by one-sided thermal

condition.

Standard method

Standard method

Standard method

Standard method of test for resistance to freezing and thawing.
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Classification

Symbols
Testing Methods

749T--1 Standard method of test for radiation shielding.

650T-
651T-
652T-

-1
_

-1

-1_

Standard method of test for sound transmission loss.

753T-
754T-

755T-

-1
_

-1

-1_

Standard method of test for sound absorption coefficient.

656T--1 Standard method of test for impact sound.

556T--1 Standard method of test for rate of air change.

558T--1 Standard method of test for air flow in room.

760T--1 Standard method of test for dust contamination and decontamination.

761T--1 Standard method of test for sticking matter contamination and decontamination.

762T--1 Standard method of test for resistance to oil.

763T-
764T-

-1

-1 _

Standard method of test for resistance to acids and alkalis.

765T--1 Standard method of test for salt resistance.

766T--1 Standard method of test for radioactive isotope contamination and decontamination.

667T-
67 7T-

-1

-1_
Standard method of test for damage by glass tube dropping method.

771T--1 Standard method of recommended practice for selection of agreeable color.

774T--1 Standard method
texture.

of recommended practice for evaluation of agreeable touch and

778T--1 Standard method of test for resistance to rodents and beasts.

779T--1 Standard method of test for resistance to vermin.

779T--2 Standard method of test for resistance to decay by fungus (poria voporaria).

682T-
782T-

-1

-1 _

Standard method of establishing grades for simplicity of installment.

686T-
786T--1 _

Standard method
dimension.

of establishing grades for accuracy and adjustment of shape and

588T--1 Standard method of establishing grades for workability.

690T-
790T-

-1

-1_
Standard method of calculation for estimation of construction costs.

Notice: In the classification number, 500's, 600's, and 700's numbers mean; "Buildings and

Space-related Testing Method", "Building Element-related Testing Method" and "Building

Material -related Testing Method" respectively.
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Table 2 An example of the form of test method

(1) Designation

Classification symbol

616T-1

Standard method of test for resistance to bending as

influenced by water

(2) Relevant functional

requirements and

performance

C513 3 Splash water

C616 3 Change of strength as influenced by water

C617 3 Water resistance

(3) Scope This testing method covers the change of strength of

building elements (mainly panels) as influenced by water

(4) Specimen 1. Type ; Panels for building use

2. Dimension ; 91 x 182 cm
3. Number ; Two for each type

(5-1) Outline Sprinkle a certain amount of water on the specimen by

using a sprinkler. The ratio of decreased strength

to the original strength is calculated using results of

strength tests obtained under uniformly distributed

transverse load

(5-2) Apparatus 1. Sprinkler

2. Apparatus for uniformly distributed transverse

load for panels

(5-3) Conditioning

prior to test

20°C ± 15 deg, 65 ±20% RH. , for more than seven

days

(5-4) Details
0)

S-i

3
V
<u
o
o
u
Oh

1. Amount of water; 4 t/ m • min
2. Water sprinkling time; eight hours

3. Strength test; sprinkled specimen is set in the

apparatus for uniformly distributed transverse

load, details are shown in Fig. A and B

50«m e =50i

1/2- 1/2 A

Support

Deflection gauge

X-Y recorder

Multi-pen recorder

Air com-
pressor

Fig. B

Fig. A Rate of loading: 0. 5 kg/ m^/ sec
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(6) Evaluating

method

1. Visual observation; marked' defects in practical use such as

delamination, unusual deformation etc.

2. Strength; when the specimen is collapsed by a -£/150 deformation,

the strength is defined as 2/3 the breaking load, otherwise the

load which makes -^/150 deformation

Table 1 Grading for change of strength

Grade 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Percentage

of decreased

strength (%) 1

63 40 25 1 6 1 0 6. 3 I 2 5 1. 6

(7) Report 1. Type of specimen

2. Drawing of specimen, dimension, section etc.

3. Temperature and humidity condition of test room
4. Load -deformation curve

Results of visual observation

(8) Notice and other 1. JIS-1414 (proposal)

relevant test 2. ASTM-D-E72-61
methods
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ational Bureau of Standards Special Publication 361, Volume 1: Performance
oncept in Buildings; Proceedings of the Joint RILEM-ASTM-C IB Symposium, held
ay 2-5, 1972, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (Issued March 1972).

Performance of Components with Special Attention
Paid to the Practical Implementation

Georg Christensen
Danish Building Research Institute

2800 Lyngby , Denmark

It is explained how the use of the Performance concept on the
level of components has an open building system as a prerequisite
and further that a number of compatibility problems thus must be
solved.

Manufacturers and designers have a commen need in describing
the attributes offered or required by a component on a Performance
base. An example of the basic principle for such a common Performance
language is shown.

The principle is used for describing the Performance attributes
for bathroom walls regarding scratching resistance, ability to repel
dirt, and ability to reject water spray. The background for the use
of these tests is also discussed.

It is finally underlined how important it is to explain to the
building industry that the Performance concept is created as an
invitation to new technical solutions within building and it is

not meant as a new set of restrictions to be used instead of tradi-
tional building regulations.

Dans 1 'utilisation du concept de performance au niveau des
composants, on doit comprendre qu'il ne peut s'agir que de systemes
ouverts de construction. Ce qui veut dire que le probleme de
compatibility devient particulierement important et l'on decrit
comment ceci peut etre exprime en termes de performance.

Fabriquants et projeteurs ont en commun le besoin de decrire
les attributs offerts ou requis par un composant. Sur la base d'un
langage de performance commun, on decrit comment un systeme de
communication peut etre developpe.

Pour fournir un exemple, les exigences de performance d'une
cloison sont decrites et les donnees de base des differentes methodes
d' evaluation sont donnees. En particulier, les essais pour evaluer
la performance de surfaces sont decrits ainsi que les conditions
requises pour 1' utilisation de ces essais.

Key words: Components; dirt repelling; evaluation; feed-back; open
system; performance requirement; scratch resistance; testing;
water-spray repelling.
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1. General approach

The basic aim of using the Performance concept within building is to promote the use
of industrial methods within building in such a way that users requirements are satisfied.

Industrialization of the building process in practice can go in two directions. One
direction is the development of a very limited number of closed building systems which have
the advantage that the responsibility for compatibility of all subsystems within the main
system rest in one place. The disadvantage of using such closed systems is mainly that it
will be very difficult to meet special user requirements which fall just a little outside
the capability of the system. Further a risk will exist that only a few giants will finally
control the whole building industry. Such aspects are further discussed in (l). 1

By using open systems the possibility for variety should exist if multipurpose components
are produced on an industrial scale and then used by the designers for individual projects.
Such an approach requires a great deal of work regarding problems in connection with com-
patibility between a number of components. Consequently common rules must be accepted by
all involved in the design of "individual components houses" so that the component industry
really gets a market for the products. In Denmark these ideas are already introduced in
the Building Regulations where it is stated that all dwellings which are built for renting
must be built according to the Danish rules for modular coordination.

Such rules are, however, only the first step in promoting the use of open building systems,
The next and very important step will be that all components developed on a performance basis
must be designed in such a way that they easily fit with other components. This means that
besides performance requirements based on user needs there will exist another set of perfor-
mance requirements which assure that joints between components are designed in such a way
that compatibility with other products exists. In other words user performance requirement
must be accompanied by performance requirements for the building process, otherwise the
performance concept will not work for open building systems.

Especially for Building Research Institutes all over the world it seems to be an impor-
tant task to work out general accepted rules which ensure compatibility of components in

open building systems.

Most industries producing non-traditional products for the building industry must know
the attributes or performance required of their product. This means that consulting
engineers and architects must describe in performance terms the attributes requested and
also how such attributes can be checked by means of either calculations, tests or other kind
of evidence. In this connection we find the new proposal from CIB/W31-group promising as a

language between the designer and the manufacturer.

When using these documents in the performance work at our institute we have developed
the following approach when using this new master list in the field regarding "Behaviour
in use".

General requirement

Under this heading is stated the general purpose of a certain attribute from the
component in relation to user needs. Only qualitative statements are made and we believe
that these statements have a fairly long lifetime, as they are to a great extent based on

assumptions of user needs which do not change often.

In this part it is described how it can be checked whether the attribute in question

is present. Such a method can be based on calculations, tests or even judgement. We prefer

to use a kind of evidence about the attributes which do not give results of the type passed/

failed.

Testing

1

Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at end of this paper
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aluation

Under this heading is explained how results of testing, calculations or.other methods
' checking the performance could be evaluated. In most cases we propose numbers for the
fwest quality we find suitable, as well as a reasonable medium level, and if possible maximum
lues beyond which no better performance of the product can be expected. Previously we had
our work only stated one number as "proposed degree of fulfilment", but we have found

l.at our proposal soon was considered as a minimum requirement. We try to stress as much as
|.ssible that trade-offs between different attributes are very often a necessity in order
obtain products which also suit the user needs in an economical way.

marks

Under this heading is described a number of factors which do not belong naturally in
e three previous parts. Very often remarks about the Building Code, Standards and so on
je mentioned at this place.

After this explanation to our general approach to the performance concept it should be
itioned that in our opinion full advantage of the performance idea can .only be obtained
value analysis is used as a next step. We know that this is a very difficult problem,

2 oecially when making analysis for components to open building systems, but nevertheless
• feel that economical considerations have not so far been sufficiently considered. An

smple of the foregoing approach to the problem of performance of partitions, as proposed

the Danish Building Research Institute, is given below.

2. Some test methods

Performance specifications for partitions have already been published (2) and will
lsequently not be repeated here. In this connection we have always lacked test and evaluation
;hods for surface characteristics of partitions and other surfaces in the dwelling. This
oblem is very much related to the user needs as cleaning and maintenance is a problem for
; user during the whole life of a building, Literature surveys have shown that today
ry few test methods exist which are useful to describe the surface characteristics regard-
,bs of materials. Quite a few methods exist for testing scratch resistant paints and plastic

i
ninates, but none for surfaces in general. In the same way we have not been able to find
;hods which can be used to describe the ability of a surface to repel dirt or to "hide"
rt. At the Danish Building Research Institute we have started work in this field to back
r general performance work, and we would be very grateful to receive information about
;h work in other countries. A few of the attributes of partitions regarding surface
iracteristics which we consider important, are described below as an example of our gener-
. approach in this field.

2.1 Resistance to scratching

General requirement

The surface should not be scratched too easily resulting in a shabby look and/or cause
expense for maintenance and repair.

Testing

For the test, a pendulum as shown in figure 1 is used. It consists of a steel rod 600 mm
long with a steel load in the end. The edge of the load is formed as a parabola and
has a rough edge like a file. The pendulum, including rod, load, and the special steel
edge arrangement weighs I85O g.

The surface which is going to be tested is placed in a vertical position as near to
actual use conditions as possible. The load is raised to a horizontal position so that
when it is released it will strike the surface under an angle of 20°. When the load
strikes the surface it will swing freely out from the surface again due to the support
arrangement. The strike is repeated in 10 different places on the test specimen, which
for practical reasons should have a minimum dimension of 500 mm x 500 mm.



Evaluation

The scratching marks on the surface obtained from the ten strikes are compared to
scratching marks in well known material surfaces. No real qualitative way of measuring
the marks has been developed so far and we believe that only a grading system according
to visual impression in e.g. 3 or 5 groups is possible. However, for surfaces in bath
rooms we are of the opinion that the water repellant surface should not be penetrated
in 9 out of 10 tests. Whether any penetration of the water repellant surface has taken
place is fairly easily detected by placing the wall surface horizontally and then applying
water to the surface. If the surface layer is broken and the material behind the surface
is sensitive to moisture it will swell and a deformation is easily observed,

Remarks

In the Danish Building Code it is required that surfaces in bathrooms should have water
repellant properties and be suited for ordinary use.

Whether this requirement is fulfilled is checked by means of the test method described.

2.2 Ability to repel dirt

General requirement

The surface should have properties such that dirt does not adhere readily to the sur-
face. This attribute should be considered in connection with possibilities for cleaning
and maintenance.

Testing

The surface in question is placed horizontally and a standard dirt is rubbed on in a

specified way as a spot on the surface by means of a piece of washleather. The dirty
spot, seen through a transparent film, is compared with the clean surface covered with
a photographic grey scale for estimation of the level of soiling.

Evaluation

The dirty surface is placed in one of 5 classes which indicates how easily it holds dirt,

which is rubbed on to the surface. The result gives a relative judgement of the surface
characteristic and must be considered in connection with methods for cleaning and main-
tenance.

Remarks

The test method is still under development and is not yet sufficiently developed to be

described in more detail. We are, at this stage, very interested in hearing if similar
methods are under development in other parts of the world. We believe that such methods
are of great interest for companies having cleaning as a speciality, because no method
exists today by means of which the effect of cleaning can be evaluated.

2.3 Ability to repel water

General requirement

In rooms where spraying of water on the walls can be expected (bathrooms) the surface,
including joints, should repel water so that materials sensitive to water behind the

surface are not impaired by intruding water.

Testing

A test method simulating the exposure from a shower installation in a bathroom was
developed at the Danish Building Research Institute. It consists of a shower arrange-
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ment where a number of gentle showers (with hot and cold water) spray water (5 l/min.

)

on all areas of the wall (including especially the joints) where leakage could be
expected. In certain periods the room is dried out by means of mechanical ventilation.
The test program consists of the following cycles:

1. 7s minutes spray of hot water app. 55°C
2. 61 " " " cold " " 10°C
3. h6 " with a high relative humidity (app. 90% RF)
k. 3 hours with drying of the room by means of mechanical

ventilation with room air at the rate of app. 100 m3 /h.

The program is repeated 6 times a day and runs for six weeks.
The design of the test apparatus is shown in figure 2.

Evaluation

Experience has shown that if leaks exist in bathroom walls and especially in joints
there is a good chance that such leaks will be detected during the six weeks period.
Such leaks are especially of importance if the wall consists of a wooden structure
where rot and decay may occur. In ordinary rooms the influence of water on the walls
is not considered.

Remarks

In the Danish Building Code it is required that walls around bathrooms should be
made of inorganic materials or construction approved by the Ministry of Housing. The
evaluation of new construction utilizing organic materials is made by the Danish
Building Research Institute on behalf of the Ministry of Housing, and the result of

this test method is used as a basis for a type approval.

3. Conclusion

After having worked actively to promote the performance idea for a number of years, it

;comes quite evident that the final success of the idea will depend on the way the idea is

itroduced to the. building industry. In this connection we feel that it can not be stressed
>o much that Performance requirements are not only used by official bodies e.g. in Buildin
ides, but the idea applies as well to a number of attributes which are not mentioned in a

lilding code. The advantage of using the Performance concept is quite obvious to manufac-
trers of new building products because it offers a very good chance to enter into a highly
inservative market. In contrast to this group we find that well established manufacturers
' building products very often in the beginning reject the Performance concept. However,
I have found that even such manufacturers can, in the long run, see the advantage of the
rformance concept, if it is clearly stated that Performance specifications are not equal

'I official legislation.
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Performance Tests with Analytic Procedures
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A method is illustrated for combining more advanced analytical
procedures with performance tests of plane frame structures. A
fundamental part of the method is the development of an analog, or
mathematical model, of the real structure. This analog, which may
be as simple or as complex as the situation warrants, is processed
by a computerized system to produce a complete structural analysis.
In use, performance tests of parts of the frame, particularly joints,
can be used to evaluate needed parameters in the analog of the

entire structure.

Three quite different examples are given showing how the analog
reproduces the deformation patterns corresponding to the full-scale
test structures . Acceptance of internal stresses in the analog as

sufficient estimates of internal stresses in the prototype is based
primarily on the deflection correspondence.

The possession of a suitable analog permits examination of a

wide variety of structural variations and load cases that require
verification with only a relatively small number of prototype tests.

Voici une methode de combiner les procedures les plus avanc6es
et analytiques avec les 6preuves pratiques de charpentes plannes

.

Un fond de cette methode est le developpement d'un analogue, ou d'nn
module math^matique, de la vraie charpente . Cet analogue, qui
devient aussi simple ou aussi compliqu£ que la situation le demande,
est formula par une syst£me de computer, af in de produire une
analyse complete de la charpente. Mises en pratique, les epreuves
des parts de la charpente, surtout des joints, peuvent s'utiliser
a ^valuer les parametres demandds dans 1' analogue de la charpente
entiere

.

Professor of Wood Engineering

2
Research Associate Professor of Wood Technology and Utilization
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Trois exemples differents d^montrent comment 1' analogue reproduit
des modeles de deformation conformes aux charpentes en grandes que
l'on met a l'epreuve. Le principe de la correspondance des devia-
tions donne creance au valeur des forces interieures d' analogue
comme estimation suffisante du valeur des forces interieures de la

vrale charpente

.

L' analogue une fois trouv6 nous permet d' examiner en th^orie
nombreuses charpentes et chargements dont on' demande la verifica-
tion mais dont on n'a que des epreuves peu nombreuses sur les vraies
charpentes .

Key words: Analysis and performance tests combined; computerized
analysis; plane frame structures; test results; use of structural
analogs

.

The approval of a new wood frame component requires either an engineering analysis or
performance tests to demonstrate its acceptability. If the component is simple, the analysis
is most frequently prepared; if the component is complex, performance tests are most fre-
quently the feasible procedure. Even though performance tests are quite costly, they pro-
vide direct and satisfactory answers. Engineering analyses of complex frames have been ex-
pensive in the past and are always subject to debate on the assumptions involved. This
paper proposes a closer combination of performance testing with computerized analysis to
extract the greatest amount of engineering information from the procedure at least cost.

The advantages of a greater degree of analysis are best realized through a critical
appraisal of performance tests. Each test pertains only to the exact construction of the

specimen. The behavior of the component, if changes are made, usually requires repeated
tests until the desired objective is reached. This can indeed be an expensive process and
gives cause to search for alternatives when it is realized that a computerized structural
analysis is from ten to several hundred times less costly than a performance test.
Furthermore, optimization is far beyond the reach of the designer using the performance
test route of development, while the possession of an analytical procedure brings optimi-
zation within practical reach. Still another serious fault of performance testing lies in
the specimen-to-specimen variation that causes confusion and can lead to error in comparing
different styles of construction. Analytical comparisons use the same parameters, such as

moduli of elasticity, in each style of component so that the resulting conclusions are
based on the actual properties of the system and not on the chance values of mechanical
properties of the test specimen parts.

The analytic system used herein is a computerized procedure for plane frame structures
so devised as to be capable of handling almost any such structure that can be imagined.
Further, the user is neither required to know how to program a computer nor is he required
to master the details of matrix structural analysis. In essence, the theoretical structure J

consists of line or bar elements connected rigidly or with pinned ends to joint points.

Any combination of uniform loads, concentrated loads, and any arrangement of reactions are

possible in the theoretical frame or analog as it is called. The bar members in the analog
can represent actual wood members in the prototype, or they can be used singly^or in arrays
to mimic the mechanical action of other structural features such as joints [l] . Theoret-
ical bar elements or members of this latter type are called "fictitious members". The
procedure illustrated here is one of setting up an analog to represent the prototype, eval- I

uating missing element data by performance tests, and then comparing the deformation behavioi

Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.
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jf the analog with that of the actual component under load. Once this load-deformation
correspondence is obtained between analog and prototype, it is assumed that internal stresses
calculated in the analog members representing actual timbers closely approximate those in

the prototype. It is also assumed that geometric variations within the limits of applica-
bility of the fictitious members, and variations in the loading on the analog, also produce
reliable estimates of deformation and stress in the new structures generated by these varia-
:ions. Further verifying performance tests must, of course, be made to check the precision
retained in the extremes of departure from the original structure. It is easy to visualize,
aowever, that a few thorough performance tests of full-scale structures, along with joint
;ests as needed, could provide reliable verification for thousands of structural variations.
It should also be remembered that the knowledge of mechanical behavior provided by the
malytic system is quite detailed and complete for each variation.

Valid questions can be raised concerning the acceptance of deflection correspondence
is the basis for presuming correspondence of stresses between the analog and the prototype,
ktrain gage investigations, while a preferred approach from an academic standpoint, have
tot produced the precision in wood studies that has been obtained with other materials . In

iew of this and the extreme cost differentials between strain gage and deflection analyses,
:he route of qualification of the analysis by deflection data was chosen. It must also be

:ept firmly in mind that it is not recommended that theory be broadly applied without
lonitor control using well chosen experiments.

Three quite different example cases are given below to illustrate use of the method,
'he first example is the most recent and highly developed. The second and third are ex-
ibited mainly to show the scope of application. Necessary limitations on the length of
ocumentation prevents sufficient discussion here to clearly communicate the details of the

nalytic system and its use. This paper focuses on the consequences of use and potential
pplication. The reference list supplies background detail including the computer program
nd instructions for its use.

Figure 1 shows a twelve foot span (3.66 m) King-Post truss used to demonstrate one
ossible technique. Two independent loadings are used to provide stronger verification of
he reliability of the analog. This analog was quantitatively evaluated through perform-
nce tests of its parts and then its precision was appraised through deformation tests of
he entire structure under the two independent loadings. It should be kept in mind that this
russ is not a model but a full-scale unit, dimensioned so as to provide convenience in the
aboratory procedures

.

The process begins with the construction of an analog providing the needed structural
eatures to simulate the prototype. The degree of simulation is a matter of judgment re-
ated to the precision required and the practical capabilities expected in uniformity of
aterials and quality of fabrication. The analog chosen for this example, figure 2, uses a

ar element for each analog wood-member that possesses the axial and bending stiffness
roperties of its corresponding member. The metal plate joints, consisting of the wood
ortion as well as the metal, are simulated as to mechanical action by special short
ictitious members as shown in figure 2.

The bending modulus of elasticity was determined at six-inch intervals along each of
lie wood members. Prior to analysis the resulting values were averaged to provide a single
igure for each member in the analog. Section dimensions completed the necessary wood mem-
pr information to provide axial and bending stiffness data for the analysis. Tests were
(evised to evaluate the bending and axial stiffness of the fictitious members representing
le mechanical action of the joints. The tests involved are pictured in figure 3. It should
e noted that the heel and peak joint specimens consisted of more than the fictitious mem-
ers alone and that deformations measured involved wood member parts beyond the joint. In
lese cases analogs of the joints were constructed consisting of the fictitious members and
le wood extensions as members also. Reactions and theoretical load forces were applied to
lese analogs ,as appropriate and deformation data obtained. Following this, the joint anal-
js were subjected to analyses in a series in which the fictitious member section properties
;re altered until the joint analog deformed in theory as the specimen deformed in the test.

An earlier step in the laboratory procedure involved loading the truss with the two load
ises shown in figure 1 and obtaining data on the vertical deformation of the upper and lower
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chords. The truss was then cut into pieces and the joint tests described in the preceding
paragraph were conducted. Once the full truss analog was completely quantified with the
joint tests it was subjected to analysis with the two load cases which yielded theoretical
deformations. The results, which allow comparison of theory with experiment, are shown in
figures 4 and 5.

Examination of figures 4 and 5 shows that the shape of the theoretical deformation
curves of the members are closely traced by the shape pattern indicated by the measurements
from the full-scale tests. Further, the magnitudes of theoretical and experimental defor-
mations compare well. This supports the acceptability of the theoretical values for force,
moment, and shear within the structure, which are made available by the computer system in
great detail. Theoretical values for these forces and moments as well as deformation in-
formation are either directly or indirectly available for every position on the analog
structure. This means that almost any design question can be answered once a suitable
analog is generated for the structure in question.

Another important feature that deserves recognition at this point is that the
possession of a sufficient analog now opens the door to quick, low-cost investigation of
other load cases, other spans and, within limits, other slopes without further performance
tests. Also, analyses can be made to predict the behavior of the truss on more than two
supports and/or with the supports located elsewhere than where originally placed. This
flexibility opens the way to optimization of the design within practical cost limitations.

A second example of the application of the system is introduced by examination of
figure 6. This frame was developed to provide attic storage in residential construction if

supported centrally in a region within 2-J feet (.76 m) of the span center [2, 3]. The
initial designs were worked out using the computer system with an approximating analog in-
corporating estimates of the behavior of its parts including the fictitious member arrays
representing the nail-glued joints. After a proposed design was developed through the
analytic route, prototype structures were built and subjected to full-scale performance
tests. These showed complete conformance with strength and deformation requirements. One
frame, that shown in figure 6, was subjected to particularly intensive tests that yielded
complete deformation data along the lower chord. The comparisons of theory with experimental
results are shown in figure 6 for both two-support and three-support cases. During the ex-
perimentation it was discovered that the central test support compressed proportionally more
than the other two. The analog was accordingly modified with the addition of a fictitious
member between the frame and the inner reaction. This member was proportioned to permit the
analog to mimic the effect of the sinking support. After completion of the full-scale tests,

the frame was disassembled to determine bending moduli of elasticity in the members, and
joint load-deformation tests were run on similar but not identical specimens to evaluate
fictitious members that simulated the extension characteristics of chord splices. Other
joint characteristics, such as the properties of fictitious members representing the heel,

were given final adjustment to fit the two-support theoretical deflection curve to the data.

This means that the three-support curve and associated test data, shown in figure 6, provide

an independent appraisal of the suitability of the analog. The shape and magnitude of the

deflection data, when compared, show that the analog reasonably approximates the prototype.

This analog is, therefore, now available for prediction of performance of other design
variations and loadings.

The third example, figure 7, concerned a structure quite different from either of the

preceding two. A Vierendeel type wood beam consisting of laminated chords and plywood
webbed sections was attached to vertical steel columns with bolted connections [4],

Although a full-scale load test to destruction was completed prior to any attempts at analy-

sis using the analog system described here, the data taken were sufficiently complete to

allow the construction of an appropriate analog. The moduli of elasticity of the chords had

been determined prior to fabrication, movement of the bolts during the load test had been

measured, and lateral movement of the side columns had also been measured. These items of

information were consumed in evaluating the fictitious members in the analog developed,

leaving three deflection measurements in the mid portion of the span to test the quality of

the analog. Comparison of the theoretical deflection curves with the observed test deflec-

tions in figure 7 shows that the analog development process had again been successful.
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The degree of precision obtainable in the three displayed examples indicates the
sibility of analog development on a practical basis.

Possession of the analog allows exploration of a wide variety of alternatives without
quiring performance tests of each. When applicable, optimum design can be pursued with
e computer bearing the greatest share of the work.

The analog for many structural forms can be snythesized from tests of parts which, in

emselves, are subjected to simple analog analysis. After approaching an optimum design,
e most expensive performance tests can then be confined to only one or two specimen types

th high assurance of success

.

As a research tool the analog system has unlimited application in the rdevelopment of

w structures, development of techniques for treating complex joint systems, comparative
udies, and many other related investigations. Through such research more efficient
terials utilization can be realized in keeping with present day concerns over the best use
the world's limited resources.
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P = 600 Ibf (2669NI

P = 300 Ibf I1334N) P = 300 Ibf II334N)

Figure 1. A twelve foot span (3. 36 m) King-Post truss with 1-3/8 inch by 2-£ inch

(3.49 x 6.35 cm) Southern pine lumber and long-tooth metal connector plates is

shown with the two load cases tested and subjected to theoretical analysis. This

truss was treated as a full-scale structure; not as a model of a larger truss.

Figure 2. The analog or mathematical model of the truss is shown as a line structure
superimposed on the prototype truss. The line members, or bars, lie along
centroidal axes of the actual members. Line members a and b are fictitious
members that mimic the eccentricity in the heel joints . Members c and d

simulate the translational and rotational compliance of the connector and. wood
assemblies at the heels. Members e and f perform similar duties in the peak
joint. Fictitious member g mimics the translational compliance of the upper and
lower connections of the vertical post. With loads applied to it a complete
theoretical analysis of the analog is available from the computer.
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e f

Figure 3. Separate tests were made on each joint which was, in itself, also modeled with,

an analog. These tests yielded section properties for the fictitious members

shown in figure 2,
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P 600 Ibf I2669N)

theoretical experimental

Figure 4. Single concentrated load at peak joint: the theoretical deformed structure is

shown in solid lines against its unloaded shape depicted in dashed lines. The
dots are experimentally observed deflections plotted to the same scale of
deformation

.

Figure 5. Two concentrated loads at third-points of the span: the theoretical deformed
structure is shown in solid lines against its unloaded shape depicted in dashed
lines. The dots are experimentally observed deflections plotted to the same
scale of deformation.

P 300 Ibf (1334N) P = 300 Ibf (1334NI

theoretical experimental
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Roof Loads

D.L = 10 psf (479 N/m I

"o Deflection diagram— 2-support condition, upper chord load only

theoretical

Deflection diagram — 3-support condition

Figure 6. An attic storage frame built with nail-glued plywood joints was subjected to test
loads under two different support conditions. Theoretical deflections
(solid line) are compared with experimental observations (dots) for both cases.
The actual interior support was not as firm as the exterior ones used in the
test. The support conditions used in the analog simulated this situation.

Figure 7. A building frame consisting of steel tube side columns bolted to a Vierendeel
type wood cross member was test loaded as shown. Theoretical deflection diagrams
(solid lines) are shown with experimental observations (dots) to the left of and
below the frame sketch.

448.7 Ibf (1996N)Mill

40.
mm inches

experimental
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Performance requirements for structural concrete members contain-
ing openings are defined. Both strength and serviceability are con-
sidered. Results of tests carried out by the Portland Cement Associa-
tion to evaluate performance of flat plate and beam and slab floors
containing embedded metal ducts and of concrete joists with holes in

their webs are described.

On definit les exigences de fonctionnement des elements de structure

en beton comprenant des ouvertures. Resistance et aptitude au service sont

ici examinees. Deux methodes d' evaluation sont decrites, l'une fondee sur

l'analyse, l'autre sur les essais. Ces methodes sont illustrees par des

resultats d' essais executes par la Portland Cement Association. En fonc-

tion de ces resultats, des recommandations specifiques sont donnees pour

evaluer la performance de plaques, de poutres plates et de dalles ren-

fermant des conduites de metal noyees , ainsi que de solives a ame percee.

Key words: Analysis; concrete beams; concrete plates; ducts; openings;

serviceability; strength; structural performance; tests.

1. Introduction

Openings for service systems may be required in many types of structural concrete mem-
rs. For example, vertical openings in floor slabs and horizontal openings in beams are
•ed for distribution of heating, air conditioning, and plumbing systems. Ducts embedded in
.abs are often used for power and communication systems. Large, doorway-sized openings may
I required in walls or panels.

Designers have long been faced with the practical necessity of passing mechanical
'stems through concrete members. In the past, these openings have usually been kept small
> that they would require only small amounts of additional reinforcement. However, to
illy integrate electrical and mechanical service systems into the structural components of
mcrete buildings, many openings of substantial size are required.

2
Several early textbooks [1-3] on reinforced concrete design included sections on

oenings. Recent research on openings in slabs 7]> reinforced concrete beams [8-11],
jjmcrete joists [12], and prestressed concrete beams [13] has provided improved methods of

j

!raluating the strength and serviceability of concrete members containing openings.

" Assistant Manager, Manager, Structural Research Section; Director, Engineering Development

Department; Portland Cement Association, Research and Development Division, Skokie, Illino

f
Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.
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2. Structural Performance Requirements for Members with Openings

Any structural concrete member, with or without openings, must have adequate strength
and must be fully serviceabile for all design functions.

2.1 Strength

.
Currently, the strength required of concrete members is accepted as that given by pro-

visions contained in the ACI Building Code (ACI 318-71) [lU]. These provisions require that
the strength, U, provided to resist dead load, D, and live load, L, shall be at least equal
to:

U = 1.4 D + 1.7 L (l)

where U = required strength to resist design loads or their related internal moments and
forces, D = dead loads, or their related internal moments and forces, and L = live loads, or
their related internal moments and forces. A structural concrete member with openings must
meet this requirement-

2.2 Serviceability

The principal serviceability requirement is that the long-time deflection of a member,
A, under sustained dead load and the immediate deflection due to live load be limited to a
value that will prevent unsightly appearance or damage to attached nonstructural elements.
The limiting value of deflection is generally expressed as a function of the span length of
the member, as given by: A = Cjf (2)
where A = maximum deflection of member, C = fraction of span length, and

j[
= span length.

Appropriate limiting values for deflection of floor and roof members are included in
the ACI Code (ACI 318-71) [1*0 . Under any circumstances, members whose deflection is less
than i /hQO are considered to be satisfactory, and members whose deflections are greater
than jf/l80 are considered unsatisfactory. It should be recognized that provisions in the
Code for computation of deflections and for minimum depth of beams and thickness of slabs
when deflections are not computed are not generally applicable to members with holes.

Another serviceability requirement is that crack widths must be small enough to avoid
unsightly appearance and to prevent corrosion of reinforcement. Due to uneven shrinkage
around an opening, cracks may develop near corners. In addition, the change in section in

the vicinity of an opening may cause cracking near the hole before flexural cracking occurs
in nearby sections of the member. Lacking definitive studies, it is suggested that crack
widths be limited to 0.020 in. for exterior exposure and 0.025 in. for interior exposure.

3- Evaluation of Structural Performance

Although it is generally preferable to use analytical methods to evaluate the perfor-
mance of a concrete member with holes, the state of the art is not presently developed to

the point where this is possible. Except for a few special cases, it is frequently neces-
sary to rely on special tests designed to verify that the performance of the member with
openings is satisfactory. The following describes methodology for both analytical and
physical evaluation of perforated structural concrete members. Two selected examples of

evaluation by physical tests are summarized.

3.1 Strength Analysis of Beams with Openings

Some of the types of openings that may be placed in a concrete beam are illustrated

in Fig. 1. These openings may be located in regions of either positive or negative moment.

This will determine whether the struts above and below the opening are in tension or com-

pression. The element between two openings is referred to as a post.
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A free-body diagram of a part of a beam that includes a section through an opening of
spith H is shown in Fig. 2. When a hole with the proportions shown is used," the opening does

prfc significantly affect the location or magnitude of the compressive force, C, and tensile
)rce, T. Consequently, the external moment, M, seldom governs. However, since the external
iear, V = + V^, must be carried by a substantially reduced section, the shear capacity
;> the struts is often a controlling factor in design.

A free-body diagram for two openings placed close together is illustrated in Fig. 3-

; shown, a shear, V , acts on the post between the openings. This shear can be estimated
; the difference between either the resultant compressive or tensile forces acting on the
;ruts of the adjacent holes.

The system of forces acting on the struts of an opening is indeterminate to the third
:gree. A direct solution is difficult, and the reliability of the results is uncertain be-
mse of the need to account for the non-linear effects of flexural, shear and axial defor-
jit ions

.

Lorentsen [8] reduced the system to one with a single degree of indeterminancy by as-
iming that the tensile strut was divided into short sections by flexural cracks, and hence
it able to transmit shear or moment. To verify the model, tests were carried out on four
•shaped beams. The behavior of Lorentsen's test beams was in reasonable agreement with his
•edictions, although he did observe that the tensile strut carried substantial shear. He

>ncluded that holes in beams should, if possible, be kept away from inflection points, and
tat additional stirrups should be placed near the sides of holes.

Nasser, et al [10] suggested the following assumptions to simplify the analysis of
•ams with holes:

1. The top and bottom struts behave as chords of a Vierendeel panel;

2. The struts, when they are not subject to transverse loads, have
contraflexure points at their mid-length;

3- The struts, when they have adequate stirrups, carry the external
shear in proportion to their cross-sectional areas;

k. There is a diagonal force concentration at the corners induced by
the chord shear, and its value is twice the simple shear force.

series of rectangular beams, "designed on the basis of an analysis using these assumptions,
s made and tested by Nasser, et al [10]. The simply supported beams were pierced by
•.ctangular holes, and subjected to a one or two point concentrated loading. Although the
jority of their specimens failed in flexure, it was concluded that the proposed assump-
.ons were valid for rectangular beams.

Ragan and Warwaruk [13] carried out laboratory tests on prestressed concrete beams
th web openings. The results were used to design a full-size 120-ft. long prestressed
beam with ten 8-ft. long openings separated by 2-ft. thick posts. In the design, it was

;sumed that the shear at a critical section containing a web opening was resisted by the

ji>per and lower portions of the web in proportion to their cross-sectional areas. Vertical
-irrup reinforcement was provided in both the tension struts and the posts.

The test beam failed under a loading which produced a moment at the centerline equiva-
lent to 1.5 D + 1.8 L. Failure was believed to have occurred due to shear compression in

le flange at the high moment side of the opening closest to the simply supported end of the

limber

.

An extensive investigation of the effect of reinforced and unreinforced openings in

ie webs of continuous joists has been carried out at the laboratories of the Portland
rnent Association. At the present time, the results of this investigation are only par-

.ally reported. In the phase of the investigation dealing with square openings [12], it

s found that the shear could be considered to be distributed in proportion to the area of

ie struts until cracking occurred at the hole. Joists with vertical stirrups along the

-des of the holes could carry additional load. After cracking, all of the additional
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applied shear was found to be carried by the strut in compression. Based on these observa-
tions, a good prediction of the strength of the joists could be made using the ultimate
strength provisions of the ACI Code [lU].

3.2 Testing for Performance

For many systems, it appears that the present state-of-the-art is inadequate for eval-
uation of performance by analytical means alone. In these instances, physical tests may be
needed to show that a system meets required performance criteria.

Testing to evaluate performance will usually have to be on full-size specimens, par-
ticularly if the system being tested includes manufactured components that are embedded in a

concrete member. Even if the system requires only formed penetrations in the concrete, the
evaluation of the details of the reinforcement around the penetration, specifically those
relating to anchorage and cracking, may require testing of large-scale specimens. High-
lights of two investigations are presented that illustrate methods for evaluating structural
members by physical testing.

(1) Beams containing embedded metal ducts. The use of embedded metal service ducts in
concrete floors provides a highly efficient means of providing telephone, power, and signal
requirements in a building. Typically, the floor may be either a flat plate or the top
flange of a one- or two-way beam system.

The use of a standard duct placed transversely in the flange of a T-beam was investi-
gated [9] by testing two specimens representing continuous beams. The two test specimens
were identical except for ducts in one of the beams, and the necessary re-spacing of shear
reinforcement in the vicinity of the ducts. They were made with a normal weight concrete
having a design compressive strength of 3000 psi. Grade 60 reinforcement [15] was used.

Figure k shows the beam containing the duct after it had been tested to destruction.
The load versus deflection curves for both beams were virtually identical. Furthermore,
there was no significant difference in the crack patterns. It was concluded that the use of
ducts in wide shallow beams similar to those tested will not significantly influence their
performance

.

(2) Slabs containing embedded metal ducts. When ducts are used in flat-plate floors,
it is frequently convenient to locate them near the junction of the slab and the supporting
column. Since this is a region of high moment and high shear, the effect of the ducts on
the performance of the slab-column junction must be considered.

To evaluate the performance of flat-plate floors containing embedded ducts, 10 tests

[7] were conducted on large slab-column specimens consisting of a 12-ft. 10- in. square,
8- in. thick slab and a centrally located column. One of the test specimens is shown in

Fig. 5- The slabs were made with a sanded lightweight aggregate concrete and Grade 60
reinforcement [15]- They were loaded by applying downward forces along the perimeter of the
slab.

Three specimens, each containing a 20- in. square column, were designed and loaded so

that their capacity was dependent on the flexural strength of the slab. The capacity of 5

other specimens, each containing a lU-in. square column, was dependent on the shear strength
of the slab-column junction. Two of these 5 specimens contained shearhead reinforcement.
The capacity of the remaining two specimens, each containing a 20- in. square column, was

dependent on the combined shear and unbalanced moment strength of the slab-column junction.

For all specimens, the amount and details of the deformed bar reinforcement provided were
intended to represent good -standard practice.

Six of the 10 test specimens contained a two level system of both 7-l/h x 1-3/8 in.

and 3-l/8 x 1-3/8 in. metal ducts embedded in the slab. Two of these 6 were in the group of

specimens whose capacity was dependent on the flexural strength of the slab, three were in

the group dependent on shear strength, and one was in the group dependent on combined shear

and unbalanced moment. The principal variable was the location of the duct with respect to

the face of the column. Duct was located either adjacent to or twice the slab thickness
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m one face of the column. Lines showing the location of the duct embedded in the speci-
shown in Fig. 5 are marked on the top surface of the slab.

A comparison of the edge deflections for all of the test specimens is shown in Fig. 6.

e ordinate in this figure is the applied shear being transferred from the slab to the
:lumn. As indicated in the figure, the test results are compared in three groups according
: the intended failure mode. The first letter of the specimen identification mark distin-
iishes between these groups. The second letter D indicates specimens with embedded ducts
li the letter S indicates specimens containing a shearhead. Specimens AD-2 and BD-5 con-
ined duct adjacent to the column.

It was determined from Fig. 6 and from other data obtained in the investigation that the
rformance of specimens containing ducts located at least twice the slab thickness from the
;e of the column was not significantly different from that of specimens without ducts. How-
bt , the strength of specimens containing a duct located adjacent to the column was reduced
?n shear was critical. It was recommended that service ducts of the size embedded in these
;cimens be kept at least twice the slab thickness from the face of the column. Larger
bts may need to be kept farther from the column.

A test specimen, BDS-7, containing a duct 3 in. from the end of a shearhead reinforce-
lt was not able to carry as much load as a comparable specimen, B-k , without a shearhead.
i duct apparently interfered with the manner in which the end of the shearhead picked up
ad. Based on this result it was recommended that ducts not be placed near the end of
warhead reinforcement.

(3) Joists containing openings. The effect of reinforced and unreinforced openings in

: webs of continuous joists was investigated by tests [12] on specimens which had cross-

ptional dimensions similar to those of a standard l6-in. deep joist with a 3- in. thick
unge. Details of test specimens are shown in Fig. J. Each specimen was made with light

-

.ght aggregate concrete, having a compressive strength of i+000 psi, and Grade 60 reinforce-

When subjected to the loading shown by the heavy arrows in Fig. 7 > combinations of shear
1 moment that would occur between inflection points of a continuous joist framing into a

)porting beam were represented. Location of the openings is indicated by the distance, X,

jm the center of the opening to the face of the stub representing the continuous support,

l by the distance, Y, from the center of the opening to the extreme fiber in compression,

mings were always located symmetrically on each side of the center stub. The dimensions
.nd W are the overall height and width of the opening.

Some of the test results obtained on specimens with unreinforced openings are shown in

:. 8. Here the ordinate, V /b'd f , is equal to the ultimate shear divided by the product
u' sp

the minimum web thickness, effective depth, and splitting tensile strength of the concrete.

;se results indicated that:

1. Moving an opening in an unreinforced web closer than twice the web depth
to a simulated continuous support increased the strength of the test

specimen.

2. Moving a square opening in an unreinforced web from mid-depth toward the

tension fibers did not significantly affect the strength of the specimen.

However, cracking at the hole did occur at lower loads as Y was increased.

3- An unreinforced web containing a square opening of one-quarter the web
depth, or a circular opening of three-eighths the web depth, did not re-

duce the strength of the specimen.

k. Rectangular openings of H = h in., W = l6 in. and H = 10 in., W = h in.

in unreinforced webs had a comparable effect on the test specimen. In

both cases, strength was reduced by about 30 percent.

Additional tests were carried out on specimens with stirrup reinforcement along the

tical sides of the opening. These test results are shown in Fig. 9. In all except two

cimens, the side reinforcement consisted of a two-legged No. 3 stirrup along each side.

I
other two specimens were reinforced with two-legged Wo. 2 stirrups along each vertical

e of the opening.
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The results shown in Fig. 9 indicate that very large openings can be accommodated in
the webs of joists without reducing strength, provided that stirrup reinforcement with a

yield capacity nearly equal to the shear at the hole is provided at its vertical edges.
Similarly, closely spaced multiple holes can be placed in a joist as long as each hole has
side reinforcement. Specimens with multiple circular and oval holes failed in the struts as
long as the width of the post, P, was greater than three-eighths the depth of the web.

For specimens with long rectangular holes, the addition of stirrups in the tensile
strut was beneficial. Results of tests on these specimens are summarized in Table 1. It
should be noted, however, that the addition of longitudinal bars adjacent to the tension
side of the hole decreased strength. Apparently the addition of longitudinal bars adjacent
to the tension side of the hole increases the stiffness of the tensile strut, thereby at-
tracting a greater part of the total shear. Since the longitudinal bars do not provide in-

creased shear capacity, the tensile strut fails prematurely in shear, thereby reducing the
strength of the specimen.

From the analysis of data obtained on square openings [12], it was found that a point
of axial compression occurred near the mid- length of the compressive strut at the opening.
It was found that the magnitude of the axial compression force could be calculated from the
external bending moment. Prior to first cracking, the distribution of shear between the
regions above and below the opening was approximately in proportion to the cross-sectional
area of the struts. After cracking, the compressive strut tended to carry all of the shear.

A conservative prediction of the strength of the specimens with square openings in un-

reinforced webs was obtained by calculating the load causing tensile cracking at the opening.
A good prediction of the strength of the specimens with reinforced square openings that faile

in the compressive strut was obtained from the lesser of the calculated loads causing either

an eccentric shear compression or diagonal tension failure. In all cases, the strength pro-

visions of the ACI Building Code were used as the basis for calculations.

k . Summary

To satisfy the basic requirement that any structure must have an adequate margin of

strength to resist overload and must be serviceable under normally expected loads, struc-

tural concrete members containing openings should be evaluated on the basis of strength,

deflection and cracking. When possible, analytical means should be used to evaluate mem-

bers containing openings. However, in many cases, no suitable analytical evaluation of

structural concrete members containing openings is available. Under these circumstances,

physical tests can be used to determine strength and serviceability.

The experimental results which were summarized indicate that metal ducts can be

placed in floor systems without significantly changing the structural performance. Tests

also showed openings can be placed through webs of concrete joists.
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Table 1. Effect of Different Types of Reinforcement

Rectangular
Opening

(See Fig. 7)

Shear Reinforcement
v
u

b'd f 1

sp

H = k in.

W = 16 in.

X = 32 in.

Y = 8 in.

Side Reinforcement (No. 3 stirrups) 0.^7

Side Reinforcement plus No. 2 Stirrups in

Tensile Strut 0.53
1

Side Reinforcement plus No. h Longitudinal
Side Bars in Tensile Strut O.kk

H = k in.

W = 28 in.

X = 32 in.

Y = 8 in.

Side Reinforcement (No. 3 stirrups) 0-37

Side Reinforcement plus No. 2 Stirrups in

Tensile Strut 0.^6

H = h in.

W = hO in.

X = 32 in.

Y = 8 in.

Side Reinforcement (No. 3 stirrups) 0.30

Side Reinforcement plus No. 2 Stirrups in

Tensile Strut 0.37

Side Reinforcement plus 2 No. k Longitudinal
Side Bars in Tensile Strut 0.2k

Notes

:

Specimen failed in flexure away from hole. All others failed in shear at

hole

.

Stirrups hooked around 2 No. 2 longitudinal bars adjacent to tension side

of hole.
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Applied Load

T Strut -C. Strut ^-Post
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Simple

Support

Continuous
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Negative Moment Positive Moment
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Fig. 1 - Openings in Concrete Beams

T. Strut

M

7Y C. Strut c

Fig. 2 - Forces Acting on Struts

Hole I

CP Hole 2

4> M P

vP

T,>T2

p -T2

Fig. 3 - Forces Acting on Post
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Fig. h - Specimen with Duct, After Testing to Destruction

Fig. 5 - Test of Slab-Column Specimens Containing Duct
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Fig. 7 - PCA Test Specimen Representing Continuous Joist
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Fig. 8 - Effect of Unreinforced Openings

Fig. 9 - Effect of Side Reinforcement
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tional Bureau of Standards Special Publication 361, Volume 1: Performance
ncept in Buildings; Proceedings of the Joint RILEM-ASTM-C IB Symposium, held

y 2-5, 1972, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (Issued March 1972).

A Performance Approach to the Design
of Fire-Resistive Buildings

L. G. Seigel
Applied Research Laboratory

United States Steel Corporation
Monroeville, Pennsylvania 15146

For many years, fire-endurance requirements for
building structures and fire-insurance rate schedules for
buildings have been based on performance demonstrated in
standard fire tests. However, many conditions that may
be encountered in an actual building, such as structural
restraint, and partial or nonuniform fire exposure are in
no way covered by standard fire test procedures. There-
fore, the results of standard fire tests (as presently
defined) may not represent the performance to be antici-
pated in a building. The structural performance of a

building during a fire depends on the temperatures reached
by the structural members of the building independent of
how such temperatures are attained. Therefore, an analyt-
ical approach to the determination of fire resistance
should be considered based on appropriate temperature
limits for the structural materials of the building. Fire-
resistive design may then be accomplished by providing
adequate thermal protection to the structure so that the
temperature limits of the structural materials will not be
exceeded.

Depuis de nomb reuses annees, les reglements de tenue au feu pour
les batiments et les baremes d' assurance contre l'incendie sont fondes
sur la performance indiquee par les essais normalises de resistance au
feu. Cependant, bien des conditions qui peuvent etre rencontrees dans
un bStiment reel, telles que les limitations structurales et 1' exposition
partielle ou incomplete au feu, ne sont pas couvertes par les procedes
normalises d'epreuve au feu. De ce fait, les resultats des essais
normalises au feu (tels qu'ils viennent d'etre definis) peuvent ne
pas representer la performance qu'on est en droit d'attendre d'un
batiment. La performance structurale d'un batiment pendant un incendie
depend des temperatures atteintes par les elements de structure du
batiment quelle que soit la facon dont ces temperatures ont ete
obtenues. Done, une approche analytique pour la determination de la
resistance au feu devrait etre consideree sur la base de limites de
temperature appropriees pour les materiaux des structures du batiment.
Une etude en vue de la resistance au feu pourrait alors etre realisee
en fournissant une protection thermique au batiment de sorte que les

limites de temperature des materiaux de structure ne soient pas

Associate Research Consultant, Mechanical Engineering
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depassees. Au lieu d'essais en vraie grandeur des assemblages de
constructions, des essais speciaux a echelle reduite pourraient etre
requis pour etablir les proprietes thermiques , l'adhesivite et

l'integrite structurale des materiaux de protection soumis a des
temperatures d'incendie. Les resultats de tels essais pourraient
alors etre adaptes a des batiments reels par 1

' application d'une
theorie appropriee des transferts de chaleur. Des exemples d'etudes
en vue de la resistance au feu, pour des applications determinees sont
incluses dans la communication.

Key words: Building design; fire protection; fire
resistance; fire-resistive buildings; structural design.

1. Introduction

When the need for fire-resistance standards was recognized in the latter
part of the 19th century, a direct approach to the development of such stan-
dards was taken and a system of fire tests based on a standard fire exposure
was established. In the United States this system of tests for structural
members and building assemblies is described in ASTM Methods E-119, and
similar test procedures have been introduced in other countries throughout
the world.

Basically, these standards prescribe the conditions of fire exposure,
the minimum size of the test specimen, and the conditions of structural load-
ing for building components tested under load. However, many conditions that
may be encountered in actual buildings, such as structural restraint, and
partial or non-uniform fire exposure are in no way covered by standard fire
test methods. Therefore, the results of these limited-size standard fire
endurance tests cannot be considered representative of the performance to be
anticipated during a fire in a building. Yet satisfactory structural perform
ance in buildings during fire exposure must be assured if standards are to be
relied upon for the protection of life and property. This paper presents a

discussion of the effects of fire on building structures and suggests some
improved methods for designing buildings to withstand these effects.

2. Structural Effects in Building Fires

The structural behavior of a building during fire exposure depends (in a

complex manner) on the magnitude and distribution of elevated temperatures
developed in the structural members of the building during the fire. If such
elevated temperatures and the physical and thermal properties of the members
are known, it is possible to compute the forces and movements which may occur
and in this way the structural performance of the building during a fire can
be estimated. Computer programs based on theories that can predict large
deflections and can operate beyond the elastic limit of structural materials
are available to analyze complete buildings. However, such programs are
generally very complex and a large number of input variables may be involved
to obtain results suitable for design purposes. Therefore, a complete
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kalysis may be too costly except for very large building projects. For
\aller buildings, simplified programs have been developed, but these limited
-ograms often consider only parts of the building and they must be used with
lution to insure that the assumed material properties and boundary condi-
:„ons are representative of the building being studied. If all components of

te building are not considered in the analysis, unreliable results may be
itained and the analysis, like an improperly conducted fire test, will be
.eless .

Because of the complexity and expense of a complete structural analysis

,

1 approximation is frequently made relating structural performance directly
i some limiting temperature. This approximation is based on the assumption
lat adequate structural integrity will be maintained in a building as long
. the temperature of the structure does not exceed the value at which its
;rength is reduced below the allowable stress used for design. (This

jproximation is also used for evaluating performance in many standard fire
:sts conducted without structural load [1,2, 3], 2 and a considerable amount
' evidence has been presented to demonstrate its , usefulness and validity [4]

>r common building materials strength-temperature data is readily available,
id therefore temperature limits are easily set if this approximation is used

But, regardless of how temperature limits are established for the
:ructure—whether by rigorous structural analysis or by acceptance of the
:sign approximation discussed above— it will be convenient to divide the

:sign of a fire-resistive building into two parts—one thermal and one
:ructural—with temperature as the coordinating factor between them.

If a structural analysis is performed, it may be conducted without
;gard for actual fire exposure characteristics simply by assuming tempera-
ires for various parts of the building and checking for satisfactory struc-
iral performance. Therefore, the maximum temperatures of the structure that
in be permitted during fire exposure without causing unacceptable damage to
building can be established. If the design stress approximation is used,
temperature limit may be selected directly from published strength-
;mperature data for the materials used in the construction. For structural
peel, limiting temperatures in the range 1000 to 1200 F (538 to 648 C) are
immonly used. But high-strength prestressing strand is normally limited to
i0 F (426 C) maximum temperature. It would seem appropriate to establish
.milar limits for other structural materials, but this has not been normal
•actice

.

3. Thermal Effects in Building Fires

After temperature limits have been determined for the structure by one
: the methods described above, thermal computations can be performed to
itermine the amount of insulation (fire-proofing) required to maintain
:ructural temperatures below the established limits. But fires may be large
: small, of high or moderate temperature, and of long or short duration, and
lerefore it is difficult to define the appropriate fire characteristic to be

Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at end of
this paper.
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used as a basis for evaluating thermal effects in a particular building fire.
The definition of fire exposure simply by specification of a time-temperature
curve is not satisfactory. Radiation and convection heat transfer properties
must also be specified. The suggestion by Harmathy and Lie [5] that the
standard time-temperature curve be replaced by a heat f lux-versus-time rela-
tionship should be considered seriously. Many other investigators have also
made significant contributions to the study and interpretation of fire
severity and an excellent review of their works has been presented by
Robertson and Gross [6]. But further study of the fire severity may be
necessary to obtain satisfactory correlation with actual building fires.

However, regardless of what fire exposure characteristics are assumed,
thermal computations may be made to determine the temperatures developed in
structural members during the fire using any fire-proofing materials for
which physical and thermal properties are known. Or, if the properties are
not known, heat transfer tests of selected portions of building constructions
may be conducted to enable direct measurement of temperatures attained during
fire exposure. Such tests could be simple because the size of the specimen
would be determined by heat transfer considerations rather than by structural
conditions. In addition to providing a means for measuring thermal perform-
ance, the tests should also provide methods to evaluate the reliability of
fireproofing materials at high temperatures.

If the standard time-temperature curve is used to define fire exposure
in these tests, the results may be expressed in hours of fire endurance and
such results may be interpreted directly in terms of building code require-
ments which are usually specified in hourly fire resistance ratings. Non-
standard fire exposures may be more realistic, but performance based on non-
standard fires is not often readily accepted by building officials unless
such fires are converted in some way to equivalent standard exposures.

Then, as sufficient information becomes available, the need for testing
can be reduced and the amount of fireproofing required for a particular
application may be determined by calculation.

4. Practical Considerations

Although it is conceivable that a completely analytical approach to the

design of fire-resistive buildings may be accomplished by use of complex
computer programs involving both structural and thermal effects, such an
approach is not suitable at this time for acceptance under many building
codes because most codes (and the standards on which they are based) are

oriented toward the fire resistance of individual building components instead
of toward the performance of complete structures under realistic fire exposure
conditions. Therefore, it appears necessary to continue, at least for some
time, to design fire-resistive buildings on the basis of the performance of
building components under conditions of some standard fire exposure. Test
procedures may be simplified or replaced by thermal and structural computa-
tions as confidence is developed in new analytical techniques. But until
building codes are revised to specify fire resistance on some basis other
than by reference to specific building elements subjected to a standard fire
exposure, it will be necessary to express performance in hours of standard
fire exposure.
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Another obstacle to the use of completely analytical methods for the
£sign of fire resistive buildings is the result of a requirement often found

h building codes, that various building elements have different fire resist-
hce ratings. For example, the columns of a high-rise building may be

equired to have a 4-hour fire resistance rating but beams may be required to

ave only a 3-hour rating. Such multiple rating requirements would add
Dmplication to calculations for the complete building but not to calcula-
ions involving individual building components.

But coordination with the requirements of building codes is not the
reatest difficulty in gaining acceptance of a performance approach to the

asign of fire-resistive buildings based on analytical methods. Perhaps the

reatest obstacle at this time is the lack of useful design information about
ie performance of fire-resistant materials at high temperature. Many
aterials, such as gypsum, provide excellent fire protection - if they remain
i place during fire exposure. However, such materials lose strength rapidly
t high temperatures after their moisture is driven off and they may shrink
id crack and fall from the surface they are intended to protect [7] . This
3 particularly true with membrane-type protection systems where the insulat-
ng material is applied in board form to provide a ceiling or wall surface
lich also acts as a fire-resistive barrier. For direct-contact fireproofing
aterials such as sprayed fiber or cementitious mixtures, there is also a

aed for reliable information about adhesion and durability at high tempera-
ares. In many cases, the expansion of structural members that may occur
oring fire exposure can cause cracking and separation of the fireproofing
rom the protected surface if the adhesion properties are not adequate,
tandard fire test methods in common use today may not provide a reliable
aasure of the durability of materials during actual fire exposure because
tandard test conditions are so unlike those which may occur during actual
ailding fires. Methods of measuring the durability of fireproofing materials
ider conditions typical of actual fire exposure are urgently needed and
asign procedures should be developed so that reliable performance can be
asured when such materials are used to protect building structures from fire.

5. A Recommended Design Procedure for Fire-Resistive Buildings

Based on information presented in this paper, the following procedure is

acommended for the design of fire-resistive building structures. It is
acognized that the method is not ideal. But in view of the practical con-
Lderations referred to above, it is believed to be considerably better than
ie standard procedures normally used today.

1. Establish design temperature limits for all materials used in the
building structure. These temperatures should be based on material
properties as a function of temperature and on the allowable
stresses used for design of the structure. Or, when a thorough and
reliable structural analysis indicates other temperature limits are
more suitable, those should be used if acceptable under the building
code

.

2. For fire exposure conditions expected to occur in the building,
determine the thickness of fireproofing required to maintain
temperatures below the limits established in Step 1. This deter-
mination may be made by computation if reliable information about
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the durability and elevated-temperature properties of the fire-
proofing material is available, or if adequate material data is not
available, the fireproofing performance may be established by care-
fully planned tests of representative parts of the structure. If
compliance with the building code requires a rating based on the
standard time-temperature curve, the standard fire exposure condi-
tions should be used in making the computations or conducting the
tests

.

A definite advantage of the proposed method is its compatibility with
existing codes and test procedures. The only significant changes from ASTM
Methods E-119 would be the elimination of the structural loading requirement
in testing of floors and load-bearing walls and the introduction of tempera-
ture limits for all structural materials. The standard time-temperature
curve could still be used to define fire exposure until more information is

obtained about fire severity and the performance of fire-resistive materials
at high temperature. But as this information becomes available, the standard
time-temperature curve should be replaced by more realistic fire exposures
for both tests and calculations.

Support for the concept of using temperature as a criterion of struc-
tural performance during fire exposure has been demonstrated recently by
changes in ASTM Methods E-119 and UL263. Because it has been recognized that
the structural loading arrangement and the size of the test assembly used in
fire tests may not be representative of conditions in an actual building,
lack of confidence has developed in the acceptance of the results of such
tests of some building assemblies. Therefore, ASTM and Underwriters'
Laboratories have introduced temperature limits as additional end-point
criteria for structural steel in floors and beams tested according to their
standards. However, the structural load requirement was not eliminated from
the test procedure when these limits were introduced and no temperature
limits were established for materials other than steel. This is not a logical
adjustment to the standard because the disparity between loading in the test
specimen and the building exists for all materials used in the construction

—

not just for the steel. Therefore, temperature limits based on analytical
studies or design stress limits should be imposed on all materials so that
reliable performance during fire exposure in actual buildings may be expected.

6. Examples of Fire Resistive Designs Based on Performance

Two recently developed methods of providing fire protection for exposed
structural steel have been based on the design procedure given above. One of
these methods involves the principle of flame shielding and the other involves
the use of liquid-filled columns. Both methods have been reported in detail
elsewhere [8,9,10,11] and therefore only a brief summary will be given here.

Flame shields have been approved for use on buildings in New York and
Chicago, based on demonstration of performance by both calculations and
tests. Liquid-filled column systems are now (1971) in use in six buildings
in the United States and at least two in Europe. In the United States,
performance has been demonstrated by calculations based on well-established
heat transfer data and no fire tests were required to gain acceptance. But
in Europe both calculations and tests have been conducted in support of

liquid-filled column systems.
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An important advantage of these fire protection methods which permit the
se of exposed steel in building construction is that they do not depend on
nsulating coatings to achieve the required protection. Therefore, one of

he most troublesome design variables—the performance of fireproofing
iQterials at high temperature—does not need to be considered.

The principle of flame shielding and the heat transfer equations which
oply to an exposed spandrel girder are shown in Figure 1. Essentially, the
nield (which is also the insulated bottom flange of the girder in this
cample) , prevents direct impingement of flame on the web of the girder and
nerefore the exterior surfaces of the girder receive heat from the flame by
adiation only. But these surfaces may also dissipate heat to cooler sur-
Dundings by both convection and radiation and for many building applications,
•ccessively high steel temperatures will not be reached and the strength of

4e girder will not be seriously affected.

Design calculations reported in Reference 3 for a 54-story office build-
ig in New York City predicted that a maximum spandrel temperature of 680 F

360 C) might be expected during an actual fire in the building and a burn-
it test which was conducted to support the design indicated a measured value
| 640 F (337 C)

.

Other tests conducted for 3 hours , during which the temperature was
3ntrolled according to the standard time-temperature curve, also indicated
iximum spandrel web temperatures of about 600 F (316 C) . These temperatures
-e well below the range of 1000 to 1200 F (538 to 648 C) normally considered
; a limit for structural steel, and therefore the use of flame shields was
Snsidered to be an effective method of fire protection for the spandrel
.rders of this building. Other buildings may also be designed with flame-
lielded exterior members, but specific calculations should be made for each
jurticular application.

;]

Liquid-filled columns are another example of the design of fire-
distant structural members based on performance. Both calculations and
;st results have indicated that excessive steel temperatures will not be
;ached by liquid-filled columns in building fires as long as the columns
:e maintained full of liquid. Therefore, if an adequate supply of liquid
; available, a reliable liquid-filled column fire protection system may be
;ve loped.

A schematic arrangement of one design of liquid-filled column system is

town in Figure 2. This type of system has been used in the 6 4-story U. S.

''.eel Building in Pittsburgh and in the BFI Building in Dusseldorf. Storage
inks in the U. S. Steel Building contain a reserve capacity of 2000 gallons

; ; '.5 m3) to provide a 4-hour fire resistance based on the standard fire
iposure and a maximum temperature of 640 F (337 C) has been calculated for
e 4-inch-thick column plates at the base of the building. The standard
me-temperature curve was used in making these calculations for tank size
id steel temperature. In the BFI Building, the storage tanks have a capacity
1180 gallons (4.5 m^) and actual measurements taken during a fire test in

.e building indicated an average maximum steel temperature of 401 F (205 C)

ij.ich is in good agreement with 446 F (230 C) predicted by calculation [12].
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7. Conclusions

These examples of fire resistive designs have been given to illustrate
an analytical approach to structural fire protection in buildings. Although
the cases given represent special applications of bare exterior steel, the
same design principles may be applied to more conventional construction if
suitable temperature limits can be established based on a structural analysis
and confirmed by special tests. The special structural tests might be con-
ducted using scale models which could be much more representative of actual
building construction than is now possible within the limitations of the
standard furnace test methods. Heating of selected portions of the models
could be accomplished by any convenient means (such as by use of electrical
elements attached to individual structural members] since the purpose of the
tests would be to measure structural performance and not fire resistance in
terms of time. Limiting temperatures for conventional structural systems
based on such analyses and tests could then be tabulated for use by designers
and building officials. In this way simple specifications of maximum tempera-
tures to be permitted in structural elements during fire exposure could be
set up without the need for repetitive testing or complex analyses for each
building design. If suitable temperature limits during fire exposure can be
established, fire-resistance ratings may be developed for any fire-resistive
material or system by heat transfer analyses supported by suitable tests to
confirm the thermal and physical performance of the protective materials
under fire exposure conditions. These fire tests would not need to be tests
of complete building constructions as is the case under present standards.
Instead, the tests could be designed to measure the thermal performance and
the durability of protective materials applied to limited portions of
representative building components. Much effort will be required to develop
suitable test procedures which can provide the basis of reliable fire-
resistance design, but it is suggested that such effort will be rewarded by
improved and more reliable design of fire-resistive buildings.

It is important to recognize that the design procedures recommended in
this paper will not eliminate the need for testing in connection with fire
research. Standard test procedures may need to be changed or discarded.
But new standards will need to be developed and fire testing will become more
meaningful and more important.

As research provides more information about fire severity and the per-
formance of materials exposed to fire, it is hoped that further progress can
be made toward a performance approach to the design of fire-resistive
buildings

.
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FIGURE 1

Flame Shielding
for Exterior Surface of Spandrel Girde
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The Resistance of Brick Walls to Lateral Loading

H. W. H. West and H. R. Hodgkinson
British Ceramic Research Association

Stoke-on-Trent ST1 4LZ
Great Britain

The Building (Fifth Amendment) Regulations 1970 lay down performance
requirements to prevent progressive collapse , following an incident, in
buildings of 5 storeys or more. Essentially either the building must be
so designed as to provide alternative paths of support in the event of
the removal of a main structural member, or the members must be designed
to withstand a lateral load of 5 lbf/in^. Laboratory tests to determine
the lateral strength of various types of brick wall are briefly described
and the application of the results to the evaluation of the performance
of real buildings discussed. It is concluded that solid brick walls more
than 7 in. thick may be "deemed to satisfy" the requirements of the Fifth
Amendment.

Les Reglements de la Construction de 1970 (5
eme amendement)

formulent les exigences de performance pour prevenir 1' affaissement
progressif, a la suite d'un incident, de batiments de 5 etages ou

plus. Esentiellement , ou bien le batiment doit etre concu de telle
sorte que des appuis de relais soient prevus en cas de displacement

d'un element de structure majeur, ou bien les elements doivent etre
concus de facon a resister a une charge latarale de 5 livres par
pouce carre. Des essais de laboratoire pour determiner la resistance
laterale de divers types de murs de briques sont brievement decrits
et 1' application des resultats a 1' evaluation de la performance de
batiments reels est examinee. On en conclut que des murs de briques
solides epais de plus de 7 pouces sont consideres comme satisfaisant
les prescriptions du 5eme amendement.

Key words: Brickwork; experimental; lateral loading; performance;
research; residential structures; safety; structural masonry.

Head of Heavy Clay Division and Chief Engineer, Heavy Clay Division, respectively.
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1. Introduction

The Ronan Point Disaster in May 1968 focussed attention on the hazards of gas explosions
in domestic structures. This happened in a 22 storey precast concrete panel construction
and the removal by the explosion of an external load-bearing flank panel led to collapse of
the storeys above. In falling the debris caused progressive collapse of the floor and wall
panels in the corner of the block right down to the podium.

The Tribunal considered {_ l}^ that the cause of the explosion was town gas and that the
pressure built up in a few milliseconds to a peak of some 5 or 6 lbf/in2 (34 or 41 kN/m2 )

and then fell away so that for about l/10th of a second the flank wall was subjected to an
average pressure of about 3 lbf/in2 (21 kN/m2 ). The maximum pressure was considered to be
12 lbf/in 2 (82.74 kN/m2

) in the hall. Subsequent experiments by B.C.R.A. [_2J have shown
that both the pressures and times to reach these pressures are unusual for gas explosions
but it must be remembered that these experiments have the benefit of direct measurement
while the Tribunal had only post hoc statements and simulation tests to. assist it.

The Tribunal was clearly of the opinion that the risk was confined to system-built
structures and said "For low system-built blocks - say six storeys and under - it seemed
to us that the risk was in much the same category as that in the very many traditional
buildings with load-bearing brick walls. But with taller system-built blocks - and in this
country there are already some 30,000 flats in such blocks - the risk enters new dimensions

ii

As a result of the recommendations of the Tribunal the Government issued a circular
62/68 pj in November 1968 which laid down certain standards for new buildings in large
panel construction.

"There are two basic methods of avoiding progressive collapse, namely:

Method A By providing alternative paths of support to carry the load, assuming the

removal of a critical section of the load-bearing walls.

Method B By providing a form of construction of such stiffness and continuity so as

to ensure the stability of the building against forces liable to damage the load-supporting
members

.

For these purposes, the forces should be assumed as being equivalent to a standard static

pressure of 5 lbf/in^ (34.47 kN/m2 ). This standard should be used in designing new buildings.
Where residual risks are lessened by the control of the incidence of an explosion in magnitude
or frequency, a corresponding reduction may be made in the pressure."

The Institution of Structural Engineers issued, in December 1968, certain general
recommendations on design against progressive collapse £4] which for the first time extended
the scope of the regulations to load-bearing brickwork construction and other tall buildings
with no frame. While other documents JL5J [6] sought to clarify the confusion at this time,

the important performance requirement first enunciated in Circular 62/68 was made mandatory
in the Building (Fifth Amendment) Regulations 1970 [7_J which came into force on the 1st

April of that year.

The regulation is brief but covers all types of structure. There is no reference to

explosions, but rather to an "incident" which applies only to one element of structure at

any one time. While the preferred method may be to so design the structure that walls and

floors bridge over the gap left by the removal of a structural element, the alternative is

allowed of providing elements capable of resisting a pressure of 5 lbf/in2 (34 kN/m2 ). Thus

a crucial performance requirement for walls is a resistance to lateral loading of this

magnitude, and it was important to determine at which minimum values of vertical precompres-

sion various configurations of brickwork will withstand it.

It is perhaps appropriate to ask first how this performance requirement of 5 lbf/in2

(34 kN/m2 ) was arrived at. There are published data on the effect of blast on the outside

of buildings. The most important of these publications [8H relates to very extensive

2 Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at end of this paper.
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cperiments carried out in America on the effects of nuclear weapons. Various test structures

;re exposed to blast and the pressures measured. Thus a two-storey house with exterior walls
: brick veneer with cinder block back-up withstood an overpressure of 1.7 lbf/in^

I. 73 kN/m^) with extensive damage to windows and internal partitions but was completely
stroyed at an incident overpressure of 5 lbf/in^ (34.47 kN/m^) . The exterior walls were
rploded outwards, the roof demolished and blown off, and the brick chimney broken in several
ictions. The British Civil Defence authorities adopted the same pressure for the total
struction of houses.

While no explanation for the choice of this pressure in the Building (Fifth Amendment)
gulations has been forthcoming, the Structural Clay Products Research Foundation of
lerica with more candour chose this as a design criterion because it is the upper limit of

e probable effects of tornadoes, earthquakes and similar natural disasters and "...
ich a level of protection is probably the maximum economic level that the average owner can
ford to build." 192

2. Experimental

The present investigation was based on 4 ft. 6 in. long walls, storey-height, 8 ft. 4 in.

courses. The four kinds of brick used to build the more than 100 walls tested included
lid, perforated^and pressed frogged types with the mean compressive strengths varying from
00-12450 lbf/in , water absorption (5 hour boil) of 4.8 - 23.3% and suction rates from
5 - 22.4 g/dm^/min. Three mortars were used, 1.3 ciment fondu:sand, 1:|:3 and 1:1:6 cement:
me: sand. The fondu walls were tested after 2-3 days and the remainder after 28 days.

The walls were tested to destruction in the B. Ceram. R.A. 1000 ton wall testing
chine Q10J modified to apply low vertical precompression loads and with the lateral load
plied by a textile-reinforced rubber bag placed alongside the face of the test wall. One
de of the bag is completely in contact with the whole elevation of the wall and the reaction
taken on the inside of the columns of the machine frame (fig. 1) . The lateral pressure
applied by admitting compressed air to the bag so that an arbitrary rate of application
lateral pressure of { lbf/in2/min. is maintained.

The horizontal deflection is measured at the mid-depth of the wall. During the tests,
e to this deflection of the wall, the effective height tends to increase. This increases

i.e pressure of oil in the hydraulic ram, and the compressive load applied to the test wall
maintained constant by bleeding oil from the ram; this leads to an upward movement of

.e spreader beam. In practice, this increase in height of the wall would jack-up the floor
; ab and thus effectively increase the compressive load beyond the design value. Measurements

the upward movement of the spreader beam were made using transducers and a digital volt-
ter. The exact magnitude of this movement is indeterminate since in the last moments before
timate failure the wall enters a state of unstable equilibrium and there is rapid accelera-
on both in the buckling and vertical extension. However, the maximum extension before the
11 leaves the state of stable equilibrium appears to be about 1/3 in.

At low precompressions failure is flexural until the tensile strength is exceeded after
ich it is entirely geometrical and the strength of the bricks and mortar play little part
the resistance to lateral loading. A crack forms at or about the mid-depth and the

ilure mechanism is hinge-like, the wall failing into two roughly equal halves. At inter-
diate values of precompression there is slight crushing failure of the face of the bricks
the region of maximum compression. At higher values of precompression, local crushing

ilure of the bricks and mortar occurs and there is multiple catastrophic failure of the

II. Here the strength of the wall will have a minor effect upon the lateral strength of
e wall and this is brought out in the results of walls built from higher strength bricks.
very high values of precompression it is expected that the lateral strength will pass
rough a maximum value and would diminish to zero at the point where the compressive load
aches the ultimate strength of the wall, and this has been shown by Grenley et alia. [1111

The relationship between lateral load at failure and the precompression over the usual
actical range is shown for the three most common thicknesses of solid walls in figure 2
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together with 10| in. cavity walls.

At these levels of precompression the behaviour of the wall approximates to that of a
three-pinned arch.

An analysis of this behaviour is possible on the following assumptions :-

1. Rigid materials (including supports)-

2. Failure occurs by horizontal cracking at the top, centre and bottom of the wall,
causing rotation about points A, B and C (fig. 3)

.

The forces on the wall are a vertical precompressive load and a uniform lateral pressure.
Consider the forces acting on the top half of the wall and take moments about A (fig. 3).

f ctl(t - d) - *|L •

£

p =

(1)
8fc t(t - d)

h
2

where p is the applied uniform lateral pressure
fc is the vertical compressive stress
1 is the length of the wall
t is the thickness of the wall
h is the height of the wall
d is horizontal distance moved through by centre of wall.

If the precompressive load is constant throughout uplift of the wall at failure, then
the maximum lateral pressure occurs when d = o

h2

This reduces to the form

p = m f

where m = 8t 2

(3)

Values of m for the thicknesses and height of wall tested are 4§ in. = 0.0128; 7 in. = 0.0369;

8g in. = 0.0561. Throughout this paper the actual thickness of walls has been quoted rather
than the nominal thickness or co-ordinating size. The broken lines in figure 2 are derived
from the three-pinned arch theory and it will be seen that they fairly represent the behaviour
of walls under low values of precompression. In this zone the effects of brick compressive
strength and mortar strength are negligible.

It can be seen in figure 2 that the lateral strength of two 4§ in. leaves tied wiuh
galvanised twisted steel ties to form a IO5 in. cavity wall is less than twice that of a

single leaf of the same brick and mortar. The British Standard Code of Practice CP. Ill C13H
stipulates in Clause 307 that the effective width of a cavity wall shall be taken as equal

to two thirds of the sum of the widths of the two leaves. This gives m = 0.0228 and the

broken line is based on this effective width.
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The calculated lines all pass through the origin whereas regression lines calculated
om the experimental data show a small intercept. The three-pinned arch theory ignores the

storing moment (see fig. 3) due to the self-weight of the wall; correction for this would
suit in a very small intercept on the lateral restraint axis. The arch theory also ignores
e tensile strength of the wall, and since all the walls cracked long before ultimate
ilure, it follows that the flexural moment due to the tensile strength is less than the
storing moment due to the self-weight of the walls. The tests reported by Grenley et alia

U D-2D were carried out on walls built of high tensile strength mortars, in which case,
contrast to the present tests, the tensile strength of the brickwork would influence the

sistance to lateral loading.

A number of walls 6 ft. 10 in. long with one or two returns have been tested. Comparing
1 these walls at a precompression of 5000 lbf/ft run, (73 kN/m ) the lateral load resis-
nce of various wall configurations is given in Table 1 and Table 2 shows the surprising
mogenity of the results when expressed as a percentage increase over the no-return condition.

The importance of returns is thus established, but it should be noted that in practical
rm2 these were very short walls. The failure of all walls with two returns is in a yield
ne pattern, so that the simple three-pinned arch method of calculation is not appropriate
this case.

3. Evaluation of the Performance of Buildings

In the Building (Fifth Amendment) Regulations, the loads to be used in designing a

.ructural member which is essential to the structural stability of the building are:-

.) the dead load

) one third of the live loads

) one third of the normal wind load

) 5 lbf/in^ (34 kN/m^) in any direction

Under these loading conditions a factor of safety of 1.05 is all that is required. In
mple crosswall structures the load per foot run is mostly dependent on the type of floor
ed and the span. A typical range of loadings at mid-height is given in Table 3 for
fferent numbers of storeys from the top (fig. 4) for internal walls when in situ concrete
abs are used. The figures include an allowance for finishes plus one third of the imposed
pad [14]

From figure 2 a minimum pre-load of 7200 lbf/ft for 8§ in. walls and 9700 lbf/ft run
ir 7 in. walls is required to achieve a lateral load resistance of 5 lbf/in^ (34 kN/m^)

.

lese pre-loads correspond to floor spans of about 15 ft. and 19 ft. respectively for 8| in.

id 7 in. walls at a level immediately below the top two storeys. At any lower level the
fth Amendment is readily complied with.

The Regulation requires that structural failure following an incident be limited to the
:orey of the incident, the storey above and the storey below, so it is this third storey
•om the top which is crucial. In addition to the loads given in Table 3 the mode of failure
'.quires that the building above the walls be lifted more than one third of an inch,
iseltine £.14] has shown that considerable additional pre-load must be attracted to the wall
joe to the stiffness of the reinforced concrete floor slabs above. For a 12 ft. span and
in. upward movement the pre-load would be increased by about one third. Since the presence

: returns has been shown to increase the stiffness of walls, in most cases in practice the
ills will resist even higher lateral loads.

Knowing the lateral strength of various wall types it is now a comparatively simple

Jitter to design load-bearing brick buildings to meet the performance requirement either by
roviding alternative paths of structural support, or by ensuring that critical walls have

I lateral strength in excess of 5 lbf/in^ (34 kN/m^)

.
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4. Conclusions

A performance requirement has been set up in Great Britain for buildings of 5 storeys

and more by the Building (Fifth Amendment) Regulations 1970. Tests on the lateral load

resistance of walls have shown that three-pinned arch theory may be used to predict
performance. In fact since the top two storeys are exempt, solid brickwork more than 7 in.

thick may be "deemed to satisfy" the requirement of a lateral load resistance of more than
5 lbf/in2 (34 kN/m2

) and minor changes in design enable load-bearing brickwork structures

to be economically erected to provide buildings safe from progressive collapse.
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Table 1. Failure loads of walls with and without returns

at a pre compress ion of 5000 lbf/ft run (73 kN/m )

No returns
(Mean of 2)

On q t"q hi iT*riWile I C L LI I 11 Two returns

lbf/in 2 kN/m2 lbf/in 2 kN/m2 lbf/in 2 kN/m2
^

4| in.

7 in.

.-8| in.

1.7 11.72

3.2 22.06
4.1 28.27

3.1 21.37
5.5 37.92

7.1 48.95

3.7 25.51

9.1 62.74

Table 2. Increase in failure load as proportion
of no return condition

Xo returns One return Two returns

4| in. 1.0 1.82 2.18
7 in. 1.0 1.72

81 in. 1.0 1.73 2.24

Table 3. (After Haseltine) Static load per ft. run
on internal walls at mid-height of storey

Span Slab dep th
Load lbf/ft run

2 storeys down
(At A)

3 storeys down
(At B)

4 storeys down
(At C)ft m m mm

10 3.05
12 3.66
15 4.57
18 5.49
24 7.32

5 125

5 125

b[ 163
7 175

9 225

5100 (80 kN/m)
6200 (97 kN/m)
7600 (118 kN/m)
9200 (143 kN/m)
13400 (209 kN/m)

6900 (107 kN/m)
8400 (131 kN/m)

10200 (159 kN/m)
12300 (192 kN/m)
18000 (281 kN/m)

8700 (135 kN/m)
10600 (165 kN/m)
12900 (200 kN/m)
15500 (241 kN/m)
22600 (352 kN/m)
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Experimental Gas Explosions in Load-Bearing Brick Structures

N. F. Astbury, H. W. H. West and H. R. Hodgkinson 1

British Ceramic Research Association
Stoke-on-Trent ST1 4LZ

Great Britain

The resistance of normal types of fenestration and cladding,
masonry walls, and a full-size load-bearing brickwork structure to
explosions of town gas/air and natural gas/air mixtures was determined.
The explosions were generated by igniting s toicheiometric gas-air
mixtures in balloons, or layered mixtures in the explosion space.
Peak pressures were recorded by transducers. Explosion damage to the
structure is discussed. Normal windows and cladding failed at pressures
below 1 lbf/in 2 and in so doing provided venting relief limiting the
maximum pressure developed, in accord with a simple formula. Under a
precompression of about 30 lbf/in2 a cavity wall will crack at about
3.3 lbf/in2

. A 4| in. wall fully restrained by returns failed at about
5 lbf/in2 and a 9 in. wall fully restrained cracked but did not fail at
15 lbf/in^. In a normally vented simulation of a full-scale real
domestic situation, it was not possible to raise an explosion pressure
greater than just over 3 lbf/in2

. Possible amplification of explosion
effects due to cascade or turbulence in interconnected rooms is briefly
discussed and will be studied further.

La resistance de types normaux de fenetrage et de revetement, de murs
de maconnerie et d'une structure porteuse en briques en vraie grandeur
aux explosions de melanges de gaz d ' eclairage/air et gaz naturel/air a

ete determinee. Les explosions etaient provoquees par 1' ignition de
melanges stoichiometriques de gaz/air en ballons ou de melanges par
couches dans l'espace d'explosion. Les pressions maximales ont ete
enregistrees au moyen de transducteurs . Les degats de la structure
causes par 1' explosion sont consideres. Les fenetres et revetements normaux ont
cede a une pression inferieure a 1 livre par pouce carre et, ce faisant,
ont menage une decompression qui a limite la pression maximale developpee,
selon une formule simple. Sous une compression d' environ 30 livres par
pouce carre, un mur creux se fissurera a environ 3,3 livres par pouce
carre. Un mur de 4,5 pouces comprime par des parois en retour a cede
a environ 5 livres par pouce carre, et un mur de 9 pouces, comprime de
meme, a fissure mais sans s'effondrer a 15 livres par pouce carre. Dans
la simulation, avec aeration normale, d'une situation domestique reelle,
en vraie grandeur, il n'a ete possible de menager qu'une pression
explosive a peine au-dessus de 3 livres par pouce carre. Une ampli-
fication possible des effets d'explosion due aux phenomenes de cascade
ou de turbulence entre pieces communicantes est discutee brievement et

sera etudiee ulterieurement

.

Key words: Building structures; damage; gas explosions; limiting
pressures; load-bearing brickwork; venting.

Director of Research, Head of Heavy Clay Division and Chief Engineer, Heavy
Clay Division, respectively.
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1. Introduction

In May 1968 an explosion occurred in an 18th floor apartment of Ronan Point, a 22-storey
precast concrete panel system building. The explosion blew out an external load-bearing
flank panel, and progressive collapse of the floor and wall panels, right down to the podium,
followed. An official enquiry concluded that the explosion was caused by town gas, and that
explosions of this magnitude must be expected from time to time in domestic buildings. P-l^
Indeed, in Britain the statistics of gas explosions show that in the past decade the average
annual rate has been rather less than 1 in 100,000 premises occupied and supplied with gas,
and not more than 45% of the incidents recorded produced structural damage. Most of the
brick buildings involved were low-rise, essentially non-loadbearing structures, and there
is certainly no record of damage or collapse of a high-rise brick building.

An immediate consequence of the enquiry into the South London accident was the amending
of the Government building regulations. (221 Essentially the amendments called for the
provision of alternative paths to carry the load, assuming the removal of a critical section
of the load-bearing walls, or to provide a form of construction of such stiffness and
continuity so as to ensure the stability of the building against forces liable to damage the
load-bearing members. The forces were assumed for this purpose to be equivalent to a

standard static load of 5 lbf/in^ (34.47 kN/m^) . The regulations cover all forms of
construction, and so it was that the British Ceramic Research Association, as the main
research agency of the British brick industry set out to examine the objectivity and
relevance of the new regulations to structures in load-bearing brickwork.

2. The Project

The project called for facilities to determine the resistance to explosions of (a)

normal types of fenestration and cladding (b) masonry walls and (c) a load-bearing masonry
structure of full size. The explosions were to be based on town gas (roughly 27% methane
and 45% hydrogen) or on natural gas (roughly 95% methane).

A leading brick company provideda site near a disused quarry at Potters Marston,
Leicestershire. Old granite hoppers built of concrete consisting of two chambers, each

about 19 x'10 x 7 ft. with one end open and the rear closed by 9 in. brick walls, provided

facilities for "ranging shots" on the resistance of brickwork and various types of cladding.

The test building itself was designed to simulate the top three storeys of a tall cross-

wall block and provides rooms with different venting characteristics. The brickwork is built

in accordance with the B.C.R.A. Model Specification for Load-bearing Clay Brickwork [\33 (

and the floors are in situ reinforced concrete.

The original objectives were to determine:

(a) the effectiveness of venting, or explosion relief, provided by cladding and windows;

(b) the pressures required to destroy cladding and windows;

(c) the pressure necessary to damage a load-bearing brick wall;

(d) the pressure-time profiles where practicable.

The present paper records the considerable degree of success achieved in reaching
these objectives, but a fifth objective, to test the competence of the structure to with-
stand progressive collapse following the failure of a main structural wall was not achieved
because the building though damaged remained entire.

Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at end of this paper.
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3. Explosion Generation and Measurement

The Midlands Research Station of the Gas Council generated the gas explosions using
th town and natural gas either in balloons filled with a stoicheiometric gas-air mixture,
as layered mixtures of gas and air.

Pressure recordings were made first by the Atomic Weapons Research Establishment, who
;d piezo-electric transducers and a tape-recorder transfer system from which the final
?ssure-time profile was presented graphically by way of galvanometer and ultra-violet
border. A similar system was used in later experiments by the Midlands Research Station,
1 the Fire Research Station (Department of the Environment) participated in some later
mds with direct recording from quartz transducers on to a cathode ray oscilloscope.

A gas-air explosion is a comparatively slow event: the time of rise to peak may be of
i order of 100 m.sec. and the whole pulse may occupy a few hundreds of milliseconds. The
ie scale is thus quite different from high explosive incidents when peak pressures are
iched within milliseconds. Pressure-time profiles for fairly modest explosions with
"ered town gas and layered natural gas (fig. 1) illustrate not only the time scale
solved, but also that natural gas produces a slower explosion than town gas.

4. Bunker Experiments

A complete brick cladding was provided by a 4| in. common brick wall, with 1:4 cement
id mortar with plasticiser, returned 18 in. inside the bunker, so that there was substantial
traint. The wall was fully restrained at the top and bottom within the concrete bunker,
losions were provided by balloon, and this wall withstood successive explosions at

isured peak pressures of 1.4, 2.1 and 3.3 lbf/in2 before being completely destroyed at
lbf/in2

.

A nine-inch solid wall, without returns, built up to the concrete of the bunker, with-
od successive explosions of 5, 7.5 and 10 lbf/in2 without damage and failed by a yield
e crack pattern, without collapse, at about 15 lbf/in2

. A second, similar wall sustained
e successive explosions, reaching 7 lbf/in2 without any damage whatever.

While the information from these experiments was encouraging and even impressive, it

not so important as the information to be derived from experiments involving windows and
.dding, for it is upon these components that the venting of an explosion in a real building
ends. The action of venting is first to provide a relief which will limit the pressure
ld-up within the explosion space, and then to provide an unrestrained escape for the
ning gases. The relief is governed by the resistance of the vent closure, which can be
ply glazing or may be a composite affair of doors, windows and panelling. A closure, or
dding, of this latter type is shown in figure 2: the geometry is summarised in Table 1

the venting coefficients are those defined by Rasbash £43

.9
The complete door-window cladding failed at 1.0 lbf/inz produced by 9.7 cu.ft. of town

with 2.5 cu.ft. of air in a balloon. The recorded pressures for nine transducers ranged
m 0.65 lbf/in2 to 1.45, with six values lying between 0.95 and 1.05 lbf/in2

.

The behaviour of the windows per se depends on the area and on the thickness of the

ss, and in a British Code of Practice on the glazing and fixing of glass for building £5Q
ommendations are made which depend upon a glass factor, which is the area in square feet

ided by the perimeter in linear feet (=ab/2(a + b) ). From the results of tests £63
both single and double-glazed windows it is possible to define values of pressure which
not break the glass and values which do, but of course the excess pressures in the latter
e are not known. The explosion failure pressure broadly follows the recommendations of
Code of Practice so that double glazing raises the relief pressure by 50 to 100%. Glass

e than a year old gave failure loads 20% less than new glass.

The relevance of these results to an actual situation depends upon the venting action,
has been suggested fJ43 that in a domestic scene the maximum pressure developed, pm , is
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related to the pressure at which the vent opens, pv , by an equation of the form

Pm = APV + BK

where K is the ratio of the smallest cross-section of the room to the total area of explosion
relief (the vent area coefficient). If K does not exceed 5, pv does not exceed 1 lbf/in
and the weight of the vent cover does not exceed 5 lb per square foot of vent area, then
A*»*1.5, and B, which depends upon the fundamental burning velocity of the gas, is typically
0.5 for propane, 0.4 for methane and 1.3 for town gas. In the light, then, of the data
obtained from the bunker experiments, it seems that, in the absence of modifying factors
like excessive turbulence or cascade effects, it would be unlikely that a pressure as high
as 5 lbf/in 2 could be reached in a normally vented building and indeed, as the work in the
test building showed, this is the case.

5. The Test Building Experiments

The floor plan and wall details of the test building are shown in figure 3. The floors
are in situ cast concrete, and are carried through to the outside of the outer leaf. The
rooms are 8 ft. 4 in. high (actual), so that the volume of each room is rather more than
1000 cu.ft. The gable walls are 11" cavity construction i.e. two k\ in. wythes separated
by a 2 in. air gap, and tied together by metal ties embedded in the bed joints of the two
wythes. Provision is made for various types of cladding and fenestration, some of which
are illustrated in figure 4.

2
The calculated precompres sion on the cavity walls was 31 lbf/in .

Figure 5 shows the layout of transducers in Room 1 which had been closed by a complete
window and door frame unit similar to that which had been tested in the bunker and which
had failed at 1 lbf/in . Complete failure of this frame would give a K value of 1, so that,
regardless of the amount of explosive mixture in the room, it was not anticipated that the

peak pressure recorded would be much greater than 1 or 2 lbf/in 2
. A balloon was used which,

if no venting occurred, would produce a pressure of 5 lbf/in2
. The pressures measured in

the ignition room (Room 1) ranged from 0.8 to 1.3 lbf/in 2
, with a mean of 1.1 lbf/in2

. A
following rarefaction wave reached a peak of 0.4 lbf/in 2

, and this pulled in the communica-
ting door between Rooms 1 and 2. In the second room three transducers all recorded a peak
of 0.1 lbf/in2

.

No damage was caused to the brickwork. The windows and frame were ejected bodily from
the front of Room 1 to a distance of about 15 ft., but the window in Room 2 remained intact.

A summary of further balloon rounds in the building is given in Table 2. It will be
seen that although "no-relief" pressures as high as 17 lbf/in2 were projected, the maximum
pressure reached anywhere was on ly 1.9 lbf/in 2

, with no damage to the brickwork, although
the windows and cladding were blown out in every case, justifying the whole concept of

venting.

The balloon experiments of course provide complete control on the amount of explosive
mixture used, but in order to simulate a real accident, gas was piped into a room and

allowed to percolate into the adjoining room. In some cases, the connecting door was open
and in others closed. Walls, floors and ceiling were coated with a bitumen sealing paint
and all obvious cracks around window frames were stopped up. The gas concentration was

monitored by four probes arranged at different levels from floor to ceiling and connected
to a gas chromatograph , and when the required situation was established, the mixture was

electrically ignited. It was notably difficult to restrain the leakage of gas from the

building in spite of the measures taken to prevent it, and indeed in one of the experiments
although 425 cu.ft. of gas had been metered into Rooms 3 and 4 in 100 minutes, at the end

of that time only 70 cu.ft. was available for ignition.

A summary of the observations of the first layered gas experiments is given in Table 3.
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Three of these rounds caused no damage to the brickwork, but round 49 is of special
teres t. Here, 420 cu.ft. of town gas were piped into Room 2 through a \ in. hose in 20
t. when gas analysis showed an almost stoicheiometric mixture (20% gas by volume). The
pr to Room 1 was open, and ignition took place in this room, which had, for this experi-
it, been closed by a heavy cladding, incorporating cupboards and a working surface, similar
that in the London apartment.

A peak pressure of 1.3 lbf/in^ was reached in Room 1, 127 ms after ignition; 6 ms
cer 3.3 lbf/in^ was recorded at the centre of the outside cavity wall in Room 2, and the

ie films showed that the first sign of damage to this wall appeared at 270 ms after ignition

The damage caused by this explosion was considerable.

The large window in Room 2 was blown out.

The whole of the cladding in Room 1 - cabinets, window frame and glass - was ejected.

The outer leaf of the cavity wall nearest the bunker was cracked horizontally, with a

vertical crack at each end, bowed out 6\ in. at the rear and 2\ in. at the front
(fig. 6).

The inner leaf showed a clear pattern of yield-line cracking in each room, but these
cracks were not open after the explosion.

The building as a whole showed no signs of collapse, but was propped and then sustained
further explosions (rounds 62 and 63) in Rooms 3 and 4, in one of which a peak pressure

1.6 lbf/in was reached without extension of damage or weakening of the structure.

The circumstances of round 49 were manifestly of great interest. An "amplification" of

:ssure, by turbulence or cascade effect, had occurred as the explosion ripped from Room 1

Room 2, and a pressure had been reached at which the brickwork had failed. A very
ailed analysis of the whole incident was made and, although it is not possible to discuss
s here, it is perhaps worthwhile to present the pressure time records (fig. 7). The

iss yields and venting begins just after 100 ms : the cladding starts to move at about
I ms and has gone by 330 ms, just after a vertical crack appears at one end of the gable
1 and just about the same time as the great horizontal crack has fully developed.

It was decided to rebuild the damaged walls and to attempt to repeat round 49 as nearly
possible, to rule out the chance of a freak effect. The Fire Research Station (Department
the Environment) co-operated in this phase of the work.

About 420 cu.ft. of gas were metered into Room 2, giving a nearly stoicheiometric
:ture there. The pressures recorded by the various gauges are marked in figure 8. The

:imum pressure was 3.2 lbf/in^ compared with 3.3 lbf/in^ in round 49. Cladding and
idows were destroyed, but the brickwork was virtually undamaged. At the corner of Room 2

•re were two fine vertical cracks in the outer leaves near the junction with the rear wall
1 the k\ in. partition wall was cracked where it joined the inner leaf.

In any series of experiments designed to simulate accidental effects it must be admitted
it a real accident might occur, and indeed in a later ranging round in Rooms 3 and 4 an

expected stoicheiometric build-up occurred, resulting in damage almost exactly duplicating
it of round 49 ! A yield line pattern of cracks was developed on the front and gable walls

: the horizontal crack developed at the rear closed up again.

Unfortunately, major recording facilities were not operational at this time and it can

y be reported that the damage was caused by a peak pressure of about 3.5 lbf/in^. A

:eral view of the damage is shown in figure 9 and it is interesting that the incidence of

or damage in the various rounds seems to be bracketted within a range of 0.2 to 0.3 lbf/in^
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6. Conclusion

The experiments described in this paper have, in effect, achieved the objectives set
out. Normal windows and cladding will fail at pressures below 1 lbf/in^ and in so doing
they provide venting relief which limits the maximum pressure developed roughly in accord
with a simple formula. It has been shown that under a precompression of about 30 lbf/in^ a

cavity wall will crack at about 3.3 lbf/in^. A 4| in. wall fully restrained by returns
within the concrete bunker opening failed at about 5 lbf/in2 and a 9 in. wall cracked but
did not fail at 15 lbf/in^ when fully restrained.

In a normally vented simulation of a full-scale real domestic situation, it has not been
possible to raise an explosion pressure greater than just over 3 lbf/in^, even in a most
contrived situation with gas pouring in at the rate of over 400 cu.ft. in twenty minutes
(it was estimated that in the London explosion only 50 cu.ft. of gas were involved).
Although a pressure of this magnitude may crack an 11 in. cavity wall under the order of
precompression normally existing two or three storeys down in a high rise block, a brick
masonry building of the type described has shown no tendency to complete collapse.

While the competence of brickwork and the effectiveness of venting have been very
satisfyingly demonstrated in these experiments, which are the first of their kind carried
out in a real structure, it must be stressed that the work has exposed an area of uncertainty
about the possible amplification of explosion effects due to cascade or turbulence in a

system of interconnected rooms. This will receive careful and systematic study by the

Fire Research Station, for at Potters Marston, as has been repeatedly stressed, it has been
possible only in the most contrived situation to reach a pressure capable of damaging the

main fabric of the brick building, in spite of exposure to a series of non-destructive
explosions both before and after the major incidents.
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Table 3. Data from layered gas experiments
in the main building

Round
Ignition Room Second Room

Max. Press.
lbf/in 2

Time to Peak
ms

Max. Press,
lbf/in^

[ Time to Peak
ms

46 N 0.7 410 0.7 425

49 T 1.3 126 3.3 133
62 T 1.0 160 0

63 T 1.1 150 1.6 160

t—i——i—i—i
r—r—i—i—i——i—i—i—i 1—r—i—i—i—i 1—i—i

1—" '—i

—

r—i
1 i i i i r

I Division = 25ms.

I Division = 25ms.

Fig. 1 Pressure/ time profiles for (a) layered town gas
(round 63) and (b) layered natural gas (round 46)
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G = Glass

WG = Wired Glass

C = Chipboard

H = Hinge

Fig. 2 Details of cladding used in left-hand bunker
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Fig. 4 General views of test building
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Fig. 8 Positions of transducers, round 14
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ional Bureau of Standards Special Publication 361, Volume 1: Performance
cept in Buildings; Proceedings of the Joint RILEM-ASTM-C IB Symposium, held
2-5, 1972, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (Issued March 1972).

Performance Characteristics for
Timber Frame Joist Floors

Henry
Norwegian Building

Oslo,

Hansen
Research Institute
Norway

Different loads which act on a floor are discussed and a factor
of safety based on economic criteria is used. The paper also discusses
vibration and deflection criteria for timber frame joist floors.

It is pointed out that the deflection under a single point load
may be used as a performance criterion for human perception to initial
vib ration.

An acceptable strength and deflection performance of a wood-joist
floor systems is given.

Keywords: Dwelling, floor (wood), deflection (floors), loads, strength
(floors) vibration (floors), joists, performance criteria.

On examine differentes charges qui agissent sur un plancher.
Fonde sur des criteres economiques , un facteur de securite est
employe. La communication discute aussi des criteres de vibration
et de flechissement pour les planchers de solives de bois.

On montre que le flechissement du a une charge ponctuelle
peut etre utilise comme critere de performance pour la perception
humaine d'un debut de vibration.

On indique une performance acceptable pour la resistance
et le flechissement d'un systeme de plancher de solives de bois.

Key words: Deflection ( floors) ; dwelling; floor(wood); joists;
loads; performance criteria; strength( floors); vibration( floors).
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Notations

A part of the construction cost which is independent of the factor of safety

B part of the construction cost which is assumed to he proportional to the
factor of safety

C construction cost

p ultimate single point load
R cost of repair and inconvenience in case of failure
T total cost
a amplitude
f frequency
k factor of safety
In natural logarithm

q uniform distributed load
r ratio of real strength for given load duration to testing strength
s standard deviation
t time

y deflection
a a factor which is the ratio between the movement of the top of furniture

and the deflection of a floor
6 logarithmic decrement of a damped vibration

e probability of failure

p standardized variable in the normal disbribution
a coefficient of variation or

standard deviation of In k which is approximately the coefficient of variation of
k
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1'. Introduction

In order to develop performance requirements and characteristics for "building hard-
te one may follow two main approaches

.

toe approach is to start with process of use, activities and user characteristics,
;rying not to he limited by traditional concepts of possible solutions.
"?he other approach is to abstract the functional requirements from existing solutions.

In this case the possible solution is restricted to a timber frame joist floor for
filings. The second approach, therefore, seems to be a natural choice to develop the
"formance characteristics.

A proposal for a list of headings characterizing important properties of a building
;ment as a floor will not be put forward in this paper because the CIB" Working Commission
31 plan to present such a list at the end of 1971

•

The paper will limit its discussion of performance characteristics to problems related
tearing capacity, deflections and vibrations.

2. Bearing capacity

2.1 Loads

The loads are defined as the mean most unfavourable loads which will occur in the
; j.lding during its lifetime by normal use.

From this definition it follows that the dead loads should be calculated from the

j

jw specific gravity of the materials. The specific gravity of wood will change with
mging water content. In determining the specific gravity of wood, water content equal
the mean most unfavourable value should be chosen.

Live loads in dwellings consist of furniture and people. The live load may also be
fined as the highest permitted load on the floor. The permitted load must, however, be
)sen in such a way that as few restrictions as possible are put on the use of the floor,

there should be no restrictions on "normal use" of the floor. Normal use is, however,
rery vague phrase, and it is necessary to explain in a more specific way what the phrase
rolves

.

Usually live loads are divided into two types according to loaded area

a) Distributed loads
b) Single point loads

5 distributed load used in calculations, very often called nominal distributed load, is
lally an equivalent distributed load which has the same load effect as the real load.

In most building regulations the nominal live load in dwellings is taken as 150 kpm
iOONm

-2
) or 200 kpm" Z (2000 Nm~ 2 ) . As a live load of 150 kpm" 2 ( 1500 Nm~ 2

) has been used
many countries for a long time without serious complaints, that load seems to be sufficient

" normal use. A live load of 200 kpm-2 (2000 Nm-2 ) assures a quality which most users will
: gain advantage from, and such a quality can only be justified if it involves only a small
i:ra cost. Note: 1 kp x 1 kilogram force.

Statistical surveys of live loads in dwellings usually show much lower loads than
) kpm-2 . An investigation by Arne Johnson (l)ishows that the mean most unfavourable loads,

I in Swedish dwellings during a 10 years period were:

-gures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.
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due to persons q = 30 kpm ^ (200 Nm ^) standard deviation s = 15 kpm 2 (150 Nm 2
)

due to furniture q = 27 kpm-2 (270 Nm"2 ) " " s = 5,2 " (52 Nm-2 )

Taking the sum of these loads (which is an assumption on the safe side because these
two loads are not independent), one gets:

- = 57 kpm
-2

(570 Nm-2 ), standard deviation l6 kpm-2 (l60 Nm'2 ).

Even "by correcting for several changes of occupancy, the live load according to his
investigation would he far less than 150 kpm-2 . In timber frame joist floors, usually
criteria other than strength determine the dimensions so that a reduction in the normal
dead load normally would lead to only small savings in cost, if any.

For timber frame joist floors, single point loads are of special interest. These single
point loads are either long time loads (from furniture) or short time and dynamic loads
(mostly from people jumping or dropping heavy items on the floor)

.

1. Book-case. If 6 shelves with span of 1,2 m and load of kO kpm~l (U00 Nm-1 ) per shelf
is assumed, the total weight will be:

6-1,2 -1+0 = 290 kp (290O N).

The book-case rests on U legs i.e. 290/U = 75 kp per leg. (750 N)

2. A large piano weighs about 200 kilos and rests on h legs, i.e. 50 kp per leg (500 N)

.

3. A large concert piano weighs about U00 kilos and rests on 3 legs, i.e. 133 kp per leg
(1330 N).

k. A large refrigerator (for home use) weighs ,with contents , about 200 kilos and rests on
k legs, i.e. 50 kp per leg (500 N).

From these few examples it seems reasonable to assume that a long time single point
load of 100 kp should be sufficient in most cases. With only 100 kp permitted as a long-
time single-point loadjSome restrictions would be put on the use of the floor (a large
concert piano and a large safe would be too heavy). For other reasons (see below), however
most floors will be able to carry heavier loads

.

The dynamic load from jumping will differ from person to person. When a man jumps,
he reaches the ground at a certain velocity and the damping effect will depend on the strength
of 'the leg muscles. Forces up to 250 kp (2500 N) have been observed in stairs. The duration
of such a force is usually very short, probably less than 1/2 second.

An assumption of a single point load of 250 kp (2500 N) with a duration of 1/2 second
seems to be reasonable.

Some standards describe a test with a falling sandbag on the floor. The dynamic re-
sponse from a man who jumps is however quite different from a falling sandbag, and it is

questionable if this test gives better results than a static test.

For a wooden floor, a long time load of 100 kp (1000 N) is equal to a test load of
100/0,6 = 167 kp (1670 N). A load of 250 kp with duration of 1/2 second will give a test loac

of about 250/1,2 = 208 kp (2080 N). In the case of a wooden floor the longtime load can

therefore be increased without extra cost.

2.2 Strength

In calculating the necessary dimensions, safety factors or permissible stresses are
taken from various codes or standards. The safety level will thus be independent of hov
serious the effect of a failure is. The results of a failure, however, of a beam and a
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ib floor may "be quite different. In the first case the whole floor may fall down and the

amage is difficult to assess. It may even involve loss of life. In the latter case the

Bmage is more predictable. It will involve repair, inconvenience and/or possibly a

oken leg.

We may postulate that in cases where the damage is small and predictable, a safety

ictor which minimizesthe total cost should be used. If the cost of construction is

= A + kB (A and B are constants and k is the factor of safety), R the cost of repair and
iconvenience in case of failure and e the probability of failure, then the total cost
= A + kB + eE should be a minimum. Under certain assumptions , the safety factor k can

i calculated from the given equations. As a result of such calculations, which are based
the assumption of R/B = 100,and In k having a normal distribution, the safety factors

tained are:

a, = 0,10 k = l,h
k

a
k

= 0,15 k = l,6l

a
fc

= 0,20 k = 1,86

a = 0,25 k = 2,10
s.

o
fc

= 0,30 k = 2,35

ere
V 2 2 • • •=
\
a
i

+ a 2 an<^ °1 an<^ °2 are "k*16 coe ff :i- cien "':s °f variation for the load and

e strength respectively.

Very often the strength of a floor for single point loads is determined by testing,

a test is usually performed with a steel disk of 25 mm diameter. This area of loading
ems to agree well with that from furniture, but is too small compared with the foot of a

p. In the case of wood floors, the size of the loaded area does not seem to be critical,
^refore, the steel disk can be used in both cases. The strength requirement for a timber
1st floor can be summarized as follows

:

The floor shall carry a distributed load of 150 kpm-2 (1500 Nm~2 ) with sufficient
safety i.e. the same safety level as used in construction in general.

The beam shall carry a single point load of 100 kp (1000 N)(long time load) and
250 kp (2500 N) (load with duration 1/2 sec.) with an economic safety.

Average ultimate single point load - > k • (-> \

i"l

250
(2)

r2

Where r^ and are factors which depend upon the duration of the load i.e. the ratio
real strength for a given load duration to testing strength and k is the factory of
"ety. If e.g. several tests are made on a subfloor and coefficient nf van at^on of 20$
10% are assumed for strength and load, respectively, then 0^ =1|0,2 + 0,1 = 0,22U.
a wooden floor the required mean strength would be »

la

£ > 1,98 • ^% = 333 kp (3300 N) (3)
u ,0

- >
P

1,98 • fS§ = hik kp (hiho n) (k)

may compare this requirement with the requirement valid in Norway p.t.:

5 " r^T~ ~ 150 d.m^o.gpjo.a = U85 kp (U850 N) (5)

phis case k^ is a factor of safety chosen equal to 1,3 and y is the standardized variable
the 5% fractile in a normal distribution.
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3. Deflections and Vibrations

The deflection of timber frame joist floors is restricted for several reasons. The
table below gives a general view on the subject

Reason for restricting

r~

1

Requirement imposed by
deflections

rlcLUd ldlb A. Li Other building
the floor the floor components

1. Damage to other
building components

X

2. Damage to floor
coverings and ceilings

X

3. Annoying deflections X

h. Annoying vibrations (x) X

5. Aesthetic considera-
tions

X

The deflection of the floor under live load shall not be so large as to cause damage to

other building components. Other building components are mainly partition walls. The

types of partition walls which are going to be used should be known before the deflection

requirements are fixed. When the partition walls are constructed, usually the dead load

already is acting on the floor. It is therefore mainly the live load which causes deflections

although creep has to be taken into consideration.

Very stiff floor coverings and ceilings may be damaged under excessive floor deflec-
tion. The radius of the curvature is here the important criterion.

Annoying static deflection may occur when the sag of the floor exceeds certain limits.

Usually it is not the deflection itself which causes inconvenience , but the deviation from

a horizontal plane. As the angle at the support is a function of y/l (y is the deflection
at the middle of the span and 1, the length of the span), limits for y/l should be fixed.

Usually a range of 1/2^0 to 1/300 is accepted as limiting values for the sag.

A special case is deflections caused by a moving live load. The moving load causes

a change in de flection and therefore a change in angle at support. The change in angle

may cause anxiety due to movement of tall furniture. That means that the floor should
not have a deflection more than 1/300 to 1/1+00 of the span for a single point load of 100

kp (1000 N).

If the subfloor deflects too much it will create an uneasy feeling when walked over.

Because the span of subfloor is short (and therefore its natural frequency is high) and a

substantial damping is present, this uneasy feeling is not related to uncomfortable vibra-
tions. It is rather a feeling that the subfloor is unsafe. In Norway, the deflection of
the subfloor is limited to 2 mm when loaded with a single point load of 100 kp (1000 N)

.

This limit has been found by investigation of existing subfloors which are deemed to be
satisfactory.

Annoying vibrations are often present in wood joist floors. These vibrations occur
in the whole floor and are therefore dependent of the stiffness of the beams. An investi-
gation made several years ago (2) concluded that if the deflections of the beams were less

than 0,9 mm when loaded with a single point load of 100 kp (1000 N), only a small minority
(about 10%) would find the floor to have uncomfortable vibrations. The result that y rather

than y/l was a measure of the degree of annoying vibration was contrary to expectation.
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It is known that the effect of vibrations on human beings may be a function of af
vhere a is the amplitude and f the frequency. Reiher and Meister (3) found, for steady
state vibration (amplitude a in ym, f in sec ~1).

af < 50 vibration not perceptible
50 < af < 150 " just perceptible

150 < af--U20 " clearly perceptible
^20 < af " annoying

The vibrations which occur in a floor are not steady state vibrations, but vibrations
rtiich decay with time. It has been discovered in recent years that if the vibration within
i certain time decay period has a value which is just perceptible, it cannot be character-

zed as annoying. That means that the requirement would change to

-t 6f
ae f i 150.

j'here <S is the logarithmic decrement and t is the elapsed time of inperceptible vibration.

It can be shown by mathematical calculations that if the weight of a man (the man is

upposed to be the source of the vibrations) is large compared to the weight of the floor,

e product af is a function of the deflection y from a single point load, but if the weight
the man is small compared to the weight of the floor, af is a function of y/l. That means

hat for short spans (and light floors) the deflection y is a good measure for vibration,
hile for floors with long span (and heavy floors) y/l should be the best measure,

fhis postulate has been confirmed by a new examination of the results given in the investi-
ation mentioned previously (2).

The general requirement to avoid annoying vibrations should be given by

-t 6 f f ^ (6)

here y is the deflection for a single point load, say 100 kp (1000 N), f the natural fre-
_1

and 6 the logarithmic decrement of the floor. Constants t and B have to beuency m sec

valuated by investigating existing floors

as not yet started.

Such an investigation is planned in Norway, but

The direct effect on people is not the only cause of inconvenience by a vibrating floor,

he vibration can be transformed to furniture and cause an uncomfortable noise (e.g. by glass-

in a cupboard) . This means that the acceleration should not be greater than the acceler-

tion of gravity i.e.

g (7)

gain the damping Plays an important role, and the requirement may be changed to

-t6f „

aye (8)

iere a is the ratio between the movement of e.g. furniture and the deflection of the floor

d y is the amplitude caused by a walking man. If a beam with span 1 and with a single

oad in the middle of the span has a deflection y, then the angle, 6, at support of the beam

ill be 3 = 3 y/l. If the height of the furniture is h, then the movement of the top of the

orniture will beh • 3 y/l i.e. a= 3 h/l-
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k. Conclusions

The design live load on timber frame joist floors should be

150 kpm~2 (1500 Nm-2 ) distributed load
100 kp (1000 N) long time single point load

250 kp (2500 W) short time (g sec.) single point load

2. In determining the dimensions of the beams, a safety factor should be used which is

common in construction in general.

3. In determining the dimensions of the sub floor, a safety factor which gives a cost minimum
should be used.

h. Partition walls, stiff floor coverings, and ceilings may often impose restrictions on
the deflection of the floor. The type and nature of these building components should
therefore be known before deflection limits are fixed.

5. The deflection under live load (distributed load) should not exceed y/l = 1/2U0-1/300.

6. The deflection of the beams under a single point load of 100 kp (1000 N) should not
exceed y/l = 1/300- l/U00.

7. Vibration should be limited by the following equations:

yie
-t6f f<B
-t 6 f 2

ay
2
e f < g.

The constant t and B still need to be determined;y is the deflection caused by a walking
man and a is a factor which depends of the span and the height of cupboards.

The criteria given above express an average quality. They may be made more severe for

better quality floors

.
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Performance Requirements
for Floors

Christer Bring
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The Royal Institute of Technology

S 100 44 Stockholm, Sweden

Several properties of floors and floorings have been
studied. Test methods have been used which allow compari-
sons between different types of floor materials and floor
constructions. On the basis of tests on actual floors and
in the laboratory, classified performance requirements
are proposed.

The validity of the properties for different floorings
and subfloors is considered. Typical quality classes of
actual floors are surveyed. Suggestions for performance
requirements for the discussed properties of floors in
dwelling-rooms are made by way of an example.

With the users' requirements and the future condi-
tions in mind, relevant performance requirements can be
chosen for different projects with the help of the paper.
The intended quality of a floor can generally be ob-
tained in more than one way. However, none of the al-
ternatives fulfils all requirements. Extremely high re-
quirements on certain properties often must be combined
with low requirements on other properties for the same
floor. Already extremely high requirements on two an-
tagonistic properties - like resistance to indentation
and warmth to touch - might result in the elimination of
almost all floors or floorings.

On a etudie diverses proprietes des sols et revetements de
sols. Les methodes d'essai employees ont permis de comparer differents
types de materiaux de sol et de constructions de planchers. On propose
des exigences de performance classees d'apres des resultats d'essais
sur des sols reels et sur des eprouvettes de laboratoire.

Les proprietes de differents revetements de sol et garnitures
sont verifiees, et l'on donne un apergu des classes de qualites
typiques des sols reels. A titre d'exemple, on a groupe quelques
suggestions relatives aux exigences de performance pour les proprietes
des planchers d

1 appartement.

Building Engineer
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Si l'on ne perd pas de vue les demandes de l'usager et si l'on
tient compte de 1' imprevisible , on peut choisir pour differents
projets, a l'aide de ce rapport, les exigences de performance pour
les proprieties concernees. La qualite desiree d'un plancher peut
generalement etre obtenue de plus d'une facon. Cependant, aucune
solution ne satisfait toutes les exigences. Souvent, il faut
combiner des exigences strictes pour certaines proprietes avec,
pour d'autres, des exigences moindres. On peut envisager que des
exigences strictes pour deux proprietes antagonistes - comme la
resistance a l'empreinte et la douceur au toucher - excluent tant
de planchers et de revetements que le reste pourrait ne pas etre
accepte pour d'autres raisons.

Key words: Colour fastness; flatness; flooring; in-
dentation; performance requirements; properties; quali-
ty classes; rolling load; surface evenness; test methods;
warmth to touch.

1. Preface

The need for performance requirements for building elements has been dis
cussed in several reports. Unfortunately there are few such systems which
can be used in construction programs or specifications for buildings. In
Scandinavia performance analysis has been applied extensively especially on.
flooring, e.g. by Sneck, Bring, Lossius, Malmstedt, Nielsen and Schjodt (1)
and by Bring (2 )

.

2. Introduction

Since there are no generally accepted definitions, I shall explain brief
ly my terminology.

A building element in use behaves under certain conditions which follow
from its properties and from the affecting factors. The user (and often the
authorities) has certain requirements for a building element. A performance
analysis gives the corresponding properties, possibly in the form of a check
list. The user's requirements are based on considerations of performance,
appearance and economy. On the basis of the check list it is possible to ex-
press the performance requirements.

Similarly we may consider the performance requirements of any building
material in place. In addition, we can have requirements on the same building
material or element before it is installed in the building or even before we
know how it will be used.

Then we want to quantify the requirements, i.e. usually to express them
in figures. The corresponding properties must be determined so that possible
alternatives can be compared. Otherwise quantitative performance requirements
are meaningless. The comparison is based on calculation methods or per-
formance test methods, where the affecting factors are given by the future

Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of
this paper.
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situation or use of the building material or element. We must use the same
factors and methods over the whole comparison field. It should be possible
to control the results on an unused object and later on in the building.

Performance requirements may be expressed quantitatively in terms of
quality classes . I use in this paper 5 classes, marked 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4. If
class 0 is allowed, it usually means no requirements, whereas class 4 usually
is the highest class. Similar classifications have been used by other authors
e.g. by UEAtc (3). However, it is possible that formally lower classes in
certain respects are considered to have a higher quality than classes with a
high figure. An example is given in 3.2. (a). In such cases it is possible that
la certain class exactly is requested, neither higher nor lower, or a certain
class as a maximum.

Present discussions about advantages and disadvantages of different con-
tract methods seem to agree with the fact that a performance type of total
contract should be tried in practice. A tender should be given for a building
program where the requirements for the building are fixed but the details are
bpen.lt would then be possible for the contractor to use the technique and the
suppliers that result in the cheapest and best way to fulfil the requirements
^s long as we do not have the necessary performance requirements, it is im-
possible to use complete performance specifications. However, when such re-
quirements are obtained, they could be used for any form of building contract

Several published performance analyses about floors contain lists of
properties and factors of interest, e.g. Sneck, Bring, Lossius, Malmstedt,
Nielsen and Schjodt (1). A number of these properties have been studied more
closely. Bring (4) has published test methods which allow comparison between
different flooring materials and flooring constructions. Later on Bring (2)
suggested performance requirements for 17 properties. It is possible to use
these requirements in building programs or specifications. The suggestions
are based on results obtained in laboratory tests and field observations.
This paper is an extract of the last mentioned report.

Whether the properties "are valid for different floor materials can be
seen partly from the comments, partly from Table 1, where usual quality
-asses for certain properties have been brought together. Table 2 contains
a list of residential rooms with examples of requirements. Test results are
lot known for all combinations of material groups and properties. Therefore,
zhe classification of each property, the quality classes in Table 1 and the
requirements in Table 2 are partly based on my own test results, partly on
speculation

.

Desired quality classes for certain properties of a floor can often be
obtained in several different ways. However, different solutions generally
lave different qualities and it happens that extremely high requirements on
some properties must be combined with low requirements on other properties
)f the same floor. Already extreme requirements on two antagonistic proper-
;ies - like resistance to indentation and warmth to touch - might result in
:he elimination of almost all possible solutions.

It would be better to refer to building codes for requirements but this
;eems not to be possible today. Let us look at ISO as an example.

Standardized test methods for flooring usually concern special materials
md can seldom be used for objective comparisons between different types of
laterials or constructions. ISO is now (1971) trying to standardize test
lethods for flooring. The work is done in different technical committees
TC) with different interests. Consequently we hardly can expect recommenda-
tions for methods, suitable for performance comparisons. With regard to the
eneral agreement that seems to prevail (Birkeland (5), Blachere (6) and
fright (7)) about the advantages of the performance approach, it ought to
le possible to influence the ISO so that the work in the different TC would
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be coordinated and concentrated on getting a basis for comparison between dif-
ferent materials and constructions.

3. Properties and Requirements

3.1. Flatness

(a) Introduction

Floors must be flat enough to place furniture and provide a suitable
support for the intended activities. For pedestrians and moving wheeled vehi-
cles the floor must be flat along straight lines at the floor surface. This
also applies to movable partition walls and furnishing details with continuous,
straight underside. Four-leg furniture should touch the floor simultaneously
with all legs and therefore the corresponding four points of the floor surface
must lie near to the same plane.

(b) Requirements

Quality Maximum deviation from Maximum deviation for fourth leg of
class a straight edqe with length square furniture with sides

2 m(2.19 yd) 4 m(4. 38 yd) 0.5 m(0.55 yd) 1 m(1.09 yd) 2 m( 2.19 yd)
mm in mm in mm in mm in mm in

0 >5 >0.20 >8 >0.32 >5 >0.20 >6 >0.24 >10 >0. 39
1 5 0.20 8 0. 32 5 0.20 6 0.24 10 0. 39
2 3 0. 12 5 0.20 3 0. 12 4 0. 16 7 0.28
3 2 0.08 3 0. 12 2 0. 08 3 0.12 5 0.20
4 1 0. 04 2 0. 08 1 0.04 2 0.08 3 0,12

(c) Test Methods

The floor can be levelled and deviations from flatness calculated. Re-
garding straight lines it is easier and quicker to measure the deviation of
the surface from a straight edge lying on the floor. For square furniture
with 0.5 m side a special measuring instrument is used. It is known as a
"measuring chair", figure 1.

(d) Comments

For floors in homes, offices etc. a 2 m (2.19 yd) straight egde and a
square with 0. 5 m (0.55 yd) side are appropriate while a 4 m (4.38 yd) straight
edge is mainly used for factory floors.

It is obviously easier to make flat floors and subfloors of wood, fibre
building board and wood particle board than of concrete. In the former cases
class 3 may be required, whereas class 2 so far has been normal for concrete
floors. Flatness of residential floors has been discussed by Bring (8).

Deformation of buildings are common after laying floors , by settling,
deflections, moisture movements, etc. Consequently the flatness of a floor
may vary with time.

3.2. Surface Evenness

(a) Introduction

With regard to the appearance, hygiene (cleaning and maintenance) , com-
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ort, security, rolling resistance and durability we can have different re-
quirements on evenness. Especially with regard to slipperiness it might happen
that the rougher the floor, the better. However, even floors are usually de-
sired.

(b) Requirements

Quality Maximum deviation
rlass mm •in

0 >5 >0. 20
1 5 0. 20

2 2 0. 08
3 0. 5 0. 02

4 0. 2 0. 008

Surface evenness is measured

(c) Test Method

with the help of a displacement trans-
ducer which is moved along a horizontal girder, figure 2. The feeler of the
•neasuring instrument is furnished with a little wheel which rolls on the floor,
The wheel consists of a ball bearing of steel with 4 mm (0.16 in) diameter
.nd 1.2 mm (0.05 in) width of the outer ring which serves as a tire,
he recorded profile is treated by drawing a comparison line, representing
n even floor surface. This is made by connecting heights, situated at least
0 mm (1.6 in) from each other, with straight lines in the way that is the
tost favourable for the building contractor. However, you have to draw the
comparison line so that the angle- changes at the breaking points do not
:xceed the equivalent of 0.02 radians at the floor. The deviation of the
:loor profile from the comparison line indicates the size of the surface
:venness

.

(d) Comments

The surface evenness of thin, prefabricated flooring of linoleum, vinyl
elastic, etc. is often so good that the deviations are within 0,1 mm. An em-
t>ossed surface can, however, have bigger deviations, up to several mm. The
surface evenness is often influenced by the properties of the sub-floor, the
:omposition of the aggregates or the laying skill. Moreover, it must be no-
ticed that the evenness can be changed considerably by wear.

3.3. Warmth to Touch

(a) Introduction

Whether a floor is considered as warm or cold, depends on several fac-
:ors: the climate, heating system, draught, whether we are walking, standing
»r sitting, heat insulation of the shoe soles, air temperature, floor temper-
ture , thermal diffusivity, etc. Insufficient warmth to touch can lead to
replacement of floor, i.e. shorter life. In order to get something with
rhich to compare, a testing method with an "artificial foot" has been de-
veloped , in which several of the above factors are constant. The foot is
calibrated by comparison with human reactions.

(b) Test Method

The "artificial foot" is a cylindrical box containing water of higher
.emperature than that of the floor. The "foot" is placed on a thin heat-flow
.evice lying on the floor. The amount of heat transmitted from the "foot" to
.he floor is measured and integrated for 1 minute and 10 minutes according to
•IN 52614 (9) .
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(c) Requirements

Quality Maximum amount of heat transmitted from the "artificial foot"
class to the floor during

1 minute
2 10 minutes

kWs/m^ Btu/sq. yd kWs/m Btu/sq. yd

0 >63 >50 >400 >317
1 63 50 400 317
2 50 40 290 230
3 3 8 30 190 151
4 21 17 105 83

(d) Comments

The testing method is developed considering naked feet. The classifica-
tion was originally made by J.S. Cammerer and W. Schiile (10). In this paper it
is somewhat extended. Concisely we can say that the results for 1 minute are
of interest for persons walking, whereas the results for 10 minutes concern
persons sitting.

We should be able to use a floor of class 0 in places where we normally
walk and have thick footwear or where the floors have a moderately high tem-
perature (preferably 25-27 C/77-81 F) . The class 1 should give sufficient
warmth to touch at about 20 C (68 F) to a sedentary person with thick foot-
wear. At 20°C (68°F) sedentary persons with normal footwear must have class
2 and those with exceptionally thin footwear class 3. For sedentary persons
with naked fegt the floor ought to have class 2 at 25-27 C (77-81 F) and class
3 at 20°C (68 F). For persons walking on the floor with naked feet even class
2 ought to be accepted at 20°C (68°F) and at 25-27°C (77-81°F) class 1.

3.4. Resistance to Indentation

(a) Introduction

Indentations in floorings result in unevenness. Certain materials be-
come compressed. Accordingly, cleaing and maintenance can become more diffi-
cult, the impact sound insulation can become worse and the appearance can de-
teriorate. It might be advisable to consider the appearance first of all be-
cause it influences the durability very much. However, today we have no ac-
cepted method to classify indentaions on the basis of the appearance.

(b) Requirements

Quality- Maximum residual indentation for
class short- term test long- term test

5 minutes after unloading 91 days after unloading
mm in mm, in

0 >1. 5 >0. 059 >1.0 >0.039
1 1.5 0.059 1.0 0.039
2 0.8 0.032 0.7 0. 028
3 0.3 0.012 0.4 0.016
4 0.1 0. 004 0.1 0.004

(c) Test Methods

Tests are made with short-term loading and long-term loading. A steel bal
of diameter 20 mm(0.8ih)is placed on the surface of the flooring and loaded.
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After the load has rested a prescribed time, it is completely withdrawn and
the indenting body removed. In the short-term test a load of 490 N (110 lbf)

rests for 5 minutes. In the long-term test a 245 N (55 lbf) load rests for
7 days. The methods are described by Bring (4).

(d) Comments

The short-term loading is intended to correspond to pedestrians, sloping
chair legs, loaded carts at rest, etc- whereas the long-term loading gives
an idea about the indentations of furniture and other equipment that seldom
is moved. Short-term indentations may become a problem, if the indentation
recovery is not rapid. Therefore, it seems suitable to base the judgement on
the residual indentation five minutes after the unloading. As heavier fur-
niture is seldom moved, we should accept the fact that the indentations are
deep immediately after unloading. The requirements refer to the indentations
which remain 3 months after unloading.

3.5. Resistance to Loading with Rolling Swivel Casters

(a) Introduction

The floor can loosen, be compressed or mangled towards the sides by rol-
ling wheels or it can be worn or crushed. This happens especially in offices,
hospitals, factories, etc. Besides the damages, which must be repaired, the
impact sound insulation , evenness, need of maintenance, and the appearance
of the floors can be affected. We have no suitable method to measure change
of appearance. The judgement is therefore based on changes of the surface
profile, on the volume of abraded material and on ocular inspection.

(b) Requirements

Quality Depression of surface profile and volume abraded material after
class loading with

245 N (55 lbf)on a chair 1960 N (441 lbf)on a steel caster of
caster a cart
maximum mean maximum mean abraded
depression depression depression depression volume

mm in mm in mm in mm in
3cm cu. in

0 >1. 6 >0. 063 >1.2 >0.047 >5 >0.197 >4 >0.158 >300 >18. 30
1 1.6 0. 063 1.2 0.047 5 0.197 4 0.158 300 18. 30
2 0.9 0.035 0.6 0.024 2 0.079 1.5 0.059 100 6. 10

I
0.4 0.016 0.2 0.008 0.5 0.020 0.2 0.008 20 1. 22
0.1 0.004 0.05 0.002 0.1 0. 004 0.05 0.002 1 0. 06

(c) Test Methods

A caster with a vertical swivel axis is brought into contact with the
surface of a representative test sample and then loaded. The caster and the
Platform on which the sample rests move simultaneously against each other in
wo right-angled directions in the horizontal plane. The movements are for-
;ard-and-back. The ratio of the frequencies lies between 3.9 and 4.1 but not
:xactly at 4. Depending on the type of application a test is made either with
i chair caster or a caster of a cart, figure 3. Changes are measured after

;
- 0.000 drives in the faster direction. The method is described by Bring (4).
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(d) Comments

A load of 245 N (55 lbf)on each caster corresponds approximately to the
loading in an office where the chairs are furnished with casters. Different
types of wheels , however , give different effects. Consequently, the floors can
be classified in different ways with different wheels. The cylindrical wheel
of thermosetting plastic, which is prescribed for the method (4)is one of
those causing less damage. In the future it might be advisable to involve
two or more wheelswith different effects. Floors in hospitals, factories, etc.
are exposed to different loads from the relatively light load of pneumatic
tires to heavy loads on steel casters. All these variations cannot be tested.
The method with a rolling steel caster indicates which floors are less suitable
for heavy loads on hard casters.

3.6. Colour Fastness to Light

(a) Introduction

Fading of floorings is generally most pronounced in daylight. Floorings
under furniture or carpets are not affected by light. This may lead to a colour
variation which can be disturbing if the furniture is moved. Uneven colour
change is an important reason for replacement of floorings .

(b) Requirements

Quality Colour fastness according
class to comparison with blue

wool standards

0 < 5

1 5

2 6

3 7

4 8

(c) Test Method

When testing in daylight, colours change very slowly. The xenon lamp
has proved to be a reliable and quicker substitute for the sun. The colour
fastness is tested by putting the samples under the artificial light of a
xenon lamp and comparing the effect with the fading of a set of dyed wool
standards which is put under the lamp simultaneously. The colour fastness
is expressed with a figure between 1 and 8, whereby 8 is the best according
to ISO/R 879 (11)

.

(d) Comments

The colour fastness of a flooring depends very much on the quality of
the pigment. As a pigment of high quality is often expensive, many manufac-
turers for certain colours choose pigments with inferior colour fastness.
As floorings ought to be durable, it is unsuitable to accept the use of pig-
ments with a poor colour fastness. It is proposed that colour fastness 1-4

should, in principle, be considered as unacceptable. Class 0 should be accep-
ted only for premises practically without light, or for floors whose appear-
ance is of no importance. For rooms with north windows only and rooms with
usual electric light but no daylight class 1 could be accepted. The normal
class is number 2 but for rooms where the floorings often are sunlit we
should chose class 3.
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Table 1. Typical quality classes for different properties of floors and
subfloors. The table is based on results on actual floors
and laboratory tests.

i = irrelevant to the material
u = classification depends on the subfloor quality
- = test method not valid for the material

Group of materials Flat" Surface Warmth Resist- Resistance to loading
ness even- to ance to with rolling swiwel

ness touch inden- casters
tation chair steel caster of

casteri a cart
depres- depres- abraded
sion sion volume

Concrete 3 -2 3-1 1-0 4-3 4-3 2-0 2-0

Terraz zo 3 4-3 1-0 4 4 2-0 2-0

Plywood, chipboard , fibre
building board 3 4 2 3-2 4-2 i i

Metal tiles and grating 3 3-1 1-0 4 4 4-3 4

Natural stones 3 3-1 1-0 4 4-3 3-0 3-0

Ceramic tiles 3-2 3-1 1-0 4 4 3-2 4-2

Compressed asphalt tiles 3 3-2 1-0 3 3 3-2 4

Mosaic tiles (glas3,ceramic)3-2 3-2 1-0 4 4 i i

Woorl (hlockc?. hoards . ptc.) 3 3 3-2 3-2 3-2 3-2 4

End grain wood blocks 2 2 3 3 4 3 4

Carpets u 4-2 4-3 1-0 i i

Cork tiles u 4-3 3-2 2 3 i i

Decorative asphalt tiles u 4-3 1-0 3-2 3-2 i i

Linoleum u 4 2-1 3 3-2 i i

Printed linoleum and
feltbase u 4-3 2-1 3-2 3-2 i i

Rubber u 4-3 2-1 3 3 i i

Vinyl plastic u 4-3 3-0 3-1 3-1 3-1 4-3

Magnesium oxychloride 2 3-2 2-0 4-3 4-3 2-0 2-0

Asphalt emulsion 2 3-2 2-1 1-0 2-0 1 4-3

Mastic asphalt, asphalt
concrete 2 3-1 2-0 1-0 2-0 3-1 4

Thermosetting resins
( epoxy

,
po lyurethane

,

polyester , etc . ) u(2 -2) 4-2 1-0 4-2 4-3 4-1 4-2

Floor seals u u u u 4-3 4-3 4
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Table 2. Examples of performance requirements for residential floors . The
examples are mainly based on today's standard in Scandinavia. For
some properties the variation range is influenced by the subfloors
- normally concrete or wood products. For other properties it is
more influenced by the floorings e.g. in the choice between cera-
mic tiles and vinyl sheet for a bathroom. See also table 1.

Property Residential room and quality class
Living Bed- Nur- Hobby- Kit- Din- Wash- Bath- WC En- Hall
room room sery room chen ing

room
ing
room

room trance

Flatness 3-2 2 2 3-2 3-2 3-2 3-2 3-2 2 2 2

Surface evenness 4-3 3 3 4-2 4-3 4-3 4-3 4-3 3 3-2 3

Slopes 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 1 2 2

Warmth to touch 4-2 3 3 3-1 3-2 3-2 3-1 3-1 3-1 1-0 2-0
Resistance to
indentation 4-2 3-1 3-1 4-1 3-1 3-1 4-2 4-2 3-1 4-2 4-1
Colour fastness
to light 3-2 3-1 3-1 3-1 3-1 3-1 3-1 3-1 2-1 3-1 2-1

I:



*

Fig. 1. "Measuring chair" for measur-
ing flatness of floors with reference
to square furniture with 0.5 m(0»55 yd)
side. The crossing arms form diagonals
in the square. At the ends of the arms
there are three fixed legs, the fourth
being vertically adjustable. This is
connected with a dial from which the
deviation of the floor from the plane
can be directly read off.

Fig. 2. Device for measuring pro-
files of floor surfaces. A mech-
anical displacement transducer is
moved along a straight bar tracing
the floor surface. It is driven
by a crank at the back side. A
profile is drawn with ten-fold
vertical magnification.

Fig. 3. Apparatus for loading
with a rolling swivel caster
from a cart. The loaded wheel
can be rotated horizontally.
The floor is simultaneously
movable in two directions at
right angles to each other.
In a test the wheel rolls on
the specimen following a path
similar to a Lissajou pattern
which is successively changed.
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National Bureau of Standards Special Publication 361, Volume 1: Performance
Concept in Buildings; Proceedings of the Joint RILEM-ASTM-C IB Symposium, held
May 2-5, 1972, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (Issued March 1972).

Juho Saarimaa, Tenho Sneck and Marjatta Waananen
The State Institute for Technical Research

Otaniemi, Finland

The paper discusses the main principles, which may be

used in setting up performance requirements for floors. Per-
formance requirements, which define the performance of a floor

may be derived from an analysis of the external factors, which
affect a floor in use by juxtaposition of the external factors and the

properties of the floor. The following levels of building are
considered in the analysis: space, building element, product
combination, product, material. The analysis of external and
internal factors as well as the relation between external and
internal factors has been carried out on these levels. An evalu-

ation technique, which could be used for selection and develop-
ment of floors and floorings has been developed. The method is

based on the identification and classification of the external fac-

tors, classification of rooms, listing of requirements and clas-

sification of rooms according to the requirements. The main
purpose of the paper is to give an example of how the ideas of

performance analysis could be applied to floors.

La communication discute les principes generaux qui peuvent
etre utilises pour fixer les exigences de performance pour les sols

et planchers. Les exigences de performance qui definissent la

performance d'un sol peuvent etre deduites d'une analyse des facteurs
externes qui affectent l'usage d'un sol, en juxtaposant les facteurs
externes et les proprietes d'un sol. Les niveaux de construction
suivants sont pris en consideration dans 1' analyse: espace, element
de construction, combinaison de produits, produit, materiau. L 1 analyse
des facteurs externes et internes de meme que le rapport entre les

facteurs externes et internes a ete completee a ces niveaux. Une
technique d

1 evaluation qui pourrait etre utilisee pour la selection
et la realisation de sols et de revetements de sols a ete developpee.
La methode est fondee sur 1' identification et la classification des

facteurs externes, la classification des pieces, le catalogue des
exigences et la classification des pieces en fonction des exigences.
Le but principal de la communication est de donner un exemple de la

maniere dont les idees de performance peuvent etre appliquees aux
sols et planchers.

Performance Analysis of Floors
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Key words: Classification of floors; evaluation of floors; external
factors; floorings; floors; performance analysis; properties of

floors

.

1. Introduction

Performance requirements of floors may be derived from an analysis of the ex-
ternal factors affecting a floor in use. The selection of floors can be based on the

comparison of the performance requirements of floors and the properties of different kinds

of floors. The performance requirements also give guidelines for the development of new
types of floors and flooring materials.

In the discussion the external factors referred to are those which affect the floor

from the outside. The internal factors are properties of the floor itself.

2. Levels of examination

The subject of building may be looked upon as a series of levels in a hierarchy
from an overall consideration of the building needs of the nation to the detailed struc-

ture of building materials [1], The building needs of the nation include all kinds of

buildings, as housing, office buildings, schools, factories, etc.

Following levels are considered in the analysis of floors:

space

building element
part of building . element
product combination
product
material

The higher levels (Space, building element) are decisive for the requirements
which the floor has to fulfill in practice. On the lower levels detailed information
related to the properties of products is required.

Space (Room). The use of the room and the activities performed in it determine
both qualitatively and quantitatively the environmental agents affecting the floor in use.

Often the use of the room determines the minimum and maximum values of properties

of the floor.

Building element (Floor). The intermediate floor (Fig. 1) is a horizontal space
divider which consists of one or more layers. The intermediate floor consists of the

floor- ceiling construction. It includes the entire element, e.g. , in addition to the

floor also the ceiling of the room below. In order to evaluate the performance of

floorings etc. , the total performance of the intermediate floor has to be considered.

Part of building element (Flooring, finish floor). In some cases this uppermost
layer of the intermediate floor may function as a wearing surface, but usually the

floor consists of a subfloor, which is laid upon the structural floor and covered with

a flooring. Therefore, the interaction between the structural floor, subfloor and the

flooring must be considered.

1 Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at end of this paper.
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Product combination (Different layers of floor construction). The compatibility of

rious products is considered, for instance, the interaction of flooring and adhesive.

Product (Flooring). The uppermost layer - usually a flooring - mainly functions

s a wearing surface, and the final decisions on flooring requirements are determined
ere.

Material (Flooring material). The evaluation of the performance of a flooring

In order to evaluate the performance of a floor the factors which set require-

ments on floors should be clarified. These external factors may be divided into [1]:

Human goals

- non-technical
- technical

Environmental factors and agents

Economic
Legislative

The analysis of floors is an example on the ideas and techniques involved in the

;rformance analysis described in [1].

On the level, "room" (Table 1) the analysis consists of listing the human goals,

hich may be set on floors on this level. These are the initial needs, values and
Dais that are important for the user.

The second stage of the analysis has been carried out on the building element
vel "intermediate floor" (Table 2). The factors which may influence a floor have
•sen listed. The external factors consist of the human goals (physiological, anthropo-
etric, psychological, sociological), derived on the level, "room"; environmental fac-

rs and agents; and economic and legislative factors. The analysis of external fac-

rs must be carried out on various stages of building (manufacture, storage, trans-

it, construction, etc. ). The properties of the floor - the internal factors - which
e of interest in order to relate the external and internal factors have also been
ntatively listed.

The lists of external and internal factors on the product level, "flooring" are in

ble 3. The external factors are essentially the same as on the level» "intermediate
•or".

As the analysis is a only draft indicating the principles, the lists are not corn-

He, The analysis shows that the "language" spoken at different levels may vary as

to be seen in the list of properties. The slipperiness of the "floor" is equivalent

:h the coefficient of friction on the level
,
"flooring".

Many properties are the same on different levels. This may indicate a lack of

Dwledge as we do not know what properties of a product would really match the

juirements put on a higher level. It is often very difficult to translate a "non-
hnical" human goal into a "technical" material property. In this connection it may
possible to discuss subjective and objective requirements [2], In Tables 1 and 2

often be dependent on the material (substance) the flooring is made of.

3. Analysis of the floor
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the corresponding properties are marked with the same number. The transformation
of language can thus be followed from one level to the other.

In Tables 2 and 3 the relations between external and internal factors are shown.
This kind of performance analysis technique gives the relevant attributes of the floor

as well as the reason why these attributes are required.

4. Evaluation

Numerous methods have been developed for the evaluation of the reffects of envi-

ronmental agents as well as for the measurement of many physical properties. The
correlation between service conditions and the tests is a problem. Wear testing is a

good example. At present there are no methods which give exact information on the

behaviour of floors in practice. In fact, different service conditions ought to be simu-
lated by different wear tests in the laboratory [3].

The lack of evaluation techniques for factors related to human goals is quite

evident. The interaction of human goals and technical properties ought to be studied

more intensively. Evaluation techniques for floors have been discussed for instance

by Bring [4] and [5].

5. Classification of floors

A systematic procedure for selection and development of floors and floorings may
be accomplished with the aid of the performance approach. This may be based on the

identification and classification of the external factors, classification of rooms, listing

of requirements, and classification of rooms according to the requirements. At pre-

sent the results account mainly for the environmental agents and factors and the cor-

responding requirements for the flooring. The UPEC system [6] can be cited as a

fore-runner for the procedure which is described in [7].

The external factors have been given quantitative ratings and they have been
divided into five classes (Table 4) as agreed upon in a Scandinavian flooring com-
mittee. On the basis of the quantitatively classified external factors it is possible to

classify rooms as exemplified by Table 5. The performance requirements may be

quantitatively classified according to the same principles (Table 6). Requirements have
been classified for instance by Bring [8].

6. Conclusions

The basic principles of a performance analysis technique for floors have been
discussed. The main purpose of the paper is to give an example of how the ideas of

performance analysis could be applied to floors. The tables should be regarded as

examples on the performance analysis procedure. The general principles for this kind

of analysis have been published earlier [9].
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Fig. 1. Intermediate floor. The figure defines the terminology of the paper,
the example, A = screed, B = thermal insulation and C = damp-proof membrane.
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Table 1. Analysis of floors on the level, "room"

.

External factors

1 . Human goals

- physiological

- anthropometrical

- psychological

- sosiological

Example s

:

- Ease of walking

- Ease of furnishing

- Safety from falling

- Structural safety from falling through the floor

- Suitability for play (children)

- Attractive appearance

- Cleanability or maintenance

- Replaceability

- Durability

- Value

- Comfort

- Hygiene

2. Environmental factors and agents (see Table 2)

3. Economic

Initial costs

Costs of maintenance

Costs of repair

Costs of replacement

4. Legislative

Building codes

Health and safety regulations, etc.
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Table 4. Classification of external factors (environmental factors and agents).

Factor 1 2 3 4

4 2.0 (40) ^3.0 (60) ^ 4.0 (80) >4. 0 (80)Uniform live 4 1.5 (30)

load

kN/m2

Ub/sq.ft)

Point load

kN (lbf)
r
1.5 (340) ^ 3.0 (675) = 10 (2250) ^ 20 (4500) >20 (4500)

< <

Concentrated

jload

h/cmZ i 10 (14. 5)

(lb/sq. in)

^ 100 (145) i 500 (725) ^ 2000(2900) >2000 (2900)

Rolling load

\/cm2 i 10 (14.5)

;ib/sq. in)

^ 100 (145) = 500 (725) = 2000 (2900) >2000 (2900)

,\~ear by foot

r affic Light Moderate Very severe Extreme

Vater No water

Cleaning with

damp cloth

or immediate
drying

Water is no

longer than

12 h on the

floor

Continuously Continously

under water

Chemicals No chemicals

jases

Pm

Removed No longer The effect of Continuously
immediately than 12 h the chemical under effect

on the floor is not of the

continuous chemical

10 10. . . 100 100. 10000 10 000... 100 000 100 000

.ight

.adioactive

emperature
C +15. . . 25 + 25. . . 50 +50. . . 100 + 100... 1000 + 1000

V)
+ 15. . . 0 0. . . -15 - 15. . . -30 -30

(60. . . 75) (75.. . 120) (120. . . 210) (210. . . 1800) (1800)

(60. . . 32) (32... 5) (5. . .-20) (-20)

igarrettes

irt

laintenance Dry Dam Cleaning with Cleaning with Cleaning with

Cleaning) cleaning cleaning with natural strong scouring powder

soap cleaning cleaning and strong cleai

materials materials ing materials

irborne

mnd dB
40 40. . . 50 50. . . 70 70. . . 90 > 90

.ectric

.r rent

atic

ectricity
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Table 5. Classification of external factors in rooms.

\ Residential
GO\ rooms a

\ i-i

a
H om 0

0 a U
u •r-t\ om

,

ing a
and

ser-

o
u pen

0
o
u om a

)om

0)

tn

nl

External \
factor \^

Living
room, with

c

living

Bedro

lobby

Kitche

room

Laund Bathr<

WC

Stair

c

Uniform load 1 1 1 1 2 1 3

Point load 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Concentrated load 3. 4 3. -± 3 2 2 2 3. . .

A
t:

Rolling load 2 1 2 2 2 - -

Wear of foot traffic 2. 3 2 3 2 2 1 4

Wear other than

foot traffic L •a
_>

?
->

-> ->

water 1

I ,

O
1

xj
O
J A X A •3

J
•2

J . . .
4.

Chemicals 1

i 1 ^ . . . O
A
*± 9

L.
1
1

Gases

Li ght

TT"Wu V

IvdQlOaCtlVc LdQJ.dLlUll

Heat

T emperatur e 1 ] 2 2 2 1 2

Thermal shock 2 1 2 2 2 1

C i ga r r e tte s 2. 3 2 2 4

Dirt 3. . .
A.
n:

IVicl llllcIlallLc 1 . 3 l
T.
_> 4 4 4 3 4

Airbone sound 3 2 J 3. . . 4 3. . . 4 2 2 3. . . 4

Impact sound

Electric current

Static electricity
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Table 6. Classification of requirements on floors, examples

0 1 2 3 4

3r operty Very low

\J J. 11 \J J. \Z»

quir ements

Xjow 1 N \J J- 1 1 J.CL A Hiph
high

joadbearing capacity

N/m2 (lb/sq.ft) = 1,5 (30) = 2,0 (40) = 3,0 (60) = 4,0 (80) >4,0 (80)

Lesistance to short-time

identation, max. remaining
adentation ([4], method 21)

im (in.
)

> 1.5

(0. 06)

0.8...

(0.03...

1.5

0.06)

0.3. ..0.8

(0.012... 0.06)

0.1. ..0.3

(0.004... 0.012)

< 0. 1

(0. 004)

.esistance to long-time
identation, max. remaining
identation ([4], method 22)

im (in.
)

>1. 0

(0. 04)

0. 7...

(0.03..

1. 0

.0.04)

0. 4...0. 7

(0.015... 0.03)

0. 1... 0. 4

(0. 004. . . 0. 015)

< 0. 1

(0. 004)

.fsistance to rolling loads,

lax. depression ([4], method 24)i> 1 . 6

im (in.
) (0. 06)

0.9...

(0.035.

1.6

..0.06)

0.4.. 0.8 0.1. ..0.3

(0.015... 0.035) (0.004... 0.015)

< 0. 1

(0. 004)

esistance to rolling loads,

lax. depression ([4], method 25)

im (in.
)

>5
(0.2)

2. . . 5

(0.09... 0.2)

0. 5... 2

(0.02... 0.09)

0. 1... 0. 5

(0.001... 0.02)

<0. 1

(0. 004)

esistance to wear

esistance to water and
lemicals

esistance to gases

esistance to burning

garrettes

iesistance to extinguishing
'. cigarrettes

iability to get dirty

attainability

irborne sound insulation

termediate dB
45 45... 49 49... 53 53. . . 55 ^55

apact sound insulation dB 75 75. . . 70 67. . . 65 65. . . 63 63

lectric resistance [4]

irdness of surface

.aneness of surface

clineness of surface

racks

idth of joints

ipperines s
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Strength Criteria of Glued-Laminated Timber

Billy Bohannan
Forest Products Laboratory, Forest Service

U.S. Department of Agriculture
Madison, Wis. 53705

Accurate knowledge of the properties of any engineering material
is essential to its proper uses. Recognizing this fact, the U.S. Forest
Products Laboratory has had a continuing research program to better
define the strength characteristics of glued-laminated construction, a

versatile engineering material. Early research in the 1930' s was the

foundation for the glued-laminated industry in the United States.
Design and manufacturing criteria were developed based on glued mem-
bers which were relatively small by today's standards. With industry
growth, manufacturing techniques and architectural design developed
to the extent that timbers of almost unlimited size and shape were pos-
sible, but engineering technology did not keep pace. However, an
extensive research effort during the 1960's has developed related
engineering technology for the large timbers. This research estab-
lished the effect of several factors involving strength and design of
large timbers--a principal one being the effect of tension lamination
quality on beam strength. Such research has resulted in revised speci-
fications for glued-laminated timbers which will insure a more reliable
engineering material.

Une connaissance exacte des proprietes de tout materiau de genie
civil est essentielle pour une application appropriee. Reconnaissant
le fait, le Laboratoire des Produits Forestiers des Etats-Unis a
poursuivi un programme de recherches continues pour mieux definir les

caracteristiques de resistance de la construction en bois contrecolle,
materiau de genie civil aux applications multiples. Une recherche
faite des les annees 30 a lance l'industrie du contrecollage aux
Etats-Unis. Des criteres d' etude et de fabrication furent developpes
a partir d' elements colles relativement petits compares a ceux
d' aujourd 'hui . Avec 1' expansion de l'industrie, les techniques de

fabrication et les etudes architecturales se developperent au point
que des charpentes de grandeur et de forme presque illimitees furent
possibles. Cette expansion prit place sans des progres paralleles
dans la technologie du genie civil. Toutefois, une technologie
apparentee pour les grandes charpentes se developpa grace a un vaste
effort de recherches durant les annees 60. Ces recherches ont defini
les effets de plusieurs facteurs affectant la resistance et la concep-
tion des grandes charpentes, le principal etant l'effet de la qualite
de tension du contrecollage sur la resistance des poutres. De telles
etudes ont abouti a des specifications revisees pour les charpentes
en bois contrecolle qui assureront un materiau de genie civil plus
fiable.

Engineer
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Key words: Defective material; design criteria; design stresses;
glued- laminated timber; knots; lamination; lumber grades j pre-
stressed wood; slope of grain; strength criteria; strength ratio;
strength- reducing characteristics; structural.

1. Introduction

Glued- laminated timber is structural timber glued up from smaller pieces of wood,
either in straight or curved form with the grain of all the laminations essentially par-
allel to the length of the member. In such a manufactured structural timber, small pieces
of lumber can be positioned in the member in accordance with their strength, as affected
by knots and other strength- reducing characteristics, and in accordance with the strength
requirements of the element. Such efficient use of high and low quality, narrow width, and
short length pieces of wood to manufacture high performance structural elements extends the
applicability of wood as a construction material and is increasingly adaptable to our future
timber economy. The continuing research to better define the characteristics of glued-
laminated timber is a part of the overall objective to improve the utilization of our
timber resources.

The engineering characteristics of glued structural wood members are controlled by a

number of factors. These include such things as the clear wood strength, variability,
period of loading, factor of safety, size of member, and strength- reducing characteristics--
the principal ones being knots and cross grain. The manufacturing techniques involved in
face gluing and end jointing the laminations also affect the strength of the finished prod-
uct. These are governed, however, by recommended manufacturing procedures.

The effect of most of the factors controlling strength have been adequately defined
for solid-sawn one-piece members and many of these same effects apply equally well to

laminated timbers. However, one effect, that of knots, is considered differently in the

development of stresses for glued- laminated timber as compared to the development of

stresses for solid-sawn one-piece members.

This paper covers the progression in the development of glued- laminated stresses as

they are controlled by knots. General cross grain is an equally important factor in
affecting strength, but it can be limited so that its effect is less than that of knots.
Thus knots, along with localized grain deviations associated with knots, are the primary
strength-reducing factors that control the strength of glued- laminated timbers.

Glued- laminated construction originated in Germany early in the 1900's and spread
throughout Europe in a relatively short. time. The probable reason for its success was the

scarcity of timbers of suitable size for framed construction. The good service record of
glued- laminated construction in Europe provided useful data as to the permanence of glued-
laminated construction. However, their test data did not apply to the United States con-

ditions and species of wood. Also, most of the European test data were related to straight
glued- laminated timbers. Thus research was started at the U.S. Forest Products Laboratory
in the early 1930 's to develop manufacturing techniques, design stresses, and design
criteria for structural glued- laminated timbers [l].^ Much of this work was done on

curved members but the resulting information applies equally well to straight members.

2, History of Glued- Laminated Construction

i

2Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.
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3. Early Research

The European experience with glued-laminated construction was a useful guide but

provided only incomplete information about the characteristics of the material and other
factors that may have important effects on its strength. Research at the Forest Products
..aboratory was started to develop information necessary to insure the reliability of glued-
.atninated construction as an engineering material. One objective was to study the extent

:o which material with knots and other defects could be used.

Early research was based on the hypothesis that the strength of glued-laminated
imbers could be controlled by selective placement of grades of material in the members,

fhe lower grade materials could be used in the less highly stressed areas without adversely
jffecting the structural integrity of the member. Initial research was done on members
:ade of material free of defects. Subsequently, the effects of defects were studied by

ombining clear boards with what were defined as defective boards in the midsection of the

ember. Clear boards were used for the outer top and bottom laminations in the completed
ember. The defective material was typical of No. 2 Common boards which at that time

early 1930' s) permitted knots to occupy up to approximately one-half of the cross section.

Significant findings from this early research showed that using 60 percent of defec-
ive material in the midsection of the laminated member did not significantly reduce the

trength below that of members consisting entirely of clear laminations. Further research
adicated that the outer top and bottom 20 percent of the laminations did not need to be

DO percent free of defects to provide a member having a 100 percent strength ratio,
ltimately research established the conclusion that if the outer top and bottom 20 percent
£ the laminations in the member contained knots whose size was less than one-eighth of

tie width of the lamina, the completed member could still be designed for a strength value
•juivalent to that of a member with all laminations free of defects. The middle 60 per-
;nt was defective material as previously discussed. Furthermore, for a construction in

lich the top and bottom 20 percent of the laminations contained knots whose size did not
xceed one-fourth the width of the piece, the completed member could be designed for a

:ress equal to 87-1/2 percent of that used for a member with laminations free of defects.

Additional material requirements specified that the laminations in the outer top and
•ttorn 20 percent of the member could not contain any part of the pith of the tree. Also,
: was suggested that all laminations should be free of knots that would be visible when
ie member is in place in the structure. This last requirement essentially means no knots

Ij. the top and bottom face laminations and no edge knots in all laminations.

4. Strength Ratio Concept

Having only two strength grades of glued-laminated members was somewhat restrictive,
us, in the early 1940 's a different criterion was proposed for assigning stresses to
ch elements. This was based on an accepted strength ratio concept that was used for

lid-sawn one-piece members. This strength ratio is the ratio of the timber's strength
what it would have if no strength-reducing characteristics were present. For example,
timber with a strength ratio of 75 percent would have 75 percent of the strength of a

sar piece. This definition applies equally well to a glued-laminated timber as it does
a solid-sawn one-piece member.

In the strength ratio concept, it was hypothesized that if the glued-laminated member
xild have 80 percent of the strength of a glued member with all defect free laminations,
jn the outer top and bottom laminations should have an 80 percent strength ratio. The
quired strength ratios for the inner laminations would be proportionally less based on

;ir location in the member. For example, assuming a linear stress distribution in a

iding member, the strength of the first inner laminations from the top and bottom faces
a 20-lamination member should be 90 percent of the strength of the outer laminations,

i
if the outer laminations had a strength ratio of 80 percent, the first inner lamina-
>ns should have a strength ratio of 72 percent. The limiting requirements placed
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on the inner laminations were that no lumber with a strength ratio lower than 25 percent
could be used anywhere in the beams.

The strength ratio concept as used for solid-sawn one-piece members was apparently
accepted for glued- laminated timbers without supporting data.

5. I
R
/I

G
Theory

During the mid-1940' s procedures for making glued- laminated construction developed to
the point that additional research was necessary to better define the relative strength
design of such structural elements. Part of this was prompted by the great demand during
World War II for heavy timbers since the supply of solid-sawn one-piece timbers was
inadequate. It was believed that previous procedures for assigning stresses to glued-
laminated timbers made up of different combinations of grades were overconservative . The
effect of knots in a solid-sawn one-piece member was probably greater than the effect of
an equivalent knot in a glued assembly due to the beneficial reinforcing effect of the
adjacent plies.

The theory was still followed that a knot of a given size in a lamination will have
different effects on bending strength of a glued- laminated timber depending on where the
lamination is in the cross section. However, more thought was given to the combination
of knot size and position relative to strength. It was hypothesized that this combined
effect could be related to a physical property of the beam cross section, that of moment
of inertia. Consequently, the analysis of the results of tests of beams 12 inches in

depth were related to the moment of inertia of the cross section occupied by knots [2].

The beam strength was related to a nondimensional factor commonly called I /I , where
K G

I is the moment of inertia of the area occupied by knots within 6 inches of either side
K
of the critical cross section and I is the gross moment of inertia of the beam. Thus,

G
if the sizes and locations of knots in a laminated beam are known, the strength ratio or

proportion of strength remaining can be calculated from this relationship.

Obviously, it is impractical to design a glued-laminated member if its strength is

not known until the boards to make it have been assembled and the knots positioned and
measured. It is equally impractical to selectively place knots of given sizes in the

critical locations in the member. A method was needed to estimate the strength of a

random assembly of grades of laminations. Since a random assembly was involved, the use
of a statistical method was indicated. Accordingly, such a statistical approach was
developed [3]. From knot size data gathered on commercial lumber grades, it was possible
to develop the distribution of the knot sizes in each grade of lumber. With these distri-
butions and using statistical procedures, it is possible to predict the value of the

moment of inertia of areas occupied by knots in any 1 foot of length for any grade combina-
tion and numbers of laminations going into a glued assembly. After a level of probability
suitable for use in design was chosen, the I„/I„ strength relationship mentioned above

K G
could be used to obtain the strength ratio of the completed assembly. Such procedures
were adopted for use in assigning stresses to glued-laminated timbers early in the 1950' s.

6. Subsequent Research

With wood-laminating industry growth, manufacturing techniques and the architectural
design developed to the extent that timbers of almost unlimited size and shape were
possible. This growth resulted without accompanying advancement in the engineering
technology. Since most of the design and manufacturing criteria were developed for glued-
laminated timbers which were relatively small by today's standards, it was imperative that

additional research be directed at strength properties of very large glued-laminated
timbers. One area of this research naturally concentrated on the effect of knots on

bending strength of these large timbers.
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6.1 Prestressed Beam Research

During the early 1960's it became increasingly apparent that the tensile strength of

structural lumber containing strength-reducing characteristics could be less than that

>reviously assumed. In 1961 glued-laminated timbers were prestressed using the same

orinciples as used to prestress concrete beams [4], Such a prestressing concept is based

mi the hypothesis that the tensile strength of a given bending member is less than the

:ompressive strength. While this hypothesis was contradictory to existing strength con-

:epts for wood members, the research verified that— for a given quality of structural
:imber--the tensile strength was less than that of the compressive strength. By rein-
forcing the tensile area of a beam, the average bending strength was increased by 30 per-

.ent. The important inferences from these findings were that the tensile strength of the

i-uter tension laminations of a glued-laminated timber may have a significant effect on the

•ending strength of the timber.

Following the same reasoning a small part of the research of prestressed wood beams
as directed toward evaluating the importance of the tension lamination. The addition of

clear straight-grained tension lamination had a pronounced effect on the modulus of
upture of laminated beams made of L-3 grade Douglas-fir lumber. The addition of one
-1/2-inch-thick clear lamination representing 14 percent of the beam depth increased the
odulus of rupture 32 percent and one 9/ 16-inch-thick clear lamination representing only
percent of the beam depth increased the modulus of rupture 23 percent. These data

ndicated a potential for significant improvement in flexural strength of structural
amira ted beams by giving special attention to a small portion of the beam, the outer
law tension laminations.

6.2 Flexural Behavior of Large
Glued-Laminated Beams

A study related to size effect of large timbers afforded the opportunity to re-

/aluate the 1 /I relationship as developed in 1947 which relates bending strength toKG
lot distribution in a beam [5]; Three beams, 31-1/2 inches deep, 9 inches wide, and
) feet long, containing strength-reducing characteristics as could be found in commercially
woduced laminated beams, were evaluated. These limited data were not conclusive but they
.d indicate the need for further research to obtain a better understanding of the effect
I knots on the bending strength of large glued-laminated timbers.

6.3 Large Beam Tests

Based on observed test failures and strength data on a few large beam tests and other
lated data, including tensile strength of structural lumber, the laminating industry
ncluded that more emphasis should be placed on the grade of the tension laminations for

rge glued-laminated bending members. With the available data on tensile strength of
ructural lumber, the American Institute of Timber Construction developed and published
ecifications for tension laminations in 1967. This tension lamination grade, AITC-301,
is not necessarily clear and straight grained, but it was a high quality structural
ade. Specific strength-reducing characteristics considered in the new grade were growth
te requirements, sizes of knots, and general and localized slope of grain. The most
gnificant improvement in the specifications for the tension lamination grade over spec-
ications for other structural grades was the limitations placed on localized grain devia-
ons, separately or in combinations with knots. This had not been considered previously
grading of structural lumber.

To learn the effect of the tension lamination grade on the strength of bending members,
2 Forest Products Laboratory and the American Institute of Timber Construction cooperated
a research project [6], During 1968, 26 large beams were evaluated; 16 of these beams
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had the tension laminations which were graded according to the AITC 301-67 requirements.
An additional 10 beams had tension laminations having more restrictive requirements than
those for the AITC-301 grade. A comparison of the grades is given in Table 1. 'Two tension
lamination grades were included in this study to obtain a better understanding of the
effect of the tension lamination grade on the bending strength. The tension laminations
were specially selected, but all other laminations were positioned within the beams in
accordance with industry practice and required grade combinations as had been determined
previously by the 1/1 concept.

K G

This study indicated that beams with the AITC-301 grade tension lamination probably
were not adequate for the highest stress grade beams now produced by the laminating
industry. The data further indicated that some of the features of the more restrictive
grade (301+) were more than adequate for the highest bending stress grade laminated beams
being manufactured. Results of this study also provided additional information on the
requirements needed for tension laminations. Growth characteristics of tension laminations
such as grain deviation in board thickness, edge knots, two knots in near proximity of

each other, and regions of lightweight material were found to result in low strength
beams. Particularly, finger joints in this lightweight material appeared to influence
beam failure.

Based on the test results of 26 large beams, and a subsequent study of end joint
strength as affected by lightweight coarse-grained wood [7], a new grade of tension
lamination was tentatively proposed by AITC. A comparison of this grade, called 301A-69,
and those previously discussed is shown in Table 1. Significant changes in the grade
requirements were made in reference to specific gravity and to regions of lightweight
coarse-grained wood.

The cooperative research program between the Laboratory and AITC continued in 1969
with an evaluation of the bending strength of 15 beams with the 301A-69 grade tension
lamination [8].

Results of all test data on large beams reinforced the hypothesis that the strength
of glued- laminated beams depends upon the tension lamination quality. The data also
provided guidelines for setting requirements for tension laminations for beams with
different assigned bending strengths,

7. Large Beam Test Data vs. 1/1 Theory
K G

Tests of large beams were made because the validity of the 1/1 theory had been
K. G

questioned for large bending members. Thus, do these data support or refute the 1/1
K G

concept?

The test beam grade combinations for the large beam tests, which define the grade
and position of all laminations in a beam, were taken from existing specifications for

glued- laminated timbers. These grade combinations had been developed by industry associa-
tions. The 1/1 theory was used in developing the grade combinations. Therefore the

K G
test beams were assembled following the 1/1 concept as modified by the tension lamination

K G
requirement. The added tension lamination requirements did not result in any significant

change in the actual I„/I„ ratio of the beams. However, an overall general conclusion
K G

from all large beam test data was that beams with specific quality tension laminations

did have strengths which were adequate to justify the design stresses assigned. One con-

clusion could be that the I„/I„ theory did with sufficient accuracy estimate the effect of
K G

knots on glued- laminated beam strength if the outer tension laminations were of a high
quality structural grade.
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Such a conclusion indicated the need for a reevaluation of the initial development

i of the I /I -strength relationship. In the initial study, beams with 1/1 ratios rangingKG KG
from 0 to 0.45 were evaluated. However, those beams with 1/1 ratios less than 0.266

K G
had tension laminations that were essentially clear. This re-evaluation and the large
beam data both support the concept that a selective grade requirement for tension lamina-

tions was indirectly a part of the 1/1 theory, at least for the higher strength beams.KG
The combined 1/1 theory with the added tension grade requirement should result in

K G
reliable design criteria for glued-laminated beams.

The currently published grade combinations for beams in the 2,200 to 2,600 p.s.i.

design stress classes have 1/1 ratios of approximately 0.25 or less [9], As previouslyKG
noted, beams with such 1/1 ratios that were used in the development of the 1/1 theoryKG KG
(had essentially clear tension laminations. The current specifications for such beams

jalso have the requirement for a relatively high quality tension lamination. Thus, the

possible original intent of 1/1 theory is being more nearly followed in current specifi-
K G

cations for glued-laminated timbers.

8 . Summary

The strength of glued-laminated timbers is engineered by the selective location of

strength-reducing characteristics within the member cross section. Lower grades of
naterial can be used in the less highly stressed areas without adversely affecting the

structural adequacy of the glued assembly. One of the principal strength-reducing
:haracteristics is knots along with the localized grain deviation associated with knots.
The effect of knots on the strength of glued-laminated timbers has been the objective of
ixtensive research at the Forest Products Laboratory since the early 1930's.

I

The most widely accepted knot-strength relationship was developed in the late 1940' s.

'he combined effect of knot size and location within a beam cross section was related to

!
physical property of the beam, that of moment of inertia. Beam strength was related to

: nondimension factor commonly called I /I , a ratio of the moment of inertia occupied by
K G

|;nots and the gross moment of inertia of a beam.

Tests on large beams and related research since 1960 have shown that the strength of
lued-laminated timbers is more reliably determined if the I /I -strength relationship

K G

s modified to include somewhat restrictive requirements on the quality of the tension
amination. The need for this modification was further verified in a re-evaluation of the

nitial data used in the development of the 1/1 concept.
K G

Research since 1960 has resulted in revised specifications for glued-laminated
imbers which will insure a more reliable engineering material.
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Table 1. Comparison of tension lamination grades

Strength
Characteristics

Restrictions Within Each Grade

AITC 301-67 301+ AITC 301A-69
Growth rate
requirements

Specific gravity

Knots

General slope

of grain

Localized slope
of grain
steeper than
1 in 16

Knots and end
joints

Edge knots and
associated
slope of grain

Spacing of maxi-
mum strength-
reducing char-
acteristics

Wide ring pith-
associated wood

Apply to full

length

Except ionally
lightweight pieces
exc luded

1/4 of cross section

1 in 16

1/3 of cross section

Knots must not be

within 2 knot
diameters of end

j oints

Apply to full
length

Exceptionally
lightweight pieces
exc luded

1/5 of cross section

1 in 16

2/3 of cross section
must be free of

strength-reducing
characteristics

Knots must not be

within 2 knot
diameters of end
joints

1/8 of cross section

4 feet

Apply to full
length

Near average or

above

1/5 of cross section

1 in 16

2/3 of cross section
must be free of

strength -reducing
characteristics''"

Knots must not be

within 2 knot
diameters of end

j oints

4 feet

1/8 of cross section

Knots plus associated localized cross grain, or knots plus associated localized

cross grain plus localized cross grain not associated with knots, or localized

cross grain not associated with a knot may occupy up to one-third of the

cross section.
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The selection of mechanical fasteners used for joining and fastening of ma-
terials, assemblies, and components is influenced by a variety of criteria, all

of which are related directly to the anticipated performance of the assembled

items. The mechanical fasteners need to be selected on the basis of their actu-

al and economic availability, versatility, applicability, physical and mechan-
ical properties, rigidity and damping capacity, compatibility, thermal proper-

ties, fire resistivity, reliability including their resistance to creep, mainte-

nance and repair of the finished product, and feasibility of testing for perfor-

mance evaluation and performance predictability. These performance criteria

are given detailed consideration in order to facilitate the writing of perfor-

mance specifications covering mechanical fasteners as well as mechanical fas-

tening in building constructions. Whereas the subject matter is approached
from the overall viewpoint, reference is made to a few selected specific appli-

cations in order to draw attention to the importance of the performance concept
under given conditions.

Le choix des attaches mecaniques employees dans I

1 assemblage et

I' attachement de materiaux, assemblages, et composantes est determine par une
varieie de criteres, qui ont tous rapport au performance envisage" des objets

assembles. Le choix des attaches mecaniques doit etre base sur leur disponibilite

effective et economique, leurs facultes a" adaptation, leur applicability, leurs

propriites physiques et mecaniques, leur rigidite et capacity de amortissement,

leur compatibility, leurs propriet§s thermales, leur resistance au feu, leur

surete de fonctionnement y comprise leur resistance au glissement, I' entretient

et la reparation du produit ouvre, et possibility d'Epreuves pour I' Evaluation et

la prediction du performance. Ces criteres de performance sont Etudies pour
faci liter la redaction des specifications de performance comprenant les attaches

mecaniques aussi bien que I

1 attachement mecanique dans la construction des

batiments. Bien que le sujet soit aborde d'un point de vue general, on fait

mention de quelques applications choisies, pour faire remarquer I' importance
du concept de performance dans des conditions donnees.

Keywords: Bolts; building assemblies; building components; building
constructions; framing wood; improved nails; mechanical fasteners;
mechanical fastenings; nails; screws; staples.
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1. Introduction

The present status of performance requirements for mechanical fasteners used in building may be indi-

cated by quoting from HUD' s 1970 "Guide Criteria for the Design and Evaluation of Operation Breakthrough

Housing Systems" (1)^: Buildings should perform "without failure of the elements or any structural con-
nection thereto; . . . inserts and hangers should not fail and/or damage structural elements to which they are

attached; . . . .connections shall have a fire resistance equal to or greater than that of any member framing

into them." According to these "Criteria", ceiling fasteners must support twice the service live load and
five times the dead load because of the long-term loading. All other fasteners must support twice the dead
load and twice the service live load. Service loads on installed systems include residual erection and in-

stallation stresses, temperature stresses, impact, and other dynamic loads. Failure is defined as a sudden
locally increased curvature, major spal ling, or structural collapse; inability to resist further load increase;

increase in deflection of no less than the maximum allowable deflection under service load conditions oc-
curring during any 10-min. period after application of the superimposed load without increase in the applied
load.

Whereas the performance concept for buildings and its elements covers a multitude of aspects, in gen-
eral, mechanical fasteners need to perform only as well as the fastened and fastening elements with the one
long-term loading exception indicated above. This overall provision includes all aspects with reference to

the building elements. Yet, mechanical fastener?, can introduce a number of other aspects which are usually

not given consideration in the performance concept for the building elements.

The successful use of mechanical fasteners is usually taken for granted in most performance specifica-

tions. The fasteners are expected to perform satisfactorily from every viewpoint, whereas the fastened ele-

ment is given a critical going over in the specifications. In the light of this, the pitfalls of mechanical fas-

tener systems, rather than their advantages, are emphasized in the following paragraphs in order to warn the

unwary.

2. Selection of Mechanica I Fasteners

2. 1. Availability

If the required mechanical fastener is described in detail in a building specification, this fastener may
be representative of only one type of a large number which could meet the specific performance require-

ments. Therefore, it is desirable to leave specifications open for the use of any fastener performing satis-

factorily under given conditions. This stipulation is important because of the fact that the local trade is

usually not in a position to stock all the mechanical fasteners available. This is especially the case in fields

where a large number of fastener types and sizes exists which could perform satisfactorily.

Indeed, fasteners are often selected in the light of their immediate availability. Whereas a fastener

one quarter of an inch longer than necessary, probably is more expensive than one of minimum length, the

ready availability of the slightly longer fastener may result in overall in-place savings. Therefore, its use

should be allowed provided the longer fastener does not introduce significant disadvantages, such as a dan-
ger of handling the fastened item with its nail points protruding, thereby providing a safety hazard.

Thus, it may be practical, in many instances, to accept a compromise in fastener selection because of

availability. This is especially desirable since the number of fasteners to choose from can be large, with

some of them possibly being non-stock items, that is, only manufactured on specific demand. Stock items

can usually be supplied at lower cost than non-stock items, except in the instance of a specific demand for

large quantities.

2.2. Versatility

In many instances it is desirable to use identical mechanical fasteners for as many applications as pos-

sible, instead of the most satisfactory fastener for each application, even if the total cost of all fasteners

Figures in parentheses indicate the literature references at end of this paper.
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i used might be higher. Reductions in the ordering, shipping, storage, and handling costs can make a single
' versatile fastener, when in place, less expensive than a number of special fasteners each of which is mosi

suitable and most economical for a given applications.

This became evident in the case of the V.P.I. Demonstration House (2), where the use of 33 different

I

nails (fig. 1) was specified. Some of the fasteners could have been readily replaced by others among those

specified and, thus, the number of fastener types and sizes could have been reduced considerably. Yet,

one of the purposes of the Demonstration House was to show that there is a most suitable fastener for each
assembly job.

Such a reduction in types and sizes of fasteners by the versatile use of a minimum number of fastener

types and sizes (fig. 2) was accomplished for the construction of the Tech Motel (3) as a result of the use of

simplified construction procedures and the replacement of several fasteners by a single fastener. Perfor-

mance-type building specifications, in contrast to descriptive item-per-item specifications, should lead to

such a desirable reduction in fastener selection.

2.3. Applicability

All fasteners have to be located and placed when and where they are needed. They have to be select-

ed also on the basis of availability of the tools with which the fasteners are to be installed, be it in the pre-

fabricator's plant or at the building site, for permanent or temporary tamper-proof use or for later disman-

tling under given conditions, for use in corrosion-protected or corrosive environments, etc.

Thus, a nail must provide satisfactory drivabi lity; and a slightly different nail may be selected if it is

to be driven with a hand-hammer or by an automated nailing machine. In the case of plastic-polymer

coated nails and staples, these fasteners have to be driven at a fast rate to develop the frictional heat re-

quired to polymerize the coating and, thus, to provide a bond between fastener and surrounding material.

Hence, machine driving at a rapid rate is a basic requirement for the satisfactory performance of these

coated fasteners; and hammer-driving or repetitive impact driving are not acceptable.

If available space, a given location and/or circumstances do not allow hammer or machine driving of a
nail, a fastener may have to be chosen which can be inserted without such tools, e.g., by using pop rivets

pr powder-driven pins or studs. If a nail, pin or stud is to be driven through and/or into hard materials,

such as dense wood or steel, the fastener to be used has to be tough and may be a hardened-steel (heat-

treated and tempered) nail, in order to prevent buckling during driving. In the fastening to relatively thin

sheet-metal and steel members and components, the use of self-dri I ling non-hardened screws can result in

effective and efficient fastening; whereas in the fastening to thicker steel members and components, self-

drilling hardened-steel screws need to be used, which can be drilled effectively and efficiently even
through g-in. steel.

In certain applications, where access to the far side of a member is not feasible and all handling and/or
Hghtening of a fastener has to be accomplished from one side, the fastener may have to be driven or inserted
rrom one side to transfer loads in single or multiple shear. The use of a single fastener for the transfer of

loads in multiple shear can, of course, be considerably more economical than that of multiple fasteners in

;ingle shear, particularly since fewer fasteners need to be handled and driven or inserted and greater shear
:

orces can be transmitted in a given joint area by fasteners in multiple shear than by fasteners in single

hear.

Also, a fastener with a special head may have to be chosen to discourage, or make practically impos-
ible, any tampering with the fastener; and again different fastener heads may be selected to allow later

ightening of the joint and/or subsequent dismantling of the structure with or without special tools.

Furthermore, the fastener has to be installed in such a way that the fastened and fastening members are
lot spoiled, cracked, split or delaminated excessively. The selection of the fastener type, shank, point,

md head is often influenced by the need to eliminate or minimize such deficiencies.

.! 3

In short, fastener applicabi lity can be a prime criterion in fastener selection. Issuance of performance
pecifications can automatically eliminate the selection of such fasteners which cannot be located and
laced efficiently under given conditions.
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2.4. Physical Properties

Fasteners need to have such physical properties as to perform satisfactorily for the intended purpose un-
der prevailing conditions.

If too short, the fasteners may not penetrate sufficiently deep to transmit the forces satisfactorily into

the member. If too long, the fastener points may have to be clinched to eliminate hazards of handling; or

the fastener head may back out and protrude from the surface of the nailed member as a result of the drying

of insufficiently seasoned lumber, which usually is wetter inside than outside and may shrink more than is

permissible along the nail shank penetrating into the wet part of the piece.

If too heavy, the stout fastener may require predri I ling to prevent splitting. If too light, the slender

fastener may not offer satisfactory drivability into dense material; or such a fastener may not provide suffi-

cient contact area with the surrounding material to prevent excessive deformation or crushing of that ma-
terial during shear-load transmission.

If too pointed, the long nail point may act as a wedge during driving and split the lumber. If too blunt,

the short-pointed or pointless nail may shear the fibers excessively during its insertion.

If provided with too large a head, the fastener may be too conspicuous. If provided with too small a

head, the head pull-through resistance may be lower than the shank withdrawal resistance, whereas both

performance properties should be similar under idealized conditions.

If provided without a fillet between head and shank, the nail head may break off during driving. If

provided with too large a fillet, the head may not be driven flush with the surface of brittle materials.

If provided with too thick a head rim, excessive crushing of the material below the nail head may be
necessary in the flush driving of such a nail. If provided with too thin a head rim, the nail head may be de-
formed during hammer driving.

If square wire is twisted or a round wire is pulled, prior to the cutting, through a rotating die with a
square-shaped orifice, the fastener, usually having not a round but a roundish head, is helically fluted from

head to point, thus, without the desirable clearance below the head. If the fastener shank is threaded an-
nularly, its root diameter is smaller than the wire diameter, resulting in a minimum cross -sectional shank

area which provides minimum resistance to bending and shear forces. Yet, such a fastener can provide max -

imum withdrawal resistance if driven into side-grain lumber, since the wood fibers are forced to glide over

the thread crests into the spaces between the thread flanks and the fastener can be withdrawn only if the

wood fibers are sheared off by the thread crests.

If the fastener shank is provided with helical threads having a small lead angle, the cross-sectional area

can be uniform along the shank; a particular advantage if the fastener is to transmit high bending and shear

forces. If the fastener shank is provided with helical threads having a large lead angle, the cross-sectional

area along the shank is uniform and the fastener turns during driving, thereby forming a helical thread in the

wood surrounding the fastener shank. The withdrawal resistance of such a nail is limited by the frictional

resistance required to screw the fastener out of the fastening material; and/or the shear resistance of the ma-
terial along the helical threads crests.

In brief, that fastener has to be chosen whose physical properties can fulfill given performance require-

ments.

2.5. Mechanical Properties

The performance of fasteners used in building construction is critical in providing structural integrity.

The forces normally encountered are bending or single or multiple shear forces, head pull-through and shank

withdrawal forces, and various combinations of all as a result of eccentric loadings. Therefore, the fastener

has to provide in addition to satisfactory drivability, that is, buckling resistance in the instance of nails

and insertabi lity in the instance of pronged and toothed connector plates adequate resistance to static

and/or impact bending and shear forces as well as head pull-through and shank withdrawal forces.

If friction between the fastener and ihe surrounding material solely provides the resistance to the latter

forces, the friction offered depends to a considerable extent on the elasticity and density of the fastened

materials on the one hand and the shape, contact area, and roughness of the fastener surface on the other
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hand. The shape of the fastener can be reinforced by providing the shank with longitudinal wedge-shaped

flanks, and by twisting, fluting or threading it. Its surface area and roughness can be increased by etching,

barbing, twisting, fluting, and annular or helical threading the nail to such an extent that the frictional re-

sistance is supplemented by the shear resistance of the material penetrating into the cavities of the deform3d

shape.

By increasing the resistance to axial forces as a result of rolling annular threads onto the shank, the re-

sistance to bending and shear forces is decreased because the thread root diameter is smaller than the wire

or shank diameter. On the other hand, by rolling helical threads onto the shank, the cross-sectional area

of the threaded shank is equal to that of the non-threaded part of the shcnk, that is, of the wire or shank

diameter. Therefore, the resistance to bending and shear forces of the helically threaded shank may be

equal to or even greater than that of the plain shank because of work-hardening resulting from the threading

operation.

The bending and shear resistance of a steel fastener may also be increased by hardening, that is, heat-

treating and tempering the fastener. On the other hand, the transmission of bending and shear forces by

! the fastened and fastening materials may be increased only if these forces can be transmitted deeper into

these materials as a result of the higher stiffness of the hardened fastener at high flexural deformations.

Thus, more effective joints can be obtained by the use of hardened-steel fasteners which can often be
more slender than equivalent non-hardened fasteners especially if a larger number of such slender fas-

teners can be located in a given joint area.

In contrast, the relatively soft copper and aluminum nails offer, of course, considerably smaller resis-

tance to bending and shear forces than the non-hardened and hardened steel nails of same diameter.

2.6. Rigidity

Fastener rigidity, hence, joint rigidity, can be considerably influenced by the fastener material and
fastener diameter. Soft copper and aluminum nails are more pliable than steel nails; and low-carbon steel

nails are more pliable than medium-carbon steel ("stiff-stock") nails and hardened -steel nails at high flex-

jral deformations. Since hardened nails can be smaller, usually one gauge smaller, in diameter, than non-
nardened steel nails and since wood joints with a larger number of nails of smaller diameter can be more rigid

than wood joints with a smaller number of nails of larger diameter, the use of hardened -steel nails can result

ji in nailed wood joints of maximum rigidity and stiffness.

High joint rigidity is required for rigid and semi-rigid structures as well as for such structures where an
apparent lack of stiffness can cause discomfort to the occupants and users of the structure. Therefore, struc-

tures can often be up-graded by improving the structural rigidity of the joints, namely, by selecting the most
•igid fasteners suitable under given conditions. Yet, such fasteners must not be brittle, but are to be tough,

ince brittle fasteners can fail during driving or forceful insertion as well as during load transmission and,
especially, during the transmission of impact loads.

2.7. Damping Capacity

Highly ductile materials offer high damping capacity to impact and shock. The use of brittle fastener

n such materials could be disasterous because such fasteners could not compensate for the ductility of such
naterials. On the other hand, tough ductile fasteners, such as properly hardened steel nails, can provide

ougher joints than regular low-carbon and medium-carbon steel (stiff-stock) nails and hardened -steel nails

vhich are hardened improperly, hence, either too soft or too brittle.

Therefore, wherever high damping capacity is a requirement, the use of properly hardened steel fasten-

ers can result in greater impact resistance and shock absorbtion, both of which are highly desirable espe-
ially in earthquake regions.

I

2.8. Compatibility

Compatibility with the environment may require the use of corrosion-resistant or non-corrosive fasteners,

jailure to perform satisfactorily under corrosive conditions may result in slight or heavy corrosion of the fas-

ener. Even if the corrosion takes place only along the fastener surface, and i; of minimal influence on the

astener performance yet, possibly enhances the fastener performance as a result of the roughening of the
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fastener surface the corrosion by-product can cause chemical deterioration of the material surrounding
the fastener in the presence of free moisture. Therefore, fastener corrosion has to be minimized and appro-
priate fasteners should be specified on a performance basis.

In the fastening of certain metals or dissimilar metals, a steel fastener without any corrosion protection

may, under given conditions, perform fully satisfactorily; whereas, under other conditions, it may have to

be electro-plated and, under more severe conditions, it may have to be galvanized. Instead of being made
of steel, the fastener may have to be made of copper, aluminum, brass, bronze, stainless steel, Monel or

other alloys or plastics

Present research indicates that the coating of metal fasteners with certain plastics can provide satisfac-

tory insulation of the fastener, hence, corrosion resistance; therefore, full compatibility with dissimilar met-
als. Such plastic coatings can also be effective in preventing condensation, hence, discolorations and rust

spots, where the fastener can serve as a conductor of heat and cold in material acting as an insulator. The
introduction of such coatings appears to be promising and justified for use under adverse conditions.

Compatibility with esthetic requirements can be another performance criterion of major importance.
Hiding the fastener by countersinking and puttying of the nail hole, camouflaging it by discrete color-

coating, or accentuating its appearance by contrasting color-coating or with a plastic overlay head can
solve otherwise difficult esthetic problems.

2.9. Reliability

Since heat-treating and tempering of fasteners are, practically speaking, more an art than a science, it

is possible that the heat-treated fasteners, or some of these fasteners in a lot, are too soft, too brittle, or

not as tough as they are expected to be. Standard test methods for nails having been established (4, 5, 6).

Therefore, it behooves the manufacturer of hardened -steel nails to test his nails prior to their release, in

order to eliminate the use of unsatisfactory hardened -steel nails and the dangers involved as a result of their

use. Vice versa, the user of hardened-steel fasteners should either require submission of a certificate by the

fastener manufacturer as to their satisfactory performance or have these fasteners tested prior to their use.

Several types of performance tests have been used with which the ductility and pliability of nails can be
determined (6). The selection of any of these tests and their performance can result in representative, re-

liable, and comparable test data within a series of alike tests; but not necessarily in directly comparable
test data within a series of different tests in the light of the different nature of these tests. Performance
criteria for certain non-hardened and hardened medium-carbon steel nails are being developed (7), to allow
detection of too soft or too brittle nails prior to their use and, thus, to eliminate their use in assembly and
construction. Similar test procedures and performance criteria need to be developed for other fasteners be-
fore full reliance can be placed on performance requirements for all mechanical fasteners used in building

construction.

Fasteners transmitting bending and shear forces may continue to deform with the passage of time if over-

loaded. Similarly, the material surrounding the fastener is likely to continue to deform after fastener pene-
tration with the passage of time if excessive loads are transmitted by the fastener. Such creep can lead to

excessive deformation of the joint and excessive defleciion and/or distortion of the structural component or

structure. Therefore, it is necessary to select fasteners of such sizes which reduce such creep to the permissi-

ble minimum.

Wood shrinks and swells with changes in moisture content as a result of changes in the relative humidity

of the surroundings; whereas the metal fastener is not undergoing such changes under these conditions.

Therefore, ihe fastener is likely to protrude backward if it is not driven all the way through the fastening

material. To reduce such backward movement and the resulting nail-head protrusion to a minimum, the nail

should extend through the fastening material if this is feasible; the nail should be provided with an effective

annular thread or helical thread with small lead angle; and the nail should not penetrate into the wet inner

cere of the lumber, that is, be as short as possible and still provide satisfactory holding power, if the lumber

is not fully seasoned.

In the instance of repetitive changes in temperature, even if minimal, the metal fastener being a good
conductor, changes its length rapidly; whereas the surrounding material, such as wood being a good insula-

tor, may change its depth along the fastener shank slowly, if at all. As a result of such repetitive infinites-

imal small or large changes in the fastener length, the nail head, and especially the head of a nail fastening

metal roofing, can back out (fig. 3), if the recommendations presented in the previous paragraph have not

been followed.
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The metal fastener, being a good conductor of heat, can in the instance of a fire conduct excessive

heat beyond the surface of the fastened and fastening members and, thus, cause deterioration of the fastened

and fastening materials along the fastener shank, thereby reducing the performance of the fastener and that

of the joint. To prevent excessive reduction in performance and provide the required fire resistivity, the

fastener may have to be longer and possibly heavier than necessary otherwise.

With the fastener penetrating the fastened and, in certain instances, the fastening members, barriers

for the infiltration of liquids and gases may be broken by the fastener, especially by a bolt in an over-size

hole. Under given conditions, such penetration can be serious and will have iobeavoided by the incorpor-

ation of sealing devices. They may be elastic washers under the fastener heads and/or deformations along

the fastener shank and head, which serve such a purpose.

Multiple fasteners which are ductile and inserted tightly, such as nails driven without predrilling or into

:
under-size holes, may transmit shear loads rather uniformly. On the other hand, multiple fasteners which
are rigid and inserted into predrilled over-size holes, such as bolts, or into pre-drilled grooves, such as

split-ring connectors, may transmit shear loads non-uniformly . If the design load per fastener is reduced

sufficiently to take care of such discrepancies as is the case in the "National Design Specification for

Stress-Grade Lumber and Its Fastenings" no consideration has to be given to this non-uniformity in load

transmission by certain multiple fasteners. When introducing new fasteners, however, they may have to be

tested in joints with single as well as multiple fasteners in order to be able to predict their performance and
to establish performance criteria valid for single as well as multiple fasteners.

2. 10. Maintenance and Repair

The selection of the fastener should be influenced by considerations which minimize the maintenance
cost of the whole structure. If steel nails rust through a paint coat, the esthetically unacceptable rust spots

may call for repainting of the whole building. On the other hand, corrosion-resistant and non-corrosive

fasteners, instead of plain steel fasteners, could probably have been used initially at a negligible increase

in the total construction cost. Too little emphasis is usually given to such considerations, in order to mini-
mize initial costs, even if the long-range costs are out of the world in comparison to the otherwise nominal
increase in initial costs.

ill

'

Repair and alterations may require removal of members and components. If assembled with the highly

effective threaded hardened -steel nails, such removal may not be feasible without destruction except in the

instance of the use of such helically threaded nails with slotted heads or double heads which allow easy nail

removal. The use of fasteners with special heads requiring special tools for removal can be justified at times

to minimize the danger of unauthorized removal.

3. Testing for Performance Evaluation

Rarely is it possible to base the actual performance of mechanical fasteners and mechanically fastened

oints solely on measurement to be used in analytical computations. The empirical approach is usually re-

Iuired at least in initial attempts to predict fastener and joint performance. The empirical methods include

iort and long-time experiences gathered with the fasteners and assembled joints as well as full-scale testing

>f the fasteners and joints, simulating actual field conditions.

Standard test procedures have been and are being developed by research laboratories involved in the

esting of mechanical fasteners and joints assembled with mechanical fasteners, often under the auspices of

he American Society for Testing and Materials (6). Close adherence to these methods is suggested in order
o obtain as comparable test data as is feasible.

Such testing is possible if the fasteners can be made available for testing in order to predict their per-
Drmance and that of the joints assembled with these fasteners. Yet, only too often, hand-made or simu-
3ted production samples are only available especially if the study covers new types of fasteners, the per-
ormance of which needs to be predicted in order to determine their marketability and in-place economy,
he limitations of testing fastener samples, which do not represent mass-production samples, cannot be em-
hasized too much.

In the testing for performance evaluation, consideration has to be given to the many variables normally
ncountered in the field. Average test values can be misleading and typical samples need to be evaluated
om every viewpoint applicable in the particular case under consideration.
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To illuminate this point, it is most difficult, yet highly desirable under given conditions, -to determine
the effectiveness of a joint which represents the interface between two deflected and/or distorted structural

elements representing parts of a structure under design load. Test data obtained for the joint of non-deformed
members may be quite different from those for the deformed members in the light of the effects of superim-
posed loads resulting, e.g., from eccentricity.

Whereas it is desirable to arrive at design values from simplified test data for fasteners and joints assem-
bled with these fasteners, performance requirements for these fasteners and joints need to give full consider-

ation to such situations as are or may be encountered in the field.

4. Performance Criteria

All aspects covering applicable conditions must be scrutinized in arriving at performance criteria. It

is recognized that far from all the information is available which is required to establish such criteria in the

mechanical fastening in building construction. Yet, test criteria being developed for mechanical fasteners

in related fields should make it possible to confirm eventually such assumptions as are being made at this

time to bridge the present gap of knowledge. Thus, performance criteria being secured for stiff-stock and
hardened-steel nails used in the assembly of wooden pallets (7) will throw light on the performance of simi-

lar nails used in building construction and, thus, justify the establishment of performance criteria for these

fasteners in building construction.

While the time may not be around as yet to base the selection of mechanical fasteners and joints assem-
bled with these fasteners solely on performance criteria, activities under way suggest that the opportunity

will exist in the not too distant future to design with performance criteria in mind.

In the light of the fact that the negative side of the use of mechanical fastener systems is stressed in the

previous paragraphs, it appears to be appropriate to emphasize their principal advantages over other fasten-

ing systems:

The highly elastic, tough, readily available, usually relatively inexpen-

sive, mechanical fasteners transmit forces from fastened member to fastening

member by penetrating these members. Thus, loads are transferred from member
cross-section to member cross -section, rather than from member surface to mem-
ber surface. Such load transfers can result in highly effective, elastic, tough

joints of relatively high damping capacity. These joints cause structures assem-
bled with these fasteners to resist expected as well as unforeseen forces better

than any other joints in common use today.
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Fig. 1 The 33 nails and 2 alternative nails used for the
erection of the V.P.I. Demonstration House during 1955.

Fig. 2 The 19 nails used for Fig. 3 Protrusion of helically
the erection of the Tech threaded nail from sheet-metal
Motel in Blacksburg, Virginia, roof of V.P.I. Animal
during 1961. Husbandry Barn.
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Performance Criteria for Composites in Building

Albert G. H. Dietz
Professor of Building Engineering

Department of Architecture
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Composite materials for building are mainly parti-
culate, fibrous, or laminar. Examples are to be found
in buildings in various parts of the world. Performance
criteria are especially pertinent because composites are
frequently put together to meet specific situations

.

Great care is needed to make sure that the criteria
accurately reflect requirements. A statement of perfor-
mance criteria is of little value, unless the actual
performance of a composite building component can be
tested. Some tests are equally applicable to composites
and to other materials, but others are specific for
composites. They include, for example, the character
of the bonds among constituents; the fire behavior of a
composite, especially penetration, flamespread, and
smoke evolution; the combined mechanical behavior; and
durability. New types of tests, such as ultrasonic eval-
uation of bond, are needed in many instances. Standard
tests may require adaptation for evaluation of composites.

Dans la construction, les materiaux composites sont prin-
cipalement formes de particules, de fibres ou de stratifies. Des

exemples en sont visibles dans differentes parties du monde. Les
criteres de performance sont ici particulierement pertinents etant
donne que ces materiaux sont frequemment assembles afin de satisfaire
des besoins specifiques. Un enonce des criteres de performance est
de peu de valeur, a. moins que la performance reelle d'un composant
de construction composite puisse etre estimee. Certains essais sont
egalement applicables aux materiaux composites et a d'autres
materiaux, mais d'autres sont specifiques aux composites. lis

portent, par exemple, sur le caractere des liaisons entre cons-
tituants , la tenue au feu globale d'un materiau composite, le com-

portement mecanique complexe et la durability. De nouveaux essais,
comme 1' evaluation aux ultra-sons de la liaison, sont necessaires
dans plusieurs cas . Les essais normalises peuvent reclamer une
certaine adaptation pour 1' evaluation des materiaux composites.

Key words: Classes of composites; composites for building;

evaluation; performance criteria; performance statement.
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1 . Introduction

Performance criteria, rather than prescriptive specifications, are in
many ways peculiarly fitting for composite materials and composite structures
in building because composites are likely to be put together to meet sets of
performance requirements.

The requirements for different buildings in different environments, for
different sociological and economic purposes, can be greatly different, and
no generalizations for all buildings are possible. They must be drawn up
with care for the specific situation, under such constraints as may be imposed
by codes and regulations which may, themselves, be performance-oriented.

2. Classes of Composites for Building

Before considering performance criteria, it will be well to review the
reasons for using composite materials in building and the types employed. As
is true of other fields, it frequently happens that a combination of materials
a composite—has combined properties not obtainable in the components acting
alone, and that composites either provide behavior not to be found in simple
single-phase materials, or can provide it more efficiently or at lower cost.

Principal classes of composites employed in building are: [l]"*"

Particulate: particles embedded in a continuous matrix.

Fibrous: reinforcing fibers embedded in a continuous matrix.

Laminar: layers of material bonded together and possibly impregnated by
a bonding medium. A special case is the structural sandwich, consisting of
two facings of relatively thin, hard, dense, strong, stiff materials combined
with a relatively thick, light, less strong, less stiff core.

3. Examples

3.1. London [2]

An outstanding and almost unique example of performance specifications
leading to the use of a composite panel for building purposes is the case of
high-rise flats or apartment buildings for the Greater London Council (fig. 1)

In connection with these buildings, the Greater London Council decided to use
industrialized components to the fullest possible extent and to employ perfor-
mance rather than prescriptive specifications. The cladding panels on outside
walls of the buildings were selected for especial treatment.

Instead of specifying materials, the following performance requirements
were laid down:

1. Ability to withstand 20 psf uniform load, equivalent to approximately
80 mph winds. Allowable deflections were specified, together with
percent immediate recovery after load removal.

Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of
this paper.
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2. An overall heat transmission coefficient, U, not greater than

(0.20 Btu hr" 1 ft"
2 deg

-1
F)

3. An average acoustical attenuation factor of 35 decibels.

4. Self-extinguishing , under flamespread test, utilizing the British
fire test tower.

5. At least one hour resistance to fire penetration.

6. Minimum weight, to reduce the amount of supporting structural steel,
and to reduce foundations in relatively poor soil.

7. Minimum thickness, to increase the usable floor space.

8. Minimum maintenance over the expected life of the building. No speci-
fic materials were prescribed.

From the foregoing stipulations, a composite panel emerged after consi-
rable research and development. It had the following composition:

1. One story high (approximately 2.7m) (9'-0") by 2m (6 '-8") wide.

2. A press-molded outer shell of random glass fiber reinforced polyester,
2.3mm (0.09") thick, heavily loaded with mineral filler, to obtain
self-extinguishing characteristics

.

3. A baked-on titanum dioxide pigmented polyurethane exterior finish on
the shell to provide the minimum maintenance called for. The finish
is expected to be durable in the London atmosphere, polluted with
urban industrial gases , but not unduly strong in ultra-violet
radiation

.

4. A filling, approximately 75 to 10 0mm (3" to 4") thick, of lightweight
wire-reinforced foamed concrete weighing approximately 2 5 pcf, cast
into the shell. A flexible bond layer of epoxy and urethane was
designed to hold shell and core together but to allow for differential
movement caused by temperature fluctuation.

5. An inner facing, applied after the core had cured and dried, consist-
ing of 13mm (1/2 in.) thickness of gypsum reinforced with wire and
asbestos fiber. The facing was bonded to the core with a layer of
bitumen which also acted as a vapor barrier.

This factory-produced composite panel met all the requirements. It was
^proximately one-third as thick as standard masonry walls and weighed approx-
lately 15 to 20 percent as much as conventional masonry or standard precast
mcrete panels. Six panels could be preassembled to the supporting steel and

• rected quickly as a unit. For the volume of panels projected, the combination
ide if. speed of erection, reduced weight of supporting frame, and reduced founda-

on resulted in an in-place cost estimated to be competitive with or less
ian conventional construction in those high-rise buildings.

,telj

3.2. Boston

In Boston, the outer walls of a twelve-story building are faced with
ory-high, 75mm (3 in.) thick sandwich panels consisting of a polyurethane
am core approximately 25mm (1 in.) thick surrounded by particulate composite
cings of silica sand and other mineral aggregates in a matrix of polyester
sin, faced on one side with exposed stone aggregate (fig. 2) . This is a
ncrete based on resin instead of portland cement. Facings are reinforced
th a heavy woven glass fiber fabric; the whole panel has steel reinforcing
rs interspersed at edges and strategic internal points such as around
enings . The 75mm (3 in.) thick composite panels are lighter and thinner
|an standard stone masonry or precast concrete faced wall construction, but
at the wind-loading, thermal, acoustical, and fire requirements.
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3.3. Dwellings

In various places throughout the world, prototypes and production models
of dwelling houses employing glass-fiber reinforced plastics shells, combined
with other materials, are being produced. In each case, it is the combination
of materials, usually in a composite structure, that meets the performance
requirements. Similarly, molded fixtures such as combined bathtub with
surrounding walls, made of fibrous composites faced with a thin layer of ther-
moformed plastic sheet, are making their appearance. Again, it is the com-
bination of materials that meets the performance requirements.

4 . Performance Statement

The Greater London Council panels illustrate the application of perfor-
mance requirements in the selection of a combination of materials to perform
a given task. Evidently, requirements must be drawn up with considerable
care to make sure that the resulting product will provide the performance
actually wanted in service, i.e., that the statement of performance require-
ments accurately reflects the service demands. In the case of the London
panels, several performance requirements were set forth specifically and
several in general terms. Specific requirements covered wind load, thermal
transmission, acoustical attenuation, and fire. General requirements per-
tained to weight, thickness, and maintenance. Accompanying these physical
statements were drawings which set forth dimensions and exterior contours
of panels with and without windows, thereby establishing the sculptural pat-
tern of the building wall but not color and texture. These came from the
choice of white pigments in a baked-on coating for maximum durability, resul-
ting in a white glossy finish. The total catalog of performance requirements,
therefore, was a combination of written and graphical statements.

5 . Testing

It has been pointed out, notably in the conferences of the Building
Research Advisory Board, BRAB, on the Performance Concept in Building, that a
statement of performance requirements is relatively meaningless and sterile
unless the actual performance of a component resulting from such stipulations
can be checked by test. In the case of composite materials, this can be par-
ticularly difficult because not only must the properties of the constituent
materials be checked, but their behavior in situ in the composite, their
interactions with each other, and the overall behavior of the composite must
be ascertained.

Some tests are broadly applicable to composite and non-composite mater-
ials. A loading test on a building panel, for example, is essentially the
same for all kinds of panels. A thermal transmission test, an acoustical at-
tenuation test, a flamespread test, and a fire penetration test are essentiall
the same, no matter what the composition, even though the behavior of the unit
is obviously influenced by its constituents.

Other tests depend strongly upon composite behavior. For example, a
tensile or bending test on a block of cast polyester resin does not accurately
forecast how that same resin will behave in a fibrous composite consisting of
flass fibers embedded in the polyester. The composite must be tested, and a
special test or test speciman may be required.

The flamespread and fire penetration characteristics of a polyester con-
crete cannot be foretold by fire tests of the polyester by itself. The tests
must be performed on the composite.
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The soundness of adhesive bonds is particularly important in the behavior
bf laminates of all kinds, including sandwiches. It is also important in fi-
brous and particulate composites. Such bonds must be tested in situ, preferably
py non-destructive means. Pioneering work in ultrasonics, reported to ASTM
[3], has led to a variety of non-destructive ultrasonic bond testers, but much
still remains to be done, especially in non-planar composites such as fibrous
knd particulate. Similarly, porosity, percentage composition of composites,
md distribution of components materials in a composite are all important in
aetermining their behavior, and non-destructive tests are needed. These tests
Necessarily must be performed on the composite, not separately on the consti-
tuents .

Several features of composites for building and the performance require-
ments for them are worthy of special note. Among them are dimensional stabi-
.ity, some aspects of fire, and durability.

6 . Dimensional Stability

Differences in expansion and contraction with changes in temperature,
oisture content, or stress, can cause internal strains leading to warping,
owing, twisting, buckling, and dimpling of surfaces in a composite material,
nterfacial stresses can be severe, as, for example, in the bond lines of

;aminar composites, and at the interfaces of particles or fibers and surround-
ng matrices. These are especially marked where abrupt changes occur, as at
he ends of fibers if these are not tapered, and wherever differences in
"astic moduli and other elastic constants of adjacent materials are large,

is quite commonly the case. An example is the structural sandwich used
the outside wall of a building. The thin exterior facing undergoes appre-

Lably greater changes in temperature than does most of the core, but the
ter part of the core changes more than the inner part, and the inner facing
y change little, if at all, in a temperature-controlled indoor environment,
le sandwich, as a whole, tends to bow or curl, i.e., to become convex or
Dncave with dimensional change. Both shear and tensile stresses are induced
lich may result in failure and delamination in the bond line or in the weakest
nmponent, such as the core.

Performance requirements can be written to limit the amount of bowing,
ipping, and other dimensional changes that will be tolerated. Such require-
;nts must be realistic and recognize that some changes are inevitable with
.1 materials available for building, but with realistic values established,
te producer of a composite panel can select his materials and combinations
i meet the conditions. The designer, in turn, in collaboration with the
.terials specialist, can select configurations, such as curved rather than
at surfaces, that accommodate dimensional changes without being evident or
ading to distress.

all|l 7. Fire

Although fire requirements for composites should be essentially the
me as for any other components or materials that perform the same function,

... .mposites may present some aspects that call for careful attention in the
jf Sitting up of performance requirements. For example, if surface flamespread

the overriding consideration, a composite can be put together that has the
oropriate surface characteristics. If fire penetration resistance is the
iterion, then a different combination of materials will be needed. If, as
often the case, flamespread and penetration are both important, still
Dther combination may be required.

Table 1 gives a few selected values of flamespread, fuel, and smoke
)lution, showing the considerable spread obtained with various compositions,
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Performance criteria evidently must be written with the requirements of any
specific application in mind. Smoke evolution figures do not distinguish
among the constituents of the smoke, whether noxious, toxic, or otherwise.

Perhaps the most serious lack in many current specifications has to do
with smoke and toxic or noxious gas evolution. Various classes of surfaces
have quite specific flamespread restrictions, but the requirements are silent
with respect to smoke and toxic or noxious gases. This may be a reflection
of a lack of consensus, and of dissatisfaction with existing test methods,
but one result is that materials and composites have evolved that meet flame-
spread limitations, but frequently at the cost of increased smoke and toxic
or noxious gas evolution. Performance criteria are needed to cover these
points [5]. Fire officials are becoming increasingly concerned with smoke.
•Some cities have issued tentative smoke limitations. Table 2 summarizes a

few [ 5 ] .

8. Durability

Of all the attributes required of a building component, whether a compo-
site material or otherwise, long-time durability is often both the most impor-
tant and the most difficult to specify. It is also the most difficult to
measure and predict on the basis of short-time tests.

The London panels illustrate this point. Durability to outdoor exposure
was specified only in general terms, no specific numerical requirement could
well be set up. The baked-on pigmented coating on the press-molded glass-
fiber reinforced polyester shell was relied upon to furnish resistance to
weather. Because the shell was there, a lightweight concrete foam, not
weather-resistant, could be employed to provide the low U-factor, most of
the acoustical attenuation, and resistance to fire penetration. The reinforced
gypsum inner face was relied upon to provide durability against the general
wear and tear of indoor occupancy which the somewhat friable concrete foam
core would not withstand.

Performance requirements for durability must be carefully formulated.
What is important: color retention, loss of gloss, permeability, erosion,
corrosion, decay, wear resistance, texture, resistance to vibration, retention
of thermal or acoustical characteristics or both, or what combinations of
these? Can recoating or other regeneration be expected or tolerated from
time to time? All of these considerations, as set forth in performance re-
quirements, have a bearing on the combination of materials in a composite to
meet them.

The BRAB point respecting the importance of tests to validate perfor-
mance is especially pertinent here. Short- time tests to predict long-time
performance are especially needed for composites, because it is not generally
sufficient to test the component materials, it is the behavior of the com-
posite that needs to be ascertained, and this may be quite different from
that of the components by themselves. The need for reliable short-time tests
to predict long-time behavior is not restricted to composites, but in many
ways, it is peculiarly urgent, especially if the objective is to meet perfor-
mance requirements.
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Table 1. Flamespread Tests (ASTM E-84)

lass-fiber reinforced plastics

Underwriters' Laboratories [4] Smoke
Flamespread Fuel Evolution

65 over 500
25 250
55-70 1 0-1 s r\ xrcs y son

20 300

65 10 (~\T/p y son

75 J- D over 500

20 860

17 if. n/ D u

17 920
h 200 64 123

zilyester Concrete

(Manufacturer's Data)
3 0 55

Table 2. End Points on Smoke Density
(ASTM E-84)

Classification

uilding Code Class A Class B Class C
(or I) (or II) (or III)

an Francisco 25 200 450
hiladelphia 225

;jew York
b
City 25 50 100

ichigan 50 125 200
2xas c 25 75 200

Applies to interior finishes in exits, corridors, and institutional
occupancies

.

Applies to interior finishes in school buildings

.

\pplies to floor coverings in nursing and convalescent homes In certain
conditions, intermediate levels are established at 60, 100, 150, and
175.
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Fig. 1 High-rise Flats for Greater London Council. Wall
Panels are Sandwich Composites Combining Several
Materials to Meet Performance Requirements.
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Boston, (a) End Wall; (b) Rear Wall with Windows;
(c) Wall Panel, Consisting of Particulate Polyester
Concrete Facings on Polyurethane Core.
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Basic Problems and Conditions
of Long Term Performance

of Materials and Structures

Oldfich Valenta

Faculty of Civil and Structural Engineering

Technical University Prague

Appropriate choice of materials for structures of all

sorts must be based on their properties and long term per-

formance in specified conditions of their application. Be-

sides the main mechanical physical factors, factors con-

cerned with the pore system in relation to the possibility

of water or gas penetration must be considered as basic pro-

perties in the study of long term behaviour of any material

in natural weathering or other conditions. Actual state of-

standards concerned with humidity and water permeability

of materials is analysed. Absorption, permeability and ca-

pillary elevation are considered as the main characteristics

of materials.

Absorption test - its purpose and methods are discussed

in the light of the mechanics and kinetics of water penetrat-

ing into a porous body. Some standards British, Russian,

American and Czechoslovak are then quoted and analysed as to

their interpretation and compliance with the need to describe

the pore system effectively. The need of scientific base of

such tests is stressed.

Permeability test - its purpose and methods are given with

special emphasis to the need of providing us with the co-

efficient of permeability. British, Russian, German and Cze-

choslovak standards for testing are then surveyed from this

poiit of view.

Capillary elevation test in relation to the importance of the

capillary elevation head is analysed and Czechoslovak stan-

dards are quoted.

Mechanics and kinetics of water permeation into materials,
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its factors and their determination are considered as to their

effect and importance for their performance in structures.

Both steady and unsteady flow of water are considered in re-

lation to the determination of the coefficient of permeability.

Capillary properties of the pore system should be provided by

test. The importance of these characteristics for the analyses

of tests as well as of practical cases is then stressed by

cases of practical application.

Le choix approprie des materiaux de constructions de tout genre doit
se fonder sur leurs proprietes et sur leur performance a long terme dans
les conditions particulieres de leur application. A cote des principaux
facteurs mecaniques et physiques, on doit considerer, dans les systemes de
pores, les facteurs ayand trait a la capacite de penetration par l'eau et

les gaz comme essentiels pour 1' etude de la performance a long terme de
n'importe quel materiau expose aux intemperies naturelles ou a d'autres
conditions. On analyse ensuite l'etat present des normes relatives a

l'humidite et a la permeabilite des materiaux. L ' absorption, la perme-
abilite et le capillarite sont considerees comme les caracteristiques
principales des materiaux.
Essai d ' absorption : but et methodes font l'objet d'une analyse a la

lumiere de la mecanique et de la cinetique de la penetration de l'eau
dans un corps poreux. Des normes britanniques

,
russes, americaines et

tchecoslovaques sont citees et analysees en regard de leur interpretation
et de leur conformite a la necessite de decrire le systeme de pores
ef f icacement . Le besoin d'une base scientif ique pour de tels essais
est souligne.
Essai de permeabilite: but et methodes sont donnes en inarquant le besoin
d'un coefficient de permeabilite. Les normes d'essai britanniques, russes,
allemandes et tchecoslovaques sont passees en revue sous cet aspect.
Essai de capillarite en relation avec 1' importance de la hauteur d' ascension
capillaire de l'eau. Les normes tchecoslovaques sont citees.

Les facteurs mecaniques et cinetiques de la penetration de l'eau dans

les materiaux sont consideres et evalues en rapport avec leur effet et leur
importance quant a la performance de ces materiaux dans les constructions.
Pour etablir le coefficient de permeabilite on considere aussi bien
l'ecoulement d'eau permanent que l'ecoulement transitoire. Les proprietes
capillaires du systeme de pores devraient etre evaluees par des essais.
Des cas d ' application pratique demontrent 1' importance de ces caracteris-
tiques dans 1' analyse des essais, ainsi que dans les applications pratiques.

Key words: Capillary elevation (head); coefficient of per-

meability; kinetics of deterioration; open pores; steady and

unsteady flow; tests of absorption, permeability and capillary

elevation.
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1, Introduction

Technically effective and e conomicallong term performance of all

engineering structures is becoming a decisive factor in the selection of

available, appropriate, or optimum structural systems and materials. This

lecision must be based on perfect knowledge of mechanical, physical, and

ihemical properties of materials and their development under conditions of

heir expected long term use. External conditions or environment are deter-

dned mainly by climate and soil (with either natural or artificial, under-

ground water) or manufacturing processes as in industrial buildings (sto-

ages or processes) and/or in agriculture.

The long term performance of structures results from the original

tate and properties of the structure and materials, and from the changes

nd deteriorations of these original properties by external agents.

The choice of suitable materials or combination of materials in any

tructure has to be based on the careful consideration of its performance

iven by:

a) supporting all sorts of loads followed by strains, deformations

and fissures,

b) transmission of heat and sound followed by deformations, strains

and eventual rupture,

c) penetration of liquids or gases through the pore® with

- volume changes and strains,

- changes of physical and mechanical properties,

- all sorts of deterioration based on the presence of water and

chemical agents (frost, leaching out, crystallization of salts

etc. )

•

For any comprehensive study, and especially forecast of the final

'feet on the material behaviour, and for the design of structures and their

ements, appropriate basic properties of the material have to be considered

igether with the mechanics and kinetics of processes in specified and well-

efined conditions.

I

Natural weathering conditions differ greatly even at the same location,

jld their long term effect - to be considered in design - has to be anti-

ipated and based on:
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a) basic mechanical and physical properties of materials (provided

by tests)

,

b) theoretical analysis of the mechanics and kinetics of the deterio-

rating processes,

c) the results of appropriate accelerated tests,

d) the evaluation of external conditions anticipated during the life-

time of the structure.

Actually there is no exact procedure which deals with this complicated

problem. However, the scientific access to the problem, especially its kine-

tics, provides us with the most reliable means. The penetration of water or

gas into pore-system is at the very base of this problem.

2. Actual state of standards concerned with humidity and water

permeability of materials

The nature and extent of the system of open continuous pores (communi-

cating with the surface) in engineering materials is of basic importance in

the behaviour of any such material especially in structures exposed to ex-

ternal conditions. In case of intermittent exposure to water it is important

for the depth of water penetration as well as for the relative humidity of

the material. In case of permanent exposure it is important for the effect-

ive seepage of water through such a material.

As far as penetration of water is concerned - the specifications or

standards should consider and specify appropriate methods of testing for:

absorption, permeability, and capillary elevation of water in materials.

Generally speaking, all the methods of testing applied still are em-

pirical in nature and while giving a quite good means for comparison do not

determine the physical characteristics necessary for any comprehensive in-

terpretation of tests and for design. Physical characteristics are necessary

for appropriate study of processes dependent on water penetration and its

kinetics, as well as for the rational design of structures.

2.1 Absorption tests

This test is very attractive primarily because of its simplicity and

is used practically in every country although in different arrangements and

with different test procedures (Fig.l.).
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The purpose of the absorption test is to determine the volume of

rater-accessible pores under small water-head. This is important especially

'or assessing thermal properties and the durability of materials.

Water penetrates into open capillary systems of pores by capillary

orces (capillary elevation h
Q

- for materials wetted by water) and by

ydrostatic pressure C^x)* Meanwhile the air is forced out by water to

ither other areas inside the specimen body or out of it (if under partial

mmersion). Under these conditions, which depend on the size of specimen,

he penetration of water is not uniform and any comprehensive interpretation

jf results is difficult, especially when the depth of penetration is not

nown. Further difficulty is given by the fact that the total hydraulic

ead (h
r

= h
Q

+ hx ) is not known exactly.

Generally, measured absorption is expressed by increase in weight of

jtie specimen either for a limited ( defined) time, or for absorption to "con-

tant" weight.

The results of tests have only relative, comparative value - in re-

ation to other such tests - with no possibility to derive physical character-

sties of the pore system accessible to water. The reliability of the volume

f accessible pores (either absolute or relative) thus measured is con-

itioned on the possibility of air escape. Vacuum treatment before immersion

ight help to improve the results from this point of view.

For the possibility of water permeability factors determination by

nese tests, the kinetics of absorption (permeation of water) has to be

scertained [1, 3]\ The British method of water absorption test after 10

Lnutes and 24 hours of submersion represents a step forward. This absorption

lould not exceed 2,5% after 10 minutes and 6,5% after 24 hours. For a homo-

jneous material and the possibility of free penetration of water into the

Jterial, with no counter-pressure of enclosed air, this relation is given

l Table 1.

Table 1. Relative depths of water penetration into a poreous

material.

inutes 10 40 90 160 250 360
elative. depth
r weight increase) 1 2 3 4 5 '5 12

hrs)

Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of paper.
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When the test specimen is small and there is no path for the escape

of enclosed air in front of the penetrating water tests have shown that the

rate of penetration is reduced as well as the resulting depth. Even in this

case the relative increase in weight is dependent on the size of the specimen

and no physical characteristic such as the coefficient of permeability k

may be estimated without knowing the depth of penetration and size of the

specimen. For this reason, special test specimens are used with great ad-

vantage where:

a) the air can escape from the specimen,

b) the depth of penetration may be measured even during the test

without the necessity to break up the specimen before the end of

test, (Fig. 2.)

c) the mean coefficient of permeability k may be calculated as

well as other characteristics,

d) the homogeneity of the specimen may be assessed and characterized.

Survey of some standards

British Standards

BS 1881/1970 Methods of testing hardened concrete - introduced the

test for determining the initial surface absorption of concrete in addition

to the normal test for water absorption by complete immersion of the spe-

cimen in water. The first case gives the rate of flow of water into concrete

at the start, when the air can escape from the sample on its opposite face.

In the second case, - normal test for water absorption - only the weight in-

crease is stated, after correction for the size of specimen (length of a

75 mm core). The thin surface layer of concrete is generally affected some-

how by external conditions (drying, carbonation etc.) - and cannot be

taken as valid for the whole thickness or depth.

Several British Standards aa

:

BS 368/1956 - Precast concrete flags,

BS 1308/1957 - Concrete street lighting columns,

BS 340/1963 - Precast concrete curbs, channels, edgings and quadrants,

BS 556/1966 - Concrete cylindrical pipes and fittings,

apply the criterium of maximum 10 minute and 24 hour absorption of water

of 2,5% and 6,5% by weight respectively. For homogeneous materials, these

figures have no meaningful proportion. Weight increase without the corres-

ponding depth of penetration does not describe the pore system sufficiently.

Russian Standards

GOST 12730/1967 leads to the relative quantity of water (weight)
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jbsorbed by a specimen submerged gradually by 30 mm so that the water level

overs the specimen by 10 mm after 3 hours' time. The weight is measured

very 24 hours up to a constant weight (AG max. - 0,2% G
Q

) . The water pe-
: etrates into the specimen mainly by capillary forces with the possibility

pr the air escaping only partly before the complete submersion.

American Standards

ASTM describes absorption tests for different construction materials

^tural and artificial (natural stone, aggregates, bricks, pipes, tiles,

Usonry units etc. - C97, C121, C127, C128, C67, C112, C301, C140, C497).

jsnerally the weight increase after a period (24 hrp, 40 hrs) of full

hmersion is stated. Boiling is aloo applied for removing air from the

pes.

Czechoslovak Standards

CSN 731316/68 Determination of humidity, absorption and capillary

levation in concrete. The specimens are submerged gradually starting with

cm of water so that the water level covers the specimen by 1,0 cm after

hours time. The absorption of water is given by weight increase in per-
1 nt. The weight is measured every 24 hrs up to the constant weight

te \

> Owing to the laws of water penetration, especially its kinetics, the

> -iisults of such tests have no precise physical character and may serve only

ir comparison with other materials. They have only empirical value with-
s" it any possibility to make any interpretation as to basic physical pro-

rties of the pore system.

Although such empirical tests play an important role in the simple,

fective, and rapid control of materials in fabrication, pits and quarries,

on the building site, they cannot help in the development, research,

»t*)|fl specialized design of materials and structures where the penetration of

Iter or water vapor (permeability), and durability in aggressive conditions

ter je of primary or great importance from the point of view of long term per-

e rmance of materials and structures.

9-

Especially in very complicated, very severe, and hazardous conditions,

9 in case of required long term effective service (control of humidity)

jfl durability in external aggressive conditions, it is necessary to base

jective judgements not only on accelerated tests, but necessarily also

! basic properties of materials and the mechanics especially kinetics of

sic processes.



On the other hand it i9 practically impossible to make any comparison
of tests and of practical results between different countries. Besides
special comparison methods - which could be introduced, although with some
difficulties - methods of testing leading to exact physical characteristics
may help a great deal in leading the way to organized and concentrated effort
of all nations in technical progress and its economical attainment.

In spite of these discrepancies, the kinetics of gradual water pene-
tration into concrete or other material may be a good guide for selection
of appropriate materials, especially when the form and size of specimen is

well defined and the waterhead is given.

2.2 Permeability test

The main purpose of this test is in the determination of the coeffi-

cient of permeability, k, necessary for any exact control of a material in

relation to the requirements considered in the design. On the other hand
the coefficient of permeability, k, of a material considered by the designer

should be based on preliminary tests.

Methods of test based either on unsteady or steady flow of water

through materials with a continuous system of pores may be applied. (Fig. 3.)

The unsteady flow may be classified also as undirectional absorption of

water with the possibility of enclosed air escaping on the opposite face

of the material. This case occurs in practice in cases of one-sided expo-

sure to water (tiles, slabs etc.). Under long term exposure to water, the

state of unsteady flow converts into the steady state of flow which is

normally applied for laboratory methods of testing materials' permeability

to water. This method may be applied only to fine-grained materials and

small thickness of specimen.

Without speaking about the factors influencing the penetration of watei

through the pores in the material, it is important to have the possibility

of calculating the coefficient of permeability k as the characteristic

of the material from the point of view of water permeability. Not all

methods lead to this important characteristic.

Survey of some standards

British Standards

BS 473,550 : 1967 - for concrete roofing tiles and fittings - describes

a method of testing under a water head of 20 cm and states that at the end
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jf 24 hours the amount of water flowing into or through the tiles shall not

exceed:

Owing to the fact that the depth of penetration (Fig. 3.) is not

jieasured during the test - this method can lead to the coefficient of per-

aeability only for steady flow of water through the tile.

Appropriate values of the permeability coefficient k based on the

Specifications for cast or reconstructed stone state maximum rates

if penetration in cm /cm /sec. of water after 5 minutes, 1,2 and 24 hours.

ussian Standards

DST 4800/59 Concrete for hydraulic structures is based on the unsteady flow

f water through a sample (cylinder or core 0 15 cm, h = 15 cm) with the

„ater head increasing every 8 hours by 1 kp/cm^ (Fig. 4.). The water penetrates

rom the bottom. The permeability of concrete is given by the water-head

pr which the water penetrated through the sample. Even for this case of

complicated water-head loading, it is possible to calculate the appropriate

efficient of permeability k. This possibility is not considered by the

)ST itself.

trman Standards

.N 1048/68 is based on the unsteady flow of water through cylindrical

ncrete samples, the dimensions of which depend on the maximum size of

;gregate. The water penetrates from the top of the sample. The time and

e water-head (Fig.4») are registered up to the moment of water penetration,

ter the test, the specimen is broken to get a picture of the water-line,

e coefficient of permeability k is not considered.

echoslovak Standards

N 73 13 21 /68 is based on the unsteady flow of water as the Russian and

rman Standards, and with a different water-head load regime (Fig. 4.), but

actically the same criterium for the degree of "impermeability". The

ter-line on the broken surface of the sample is given in the report, but

e coefficient of permeability k is not considered.

0,00126 cnr/min/sq.in or 0,00063 cnr/min/sq. in.

J
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2.3 Capillary elevation test

Capillary elevation of water in building materials and walls is of

great importance especially from the point of view of long term performance

of buildings, especially houses. Capillary penetration of water into walls

make many old houses unhealthily damp, and cold due to the loss of heat in-

sulating properties, and creates conditions for frost and other damage. It

is important, too, to make appropriate and precise interpretations of ab-

sorption or permeability tests under low water-head, where the capillary

elevation head h
Q

is of great relative importance (Fig. 1,2). The test

should lead to this value h
Q

and thus provide the possibility of precise

and correct interpretation of test results, and with correct values of the

permeability coefficient k necessary for any design purposes. Only very

few examples of standards for this test may be given.

Czechoslovak Standards

CSN 73 13 16 /68 is based on increasing weight of concrete test specimen

immersed by its base in water (1 cm). The weight is measured at intervals

eventually up to 28 days - and if possible the capillary elevation h
Q

also is given.

Without correct interpretation, especially of the capillary elevation

h
Q

at precise intervals, reliable results necessary for correct application

especially for long term behaviour of materials exposed to the possibility

of capillary effects of water, cannot be obtained.

3. Mechanics and kinetics of water permeation into materials,

its factors and their determination

The presence of water in open pores of a material in structures,

especially in case of severe exposure, has generally an ill effect on its

properties and long term behaviour. The variation of the water content has,

therefore, to be analysed in relation to important or decisive external

effects, either unfavourable or aggressive. Any instantaneous state of

water content is the result of successive water gains and losses. The kine-

tics of both these phenomena should be at the base of any thorough study.

The v/ater gain generally has a deleterious effect on the behaviour of a

material (lost insulating property/, frost action, action of aggressive

salts). This state makes the kinetics of water penetration into the system

of open pores and through such pores most important.
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Two cases must be considered:

a) unsteady flow of water through a poreous body. This is the most frequent

case of water penetrating into concrete from its surface. The water-head

is generally constant, but the depth of penetration and therefore the

rate of water absorption varies with time.

to) steady flow of water through a poreous body as through walls of galeries,

tunels etc. This flow is generally preceeded by unsteady flow before the

water penetrates through the whole thickness.

For both cases, it is necessary to know the coefficient of permeability

in the Darcy 's law:

hr
v = k . i = k . _

(1)

here: hr
- effective water head

x - depth of water penetration.

All the laboratory tests of permeability should lead to this physical

haracteristic for open continuous pore- systems necessary for studies and

Sesign.

n the case of unsteady state of flow:

r 2
v = k • , dx = v • dt, x = 2 k hr t and

x

x2

k = (2)
2 hrt

or any h
r , x and t have to be measured for the calculation of k.

i the ca3e of steady state of flow:

hr Q hr
v = k • ——

, q = f • v, = k • and
1 f 1

k = — (3)
f- hr
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where q - water flow per sec,

f - flow section,

1 - thickness of specimen.

Different experimental arrangements are possible for the test so that

the coefficient of permeability k can be obtained from the results. This

is valid also for the case of a more complicated regime of test as shown

in Fig. 4, where only the corresponding time t and depth of water pene-

tration x are given.

A further step to increase the reliability of test results and the

determination of the physical characteristics of the pore-system is given

by the determination of capillary properties of the pore system. From the

point of view of water penetration they can be well described by capillary

elevation h
Q . Owing ta the very complicated character of the pore system,

h
Q
has a rather statistical meaning and is represented by capillary elevation

after a very long period (Fig. 5.). Capillary elevation h
Q

is a very im-

portant part of the effective water-head: hr
= h

Q
+ h (Fig.l) especially

in cases of low real water-head h as in the case of absorption tests.

On the base of these theoretical relations shown elsewhere / 3 / the

modified absorption test (Fig. 2.) was introduced and applied for the de-

termination of the coefficient of permeability k on specimens providing

for the escape of air and for the possibility to observe continuously

throughout the test the depth of water penetration on 2 faces of the spe-

cimen which were provided with transparent, impermeable films. This method

of measuring the depth of water permeation may be applied also to the test

of unidirectional permeability in the unsteady state of flow. These and

other details were also shown elsewhere / 5 /.

It is important both for the practice (design) and for research to

base our analysis on physical laws and characteristics. For this possibility,

therefore, especially the laboratory teste have to be arranged properly so

that determination of such characteristics can be accomplished.

Consistent application of even simple laws for the penetration of

water (or vapor) through materials provides the possibility of better under-

standing and interpretation of tests, and when applied to practical problems,

the possibility of reliably based specialized design of structures for

factors other than load.

The kinetics of water penetration into materials is the first and

probably most important step in the scientific study of deterioration

kinetics by many aggressive factors (especially in underground structures).



On the basis of the characteristics of the continuous pore system we

have the possibility of calculating how long it will take before the water

penetrates through a wall of an underground structure, and what will be the

rate of water percolation. On the other hand, for a given admissible inflow

of water the appropriate impermeability (coefficient of permeability k)

of the material and its thickness can be specified and designed.

In case of aggressive waters, an objective idea can be gained as to

the extent of long term deterioration by aggressive factors that can pene-

trate into the material with water. This is the first step of any objective

svaluation of long term deteriorating effects on materials of structures.
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Fig. 1 Normal (standard) absorption test
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Fig. 3 Steady and unsteady flow of water through continuous
pores of material
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Fig. 5 Capillary elevation of water in poreous material
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Pore Properties in the Evaluation of Materials

J. M. Haynes
School of Chemistry, University of Bristol

Bristol, England

Tenho Sneck
The State Institute for Technical Research

Otaniemi, Finland

Many technologically-important materials are porous, and
can be characterised by such pore parameters as porosity, spe-
cific surface and pore size distribution. The pore structure of

such materials often plays a dominant role in controlling their

useful properties. Attention is therefore drawn to some of the

difficulties to be encountered in performance evaluation of such
materials, when measured pore parameters have to be taken into

account.

De nombreux materiaux techniquement importants sont poreux
et peuvent etre caracterises par des parametres de pores comme la

porosite, la surface specifique et la morphologie des pores. La
structure des pores de tels materiaux joue souvent un role dominant
pour le controle de leurs proprietes utiles. C'est pourquoi on
attire 1' attention sur certaines difficulties rencontrees dans

1' evaluation de tels materiaux quand les mesures des parametres
de pore doivent etre prises en consideration.

Key words: Materials; performance evaluation; pore size
distribution; porosity; specific surface.
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1. Introduction

1. 1 General remarks

According to the information given by the Advisory Group of RILEM to the meet-
ing of the Permanent Committee held in Lund in 1970 concerning the activities and
attitudes of RILEM towards application of the performance concept, the following

statement can be made:
The main activities of RILEM are to promote the acceptance of the materials

'science approach in performance evaluation. In this respect, the A. G. considers that

RILEM working groups should study the possibility of analyzing the connection between
the factors affecting an object in use and the properties of the object needed to satisfy

the demands of satisfactory service under given conditions.

This can be interpreted as an attempt to extend the work concerning the connec-
tion between performance characteristics and basic parameters of materials, products
and constructions. At the Bucharest meeting of the Permanent Committee in 1969,

a RILEM Committee concerned with the pore properties of materials was set up
according to these principles. The pore structure is of importance in the evaluation

of performance, as the porosity of a material affects most physical properties of the

material; in fact, some properties are almost totally determined by the porosity. As
the porosity in many cases is a characterising property of the material, the investi-

gation of this property can give much information on many other properties. There-
fore, it is very important to know

-how the pore properties may be investigated

-the reliability and limitations of these investigations

-the relations between the determined pore properties and other properties of the

material.

In terms of the levels given in reference [lf"> the RILEM-PM Committee is

working on the level of "internal structure" and using the results for the evaluation

of a material or product. This evaluation may in many cases concern higher levels,

as indicated in Table 5 of reference [1].

The committee has to list different pore porperties together with experimental
methods which give information about these properties. It is of great importance to

know the reliability and the advantages and disadvantages of the methods. The com-
mittee should collect earlier work where the porosity has been used to investigate

some other properties of a material. It would also be of interest to list problems
which could be investigated using porosity determinations.

The committee has started its work by making compilations of the quantities

and symbols for the description of pore properties and reviewing methods for the

determination of pore structure. Further, work on the use of pore structure deter-

minations for the evaluation of materials has started.

1.2 The performance concept

It is generally accepted today that the central point of performance thinking is

directed towards the fulfilment of the needs and demands of the intended use of a

material. Beyond this, however, definitions differ. Some stress the importance of

statements which are not tied to any particular system, product or material. Other_

1

Figures' in brackets indicate the literature references at end of this paper.
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definitions do not observe this distinction, but seek solutions which will optimize

service in practice.

Although such definitions are not necessarily contradictory, it might be prefer-

able, for the time being, to accept the performance concept simply as an idea and

method, without attempting to adhere to any very strict definition. From the point of

Iview of this paper, it is important to note that any structure, with its components
and materials, has to fulfil its functions under the action of many factors which arise

both from the use to which the structure is put, and from the environment in which

it is used. In this context, a knowledge of the pore structure, and its relationship to

the properties of a material, is of essential importance, and this is the aspect which

|we seek to stress here.

1.3. Pore properties in the evaluation of materials

The pore properties with which we are concerned are the fundamental parameters
>vhich describe the scale, extent and connectivity of the pore network in a porous
material.

The relevant evaluation techniques are founded, in the first instance, on quanti-

tative physical measurements of phenomena which may in turn be related by funda-

mental scientific principles to the appropriate pore properties. Since, however, the

orimary objective is to evaluate specific materials in relation to a given set of per-

brmance requirements, a further stage of interpretation is necessary. At this final

evel, we are concerned not so much with the fundamental pore properties themselves,
mt rather with their relationship with the performance characteristics of porous
materials. This relationship may be established by both theoretical and empirical
methods

.

To give an example, we may use such methods of measurement as pycnometry,
nercury penetration and gas adsorption to investigate the porosity, pore size distri-

>ution and specific surface of a sample of brick. The quantitative evaluation of the

tore properties from these measurements follows scientific principles which are, in

nost cases, well-established. To complete the evaluation of the brick, however, we
.eed to know how these pore properties are related to the strength and durability of

;
he brick, its thermal and acoustic transmission characteristics, the ease with which
ain-water will penetrate it, the capillary suction it will exert towards mortar joints

nd plaster renderings, and so on. These are the properties in whose terms the

lerformance requirement will be specified.

2. Determination of pore structure

2.1 Pore structure parameters

The most elementary property of a porous medium is the volume of the pore
pace, which, when expressed as a fraction of the total volume of the material, is

;rmed the porosity, £ :

V
g pores

v total

This may be further subdivided into open porosity (that which is accessible from
le outside) and closed porosity (such as totally enclosed gas bubbles).
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Also of importance in many respects is the surface area exposed by the pores
within unit volume (or mass) of the material, the specific surface, S.

The size of the pores is a most important property. In materials of common
interest, pore sizes may range between nanometres and millimetres; the relative

abundance of the various sizes may be expressed in the form of a pore size distri-

bution.

Clearly, for pores with a given geometry, the three parameters porosity, spe-
cific surface and pore size (or its distribution) are inter-related. For example, for

cylindrical pores of radius R:

SR
= 2

£

(with S on a unit volume basis).

For other geometries, the numerical factor takes other values, which are there-

fore an indication of pore shape.

In many applications, the total pore structure must be viewed as a three-dimen-
sional network, and its inter connectivity

,
denoting the manner in which pores of

various sizes are linked topologically , is a most important property (although it

certainly cannot be expressed by a single parameter).

Finally, in many natural media, the pores may lie in a preferred direction, in

which case the anisotropy of the pore structure is of importance.

2. 2 Experimental methods for studying pore structure

Methods by which the structural parameters mentioned in 2. 1 may be studied

experimentally have been reviewed in detail by Gregg and Sing [2] and will also be

the subject of a forthcoming publication of the RILEM/PM Committee. Here, we shall

merely indicate the more important methods used in Table 1.

Table 1. Experimental methods and structural parameters.

Experimental method Structural parameter

Pycnometry

Gas adsorption
Permeability

Mercury penetration

Capillary condensation

Porosity

Specific surface

Pore size distribution

Additionally, methods of direct visual (microscopic) examination of plane sections

of a material can be used to obtain information on the pore structure.
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Information on the remaining structural properties (pore shape, inter connectivity

and anisotropy) can, in certain circumstances, be inferred from combinations of the

measurements listed above.

3. External and internal factors

The paper on performance analysis submitted to this Symposium [2] describes an

analyzing technique which is based upon the matching of certain "external factors"

with various related "internal factors". The external factors reflect principally the

different human requirements and the various influences of the environment. The
internal factors are different properties of, and processes related to, the material.

A listing of the various external factors is helpful in identifying the necessary material

requirements. As we have already indicated, pore properties are highly relevant to

many of the internal factors.

Table 2 gives an illustration of this. It is based upon the philosophy of external

and internal factors as developed in reference [2]. The table contains a short list of

external factors, with examples of the corresponding internal factors, which are

;urther subdivided into processes and properties. Each of the properties listed as

nternal factors will be modified by the presence of pores in a material, and will

herefore be dependent in some way on the pore structural parameters discussed
Above. Although the list is by no means complete, it shows very clearly the broad
ield in which knowledge of pore properties can be useful in the evaluation of materials.

\n expanded version of this list is being prepared for the quidance of the RILEM/PM
3ommittee

.

4. Discussion

In seeking to relate the basic structural parameters of a porous medium to its

erformance, two approaches are possible, which we may call theoretical and
mpirical. In the theoretical approach, we may, for example, attempt to calculate

rom basic mechanical principles what would be the strength of a solid having a given

tore structure.

In the empirical approach, on the other hand, we would attempt to establish the

>rm of the strength/porosity relationship from experimental data representative of

range of materials.

The theoretical method is one of great difficulty, sometimes because of imperfect
iderstanding of the relevant theoretical principles, but always, additionally, because
the geometrical complexity of natural porous media. For this reason simplified

Models are frequently used to represent the real pore structure in more tractable

rms. The same simplification is often introduced in the derivation of pore structural

j.rameters from experimental measurements, and care should be taken to avoid the

e of incompatible or contradictory models at these two levels.

An example of the type of difficulty encountered by the theoretical approach is

en in the problem of calculating, from fundamental principles of mechanics, the

astic moduli of porous materials. This can be done if it is assumed that the pores

1
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have some simple shape, such as spherical [3], This assumption, which is necessary
for the calculation of the stress distribution in the solid, must often be incorrect. The
resulting equations have nevertheless received detailed experimental confirmation in at

least one case [4]. Alternatively, it can be assumed that the porous solid comprises
a sufficiently large number of small elements that its macroscopic behaviour approaches
that of a continuous and homogeneous solid [5], The detailed behaviour of individual

elements is still unknown, however, except in terms of the pore geometry.

Table 2. Examples of cases where pore properties influence the performance.

External factors Internal factors

Process Pr ope r ty

Water and moisture Water transfer

Swelling
^Ttt1

! t*i It i n aOll-L lllxvlilfci

Capilla rity

Permeability to water

Heat Heat transfer Thermal transport

c oeffi cient s

F r o s t
TP rpp7in nr

I L '. ' O I 1 L j 1 a Ul in. 1

Fire Ignition

U |J I vz: cL KJX 111 C

Thermal stability

X: J- -L C J. COlO LallCC

Air Air leakage Air permeability

Electricity Electrical conductivity

Sound Sound absorption

Sound reflection

Sound transmission

Light UV degradation Chemical stability

Optical properties

Chemicals C or r osion Resistance to chemicals

Impurities Liability to get dirty

Ease of cleaning

Human factors

Psychological Smoothness
Texture

The empirical approach, whilst appearing to be simpler, also may encounter

difficulties. These arise from the danger of attempting to describe a complex pore
structure in terms of simple parameters. As explained above, this frequently involves

the introduction of a model, which may fail to reflect, in its hypothetical parameters,
some important features of the real system. For example, the strength of a porous
medium may be disproportionately affected by the geometry of certain regions in the

structure, such as the points of contact between particles, which are not taken into

account in the model. These regions may be profoundly influenced by the method of

sample preparation (e.g. sintering, cold compaction). This may be the reason why



the empirical approach is in some cases unable to determine unequivocally whether

the strength/porosity relationship is linear or exponential [6] and [7].

The essential objective of both approaches is predictive: to enable us to extra-

polate from our experience of known materials and conditions. In addition, the theo-

retical approach seeks to gain some understanding of the properties of porous mate-
rials. There is much progress to be made in both fields.
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The Definition of a Low Intensity Fire*

D. Gross and J. B. Fang
Building Research Division

Institute for Applied Technology
National Bureau of Standards

Washington, D.C. 20234

A reproducible fire of low intensity may be used
for the realistic performance evaluation of interior
finish materials and of structural building elements.
The burning behavior of furniture and the contents of
wastebaskets are defined in terms of the rates of heat
release, heat transfer to the surrounding walls, and
heat losses by radiation and convection. Experimental
measurements of temperature and radiation levels
within a room are summarized for a variety of combus-
tible contents and mass loadings. Selected low
intensity fires have been examined for repeatability
and for potential use in evaluating fire safe require-
ments for interior finish materials in terms of the
spread of flame, generation of smoke and overall fire
growth pattern.

Un incendie de basse intensite reproductible peut etre utilise
pour 1' evaluation realiste de la performance des materiaux de
finition interieure. La facon de bruler de 1

' ameublement et du
contenu de corbeilles a papier et de barils de rebuts peut etre
definie en termes d'equilibre d'energie, impliquant la vitesse de
liberation de chaleur, le transfert de la chaleur aux murs
d' entourage et les pertes de chaleur par radiation et convection.
On resume, pour divers contenus combustibles et degres d' encombrement

,

les mesures experimentales de temperature et les niveaux de radiation
a l'interieur d'une piece. Des incendies de basse intensite
selectionnes ont ete examines pour leur possibility de reproduction
et utilises pour evaluer les exigences de tenue au feu des materiaux
de finition interieure en termes d* expansion des flammes, de
generation de fumee et de types d' expansion generale du feu.

Key words: Buildings; calorimetry; combustibility;
fire intensity; flame spread; furnishings; heat
rel ease; thermal radiation; wastebaskets.

"his project was supported in part by funds provided by the U.S. Department
>f Housing and Urban Development, and by the U.S. Army Natick Laboratories.
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1 . Introduction

Fires in buildings generally start small and grow in size. The fire
which begins in a wastebasket or piece of furniture may eventually involve
all other combustible items in an entire room or floor. The burning char-
acteristics of a fully involved room fire are generally represented by the
temperature time curve employed in the standard fire endurance test
(ASTM E119). This exposure is used to evaluate the ability of building com-
ponents to contain the further advance of fire and to remain structurally
stable. However, the typical small or initiating fire has not been ade-
quately delineated or standardized.

There are two main reasons for studying typical small fires which may
or may not grow to room size. First, there is a need for a realistic way
to evaluate the igni t ab ili ty , flame spread, and smoke generation properties
of interior finish materials used on walls, ceilings, and floors. Second,
there is a need to determine the effect of a relatively small localized
fire on the load-bearing capacity of structural components, such as light-
weight (sandwich) panels and unprotected metal columns or frames, as well
as air-supported structures, etc. Investigation of both these effects con-
tribute to more meaningful performance evaluation of materials and construc-
tions under conditions at the initiation of a fire.

The immediate objective of this study is to define the burning behavior
of minor (incidental or low-intensity) fires, such as those which occur in
metal and plastic wastepaper baskets and trash cans or in upholstered
furniture. The fire characteristics considered are the rate of burning
(weight loss) and heat release of the combustible, the temperatures of the
flames and hot gases produced, and the energy transferred by radiation and
convection to nearby surfaces.

2. Experimental Details

2.1 Test Room

Experiments were performed in a fire test room measuring 2.9m
(9 1/2 feet) by 3.2m (10 1/2 feet) by 2 . Am (8 feet) high. One (open) door
1.3m (4 feet, 2 inches) by 2.3m (7 feet, 9 inches) high was located in one
of the smaller compartment walls. The whole test compartment was situated
inside a large building, assuring draft-free conditions. Three compartment
walls and the ceiling were concrete, the fourth wall was 16mm (5/8 inch)
gypsum wallboard sprayed with an insulating vermiculite/gypsum plaster.

2.2 Instrumentation

Four copper disc calorimeters were mounted in an asbestos board holder
which was placed either at the rim of the wastebasket or at the top edge of
the upholstered chair back. These calorimeters measured the maximum rates
of total heat flux and were in direct contact with the flame during the
test. The 25mm (1 inch) diameter by 3mm (1/8 inch) thick discs had a

blackened front surface and a thermocouple attached at its center. The
rate of temperature rise of the disc is directly related to the incident
heat flux. A copper pan calorimeter, which had two attached thermocouples
to measure its rate of temperature rise, was constructed for determing the
rate of heat conducted downward to the floor underneath the wastebasket. A
copper disc calorimeter was placed on the floor beneath the upholstered
chair.

Thermal heat flow meters were installed on the wall surfaces to mea-
sure the magnitudes of heat flux through the walls. Radiometers facing the
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lames were employed to determine either the radiant flux or the total flux
lensity, a combination of convection and radiation. Temperatures of the
lume gas along the flame centerline above the wastebasket or chair and the
.ot gases at various locations within the compartment were measured by bare-
eaded chromel-alumel thermocouples made from 0.5mm (0.020 inch) diameter
ires. Additional thermocouples were separately fixed firmly to the outside
ateral wall of the wastebasket for measuring its surface temperatures dur-
ng the fire.

A load cell was used for continuously recording the rate of weight loss
f the burning combustibles.

2.3 Test Specimens

Wastebaskets of several sizes were studied. Of the six types of
alvanized or painted steel trash baskets used, five were of round cross-
ection, one was square. There was one type of large plastic wastebasket.
he combustibles were plasticized paper milk cartons, paper tissue, carbon
aper, paper towels, and kraft wrapping paper.

The chairs were upholstered in several types of fabrics and were padded
ither with cotton batting (overstuffed) or plastic foam cushioning. A
ypical test of an upholstered chair is illustrated in Figure 1.

Fire load density was defined as the weight of combustible per unit
ottom area of the wastebasket or chair. Table 1 summarizes the main vari-
bles for each test.

3. Test Procedure

For each wastebasket test, the wastebasket was filled to maximum capa-
ity (without compression) with the preweighed combustible contents. The
asket was then placed on the copper pan calorimeter. Ignition was started
? momentarily touching an open flame to the contents at the top of the
astebasket, at which time all recording instruments were turned on
imult aneous ly

.

For the upholstered chair tests, ignition was effected by using two
jthenamine "timed burning" tablets placed at the juncture of the seat
ishion and the chair back. The development and burning behavior of the
(perimental fire was recorded during each test.

4. Test Results

4.1 Wastebaskets

The rate of burning is the measured rate of weight loss expressed in
min , or percent of original weight per minute. The fuel consumption
ite, duration of burning, plume gas temperature and the rate of heat trans-
;r at the peak of the fire are presented in Table 1 for each test.

In the wastebasket tests there was a fairly rapid weight loss during
e early stages followed by a gradual decrease in the rate. This repre-
nts the gradual change from burning with unlimited combustion air at the
>p of the fuel bed to a condition of partially restricted air flow as the
:tive burning stage moved lower into the basket. It was established from
plicate tests that the rate of burning of wastebasket fires was fairly
peatable. Of the combustibles tested, plasticized paper milk cartons had
e highest rate of burning.
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The effect of fire load density on the average burning rate, expressed
in per cent /min . , is shown in Figure 2. This graph includes data from tests
with large and small wastebaskets including some tests on small plastic
wastebaskets not listed in Table I. The average relation for all steel
wastebasket test data can be represented by RD = 5 , where R=rate of burning,
in percent/min and D=f ire load density, in g/cm?-. Over the range studied,
the rate of burning, R' (g/min) was found to be generally proportional to
the bottom area of the wastebasket, A, and independent of the total combus-
tible load; thus R'=0.05A.

In these tests, the maximum measured temperatures of the hot gases
within the flame plume above the wastebasket varied from 700 to 1050 C

(1292 to 1922 F} with an average of approximately 860 C (1580 F) . The tem-
perature of air in the vicinity of the compartment ceiling generally ranged
from 100 to 400 C (212 to 752 F) at the peak of fires for all tests.

From the copper disc calorimeters, the maximum total heat transfer
from the flame to a surface tangent to the rim of the container varied from
0.6 to 5.3 W/cm2 (0.5 to 4.7 Btu/ft^ sec) with an average of about 2.3
W/cm^ (2.0 Btu/ft^ sec). This heat transfer rate, from flame gas to solid
surface through convection and radiation, is quite capable of producing the
ignition of adjacent combustible materials. The peak flux measured was at
a height of 22.9cm (9 inches) above the wastebasket and occurred about 2

minutes after ignition for most tests. The peak heat flux levels were
maintained for 1 to 3 minutes.

The experimental results indicate that the magnitude of peak heat flux
close to the flame plume is generally proportional to the rate of fuel
consumption. (For the milk cartons, the range in measured fuel consumption
rate was very limited.) An increase in fuel burning rate would undoubtedly
produce an increase in the flow of hot gases past the adjacent surface,
thereby yielding a higher rate of heat transfer to the surface through
forced convection. The milk cartons gave the highest incident flux values
and the paper tissues the least.

The spatial distribution of heat flux was obtained from readings of
windowless radiometers mounted on stands and placed parallel to the waste-
basket centerline at various distances from the wastebasket and at an eleva
tion of 10cm (4 inches) above the top edge of the container. It was noted
that at a short distance, 5 to 15cm (2 to 6 inches) away from the waste-
basket, radiation became the dominant mode of energy transport, comprising
approximately 70 percent of the total energy.

Measurements were made of the maximum rate of heat transmitted down-
ward to the floor underneath the container, the maximum radiant flux
emitted, and peak temperature attained by the container wall during each
test. The plastic container usually reached a higher temperature, ranging
from 600 to 800 C (1112 to 1472 F) at its lateral surface compared with the
measured temperature for a metal container of from 160 to 500 C (212 to
932 F) . The data indicate that the heat flux conducted to the floor and
the burning rate of combustibles inside a plastic wastebasket are signifi-
cantly higher that those from a fire in a metal container. These results
are expected since a considerable amount of heat was liberated from the
burning of the plastic container itself.

For both the wastebasket and upholstered chair fires, it was estimated
that 1 percent of the available heat energy was lost through the open door
by radiation and 2 percent by convection.
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,4.2 Chairs

In the upholstered chair tests, the data and burning behavior were more
iariable since the chairs were all of different weights and constructions
jfid had undergone varying degrees of wear and usage. Four of the five
tiairs burned completely in times ranging from 41 to 86 minutes. Excluding
he one chair, which only burned partially (due to the upholstery fabric),

|

;

pe maximum measured temperatures of the hot gases within the flame plume
pried from 460 to 1080 C (860 to 1976 F) , with an average of approximately
!p0 C (1472 F) . The maximum air temperature near the ceiling ranged from
&0 to 265 C (338 to 509 F) and the average temperature of air in the fire
mpartment generally increased 50 to 100 degrees C (90 to 180 degrees F)

.

le maximum total heat flux, which was measured with the copper disc calori-
aters mounted above and along the chairback, was found to range from 0.3
3 4.4 W/cm^ (0.26 to 3.9 Btu/ft 2 sec) with a mean value of 1.7 W/cm 2

1.5 Btu/ft sec). Tests with upholstered furniture are continuing.

Typical curves of plume gas temperature versus time for fires involving
single upholstered chair and a wastebasket are shown in Figure 3. The
BTM E119 Standard t emp e r at ur e- t ime curve was also plotted in the same
_gure for comparison. It can be seen that the temperature of the hot gases
^thin the flame plume increased rapidly during the early stage of a waste-
isket fire whereas the temperature rise from the upholstered chair fire
es limited during the extended period of gradual involvement. Both minor
.res were localized and had a relatively short duration of peak tempera-
ire; the temperature in the standard ASTM E119 test is applied to the
.tire surface of a wall or ceiling and increases continuously.

5 . Dis cussion

An incidental or low-intensity fire, as already defined, is of limited
ze, duration, and energy content. However, a low-intensity fire may
use ignition of adjacent combustibles or furnishings, or the combustible
terior finish materials on walls, ceiling or floor. The occurrence of
itical secondary ignitions depends upon the intensity and duration of the
cidental fire, and the properties and geometrical arrangement of the sub-
quently exposed surfaces.

A comparison between the severity of the standard fire endurance test
posure (for the corresponding burning period) and an incidental fire
volving a single large wastebasket or upholstered chair is indicated in
ble II.

An incidental fire started locally by a match undergoes an initial
age in which the fire spreads laterally, then a stage of rapid (maximum)
rning , followed by a deceleration stage generally associated with glowing
d little or no flaming. The duration of such a fire is short and some-
Bt indefinite. A fully involved fire on the other hand represents the
rning of fuel for a prolonged period.

6. Summary and Conclusions

Experimental and analytical studies are continuing in an effort to
-ine the burning characteristics of minor (incidental or low-intensity)
res. These tests are providing useful information for the performance
iluation of materials and constructions when exposed to fire. On the
is of data so far assembled, the following tentative conclusions may be
,iwn :
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1. Incidental fires may approach or exceed the
fully involved fire represented by ASTM
Standard E119 in terms of peak levels of
temperature and heat flux to adjacent
surfaces. However, these peak levels are
localized and exist for only short periods
of time. Over the local area involved, the
peak energy output per unit of floor area of
an incidental fire may be 80 to 100 percent
of the average for a fully involved fire.

2. A large wastebasket fire during a 20 minute
burning period may generate up to 2 percent
of the total energy and 5 percent of the
maximum rate of energy released compared to
heat from the contents of a room fully
involved in fire.

3. An upholstered chair fire during a 60 minute
burning period may generate up to 4 percent
of the total energy and 15 percent of the
maximum rate of energy release compared to a

fully involved room fire.
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SMALL WASTE BASKETS STEEL O PLASTIC •
LARGE WASTE BASKETS: STEEL D PLASTIC

FIRE LOAD DENSITY (D),

Figure 2 Effect of Fire Load Density on
Burning Rate

TIME, MINUTES

Figure 3 A Comparison of Time-Temperature
Curves
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ational Bureau of Standards Special Publication 361, Volume 1: Performance
oncept in Buildings; Proceedings of the Joint RILEM-AS TM-C I B Symposium, held
ay 2-5, 1972, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (Issued March 1972).

The Interaction Between Mortar and Masonry Units

as a Basis for Standards for Masonry Mortars

Tenho Sneck
The State Institute for Technical Research

Otaniemi, Finland

The paper describes a draft standard for masonry mortars
which is based on the application of the performance concept on

the "product" ( material) level. The approach is based upon a

statement that the solutions have to give optimal service, under
the action of the external factors. In this case, the object of the

analysis is fresh mortar. The most important external factor

affecting the mortar is the suction exerted by the masonry units.

The removal or non-removal of water has deciding effects on

the mortar joint as a whole. Therefore, the properties of the

mortar have to be matched to the properties of the unit. The
evaluation of the mortar is based on the interaction of the mor-
tar and the masonry unit. Testing methods and the general back-
ground of the evaluation are described. The final evaluation lies

in the hands of ah expert panel.

La communication decrit un projet de norme pour les mor tiers
de magonnerie, norme fondee sur l

1 application du concept de performance

au niveau du "produit" ( materiau) . On part du principe que les

solutions doivent operer de facon pour le moins satisfaisante sous

l'action des facteurs externes. Dans ce cas
,
1'objet de l'analyse

est le mortier frais. Le facteur externe le plus important qui

affecte le mortier est 1' absorption de vapeur d'eau par les unites
de magonnerie. Le deplacement ou 1' absence de deplacement d'eau
a des effets determinants sur le joint de mortier in toto. C'est
pourquoi les proprietes du mortier doivent etre assorties aux
proprieties de l'unite. L' evaluation du mortier est fondee sur
1' interaction du mortier et de l'unite de magonnerie. Les methodes
d'essais et la documentation generale de l'evaluation sont decrites.

L' evaluation finale est confiee a un comite d' experts.

Key words: Fresh mortar; interaction between masonry mortars and
units; mortar evaluation; mortar standard; masonry mortar; suction
of masonry unit; winter masonry.
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1. Introduction

In the paper on performance analysis [ 1 y- submitted to this Symposium, it is

stated that the performance concept can be applied to different levels of building.

The approach in that paper is based upon a statement that the solutions wanted
have to give us an optimal service in the conditions of use, e.g. , under the action

of different external factors.

Building mortars fall within the "product" level in the scheme (see also Table 1)

"Building elements" are made with the aid of mortars and masonry units, and this

level has also to be analysed. As the building elements form "parts of buildings"

(spaces), technical requirements have to be taken from this level, too. At the same
time the performance of a mortar is dependent upon the lower, more fundamental
levels

.

According to the results of the Delphi- study [2] performed within the RIL.EM
committee on "Performances of mortars and renderings", the most important level

for the evaluation is "product combination" (Table 1), e.g. , the interaction between
mortars and masonry units. This result is based on the estimation of the perform-
ance of fresh mortars. The suction of the masonry unit is the most important
external factor affecting the mortar. As most masonry mortars contain hydraulic

binders, the removal or non- removal of water has decided effects on the mortar
joint as a whole and also upon the bond. Therefore, the properties of the mortar
have to be matched to the properties of the masonry units, and the evaluation has to

be based upon the interaction between the mortar and the masonry unit. The results

of the Delphi- study are in agreement with this opinion.

The conventional approach where units meeting specification requirements are
combined with a mortar of a specified composition cannot always be the correct
way of solving the problems. Evaluation techniques have to be developed which give

more freedom and do not work against innovative approaches.

2. Draft standard for masonry mortars

2.1. General

The discussion below concerns a proposal for a new Finnish standard for

masonry mortars which is in preparation at the time of writing (December, 1971).

The draft is based upon work done within the Scandinavian Mortar Committee.

At the time being, there is no possibility of writing mortar standards which
are wholly based upon a performance approach. Therefore, the proposal is partly

conventional, partly performance based.

The task of the masonry mortar is to bind the building stones together in order

to form a firm and durable structure. Also aesthetic and economic requirements
must be met.

According to research and experience, the masonry requirements can in general

be reached when mortars meeting specification requirements are used. For

Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at end of this paper.
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conventional use certain lime, lime-cement and cement mortars are listed in the

'conventional" part of the standard.

The performance-oriented part of the standard is built around the fact stated

tbove that the suction of masonry units is the most important external factor which

iffects the fresh mortar, and especially the properties of the hardened mortar. The
suction varies depending on the water absorption of the unit, its rate and capillary

suction force. Water removal by the masonry unit and its consequences affect the

strength of the mortar bed as a whole and the properties of the boundary between the

masonry unit and the mortar. Shrinkage and swelling of the mortar and the masonry
init due to moisture change, and thermal movements also affect the quality of the

oint.

The aim of the standard is to give practical directives for the selection, prepa-

ation and use of mortars in central mixing facilities and at building sites. The per-

ormance-oriented part of the standard is believed to promote development and inno-

-ations

.

2. 2. Requirements and tests

The requirements on materials and products concern ingredients, and fresh and
ardened mortars. Table 2 lists the different items on mortars which are considered
n the standard. One part of the mortar requirements and tests concerns the fresh

mortar, some need tests where the mortar is investigated together with masonry
nits (bricks). In this case, particular masonry units may be used or, for general

urpose, the mortar may be tested together with the following masonry units:

Masonry unit with a small initial rate of absorption (I.R.A.) and a low suction

power - clay brick of the I.R.A. class 10.

Masonry unit with a high I.R.A. and a low suction power - clay brick of the

I.R.A. class 40.

Masonry unit with a low I.R.A. and a high suction power - sand-lime brick of

the I.R.A. class 10.

The I.R.A. classes are according to proposals for Finnish standards for bricks

: hd sand-lime bricks. The I.R.A. is expressed in grams/sq. dm/min.

Table 3 gives an example on the results obtained by this kind of tests. As can
e seen, the same mortar may become twice as strong when used in contact with

ifferent commercial products of the same type of masonry units.

It has to be kept in mind that many of the testing methods are in a stage of

evelopment, and it is often necessary to make the tests on a relative basis, which
leans that one has to compare the results with values obtained with "generally ac-

spted" older mortars. There are no possibilities to give definitive values for the

ssults of all tests.

2. 3. Winter masonry

Winter masonry forms a special example on the effects of the water content of

|e mortar during hardening. The low temperature is another factor affecting the

ortar. The frost damage is dependent upon the amount of water in the mortar
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during freezing. As the water removal from the mortar is of importance for masonry
work in cold weather, the interaction between the building stones in question and the

mortar have to be known before the working operations are started.

The results obtained in the Scandinavian countries [3] are in agreement that

winter masonry work can be conducted if at the time of freezing

-the water content of the mortar has been lowered enough by the suction of bricks, or

-the mortar has prehardened enough before freezing.

The third alternative - the mortar freezes immediately - is not generally rec-

ommended, as it might lead to excessive settling upon thawing.

The draft standard requires that masonry units can be accepted for winter

masonry if the water content of the mortar is diminished by suction of the masonry
unit before freezing to 6 % by weight.

2. 4. Evaluation and approval

The approval of a certain mortar, or a mortar/masonry unit combination has to

be applied for by presenting results of testing to a committee on masonry construc-

tions. This committee has to make decisions concerning the approval of the mortar.

The evaluation of the mortar is based upon determination of its workability

properties and performance-based testing of the mortar. The interaction between the

mortar and masonry units is regarded as the decisive factor. For instance, it has to

be proved by tests that a satisfactory bond and strength is achieved when the mortar
is used with a known masonry unit.

Besides the testing methods given in the standard, the committee may also

accept results obtained with other methods, if they can be proved to give reliable

results from the point of view of the performance of the construction.

For these reasons, it may be concluded that the final evaluation of a mortar is

based upon "judgment by experts".

In this case, the main factor affecting the performance of the mortar, is the

low temperature. If the water content of the mortar is low enough, or the strength

of the mortar is high enough, or the water freezes when the mortar is structureless,

damages due to the frost may be avoided.

3. Conclusions

The suction of the masonry units exert a decisive influence upon the fresh

mortar. The properties of the mortar /building stone combination and, hence, of the

masonry construction are determined by this interaction. Mortar and masonry stand-

ards may be built up according to this way of reasoning.
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Table 3. The tensile strength of lime- cement mortars hardened between two

types of sand- lime bricks.

jime- cement mortar Tensile strength N cm (psi)

Mime/cement/sand Sand-lime brick Ratio

y weight A B B/A

,C 20/80/400 70 (101.5) 120 (174) 1.7

tc 35/65/500 30 (43.5) 60
( 87) 2

,C 50/50/575 10 (14.5) 20
( 29) 2
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Table 1. The performance evaluation of masonry mortars may be based upon
research performed at different levels. In the Delphi- study [2] the

answers have been numbered from 7 to 1 with 7 = the most important
and 1 = the least important level. The means are given in the table.

1. 0 Building

2. 0 Part of building

4. 0 Building element (e.g. ,
wall)

6. 8
Product combination (e. j>. ,

masonry unit/mortar-

combination)

5. 8 Product (e.g.
,
masonry unit, mortar)

4. 5 Material (e.g., cement, lime, sand, admixtures)

3. 7
Internal structure (e. g. ,

chemical composition, pore

properties, cohesion)

Table 2. Properties and tests of fresh and hardened mortars.

Fresh mortar
Water separation

Stiffnes s

Stiffening

Workability

Air content

Water removal by building units

Stiffening under suction

Instant adhesion

Hardened mortar
Strength of mortar prisms
Strength of mortar prisms prepared between building units

Strength of mortar bed
Strength of 1/2 x l/2 -stone columns
Bond, tensile

Bond, shear
Water absorption

Pore size distribution

Efflorescence
Frost resistance
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National Bureau of Standards Special Publication 361, Volume 1: Performance
Concept in Buildings; Proceedings of the Joint RILEM-ASTM-C IB Symposium, held
lay 2-5, 1972, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (Issued March 1972).

A Performance Evaluation
of

Thin Bed Adhesive Mortar
in

Concrete Masonry Construction

L . A . Kuhlmann
The Dow Chemical Company
Midland, Michigan 48640

The rising cost of labor in recent years has prompted
the concrete block industry 'to develop new methods of build-
ing walls. Of the many techniques created, the concept
of gluing together dimensionally accurate concrete units
has been the most successful. For the past 10 years,
projects have been built with an adhesive mortar and

block, providing an arena for demonstrating the
performance characteristics of this concept. Both
physical properties from ASTM test methods and economics
from case histories prove that this concept is accept-
able and practical.

L' augmentation croissante des frais de main d'oeuvre dans

les dernieres annees a pousse l'industrie des blocs de beton a

developper de nouvelles methodes de construction de murs. Entre
les nombreuses techniques creees , le principe du collage d' unites
de beton de dimensions exactes s'est revele le plus fructueux.
Ces 10 dernieres annees, des projets de construction ont ete

realises avec du mortier adhesif et des blocs de marque "THREADLINE"

,

ce qui a procure un champ de demonstration des caracteristiques de
performance du procede. Les proprietes physiques evaluees par les

methodes d'essai ASTM, de meme que 1' enseignement economique fourni

par des cas reels, prouvent que cette technique est acceptable et

pratique.

Key words: Adhesives; concrete masonry; cost performance;

ground concrete block; mortar.

1. Introduction

The method of building walls with masonry has been relatively unchanged
nee its inception hundreds of years ago. Modest improvements have been
veloped over the years, but the basic tools of trowel, level and hammer
main. The mason of today lays block as his grandfather did years ago.
e block manufacturing process has improved dramatically in the past 50-60
ars, so much that the cost of a block has been relatively stable through
e years. Labor costs, on the other hand, have increased substantially, a
mbination of the old method with today's labor rates. Figure 1 illustrates
lis comparison of labor to materials costs over the past sixteen years.

.esearch and Development Engineer
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The dramatic increase of labor costs in this time period is convincing
evidence that the place to reduce finished wall costs is in labor rather than
materials. Since the mason's wages cannot be reduced, the concrete masonry
industry has been searching for ways to make him more efficient, i.e., ways
and means whereby he can lay more block per day without any additional work
effort. With lower-performance, lower-cost materials of construction con-
tinually gaining markets that were once concrete block, the entire masonry
industry is searching for improved ways to build their walls. How to produce
the same attractive, durable, fire-resistant walls at a competitive price in
today's construction market is a constant challenge.

2. Discussion

It is a recognized fact that the greater portion of a mason's block laying
time is spent leveling the block in the bed of mortar. As they are normally
manufactured, concrete block are not precise in their height dimension. The
bottom and four sides of the unit are smooth, molded surfaces, but the top is
relatively rough and uneven. Thus, when laid in a wall, the thick mortar
joint is required to compensate for the manufacture irregularities. If the
top and bottom surfaces (bed joint surfaces) could be made smooth and parallel,
the mortar joint thickness could be reduced, and the mason could simply lay
one block directly on top of the other and eliminate much of his time con-
suming, leveling operations.

Many solutions to this have been developed, but the one that provides
the most versatility at the lowest cost, with no sacrifice in properties, is
the thin bed adhesive mortar concept. By using a concrete masonry unit that
has its top and bottom surface ground smooth and parallel in a post-manufac-
turing grinding operation, the mason can simply lay one block on top the
other and build a plumb wall. By combining this ground block with a high
bond adhesive mortar, the output of the mason can be increased at least two-
fold, and result in a finished wall cost that is competitive with that of
other lower performance materials. Figures 2 and 3 show how the adhesive
mortar is applied.

A tradition-bound industry requires that a new concept be proven to
meet the requirements established by decades of experience and testing.
Time, as well as the laboratory, has proven the capabilities of conventional
sand and cement mortars. For such a radical technique as gluing to be
accepted, performance must be proven. Both the physical as well as the
economic properties must be established.

In 1963, The Dow Chemical Company began work on an adhesive mortar, 2

a four-component product which consists of latex, portland cement, and epoxy

.

When properly mixed and applied to the pround surfaces of a block, a mortar
joint in the wall less than one sixteenth of an inch thick results. Although
it is relatively thin, this joint is stronger than the block. Beginning with
small scale specimens and then full scale walls , data were accumulated which
demonstrated that high strength walls could , indeed , be built with this adhesive
The results of this testing will be discussed later.

The physical performance criteria for concrete masonry and conventional
mortar have been well established. Testing is constantly being conducted in

various laboratories across the country to gain more insight into the capa-
bilities of masonry and mortar. These tests, then, become the guide-lines
for codes regulating the construction of walls with these materials. They
also are the criteria for an adhesive mortar evaluation.

-

2

THREADLINE®, all adhesive mortar data reported in this paper were

obtained with this product.
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In tables 1, 2, and 3 are listed ASTM test results of walls and small
Bcale specimens built with conventional sand-cement mortar. These data are
i compilation of several sources spanning ten years of testing. (The sources
)f data and description of mortar types are. given at the end of this report.)
;t was felt that such a summary would be a meaningful- and representative sampl-
.ng of work conducted on these mortars.

The compressive prism test data shown on table 2 should be clarified,
ihis is a method recommended by the National Concrete Masonry Association as
. test procedure for evaluating block and mortar for load -bearing construction.

!
3ased on a history of testing, it is now possible to correlate prism strength
:o wall strength, thus permitting the design of walls to be based on actual
;est data, rather than the arbitrary values frequently employed in the past.
Phis method is now accepted by several national codes and is part of NCMA 1 s

ecent specification on load-bearing concrete masonry. [l]3

Similar tests were conducted on concrete masonry specimens built with
;he adhesive mortar and are reported in tables 4 through 6. Wall tests as
jell as similar small scale specimens were evaluated and reported.

Most of the strength data are reported in terms of gross area, i.e.,
1. |he load at failure divided by the over-all cross-sectional area of the
[lock or masonry. In the case of bond tests, however, the strengths are
reported in terms of net area, i.e., area of contact with the mortar.

By precedence, then, the sand-cement mortar data become the criterion
'ith which a new mortar system must compare. The variations of strength in
he data for conventional mortars (tables 1, 2, and 3) are results of the
larious mortar types and other parameters, which are not applicable to this
tudy. In essence, a representative range of values was sought, in order to
chieve a comprehensive comparison to the adhesive mortar.

Summaries of these test data are given in tables 7 and 8, for wall tests
nd small scale specimen tests, respectively. Here, the values are presented
in bar graphs to visualize the comparison of the sand-cement and adhesive
ortars . Note that the adhesive mortar is consistently comparable to, or
xceeds the values of the sand-cement mortar specimens. It should also be
I'mphasized that the failures in the adhesive mortar tests were always in the
asonry units rather than the mortar. This suggests a possibility of future
esigns which will fully utilize the strength of the masonry unit and not
e limited by the mortar.

Having established the physical performance of the new material let's
iDok at the overall economics of walls built with it. Since labor
avings are the significant factor in the use of this system, a close examina-
Lon of the masons' performance is critical to its acceptance. Without the
roper cost effectiveness, adhesive mortar could have easily become another

- iboratory curiosity.

One of the first buildings constructed with this system was closely
:ii Dnitored during construction so the actual costs could be compared to an

stimated cost in conventional mortar. This project was built in the winter
r 1965 and is detailed in table 9- Even though the labor rates then were

;

jnsiderably lower than today, a significant savings of over 17$ was realized.
.though the material costs of the adhesive system were V\% higher than
mventional, this was offset by the large reduction in labor costs. Of
jlourse, increased labor rates since that time would change the economic.
Lcture even more in favor of this adhesive mortar system.

Since then, many more projects using this mortar have been built, sub-
j;antiating the fact that masons can and will lay more blocks, given the

Figures in brackets indicate' the literature references at the end of this
Paper.
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proper materials , thus reducing the overall finished wall costs. Rather than
detail all these projects, several are listed in table 10 showing 'actual
mason productivity versus the normal rate for the same type of wall construc-
tion in each respective area.

The contrast should be obvious, i.e., a minimum increase of 100^ in
mason output. Considering the high labor to material ratio of 3 to 1 as
pointed out earlier, this significant reduction of labor costs makes a
strong impact on the overall finished wall cost.

3. Conclusions

The data presented here has shown that a new concept in construction will be
accepted by a tradition-bound industry if the concept is sound and the data
to support that concept are available. By establishing criteria on -a perfor-
mance basis, and generating the necessary data to meet that criteria, a seem-
ingly radical departure from conventional methods becomes an accepted and
sought-after technique.
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Table 3- Bond Tests

Tensile Bond Test

ASTM E-149

Characteristics of the Block

Data Mortar ** Compressive Wo. of Tensile
Source Type Thickness Aggregate Strength* Samples Bond**

m N 8" Sand-gravel 1010-2160 psi 16 37 psi

N 8" Expanded shale 1270 8

M 8" Sand-gravel 1010-2160 10 69

M 8" Expanded shale 1270 6 87

S 8" Sand-gravel 1010-2160 3 116

C 8" Sand-gravel 1010-2160 7 5

Shear Bond Test

Characteristics of the Block

Data
Source

Mortar
Type Thickness Aggregate

Compressive
Strength*

Wo. of

Sample s

Shear
Stress**

[*] M 8" Sand-gravel 2C60 psi 5 69 psi

W 8" Sand-gravel 2060 5 3h

S 8" Sand-gravel 2060 5 2k

* Based on gross area.
**Wet bedded area of face shells.

*** ASTM C 270
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Table 6. Bond Tests

Tensile Bond

ASTM E-149

Characteristics of the Block

Data
Source

Mortar
Type

Compressive
Thickness Aggregate Strength*

No. of

Sample s Bond**

[14] Adhesive 6" Expanded shale 1^76 psi 5 202 psi

Shear Bond Test

frmf,

Data
Source

Mortar
Type

Characteristics of the Block

No. of

Sample s

Shear
Stress**Thickness Aggregate

Compressive
Strength*

[9] Adhesive 8" Sand-gravel 2700 psi 5 825 psi

[10] Adhesive 8" Expanded shale- 1610 1 560
pumice

[10] Adhesive 6" Sand 1180 1 550

*Gross area.

**Net bedded area.
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Table 9.

CASE HISTORY - 65-5

"OB

ENERAL CONTRACTOR -

ON CONTRACTOR

RCHITECT

jfPE CONSTRUCTION

Ortense Lumber
Wallingford, Connecticut

Ortense Inc.

Wallingford, Connecticut

G. Verni & Sons
Ansonia, Connecticut

Customer's Own Design Engineers

Ground cinder block and
Adhesive mortar

TYPE JOB

Machine shop and Warehouse.

BUILDING SIZE

128' Long x 60 1 Wide x l4' High

DNSTRUCTION DATE - December 10, 1965

BOR AND MATERIAL COSTS* (estimated vs. actual)

Conventional mortar estimate, by Ortense Inc., for 12 x 8 x 16
cinder block with portland cement-sand mortar.

A. Materials

5360 block
Mortar
Joint reinforcing

5.36

.05

.03 =

$1929.60
268.00
160.00

Total Material Cost $2,357-40

B. Labor

3 masons @ $4.85 per hour
for 12 days

3 laborers @ $3-75 per hour
for 12 days

1 Total Labor Cost

Cost per square foot of wall

Actual cost, with ground cinder block and
Adhesive mortar.

A. Materials

5360 block @ $0.42 =

Mortar @ . 08

Total Material Cost

$1500.00

1080.00

$2,580.00

Total estimated cost $4,937.40

$4937.^0
4764 ft"

2 $1.04 ft£

$2251.20
428.80

$2,680.00
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Table 9 continued

B. Labor

*USA Dollars

3 masons @ $4.85 per hour
for 6.5 days $ 814.00

3 laborers @ $3-75 per hour
for 6.5 days 585. 00

Total Labor Cost

Total Material and Labor Costs

Cost per square foot of wall

$4079.00
4764 ft2

$1,399.00

$4,079.00

$0.86 ft2

SUMMARY:

Conventional mortar estimate

Adhesive mortar & ground block

Total Materials & Labor

$4,937-40

4,079.00

per square
foot of wall

$1.04

Savings $ 858.40 $ .18
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Figure 1. Ratio Of Labor To Materials Costs
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Fig. 2 Adhesive Mortar being applied to the bedjoint
surface of ground block (blocks have a bevel
at the edge of the bedjoint surface to simulate
a conventional mortar joint).

Fig. 3 A ground block being laid in the adhesive mortar
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1. Introduction

Concrete is now being used in greater quantities in medium-rise and
moderately high-rise buildings than any other man-made building material. It
has become indispensable in practically all types of buildings and many of
their supporting components . The demands for housing and other building pro-
grams will continue to increase. It is estimated, for example, that even if
the population increases only 50 percent in the United States of America in
the next 30 years, a new living unit will be needed every 20 seconds, requiring
very large quantities of concrete.

Additionally, concrete has the unique advantage that the engineer can
formulate the mixture within limits, to meet specific requirements for dura-
bility, strength, finishability , etc. Important as are the merits of conven-
tional continuously- graded concrete used hitherto, a number of performance
improvements and the behavioral efficiency of building components could be much

\

enhanced by using concrete which is gap-graded.

For more than two decades, there has been a growing appreciation, in
Europe and elsewhere, of a mathematical approach to mix design known as gap-
grading (1-7) 4 . In principle, the aggregates are considered in two parts, (1)

the main body, which constitutes 65 to 75% of the combined aggregates and is
composed of single-sized 1 1/2", 3/4" or 1/2" material, and (2) a fine aggre-
gate or filler representing 35 to 25% of the combined aggregates. The sizes
of the coarse and fine aggregates are so related as to allow the whole of the
filler to pass freely into and through all the voids in the compacted coarse
aggregate. Thus, one cubic yard of coarse aggregate will produce approximately
one cubic yard of concrete, the filler (sand) , cement and water filling the
interstices of the particles of coarse material. From this it is clear that to
design a gap-graded concrete the bulk density of the coarse aggregate must be
determined in relation to the general placing conditions. From this data and
the relevant specific gravity, the percentage voids can be calculated and hence
the volumes or weights of filler, cement, and water can be found to meet the
requirements of strength and workability specified.

The extensive research results (9-20) and field observations made by the
authors in the U.K. and U.S.A. have proved that gap-graded concrete, even
though with a relatively stiffer and drier mix, could be placed and finished
without undue effort for all constructions wherein continuously-graded concrete]
has been used heretofore.

A considerable saving in cement requirement and significant improvements
in physical and mechanical properties are the realistic advantages achievable
through the use of gap-graded concrete for whatever purpose conventional con-
crete is called for.

This paper discusses the performance requirements for all reinforced and ^
prestressed concrete building components. Their achievement with gap-graded
concrete has been substantiated by experimental results and field observations,)

2. Performance Requisites for Reinforced Concrete Building Components

The major performance requisites for reinforced concrete building compon-
ents are listed in Table 1.

4Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this
paper

.
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3. Performance Requisites for Prestressed Concrete Building Components

All the performance requisites for reinforced concrete building components
pply to the equivalent prestressed concrete building components.

However, there are four most significant performance requisites for pre-
tressed concrete as compared to reinforced concrete that must be recognized,
hese are (1) higher strength, (2) higher moduli of elasticity and rigidity,

i 3) lower shrinkage, and (4) lower creep, which are always more easily and
eliably attained with gap-graded as compared with continuously-graded con-
rete. The latter three help reduce prestress losses to a minimum. These
uperior physical and mechanical properties of gap-graded concrete make it the
deal material for prestressing

.

Additionally, in all precast prestressed elements, the much lower form
ressure and much earlier form stripping that are possible with gap-graded con-
rete, permit it to be cast with less form expense, more strict tolerance, and
igher turnover for form reuse.

4. Criteria for Evaluating Performance Requisites

The criteria for evaluating performance requisites are the workability and
.nishability tests for the fresh concrete, and the various standard tests for
2termining the physical and mechanical properties of hardened concrete, such
z compressive strength, tensile strength, elastic modulus, creep, shrinkage,
;rmeability, unit weight, wear- and skid-resistance, etc. Among these, work-

ability and compressive strength are the most important. This is because
:her attributes of concrete such as durability, permeability, wear resistance,
d tensile strength are all more or less related to compressive strength. For
.pid assessment, the 7-day or even one-day compressive strength can be cor-
lated with the 2 8-day compressive strength for concrete made with the same
terials

.

Recent advances and developments in nondestructive testing and evaluation
ve evolved various methods and techniques for determining performance char-
teristics not only in test specimens but also in prototype structures in

i rvice

.

5. Achievement of Performance Requisites with Gap-Graded Concrete

5.1 Experimental Results

In order to ascertain the performance characteristics of gap-graded con-
2te in comparison with the conventionally used continuously-graded concrete,
extensive investigation was carried out by two of the authors (Li and Rama-

ashnan) (9-18,20). In this investigation, 375 mixtures of gap-graded and
itinuously-graded concretes, in the strength range of 3000 psi to 7500 psi
re used. There were four different maximum sizes of coarse aggregates
1/2", 1", 3/4", and 1/2"), water-cement ratios varying from 0.35 to 0.65,

3 aggregate-cement ratios varying from 2 to 10. The tests were conducted,
jnever applicable, according to ASTM Standard Methods.

A comparison of the results for gap-graded versus continuously-graded
icretes on the basis of equal maximum size of coarse aggregate, water-cement
:io, and aggregate-cement ratio has shown the relative ease of placing gap-

| ided concrete to attain uniform compaction. A study of the efficiency of
i imp test versus Vebe time as a measure of workability has revealed that Vebe
tie should be used for evaluating the workability of gap-graded concrete.
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For equal compressive strength, maximum size of coarse aggregate, and
approximately equal workability, gap-graded concrete has higher unit weight,
higher modulus of elasticity, less shrinkage, less creep, and less permeabil-
ity than continuously-graded concrete. The study has also shown that for
equal maximum size of coarse aggregate, gap-graded concrete can be produced
with at least 20 to 30 percent less cement than continuously-graded concrete
to give the same compressive strength.

The comparison of expansion-shrinkage characteristics of gap-graded and
continuously-graded concretes made with type-k shrinkage-compensating cement,
has shown that continuously-graded, shrinkage-compensating concrete, whether
unrestrained or with lateral reinforcement (1.16 percent steel), requires
about 40 percent more type-k cement than the equivalent gap-graded shrinkage-
compensating concrete having the same compressive strength and workability.

5.2. Field Observations

To the practical engineer in the structural and construction fields, it
must be evident that concrete cannot be thought of in isolation from the form-
work in which it is to be placed or the steel with which it shares the induced
stresses. It is also true that it is unwise to consider concrete mix design
on the basis of merely compressive strength alone because, with a high per-
formance cement, the water-cement ratio at which the required strength can be
attained is unnecessarily high and hence a potential for excessive shrinkage,
creep, or both, exists. In spite of this the majority of concrete specifica-
tions are determined on the compressive strength after a particular lapse of
time, together with some reference to workability, and such physical prop-
erties of the combined materials as shrinkage and creep are seldom, if ever,
mentioned

.

It is not that these phenomena are not recognized or understood, for
research has established that they are intimately associated with the propor-
tioning of the constituent materials of the concrete, but that the usual
basis of mix design is empirical and hence is divorced from the science of
this subject. It is also associated, one fears, with a lack of site experi-
ence in placing and compacting concrete by the bulk of designers and detailers
of reinforced concrete structures, and aggravated by a lack of training of the
labor force actually manipulating the concrete.

Vibration is now virtually universally applied in placing concrete wheth-
er in the field or in the precast factory. VJhere internal vibrators are em-
ployed, consideration must be given to the distribution of the steel in the
various members to be formed so that not only the concrete but also the vibra-
tors can be easily introduced into the forms. There is also an association
between the diameter of the internal vibrator and the volume of concrete to
be dealt with per insertion as well as the relationship of the maximum aggre-
gate size to this diameter. For example, no one would really consider using
a 1 1/2" vibrator in dam construction where the concrete contained 6" aggre-
gate .

In reinforced concrete structures with heavy reinforcement, it should be
remembered that the steel itself absorbs energy from the vibrator by virtue
of transmission through the concrete. Consequently, as the effectiveness of
a poker is proportional to the square of its diameter (centrifugal force times
surface area), a poker of less than 2 1/2" may prove rather inefficient in
terms of the ultimate quality of the concrete. This is particularly true of
continuously-graded concretes where the use of high mortar contents are com-
mon. Because we live in an age of rapidly advancing technology, it has been
considered desirable to comment on the somewhat haphazard approach of the
construction industry to the actual production of reinforced concrete
building components

.
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As to the advantages gap-grading has given over continuous-grading, the
wo following examples point very clearly:

The production of road pavements in India, in many areas, was becoming
irighteningly expensive because the Authority insisted on the use of sand
onforming to a British Standard specification. This meant that frequently
he local fine sand was not acceptable and hauls of up to 200 miles were
scessary to bring in sand of an acceptable grading. The Indian Road Research
laboratory, after studying Stewart's work (1-3) on gap-grading, decided to
iake their own tests. These showed such promise that in a short time standard
radings were discarded and local sands were brought into use producing com-
letely acceptable concrete to which could be credited the reduced haulage
id cement costs

.

Apart from demonstrating that a logical approach to the formulation of
Dncrete grading reduced cost and even improved quality, it shows the danger
f either a Central or Local Authority introducing Codes of Practice which
necify in detail rather than in principle and thereby preventing the engineer
jrom pursuing his profession, to the full, the economic use of natural resour-
ss

.

Lersp!

die

The second example involves the resistance of gap-graded concrete to
.astic deformation after it has been fully compacted. A wind tunnel was to
: constructed of reinforced concrete. The air circuit was over 400 yards and
ie test section had a cross sectional area of 13" x 9', the main tunnel being
:tagonal in form. The specification required that the internal surface be
100th and free of all pits which could cause local turbulence. No patching
repair of the hardened concrete was permitted. Such a finish could not be
hieved on the lower sloping planes or the vertical panels immediately above
iem.

It was decided to carry out the construction with gap-graded concrete and
strip the inner forms, each 20' x 14' deep and 6" thick, immediately after

acing and compacting the concrete. This was done and the green concrete
jinel surface was trowelled to a smooth grano-like finish which was cured as
on as sufficiently hard.

be

of

time

m

oi

The concrete used in this project was 1 1/2" single-sized aggregate and
local sand all passing No. 4 sieve U.S. range. The A/C ratio was 8:1 and
e W/C ratio 0.56, giving an average cube strength of 5800 psi at 28 days,
ere was also a saving of over 100 lb of cement per cubic yard.

We know from experience in the U.K. that gap-graded concrete used in sea
fences has a much higher resistance to deterioration and erosion than much
re costly conventional concrete.

Unfortunately, it is not always easy to get the professions to accept
at appears to be new ideas. In fact, one of the hardest tasks that an
gineer can undertake is to transfer a technique from the laboratory to the
eld where an established procedure is in general use. It does not matter
at the new approach can effect appreciable savings; the fact that it is new
11 make it be viewed with suspicion by many and hence man will be denied a
iter and less expensive product.

6. Advantages of Gap-Graded Concrete

The inherent advantages of gap grading and gap-graded concrete are as
Hows

:

1. Any sound coarse and fine aggregates will make good gap-grading
provided that the size ratio of the coarse aggregate to the fine
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is such that the latter can be admitted to the side interstices of
the former during compaction.

2. Gap-grading can best use all available sizes. For example, in a
building project, the largest sizes of gravel or crushed stone can
be used in footings and retaining walls, the medium sizes in heavy
girders and columns, and the smaller sizes in beams and slabs.

3. Gap-grading provides a unique solution to the depletion of naturally
occurring continuously-graded aggregates.

4. Gap-grading reduces segregation to a minimum and provides greater
uniformity of quality. Hence, quality control of the concrete is
much easier and better for a given control effort. A smaller value
of standard deviation may thus be used for a required probability of
failure

.

5. Once compacted the concrete has a higher resistance to deformation
in the fresh state as compared with traditional concrete. This
allows appreciably lower pressures to be used in the design of form-
work, the value being about 600 lb/ft2 for continuous pouring up to
30' at a rate of 10 to 15 yds 3/hr.

6. Because of 5. above, vertical forms can be stripped within two hours
or less of completion of the pour. This allows exposed aggregate
finishes to be produced in situ and avoids the concrete at stop-ends
having to be hacked. No retarders or accelerators are necessary.

7. Any structural floor slab can be walked on immediately after placing
without the surface being deformed. Hence, any type of finish, such
as grano, can be placed and trowelled off immediately after the sec-
tion has been placed and compacted.

8. Because both shrinkage and creep are less in gap-graded concrete,
larger areas of floor slab or pavement can be laid at one time,
making crack control cheaper.

9. The advantages to be gained in pre- and post-stressed units due to
reduced shrinkage and creep are obvious.

10. Gap-grading can improve concrete blocks by virtue of less shrinkage
and reduce their cost as a result of lower cement requirement.

11. Gap-grading is imperative for precasting exposed aggregate wall
panels, as has been done for more than three decades, to show the
exposed aggregate more uniformly and more prominently.

12. Gap-grading is the only logical grading for manufactured lightweight
aggregate which can be most expediently produced in equal size. Uni-
form size of coarse aggregate is the mathematically ideal size for
gap grading to save the maximum amount of cement.

13. Gap-grading can reduce the cost of shrinkage-compensating concrete.

14. Gap-grading can considerably improve the physical and mechanical
performances of building components by virtue of lower shrinkage,
lower creep, higher compressive strength, and higher moduli of elas-
ticity and rigidity for the same cement content and the same maximum
size of coarse aggregate.
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Table 1. Major performance requisites for reinforced concrete
building components

Building
Components

Specific Performance
Requirements

Performance Require-
ments Common to All

Components

iles High modulus of elastic-
ity, low creep, imper-
meability

ile Caps Same as above Adaptability to any

ootings Same as above sound aggregates
staining Walls Same as above

jiumns niyn mouuius or elastic-
ity, low creep, low
shrinkage, durability,
earlier form stripping,
finishability

High

Strength

Lrders and Beams High modulus of elastic-
ity, high modulus of
rupture, low creep

lear Walls High modulus of rigidi-
ty, low creep, durabil-
ity, earlier form strip-
ping

Low

.oors and Roofs Same as above plus low
shrinkage, finishability

Cement

Requirement
rchitectural
mels

Uniform exposure of
coarse aggregate, dura-
bility

,_. . .

.de Walks and
ivements

Durability, finishabili-
ty, low shrinkage, high
wear resistance, high
skid resistance (associ-
ated with shape, hard-
ness and crystalline
structure of coarse ag-
gregate)
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Portland cement, aggregates for portland-cement concrete, admix-

tures for concrete, and curing materials for concrete are usually
procured for use in construction under specifications that stipulate
levels of quality as indicated by the results of standardized tests

of samples. The information obtained from these tests is believed to

be related directly or indirectly to levels of performance of the
material itself, the composite of which it is a constituent, the
structural element of which it is a component, and the structural
system of which it is an element. The testing is limited to determi-
nations that can be completed in the time available for testing and
at an appropriate cost. The levels of quality are selected to be few
for simplicity and are frequently higher than needed to insure ade-
quacy of performance in the specific situation; rarely lower. Atten-
tion has primarily been directed to those few cases where less than
adequate performance has resulted. Greater economies and more pru-
dent utilization of natural resources will result if attention were
directed to those much more numerous cases where stipulated levels
of quality are higher than needed.

Le ciment de Portland, les agregats pour le beton de ciment
de Portland, les adjuvants et les agents de traitement du beton
sont generalement produits pour une utilisation dans la construction
selon des specifications qui stipulent des degres de qualite etablis
suivant les resultats d'essais normalises sur des echantillons

.

L* information fournie par ces essais est supposee etre en relation
directe ou indirecte avec les niveaux de performance du materiau
lui-meme, du compose dont il est l'un des constituants , de 1' element
de structure dont il est un composant et du systeme structural dont
il est un element. Les essais se limitent a des determinations qui
peuvent etre effectuees dans le temps disponible et a un cout
approprie. Pour simplifier, on definit un petit nombre de degres
de qualite, qui sont souvent plus eleves qu'il ne serait necessaire
pour assurer une performance adequate dans une situation donnee:
rarement sont-ils plus bas que necessaire. L* attention s'est
surtout portee vers les rares cas ou une performance insuffisante
a ete obtenue. De plus fortes economies et une plus prudente
utilisation des ressources naturelles resulteraient si 1' attention
etait dirigee vers ces cas beaucoup plus nombreux ou les degres de

qualite stipules sont plus eleves que necessaire.

1
Chief, Concrete Division
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Key words: Aggregates; cement; concrete; concrete quality; materials;

performance; portland cement; structural performance.

1. Introduction

This symposium on "The Performance Concept in Buildings" provides a most appropriate

forum in which to re-examine the validity of the implicit assumption that the levels of

quality of materials required by purchase specifications do insure the appropriate levels

of performance of these materials in the composite of which they form a part, of that com-

posite in the structural element of which it is a component, and of that element in the

structural system or building of which it is an element. Other contributors to this sym-

posium will review the criteria upon which structural systems or buildings are planned,

designed, and specified to have the selected dimensions, location, orientation, and other

features generally related to user needs. This paper addresses the criteria upon which the

concrete that will be used in a structural system or building is selected and specified.

2. Aggregates for Concrete

Typically, as indicated for example by Section 1*03 of the 1963 ACI Building Code (1) ,

aggregates for concrete for reinforced concrete buildings are required to conform to a gen-
eral specification, in the example ASTM C 33, Specifications for Concrete Aggregates (2).
However, Section U03 provides an escape clause reading "except that aggregates failing to

meet these specifications but which have been shown by special test or actual service to
produce concrete of adequate strength and durability may be used...where authorized by the
Building Official." These statements are not changed in the 1971 Code (3).

ASTM C 33 includes a note to its scope, which note reads "This specification is re-
garded as adequate to ensure satisfactory materials for most concrete. It is recognized
that, for certain work or in certain regions, they may be either more or less restrictive
than needed." Much of the concrete in buildings does not need to resist the action of
freezing and thawing when in a wet condition; in fact, relatively very little concrete in
buildings must be able to resist such an exposure in order to provide satisfactory perform-
ance. Nevertheless, ASTM C 33-71 requires (Section 5) that fine aggregate must be tested by
the sulfate soundness procedure and not exhibit more than a stipulated amount of degrada-
tion—or have a satisfactory service record—or perform satisfactorily in a freezing and
thawing test. No option is given, other than through the general note to the scope, for
waiving the soundness provisions when they are inapplicable.

Figures in parentheses indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.
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The criteria for selection of aggregates for concrete need to be revised so that the
levels of "quality" as measured by standard tests and the tests selected for such measure-
pent are varied to relate to the performance required of the concrete in the service envi-

ronment of the building in which the concrete is used. This concept was stated' by ACI Commit
ee 621 in 1961 (h) in these words: "In selecting an aggregate it is economical to require
only those properties pertinent to its use in a particular project." This is not the prac-
tice today.

3. Cement

L
rur

The purchase specifications for portland cement were referred to by P. H. Bates in 192*0

being "as good as an outline of research, through their inadequacies, as they are good
chase specifications" (li). Mr. Bates spoke of the activities of the user of cement- in

<hese terms: "He must determine which type (of cement) he should use in any case by study-
ing the conditions under which he will use the cement, the conditions during its later life,
nd the requirements in the standard wherein the nature of the several types is given. In
any cases the choice is simple and can be quickly made. A high-early-strength cement would
ardly be selected if there is no need for haste in construction or in placing the finished
tructure in use. A low-heat or sulfate resisting cement would hardly be selected for a re-
nforced concrete frame building to be covered with brick or stone" (h) . This, I suggest,

the performance concept in building—related, more than 30 years ago, to the purchase
pecifications for cement. let, today the degree to which we are able to employ this con-
ept efficiently is not very great. In 1970, I wrote the following: (J?)

"Cement and concrete obtained by the intelligent use of current standards will yield,
ogether with competent structural design and construction practice, structures that will in
early all cases serve well their intended purposes. However, current specifications for
artland cement of any given type allow products of an amazingly wide variation in levels of
elevant properties to be offered in terms that could lead to substantial difficulties if
ley were substituted one for another as is sometimes attempted.

"In a letter received this spring from a distinguished engineer and past president of
le American Concrete Institute, I found these comments.

I have observed considerable variation in the quality of concrete produced by
various brands of cement....The cement industry is suffering serious economic
problems throughout the country....The depressed condition of the cement in-
dustry, in my opinion, can be attributed to the attitude of the consumers of
cement, and this sad state of affairs will continue as long as low quality
standards prevail, with the price per barrel as the yardstick for marketing....
We have measured the quality of the cements by their performance in producing
high-quality concrete for us. Naturally, if Brand X can achieve our objectives
with 25 lb less per cubic yard than Brands T or Z, we buy Brand X. If the
choice of brand is left to the contractor, he will buy the cheapest, which
encourages low cost rather than high quality, I am not sure that the present
ASTM tests are the best way to measure quality. In our experience, the most
successful measure is the quality of the concrete, as made with our aggre-
gates. The cement industry needs incentives for innovation and technological
breakthroughs. It must shift its emphasis from price to technical excellence.
To do this the customer should provide the rewards.

"Edward Cohen, vice-president of the American Concrete Institute and chairman of its
ilding Code Committee, writing in the February 1970 issue of Materials Research and
andards as a designer of concrete structures, said, 'More research is needed to incorpo-
te the variety of cement properties into the art of cement production. It is common
owledge that cements coming from certain areas of the country are preferable to others—
e designer should be given the opportunity to specify that type of cement which best
sts his structural and economical requirements .

*
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"The project manager for the contractor on the largest Corps of Engineers construction
project now going on, speaking in March 1970 at the Engineering Foundation Conference on
Rapid Construction of Concrete Dams, noted as the first item in a list of 'most promising
areas' for cost reduction in construction of dams 'better control and raising of strength
requirements of cement--and optimization of SO3 content or any other component to ensure
maximum response to admixtures to aid in better utilization of strength properties of port-
land cement concrete.'"

h» Concrete

If the environment of service imposes tensile stresses on the concrete that exceed its
tensile strength, one or more cracks will form. If a given crack is one that interferes
with the rendering of satisfactory service by the concrete, it is desirable that there be
an investigation to establish whether the error that was made that allowed the conditions
to develop that required the crack to form was in (a) estimating the stresses that would be
imposed, (b) estimating the strength that would be required, (c) selecting concrete materials
and proportions to give the strength estimated to be required, or (d) producing concrete
having the strength estimated to be required. Note that there are four stages where error
can occur; stated more generally these are:

1. Evaluating the environmental severity.

2. Selecting the quality level of relevant properties appropriate to the environmental
severity.

3. Selecting materials and proportions to yield concrete of the appropriate quality
level of relevant properties.

k» Getting concrete of the desired quality.

Stated bluntly, when concrete fails to behave properly, the questions are: (a) Did you
order what you should have ordered? (b) Did you get what you ordered? i.e., should you
properly blame yourself or the contractor for the trouble you are in?

Figure 1 was prepared to show the relationship between concrete properties and concrete
behavior. It assumes that concrete, a material, is an element of a system such as a build-
ing. It further assumes that the concrete is desired to behave in a given manner if the
performance of the system of which it is a part will be satisfactory. Thus starting in the
center of the bottom of the diagram with "performance of the system," we assume that from
the criteria applicable thereto one can establish what performance is desired of the con-
crete. Knowing the desired level of performance, we should be able to establish the
desired—and needed—level of relevant properties, provided we also know the level of the
environmental influences that will act upon it. When the desired levels of relevant prop-
erties are established, the specification requirements for materials properties, materials
proportions, and construction practices may be set. Once these requirements have been
stipulated, and enforced, the result will be the production of concrete having such levels
of appropriate properties that, as the concrete interacts with the environment, its be-
havior in service will be such that its achieved performance will equal the desired per-
formance and the performance of the system of which it is a portion will be satisfactory.

In the present state-of-the-art of concrete making, it is not possible to state, with-
out reservation, that a particular concrete mixture is uniquely the most economical that

could be specified and produced at a given time in a given place, to be placed at a given
location in a particular structure. The techniques for evaluating the environment condi-
tions to which that concrete will be subjected during its service life do not permit pre-

cise calculations. We can estimate dead loads rather accurately; live loads somewhat less

accurately. Earthquake forces are becoming better understood. Foundation interactions are

often quite poorly predictable. Chemical attack and weather severity are evaluated general-

ly only in qualitative terms. Since we cannot evaluate environmental conditions with
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precision, we could not select appropriate levels of quality to match environmental severity

»ven if we had a perfectly precise basis for relating concrete quality levels to degrees of
eombined and classified environmental severity. We are in better shape when it comes to

electing materials and their proportions to yield predictable quality levels of concrete
uroperties, but in some areas even here we can only deal in qualitative terms. Finally,
here is quality control and inspection^ the point at which we try to have assurance that we

.re getting within proper limits, what we ordered and are paying for. A great deal of prog-
ess has been made in this area rather recently (6)

.

Milo Ketchum commented on the relation of concrete strength and building performauce in

art as follows ( 7)

:

"High strength, alone, has very little advantage for ordinary reinforced concrete build-
ngs. If proper production control could be maintained, a nominal cylinder strength of 2!?00

si (at 28 days) should be satisfactory for most concrete structures, and this can be
chieved with a minimum cement content. High strength, however, is a symbol for other de-
irable properties and a pledge that the concrete will have enough cement. Ultimate strength
esign for sections of concrete members has demonstrated to the design profession that con-

pete seldom fails in compression. We specify the higher strength because of the non-uni-
jrmity of test results and because it is insurance against concrete that would have to be
emoved from the structure. Considering the thousands of concrete cylinders made every day,

aere is remarkably little concrete removed from buildings because of low strength. Even
lough the specifications call for removal for understrength, it is difficult to enforce
lis clause and in most cases some compromise is made that satisfies everyone without having
) remove the concrete.

"It would make more sense to me if we were able to forget strength and were able to
aatrol the deflection properties of concrete by some kind of field test or procedure. The
iparent modulus of elasticity is usually unimportant, but plastic flow of concrete is a
crious problem in selecting structural systems. Almost every engineer can report examples
' excessive deflections due to plastic flow or shrinkage."

This strongly suggests not only that concrete strength, specified at current levels of
luality" has little relation to significant problems of buildings performance with regard
strength but that other properties, not specified, are more significant to performance.
has been suggested that the sorts of safety factors that are currently employed to obtain

ecified levels of strength also add unnecessarily to cost. I suggest that a proper ele-
nt in the "performance concept in buildings" is avoidance of unnecessarily high costs,
re my example is taken from a discussion of an arch dam, but I feel sure similar consid-
ations could be developed for buildings. Wengler (8) showed that it was customary to
ild arch dams with a safety factor of 1* as the ratio of concrete strength to design stress.
showed, for a specific example, that by reducing the concrete strength from 1*800 to 21*00

i, keeping the working stress at 1200 psi, i.e., reducing the safety factor from 1* to 2,

9 cement content could have been reduced from 3.E> bags/cy to 2.0 and the cost of the job
8 percent or by nearly $2 million. By keeping the originally specified concrete
rength, increasing the allowable working stress from 1200 to 21*00 psi, i.e., reducing
5 safety factor from 1* to 2 by another route, a saving of $5.1* million or 22 percent was
-culated.

5. Concluding Statement

The foregoing discussion has, I trust, suggested that, with regard to the concrete
*d in the construction of buildings, there are substantial benefits that may be realized
one were to start with a proper consideration of the performance of the building system

I going through the process of obtaining the appropriate concrete for use therein. If one

Ie

to catalog and quantify the elements of performance of the system that are needed for
uctural and aesthetic success, were to relate these in turn to the elements needed for
isfactory performance of concrete, in the environment of service, one could select the
ropriate quality levels of materials properties, the appropriate mixture proportions and
struction practices, specify as needed, and enforce the specifications. The result would
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be, in so far as the concrete is concerned, concrete appropriate to its intended use. Such
concrete could often be made using materials not now allowed by specifications, using con-
crete mixtures containing smaller quantities of more costly ingredients, and often in sec-
tions of smaller dimensions. In some cases, the reverse would be the case; in these cases
the structure would be made safe and satisfactory where under current practices these re-
sults are not assured. On balance there would be a general reduction in cost and a conser-
vation of natural resources.
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Proposed Method for Prediction of Corrosion
of Reinforcement in Concrete

Juho Saarimaa
The State Institute for Technical Research

Otaniemi, Finland

A performance evaluation technique suitable for the evalu-

ation of corrosion of reinforcement in concrete is explained.

The durability of the reinforcement is a consequence of the

combined effects of the environment, the properties of the con-

crete and the reinforcement, and of the processes caused by the

external factors which affect steel and concrete. In order to

be able to solve the complicated problem a systematical method
of evaluation is needed. The prediction could be made with the

help of a matrix which consists of a list of all the important
factors affecting the corrosion of reinforcement. The evaluation

can give both qualitative and quantitative information on corro-

sion. The evaluation technique is feasible for evaluation of the

probability of corrosion of reinforcement in a defined construc-
tion. It can also give information on how a construction should

be dimensioned in order to avoid corrosion of reinforcement.

On expose une technique d' evaluation de la performance
appropriee pour estimer la corrosion des armatures dans le beton
arme. La durabilite de l'armature est une consequence des effets
combines du milieu, des proprietes du beton et de l'armature, et
des changements causes par les facteurs externes qui affectent
l'acier et le beton. Pour pouvoir resoudre ce probleme complique,
une methode systematique d' evaluation est necessaire. La prevision
pourrait se faire a l'aide d'une matrice consistant en une liste de
tous les facteurs importants qui touchent a la corrosion de
1' armature. L' evaluation peut donner des informations qualitatives
et quantitatives sur la corrosion. Cette technique est applicable
a 1' evaluation de la probability de corrosion de l'armature dans
une construction donnee. Elle peut aussi renseigner sur la facon
dont une construction devrait etre dimensionnee pour eviter la
corrosion de l'armature.

Key words: Concrete; corrosion; durability; material properties;
morphological research; performance analysis; reinforced concrete;
reinforcement

.
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1. General

The problem of the prediction of the durability of materials and construction is

of current interest. In the past the evaluation has been based on the long-term per-
formance. This has been possible as the development of new building products has
been very slow.

The present rapid development of building products sets up new requirements on
durability and especially on the evaluation of the durability. Evaluation techniques
based on the behaviour of products and materials in real conditions for several years
are not feasible. New evaluation techniques which make it possible to forecast the

performance of various objects need to be developed.

This paper will discuss the development of a technique, which may be used in the

evaluation of corrosion of reinforcement in concrete.

2. Corrosion of reinforcement in concrete

Corrosion is a phenomenon which occurs inevitably according to the laws of

nature. The protection of reinforcement against corrosion is thus a problem of

retarding the corrosion processes.

There has been little corrosion of reinforcement in concrete in Finland, especially

for conditions where the risk of corrosion is small. Due to the present development of

reinforced concrete construction the problem has attained greater actuality. As the

risk of corrosion has grown, the need for prediction of the durability of reinforced
construction has become ever greater.

The mechanism of corrosion of reinforcement in concrete is rather complicated.

The corrosion is a result of the interaction of many environmental factors and prop-
erties of the construction. The mechanism of corrosion becomes more complicated
as the affecting factors cause contradictory consequences.

The prediction of durability of reinforcement is sometimes quite difficult. There
do not exist any testing methods which take the whole corrosion mechanism into con-

sideration and it is quite unlikely that such methods will ever exist.

The knowledge of the influence of different "corrosion factors" is quite often

rather limited. Although the nature of the effect may be known it is almost impossible

to evaluate the extent of the influence.

The paper describes a systematical method which is in development for evalua-

tion of the possibility of corrosion of reinforcement in concrete. The technique has
been developed according to the principles of the performance analysis technique pre-

sented in paper [ 1 ]^ The procedure of evaluation is based on methods of morphologi-
cal research as given by Zwicky [2],

T
Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at end of this paper.
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Today the method gives only qualitative information. It is, however, possible to

develop the method gradually toward quantitative evaluation. Further research on the

influence of different factors on corrosion is needed before a quantitative evaluation

can be developed.

3. The mechanism of corrosion of reinforcement in concrete

The ability of concrete to protect the reinforcement is due to two factors. The
concrete prevents the penetration of corrosive agents such as oxygen and moisture to

die surface of the reinforcement. Furthermore, in highly alkaline concrete a thin

protective layer is formed on the surface of the reinforcement.

The corrosion of reinforcement will occur when the protective properties of

concrete are diminished. The factors which have an influence on the corrosion of

reinforcement may be divided into external and internal factors [lj. The external

"actors are due to the environment. The internal factors may be divided into proper-

:ies of the concrete, properties of the reinforcement, properties and processes of the

:onstruction and special kinds of protective treatment against corrosion of reinforce-

ment.

3. 1. Environment

The influence of the environment is most important. In order to be able to eval-

uate the risk and amount of corrosion, all the essential "corrosion factors" need to

>e known. In Table 1 the most important factors are listed. At present it is not

Possible to deal with each of the factors separately as there is very little quantitative

nformation available concerning their significance on the corrosion of reinforcement.

The environment, for instance, may be classified (appendix 1) in three groups:

1. Corrosive environment
2. Medium environment
3. Neutral environment

3. 2. Fresh concrete

The factors of fresh concrete which most significantly influence corrosion are:

cement (quality)

cement content

aggregate
quality

grading
water- cement ratio

consistency

admixtures (calcium chloride, etc.)

The cement quality has a direct influence on corrosion. The cement quality and
specially the cement content influence many properties of the concrete such as po-
lity, water absorptivity, etc. , which have an indirect influence on corrosion of

^infor cement.
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The passivity of the reinforcement depends on the amount of calcium hydroxide
in concrete. Different cement types may produce different amounts of calcium hydrox-
ide. The influence of cement quality on corrosion of reinforcement as found in labo-

ratory tests is usually much greater than observed in actual constructions. The ce-

ment quality also can have an effect on corrosion of reinforcement attributed to

chloride ions.

The cement content is of great importance. The minimum values recommended
with regard to protection of reinforcement from corrosion vary from 235 kg/m to

300 kg/m 3
.

The structure of the aggregate has very little influence on the important prop-

erties of concrete if the aggregate is less porous and has a higher compressive
strength than the cement paste.

The porosity of the aggregates must be considered when the possibilities of

corrosion are determined. Grading as well as the shape of the aggregate have an
influence on important properties of the concrete which in turn can have an effect on
corrosion of reinforcement. Sometimes the aggregate may also be chemically harm-
ful to the concrete.

The water- cement ratio is an important factor, which determines the properties
of the concrete. It also has a very significant influence on corrosion of reinforcement,
as the risk of corrosion increases when the water-cement ratio increases.

Calcium chloride is a very commonly used additive. The chlorides have a re-

ducing effect on the passivity of reinforcement. In normally reinforced concrete
constructions an addition of calcium chloride may not be harmful if the amount is

smaller than 2 % by weight of cement. In prestressed concrete structures, however,
addition of calcium chloride is not desirable.

3. 3. Concrete construction

Denseness of concrete is a very decisive factor in corrosion of reinforcement in

concrete. A dense concrete prevents the penetration of aggresive substances to the

reinforcement, it also makes it difficult for water and oxygen to migrate in the

concrete. Denseness of concrete is thus the most decisive factor in the corrosion of

reinforcement.

The carbonation of concrete reduces the alkalinity of concrete. This endangers
the passivity of reinforcement. If the carbonated concrete layer reaches the reinforce-

ment, corrosion of the reinforcement is very probable.

Cracks in concrete may have a harmful effect on reinforcement as they favour

the penetration of moisture, oxygen and aggresive substances to the reinforcement.

The allowable crack width with regard to corrosion of reinforcement has been widely

discussed. Definitive conclusions may not be made as the nature of the corrosion cell

caused by a crack may vary, e. g. , the reinforcement may corrode at the crack or

beside the crack.

The depth of the concrete cover has an influence on corrosion of reinforcement.

It must always be taken into consideration in correlation with the denseness of the

concrete. A thin, dense concrete cover protects the reinforcement better than a thick,

permeable concrete cover.
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The quality of reinforcement may have an influence on corrosion of reinforcement.

The structure of steel, composition of steel, initial stresses in the reinforcement,

|bar diameter etc. are factors which have an influence on the risk of corrosion and

especially on the dangerous effects of corrosion.

3. 4. Protection against corrosion of reinforcement

When the risk of corrosion of reinforcement is high and the properties of the

concrete and concrete construction are not sufficient to eliminate this risk, special

protective treatments may be used.

Inhibitors may be used as additives in the concrete. They reduce the processes
of the electrodes of the corrosion cell. The weak point in the use of inhibitors is the

fact that they are consumed and may loose their effectiveness with time.

Cathodic protection is used to make the reinforcement immune to corrosion. An
irtificialanode is installed in the construction. If all the reinforcement is not con-

|
lected in the electric circuit the results may be very disasterous as stray current

mil cause the unconnected reinforcement to corrode rapidly.

Protective layers on the reinforcement may be used to eliminate the risk of

torrosion. The use of protective layers must be considered carefully as they elimi-

nate one of the best protections, the passivating influence of cement.

The protective layers may be metallic or non-metallic. The surface treatment

)f reinforcement may also have an effect on bond between the reinforcement and
concrete.

4. Evaluation of corrosion

As already has been stated the corrosion of reinforcement is a consequence of

he combined effect of the environment, properties of the construction, including

roperties of hardened concrete and reinforcement, and processes caused by external

actors on steel and concrete.

In order to be able to estimate the magnitude of corrosion of reinforcement we
lust know all the factors which are of importance. We should also understand how
jiese factors act and to what extent. That is why there is a need for a systematical
valuation procedure.

The method of morphological research is an approach which can be used also in

le prediction of corrosion of reinforcement. This method has been applied success-
llly in technological forecasting in search for new solutions to different kinds of

1 i|iroblems. The procedure is as follows:

t first the problem must be defined adequately. When this is done, all factors
ssential for the problem must be clarified.

jj

his is very important because only then we can be sure that all possible solutions

j : the problem can be brought under examination.
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As the second step we list all factors one below the other, so that they form a

column. After that, each factor is given all the possible independent values it can
have in reality (horizontal row). The problem thus gets a form of horizontal matrices
lying one below the other. The number of matrices is equal to that of the factors,

which describe the problem.

Values

12 3 k- 1
Factor Pj , Pj , Pj Pj

12 3 k- 2
Factor P

2
. P

2
- P

2
, . P2

12 3 k- n
Factor P , p , p , . . . pn n n n

If one element is encircled in each matrix and these circles are connected with

each others a chain is formed, which describes one possible solution of the problem.

It is also possible that the values of one or several factors are equal to zero.

They do not have any influence in that special case and that is why they are left out

of the chain (broken line).

This kind of a systematical procedure could be of practical help in the evaluation

of corrosion of reinforcement as it gives a good picture of the real situation. It re-

veals the values of various "corrosion factors" and gives a possibility of iudging how
a certain combination of factors affects the corrosion.

For practical use the method should be developed further in order to make it

possible to "calculate" the corrosion risk. Then every factor is given a numerical
value which corresponds to its relative significance. Within every factor this value can

be divided further in smaller parts, so that every parameter of each factor has a

numerical value, which proportinates its influence on corrosion of reinforcement. When
the values of the encircled parameters are counted up, they yield a figure which rel-

ative to the possibilities of corrosion. The values of the factors and their parameters
have to be chosen in a way, which gives trustworthy results.

The degree of corrosion of reinforcement may be divided into three categories:

1) corrosion is very evident and can be dangerous to the

construction

2) corrosion is possible

3) the probability of corrosion is very small,
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Then the limit values between the various categories have to be chosen so that

they give a correct picture of the situation.

Today this kind of evaluation can give reliable information only when the proba-
bility of corrosion is very great or very small. (The sum of the values of the para-

meters is outside the limit values). In many cases the calculation leads between these

limit values (second degree), where it is difficult to predict the possibility cf corro-

sion of reinforcement. In spite of that the morphological evaluation system (without

calculations) can be of great help. When one goes through the chain formed by the

encircled parameters, one can base the judgement on the actual combination of these

parameters. There can be a situation where a single factor determines the risk of

corrosion. If this factor has a value that is on the "safe" side there is no need for

further study and the other factors of the matrix can be neglected.

It is evident that this kind of corrosion evaluation cannot solve the total problem.

There are a lso many difficulties in the application of the method. It is for instance

very laborious to study the relative significance of every factor and the connection

between various values of the factors and the corrosion of reinforcement. The num-
ber of tests needed for this evaluation is enormous and in studying the effect of one

factor all the other factors should be kept constant. That is why we have to concen-
trate our studies on the effect of some of the main factors which can be regarded
most important in corrosion of reinforcement. Thus the calculation of the possibilities

1 of corrosion could be based only on these main factors and the major matrix which
includes all corrosion factors could serve as a checklist so that we can ascertain that

all possibilities are included in the evaluation. This is very important as there can be

situations where the corrosion of reinforcement is due tc an "unexpected" factor and
especially to a certain combination of various factors.

Table 1 is an example of a morphological system which can be used in the evalu-

ation of corrosion of reinforcement in concrete. It is only a draft. Also it does not

take any stand in regard to the significance of various factors in the corrosion process

5. Conclusions

The above described systematized procedure for the evaluation of the risk of

corrosion of reinforcement in concrete has been developed according to the principles

of the performance analysis technique which is described in the paper "Performance
Analysis" [1], which has also been prepared for the symposium.

The method described above can be used in evaluation of the probability of

corrosion of reinforcement in a known construction. It can also give information on
how a construction should be dimensioned in order to avoid corrosion of reinforcement.

At the present the method is rather qualitative. In the future it may be possible
to make the evaluation more quantitative and more accurate. This needs rather exten-
sive research work on the mechanism of corrosion and the influence of different

"corrosion factors".
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Ta-ble 1. A morphological model for the prediction of corrosion of reinforce-

ment in concrete

Environ- Air: Type of climate Rural Urban Inland Sea Indus- Fac-
ment trial tory

Relative humidity, % 50 60 70 80 90 100
Temperature, °C 10 ZO 3 0 40 50 60

°F 50 68 86 104 122 140

Aggressive gases ------
Other aggressive agents ______

Water: Water quality River Sea Rain Waste Indus-

trial
o

Temperature, C
°F

Aggressive agents

Soil: Soil type

Permeability
Aggressive agents

Backfill material

Concrete Aggregate: Material
Gra ding

Cement: Quality

Content, kg/m
lb/yd 3

200

335

250
420

300

505

400
670

500

840

600
1000

Water: Impurities

Additives

Water-cement ratio w/c 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

Consistency, VB° 2 3 5 7 10 10

Reinforce- Bar Diameter, mm
ment in.

Bar quality

Steel quality

4

0.15 0. 30

15

0. 60

20

0. 75

25

1 . 0

25

1 . 0

Construe- Width, mm
tion in.

Depth of concrete cover, mm 10 20 30 40 50 50

in. 0.40 0.75 1.20 1.60 2.00 2.00

Permeability
Carbonation, mm 5 10 20 30 40 50

in. 0.20 0.40 0.75 1.20 1.60 2.00
Other corrosion
Erosion, mm

in.

Crack width, mm 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.5

in. 0.04 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.20 0.20

Protection Inhibitor

Cathodic protection
Protective layer on reinforcement

-"- on concrete
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The Performance Concept Applied to Building
Materials - an Unattainable Ideal

? .A. Blakey and K.G. Martin
Division of Building Research

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization
Melbourne, Australia

The performance concept is the only logical basis for building
regulations for the selection of building systems and for the whole
design process, which does not implicitly restrict the designer on

his choice of materials and form. Nevertheless, experience has
shown that it remains an impractical ideal when one attempts to

apply the concept to specification and control of materials. This
is probably most evident for concrete and for plastics, which two

materials are discussed in this paper.

There is no dearth of tests for concrete which may be used to

assess the performance of the material in various ways, but there
remain many important properties for which it is impossible to

specify rational limits for the properties measured. There are also
many tests which produce results, but these measures are of little
value because they are obtained in conditions which are too far re-
moved from the practical conditions in which the material will be
used. Shrinkage and standard crushing tests for concrete are
considered as examples of these viewpoints and yet might appear to

be successful and valid applications of the performance approach.

Plastics may also be characterized by a variety of tests relat-
ing to many chemical and physical properties, and being manufactured
to meet certain of these properties would also appear to offer oppor-
tunity for control by specifications based upon performance tests.
However, the functions most frequently required of plastics in building
application include aesthetics, weathering, and fire resistance; and
the development of performance specifications to encompass such proper-
ties is shown to encounter problems at every step.

In view of these and other examples to be cited, it is proposed
that there should be a widespread return to prescription specifications
to complement quality and valid performance property testing. The
tests needed to police a prescription specification are usually simpler
and quicker to carry out than performance tests and are equally satis-
factory for control of uniformity.

La notion de performance est 1' unique base logique pour les
reglements de la construction dans la selection des systemes de
construction et pour toutes les operations d'un projet, qui
n' impose pas au projeteur implicitement une restriction dans le
choix des materiaux et des formes. Neanmoins 1' experience a
montre que le concept demeure un ideal impraticable quand on
essaie de l'appliquer a la specification et au controle des
materiaux. Ceci est probablement evident, avant tout, pour le
beton et les plastiques, 2 materiaux qui sont abordes dans cette
communication.

Assistant Chief of Division and Principal Research Scientist, respectively
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Les essais pour le beton ne manquent pas, ils peuvent etre
utilises pour evaluer la performance du materiau de bien des
fagons , mais de nombreuses proprieties importantes demeurent pour
lesquelles il est impossible d'etablir des limites rationnelles
des caracteristiques mesurees. II y a aussi de nombreux essais
qui produisent des resultats, mais ces mesures sont de peu de
valeur car elles sont obtenues dans des conditions beaucoup trop
eloignees des conditions pratiques dans lesquelles le materiau
sera utilise. Des essais de fluage et d'ecrasement normalise du
beton sont, de ce point de vue , donnes en exemple, et pourtant,
ils peuvent apparaltre comme des applications reussies et valables
du principe de performance.

Les plastiques peuvent aussi etre caracterises par divers
essais, se rapportant a de nombreuses proprietes chimiques et

physiques. Comme ils sont fabriques pour satisfaire certaines
de ces proprietes, ils devraient aussi se preter a un controle
par des specifications fondees sur des essais de performance.
Toutefois, les fonctions le plus souvent requises des plastiques
utilises dans la construction comprennent la satisfaction
esthetique, la tenue aux conditions atmospheriques , la tenue au
feu; or le developpement de specifications de performance qui
tiennent compte de ces caracteristiques se heurte a des problemes
continuels

.

Compte tenu de ces exemples et d'autres a inclure, on propose
un retour general a la prescription de specifications en vue de
completer les essais de qualite et de performance requise des
caracteristiques. Les verifications necessaires pour regler les

specifications prescrites sont en general plus simples et plus
rapides que les essais de performance et sont tout autant
satisfaisantes pour l'obtention de resultats uniformes.

Key words: Building materials; concrete; functions in building;
material prescriptions; performance concept; plastics; property
tests

.

1. Introduction

It may fairly be claimed that the ideas implicit in the term "performance concept" are
well enough understood to need no further exposition. Generally this is true, but as the

authors wish to present an adverse criticism of the performance concept in one of its many
applications it seems appropriate that they should define the system which they are criti-
cizing.

The performance concept requires firstly some defined quantitative levels of performance
for a building, its components, elements and materials. Ideally, these should cover every
aspect from which the building can be judged, including aesthetic as well as technical pro-

perties such as strength, fire resistance, durability, and acoustic behaviour. Quantitative
measurement of aesthetics is not yet possible and the idea itself would be an anathema to

many, but this is not the point at issue here.

The advantage of the performance approach is that it should give the designer and con-

structor much greater freedom in their choice of materials and methods of construction, and

should also leave no doubt that the users' requirements will be met.

Secondly, the performance approach requires reliable methods of test for each property
by which performance is specified, or alternatively a test for which the quantitative
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esult has a clear correlation with the property specified.

The question which is asked is whether these two conditions can be met, whether it is

ossible to define quantitatively all the necessary properties of a material, and whether

'here exist reliable methods of test which can measure the properties. It is contended

!hat neither of these conditions exists to any useful extent, that in many cases they are

ever likely to exist, and that the instances in which they appear to exist are deceptive.

The performance approach to design of buildings is probably a sound framework for teach

ng, and by which codes of practice and building regulations should be guided, but it is

irtually impossible to apply it rigorously to the specification and control of building
aterials.

In what follows this thesis will be supported by an examination of the situation in

elation to structural concrete and to plastics. As space is inevitably limited an

rbitrary decision has been made to deal in some depth with these two types of material
ather than to deal perhaps too briefly with as many materials as possible. It is con-

idently felt, however, that similar, but not identical arguments can be presented about
ther materials.

2. Concrete

In buildings, concrete requires durability and impermeability on external surfaces; on

11 surfaces, especially floors, it requires surface hardness; in walls it requires
coustic insulation; in structural members it requires fire resistance, strength, and
amping capacity, and overall thermal capacity is desirable. Many of these properties are
nfluenced by the degree to which the material is cracked, and therefore crack resistance
ecomes an important property.

The tests for concrete and its components now fill a large volume (U.S. Corp. of

igineers Handbook) so that at first sight it seems that there is an almost ideal situation
jr the use of the performance approach to specification and control, but in fact whatever
erformance is required it is only rarely that anything other than crushing strength is

pecified. There have been occasions in Australia in which the tensile splitting strength
r the drying shrinkage have been specified, but these have usually been abandoned.

There are undoubtedly several reasons why this practice has evolved. Provision of a

Ilde
range of test facilities is expensive, and they are frequently costly and time-

Dnsuming to operate; the crushing test was well established before other properties were
scognized as important. However, apart from these economic reasons it is also true that
i many cases there are still no suitable tests, and in others there are tests which it is

Laimed measure the property in question but for which there are no recognized limits of

:ceptability

.

In slab- on-ground construction for houses or factories crushing strength of concrete is

rrelevant, but surface hardness is vital. Surface hardness or the absence of a weaker
Dose surface are essential for vertical faces of concrete to be painted or rendered,
lere is no recognized test for surface hardness or abrasion, and one survey shows that
;thods which have been tried^ can give completely contradictory results (International
:udy Committee for Wear (1) . Undoubtedly there is a broad correlation between crushing
:rength and abrasion resistance, but it is quite possible to have good crushing strength
id a poor surface through inadequate curing.

fcven in regard to mechanical properties it is rare that anything approaching a genuine
jrformance test is attempted. The flexurai strength of reinforced concrete members is

rectly dependent on the strength of the steel and the accuracy of its location, and only
> a minor degree on concrete properties, and the same holds true for deflection. It has
;en shown by Blakey (2) that with one percent of tensile reinforcement a drop of fifty

Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at end of this paper.
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percent in the concrete strength will produce a drop of only about ten percent in the
flexural strength of the member. It would seem that a much more useful control than the
current practice of cylinder testing would be to determine the actual reinforcement position
with a series of measurements with a covermeter immediately after screeding off.

Perhaps the most important requirement of a very great amount of the concrete that is

placed is just uniformity, and while the crushing test does provide a measure of uniformity
this could be measured in many other ways without waiting 28 days, as required by the
standard test.

Because the essential need is uniformity, and because so much of the required perfor-
mance of the concrete, such as surface hardness and some aspects of durability has not been
quantified, or as for shrinkage there are no agreed limits, it has for some time been
advocated by Blakey (2) that there should be a return to prescription specifications with
emphasis given to content of cement, water, and air. All these can be checked before the
concrete is set. That this is becoming more widely appreciated is apparent from the pro-
posed redraft of the American Concrete Institute Code for Structural Concrete (ACI 318-66)
where maximum water/cement ratios and minimum cement contents have been specified to ensure
durability.

Even when the concrete crushing strength may be critical, as in columns, piles, and
prestressed units, the standard crushing test cannot be regarded as a true performance test.
It has been shown in a review of Lewis (3) that the ratio of the crushing strength of
cores cut from concrete members to that of the strength of standard cylinders is always less
than unity. However, the value of the ratio varies with the strength of concrete, the size
of the specimen, and composition of cement, and is only slightly affected by the cutting
action itself. It is, in fact, not possible to determine the compressive strength of a

concrete member without relying on implicit or explicit empirical correlations.

3. Plastics

Upon cursory consideration plastics materials may appear viable for specification in

terms of the performance concept. Indeed, the status of plastics materials is as con-
temporary products in the vanguard of innovative developments for building requiring a

change from the traditional approach of assessing suitability in order to exploit their full
potential. Specification in terms of material analysis is extremely difficult because an
infinite number of variations is possible in the chemical makeup of apparently the one base
polymer, and the path to producing this polymer is not detectable in the finished product.
Minor constituents, generally termed catalysts, accelerators, or hardeners, and minor
changes in proportions will control important chemical structure parameters such as chain
length, chain branching, and crosslinking , while conditions during production will influence
important trace impurities such as are caused by oxidation or thermal degradation. Most
of these parameters cannot be conveniently measured. Furthermore, the plastics materials
used in buildings are generally compounded from polymers and the content, chemical type,

and degree of dispersion of other constituents in the finished product are also difficult to

determine.

Plastics materials are therefore characterized by phenomeno logical properties such as

viscosity, hardness, softening point, and density, or processing requirements such as

moulding temperature and curing rate or resistance to some environmental torture test.

Plastics materials are tailor made to conform to certain of these property requirements,
and specification in terms of the performance concept would only require the substitution
of performance tests for the quality tests now utilized. Unfortunately, herein lies some
inherently insoluble problems.

Plastics are used in buildings in a variety of applications with a consequent prolifer-
ation of requirements. Surfacings to internal walls require mechanical properties of tear J

resistance; aesthetic properties of colour, texture, pattern, and gloss; cleanliness
properties of resistance to staining and grime accumulation; and durability so as to retain •

these properties. Furthermore they must be safe if subjected to fire, particularly in that
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fie rate of spread of flame must not be excessive. External claddings also impose as major
Requirements the three general properties of aesthetics, durability Concluding corrosion
Resistance) , and fire resistance. Variants on these properties are also required for

plastics plumbing - aesthetics in the ability to be moulded to certain shapes and to be
leaned, durability in resistance to handling aggressive fluids and thermal change, and fire
jesistance, particularly in relation to flame spread, toxic gases, and smoke production
ecause pipes and ducts often provide the only path through fire breaks such as walls and

loors in large buildings.

Accepting the logical steps of Achenbach (4) in developing performance specifications,
roblems are encountered at every step. The first step, identifying component performance,
s difficult because the important characteristics of the performance of plastics components
appens to involve aesthetics, durability, and fire resistance, and none of these are

asily identified in objective terms. Leaving aside aesthetics per se , durability of

lastics must often be defined in terms of change of aesthetic properties, only some of which
uch as colour and gloss can be measured. For instance, panels of glass-reinforced poly-
sters become unacceptable after weathering resulting from accumulation of grime, glass
rominence, and discoloration rather than by loss of objective properties of flexural
trength or impact resistance. With many plastics materials the characteristics that

dentify weathering performance are not predictable. Rigid plastics foams with high ther-

al resistance and low heat capacity when used as substrates cause increased extremes of

urface temperatures, which may lead to more rapid degradation at the surface by chemical
eaction (vinyl coatings) or physical strain (roofing membranes), and it has required field
ailures to uncover these deleterious aspects. A compromise with other performance
haracteristics such as resistance to heat transfer is required in such applications of

igid plastics foams, and this is difficult to define because it will depend upon environ-
sntal factors. The important characteristics of the behavior of plastics in fires have
een generally identified by Saunders (5) and it is with Achenbach' s second step that
ifficulties arise.

The second step in the performance specification is to define the field conditions.
Inly a feeble attempt can be made at this definition in objective and comprehensive terms

n relation to durability of plastics, because the climatic factors responsible for weather-
ing are not yet available in terms applicable to the processes of deterioration of plastics,
review by Martin (6) indicates that solar radiation is required in terms of frequency of

:currence of intensity levels and of wavelength bands to which specific plastics are most
snsitive. Temperature is required in terms of body temperature of the plastics component,
lich varies considerably from ambient air temperature according to factors such as heat
apacity and solar absorptivity of the plastics component. Even the moisture condition of
ie environment cannot be accounted for by a simple objective measurement such as annual

Iainfall.
The situation is further complicated because the mere statement of boundary con-

itions is not an adequate definition of conditions relating to weathering. Threshold
alues occur below which an environmental factor may have no effect, and above which the
ffect increases in a non-linear manner. Polyvinylchloride will not thermally degrade at
emperatures below 65 C, but dehydrochlorination proceeds at a continually increasing rate
t higher temperatures in air. Photochemical reactions may also exhibit an induction
eriod below a threshold value of radiation intensity and furthermore, the extent of re-
gion may depend upon both total exposure and the intensity of the exposure to solar
adiation. Neither a statement upon maximum intensity of radiation received nor duration
f exposure to the radiation will generally suffice to adequately define the field condition.

When the condition of fire is considered, the attempt at definition in quantitative

|

(

2rms is very complex for all combustible materials, and particularly for plastics where a

istory of experience is not available following the many new innovations with these
iterials. There is some evidence that in large fires some plastics partly distil; this
sduces temperatures but increases spread of flame, and may also give rise to greater
nounts of toxic gases and smoke than with other materials. A recent survey by Martin (7)
idicates that the influence of many conditions such as heat, ventilation, surface orien-
ition, and object geometry is not understood and hence it is not possible to define field

: Jnditions in the optimum manner. Environmental conditions are extremely important in these
ises, because conditions favoring pyrolysis may yield products completely different from
lose given by the same plastics when conditions favor combustion. Thus many flame retar-

it mts suppress combustion, and this suppression may directly cause the production of more
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smoke because the pyrolysis reaction may yield more smoke than the combustion reaction.
Similarly, pyrolysis may give rise to toxic gases as in the case for production of iso-
cyanates from some polyurethanes , which are not produced in the oxidative degradation
associated with combustion. The precise definition of conditions for changeover of
pyrolysis to combustion is slowly being developed for the commonly used plastics, but this
relates only to oxygen content of the atmosphere with no consideration of preheat; not
enough information is yet available for application in performance specifications.

The third step, to identify the material properties that determine performance charac-
teristics is obviously a corollary of identifying the latter, and does not need further
elaboration to the general thesis that there is at this stage insufficient knowledge for th
comprehensive specification of plastics materials in terms of performance. It is the
fourth step, the development of test procedures, which demands concern because the temp-
tation exists to adopt quality tests as performance tests. There are many quality tests
used to control products made from plastics materials but few if any of these tests are
applicable to performance. A particular problem relating to weathering is the need to
contract the time scale in any performance test. This is usually done by increasing the
intensity of the weathering factor in an artificial environment to which the material is

exposed, and assuming a superposition of the factor with time. The work of Ferry (8) has
shown the rules which must be met for this approach to be valid, but the validity has not
been explored for the many heat aging and artificial weathering tests applied to plastics.
Thus the result's of these tests cannot be applied to performance in the sense as to the
relative duration that the material will continue to function satisfactorily. The tests
may be devised so that specific changes due to weathering are reproduced, but the relation
between test conditions and rate of change are not understood in quantitative terms. When
multiple manifestitations of change are studied the influence of test conditions is often
not even understood in qualitative terms. Thus one form of surface whitening of PVC

claddings can be reproduced by exposure to xenon-arc irradiation at low surface tempera-
tures, but in attempts to combine the thermal degradation of PVC with the photo-degradation
the artificial chamber does not reproduce what happens in practice. Similarly, the
xenon-arc irradiation will reproduce the yellowing of glass-reinforced polyester resins
which occurs upon natural exposure, but attempts to combine the moisture hazard in the
artificial environment have not been successful in reproducing the glass prominence and
resin erosion that occur outdoors. The natural changes attributed to moisture hazard can

be reproduced by exposure in boiling water, and this condition is widely used as a quality
control test. However, acceptance of this as a performance test is misleading because
quantitative relations to the field condition are not established, i.e. the superposition
of increased temperature for time of wetness has not been validated. The danger is, of

course, that these matters of valid acceleration of a degrading influence are often over-
looked when one happens to find a test condition, a material and a change in the material
that reproduces the field case. The specific nature of the combination and the rules for
extrapolation to different materials or changes are not realized.

This situation of a proliferation of tests but lack of relation between the test and

the field condition also applies to the property of fire resistance of plastics. Minor
variations in the condition of fire tests concerning specimen size, specimen geometry,
amount of preheat, degree of ventilation, or source of ignition have been found to greatly
influence the results. Hilado (9) has discussed some 30 tests in use in the United
States for assessing the flammability characteristics of cellular plastics, and gives some
indication of the different ranking of a series of materials by the different tests. The
problem is the difficulty of studying the field case and the danger is that any one of thes

tests may be set up as a performance test without the complete understanding of its

limitations. Lindeman (10) discusses more than 200 recent patents on fire retardants for

polystyrene, and invariably the method of test was not stated or was the simple ignition
of a horizontal bar with no preheat. This test has very limited meaning, but because it

is simple it is widely used and accepted by patent authorities. Some of the retardants
have either none or deleterious effects when evaluated under more stringent conditions

(Martin (7)), the widely used simple test being deceptive when the results are extrapolated

to different conditions. On the other hand, a large scale test commonly known as the

Steiner tunnel (25 ft long) is the only one standardized and has assumed importance beyond
the field for which it was devised. Some authorities have considered using this test in

regulations for plastics floor coverings, irrespective of the fact that the specimen is

attached to the ceiling of the tunnel. It is generally agreed by responsible research
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workers that meaningful test methods to evaluate the fire resistance of plastics are not yet

defined. The trend in both the United States (Society of Plastics Industries) and England

(Rubber and Plastics Research Association) is to resort to near full-scale burns of experi-

mental buildings or rooms and corridors furnished with the materials under study, so that a

further understanding of the field condition and the relation of more convenient tests to

:he field situation can be established. The performance concept will play an important

role as a policy to guide these developments, but it is unlikely that plastics materials
gill be controlled by valid performance tests in the foreseeable future.

Even with the establishment of useful tests the final steps in developing performance
specifications of collating test data, standardizing procedures, and fixing required perfor-
mance levels will pose many difficulties. The fact that many existing specification tests

kre specific to certain materials often facilitates the writing of a standard procedure,
•lastomeric sealants based upon polysulphides and silicones perform the same function but

lifferences in curing rates, types of primers needed for the same substrate, and rheological
•esponse when placed under strain make it difficult to devise common performance tests,

'he adoption of fair levels of acceptance must be based upon field observations, but with
I the rapid changes in formulations of plastics such relevant data are scarce. It has been
1

1 aid that feedback of field studies in plastics is always pessimistic because current im-

proved formulations are excluded. While this may be a doubtful argument it does highlight

I |he difficulty of establishing meaningful performance levels.

4. Conclusion

Two types of material have been dealt with at some length, but as stated earlier it is
laimed that for other materials arguments can be put forward which parallel those which
ave been presented. For example most of what has been said for plastics applies equally
o paints. Again, for renderings, what performance is required? Perhaps hardness and
hesion, but at what quantitative level? Is a test of adhesion in tension a guide to

hesion in shear?

Too often the existence of a physical test which may be suitable for quality control
as been accepted as a performance test without the correlation with the important para-
eters in field performance ever having been established. For any one parameter it is

early always impossible to set a single, unique limit of acceptability because in practice
ie acceptable limit depends on the interaction of so many factors.

Even if it were admitted, in the abstract, that these difficulties could be overcome
/ continued research, it would seem almost certain that the resulting sequence of tests
ould be much too complex for practical implementation. To say the least, a wholesale
jandonment of prescription or material type specifications is premature.

Finally it is of interest to note that the directives for assessing the merits of com-
ment innovations according to the Agrement approvals scheme in Europe are based upon a

iriety of methods. Outdoor exposure trials, field examples, material descriptions,
lality tests, and some performance tests are taken into account and even then a knowledge
id experience of the building industry are necessary before an appraisal can be stated.
ie performance concept is meant to provide freedom to designers from having to name
iterials, but since our knowledge of the comprehensive function of building components in
:lation to influence of environment and pertinent generalized material properties is in-
ifficient, it appears that all the means available will be required to enable designers to
'ecify and achieve the best results in building.
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EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE OF MATERIALS
PERFORMANCE AND DIMENSIONAL STABILITY

OF RESIN BINDERS

K. GAMSKI
Civil Engineering Institute
B-4000. Liege, Belgium.

Although there are standard methods for evaluating the per-
formance of composites based upon traditional binders such as hydrau-
lic or bituminous binders, we have no methods for evaluating binders
and composites made of resin.

The author describes some tests capable of being used and
possibly standardized ,among which is the dimensional stability measure-
ment test* This test could be adapted to resin binders and composites

on one hand, and on the other hand, adapted to large dimensional ele-
ments both prefabricated and constructed on site.

Bien qu'il existe des methodes standardises pour evaluer les

performances des composites, basees sur les materiaux traditionnels
tels que les liants hydrauliques et bitumineux, nous ne possedons pas

de methodes pour apprecier les liants et composites a base de resine.

L'auteur decrit quelques essais susceptibles d'etre utilises
et eventuellement normalises, parmi lesquels figure la mesure de sta-
bility dimensionnelle . Cet essai pourrait etre adapte aux liants resi-
neux et composites d'une part, et d'autre part.ajuste aux grands ele-
ments dimensionnels prefabriques et assembles sur chantier.

Chapters :

1. Statement of the problem.

2. Resin binders.

3. Fillers.

4. Composites.

5. Elements.

Adhesion; composites; dimensional stability test; fillers;

; resin binders.

Structural Engineer
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performance
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1 . STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM.

For more than 10 years, the construction industry has used a new type of binder D]
[2j . Thus, added to hydraulic or organic binders (the latter with low molecular weight)

are thermosetting binders which develop a bi or tri-dimensional network during the period
of solidification.

Epoxy, ester, isocynate and acrilic formulations furnish basic structures for the
formation of certain types of binders which are called resin binders. Epoxy binders are
most frequently used in civil engineering because of their well-known strength of adhesion
to several different types of substrates, particularly to concrete and structural steel. [3]

Polyurethane and acrylic resins are recent developments in the field of binders and
have not been thoroughly field tested. Polyester resins are used mostly in prefabrication
where work and its environment can be controlled with precision. Application of resins as
binder for composite materials constitute an in situ extension of techniques tested in the
laboratory. Resins show great sensitivity to the environment conditions in which they are
prepared (temperature, humidity, nature and surface state of the substrates, batching of
components). [4] .

In this paper, we will consider non-standardized methods presently used in forecast
of performance and in the evaluation of composition. It is essential to devise quick me-
thods for evaluating the performance of binders and mortars which cure under the actual
variable conditions at construction locations. Let us suppose that the use of a binder
or a composite used in this binder perfectly elaborated, takes place with use of perfectly
elaborated technique. It is obvious that such a procedure should involve methods of evalua-
tion which allow for a change in composition as required by particular environmental condi-
tions, and for the control methods for quality of application.

These measurements and control methods ideally should give useful data on the actual
and the long-term behavior of the composite. A proposed technique for a composite evalua-
tion which involves the variations in ultimate application cannot be considered satisfac-
tory if it does not contain means of controlling the parameters on which the performance
and durability depend. This concept has been in use for several decades in large applications

of traditional composites, although builders have a long experience with these materials.
This concept should be applied in cases where composites based on resin binders are used;
for example, highly technical products which are sensitive to job conditions which act

directly on the kinetic energy available for acceleration of the reaction of solidifica-
tion.

2. BINDERS.

2.1 Reactivity.

A characteristic common to resin binders is their tendancy to solidifiy at various
rates in the varying environmental conditions at the construction site. According to the

resin's class and composition, it is possible to regulate the kinetics of solidification
under given conditions within a broad range. Once the optimum proportion of hardeners, cat^
alysts, accelerators and additives, is determined; it is advisable to adhere to these pror
portions and to precisely define the binder's reactivity. It is important to know the rate

of change from the liquid to the solid state because the rate affects the application pro-
cedure. The following method operating under quasi-adiabatic conditions is often used [5] :

100 gr. of binder (resin, hardener and additives) is mixed under vacuum (Fig. 1) at room
temperature and put in an insulated chamber (foam block made of polystyrene or polys tyrene-

polyurethane) . The temperature rises as a function of time and is measured with the aid of

a thermocouple. When the temperature reaches 50°C, the polymerization of the binder advances

to a point where it is no longer workable. This is the limit of "workability". The length

Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at end of this paper.
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,»f time it takes to reach this temperature may be considered as the pot life of the binder

t at 50°C) (Fie. 1), t is the time necessary to reach the maximum temperature, T , of
. max max

he reaction.

The ratio t / c c n characterizes the limit of workability. We note that when a binder

s kept in a 20
maX

to 25 liter container, for example, coagulation starts under quasi-

diabatic conditions. Thus, its reactivity measured at the highest reaction rate is similar

0 that when it is in multi-liter container. The homogeneity of the mix is important, and

t is recommended that it be prepared with a high speed mechanical mixer under vacuum. The

iscosity is very sensitive to temperature variation and increases as its components inter-

ingle and make contact. Moreover, the non-Newtonian nature of the resin should be noted as

fell as the development of this characteristic with temperature. A rotating viscometer is

sed to measure the viscosity. It is recommended that the reactivity curve T versus t for a

jaterial under development should conform in form with that in Figure 1

.

2.2 Mechanical Characteristics.

Although binders are rarely applied without loads £6] £7] , it is useful to be ac-

uainted with the performance in such particulars as:

Tensile strength at -30, -15, 0, 10, 23, 45, 60°C.

1 Nature of failure for tests in a.

L Tear strength (ASTM - D1004) from -20 to 23°C.

A 750 cm mix was prepared as indicated in 2.1 and poured on a horizontal glass sheet
Dated with a stripping agent. Adhesive bands on the glass formed a tray 50 x 50 cm. This

^suited in a sheet 3 mm thick. Any air holes formed on the surface during casting can be

liminated by sweeping in hot air or a gas flame if the composition does not contain vola-
Lle inflammable solvants.

After 24 hours in a standard atmosphere (ISO R-291), 21 shear specimens (ASTM D638)

id 6 specimens for tear strength (ASTM D1004) were prepared. For materials whose hardness
Shore C) is less than 80, tests specimens were prepared with a punch. For materials with
irdness greater than 80, micro-fissures may occur during the punching, and for these, it

\jf
advisable to use a sharp cutting tool.

The presence of cracks, even if microscopic, reduces the material's performance qual-
:ies, particularly the shear strength fB] . Prior to mechanical testing, the test speci-
ms should be kept at room temperature for 6 days (ISO R-291). Shear tests on shear and
:ar specimens should be performed at the rate of 50 mm/minute for materials whose hard-
:ss is less than Shore C-80, and at the speed of 5 mm/minute for stiffer materials. These
lies are empirical, but it is imperative to establish international uniformity of test me-
ods.

2.3 Effect of Post-Polymerization.

Systems cross linking under storage at atmospheric pressure and room temperature are
nerally under-polymerized when first made. Post-polymerization occurs spontaneously
ring a period of several months and the process is accelerated in proportion with the
ergy that is available for activating it (elevation of temperature, solar or nuclear
ys). Cross linking of links that are still reactive lead to a volume contraction called
st-polymerization, and to the reduction of rupture in shearing and an eventual weakening
tear strength. In order to evaluate this effect on any given system, it is advisable to

ore the prepared specimens as indicated in Section 2.2 for 7 days at 80°C in a ventilated
en. This period of accelerated post-polymerization extends beyond the seventh day after
sting of the sheet (one day of solidification plus 6 days of aging at normal conditions).
is useful for compositions not yet studied to record the evolution of hardness and shear
rength during the period of post-polymerization as a function of time of reaction,
ig. 3). For compositions used for their property of flexibility (skins), it is impor-
it to assure the maintenance of this flexibility (i) at low temperatures, (ii) at low
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temperatures after post-polymerization, and (iii) under dynamic motion. The value of ductil-
ity is significant in this instance.

2.4 Dimensional Stability.

As has been stated, the binder's cross linking during solidification and then during
post-polymerization, promotes volume contraction and eventual loss of weight if the com-
position contains solvents of low vapor pressure. DEGEIMBRE has made a thorough study of

this subject in the last 3 years [93 ijQj Q f) . Volume contraction in the first phase can
be measured during the study of the binder's reactivity. The method described in Volume
N° 327 - 1962 ASTM Special Technical Publication, pp. 40-50, by ROSEN and FORNOF can be
used. Contraction in the first phase of cross linkage (24 hours) is about 2 to 10 % accord-
ing to the type of binders. Sufficient precision can be obtained in the measurement by
operating with a volume of 10 cm-* evaluated to 0,1 percent. Duplicate measurement after
solidification gives valuable results; but measurement of volume in the liquid phase should
be done with caution (variation of temperature). However, contraction during the first
phase of solidification is not always harmful to the behaviour of the binder as long as

it is not accompanied by formation of internal stress resulting from restrained contraction.
In a thin layer, the contraction is restrained by the adherence of the layer to the sub-
strate Cl2H.In the case of mortars, the displacement of aggregate granules does not normally
restrain the development of contraction. However, under high loads, granules enter into con-
tact and restrain contraction; thus, internal stresses leading to microcracking are noted.
This results in a reduction of mechanical properties under static and dynamic conditions.

[16]

Contraction can be divided into 3 sections (Fig. 4) . Chemical contraction does not
produce internal forces until the moment of network formation (t ). Thermal contraction
depends on the value, T , and on the thermal expansion coefficient. Finally, post-
polymerization contraction is responsible for a fraction of the total contraction. For
resin mortars capable of relaxation, internal stress does not lead to cracking, and shear-
ing strength by flexure and bending does not diminish with time. In order to measure loss

in flexural strength, standard specimens (4 x 4 x 16 cm) are generally used for composite
mortars

.

Dimensional stability on the other hand is measured [\6J by a dilatometer on 50 mm
long specimens with cross section of 0,2 to 0,5 cm^. The rate of temperature rise is

l°C/min. and expansion is recorded optically or electronically. A typical illustration is

presented in Fig. 5. In the region of instability, T. , temperature rise leads to contrac-
tion. In this temperature interval, the polymeric contraction of fibers prevails over ther-
mal expansion. DEGEIMBRE QcQ got very similar results when he measured the electrical
resistance as a function of temperature. In proportion to the network formation, conduction
is hindered, thus increasing resistance. In the region of instability, T. ,

increasing tem-

perature simultaneously produces thermal softening of the network which reduces strength
and at the same time increases network cross linkage due to the application of activation
energy, which produces increased strength. The resistivity measurement method is thus com-
plimentary to that of thermal expansion for evaluating thermal instability of the network.
This method demands a specialized apparatus because it concerns the measurement of variation
of degree of insulation. Note that in the region of solidification, the binder's reactivity
may be evaluated by variation in viscosity, increase of hardness, or even by variation of

propagation speed of elastic ultrasonic frequency waves on the order of 0,5 MHz [13] .

2.5 Hydraulic Instability.

It has been stated that certain structures contain micro-pores susceptible to dilation
in the presence of water, due to capillary pressure. The result is that a small absorption
of water leads to a greater variation in dimensions. This phenomenon, though little known
in the field of polymerizable binders, merits close examination because it could be a cause

for the reduction of adherence to the substrate comparable in magnitude to the contraction
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henomenon. Preliminary observations made on this subject show that the dimensional growth

: an be very slow and take several months.

3. FILLERS.

Besides additives (catalysts, accelerators, hardeners, solvents, reactive solvents,
!of teners.etc. . .) included in a binder, pigments or fillers frequently are added. Fillers

ian be classified as organic or inorganic types. The first group contains vegetable organic
'illers (wood particles), carbon black, or polymers (PVC particles). Inorganic fillers are

f mineral, metallic or glass types. Concerning the form of the particles, we distinguish
Tanular fillers, filiform fillers or fillers such as grains of sand, zinc oxide, glass

iber, metal threads, or lamillar slate. Industry has put at our disposal a great variety
If fillers, in terms of their nature and the form of granules. It is therefore possible to

jind a filler that is the most appropriate for the composite chosen. The presence of fillers
lodifies the rheological, mechanical and physical characteristics of the binder : the temper-
ture t__ increases, the temperature T is lowered, and the elastic modulus increases in

.50 j..,, max.
, . , ....

iroportion to filler content, and compressive strength increases as the shear strength dimm-
shes. The volume effect for granule fillers is shown in Fig. 6. Filiform fillers can take
he form of contained filaments. Thus, the composite acquires anistropic characteristics.

Dispersed fillers are distinguished by their nature, specific gravity, granular form,

ranular size curves, and specific surface. Determination of these characteristics is

iandardized by specifications designed for the formulation of paints and composite mortars,
valuation of the adherence of these fillers to the binder remains to be standardized,
resently, the adhesives' effect is judged by the volume behavior of the composite.

4. COMPOSITES.

The nature and proportion of fillers and granular characteristics considerably affect
le rheological, physical and mechanical characteristics of the composite. The triangle in
Igure 6 represents the volume composition of a composite : C + L + V =1 where C is the

roportion of the volume of the filler, L is the volume proportion of the binder, and V

; the proportion of voids. Thus, the coordinates of a point define the composition of the
>mposite. At the right, C =

1 , L =
1 , is a plot of points which characterize the saturated

:ructure without voids (2d). In this case, each granule is surrounded by a film of binder
jiich fills the interstices between particles . Workability of the mass is determined by the

>ility of the composite to keep its cohesiveness during manufacture by remaining homogenous
i well as remaining compact without voids by consuming a minimum of energy,
orkability diminishes as the binder's proportion is reduced and as the specific surface of

le filler increases. In the theoretical research work to develop optimum formulations,
•rkability of the composite must be considered as well as the results of rapid physical
:asurements under conditions comparable to those at the construction site.

The mechanical characteristics of the composites in a solid state are measured by the
e of standard specimens (4 x 4 x 16 cm.) for strength, modulus of elasticity in bending
d compression after 7 days of aging (one day solidification and stripping plus 6 days
orage in a standard atmosphere ISO R-291). These same measurements should be repeated
specimens kept for 7 days at 80°C, then as a function of temperature as discussed in

ction 2.2. The dimensional stability and impact resistance should be measured after the
orage period on specimens 1 x 1,5 x 12 cm. in size. Impact resistance is a function of

mperature, and it is useful to know this function for a given composite. The dimensions
r the rounded aggregate rarely exceed 3 mm; thus, the specimen's shape cited above re-
ects correctly the characteristics of the composite to be examined. The filiform fillers
nsiderably improve the shear and flexural strength of the composites, and are used for
is purpose. Also one quite often encounters filiform fillers incorporated in a composite
ntaining granular fillers.
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5. PREFABRICATED ELEMENTS.

Application to prefabricated elements, particularly to the exterior, requires a com-
plimentary study on the effect of shape on the reaction results as well as on that of dura-
bility in a long-term application. It is true in this case that observation of actual ele-
ments on site is most important. However, it is essential to devise accelerated methods
for simulating the environment in order to correct the composition of shape of an object for
its intended purpose. In this way, the author constructed at the Institute of Civil Engi-
neering, a vertical test slab 3,5 x 2,5 m. in reinforced concrete (8 cm. thick) to be used
as a support for a substrate during tests simulating exterior conditions. A study of the
behaviour of exterior siding sheets (1,8 x 1 m. , and 2 cm. thick) made of mortar with a

•resin [15] could utilize such a device.

The sheet is attached to a test slab by clamps. The exterior temperature of the sheet
to be tested is controlled by infrared rays and follows, at first, a graph which is later
extrapolated. Thus, the temperature reaches 80°C and is maintained at this level for an
hour. The difference in temperature between the two faces increases toward the light source.

The '"od connects the non-heated side of the test sheet to an appartus measuring sag. If

the sag is accompanied by a shortening of the horizontal axis of the sheet, clamp stresses
develop whose value and distribution depends on the type of attachment and its rigidity.
Post-polymerization produced by thermal energy causes a non-homogenous contraction in the
transverse section of the sheet which at first reduces the value of the thermal sag on the

graph but then, after cooling, produces a reversal. The solar cycle maintaining the surface
radiated at 80

J
C is terminated by spraying with a water jet at about 10°C. Thus, the tem-

perature of the heated surface of the sheet is suddenly brought to room temperature. This
cycle is repeated after a rest period. The maximum distortions and those corresponding to

the rest period are shown in Figure 8. It is stated that the effect of post-polymerization
is particularly evident during the first cycle of solar radiation.

Although the study of binder reactivity and characteristics of aggregates and compo-
sites are most important in designing the binder's composition and adapting it in the best
manner to its proposed use, the dimensional stability test of an element in actual size and

of its reaction to conditions which simulate actual environment is necessary. In fact, the

deduction of reactions by superposition of preliminary reactions is illusory. Resin binders
and composites containing them are characterized by a weak thermal conductivity coefficient.
This brings about a great difference between surface temperatures and a large thermal gra-
dient within an element.

When such a material is applied to another surface, concrete for example, the differ-

ence in deformation does not result from the difference of the thermal expansion coef-

ficients of two materials alone, but from a great differential on the one hand, and even-

tual contraction on the other.

Knowledge of these facts facilitates development of composites formulated for speci-

fic purposes.

CONCLUSIONS.
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Natural and Artificial Weathering Performance of Rigid
Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) and Other Plastic Materials
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Rigid polyvinyl chloride and other synthetic plastics as exte-
rior building materials are relatively new, but their use, fabrica-
tion and distribution are well- documented. Weathering performance
of these materials is taking time to evaluate because of the wide
range of variables involved, the general inertness of the sub-
stances and the lack of knowledge of the proper test parameters to

use. An artificial weathering test method has been developed which
takes into account the vital role of moisture in the degradation of
plastics. Dual consideration is given to the deleterious effects
of ultra-violet radiation alone. Many of the results of this com-

bined method of evaluation have correlated well on an accelerated
basis with outdoor performance. The efficacy of outdoor weathering
emphasizes the need for a closer examination of UV radiation sources
and test atmospheres. Color and surface changes are followed during
weathering, and measures of stability are expressed as color dif-
ference units and gloss variations. Color acceptability may be
evaluated by means of color triangulation. Changes in impact re-
sistance in rigid PVC are as important as the influence of atmos-
pheric pollutants during the natural weathering process. Both
phenomena require duplication artificially with the hope of deter-
mining time equivalence between the two media.

Si le chlorure de polyvinyl et d'autres plastiques synthetiques
sont relativement nouveaux en tant que materiaux de construction
exterieure, on est cependant bien informe de leur utilisation, fabri-
cation et distribution. L'action des conditions atmospheriques sur
ces materiaux est lente a evaluer a cause du grand nombre de variables
impliquees, de l'inertie intrinseque des substances et du manque de

connaissance des parametres d'essai appropries. Une methode d'epreuve
sous conditions atmospheriques artificielles a ete developpee, elle

tient compte du role primodial de l'humidite dans la deterioration
des matieres plastiques. Importance double a ete accordee aux effets
nocifs des seules radiations ultra-violettes. Nombre de resultats de
cette methode d' evaluation combinee se trouvent en bonne correlation
avec la performance exterieure sur une base acceleree. L'efficacite
de l'exposition naturelle souligne le besoin d'un examen approfondi
des sources de radiations ultra-violettes et des epreuves atmos-
pheriques. Les changements de couleur et de surface sont suivis
pendant l'exposition a 1' atmosphere et les mesures de stabilite sont
exprimees en differences de couleur et de variations de lustre.
L evaluation de la couleur peut se faire par le moyen du triangle
des couleurs. Les changements de resistance au choc du P.V.C. rigide
sont aussi importants que 1' influence des polutions atmospheriques
pendant l'exposition aux intemperies. Les deux phenomenes exigent
une duplication artificielle dans l'espoir de determiner une
equivalence de temps entre les deux milieux.
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1. Introduction

Rigid polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and other synthetic plastics as exterior building mate-
rials are relatively new, but their use, fabrication and distribution are well-documented
(1)1 (2). Weathering performance of these materials is requiring time to evaluate because of
the wide range of variables involved, the general inertness of the substances and the lack of
knowledge of the proper test parameters. The findings presented in this paper are based on
pigmented compounds, unless otherwise specified.

In order to predict the natural weathering performance of rigid PVC and other plastic
materials, there appeared a need for test procedures to reproduce rapidly and accurately on
a synthetic basis the observable and unobservable changes taking place on the surface of and
within the plastic compounds. A starting point was in the use of water vapor at elevated
temperatures, in conjunction with ultra-violet radiation, to duplicate the greying or
"whitening" of black, rigid PVC (3) (4).

An example of this phenomenon is illustrated by figure 1. The vapor cycle was performed
as a separate step apart from the UV exposures and its effect is shown by the vertical seg-
ments of the EB and D curves as whitening took place. During both artificial and natural
weathering, the initiation of whitening of black, rigid PVC was apparently due to the forma-
tion of micropores in the surface which in turn retained condensed water vapor, resulting in
light scattering. Examination of the surfaces by replication techniques in conjunction with
the transmission electron miscroscope and directly with the scanning electron microscope
revealed the pore structures. Moderate heating of the PVC drove off the absorbed moisture,
thereby eliminating light scattering and restoring its blackness. Dark-colored PVC com-

pounds perform generally in the same fashion.

Through curves EB (Sarnia) and D (Sarnia) and EB (Bird) and D (Bird) , figure 1 also
shows differences in rates of whitening of black, rigid PVC depending on the location of

outdoor exposure test sites. Lack of whitening outdoors in excess of 3 years, however, was
shown by a black acrylic laminate. Curve C indicated that a black, rigid PVC compound could
withstand UV-vapor cycling without appreciable whitening, but it could not be satisfactorily
extruded.

The same UV-vapor cycling was found to account for the continual white appearance out-
doors of some white, rigid PVC products as compared with appreciable yellowing attributable
to UV radiation alone. In some cases, tan lines developed during both natural and artificial
exposures; the lines disappeared in a short time by addition of vapor cycling to the artifi-
cial UV exposure and eventually did so outdoors on vertical sidewalls with prolonged expo-
sures in excess of a year (3)

.

While exposures to UV radiation and UV-vapor cycling produced fairly rapid results, one
particular experiment pointed up a need for appreciation of the efficacy of natural ultra-
violet, visible, and infra-red radiation in combination with moisture. The lellowness Index
of an extensively yellowed sample of white, rigid PVC decreased about 5 points in 16 hours,
as shown by curve 10 of figure 3; it had been placed on a 45° test deck facing SSW at about

3:30 p.m. on the previous afternoon in September. Similar changes in the laboratory require
the use of elevated temperatures, such as indicated by curve 9 of figure 3.

In the case of extruded white, rigid PVC, the scanning electron microscope showed sur-

face chalking resulting from outdoor exposure and appreciable surface porosity.

Thus we became involved with several factors affecting the weathering performance of

rigid PVC and other plastic materials and came to realize the need for measuring such per-

formance on the finished product.

Figures in parentheses indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.
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2. Performance Comparisons

The many early "weathering" comparisons of rigid PVC compounds at Bird & Son, inc.,

uave provided a basis for the recognition of differences between plastic materials, leading

oward further selective evaluations. An example is the following of changes in yellowness

f a white, rigid PVC compound E during numerous types of exposures, such as laboratory UV

adiation (fluorescent sun lamp/black lamp and carbon and xenon arcs) and outdoors, under
oth wet and dry conditions. This compound has been found to yellow in the FSL/BL, carbon,

nd xenon arc units and outdoors when shielded from moisture, but does not yellow appreciably
utdoors when exposed to moisture - rain, snow, dew and so forth. Its FSL/BL UV curve is

hown as 1 and its whitening curve as 10 in figure 3.

From the standpoint of general performance, it would appear that a white compound M
hich does not yellow as extensively as compound E under FSL/BL UV radiation, yet remains
hite when exposed to water vapor - curves 8 and 9 of figure 3, might be considered less

ulnerable or an improved building material, an objective we continually seek. Mechanical
roperties must also be evaluated, however, on a comparative basis.

It was found that not all of the phenomena produced outdoors were being duplicated by

rtificial weathering methods. One example has been the vapor cycling of pastel yellow and

reen, rigid PVC whereby color differences have been slightly lower than those experienced
utdoors. As is evident in trying to equate performance between the two methods, it is not
ally known at this time all of the discrepancies which exist.

Exploration into possible differences in reaction of various plastics to different
Durces of UV radiation (3) has produced interesting insights. A particular white, rigid
JC compound J became quite yellow when exposed to FSL/BL UV radiation (curve 5 of figure 3),
at remained white when exposed 1000 hours to a xenon arc while sealed in a Vycor tube and
Lso outdoors while shielded only from the cleansing action of moisture (curve 7 of figure 3).

len exposed directly to the xenon arc in an Atlas Weather-Ometer Model 600 WR at 40% rela-
Lve humidity for 95 days it yellowed somewhat as seen by curve 6 of figure 3.

A second marked difference in results between sources of UV was obtained with three
lite polycarbonates exposed to FSL/BL, xenon arc, and outdoor radiation; results are shown
i figure 2. The samples exposed to the FSL/BL yellowed considerably in one week and did
jt clarify with vapor cycling. This persistence of intense yellow discoloration during the
ipor cycle was viewed as an ideal approach to obtaining equivalence values between artifi-
lal and outdoor weathering under the prevailing conditions. One polycarbonate sample on
le test deck yellowed appreciably in two months, while the other two remained essentially
lite during six months of exposure. The rates of yellowing upon direct exposure to the
snon arc were closer to those of the FSL/BL than outdoors, but a certain resolution occurred

| was effected outdoors, whereas little or no resolution of differences between the three
ilycarbonate samples was obtained through exposure to the FSL/BL UV. Thus, no equivalence
lues were obtained. It should be mentioned here that the Yellowness Index values for the
pies exposed to the xenon arc were calculated according to ASTM D 1925-70 equation

100(1.28XCIE
- 1.06XCIE)

Y.I. - (1)
*CIE

ile

j Y.I. = (2)

s used for the remaining white samples. The latter equation, also found in ASTM D 1925-70,
used similarly by British Titan Products to calculate "Colour Index" for whites (5).
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An anomalous result has been obtained with compound E while sealed with NO2 in a Vycor

tube during exposure to the xenon arc. The gas became colorless in about 40-50 hours' time,

and at the end of only 168 hours of exposure the white, rigid PVC strip was dark beige along

the edges and at the ends but almost black along the center. This rapid, dark discoloration

did not occur in over 500 hours of exposure in the FSL/BL nor in almost 700 hours of outdoor

exposure. This area requires further investigation.

3. Atmospheric Gases

As an initial examination of the possible affect of atmospheric gases on rigid PVC

while exposed to ultra-violet radiation (3), eleven Vycor test tubes, containing strips of

white, rigid PVC approximately 3/4" x 7-1/4" in size, were installed on a 45° test deck

facing SSW, eight of the tubes being separately filled with ammonia, carbon monoxide,

hydrogen sulfide, methane, nitrous oxide, nitric oxide, nitrogen dioxide or sulfur dioxide.

Since the gas tubes were sealed with neoprene stoppers, a control sample (compound E) was

also sealed in a tube with only an air atmosphere. Along with these tubes were two more

with open ends, one containing a control strip and the other a strip of compound J which

was known to yellow extensively in FSL/BL UV radiation; see curve 5 of figure 3.

Cloudy weather prevailed for several days at the start of the exposure period in

mid-April 1971, but in 22 hours, the sample in S02 had begun to darken and by 144 hours the

strip was almost black, and the inside wall of the tube was hazy; the reverse side of the

strip facing the deck was uniform, but slightly yellowed. A similar test using S02, but
exposing strips of different white, rigid PVC compounds in the FSL/BL unit, produced similar
results, differing only in the type of discoloration of the PVC. The primary reactions ap-
peared to be those of reduction of the SO2 to elemental sulfur, recombination of the
stabilizers' heavy metal to form colored sulfides, such as tin, barium, and cadmium, and
some oxidation of the PVC.

Although the concentrations of gases used in these experiments were excessive and
hardly as low as air-pollution levels, the reactions involved may account for colored areas
in the proximity of particulate matter deposited on white PVC siding as observed in an
industrial area. The particle might become a "carrier" of a relatively high concentration
of reactants to the surface of the PVC, resulting in discoloration with continued exposure.

The sample enclosed in NO2 showed a different phenomenon, wherein initial discoloration
of the strip could not be detected visually because of the color of the gas, but after 29
days the strip was seen to be yellowish-tan and the gas colorless. When the tube was opened,
the brown color of NO2 immediately reappeared, indicating a redox reaction whereby the PVC
reacted with the oxygen provided by the reduction of NO2 to NO. The Yellowness Index of the
white strip had increased from 1.1 to about 17.3 and 26 days later, while the strip was
stored in the dark, it has increased to 79.1.

Similar results again were produced with the FSL/BL unit, exposing different rigid PVC
compounds in NO2, with differences in discoloration again depending on the particular com-
pound. In this case, however, the increase in Yellowness Index of compound E after standing
in the dark for 27 days amounted to only about 4.8 points, possibly indicative of the dif-
ferences in UV radiation.

The sample enclosed in NH3 increased in Yellowness Index from 1.1 to 7.7 in 33 days,

while changing in the green tristimulus value only from about 75.0 to 73.6, whereas in 63

days of exposure the sample enclosed in H2S increased only about 0.1 point in Yellowness
Index, but the green tristimulus value decreased from about 75.2 to 63.8, indicating general
darkening or greying.

During the same 63-day period, the control strip in the closed-end tube on the test

deck showed a slight decrease in yellowness whereas the sample in the open-end tube showed
an increase. After 88 days, the additional 25 days being in June and July, the open-end
control increased about 6.2 points, the closed-end control about 1.9 points and the open-end
compound J about 2.0 points in Yellowness Index. At 123 days, as can be seen by curves 3,

4 and 7 of figure 3, compound J had still changed very little in Y.I. while the compound E

strips were continuing to increase in yellowness, the one in the open-end tube at the higher
rate presumably because of the continual supply of oxygen.
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Of the compound E strips, the specimen in the N20-containing tube, which had remained

sealed for 123 days of exposure, showed the least change in Yellowness Index, increasing by

about 5.5 points (X in figure 3).

It would thus appear that closed Vycor test tubes have restricted use for testing such

as rigid PVC and other plastic materials which are intended for continuous outdoor exposure.

The above findings have proven valuable, but their interpretation and extension must be

carefully considered when relating them to performance under natural weathering.

No work along these lines has as yet been done with mixtures of gases.

4. Polymeric Changes

With further reference to the xenon arc and its affect on rigid PVC, it has been noted
;hat even though the rate of yellow discoloration for white compound E was lower than with
he FSL/BL, the rate of surface degradation appeared about the same in both units. Indica-
tion that degradation of the polymer was taking place as a result of UV exposure was
jbtained by folding a 3/8" x 2-1/8" strip of the sample 180° on itself such that the exposed
•.urface was in tension. Unexposed stock showed no cracking as a result of such folding,

»ut micro-cracks appeared along the fold after about 250 hours of the radiation and at 1000

tours the cracks were more extensive, but of about equal size and number in each sample.

This test provides a rapid, qualitative evaluation of changes in impact resistance
uring artificial and natural weathering. It revealed the differences in degradation
etween samples of rigid PVC exposed to only UV radiation versus those exposed to UV-vapor
ycling. The former tended to show deeper and more extensive cracking than the latter which
ere apparently somewhat plasticized by the moisture as reported on for outdoor weathering

y Reinisch and Gloria (6). Yellowing, however, has not always been accompanied by the
egradation which causes cracking on folding or results in appreciable decrease in impact
esistance.

The deeper type of cracking in rigid PVC, as produced in some cases by FSL/BL UV radia-
ion, was duplicated outdoors by the strip of white, rigid PVC enclosed with N02 gas in the
ycor test tube, exposed to natural UV radiation for 29 days, removed from the tube and
tored in the dark for over 26 days. The strip cracked about 907. through its thickness when
bided 180° on itself, indicating polymeric degradation, probably in depth, resulting from
xidation (7). Similar strips artifically exposed with NO2 also cracked. Where some rigid

VC compounds crack in depth to various degrees when folded after weathering, some acrylic
Llms decrease in elasticity and become brittle, the phenomena occurring during both natural
id artificial weathering exposures. Acrylics, however, exhibit generally greater color
tability (3) (4) and have been used as laminates over such rigid substrates as ABS and PVC.

5. Color Difference

During the weathering of plastics used as building materials, it is highly desirable to
tintain a record of color stability, expressed as a measure of resistance to change. One
tthod of following the performance of a product is to make periodic color measurements and
low any observed change as color difference. This value represents only a degree of
tgnitude; it lacks direction. It also appears to depend upon the particular instrument
iployed for measurement and/or the particular method used for making calculations with the
istimulus values obtained.

In a recent comparison of color difference values calculated for essentially the same
ired samples, employing five different instruments in as many different laboratories and
as many different personnel, there appeared some general agreement for certain color

irs, but enough difference existed between other samples to raise question about any at-
mpt at specifying units of color difference (8). The original color difference (E)
lues, as shown in Table 1. were calculated by means of Color Scale System C (ASTM D 2244-

) for the Photovolt 670, Scale A2 for the Colormaster V, and Scale B2 for the Hunter
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D25A; the Reilly-Glasser Cube Root (8) was used for the Color-Eye Dl and method FMC II
(Friele-MacAdam-Chickering) (9) for the G.E. Spectrophotometer. All other (E) values for
the different instruments were calculated from their respective measured or converted
values of green, amber, and blue or C.I.E. values. A similar examination of color dif-
ference in the paint industry in England produced comparable results (10).

Thus it would appear that all factors involved in a color measurement and color differ
ence computation require enumeration (11). If the Judd transformation is employed, then
the values would be in NBS units (12), all others being expressed as color difference (E)

per the instrument and method of calculation used. This procedure would increase confi-
dence in relating performance characteristics of plastic materials during weathering,
artificial or natural, on a comparative basis and better relate color differences obtained
at different locations through greater familiarity with the various color scale systems.

The question still remains as to how best to look at color and color changes resulting
from weathering. A quick method of evaluating a color change is by tristimulus color
triangulation as shown in figures 5 through 7. Figure 4 illustrates the basic triangles
from 0% reflectance black to 100% reflectance white (4). They are used by drawing lines
parallel to the respective bases and at the reflectance levels of the green, amber and blue
values to form color triangles. Without further calculation the method shows, between any
two triangles, the changes in lightness (aI) and in yellowness (a Y.I.) and provides an
estimation of and Ab. Being qualitative, however, the method lacks the quantitative
values of the color difference (E) , but when the two are used in combination, they provide
a good "picture" of a color and its changes with weathering.

6. Conclusions

The several approaches to weathering constitute examination of the parts separately,
such as ultra-violet radiation (FSL/BL, carbon and xenon arcs, outdoors), moisture (water
spray, water vapor, outdoor humidity) , temperature (low, moderate, elevated) and cycling
(vapor at 80 hours or 168 hours, dark periods, continuous exposure vs. night and day) and

then recombining them into the most appropriate form of artificial test procedure in the

evaluation of anticipated performance.

The various approaches used thus far indicate that rigid FVC compounds are subject to

such modification as to effect appreciable differences in performance during "weathering."
The ultimate, of course, would be a compound which showed no change from its initial and

preferred characteristics.
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TABLE L.

COMPARATIVE EXAMINATION OF COLORS
Color Difference (E) Values

PhoJ:ovolt_67p

or Scale Cube Root NBS
rs Sample C A.G.B X.Y.Z UnitB

:ks

te

Sample C A.G.B X.Y.Z UnitB

1. 9.9* 17.4 17.0 11.4
2. 9.8 16.4 16.3 10.8
3. 13.8 20.5 20.4 10.6

1. 22.9 22.3 20.7 25.2
2. 21.0 20.3 18.9 19.8
3. 21.3 21.1 19.5 11,7

1. 3.7 3.3 3.3 3.6
2. 3.9 4.0 3.8 4.1
3. 6.0 6.4 6.0 6.7

1. 13.8 12.3 12.2 14.4
2. 14.4 12.7 12.6 14.8
3. 14.6 12.8 12.7 14.8

1. 3.8 4.5 4.5 5.5
2. 4.2 4.6 4.6 4.6
3. 33.3 54.2 46.4 63.5
4. 33.2 54.2 46.5 63.6

1. 1.5 1.6 1.5 3.2
2. 1.6 1.7 1.6 1.7

Instrument & Calculation Method

Colorma£ter_V_ _
IBS Sc

C

8.5 8.5 12.9 4.5

Scale Scale Cube NBS
C_ _A2 Root Units

8.5 )•> 7 12.7 4.6

20.7 17.6 18.5 22.3

3.1 3.2 2.9 2.9

13.6 12.0 11.9 20.4

3.6 4.0 4.1 3.7

29.1 31.0 36.6 48.2

_ _ -Hunter D25A_

Scale Scale Cube NBS
_B_2 Root Units

19.2 16.1 17.0 20.6

3.8 2.9 3.8 3.7

14.3 14.2 12.4 14.3

3.7 3.5 4.2 3.2

28.1 21.3 35.2 46.0

1.6 1.2 1.6 1.7

Original data provided to two decimal places has been rounded to one.

Coior-Eye_,_ Dl

Scale Cube Root NBS
C A.G.B X.Y.Z Units

8.1 12.2 12.2 4.3

18.4 17.9 17.9 21.6

3.0

13.4 11.8 11.8 13.9

4.1

25.1

4.9 4.9 2.2

35.4 35.3 46.1

— —G^Ej. Sp^cjtrophotome^ex

Scale FMC Cube NBS
C II Root Units

17.0 6.8

36.5 18.7

27.0 11.9

6.1 3.7

41.0 23.8

6.6

2.5

28.5
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National Bureau of Standards Special Publication 361, Volume 1: Performance
IConcept in Buildings; Proceedings of the Joint RILEM-ASTM-C IB Symposium, held
May 2-5, 1972, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (Issued March 1972).

Evaluation of Structural Adhesives for
Use in Housing Systems

T. W. Reichard, L. W . Masters, J. H. Pielert
Building Research Division

Institute for Applied Technology
National Bureau of Standards

Washington, D.C. 20234

As a result of the structural evaluation proce-
dures developed for the "Operation BREAKTHROUGH"
program, critical factors occurring in adhesive bonded
structural assemblies were identified. The effects
of aging, sustained-loading and adverse environmental
conditions on these bonded areas were evaluated using
small test specimens.

Typical results from this evaluation on two
BREAKTHROUGH systems are presented. The results
indicate that the accelerated aging procedure used
here has a deteriorative effect on the strength of

these systems. However, the magnitude of this effect
was not judged to be great enough to reduce the strength
of the final design below that required by the application
The results presented also show that the effects of adhe-
sive thickness', temperature and sustained loading can be

very significant and must be fully considered in design
and structural evaluation.

Key words: Accelerated aging; adhesives; bonded
structures; durability; glass fiber reinforced plastics;
housing systems; Operation Breakthrough; paper honeycomb;
performance criteria; structural sandwich.

La methode d' evaluation de la construction utilisee pour le

programme de 1' "Operation BREAKTHROUGH" a permis d' identifier les

zones critiques des surfaces assemblies par collage. Les effets
de l'age, de la charge continue et de conditions contraires du

milieu sur ces surfaces collees ont ete evalues a l'aide de
petites eprouvettes d'essai.

On presente les resultats typiques de cette evaluation sur
2 systemes BREAKTHROUGH. Les resultats indiquent qu'avec la colle
appropriee, le vieillissement accelere dans des conditions variables
d'humidite et de temperature n'altere pas necessairement 1' adherence
plus que le degre requis par 1' application. Les resultats presentes
montrent aussi que les effets de 1'epaisseur de colle, de la
temperature et de la charge continue peuvent etre tres significatif

s

et qu'ils doivent etre pleinement pris en consideration dans
l'evaluation du projet et de la construction.
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Introduct ion

One phase of the "Operation BREAKTHROUGH" [1] program by the
Department of Housing and Urban Development is an evaluation of the struc-
tural adequacy of each proposed housing system. Two basic questions regard-
ing structural performance must always be considered when evaluating each
system. First, will the structure withstand service loads, i.e., is it safe;
and second, will the structure perform well in service?

Because of the nature of the program many structural designs and
details, which are unconventional with respect to housing, were expected and
proposed. One type of unconventional detail which required test data was
the proposed use of structural adhesive bonding in lieu of, or in addition
to, conventional fastening devices. Adhesive bonding was proposed for use
in a variety of applications and the proposed adhesives varied from the
familar casein and r e cl aime d- rub b e r types to one which was not as yet com-
mercially available.

The Building Research Division of the National Bureau of Standards
(NBS) , in its role as evaluator, had to determine the answer to the two
basic questions for these adhesive applications.

Performance criteria were developed and used as a guide for evaluation
of the proposed adhesive applications.

2 . S cope

During the evaluation of the BREAKTHROUGH housing systems, it became
evident that the construction industry had discovered the advantages of
using structural adhesives in both replacing and reinforcing conventional
fasteners. Unfortunately, some of the industry did not simultaneously dis-
cover the disadvantages and pitfalls that occur as a result of improper
selection and use of adhesives. The reason for this lack of knowledge is
due to inexperience, un f ami li ar i t y with the products, and the lack of perti-
nent information from the adhesives industry on applications peculiar to the
construction industry.

The adhesives industry consists of a few major manufacturers and hun-
dreds of small formulators who produce thousands of adhesives. In general,
these adhesives are sold without guarantees as to their performance. Most
of the adhesives industry include statements in their literature which places
the responsibility for the performance of the adhesives on the user.

Although warranties do not protect the consumer, most manufacturers do
provide information regarding the proper method of use and the resultant
performance that may be expected of their adhesives. One problem is that
the available information on a specific adhesive does not always indicate
whether it should be used in a particular application. This frequently is
due to the fact that the manufacturer or formulator has never been
approached by 'a potential, volume consumer for information regarding the
use of an adhesive for a specific, innovative application.

For example, in the use of the s ol ven t -b as e d , mastic adhesives the
available data may describe the strength of a wood-to-wood bond after vari-
ous aging periods under various environmental conditions; however, they may
not describe the strength of wood-to-metal or me t al- t o-me t al bonds which

''"Numbers in brackets refer to references listed at the end of this report
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lare sometimes required by the, user. The strength of this type of adhesive,
and of the bond, is a function of the loss of the solvent from the adhesive
jthrough evaporation. Thus, it is evident that the strength gain with time
(depends on factors such as the types of materials bonded, thickness of adhe-
sive and environmental conditions. The effect of most of these factors can
be determined rather easily using conventional short term test such as ten-
sile or shear strength. The major problem in evaluating structural adhe-
sives is the determination of the long term effects of environmental factors,
i.e., durability.

One must be primarily concerned with both the durability of the adhesive
pond, and the adhesive. For a durable bond, the adhesive and the adherends
nust be physically and chemically compatible with each other and this com-
oatibility must not change significantly with age and environmental
conditions .

Within limits, the strength of a cured adhesive and its adjunct adhe-
sive bond generally decreases with an increase in temperature and the adhe-
sive itself can degrade with age. Furthermore, the strength of the bond
«rill be influenced by the rate of loading; and its strength under sustained-
Load will be less than its short-term strength. For example, in the case of
:hermoplast ic adhesives, the deleterious effects of elevated temperatures,
)f ten combined with poor resistance to creep is frequently much greater than
.n the case of thermoset, or vulcanized, adhesives.

All the above mentioned factors must be evaluated for each adhesive and
:ach application. This is especially important for adhesive applications
ihere the bond strength is a determinate factor in the safety of the product.

To minimize the testing required for "Operation BREAKTHROUGH", struc-
ural adhesive applications were classified as follows:

Class A - Structural uses where the adhesive bond is required to
maintain both the lo ad- c ar ry in g capacity (safety) and
the load-deflection characteristics of the structural
system (serviceability).

Class B - Structural uses where the bond is required to maintain
only the deflection characteristics of the system and
where failure of the bond will not significantly reduce
the lo ad- car ry in g capacity.

Class C - Structural uses where the bond is required for a short
period during manufacturing, transportation or erection
procedures .

There are many standard methods [2], [3] which can be used to test the
roperties of adhesives and adhesive bonds under various environmental
onditions. Some accelerated aging methods have also been standardized,
owever, there are no standard procedures for determining the suitability of
a adhesive for specific applications in housing.

The suitability of the adhesives employed in some of the "Operation
REAKTHROUGH" systems is being determined on a case-to-case basis after con-
ideration of test data from the adhesive manufacturer, the housing system
roducer and NBS. In general, standard test methods are used although vari-
tions or modifications are sometimes required in the evaluation of adhesives
or certain applications.

Minimum test performance requirements are determined after a structural
/aluation of the system establishes the required contribution of the adhe-
Lve bond to structural integrity.
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Structural Evaluation

Of the 22 housing systems in the BREAKTHROUGH program 14 are using
adhesives in structural applications. Of these 14 systems, 9 can be consi-
dered to be more or less conventional low-rise construction except for the
extensive use of adhesives. Figure 1 illustrates typical uses for adhesives
in the 9 conventionally framed systems. In systems where reduced nailing is
used in conjunction with an adhesive in floors, roofs and walls the use is
classified as a Class B application.

Three of the 14 systems utilize structural sandwich panels having more
or less continuous cores and two have proposed the use of adhesive bonded
stressed-skin panels. When adhesives are used in the sandwich or the
stressed-skin panel systems the use is classified as a Class A application.
As an example of the evaluation required for such applications some of the
testing performed for two sandwich panel systems, identified as Systems No.
and No. 2, are described below.

3 . 1 Sys tern No . 1

System No. 1 housing units consist of 3 in. (7.6 cm) thick panels used
in the roof, walls, and floors. The wall and floor panels are attached to a

steel grade beam foundation system as shown in Figure 2. These panels con-
sist of a resin impregnated, paper honeycomb core with a steel sheet bonded
to each side with an adhesive. Urethane foam is pressed into the honeycomb
prior to final assembly to improve thermal properties. Wood edge members
are fastened to all edges of the panels.

The exterior surfaces of the roof panels on the completed housing units
are intended to be exposed to the weather, with no additional roofing mate-
rial applied, other than flashing and sealants at the panel joints and at
the intersections with the wall panels. The flexural behavior of the roof
panels after exposure to various laboratory conditioning procedures was
evaluated to determine the effect of various environmental conditions on the
structural performance of the panel. The manufacturer indicates that these
roof panels are designed for a snow load of 30 psf (146 kgf/sq. m.)^.

Three full-size prototype roof panels (See Figure 2) were obtained and
each was subjected to one of the following conditioning procedures:

1. 50% relative humidity at 75 ± 2°F (24 ± 1°C) for five days.

2. 95% relative humidity at 75 ± 2°F (24 ± 1°C) for five days
by storage in a fogroom with the panel draped with a plastic
film to prevent the deposition of liquid water.

3. Complete submersion in a water bath at 75 ± 2°F (24 ± 1°C)
for seven days and a subsequent nine day air drying period,
under Procedure 1 conditions and without forced air.

Each panel was then subjected to flexural loading while in a horizontal
position. The load was applied uniformly in 5 lb/sq ft (24.4 kgf/sq. m.)
increments until failure occurred. Results are summarized below.

1 . Pan-el conditioned at 50% RH and at 75 ± 2°F (24 ± 1°C) for
f ive day

s

. This panel failed at an equivalent live load of
135 lb/sq ft (658 kgf/sq. m.) with elastic load-deflection

2
1 kgf = 9.806 newton,
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behavior up to failure. Failure occurred when the compres-
sion skin buckled outward in a straight line transversely
across the panel approximately six inches (15.2 cm) from,
and parallel to, a splice in the honeycomb core.

2 . Panel conditioned at 95% RH and at 75 ± 2°F (24 ± 1°C) for
five days . This panel failed at an equivalent live load of
155 lb/sq ft (756 kgf/sq. m.) with elastic load-deflection
behavior up to failure. Failure occurred as the compression
skin buckled outward in a straight line transversely across
the panel at a splice in the honeycomb core.

3. Panel submersed in water bath for seven days . Failure
occurred at an equivalent live load of 104 lb/sq. ft.
(508 kgf/sq. m.) apparently initiated by a fracture at a

knot in the edge member as is shown in Figure 3. This was
followed almost immediately by complete loss of load carry-
ing capability as the compression sheet buckled in a

straight line transversely across the panel at, and parallel
to, a splice in the honeycomb core as shown in Figure 4.

Water had entered the panel used in Test 3 during the soak-
ing period at the wood edge members and traveled along the
honeycomb sheet edges and splice. The panel weighed 207
pounds (94.0 kg) before placing in the water and 240 pounds
(109.0 kg) on the day of test. The panel was taken apart
after the test and the moisture content was determined on
portions of the materials taken from an area which appeared
to be the dampest portion of the panel. This area was at the
intersection of the edge member and core splice. The mois-
ture contents, listed below, are based on oven-dry (220°F,
104. 4°C) weights.

Foam Insulation 129%
Honeycomb Core 41%
White Fir Edge Member 24%

The failure near,- and parallel to, the core splice as shown in Figure
as typical for all three panels and shows inadequate adhesive bonding bet-
teen the honeycomb and steel skins to the right of the core splice. This
Dor bond was apparently caused by a difference in the thickness of the two
are pieces. This indicates a quality control problem when the core is
sliced. As a result, it was recommended that either; (1) core splices be
Liminated by using full length core sheets, or (2) core thicknesses be
losen and splices made such that the shear strength of the splice and that

the bond near the splice be equal to that of the honeycomb core without
)lice .

These three flexural tests and observations made following the tests
idicated that fillet forming properties and thickness of the adhesive were
ither critical control factors in the manufacture of these panels. These
;sts also indicated that any loss in the adhesive bond strength with aging
»uld be critical to panel performance. Therefore, additional small scale
;celerated aging tests were conducted to evaluate the long term integrity
the adhesive bond in these panels

.

3.2 System No. 2

System No. 2 housing units consist of glass fiber reinforced polyester
RP) sandwich panels used in the ceiling (roof) and walls, while the floor
conventional wood construction. This system is illustrated in Figure 5.

e FRP structural laminate facings for the walls, roofs and ceilings are
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about 0.08 in. (2.0 mm) thick and the FRP corrugated core is about 0.06 in.
(1.5 mm) thick. All connections including that of the facings to the core
and to the 2x4 plates are made with adhesives.

Structural evaluation tests were made on full-height wall panels and
full length roof panels under short-term and creep loading conditions.
These tests included axial compressive and racking (in-line shear) loading
on wall panels and uniform, flexural loading on the roof panels. In general
the test procedures were as described in ASTM Method E 72-68, "Standard
Methods of Conducting Strength Tests of Panels for Building Construction"
[4]. All the tests were conducted at normal laboratory environmental condi-
tions, 75 ± 2°F (24 ± 1°C) and 50% RH

.

The tests showed that the performance of the wall and roof panels would
more than meet the requirements for short-term loading, but some doubts were
raised for sustained loading. All failures in the wall panel tests were
initiated due to failure of the adhesive bond between the 2x4 plates and
the FRP facings. The shear load along these joints at failure averaged
20,300 lbs for two short-term compressive tests. Failures were observed in
less than 60 days for the creep tests with applied shear loads of 6,000 lb.
These tests illustrate the great differences which can be expected in the
failure stress level between short-term and sustained loading on adhesive
bonds .

Analysis of the results from the roof-panel, creep test and preliminary
adhesive bond tests indicated that the bond strength between the roof panel
facings and core is critical at roof temperatures expected in service, i.e.
80°F (45°C) above ambient.

As a result, additional testing of the adhesive bonds was performed in
order to judge the effect of adverse environmental conditions and sustained
loading

.

4. Adhesive Evaluation

Many adhesives that are exposed to environmental conditions such as
high humidities and elevated temperatures are known to undergo deterioration
resulting in decreased bond strength. This process is referred to as aging
and the speed of the aging process is frequently dependent upon the severity
of exposure conditions. To evaluate the effect of environmental conditions
on an adhesive bond by laboratory tests, the bonded materials usually are
exposed to conditions more severe than those actually encountered in service
on the premise that the more severe conditions will serve to accelerate the
aging process.

4.1 Tests of System No. 1 Adhesive Bond

To assist in evaluating the steel-paper honeycomb sandwich panels of
System No. 1 described previously, specimens were subjected to the ASTM
Method C 481-62, "Standard Method of Test for Laboratory Aging of Sandwich
Constructions" [2]. Cycle A of the test procedure was used and consists
basically of 6 repetitive cycles of water soaking, steam spraying, freezing
and dry heating. The specimens were tested for tensile and shear strength
both before and after laboratory aging. The criterion for acceptable bond
strength retention was that the aging test should not reduce the strength by
more than 25 percent. ASTM Method C 297-61 [2], "Standard Method of Tension
Test of Flat Sandwich Construction in Flatwise Plane" was used for the ten-
sile test and ASTM Method C 393-62, "Standard Method of Flexure Test of Flat
Sandwich Construction" [2] was used in determining the shear strength.
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Specimens from the first sample submitted failed during the first cycle
a the first step of the aging test [120°F (49°C) water soak for one hour],
le adhesive, based on poly(vinyl acetate), was somewhat water dispersible
lich led to delamination of the steel facings from the paper honeycomb
Dres . Specimens from later samples bonded with a ne op r en e-ph en o 1 i c adhe-
ive and with an epoxy adhesive proved to be satisfactory. Results of the
ensile and shear tests for these two adhesives are summarized in Table 1.

4.2 Tests of System No. 2 Adhesive

4.2.1 Scope

The adhesive used to bond the core to the facings for the System No. 2

ructural panels was evaluated to determine the effects of temperature,
ihesive thickness, rate of loading, and sustained load on the bond strength
id to estimate the expected durability. Lap panel specimens as shown in
gure 6 were cut from full size panels and tested in tensile shear at tem-
fratures of 73, 105, 120, 150 and 180°F (23, 40, 49, 66 and 82°C). Speci-
ns were divided into four groups according to the adhesive thickness at
e lap joint. Several specimens from each group were tested at each tem-
srature and the average values and. the standard deviations computed.

4.2.2 Preparation of Specimens

Test specimens, 1/2 inch (1.27 cm) wide and 7 inches (17.8 cm) long,
re cut from the facing-core bond area of the sandwich panels. Notches
re cut in the specimens with a band saw in such a way as to provide a lap-
pe specimen with an effective bond area of 1/2 sq in (3.23 sq cm) in the

p joint. The notching technique is illustrated in Figure 6.

4.2.3 Test Procedures

The notched specimens were tested in tensile shear using a testing
chine with the load being applied at a rate of 300 lb/min (136 kgf/min) in
1 tests, except the rate of loading studies. Those specimens tested at

evated temperatures were placed in the environmental chamber associated
th the testing machine and allowed to equilibrate 30 minutes before
sting .

4.2.4 Effect of Adhesive Thickness and Bond Strength

The adhesive thickness in the bond area of the lap joints varied from
01 to 0.20 in (0.25 to 5.0 mm). This variation occurred in specimens
lorn within one panel as well as between panels. To effectively evaluate
e adhesive bond, grouping of specimens according to adhesive thickness
s necessary. The thickness increments chosen were: ^0.04 in (1.0 mm),
oup A; 0.04 - 0.08 in (1.0 - 2.0 mm), Group B; 0.08 - 0.12 in (2.0 - 3.0
), Group C; and 0.12 - 0.20 in (3.0 - 5.0 mm), Group D. The highest per-
atage of the specimens were in Group B.

The results of the data for adhesive bond strength versus adhesive
ickness are presented in Figure 7 for test temperatures of 120, 150, and
0°F (49, 66, and 82°C). As expected, these data indicated that the adhe-
ve bond strength decreased significantly with increasing adhesive
ickness. Decreasing bond strength with increasing adhesive thickness had
en noted in a previous study [5] using circular butt joints tested in
ear

.

4.2.5 Effect of Temperature on Bond Strength

Specimens tested at 73°F (23°C) did not consistently result in failure
the adhesive bond. At this temperature failure was observed in the FRP
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material, either by tension at notch B or by an interlaminar shearing within
the FRP outer composite. Specimens tested at temperatures of 105, 120, 150,
and 180°F (40, 49, 66, and 82°C) did result in failure of the adhesive bond
interface

.

The effect of temperature on the adhesive bond strength is presented
in Figure 8. The adhesive bond strength decreased significantly with
increasing temperature. Since failure at 73°F (23°C) was in the FRP, the
actual adhesive bond strength is somewhat higher than the points plotted for
73°F (23°C) .

4.2.6 Effect of Rate of Loading on Bond Strength

Additional specimens were tested in tensile shear at various rates of
loading and at the temperatures used previously. The rates used were
approximately 300 lb /min (136 kgf/min), 25 lb /min (11.4 kgf/min), and
2 lb/min (0.91 kgf/min). Figure 9 illustrates the effect of the various
loading rates upon the observed failing load.

The modified Prot method described by Boiler [6] was applied to the
rate of loading data in an attempt to obtain an estimate of the endurance
limit. The application was unsuccessful, however, as the resultant curve
did not intersect the ordinate in a positive region as required by the
me th od .

4.2.7 Effect of Sustained Loading on Bond Strength

In order to estimate the expected endurance limit of the adhesive bond,
specimens of thickness Group B were subjected to a stress-rupture test.
Various sustained static loads were placed on the specimens and the time to
failure measured. The sustained loads used were 100, 60, 50, 40 lb (45.4,
27.2, 22.7, 18.2 kg). The test results are plotted in Figure 10. Other
points are being obtained at the present time to obtain a more accurate
estimate of the endurance limit. An extrapolation of the existing curve to
10,000 hours yielded an estimated endurance limit of approximately 30 lbs
(13.6 kg) .

5 . Summary

A brief description
evaluation tests has been

Results from some of
systems are presented.

of some of the "Operation
presented

.

the adhesive bond tests

BREAKTHROUGH" structural

for two sandwich-panel

Use of the accelerated aging method of ASTM C-481 indicated the need
for a better adhesive than that used in the original sample of System No. 1

As a result, a different adhesive, meeting the requirements of this test,
was used.

The results from adhesive bond tests for System No. 2 indicated that:
(1) the strength of the adhesive bond decreased significantly with an
increase in adhesive thickness; consequently control of the thickness is
obviously an important quality control factor, and (2) in the design of the
structural components the expected maximum service temperature of the adhe-
sive and the magnitude of the sustained stress must be considered because
the sustained-load strength under expected service temperature is much less
than that indicated by short-term, room-temperature test results.
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TABLE 1. Tensile and Shear Strength of Adhesives for System No. 1

Adhesive Tensile Strength ±< Shear Strength-7

Not Aged Aged Not Aged Aged

psi psi psi psi

V
Contact - 1 31.5 32.2 27.1 22.1

2 33.8 26.0 28.9 23.3

3 33.5 32.6 28.7 22.8

4 28.0 31.4

5 27.0 31.6

Avg. 31.0 31.0 28.3 22.7

Epoxy - 1 36.3 22.6 23.8 17.9

it 2 26.3 23.0 23.5 20.5

it 3 38.8 28.3 24.9 21.0

4 46.3 23.1

5 31.6 39.7

Avg. 35.9 27.3 24.1 19.7

1/ 4 in. x 4 in. specimens tested by ASTM C-297 (2). Failure was in the adhesive
facing bond for all contact adhesive specimens. Failure was in the core for
all unaged epoxy specimens, but was in the bond between the wash coat primer
and the metal facing for the aged epoxy specimens.

2/ 6 in. wide specimens tested by ASTM C-393 (2) on an 18 in. span with the
honeycomb core paper ribbons parallel to the width of the specimen ("W"

direction). Failure was in the core for all specimens. Differences noted
between adhesives are due primarily to variability in the shear strength of
core from different lots.

3/ Neoprene-phenolic adhesive.
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PLYWOOD —
GYP BOARD

METAL OR WOOD JOISTS &/OR STUDS

INDICATES ADHESIVE

FIGURE 1. Typical adhesive applications in

framed housing systems.
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FIGURE 2. Structural isometric of System
No. 1.
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Fig. 3 Roof panel specimen after flexural test -

System No. 1

Fig. 4 Roof panel material at location of a typical
failure - System No. 1
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FIGURE 5. System No. 2 structural section.
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FIGURE 6. Tensile shear specimen cut from
roof or wall panel - System No. 2,
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FIGURE 7. Effect of adhesive thickness on
shear strength of bond - System
No. 2.
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FIGURE 8. Effect of temperature on shear
strength of bond - System No. 2.
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Performance Requirements
for Bituminous Roofings

Arnold J. Hoiberg-*-

Montville, N. J* 07045

Factors related to performance of the shingle and the built-up
membrane bituminous roofings are discussed under the general head-
ings of durability, roof traffic considerations, appearance and
economic evaluation. Durability relates to resistance to weather
including wind and hail, and ability to withstand stresses within
the membrane such as caused by thermal and moisture changes and by
differential membrane and deck movements. Additional testing of
roofing systems for ability to withstand movements is suggested
and research methods which seem adequate are cited. Testing and
requirements for fire resistance and hazard are described. Model
analysis and testing are suggested to determine parameters and
properties of materials required to be able to design properly
performing traffic decks. Appearance is a primary design consid-
eration for strip and individual shingles, whereas membrane sys-
tems mostly are applied for protection only. If a non-black
appearance is desired, surfacing of the membrane with aggregate
or a coating is feasible and additionally can improve durability.
A method of economic analysis to determine the annual coat of a
roof over its projected life is proposed. This includes in addi-
tion to first cost and annual capital charge, terms for main-
tenance, and the cost of surface renewal modified by a present
worth factor. Quality control of the component parts and in
application are key factors, once an adequate design of a roof
system has been determined. Bituminous roofs can be varied
greatly in design, and with proper care in construction will pro-
vide long time satisfactory performance at minimum cost in com-
parison with other systems,

-

Les facteurs relatifs aux performances de bardeaux et des
couvertures a membrane bitumineuse rapportee sont discutes sous

les rubriques generales suivantes : durabilite, considerations de
trafic sur le toit, apparence et cout. La durabilite est liee a
la resistance aux intemperies, y compris le vent et la grele, et
a la capacite de supporter les tensions causees dans la membrane
par des variations thermiques et hydrometriques et par des de-
placements dif ferentiels entre la membrane et son support. Un
essai supplementaire de la capacite de resistance aux mouvements
est suggere et les methodes de recherche. Les essais et les
exigences relatifs a la resistance au feu et aux dangers d'incen-
die sont decrits. Une analyse de modeles et des essais sont sug-
geres pour determiner les parametres et les proprietes de materiaux
pouvant etre utilises avec surete sur les planchers recevant du
trafic

.

Consulting Bituminous Engineer
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L'apparence est primordiale pour des bandes et bardeaux indivi-
duels alors que les systemes a membrane sont appliques le plus sou-
vent, en protection. Si l'on desire une autre couleur que le noir,
la membrane peut etre recouverte d'agregats ou d'enduits, ce qui en
augmente la durabilite. Une methode d'analyse economique est pro-
posee pour determiner le cout annuel d'un toit compte tenu de sa
duree de vie prevue. Ceci comprend, en plus des premiers frais et
de la charge financiere annuelle, des provisions pour l'entretien,
le cout de renouvellement de surface celui-ci etant modifie par un
facteur d ' actualisation. Le controle de la qualite des composants
et de leur application sont des facteurs essentiels une fois que la

conception d'un systeme de toiture a ete adopte. Les toits a base
de bitume peuvent etre de conception tres variee et, s'ils sont
construits avec soin, ils donneront tres longtemps satisfaction
pour un cout minimum compare a d'autres systemes.

Key words: Bituminous; cost; durability; performance; roof behavior;
roofing.

1« Introduction

Of the total roof areas in the United States, the bituminous types of coverings are by
far the most common, with some estimates being that they constitute as high as 85% of the
total roof areas, even though locally other roofings may predominate. Bituminous roofings
fall into two main categories: the built-up membrane, and the individual and strip shingle
types. Shipments of asphalt and tar roofing products during 1970 are given in Table 1.
From these shipment values, a very approximate estimate would be that the shingled area was
perhaps 25% greater in 1970 than that of the built-up bituminous roof, assuming the latter
to be mineral surfaced or a base sheet with three plys of felt.

The bituminous roof system may be as simple as a covering over a deck, but usually the
built-up roof additionally includes roof insulation,, In large buildings, the built-up mem-
brane roofings are continuous over wide expanses and must withstand large lateral forces
between joints, these forces being produced by building, insulation and deck movements as
well as differential movements from temperature changes and from moisture content changes
within the membrane, Interply bonding strength and the bond of the membrane to the deck or
insulation are important. The strip and individual shingle, in contrast, consist of dis-
crete units, each held in place by spot fastening at the top (head-lap) and usually at the
base of the exposed area (butt) by a seal-down adhesive.

Because of the basic construction difference in shingle and membrane roofings, the ac-
ceptable slope to prevent water entry to the deck differs greatly. The built-up membrane
has been used from dead level to steep slopes, although the minimum recommended to prevent
ponding of water usually is 1/4" Per foot. Shingles usually are not recommended to be ap-
plied to a slope of less than Un per horizontal foot.

Thus, it is seen that even if the weather exposures might be the same, the forces which
the roofings must withstand are quite different for the two types. Herein, an effort is

made to examine some of the properties required to have effective performance of bituminous-
based roofings.
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2. Durability

2,1 Movements in Roof Membranes

There seems to be little doubt that performance of roofing membranes can be related
jectly to thermal and particularly to moisture induced movements in the membrane. If

iese movements are spread evenly over the total area, the strain becomes much less and
items largely recoverable j however, over joints and cracks the elastic limit readily can
ucome exceeded to cause splitting or wrinkle cracking. Recent findings on causes and ex-
mt of lateral movements are reviewed briefly,

Martin (l), in his study on membrane rupture failures, estimated movement rates to be

ay low, and from his data to correspond to about 0,2£ per hour. He considered the maxi-
jm temperature change to be 1°F, per minute. In spite of the low rate of movement, he
•ncluded that the elastic limit can become exceeded, and with repeated cycles of straining
,e strength of the roofing membrane decreases markedly. Single extension tests on asphalt-
regnated fabrics were considered to have little meaning in relation to in-use performance,
simulate actual roof membrane movements, Martin devised a moving joint tester, the move-

nt being provided by expansion and contraction of an inverted aluminum chanel painted
ack and exposed to move with daily variations in temperature. The lives before tensile
ilures of the exposed membranes, 2" x 12" strips fastened over the joint, were found to

ry greatly, from three to greater than thirty-six months „ Spot attachment, or a one-inch
ose bond at the joint, increased the life of a particular membrane severalfold,

Koike (2) tested twelve types of roofing membranes for fatigue rupture, varying both the
int movement and temperature in his cycling, conditions becoming more severe as the test
ntinued. He classified membranes according to the amount of joint movement they could be
pected to stand without splitting failure. His cycles, 300 being carried out in 20 hours,
ried in total movement from 0-0,25 mm to 0-10o 0 mm and in temperature from 60° to -30°G,
e number of cycles completed were as high as 13,500, He advised that asphalt-based mem-
anes and fluid-applied synthetic membranes could not be expected to withstand movements
eater than 0,5 mm,

Cullen and Boone (3) concluded that their laboratory determined thermal factor, if util-
ed, should reduce potential failures in service from splitting. They recommended that a
ubrane with a higher factor would be required for climatic areas with lower temperature,
i for membranes placed over thermal insulation. The latter application results in more
pid temperature changes than if the membrane is placed directly on the deck, which can act
a heat sink. Their thermal shock factor, TSF, is:

Breaking load of the membrane
modulus of elongation X apparent linear thermal expansion coefficient per

U
F.

where modulus of elongation s load on 1" strip divided by strain

Hone of the foregoing authors considered the effects of moisture, and this remained for
otherson (4.) and Shuman (5), especially, to study in detail, Brotherson showed that mois-
re accumulations in saturated felts could produce blistering and wrinkling, Shuman found
at moisture effects were large and could override thermal effects in organic felts, with
fch, however, playing a part. Moisture in asphalt saturated felts can occur in two loca-
ons - interstitial and intracellular. Ridges developing in roofing membranes were found
persist for months because vapor-pressure differentials did not permit intracellular
ring. Equilibrium moisture content of organic felts in particular depends upon relative
nidity in the particular area, and this explains why moisture pick-up can cause felt ex-

j,
osion under lowering temperature conditions.

Long (27) determined that dimensional equilibrium in roof membranes would be slowly
V ever reached, moisture effects being highly variable and in many cases overshadowing

arges from temperature.

1 Figures in parentheses indicate the literature references at end of this paper,
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Tater and Alexander (7) found that, even through moisture-vapor transmission rates

through roofing membranes might be considered negligible, slow transmission into membranes
could in time saturate the felts, and with proper conditions become free moisture. Free
moisture with temperature increase can develop appreciable pressures to cause blisters and/or
interply delamination. They presented evidence that moisture accumulation during late fall
and winter seasons exceeds the amount the system can accommodate during the following sum-
mer season.

Comments

With respect to thermal and moisture content changes and ability of roofing systems to
withstand resulting movements, there would seem to be much room for additional research to
develop more durable systems. The experimental methods of Koike (2) and of Martin (l) seem
valuable to evaluate materials and systems, including different methods of bonding to sub-
strates. Very great difference in resisting splitting was shown by the various systems
tested. In particular, modified bitumens would seem desirable to permit strain adjustment
at low temperatures without having failures at joints or cracks. The procedure of Cullen
and Boone (3) for determining thermal shock factors also can be used for investigation of
modified bituminous systems and predicting their resistance to splitting.

Quality factors, both in manufacture and installation, seem to be the most important in
minimizing blistering, interply delamination and wrinkle cracking, since quality of both
can influence greatly the extent of moisture and thermal movements. Increased saturation
of felts, even above Underwriters' limits, would reduce the rate of moisture pick-up. The
Technical Committee of the Asphalt Roofing Manufacturers 1 Association considered tests to
measure water pick-up by base and cap sheets. Such test methods, once developed and stan-
dardized, would provide far better quality in manufacture, with reduced pin-holes and holi-
days in both top and back coatings of roll roofing and shingles. Asbestos and glass felts,
while less susceptible to moisture pick-up, have been shown to be more prone to splitting
under high thermal shock conditions (3), Good engineering design requires strict attention
to provide sufficient and adequate joints and flashings to oppose the effect of temperature
and moisture movements (8). The lower strength of organic felts in the across machine dir-
ection should always be recognized in directional roof placement and joint locations.

Shuman (5,6) decrys the term "vapor barrier" , and suggests instead the term "vapor re-
tarder", since sheet materials, coatings and adhesives do transmit moisture vapor and even
if at a very low rate, saturation of the felt eventually can occur, Tater and Alexander (7)

confirmed this moisture movement. Shuman's rule is, as far as practically possible, to
install a DSIM system: deliver dry, store dry, install dry, and maintain dry.

Recommendations would seem to include additional experimental investigation of the en-

gineering properties of different roof systems to determine their performance under lateral
and interply movement forces, and careful control of all quality factors of roof system
components.

2.2 Weather Resistance

Weather resistance, as apart from forces causing lateral and interply movements from
temperature changes, moisture and wind, is primarily the resistance to sunlight degrading
factors, surface movements such as can cause loosening of roofing granules, pattern cracking,

and the effects of water, frost, and ice on the roof system. Air pollution factors some-

times can cause severe effects. Hail, wind, and fire resistance are treated separately.

Control of degradation by sunlight is quite well understood, that is, to have a mineral
or pigmented surfacing to prevent all or nearly all entry of ultra-violet light to the as-
phalt or tar surfacing. There are only a few sources of suitable base rock or minerals for

the manufacture of granules, most deposits lacking opacity or other qualities. To illus-
trate how specialized the field is, 19 recommended test methods for granules have been de-
veloped, (9). With built-up roofings, selection of the gravel or slag covering is less

critical, since the greater thicknesses of covering prevents light transmission to any ap-

preciable degree.
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Selection of asphalt saturants and coatings for all roofings is important. Physical
iroperties, weatherability and compatibility of saturants and coatings all play a part in
Lirability, Table 2 lists typical ranges of properties desired.

The Underwriters' Laboratories have standards for composition and make-up of Class C

aphalt Organic-felt Sheet Roofing and Shingles (11) j however, weather resistance require-
Bnts are not included, although it is recommended that the "granule mineral surfacing be
ound, durable, and substantially opaque to ultra-violet light,"

Mineral stabilizers commonly are added to the coating asphalts in amounts up to 55% by
sight of the stabilized coating, A study showed that selection of the mineral stabilizer
ad its properties are important in determining the weather resistance of the filled coat-
igs (10).

Roofing manufacturers carefully evaluate raw materials used in roofings and, in addition
• accelerated weatherometer testing, strongly believe in long-term outdoor exposure to

.ve follow-up information.

Comments

Weather resistance of bituminous-based roofings is seen to depend largely on selection
d quality control of the separate components. While accelerated weatherometer tests are
ed, their results are chiefly used as quality controls. Much dependence is placed upon
owledge of the past performance of the components making up the roofing. Natural weather
posure observations are made, and results of exposures are carefully viewed to monitor the
scess of quality control tests. Field complaints are studied carefully to determine if any
ends in performance are developing.

A disturbing factor is that the pipe line and tanker crude sources for asphalts in pres-
t refinery practice constantly are changing, and the quality likewise can change. Four
moratory methods for predicting the durability of roofing asphalts have been suggested,
I such procedures become more and more important to insure the proper performance of bitu-
ious roofings (12).

A number of roof slippages have occurred in different parts of the country, particularly
the South and Southwest. The possible reasons much discussed include a defect or defects
basic specifications for roofing asphalts, a lack of quality control in the man-

icture of the asphalts, or lack of adequate quality control and supervision in the con-
uction of the built-up roof membranes. At any rate, it is known that some asphalts drop
:k in softening point more than others on heating to application temperatures, and some
•chasers of roofing asphalts are specifying and others considering a laboratory heat test
measure this tendency. This test, which generally is considered too severe by roofing
ihalt manufacturers, is to heat the asphalt in a closed container at 550° F, for five
irs. The maximum drop-back desired in softening point is 0 to 15° F,, dependent upon
de. Additionally, a test to determine flow tendency at 140° F e of asphalts subjected to
heat test is being evaluated,

2,4 Wind Resistance

Wind damage can result in large economic loss. Both Factory Mutual and the Underwriters'
'oratories (13,14,15) recognize this and require difficult wind uplift requirements for

«r if*

brane systems which must be met to qualify for an FM Class I rating on steel decks, or an
erwriters' rating for a specified roof deck construction. The test methods of both labor-
ries, while similar in that the roof covering is subjected to increased wind pressures,
fer in detail,, Factory Mutual requires there be no separation of any bond between the
al roof deck, vapor barrier, or insulation at forces up to and including 60 psf , There
o shall be no delamination of the insulation board required in the test. Underwriters'
both steady state and oscillating pressures to simulate the effect of wind gusts. The

•> '• ted roof deck constructions are classified as Class 30, Class 60, or Class 90, the classes
' ag the maximum uplift pressure in psf imposed on the test assembly specified by the manu-
iarrer,

,
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Underwriters 1 requirement (16) for wind resistance of prepared roof-covering materials
is applicable to coverings which comply with the requirements for Class A, B, or C fire re-
sistance. Wind resistance of prepared roofings usually is obtained by utilizing a factory
applied tab adhesive or an interlocking construction. The test panel with the temperature
conditioned shingles, at a specified elevation to the horizontal, is subjected to winds at a
velocity of 60 miles per hour for two hours at 75° F, During this time, the shingles shall
not lift from the adhesive, or the locking ear or tab tear loose or disengage from its lock-
ing position. Also, a free portion of a shingle shall not lift to stand upright or bend
back on itself.

Comments

Wind uplift resistance is measured with laboratory controlled wind uplift forces, and
test results have seemed to correlate very well with field performance. The success of the
sealed-down shingle in preventing wind damage has been observed many times. An area for
further development in adhesives would be to improve their performance under adverse time-
temperature conditions, and under dust conditions before sealing occurs.

2.4- Hail Damage

Hail is a weather phenomena occurring mainly in the Midwest in the states between the
Appalachian and Rocky Mountains. The destructive effect of hail has been investigated in
the laboratory by Greeni'eld (17). His findings showed that the impact energy reached by
1-1/2 to 2 inch diameter hailstones was sufficient to damage most roofing materials. With
bituminous roofings, heavier shinglea, the more solidly supported roofings, and those with
coarse aggregate surfacings showed improved resistance to hail damage.

Comments

Tests made at higher temperatures seemed definitely to show improved resistance to hail
damage (17), Determination of the performance of bituminous coatings with lower viscosity-
temperature susceptibility would seem to be a desirable research investigation. Also, since
roof constructions with inorganic felts showed more resistance than those with organic felts,
investigation of various types and heavier weight of carrier sheets for bituminous roofings
would seem proro'.sing.

2,5 Fire Resistance and Hazard

The standards for fire resistance and hazard differ for bituminous membrane and for
shingle roofings 0 Also, the test methods to determine the fire hazard of membrane roofings
by the two insurance rating laboratories differ. Chief concerns in fire hazard are the
rapidity of spread of flame from fuel contribution within the building, and the behavior of
the roof covering itself.

Factory Mutual (18), with requirements for membrane roofing over steel decks, developed
a calorimeter test in 1955 after the disasterous Livonia, Michigan industrial fire which was
considered to have spread rapidly from molten asphalt drippings. With non-combustible decks
which will not burn or contribute fuel to the fire, while preventing passage of heat through
the deck from either side, Factory Mutual permits any combination of above deck materials
without the need for automatic sprinkler protection. Such construction receives their non-
combustible rating. Their Class I rating applies to roof deck material over steel decks
which burn slowly and with fuel contribution reduced to acceptable limits by selection of a
proper combination of above-deck materials. Wind uplift resistance of 60 psf, previously
discussed, also is required for a Class I rating. A passing calorimeter test is based on
the fuel contributed value being 200 BTU per ft.^ per minute maximum under standardized con-

ditions. This results in a fuel contributed index of 100, considered equivalent to a flame
spread index of 25 in the ASTM E-84. large tunnel. Thus, the Factory Mutual procedure re-
lates to rate of spread of flame within the building.
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The Underwriters ' Laboratories have two very distinct procedures: one for roof deck con-
structions relating to spread of flame beneath the deck, and another for test of fire resis-
tance of roof covering materials. The test for roof deck constructions utilizes the ASTM
|E-84. (19) tunnel, and the standard requires the flame spread to be not greater than that
I of a roof deck construction consisting of a steel deck, without vapor barrier or adhesive,
insulated with a one-inch thick plain vegetable fiberboard mechanically attached and covered
with a standard 4-ply built-up roof covering with gravel surfacing. Constructions specified
by the manufacturer with various components, as vapor barriers, adhesives, insulations, and
roof coverings are listed as Fire-Acceptable if such a flame spread requirement is met. The
roof deck construction may or may not also be rated for wind uplift resistance.

Underwriters* Laboratories rate the "Fire Resistance of Roof Covering Materials" (20) as
complying with requirements for one of three classes: A, B and C. Class A roof coverings are
effective against severe, B against moderate, and C against light fire exposure. The ratings
(depend upon withstanding specified conditions developed by burning wood brands, intermittent
flame, and spread-of-flame tests. Class C requirements usually are met by

1

standard shingles.

Plastic foam materials represent a special case if used in roof constructions, since they
3an collapse when heated. The Factory Mutual test for "Susceptibility to Heat of Cellular
[Plastics" is carried out in a test furnace, and requires the material to show little or no
visible damage as compared with that sustained by plain wood fiberboard roof insulation
tested under the same conditions. This is in addition to other required tests for Class I
rating. If Class I rating is not obtained, a Class II rating is assigned (23).

Additionally, both laboratories rate roof-ceiling constructions in terms of hours of fire
resistance under the requirements of ASTM E-U9, "Standard Fire Test of Building Construction
*nd Materials" (21,22), The built-up roof coverings used in the assembly construction can
leet either the Class A, B or C requirements for fire resistance.

Comments

The tests for fire hazard and fire resistance appear to be solidly based on the perform-
jace concept. Factory Mutual states flatly that the fuel contribution rate of a combustible
aterial has been shown by fire tests to be the single most significant property for pre-
dicting its flame spread potential. Additionally, the FM Research Corporation reported that
>n a series of 50 fire tests with the FM construction-materials calorimeter, on materials
paving a known flame spread rating from the ASTM E-84 tunnel test, they were found to have
ixel contribution rates which compared favorably with their flame spread ratings (IB). The
M index of 100, or flame spread index of 25, was based on results of large scale fire tests
onducted in a building 100 feet long by 20 feet wide.

$ 1 3. Other Considerations

3.1 Roof Traffic Resistance

Damage from traffic can occur during construction or with subsequent casual or intensive
•- 1 raffic usage. Use of overlays and construction requirements and hazards for protection
Against foot traffic have been described (24). Design of a roof deck serving for automobile

;ei3 Marking requires much more special bed considerations, and there seems to be no satisfactory
:±. tandardized design utilizing bituminous materials or combinations. Within the layered sys-

aii usually employed (25) , special forces react on the membrane, both from the traffic sur-
face and the roof deck. Such forces can cause interply delamination or disruptive tensile
allures,

ly
|

A specialized type of traffic might be considered ponded water. Roofs are used for col-
:: scting water in a number of areas, notably the Caribbean, but ponding such as practiced for
r.sr-ie heat insulating and cooling advantage has a number of built-in disadvantages, such as

lane sak potential and difficulty in locating interply delamination and potential bacterial
<? Jterioration, Constructions other than bituminous are recommended for ponded roofs.
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Investigation is needed badly in determining proper methods of design and construction
for traffic decks. Simulated mathematical-mechanical models are possible with their solu-
tion based on modern computer technology. Proper membrane protection of bridge decks is an
allied problem. Isolation of the membrane by layers capable of support, but also capable of
strain relief at maximum rate of stress as produced by temperature change extremes and deck
movements, would seem to be a logical approach to obtain satisfactory performance.

3.2 Roof Appearance

The styling of shingles, both as to color and texture, is highly important as a sales
feature, since the majority of dwelling roof areas are visible. In contrast, only limited
areas of the membrane type of roofing require a surface covering designed for esthetic per-
formance.

Shingle appearance depends upon selecting mineral surfacing for the color, with the tex-
ture being obtained from the granule size and gradation, or by other means as double cover-
age of granules, embossing, and fold-overs. Membrane roofings in some instances are covered
with mineral surfacings selected for their appearance, among other properties, but in free-
form roof8 appearance largely is obtained by application of color coatings, such as aluminum
pigmented asphalt coatings through all of the variety of pigmented products suitable for
application over bituminous roofings. Satisfactory performance of surfacings, whether miner-
al or organic, depends largely on opacity to ultra-violet light, together with compatibility
and good bond to the bituminous surface. The organic coatings also must resist shrinkage
from loss of plasticizer to prevent a crack pattern and curling from developing over a rea-

sonable time, say for at least two years. Excessive chalking also i3 undesirable, and can
discolor building walls.

Comments

Satisfactory and pleasing roof appearance seems to present no particular problems in
design. Manufacture of shingles at reasonable cost can be a problem if their design is
complicated. Properties required in mineral surfacings are well understood, and quality
tests are available. Less well understood are the requirements for organic coatings, based
on synthetic polymers, for use over membrane roofings. Their suitability must be determined
by trial formulations, followed by laboratory and by field testing under the variety of
climatic conditions expected in service.

4. Economic Evaluation

A method of determining the annual cost of a roof over its projected life is useful in
comparing the expected costs of different constructions. As proposed here, the economic
analysis is made only on the roof covering itself, either the membrane or shingle type.

This includes expansion joints, vents, flashings, gravel stops and such other features that
are part of the completed roof covering. The insulation, vapor barrier and roof deck normal-

ly would not be considered, excepting in that they may change the expected life of the roof
covering. This method is an adaptation of a method proposed for estimating the annual cost

of highways (26), and includes the following items, all values being based on a roof area of

one square (100 square feet):

A is the first cost,

M is the maintenance cost. This is not the cost of resurfacing
projected in the future, which is treated separately, but would
cover the expenses in localized repairs on the covering and
components.

E]_, E2, etc, designate the costs of surface renewal, which are
spaced over the life of the roof,

r is the interest on the first and subsequent renewals,
n is the analysis period selected to represent the life of the
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roof, commonly 1G, 15 or 20 years,

y Is the number of years between the time of last roof surface
renewal and the end of the selected analysis period,

x is the estimated life in years of the last surface renewal.
CRF is the annua] capital charge or recovery factor and is

(1+ r)n-l

FWF is the present worth factor and for a single payment is

1

(l+r)n

C is the total annual cost per roofing square, and is

C=CHFIA-ffl1(PWF1)*-E(PWF)-(l-| )(E
i

or E
2 >

(PWT^ or PWF
2
)]+M

For example, assume a membrane roof at an initial cost of
$7.00 per square, interest at 1% annual, and a 10-year life.

CRF10 = 0.143

Assume a surface coating required after five years, costing
$2.00 per square, and that this will maintain the roof to
the end of the analysis period.

PWF
5
=0.51

0=0.143 [7.00f2.00 (0. 5l)-(l-5) (2.00) 0. 5l)]+0=$l. 15/yr.

5. Conclusions

Satisfactory performance of bituminous-based roofings depends upon an understanding of
;he engineering properties required in their design and construction. This is necessary
together with watchful quality control of the guideline properties of all of the components,
ind also in roof construction. The central factors and property requirements of the compon-
mts going into the roof construction largely are based upon hard won past experience.

Additional exploratory studies are needed to develop membrane roof systems which will
ithstand more rigorous conditions without failure from movements caused by moisture and
emperature changes, or by moving cracks and joints. The rheology of bitumen-synthetic
olymer combinations for coating and bituminizing fabrics has been little explored, and
ould seem to offer a logical approach to obtain systems with better elastic recovery proper-
ies and better resistance to effects of temperature changes.

Organic felts are known to have serious deficiencies with regard to change in dimensions
ith change in moisture content, with change in their equilibrium moisture content directly
slated to the relative humidity. Inorganic based felts are much better in this regard, the
Lgher the inorganic content, the less the change in dimensions with moisture change 0 Com-
Lnatlon of inorganic and organic fibers to produce felts has been used to some extent in
Ltuminous roofings, and would seem to offer much promise for extended usage.

Felts based upon synthetic organic fibers, if reasonable in cost, largely have had limi-
itions in roofing manufacture because of their inability to withstand the temperatures re-
tired in saturation and application of coating asphalts. In the future, they may offer
•anise as new polymers and possibly manufacturing techniques are developed, or by formula-
Jig bituminous products which can be applied at lower temperatures.

However, at present, combinations of the Asplund type of organic fiber with available
tuminous saturants and coatings, if properly manufactured and properly applied as roof-
-gs, have such a low cost basis in comparison with synthetics, that they would seem to have
Mtinuing acceptance as the predominant roofing material.
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Table 1. Shipments of Asphalt and Tar Roofing Products - 1970

Roll Roofings, Sales Square2

Smooth Surfaced
Mineral Surfaced
Saturated Felts

Total:

21,670,000
13,100,000 ,
85.000.000 3

119,770,000

Total Shingles, Sales Square

Strip
Individual

Total:

45,490,000
2.900.000

48,390,000

From U. S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, series M29A(70)-13, (1970)

2. The amount which when applied as a roofing will cover 100 square feet of

surface.

3. U.S. Department of Commerce data for shipments of saturated felts in 1970

are given as short tons. This value is an area estimate based on the

assumption that the shipments were approximate equal amounts of 15 and 30

lb. felts to average 100 sales squares per short ton.

Table 2. Typical Requirements for Asphalt Roof Saturants and Coatings.

roperty Roll
Saturant

Shingle
Saturant

Coating
Asphalt

A.S.T.M.
Test Method

snetration @ 77°F., 100g/5 sec.jSE

Lash, C.O.C., °F.. min.
')lubility in CCl^, %, min.
:celerated Weathering, 51-9 cycle,
0,025" film, hours to spark
failure, min.
&in Noo, max.
anpatibility of coating and
saturants, ring in mm,, max. £

•anule stain test

140/200

550

99.5

40/65

550

99.5

0.5 after 0.5,5 hrs,

hrs 0 @ 120°F. @ U0°F.

scosity, Brookfield, No, 2 spindle,
12 rpm ® 400°F., cps, maxo

16/25

550

99.5
1500

20

0.5, 5 hrs,
@ 140°F.
O.K. with
specified
filler and
granule

500

E-28
D-5

D-92
D-2042
D-529

D-1328
D-1370

ARMA9

1.1112
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Abrasion Test and Wear Resistance
Of Concrete Terrazzo Flooring Tiles

I. Soroka-'-

Department of Building Materials
Building Research Station

Technion - Israel Institute of Technology
Haifa, Israel

The paper summarizes a series of tests, in which the reliability of

the Bohme abrasion machine (DIN 52108) in evaluating the wear* properties
of terrazzo concrete tiles was investigated. In view of the performance
of such tiles under service conditions it was concluded that this pro-
cedure is not always reliable. It was therefore suggested that the
acceptance procedure of such tiles should not be limited to an abrasion

test but should also specify a minimum cement content in the terrazzo
course. This minimum cement content should be 450 kg. per cu.m while
the maximum amount of abrasion should not exceed 1.8 mm.

La communication resume une serie d'essais au cours desquels
la fiabilite de la machine abrasive de BHhme pour evaluer la

susceptibilite a l'usure des dalles de granito a ete etudiee. En
regard de la performance de ces dalles dans les conditions de

service, on en a conclu que la methode n'est pas toujours digne de
confiance. C'est pourquoi il a ete suggere que le processus de

reception de ces dalles ne devrait pas se limiter a un essai
d' abrasion mais devrait aussi specifier un pourcentage minimal de
ciment dans la couche de granito. Ce pourcentage minimal de ciment
devrait etre de 450 kg/m"^ alors que le maximum d' abrasion ne devrait
pas depasser 1,8 mm.

Key words: Abrasion test; Bohme machine; concrete terrazzo flooring
tiles; DIN 52108; wear resistance.

1. Introduction

It is generally recognized that the use of laboratory tests for predicting the wear pro-
ies of flooring materials is a questionable procedure indeed. Generally speaking, in

n tests the flooring material is subjected to some kind of abrasion and its wear proper-
5 are evaluated accordingly. Unfortunately, it is rather difficult to establish the corre
ion, if any, between the laboratory abrasion tests and wear properties and it is therefore
surprising that such tests should prove on many occasions to be unreliable means for
Luating wear properties. Nevertheless, probably due to the lack of a better procedure, th
asion tests are still being used in some countries.

In Israel, the main flooring material is concrete terrazzo tile. The wear properties
:hese tiles are determined from an abrasion test carried out on a Bohme machine of the
J specified in DIN 52108[1]2. This test will be described later in some detail. However,

-1
- Associate Professor, Faculty of Civil Engineering.
2 Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.
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in line with the preceding discussion, Israeli experience has shown that the amount of

abrasion, when determined on the Bohme machine, is also an unreliable parameter for evalu-
ating wear properties. Indeed, it has been demonstrated on many occasions that even tiles
which exhibit a low amount of abrasion are liable to rapid deterioration due to wear under
service conditions. In practice this implies that the building industry has no adequate
means for controlling the quality of the flooring tiles. This undesirable situation resulted
on many occasions in unnecessary and unpleasant disputes between owners, contractors and
tile manufacturers and emphasized once more the need for a reliable testing procedure.
Hence, the present study was carried out in order to establish such a procedure, if possible,
by means of the Bohme abrasion test.

As has already been pointed out, the critical aspect in abrasion tests is the corre-
lation between test results and wear properties. This type of correlation, if any, is

rather difficult to establish and usually involves prolonged exposure tests which are not
easy to assess quantitatively. In order to overcome these difficulties , it was decided
to try to relate the amount of abrasion not directly to the wear properties which are
difficult to measure, but to some other factors which were proved to determine the wear
performance of the tiles and therefore can be assumed to represent this particular property.
These factors were the cement content and the quality (hardness) of the aggregate in the

terrazzo course. Of course, some other factors (such as production and curing methods) may
also affect wear properties. However, as was shown elsewhere [2] (at least under normal
local conditions) , these factors are negligible compared with the cement content and the
quality of the aggregate. Consequently, in the present study an attempt was made to relate
the amount of abrasion to the cement content and aggregate hardness only which, in turn,
were assumed to represent the wearing quality of the tiles.

2. Experimental Procedure

2 . 1 Materials

(a) Cement

Ordinary Portland cement complying with Israel Standard Specification IS 1 (virtually

coincident with type I of ASTM C150)

.

(b) Aggregates

Three types of aggregates were used:

Crushed soft limestone aggregate of white colour, hereinafter referred to as "white"

aggregate.

Crushed limestone aggregate of medium hardness, hereinafter referred to as "yellow"

aggregate.

Crushed hard basalt aggregate of dark colour, hereinafter referred to as "black"

aggregate.

Generally speaking, the white aggregate represents a soft material which is not suitable

for the manufacture of terrazzo tiles, the yellow aggregate represents the more common types

which are normally considered suitable for regular tiles, while the black aggregate is rep-

resentative of the types suitable for heavy-duty tiles. The physical properties of the

three aggregates are summarized in table 1.

The above aggregates were used in three different gradings , namely "coarse" (fineness

modulus 5.25 - 5.43), "medium" (fineness modulus 4.70 - 4.76) and "fine" (fineness modulus

3.23 - 3.64). The appropriate grading curves of the aggregates are given in figure 1.

(c) Fillers

The fillers used were crushed stone sand with a fineness modulus in the range of 0.95
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1.09 (fig. 1)

teed.

In each mix the sand obtained from the same rock as the aggregate was

2.2 Mix Proportions

In all the mixes for the terrazzo course, the cement and filler/aggregate ratio was

|'j:l by volume in accordance with local practice. Within this limitation, five mix propor-

ions were studied varying in cement : filler :aggres*ate ratio from 1:0:1 (mix A) to 1:3:4

Lx E) . Accordingly, the cement content in the terrazzo course varied from 260 to 905

per cu.m. The amount of mixing water varied, being determined in each case to give the

insistency required for manufacturing the tiles.

Each mix was studied in all gradings in each of the three aggregates, giving a total

45 mixes. Further details of the mixes are given in table 2.

2.3 Preparation of Test Specimens

Test specimens were 20 x 20 cm tiles, with total final thickness (i.e. after polishing)

£ approximately 20 mm, the terrazzo course being about 5 mm thick. All specimens were

repared by skilled labor in a tile factory, us-'ng the equipment commonly employed in the

i

anufacture of such tiles. Production was strictly standardized and controlled, the only

ariation in the specimens being the mix used for the terrazzo course (table 2).

The tiles were cast upside down, i.e. the mix for the terrazzo course was placed first

d overlaid with the base-course concrete. After leveling, the mold was placed in a

'draulic press and a compacting pressure of 100 kg. per sq. cm applied. The mold was then

:ripped and the tile placed vertically in a rack. Curing, by complete immersion in water,

jmmenced 16-18 hours after casting and continued for 24 hours. At 7 days, the tiles were

)lished and stored under laboratory conditions to await testing.

2.4 Testing Procedure

At the age of 28 and 90 days tha tiles were subjected to an abrasion test in the Bohme-

I
ie machine. In this test two pieces of a tile, 7 cm square, are subjected to abrasion by
ation against a steel plate with emery sand acting as the abrasive agent. The duration
the test, speed and radius of rotation, etc., are standardized and the resistance to
asion is determined from the reduction in thickness and referred to as the "amount of

! -asion". A general view of the testing layout is given in figure 2.

3. Test Data and Their Evaluation

3.1 Influence of Aggregate

The amount of abrasion of the tiles at 28 days is plotted in figure 3 versus three
ameters which are commonly assumed to represent hardness of aggregate, namely, (a) the
unt of abrasion in accordance with DIN 52108[1] , (b) the crushing value in accordance
BS.812[3] and (c) the percentage of wear in accordance with ASTM C131[4].

It can be seen from figure 3 that the amount of tile abrasion is reduced with increase in
dness irrespective of the testing method, the relationship being approximately linear
re the crushing value and the percentage of wear are concerned. It can be seen that the
ding of the aggregate also affects the amount of abrasion of the tiles, coarser aggregate
ng associated with lower abrasion and vice versa. Generally speaking, such an effect of
aggregate grading is to be expected in view of the fact that in tile-production the

iation in the consistency of the mix must be kept within a narrow range. Hence, the use
coarser aggregate should require less mixing water and improve tile properties as a result
the reduced w/c ratio. However, as it can be seen from table 2, this was not always the
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case under test conditions and probably some other factors were involved such as the
difference in abrasive resistance of the various gradings relative to that of the cement
matrix.

3.2 Influence of the Cement Content

The amount of abrasion being dependent on aggregate hardness and grading, the influence
of the cement content should be considered accordingly. Consequently, the amount of abrasion
is plotted separately (fig. 4) against the cement content for the various aggregates and
gradings involved. It can be seen that the resulting relationship is of exponential nature
and in fact similar to that usually observed between the w/c ratio and concrete strength.
This could have been expected because , owing to the need to use mixes more or less of the same
consistency, a higher cement content means a lower w/c ratio and therefore results in a re-

duced amount of tile abrasion and vice versa. As it can be seen from table 2, this was the

case under conditions in hand.

The exponential relation presented in figure 4 implies that, although the amount of tile
abrasion is dependent on the cement content, the influence decreases in such a manner that at

a certain point a further increase in the cement content would only lead to slight improvement
in resistance. This point can be regarded as the optimum cement content or, alternatively,
as the maximum practicable amount from both the technological and economic points of view.

The relevant optimum values according to aggregate type and grading are given in table 3.

3.3 Discussion and Conclusions

It is quite evident from the presented data that the amount of tile abrasion is closely
related to the cement content and hardness of aggregate, i.e. to both factors known to

determine the wear properties of the tile. In this respect it can be noted that the amount
of abrasion can be reduced either by the use of harder aggregate or a higher cement content,
while a tile of good wear properties is characterized by both a relatively high cement content
and the use of hard aggregate. Under the conditions in question, it can be seen, for example,
that for the basalt (black) 'aggregate, tile abrasion values as low as 1.4 mm and lower were
reached in mixes having a cement content less than 300 kg. per cu.m. However, it has been
experienced on many occasions that such a low cement content is not enough to produce tiles
of good wear properties. It is therefore evident that the abrasion test is not a suitable
means for controlling tile quality, failing to adequately assess the role of the matrix in

maintaining the integrity of the tile in service. The problem of matrix quality can be over-
come by specifying a minimum cement content in the terrazzo mix. On the other hand, a good

quality matrix, resulting from the use of a high cement content, does not yield good wear
properties if soft aggregate is used. Consequently, the minimum cement content should be
specified together with a maximum value for tile abrasion. At a maximum value of 1.8 mm the

use of a soft aggregate (represented here by the "white" variant) will be impossible for any
cement content while a minimum cement content of say, 450 kg. per cu.m, will ensure satis-
factory wear properties of the matrix.

Summing up, it may be concluded that since the Bohme abrasion test is not always a

reliable means for evaluating wear properties of concrete terrazzo tiles, it should be used
in conjunction with a requirement for a minimum cement content in the terrazzo course.
Accordingly, it is suggested that in acceptance procedure for such tiles the maximum amount
of tile abrasion should not exceed 1.8 mm and the minimum cement content should be 450 kg.

per cu.m.
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Table 1. The physical properties of the aggregates.

Type of Aggregate

Property Unit
Black Yellow White

• (a)
Apparent spec. gravity
Absorption(b )

Compressive strength
Crushing valued)
Percentage of wear, ,

Amount of abrasion

%

kg/ sq . cm

%

%

mm

3.10
0.41
1475
7.6

12.2
1.03

2.68
0.75
920
15.8
22.6
1.89

2.60
1.50

650
19.1
28.4
5.00

(a) Determined on 1/4" - 3/8" particles.
(b) Weight percentage after complete immersion of 1/4" - 3/8"

particles in water for 48 hours, relative to oven-dry weight.

(c) Determined on 7 cm oven-dry cubes

.

(d) Determined on 1/4" - 3/8" particles in accordance with
BS.812:1960[3].

(e) Determined on the Los Angeles apparatus, in accordance with
ASTM C131-55[4]

.

(f) Determined on 7 x 7 x 3 cm specimens of rock on the Bohme
apparatus in accordance with the DIN 52108[1].
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Table 2. Abrasion test data.

Mix

Propor-
tions*

.

W)
CU

Grading
Materials in kg per

cu.m concrete
w/ c

ratio
Abrasion in mm
at (days) **

J-i

60
60
<

Design

.

Fineness
Modulus

Cement
Stone
sand

Aggregate 28 90

rH Fine 3. 64 838 1067 0. 44 1. 12 1.27
o PQ Medium 4. 75 905 1144 0. 37 0. 99 0.80
1—

1

Coarse 5. 43 865 1100 0. 43 0. 90 0.80
Fine 3. 23 852 920 0. 42 1. 83 1.46

>* Medium 4 70 847 957 0. 40 1. 69 1.33<
Coarse 5. 25 838 955 0. 46 1. 60 1.23
Fine 3. 44 847 890 0. 44 2. 05 1.83

Es Medium 4. 76 867 954 0. 40 2. 11 1.78
g Coarse 5 29 854 940 0. 39 1. 87 —

Fine 3. 64 517 378 987 0. 76 1. 41 1.29

H« pq Medium 4 75 571 429 1087 0. 55 a. 02 0.86
rH Coarse 5 43 560 403 1075 0. 60 0. 88 0.72

1 Fine 3 23 550 314 890 0. 63 i. 98 1.84

pq
>•< Medium 4 70 575 330 985 0. 64 i. 92 1.56

Coarse 5. 25 554 340 947 0. 62 l. 66 1.32
Fine 3 44 553 320 871 0. 63 2. 52 2.31
Medium 4 76 577 336 952 0. 53 2. 30 1.68

g Coarse 5 29 570 334 940 0. 59 1. 90 —
CM Fine 3 64 385 574 980 0. 88 1. 89 1.71
rH PQ Medium 4 75 415 623 1057 0. 70 1. 09 0.90
rH Coarse 5 43 408 608 1045 0. 79 1 06 0.98

1 Fine 3 23 411 470 886 0. 80 2. 61 2.32
>^ Me di urn 4 70 424 487 975 0. 76 2. 46 1.97

Coarse 5 25 419 483 955 0. 83 1 83 1.58
to Fine 3 44 412 481 865 0. 80 2. 98 2.84
cu

><

•H
Medium 4 76 424 498 932 0. 73 2. 89 2.13

g Coarse 5 29 430 502 945 0. 76 2 19 —
CM Fine 3 64 296 663 942 1. 27 2 10 2.04
^|cj PQ Medium 4 75 328 700 1035 0. 92 1 11 1.04
rH

Coarse 5 43 319 715 1020 1. 00 1. 27 1.19
rH

Fine 3 23 325 563 880 1. 00 3 01 3.18

Medium 4 70 336 582 955 0. 90 2. 75 2.08P
Coarse 5 25 346 59 7 985 0. 90 1 96 1.80

CO Fine 3 44 325 565 852 1. 04 3 70 3.16
d)

rs Medium 4 76 335 617 920 0. 88 3 42 2.46
•H
g Coarse 5 29 349 612 960 0. 93 2 60 —
co Fine 3 .64 246 738 942 1. 42 2 54 2.06
CN PQ Medium 4 75 273 817 1035 1. 00 1 22 1.24
i—

1

Coarse 5 ,43 261 783 1000 1. 24 1 34 .1.24

Fine 3 23 269 618 872 1. 25 3 29 3.19

W
>n Medium 4 .70 287 660 985 0. 98 3.06 2.83

Coarse 5 .25 288 662 987 1. 06 2 34 2.00

L
XGS

Fine 3 .44 269 628 850 1. 15 4 16 3.82

Medium 4 76 286 657 944 1. 00 3 60 2.84
g Coarse 5 .29 289 674 955 1. 04 2 71

* Cement: stone sand: aggregate, by volume.

** Average of three tests.

Legend: W = White; Y = Yellow; B = Black.
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Table 3. Optimum cement content
different aggregates.

for the various mixes made with

Grading
Cement content, kg. per cu.m.

Black Yellow White

Fine 550-600 600-650 600-650

Medium 450-500 550-600 600-650

Coarse 450-500 500-550 550-600
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ional Bureau of Standards Special Publication 361, Volume 1: Performance
cept in Buildings; Proceedings of the Joint RILEM-ASTM-C IB Symposium, held
2-5, 1972, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (Issued March 1972).

Performance Tests for Finish Floors
State-of-the-Art

Winthrop C. Wolfe
Building Research Division

Institute for Applied Technology
National Bureau of Standards

Washington, D.C. 20234

The need for performance standards in buildings and in finish
flooring is recognized but performance requirements and criteria need
to be established. Requirements for finish flooring, based on user
needs, were divided into three categories in a symposium at the 72nd
Annual ASTM meeting. These were Health and Safety; Comfort, Con-

venience and Efficiency; and Economics. Criteria are dependent on
the art and science of testing.

Sanitation factors, such as cleanability and air pollution are
difficult to define. Statistics show a number of deaths and injuries
from falls but the number of accidents due to slippery floors is

unknown. Fire safety is not discussed as this is outside the scope
of our work.

In the second category, resistance to the movement of wheeled
vehicles is a problem with carpet but not with other types of finish
floors. One question about resilience as related to foot comfort is

whether this is related to fatigue or to foot problems. Water and

solvent resistance is a problem in certain areas, such as bathrooms,
kitchens, and industrial locations. The question of noise or acoustics
is outside our scope.

Wear and durability is related to economics as it is a determining
factor in life-cost. Since finish flooring is judged on appearance as
well as function, it is important to consider change of appearance in

wear testing as well as actual loss of material or wearing through.
The state of the art in test development is reviewed and exploratory

work at NBS is presented in the areas of cleanability and stain re-

sistance; slip resistance; indentation and resilience; static charge
and conductivity; water resistance; and durability or wear.

Le besoin de normes de performance dans les batiments et les
revetements de plancher est reconnu,mais les exigences et criteres
de performance ont besoin d'etre etablis. Les exigences, fondees
sur les besoins de l'usager, pour les revetements de 'plancher ont
ete classees en 3 categories a un colloque de la 72eme session
annuelle de l'ASTM. Elles s

1 intitulaient Sante et Securite; Confort,
Convenance et Efficacite; et Economie. Les criteres decoulent de
l'art et de la science de l'essai.

Les facteurs d' hygiene, tels que la capacite de nettoyage et
la pollution atmospherique , sont difficiles a definir. Les
statistiques indiquent un certain nombre de morts et de blessures
a la suite de chutes mais le nombre d' accidents provoques par des
planchers gl,issants est inconnu. La tenue au feu n'est pas discutee
car elle est hors du propos de notre travail.
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Dans la seconde categorie, la resistance au mouvement de
vehicules a roues est un probleme pour les tapis, pas pour d'autres
types de revetement de planchers. La question de l'elasticite en

connection avec le confort pour le pied depend de la fatigue ou de

problemes de pedicure. La resistance a l'eau ou aux solvants est

un probleme dans certains locaux comme la salle de bain, la

cuisine ou les usines. La question du bruit ou de l'acoustique

depasse notre enquete.
L' usage et la duree sont apparentes a l'economie car ce sont

des facteurs determinants dans le cout de vie. Puisque les

revetements de plancher sont juges aussi bien sur l'apparence
qu'en raison de leur fonction, il est important de considerer les

changements d'apparence dans les essais d'usure aussi bien que la

perte reelle de materiau ou la deterioration totale.

"L'etat de 1'art" dans le developpement des essais est passe

en revue et une etude exploratrice du N.B.S. est presentee,

relative a la capacite de nettoyage et la resistance aux taches

,

la glissance, la sensibilite aux marques et l'elasticite,

1' electricite statique et la conductibilite , la resistance a

l'eau et la duree ou l'usure.

j h

Key words: Carpets; cleanability ; conducting; durability; flooring;
indentation; resilience; slip resistance; static charge; test
methods; water resistance; wear

1. Introduction

In a previous symposium [1]^ I discussed the performance concept in relation to

finish floors and described the performance tests being developed at the National Bureau
of Standards. The performance concept requires the broader term 'finish floors' as we wish
to make distinctions between smooth surface resilient floor coverings and other finish
floors, such as carpeting and monolithic surfacings. There has been increasing interest in
the performance concept since that symposium and now seems to be an appropriate time to re-

view the state-of-the-art in testing.

In the 1969 symposium [1] I grouped performance requirements for flooring into three
categories; health and safety; comfort, convenience and efficiency; and economics. Of the
health and safety factors, fire safety and noise reduction are special fields and will not
be discussed here. Performance tests will be discussed under six headings related to the
three main categories of performance requirements. The first three headings, mainly
matters of health and safety, are Cleanability and Stain Resistance; Slip Resistance; and
Static Charge and Conductivity. The next two headings, Indentation and Resilience; and
Water Resistance, are grouped under Comfort, Convenience and Efficiency. The final heading
of Durability or Wear is related to the economics of flooring.

2. State-of-the-Art of Performance Tests

2.1 Cleanability and Stain Resistance

The property of 'cleanability' is the response to overall cleaning, while 'stain
resistance 1 is the response to spills and the spotting necessary to remove spills. Recent
studies indicate that carpeting does not increase the bacterial count in hospitals and is

therefore safe to use in corridors, patients' rooms, and other areas not required to be

aseptic. However, there is some question about whether these studies are completely

2 Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at end of this paper
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iased . Other studies disagree as to the relative cost of maintenance of carpeting and

ilient tile. These studies all indicate the importance of cleanability and the desir-
lity of a test for product evaluation.

Research on methods for measuring the cleanability, soilability, and stain resistance
smooth surfaces was reported by the National Bureau of Standards [2]. Method 6141 of

eral Test Method Standard No. 141a for washability of paints might be applied to smooth
face floor coverings. However, soiling agents and dyes for evaluating stain resistance
Id very likely be different for floor coverings, depending on the use-areas under

nsideration.

Carpet presents a more difficult problem, especially if we wish to compare carpet with
ooth surface floor coverings. The surface of carpet is uneven and dirt penetrates
rough the pile. Methods used for cleaning and spotting carpet are not the same as the

eaning methods used for smooth floors. Standard methods have been developed for carpet

ling by the American Association of Textile Chemists and Colorists (AATCC) and their
celerated soiling method might be used as a basis for development of a test for clean-

lity. An attempt was made to develop a test method for soilability and cleanability of

tton broadloom rugs by Hensley and Ridgeley of the U. S. Department of Agriculture [3].

iey obtained linear correlation between rugs soiled in service and those soiled on a lab-

atory soiling wheel, using both visual ratings and change in reflectance as criteria,
wever, changes in reflectance could not be used to measure soiling unless the rugs were
dyed, hardly the case in actual service.

Preliminary unpublished work at the National Bureau of Standards indicated that
peated vacuuming does not remove all the dirt within the pile or even on the surface of

carpet. On the other hand, thorough shampooing removes all the dirt. Since degree of

ling depends on the soiling procedure, the conditions of soiling as well as cleaning
ed to be standardized. These include the time, temperature and humidity at which
ecimens are conditioned and tested.

There are a number of commercial and trade association mathods for spotting and stain
noval [4] which might be used as the basis of a standard method for evaluation of carpet-
and other floor coverings. It would first be necessary to select standardized stains,

sresentative of what might be encountered in service. Information from private sources
suggests that some 150 common stains are encountered in normal service, which illus-

tes the magnitude of the problem. Development of a standard method for stain removal
spotting will also be difficult due to the great variety of methods presently used.

2.2 Slip Resistance

According to the Final Report of the National Commission on Product Safety [5], falls
the home each year kill about 12,000 and injure an additional 6,900,000 people. The
cise causes of the falls are uncertain but slippery floors were listed as one of the
sible causes. The same report summarized results of several surveys in which floors and
oring materials were among the leading causes of accidental injuries. Interest in

ppery floors as a cause of accidents goes back at least to 1948, when a government survey
icated that a high percentage of injuries in a large government building were due to

pping on floors. This government report led to research on a code for safe walkway
faces by the National Safety Council and the National Bureau of Standards [6].

An excellent review of test methods for slip resistance of floors, including an
lysis of types of devices, was published in 1961 [7]. This review listed the James
nine which is the basis of the ASTM D2047-69 method for measuring the static coefficient
friction between sole leather and polish- coated surfaces. The James machine is adapted
7 for measurement of static friction and is not suitable for field use because of its
ign. However, a recent study indicates that a static coefficient of friction of 0.5 as
sured by the James machine is valid as a measure of safe walkway surfaces [8]. Also
:ioned were pendulum type machines, which measure dynamic friction and are adaptable
field measurement. The earliest type was the Sigler machine, developed at the National
2au of Standards, with which corridor tests reported in 1948 showed good correlation
veen test results and slip resistance of floors [6]. A modification of the Sigler
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machine, the British Portable Tester, is applied mostly to roadways but is also used in our
laboratories to measure slip resistance of flooring. The British Portable Tester is the
basis of the ASTM E303-69 test for measuring surface frictional properties but nothing
has been published on testing flooring with this device.

Since the 1961 review was published, the most noteworthy contribution to slip re-
sistance testing has been the Horizontal Pull Slipmeter [9]. This device can be used to
measure static friction and also dynamic or kinetic friction if the rate of pull is held
constant or controlled within certain defined limits. Robinson and Kopf [10] evaluated
this device and found its use valid under laboratory conditions. The machine is small,
light, and adaptable for field testing. However, no correlation has been established
between service conditions and test results.

Laboratory measurements were performed at the National Bureau of Standards with the
British Portable Tester on a variety of floor coverings and monolithic surfacings, using
the synthetic rubber slider as in ASTM E303-69 but on both wet and dry 'surfaces. The
results appeared to be meaningful enough to differentiate between floors which are
definitely slippery and those which can be considered safe. Field measurements showed that
it is possible in some cases to establish whether or not a floor finish is responsible for

accidents

.

2.3 Static Charge and Conductivity

Static charge is developed on the body of a person by rubbing upholstery or walking on
the floor. When the humidity is low, walking on carpet may produce enough voltage to cause
sparks and mild electrical shocks. Low humidity is a problem indoors in cold weather.
Static charge could be a serious problem in hospital operating rooms and special precautions
are taken to avoid sparking when using flammable anesthetics. The resistance of conductive
floors and other requirements are prescribed by section 252 of NFPA 56A [11]. However,
this is applicable only to smooth flooring.

The problem of evaluating carpet for anti-static property is complicated by the
irregular nature of the surface. However, The Carpet and Rug Institute has recently
adopi^ed the AATCC method for testing carpet for resistance to static charge [12]. In this
method, a test subject walks on a carpet conditioned in a room maintained at 70±2°F.
(21 . 1±1 . 1°C. ) and 20±1 percent relative humidity. The static charge which builds up on the
subject while walking is monitored continuously by means of a voltage indicator. Measured
voltage during walking and the rate of charge decay when walking is stopped are indications
of the "electrostatic propensity" of the carpet. The carpet industry has also experimented
with test methods in which a static charge is generated mechanically to eliminate error due
to differences between human subjects, and with measurement of "apparent surface resis-
tivity" of carpet [13]. These methods have not yet been perfected.

2.4 Indentation and Resilience

Ability to recover from stress and to absorb energy which might otherwise be trans-
mitted to the body [1, 14] are the aspects of indentation and resilience which are import-
ant from the standpoint of flooring performance. Indentation of flooring is usually
associated with the unsightly marks produced by furniture legs and stiletto heels.
Resilience of floor coverings has been related to foot comfort in studies at the National

Bureau of Standards [1, 14, 15] and elsewhere [16].

In their review article Gavan and Wein [15] related indentation and recovery standards
in Federal Specifications to degree of cure, implying that these are quality control tests
and have no relation to floor damage or to foot comfort. They criticized the McBurney
Tester, prescribed in Method 3211, Federal Test Method Standard No. 501a, and recommended
the "Armstrong Indentation Machine", as in Method 3221 of the Standard. The authors de-

fined resilience as "a property involving the elastic energy inherent in a material which
causes it to regain its original shape when an external load which has been placed on it is

withdrawn"

.
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A study by Thorburn [17] indicated that stiletto heel pressures can range from 550 to

90 psi (3800 x 10 3 to 9000 x 10 3 N/m2) with some values as high as 2260 psi (15,600 x 10 3

/m2 ) . Thorburn proposed a test device called a "Heel Load Simulator", which was criticized

v Gavan and Wein [15]. Of course, stiletto heels are not a problem at the present time but

zyles are unpredictable. According to Boyd [18], heavy furniture may exert a force of 350

ounds (1600N) on one leg or caster. While furniture glides, protectors, and casters are

enerally designed to prevent excessive concentrated load or pressure on the floor, some

isters may concentrate the furniture load over an area of as little as 0.5 square inch

UJ.2 x 10~4 m2
) . With a 350-pound (160 Kg) load, this would amount to a pressure of 700

ki (4800 x 10 3 N/m2 ) . According to Thorburn [17], maximum safe loads for determining the

•oper size of furniture rests established by industry vary from 25 to 200 psi (172,000 to

379,000 N/fa 2
), depending on- the type of floor covering.

In addition to the methods covered by Gavan and Wein [15] and those in Federal Speci-

.cations and in Standard No. 501a there are several rebound tests for resilience which
ght be applied to floor coverings. Resilience is defined as the ratio of rebound height
drop height for a metal plunger in ASTM D2632-67, which provides a method for determining

e impact resilience of rubber by measuring vertical rebound. In ASTM D1054-66, impact
silience and penetration of rubber are determined by use of a rebound pendulum. Also, the

ight of rebound of a steel ball is used to evaluate resilience in sections 95-101 of

TM D1564-69 for testing slab flexible urethane foam. The rebound method is open to

estion, however. After all, even fast walking is a slow process and people walking put

nsiderable weight on the heel and then the sole of the foot, so that the foot does not

bound like a ball.

Indentation measurements were performed by the National Bureau of Standards on a

riety of floor coverings, using the "Armstrong Indentation Machine" with flat foot in-

itors, as in Method 3221, Federal Test Method Standard No. 501a. Diameters of the

ientors used varied from 0.282 to 1-7/8 inches (0*716 x 10" 2 to 4.76 x 10"2m) and
ientor load was 152 pounds ( 70 Kg) . Initial indentation was roughly proportional to

j energies of compression of floor coverings as previously reported, using a load-strain
?ting machine [1, 14]. This indicates that laboratory measurements of indentation as in

; Federal Test Method Standard have some relation to foot comfort. Work by Sigler and

)dward, reported in Building Materials and Structures Report 73 [19] in 1941, was an
:empt to relate indentation from furniture glides and also foot comfort to measurements
floor coverings with the "Armstrong Indentation Machine".

2.5 Water Resistance

In wet areas, such as bathrooms and kitchens, it is important to have a floor covering
t is resistant to water penetration and retention. It is not only annoying to walk on
amp surface but liquid foods and body wastes are likely to penetrate through a permeable
|or covering and create odors and an unsanitary condition. Water penetration has not
n considered important because ceramic tile has been used largely in the past for bath-
ms and smooth surface resilient floor coverings for kitchens. These products are
atively impermeable to water and almost entirely non-absorbent. Recently, however,
pet has been used extensively in wet areas. Tests at the National Bureau of Standards
icate that carpet is likely to present a problem in such locations. Tests were performed
exposing the faces of carpet squares to water at room temperature. Moisture retention
calculated from increase in weight both immediately and after 24 hours in the condi-

aed room. Needlepunch outdoor- indoor carpet soaked through immediately and immediately
bed about twice its weight in water. Various low- level looped pile carpets, one
ylic.with attached sponge rubber cushion, others jute backed wool, acrylic, and nylon,
<ed through in 5-10 minutes and gained about 110 percent in weight. About 10-20 percent
2r was retained after 24 hours in all cases. This indicates that most carpets will
2ar damp for about a day after a spill and that water will soak through and cause prob-
3. There should be refinement in the test method for water resistance and improvement
:arpet intended for wet areas

.
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2.6 Durability or Wear

In a previous report we defined durability as the time dimension of performance or the
time period during which the floor retains its desirable properties [14] Durability in-
cludes resistance to wear, impact, light, water, and other deteriorating factors. Wear
testing is an evaluative technique designed to determine the deterioration caused by use.
Durability tests of finish floors attempt to simulate traffic encountered in service and to
measure the deteriorating effects of this traffic. Durability tests are commonly called
wear or abrasion tests but mechanical abrasion may be only one factor. For example, traffi
tends to cause carpet to become matted due to repeated flexing of the fibers, while the
fibers may not be actually abraded or cut and no material loss observed. This is apparent
in studying the reference photographs in ASTM D2401-67, Standard Method of Test for

SERVICE CHANGE OF APPEARANCE OF PILE FLOOR COVERINGS.

The nature of the abrasion process has been studied for metals [20] and further light
on the nature of wear and abrasion might be shed by a study of tribochemistry [21]. Re-
views by Wolfe and Cullen [14] and Gavan [22] cover previously reviewed articles. As
pointed out by Gavan, wear is a very complex process and wear machines only measure the
effects of abrasion which is but one of the factors involved in wear. Burwell [23] defined
wear as "the removal of solid material from rubbing surfaces" and he listed the factors
involved in wear as follows:

1) Resistance to cutting
2) Resistance to tear
3) Resilience
4) Stress-strain relationships

5) Changes in any of the above by heat, aging, light,
moisture, or conditions of stretch or distortion

In view of this, it is not surprising that, as Harper [24] reported, "The fundamental
approach to the measurement of wear resistance appears not to have been attempted for

flooring materials". Harper further pointed out the problem of the lack of homogeneity of
flooring and the statement by Burwell [23] following his work on metals that "there has not

as yet been developed any quantitative empirical relation connecting the quantity of wear
with the operating parameters such as load, speed, and the material constants". While
metals are not homogeneous, they are more nearly so than are flooring materials.

There seems to be a difference of opinion between producers and consumers as to the
value of wear tests in specifications. Recent studies indicate the possibility of evaluat-
ing flooring by measuring the early stages of wear, which may lead to more meaningful
specification tests [26].

Following my suggestions for government- industry cooperation [1], one of the industry
members of ASTM Com. F-6 on Resilient Floor Coverings has recently furnished five formula-
tions and corresponding specimens for round robin testing. These flooring products are to

be tested using the Taber abraser, which is readily available, relatively inexpensive, and
used by most flooring laboratories. Two modifications of the Taber abraser are to be used
in the round robin tests. One is the modification described by Frick [25] and the other is

the one that I proposed, based on work at the National Bureau of Standards, of using
special wheels supplied by a leading manufacturer of abrasives. These wheels are inexpen-
sive enough to be expendable, are less subject to loading than wheels previously used to

test flooring, and their vitrified bond eliminates the aging factor. Loss of thickness is

used as the wear criterion. Measuring is done in four to eight positions along the

periphery, using maximum depth of wear in each position. This is simpler than determining
weight loss and more closely related to service. A wide variety of flooring products was
tested in our laboratories by this method, including various types of vinyl, asphalt tile,

linoleum, printed enamel felt base, monolithic surfacings, quarry tile, and carpet. The

results appear promising and in one series, where two different products were compared,
statistical analysis showed a significant difference between the wear of two products.
Along with round robin laboratory tests, field trials are planned to be performed on at

least two of the same products.
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CONVERSION FACTORS FOR UNITS USED

1" = 1 in. = 1 inch = 2.540 cm
1' = 1 ft. = 1 foot = 30.48 cm
1 yd. = 1 yard = 0.9144 m
1 inch 2 = 6.452 cm2

1 foot 2 = 0.0929 m2

1 acre = 4047 m2

1 inch 3 = 16.39 cm 3

1 foot 3 = 0.02832 m 3

1 gallon (U.S. liquid) = 0.003786 m 3

1 lb. =1 pound = 0.4536 kg
1 psf = 1 pound/ft. 2 = 4.882 kg/m2

1 lbf = 0.4536 kgf = 4.448 newton (N)

1 kp = 1 kgf = 9.807 N
1 dyne/ cm2 = 10" 5 N/ cm2

1 psi = 1 lb. /in. 2 = 7.031 kgf /dm2 = 689 5 N/m
1 mm WC (water column) (at 4°C) = 9.806 N/m2

1 mm Hg (at°C) = 133.3 N/m2

1 mph = 1 mile/hr. = 0 .4470 m/s
t c = (t f - 32)/1.8
1 Btu (International Table) = 1055 joule (J)

1 Btu/h = 0.2930 watt (W)

1 Btu/h. ft2 = 3.152 J/sec. m2

1 footcandle = 10.76 lumen/m2 (lm/m2 )

1 lux = 1 lumen/m2

1 footlambert = 3.426 candela/m2 (cd/m2 )

1 nit = 1 cd/m2

1 MBh = 0.293 kW
1 boiler hp = 9.804 kW
1 ton = 3517 watt
1 clo = 0.88 F • ft. 2

• nr. /Btu = 0.155C-m2 /W
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